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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE REVELkTION OF JOHN
INTRODUCTION:
The Roman emperors posed as gods and did the work of Satan. There is no doubt
at all that the "emperor worship" played a main part in the persecution, o the
Christians that was the occasion for this great Christian. Apocalypse. The book
itself bears ample witness to this fact. It is not possible to single out each
iddividualemperor in the graphic picture.
"Revelationlis the last book of the New Testanent.
of prophetic visions given by Jesus Christ to John
the latter was a prisoner on Pathos. See Is', "For
mony of Jesus in Pathos." Patmos is a small rocky
fifteen miles west of Ephesus.

It professes to be the record
the beloved disciple, while
the word of God and the testiisland in the Aegean, about

"Revelation" answers to Apokalupsis in vl.. The Apocalypse bears on it the name of
its author - John, an apostle of Jesus Christ. It claims to rest on real visions
It rings with the accent of sincerity. It is orderly, serious, sublime, purposeful in its conceptions.. It deals with the most solemn and momentous of themes.
On its own claim it is a product of true prophecy,(I:3;22:18f.). It has or will
have sure fulfillment.
DISCUSSION:
I. EMPERORS' WORSHIP
I. The cult of Rome, deification of Rome into a. goddess, Dea Roma.
This had begun long before the beginning of emperor worship. Conquered
peoples were allowed to keep their awn religions and practice them as long
as they did not violate Rome's laws. Peoples in conquered countries could
affirm their loyalty to Rome by building.temples to Roma and by maintaining religious practices in her honor.
Cities competed for the privilege and often tried to surpass their neighbors
in the magnificence of these temples. Such Cities were known as "temcle-keepers.ti -Ephesall., was temple keeper of Artemis, %Acts 19:35). At any rate the
cultus, attaching itself like mistletoe to institutions and local rites alike,
shot up profusely. So polytheism found little trouble in:
admitting the emperor into a place beside the gods. In 195 B.0 a temple was erected at Smyrna.
2.Julius Caesar (102-44 BC)
The step from Dea Roma worship to emneror worship was easily made. Julius
Caesar had claimed that he was divine and had his statue placed in the
temples with the gods. An inscription in a temole in Ephesus read,,"To the
goddess Roma and to the divine Julius Caesar." The Roman emperors posed ad
gods and did the work of Satan. The worship of the emeror did not disturb
the worship of other gods. Julius was worshipped in the provinces.
3.Augustus Caesar (31 B.C. to A.D.14)
He accepted the title "worthy of reverence afld worship". He exploited emperor worship in the provinces. In his time the emperor became viewed as the
guardian and genius of the moire, responsible for its welfare and consequently worthy of its veneration. It was a convenient method of acknowledging him as entitled to a certain'Sanctity,even during his lifetime. He
permitted a certain adoration to gather, around his political figure. The
emperor came to be regarded as an incarnation og the local god.
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In 29 B.C. Augustus Caesar had permitted tempiea to Roma and Julius Caesar
in Ephesus and Micea. Also the worship of Augustus Caesar was begun in Pergamum in 29 B.C. Rome encouraged the practice.

4. Caius

Caligula (37-)41 A.D.)
This emperor claimed to be divine, and he actually demanded that his statue
be set up forrworship in the Holy of Holies in the Temple in Jerusalem.
The furor which followed induced his advisors to persuade him to drop the
plan. After this incident, Jews were exempted from the demand. Christians
were safe as long as they were considered Jewish. But when the Church left
the synagogue, Christianity became illegial.

The inevitable clash between this cult and the sensitive monotheism of
Judaisk was struck during the latter years of this insane madcap, Caligula.
(3944.1 A.D.). His nretensions to divinity would have been eidiculous, if
they had not been dangerous. But he deified himself in literal earnest by
means of incense, gestures, and clothing. And the climax of his insults to
Judaism - the proposed erection of his statue in the temple at Jerusalem was only averted by the murder of the emperor himself in January of 41 AD.
before he could execute his dire purpose.

5..

Claudius, Tiberius (Emperor 41754 A.D.)
He had some physical infirmities and a weakbess of intellect. But he had a
certain shrewdness, and tried to govern well He reverted to Julius Caesar!s
liberal policy. He developed the emneror's personal service. A definite scale
of salaries was instituted. He extended the procuratorial government in the
provinces to include thrace, Mauretania, Judea. Claudius had a passion for
acting as judge. But it 54 AD he was poisoned .by his wife Agrinpina. But
under Claudius the matters of emperor worship tended to right themselves.
But the shock of the crisis had left a deep impression on the conscience of
the Jews.

6. Nero (54-68 &.D.0
Nero likewise demanded worship. He set the city of Rome on fire in 64 A.D.,
and blamed the burning on the Christians. But he was guilty of it himself.
The emperor cult was in full force during Nero's reign.-But the persecution of the Christians did not stem from that source. Nero sought to explthit
their unnopular position and used them as scapegoats to shift the responsibility from himself for the great fa re.
Much persecution was carried out to gratify the cruelty of Nero. Many Christians died by methods of mockery. Some were covered with the skins of wild
beasts and then torn by dogs. Some were crucified. Some were burned as torches
to give light at night. Such is the account of the first heathen persecution of innocent Christians, as given by Tacitus. None were guilty for arson,
only for confessing to be Christians. It.was a freak of personal violence.
7.Domitian, Titus Fiavius (Homan Emperor 81-96 4i.D.)
He was born October 24, 51 A.D. He became emneror of Rome on September 13, 81 BC.
After Nero it had become a crime to be a Christian and all sorts of slanders
about them were circulated. We have seen already in II Thessalonians 2:3ff.,
the man of sin who sets himself above God as the objedt of worship. We have
seen also in I John 2:18, 22; 4:3 II John 7 the term antichrist applied.
aonarently to gnostic heretics.
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Nero himself set the style for Oersecuting Christians, which slumbered on
but burst into flames again under Domitian. Domitian had himself commonly
termed "Our Lord and God." The worship of the emperor did not disturb the
worship of other gods save the Jews and the Christians.
In Particular the Christians were persecuted after the burning of Rome
when ;they were distinguished from the Jews. Up until then Christians3 were
regarded (as by Gallio in Corinth) as a variety of Jews and so entitled to
tolerance as a religious sect. But Christians had no standing in law by them selvea and their refusal to worshin the emperor early gave offence, as Paul
indicates in I Cor.12:3, It, was "Lord Jesus" or "Lord Caesar".
Judaism was a national religion and had its own rights like the rest. TheyS.Ite:W
for the emperor, but not to him. But Christianity was not a national religion, and this Nazarene faith, by the sheer force of its principles and
the success of its propaganda, had soon to face the exercise of the law
against illicit cults. Under Domitian emperor Christian became deprived
of its right to the shelter from religious and patriotic tax of the
Caesar-worship.
Emperor Domitian permitted, encouraged, and enforced the payment of diVine
honours to himself.' Compliance with the rites of the Caesar cultus was
made the convenient test of loyalty for Christians who had hitherto been
arraigned for the most part upon criminal charges such as anarchy. Confession of the name Of Christ now involved a refusual to give the emperor
divine worship. This refusaf meant liable to death. And this conflict of
loyalties is the business of the Apocalypse.
DA.. AND AUTHOR AND UNITY AlZ) PURPOSa OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION .
1. The Author
The writer calla himself John (1:1, 4,9: 22:8). The Apocalypse bears on it
the name of the auhtor - "An Apostle of Jesus Christ. Irenaeus represents
the Apostle John as having lived tothe time of Trajan, at least to 98 A.D.
He called Revelation the work of a disciple of Jesus.
The author claimed to be John, a servant and witness of Jesus Christ who
had been exiled to Pathos. He was well known to the-Christians of Asia.
He wrote with the authority of an apostle, and the 21:1)4 reference is general enough to have been written by an apostle. The external evidence is
strongly in favor of John the Apostle, the son of Zebedee. Irenaeus wrote
that the apocalypse had been written by"John, the disciple of the Lord",
evidently meaning the ApoAle John. Clement of Alexandrie (A.D.215) wrote
of the Apostle John in exile on Patmos. John, the son of Zebedee„ seems
on the whole to suit the requirements of the Apocalypse better than any
other contempoary figure.
2.. The Date - 95 A.D.
The chief theory puts the date for the writing of Revelation to be near
the end of the reign of Emperor Domitian who died in 96 A.D. Scholars are
almost unanimous in dating Revelation about 95 A.D. during the reign of
Dominitian. The date must be late enough to allow for the existence and
development of conditions as described within the seven churches of Asike
A date must be sought which reflects the TErsecution born of the demand
for Christians to yield to emperor worship. This is the occasion for which
John of Patmos wrote the book.
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The internal evidences seem to place the book in the reign of Domitian.
Polycarp indicated that the church in Smyrna was founded after 61 A.D. The
churches in Revelation had existed long enough to have suffered a loss of
first enthusiasm. Also, heresies had arisen. This lapse of time would rule
out a date in Nero's reign.
Persecutions of Christians took place during the reigns of both Nero (54-68 AD)
and Domitian (81-96 4.D.). However, the Neronian persecution was limited -tho
Rome and did not involve emperor worship at all.
But the persecutions in the time of Domitian of Christians extended to the
provinces; such as Asia and was related to emneror worship. The external evidence strongly favors a date in the Domitian's reign. Irenaeus wrote (Against
Heresies V30) that John,(160-190 A.D)the evangelist and the Apostle, exiled
to Patmoa had written his revelation at the close of Domitian's reign. All
evidence strongly favors: Domitian's time, about A.D.95.
Neumann and others point out that Christians were being persecuted here
and there in Asia Minor for Domitian regarded as an cardinal offence, the
refusal to acknowledge the emperor as the divine head of the empire. The
internal and external evidences converge upon the latter part of the reign
of Domitian as the period of the book's composition an, publication. This
date of 95 AD. answers to the conditions of the book (decadence of the
churches; the widespread and severe persecution), and the the predileCtion
of Dominitian for this mode of banishment.

3. The

unity of the book
The Apocalypse bears on it the name of its author - John an apostle of
Jesus Christ.. It claims to rest on real visions. It rings with the accent
of sincerity. It is orderly, serious, sublime, and purposeful, in its
conceptions. It deals with the most solemn and momentous of themes. On
its own claim it is a product of true prophecy (1:3; 22:18f), and has: or
will have sure fulfillment.

The discussion of "date" instead of"dates" implies that the book is a unity.
There is no evidence that the letters ever circulated•separately. Each letter draws a part of its descrintion of Christ from Chapter one thus suggesting that it was written as a part of the whole composition. Each one
makes promises which are fulfilled in the closing chapters of the book
thereby suggesting that the book is a unity. The author makes use of events
in the reigns of both Nero as well as in the reign of Domitian, but the
essential unity of the book has stood the test of the keenest criticism.
L. Occasion and purpose of the book
The occasion was the persecution under Domitian born of the demand for
Christians to yield to emperor worship. This is the occasion for which John
of Patmos wrote the book. John addressed the Christians of the particular
area in a time of danger. He intended to encourage them to be' faithful to
Christ to the death. Emperor played the main part in the persecution of
the Christians.
Hone is the word that the Apocalypse brings to God's people at all times.
The same Christ who was the Captain of salvation in the time of Doimnitian
is the Pioneer and ?erfecter of our faith today. The picture of Christ in
heaven is a glorious one. See the same application to times of persecution
from time to time through the ages.
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III. A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FLU' AND OUTLINE OF TIE BOOK
I. THE PROLOGUE (I:1-20)
(1)
Introduction (I:1-3)
(2)
Salutation (1:4-8)
(3)Call and commission (I:9-11)
The vision of Christ (1:12-20)
(4)
Vision of Jesus and message to the Seven Churches: of the province of Asia.
2. Letters to the Seven Churches (2:1-322)
(1) Ephesus
(2:1-7)
(2)Smyrna
(2:8-11)
(20.2-17)
Pergamum
(3)
(211829)
Thyatira
(4)
(3:1-6)
Sardis
(5)
(6)Philadelphia (3:7-13)
(7)Laodicea
(3:14-22)

3. Three

visions into heaven
(4:1-5:14)
The things to come. First series of visions: The Seals and Trumpets.
(1)God's throne room
(4:1-11)
Adoration of the Creator.
(2)
The Scroll with Seven Seals (5:1-5)
The Lamb who opens the Seals (5:6-14)
(3)

4. The

Seven Seal visions and two parenthetical visions
(1)Opening the six seals (ch 6)
(2)The white horse - conquest
22
..4
(3)The Red Horse - war
The black horse - famine
(6:5-6)
(4)
The Pale horse - death
(6:7-8)
(5)
(6)
The martyrs under the altar (6:9-11)
(7)Catastrophes on earth
(6:12-17)
(8)
(7:1-8)
Sealing God's servants
The multitude in white robes (7:9-17)
(9)
(10)The golden altar of incense (8:1-5)

5. The

(6:1-8:5)

seven trumpet visions and three parenthetical visions (8:6-11:19)
(1)Hail and fire on earth
(8:6-7) (The plague on the land.)
(2)
The nlague on the sea
(8:89)
Burning mountain in the sea.
(3)The plague on fresh water (8:10-11)
Burning star on rivers and fountain
(4)The plague on the luminaries
(8:12)
One-third sun and moon and stars darkened
(5)
The Eagle vision
(8:13
'Woe"— trumpets
(6)
The demoniac locust plague, the first great woe
(9:1-12)
The fallen star-locusts
(7)The demOnic cavalry from the east, second ggreat woe (9;13-21)
Angels loosed from Euphrates -the horseman
(8)The mighty angel and the little Scroll
(10:1-11)
(9)The two witnesses
(11:1-1)4)
(10)
The seventh trumpet - victory
(11:15-19)
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6. Seven

visions about the great conflict ald two explanations (12:1-14:20)
(12:1-2, 4b-6)
(1)
The pregnant woman
(2)The red dragon
(12:3-4a)
(12:7-12)
The dragon cast out of heaven
(3)
The dragon's attack on the Christians (12:13-17)
(4)
(13:1-10)
The sea beast - the Roman Empire
(5)
The land beast, the Roman religious establishment (13:11-18)
(6)
The Lamb and his army
(14:1-5)
(7)
(8)Series of angel visions
(14:6-13)
(14:14-20)
(9)Visions of the harvest judgment

7. The seven bawl plagues and three introductory visions (15:1-16:21)
(15:1)
(1) The seven angels
(2)The victors by the heavenly sea
(15:2-4)
(3) The seven angels emerge from the tent of witness with seven bowls (15:5-8)
(16:1-2)
(14) Plague on earth
(16:3)
Death to sea life
(5)
(6)
Fresh water turned to blood
(16:4-7)
Plague on the sun
(16;8-9)
(7)
(8)
Plague of darkness
(16:2810.)
(16:12-16)
The call to Armageddon
(9)
(16:17-21)
(10)
Great calamities
8 The fall of the great city - Rome
(1)
The harlot and the beast
(2)The mystery of the harlot
(3)
The betrayal of the harlot
(4)Heaven's announcement of the fall of Rome
(5)Rome deserted by the Christians
(6)Kings lament Rome's fall
(7)Merchants lament Rome's fall
(8)
Sailors lament Rome's fall
The millstone vision
(9)
(10)Heaven's approval
90. The final victory of the Lamb
(1) Announcement of the marriage of the Iamb
(2) The Word of God on the white horse
(3) The battle of Armageddon
(4) The binding of Satan.
(5) The millennium
(6) The great white throne
(7) The final judgment
10. Eternal destiny of the victors
(1)
With God in the holy city
(2)
The consummation of salvation
(3)The appearance of the new Jerusalem
P(4) Description of the holy city
5)God's presence in the holy city
6)Eternal life in the holy city
(7) The angel's final message.
(8) Epilogue
April 22, 1987
T.P.D.

(17:1-19:5)
(17:l-6a)
(17:6b-14)
(17:15-18)
(18:1-3)
(18:4-8)
(18:9-10)
(18:11-17a)
(18:17b-20)
2-14
(19)1-5)
(19:6--20:15)
(19:$-10)
(19:11-16)
(19:17-21)
(20:1-3)
(20:4-10)
(20:11)
(20:12-15)
(21:1--22:7)
(21:1-4)
(21:5-8)
(21:9-14)
(21:15-21)
(21:22-27)
(22:1-5)
(22:6-7)
(22:8-21)
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CHAkahR I
THE PROLOGUE
1:1-20
INTRODUCTION:
The Apocalypse bears on it the name of its author - an Apostle of Jesus Chri st.
It claims to rest on real visions. It rings with the accent of sincerity. It
is orderly, serious, sublime, and purposeful, in its conceptions. It deals
with the most solemn and momentous of themes. On its own claim it is a product
of true prophecy (1:3; 22:18f), and will have sure fulfillment.
The superscription, "The Revelation of John the Divine" is the ecclesiastical
title. This distinguishes it from the Apocalypse of Peter or of Paul, etc.
This title professes: in reality to be An apostle of Jesus Christ, a disclosure
of the Divine Mystery in the immediate future, which has been communicated
by God to Jesus. And this mystery in turn is transmitted by Jesus (Ga1.1:12).
to John the Apostle as a member of the pronhetic order.
(DISCUSSION:

I. THE SUPERSCRIPTION, Revelation I;1-3.
This consists of a brief descrintion of the contents and origin of the book,
and a commendation of it to the reader and hearer.
1. The Revelation of Jesus Christ, 1:1.
"APOKAAYFSIIE Insou Christou, eten edwken autw o' Theos, deizai
"The Revelation of Jesus Christ,which gave to Him of God, to show
tois doulois autou a dei genesthai
en-tachei, kai
to his bondmen
what things must take place shortly: and
esetmanen
aposteilas dia tou aggelon autou tw douIw autou Iwannete.
he signified it, having sent by his angel
to his bondman John .
Apokalupto - used here meaning to uncover, unveil. It is used only once
.in the Gospels (Lk.2:32). It is common in the Epistles (2Thes.1:7) and
(Enh. 1:17) - Apokalupsis - revelation meaning to give insight into
truth or to the revelation of Christ.
Iesou Christou - revelation about Jesus Christ. It is the Son who received the revelation from the Father, as is usual. The purpose of God in
giving the revelation to Christ is to show to believers in general what
must shortly come to pass. It is a relative term to be judged in the
light (of II Peter 3:8) according to God's clock, not ours. Undoubtedly
the hopes of warly Christians lool:ed for a ppeedy return of the . Lord.
This viv4 panorama must be read in the light of that glorious hope ar1.6
of the blazing fires of Persecution from Rome.
"a dei genesthai"- what things must take place soon - this is the hinge
and staple of the book. When the advent of Jesus is hailed as a relief,
it is no consolation to say that the relief will come suddenly. Sudden
or not, it must come soon (10:7), if it is to be of any service.
The keynote of the Apocalypse is the cheering assurance that Upon
God's part there is no reluctance or delay. God's people have not long
to wait now. "Kai esetenanen - so of what is future and momentous. He
signified it. Jesus is the medium of all revelation. hut revelation is
further conceived of as transmitted through the angel interpreter (Act 7:30).
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The revelation of Jesus Christ is the revelation that Christ makes,
not that which reveals Him. Revelation is a word reserved for the Gospel. It means the unveiling of divine mysteries (Eph.3:3). From this
it easily slips into meaning mysteries unveiled. Christ is both the
Mystery and the Revealer of it. Christ comes to reveal Himself, and in
Himself the Father, whose Image Be is.
What is revealed is not secrets about the future, but a Person. The
Revealer is not man, but God. The revealer is not John, but the Divine
Son, commissioned by the Father.
2. The method of the revelation, 1:2.
"He made it known by sending His angel to His servant John, who bore
witness to the word of God and to the testimony of Jesus Christ, even
to all that he saw."
"Esetmanen apostells dia tou aggelon autou tw doulw autou
"He signified it, having sent by His angel to his bondman
Iwannet, (2) Os Emarturetsen ton logon tou Theou kai tetn
who testified
of God and the
John
the word
marturian Iesou Christou
osa
to eiden."
testimony of Jesus Christ, whatsoever things he saw."
Christ sends his angel unto His servant John. John gives his name here,
though not in the Gospel or in the Epistles., because "Prophecy requires
the guarantee of the individual whb is inspired to utter it,"Milligan.
Apocalypse has now been traced from its origin in the Mind of God to
the moment when it reached its human interpreter"(Swete). "Jesus is the
medium of all revelation," (Moffatt). The prophet's sense of direct
experience bursts through the cumbrous category of an intermediate
agent between himself and Christ. Jesus is represented both as addressing the prophet directly and as instructing him indirectly.
"Os Emarturetsen ton logon tou Theou"--"who testified to the word of
God". A collective term for God's disclosure to men some specific revelation. It refers to this book. "The word of God" is given by God. It
is the prophetic word.
"Testimony of Jesus Christ"- borne witness to by Jesus Christ. This is
an amplified phrase for the Gospel of Christ. The subject upon which
Jesus assures men of truth is the revelation of God's mind and heart,
and the Gospel is that utterance of God - that expression of His purp7
ose - which Jesus unfolds and attests. The book itself is the record
of John's evidence. He testifies to Christ, and Christ testifies of the
future as a divine plan.

3.. This verse 3 endorsed the book as a whnle, 1:3.
"Blessed is he who reads aloud the words of the prophecy, and blessed
are those who hear, and who keep what is written therein; for the time
is near."
Christians in their public worship followed the Jewish custom of publicreading of the Scriptures,(2 'Cor. 3:114f). The chUrch reader graduallyacquired an official position. John expects this book to be read in
each of the seven churches mentioned (1:4) and elsewhere. Today the
public reading of. the Bible is'an important part of worship.
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"Makarios 0 anaginwskwn, kair of akouontes tous logous tets
"Blessed is he that reads, and they that hear the words of the
prophetteias, kai tetrountes to en autw gegrammena; 0 gar kairos
written; for the time
prophecy, and keep the things in it
eggus." is near."
In the worship of the Christian communities one member read aloud,
originally from the O. T. as in the synagogues, and afterwards from
Christian literature as well (apostolic epistles) while the test of
the audience listened. In its present form the Apocalypse was composed with this object, in view.
The art of reading was not a general accomplishment in the circles
from which the Christian societies for the most part were recruited.
"Anaginwsketai" - office of reader - soon became one of the riinor
regular positions in the worship of the church. He carefully heeded
the warnings of the book, observing its injunctions, and expecting
the fulfillment of its predictions, instead of losing heart and faith.
The content of the Apocalypse is not merely prediction. Moral counsel
and religious instruction are the primary burden of its pages. The
bliss of the obedient and attentive, however, is bound up with the
certainty that the crisis at which the predictions of the book are
to be realized is imminent. This, with the assurance of God's interest
and intervention, represented the ethical content of early Christian
prediction, which would babe been otherwise a mere satisfaction of
curiosity.
"Tetrountes"- keen the things written in it. "Hear" implies also that
the one "obeys". The blessing is expressly extended to the one who
keeps the instructions of the book. "The time is near" - the blessing
stands even more clearly because of the urgency of the hour. The time
is the time for the fulfillment of the prophecies of the book.
THE SALUTATION, Revelation

1:4-8.

l.Outbreathing of holy love, 1:4.
"John to the seven churches that are in Asia: Grace to you and peace
from Him who is and who was and who is to come, and from the seven
spirits who ate before His throne."
John is writing, but the revelation is from God and Christ through
the angel. It is the Roman province of Asia which included the western part of 9arygia. These seven churches were at the best Points of
communication with seven districts.
But there were churches also at Troas (Acts 20:5f), and at Colossae
and at
Hierapolis (Co1.1:1;2:1; 4:13). And possibly at Magnesia
and at Tralles.
It is evidently John's purpose to call attention to the. eternity and
unchangeableness of God. "Vho is, who was, and who is to come."
"Tais enta ekkletsiais" - to the seven assemblies which are in Asia.
"Seven" is the sacred and complete number in apocalyptic symbolism.
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en ete Adis: Charis umin
"Iwannets tais epta ekkletsiais •tais
seven assemblies which are in Asia: Grace to you
"John to the
erchomenos; kai apo
kai eiretnet apo tou 0 wn kai 0 etn kai 0
and peace from Him who is and who was and who is to come; and from
twn epta pneumatwii u estin enwpion tou thronou 1
the seven spirits which are before
his throne ; "
He preserves the immutability and absoluteness of the Divine name from
declension.-The divine title is a paraphrase probably suggested by rabbinic
language. Igand with His Messiah,Jesus comes, and God Himself comes.
ItIlihich is to come" --"the Coming One." There is the one Holy Spirit
with the seven manifestations here to the seven churches. He expresses
in archaic terms the supreme majesty of God before whose throne these
mighty beings live. They stand obedient and ready for any commission.
The Spirit in the Apocalypse, as in Jude, 2 peter, pastoral Epistles,
is wholly prophetic.. It has not the content of the Spirit in Paul or in
the Fourth Gospel. The writer intende to enlarge unon the person of
Jesus.
The salutation identifies the author as John, so well known in Asia as
to need no further identification. The recipients of the letter are the
seven churches of the province of Asia. But John's use of the number
"seven" makes it clear that he intended to include all of the churches
of which these seven are typical.
The greeting, grace and peace, is a kind of benediction. "Grace" is that
unearned, freely-given favor of God known in Jesus Christ and which results in genuine peace.
"Peace" is not exemntion from struggle or war nor modern "peace of mind."
It is an inward, calm confidence born of rightness with God which enables
the Christian to walk courageously through storm and turmoil. The origin
of the grace and peace is threefold: God, the seven spirits, and Christ.
God the eternal Father is clearly meant by the description who is andinho
was and who is to come.
2. The faithful witness, I:5.
"Kai apo Iesou Christou, 0 martus 0 Pistos, 0 prwtotokos
ek twn
"And from Jesus Christ, the faithful witness, the firstborn from among,
twn nekrwn."
the dead."
The use of martus - witness - 414 Jesus here is probably to the witness
in this book. This is a habit of Jonh in this book. It is not to the
witness of Jesus before Pilate (22:16f).(I Tim.6:13). Jesus is not merely
the reliable witness to God but is the loyal martyr. This aspect of His
career came to the front in "the killing times."
"The firstborn from among the dead." This refers to- priority in the
resurrection to he followed by others. Jesus by His Resurrection won
Lordship over the kings of earth (17:14; 19:16), what the devel offeld
Him by surrender (Matt.4:8). His Resurrection is the pledge that death
cannot separate the faithful from His company.
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Kai 0 archwn twn basilewn tes ges tw agapetsanti Emas, kai louAnd the ruler of the kings on of the earth. To Him who loves usyand.
santi emas apo twit amartal.wn er.rwrn en tw aimatt autou.
in His own blood."
washed us from our sins
Jesus by His resurrection won lordship over the kings of the earth (17m).
At the inspiring thought of Christ's lordship the prophet breaks
into adoration -agapwnti. The eternal love which Christ bears to His
people is proved by His death, as a (I) revelation of what He has done
fur them by His sacrifice. (2) And what He has made of them. The negative
deliverance from sins at the cost of His own life is a religious emancipation which issues in (3) A positive relationship of glorious religious
privilege.
"Kai 0 arctiwn"--- and the ruler of the kings. This emphasizes the royal
standing of the Christian community in connection with their Christ
as their Ruler. It also emphasizes- their individual privilege of intimate access to God as the result of Christ's sacrificial death.
"To Him who loves us.." m4e Christians are now the chosen people. In
us the Danielic prophecy of a regin of the saints is to be fulfilled."
Persecution (IPOter 2:5) deepened the sense of continuity in the early
Christiana, who felt driven back on the truth of election and Divine
protection, They were the true succeesors of all noble sufferers in
Israel who hdd gone before.
In the Apocalypse the Christian Church is invariably the true Israel,
including all who believe in Christ, irrespective of birth and nationality. God reigns over them, and they will reign, over the world. In
fact, Christians now and here is what Israel honed to become, priests-princes of God. And this position has been won for them by a Messiah whom
the Jews had rejected, and whom all non-Christians will have to acknowledge as sovereign.
We Christians, harried and despised, are a community with a great history and a greater hone. Our connection with ChristtMakes us truly
imperial. The adoration of Christ, which vibrates in this doxology,
is one of the most impressive features of the book.
The nronhet feels that the one hope for the loyalists of God in this
period of trial is to be conscious that they owe everything to the
redeeming love of Jesus. Faithfulness depends on faith, and faith is
rallied by the grasp not of itself but of its Object, Christ. It is
passionate devotion to Jesus, and not any skill in exploring prophecy,
which proves the source of moral heroism in the churches.
Jesus sacrificed Himself for us - "Auto E doza." From this inward trust
and wonder, which leap un at the sight of Jesus and His grace, the loyalty
of Christian flows;. This enthusiasm for Jesus tarries the pronhet's mind
forward to the time when the Lord's majesty will flash out on mankind.

3. The

everlasting royalty ascribed to Him 1:6.
"Kai epoisen emas Basileis kai ireis. tw thew kai petri autou: Autw
"And made us kings and priests to God and Father His: To Him be the
E doza kai to kratos eis tous aiwnas twn aiwnwm. Anetn.
glory and the might to the ages
of the ages. Amen."
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Perhaps a reminiscence of Ex.19:6, A kingdom of priests. The idea here
is that Christians are the true spiritual Israel in God's promise to
Abraham as explained by Paul In Gal. 3 and in Rom. 9 To be priests Each member of this true kingdom is a priest unto God, with direct
access to God at all times.
"Unto his God and Father"- Toi theoi kai patri autou. Christ applies to both
God and Father. Jesus spoke of Bather as His God,Matt.27:46. Paul uses
like language in Eph. 1:17. A;so Peter in 1: -3t3r 1:3.
"To Him" - autoi -another doxol6gy to Christ. "The adoration of Christ
which vibrates in thei doxology is one of the most impressive features of
the book." (Moffatt). "He made us to be a 'kingdom of priests." Christians are a kingdom, not kings, of priests.
Collectively they are a kingdome of priests. Each member of Christ shares
in His eternal priesthood. "Unto His God and Father. To Him be the glory."
St. John's doxologies increase in volume as he progresses. An indefinite
period of immense duration is meant.

4. The

outlook Cf the Second Coming of Christ, Rev. 1:7.
"Idou erchetai meta twn nepheIwn, kai osietai auton pas onirtrhalmos,
"Behold, He is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see Him,
Kai oitines auton ezekentesan kai kosiontai ep autou pasai ai phulai
and everyone who piereced Him; and all tribes of the earth will wail
tes ges.
Nai, Amen."
on account of Him." Even so, fimen."
This v7 is kind of an appendix to the salutation. Christ's return to
judgment is certain. Emphatic use of the Lord. It may be an adaptation
of Daniel 7:13. It was interpreted in some circles as a prophecy of the
crucifixion. Only, the reference is no longer to repentance, but, by a
turn of characteristic severity, to remorse and judgment.
The first of the three signs preceding Christ's advent in the clouds is
Christ with outstretched arms, as crucified. This passage alludes to an
eschatological crisis.
No such visible or victorious return of Christ if fulfilled in the
Apocalppse, for visions like (14:14f; 19:12f) do not adequately correspond to 1:7., or 22:12 etc. And no punishment of the Jews at Christ's,
return occurs. For the vengeance of 19:13f falls on pagans, while 11:13
lies on another plane.
The responsibility of the Jews, as opposed to the RoMans, for the judicial
murder of Jesus is prominent in the .Christian literature of the period.
The unbelieving pagans are
impenitent when they become surprised by
the Lord's descent. To the Jewish taunt, "Jesus is not the Messiah but a
false claimant: He died." The reply was, "Jesus will return in visible
messianic authority,, (Mark 14:62; Matt. 26:64, and- note Lk.22:69).
"Every eve will see Him." The joyful note of expectation is dominant.
But Christ's coming will be a dreadful event for all. who pierced Him.,
for all who had a part in Christ's death. They will recognize that He
is Lord and that they have rejected Him. Now He will judge them.
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5w A prelude to the book, 1:8.
"Even so. Amen" combines: the Greek and
and gives a double emphasis "Even so:
the quotation of God identified by the
and Omega, the first and last letters
first and last.(21:6, 22:13).

Hebrew
Let it
double
of the

pirtioles of the same mean it
be!" John's authentication is
title Lord God, who.. is Alpha
Greek alphabet, hence the

This description of the eternity og God recurs in 21:6 with the added
explanation "the Beginning and the End". And of Christ in 22:13 with the
still further explanation "the First and the Last."
The change of speaker in this verse is unannounced, as in 16:15; 18:20.
Only here and 21:5f. is God introduced as the speaker. The eternity of
God guarantees the prophecy just made.
"Egw eimi to A kai to Omega, Archete kai telos, legei 0 Kurios.
"I am the Alpha and the Omega, beginning and ending, says the Lord.
Own kai 0 etn kai 0 erchomenos,
0 pantokratwr."
Who is and who was and who is to come, says the Almighty."
The Advent of Christ,
by God, who overrules
the first part of the
of the second century
first title of God in

which marks the end of the age, is brought about
. It is always of God in the Apocalypse., otherwise
title might have suggested Christ. By the o-)ening
(Pater Bantokratwr 4 Father Almighty) had become the
the Aoman creed.

"To Alpha kai to W"- Not the finality, but the all-inclusive power of God,
which comes fully into play in the new order of things inaugurated by
the Second advent.
This verse forms a prelude to "The Revelation of Jesus Christ"- as God
and as the Almighty "Ruler of the kings of the earth." Similar language
is used of the Father (6:6 and21:6) which shows clearly how St. John
teaches that Jesus Christ is "equal to the Father as touching the Godhead.
The statement of these Divine attributes increases in fulness as the
writing proceeds.
Here"The Alpha and the Omega," . Then v17 and ch.2:8,"The First and the Last."
In ch-21:6,"The Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End." In ch.
22:13, "The Alpha and the Omega, The First and the Last, The Beginning and
the End. Of these four, the Second and the Fourth apply to the Son. The
First and the Third apply to the Father.
God is identified by the double title Lord and God who is Alpha and Omega.
These are the first and last le-ters of the Greek alphabet, hence the
First and Last (21:6 and 22:13). These letters became important symbols
in Christian art. John also preferred the title "Almighty (1:8; 4:8;
11:17; 15:3; 16:7; 16:14; 19:6,15; and 21:22), which stresses God's
power.
III. CALL AND COMMISSION, 1:9-11
1. John was a brother and partaker in all the-tribulation, 1:9
"Egw Iwannes, o kai adelphos untwn kai sugkoinwnos
en to thelipsiei
"I
John, also your brother, Who shares with you in Jesus in tribulation
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In Apocalyptic literature the personality of the writer is always
prominent to guarantee the visions (Dan.8:1;10:2)."Fartaker with you or
co-partner with you." The absence of the name "Apostolos" merely shows
his self-effacement, as in the Fourth Gospel, and still more his.oneness with his readers.
Both the tribulation and the kingdom were present realities and called
for patience. This is possible only' in Jesus.! Here the authority with
which John is to speak is conditioned by his kinship of Christian experience with the churches and his special revelation from God.
Adelphos - brother, fellow-member of the same religious society. Thlipsei
in the tribulation. This is put first as the absorbing fact of their
experience, and as a link of sympathy between the writer and readers.
Kai Basileia - in the kingdom and endurance - by which one is nerved to
endure the presence of the former without breaking down, and to bear the
temporary delay of the latter without impatience.
"Kai en te Basileia kai upomne Eesou Christoul egenomen en te nesw
"And in the kingdom of endurance of Jesus Christ, was on the island called
te kaloumene Fatmw,
dia ton Logon tou Theou kai dia ten marturian
called Patmoa, because of the word of God and because of the testimony of Jesus Christ. Iesou Christou.
Makrathumia - means the absence of resentment at wrong. Upo-mone - means
not giving way under trials. "The aids of your faith are fear, patience,
, long-suffering and self-control are our allies." It is such patience,as
is exemplified in Jesus, and inspired by Him such was the cardinal virtue of the Apocalypse and its age.
In the early Christian literature of this period "Vie cannot name anything
upon which blessedness is so frequently made to rest, as upon the exercise of patient endurance."
Egnomen -I found myself in. This implies that when John was writing this
he was no longer by the flowing waters as frequently, but he was now in
the small, treeless, scantily populated island of Pathos. It was one of
the Sporades, whither criminals were banished sometimes by the Roman
authorities. Banishment to this island was not an infrequent form of
punishment for better-class offenders or suspects under the. Regime of Domitian. It Probably hard labour in the quarries and- was inflicted by the
proconsul of Asia Minor. Why John was only banished, we do not know. •
John's removal from the mainland itself was a punishment. Patmos was
insignificent and desolate. It gave John an opportunity for solitary
communion with God. But the matter - was familiar to the circle for whom
the book was written. God vouchsafes. visions, but John introduces his
personal experience in order to establish relations between himself and
his readers rather than to indicate the conditions of his theophany.
2.The introductory vision, 1:10.
"Egenomen en. Pneumati en te kurake etmetra kai ekousa opisw mou phwnen
I became in the Spirit on the Lord's Day, and I heard behind me a voice
megalen- ws salniggos,."
loud as a trumpet,"
"I came to be in the Snirit," not the normal spiritual condition. He came
into an ecstatic condition as in Acts 10410f. Throughout the Apocalypse
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John first sees, then writes (21:5). The two are not simultaneous. While
the Apocalypse is thus the record of a vision, the usual accompaniments
of a vision - prayer and fasting - are significently absent from the
description of this inaugural scene, which is reticent and simple, It
is possible, however, that the prophet was engaged was in prayer when the
vision overtook him,(see Acts 10:9-11),
"On the Lord's Day"- en tee Kurake Etmetra. It is possihle John was
engaged in prayer. He probabyy was wrapt in meditations on the Resurrection of Christ appropriate to the hour.. Christians have their birthday to
celebrate the birthday of their heavenly king. With his mind absorbed
in the thought of the exalted Jesus and stored with 0. T. conceptions of
the Messiah from Daniel and Ezekiel the prophet had the following ecttasyin which the thoughts of Jesus and of the church already present to his
mind are fused into one vision. John recalls in spirit the usual churchservice with its praises, prayers, sudden voices, and silences.
"I heard behind me a loud voice like a trumpet." Salpiggos - trumpet
loud and cI?.ar. Emerson spoke of a revelation of the Lord„"I conceive
a man as always spoken to from behind and unable to turn his head and
see the speaker.". It exhibits several off the hading functions discharged by Jesus in the apocalypse.
Jesus appears as (1) The revealer of truth and secrets. (b) He is the
guardian and chamnion of the saints. (3) He is the medium,through
sacrifice, of their relationship to God. (4) He is associated with
God in rewarding them. (5) And in the preliminary overthrow of evil
which accompanies the triumph of righteousness. This is the unexpected
and overpowering entrance of the Divine voice.

3. John

writes this book by Divine command, Rev. 1:11.
'Write what you see into a book and send it to the seven churches.
"0 Blepeis grapsion eis Biblion, kai pempsion tais
This emphasis is nut unon the commission to compose and circulate what
he sees in the vision. It is due to the author's claim of canonical
authority and reflects a time when literary work of this nature still
required sone guarantee, although at an earlier date smaller oracles
had been written and accepted. This determined the flight of the early
Christians to Tella,(3:3,5)
John's role, however, is passive in two senses of the term. John seldom
acts or journeys in his vision, whereas Jewish apocalynses are full of t
the movements of their seers. Nor does John's vision lead to any practical course of action. John is not conscious of any commission to preach
or to reform the world. The prophet is an author. His experience is to
be no luxury but a diffused benefit.
This prophet is careful to explain that comnosition is no mere literary
enterprise but due to a divine behest. "Now therefore write in a book all
thou hast seen, and thou shall teach," etc.
"Tais en Asia: Eis Asia, eis Epheson, kai eis Sraurnan, kai eis Prgamon,
"which are in Asia: To Ephesus, and to Sm:rrna, and to
Pergamos, and to
Thutetta, kai eis Sardeis, kai eis Philadelpheian, kai eis Laodikeian."
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The cities are enumerated from Ephesus northward to Smyrna (40 mi.), and to
across 40 miles to (S.E) to 'Thyatira, dawn to Sardis, Philadelphia (30 mi S.&
of Sardis), and Laodicea (140 mi. S.E. of Philadelphia). All the churches lay
within Lydia except Pargamos and 3aodicea.
The writing was to be instantaneous action. The commission covers the whole
series of visions which all grow out of this first vision of the Risen
Christ. Part of the commission is from Christ. The whole book was to be
read to all seven churches.. It would probably also be copied at each church.
It is in the order in which St. John would visit the sellen churches in
making an apostolic circuit, as metropolitan.
The commission (v11) was not to speak but tolWrite what you see in a book, and
to send the book to the seven churches of Asia. The seven churches are identified by the seven cities in which they are located. They were the key cities:
of the districts of the Roman province of Asia. John knew these seven churches
personally, but he probably knew the others also. These seven were representative of all churches. The number "seven" signifies "completeness", and John
Probably intended to include the entire Christian community of Asia., which
to the author was the entire church.
IV. THE VISION OF CHRIST, Revelation 1:12-20,
1. The voice is nut for the Person speaking, 1:12.
"Kai enestrepsia Blepein ten phunen'etis elaletsen2 metTemou, kai epistresias
"I turned to
see
the voice which spoke with me, and having turned
eidon epta luuhnias chousss,
I saw seven golden lampstands."
This vision is of great importance for the rest of the book. It stamps the
apocalyptic visions which follow as "Christian". In Revelation, all depends.
on Christ, who is portrayed in this vision. Christ is much more awe-inspiring
than Caesar.
"I saw seven golden lampstands." See Matt. 5:15. Symbols of seven churches
are explained in v20. A descrintion of a seven-branched candlestick is in
Exodus 25:35ff. But here in this v12 the lampstands are separate.
The lamnstands are heavenly symbols of the actual seven churcheaon earth.
Christ is walking among them uniting the heavenly and the earthly. Christ
holds them in His hand - His strong right hand - showing both His soverignty
and their security.
The function of the churches is to embody and express the light of the
divine nresence on earth. So high is the prophet's contention of the communities (2:4-5). Their duty is to keep the light buriing and bright,
otherwise the reason for their existence disappears (2:5).
Consequently the primary activity of Jesus in providence and revelation
bears upon the purity of those socities through which. His influence is to
reach mankind. His connection with them on the other hand assures them of
One in Heaven to whom out of difficulties here they can appeal with
confidence. 4e see seven separate lamp-stands, each with its own lamp.
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2. John beheld the Lord Jesus Christ, Rev. 1:13.
"And in the midst of the lampstands one like a son of man, clothed with a
epta luchniwn omoion uiw anthropou, enoedumenon
"Kai en mesa twni
garment reaching to the feet, and girt about witha golden girdle round
nodnrn, kai periezwsmenorr pros tois mastois Zwneu chrusen."
his breast.
"One like unto a son of man". Christ is the
"Homoion huion anthropou"
"Son of man". He is like "a son of man", but not a man. "Cmoionws" - something like unto a son of man.
The churches are inseparable from their head and centre Jesus, who moves
among the cressets of His temple with the dignity and authority of a high
priest. "Anarthrous" - like unto a son of man - is the human appearance of
the celestial Messiah, whwre the Son of Man accomoanies God, who, as the
Head of Days, had a head "white as wool". The whole passage illustrates the
writer's habit of describing a person by heaping up qualities without strict
regard to grammatical collocation..
This vision stamns the apocalyptic visions which follow as "Christian". In
Revelation, all depends on Christ, who is portrayed in thsi vision. Christ
is much more awe-inspiring than Caesar. The lampstands are heavenly symbols
of the actual seven churches on earth. Christ is walking among them unitink
the heavenly and the earthly.. Christ holds them in His strong right hand
showing both His sovereignty and His security for them.
"A garment down to the foot"--"Endedumenon-a garment. "Podwrn"- reaching to
the feet. A long robereaching to the feet, was an oriental mark of dignity,
denoting high rank or office such as that of ?arthian kings or of the Jewish
high priest who wore a purple one.
High girding with a belt was another mark of lofty position, usually reserved
for Jewish priests . "Girt about with a golden girdle round his breast" - was
another mark of lofty position. It meant high-up girded, swift moving, as
powerful in soverignty as any absolute sovereign in the world. The golden
buckle - prope - was part of the insignia o f royalty and its Philoi.
The author thus mixes the royal and sacredotal colours on his palette to
heighten the majesty of Christ's appearance. New, golden, shining, white are the usual adjectives which he employs throughout the book for the transcsndent bliss of the life beyond and its heavenly tenants.

3. The

abiding condition of the Christ, Rev. 1:14.
"Ete de keohale autou kai ai triches leukai wsei erion, ws chiwn; kni
"And His head
and His hair were as white wool, white as snow; His
ophthalmoi autou yin phloz nuros."
eyes were like a flame of fire."
This is another conventional simile for celestial beings. Jewish tradition
rationalized the white hairs into a proof of God's activity as a wise old
teacher.(Prov.20:27f.). Such traits is poetical in John's vision. Such traits
body forth John's concention of Jesus as Divine. Divine beauty was generally
manifested in glowing insight, the countenance, and the .voice.
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"Triches leukai erion"- as white as wool - The person of the 1,8rd Jesus is
here described in language largely from Daniel 7:9 (the ancient of days).
"'White as snow"-- "ws chiwn". "As a flame of fire"."His eyes were like a
flame of fire." "Fhloz puros"- flame of fire. In Daniel 10:6 the eyes of
the Ancient of Days are as lamps of fire.
4. Fine brass, Rev.1:15.
"Kai of podas autou omoioi chalkolibanw, ws en kaminw pepurwmenoi;;
"And His feet were like burnished bronze, as im a fyxnace they glowed;
kai et Dime autou ws
phwne udatwn polIwn."
and His voice was like the voice of waters many."
"Choioi chalkolibanw"- like burnished bronze This word is found only here
and in 2:18. Suidas defines it an amber or compound of copper and gold and s
silver. It is in reality an unknown metal. It is some hard (as yet unidentified) metal which gleamed after smelting.
"As if it had been refined in a furnace" . His clothing suggests, purity and
royalty. His physical appearance (described in a sevenfold way) is majestic,
powerful, divine, and somowhat terrifying.. ]ii3ut His voice is comforting
and reassuring. It dispels John's fears. There is singularly little of
the scenery of patmos in tha Apocalypse.
5. Christ holds the churches in His hand as a preciosu possession, Rev. 1:16.
"Kai echwn en te dezia autou cheri asteras epta, kai ek tou stromatos
hand seven stars,
and out of His mouth
"And having in His right
nomnhaia distromos ozeia
ekporeuomene, kai et psis autou ws o elchom
issued a sharp two-edged sword going forth, and His countenance as the sun
phainei en te dunamei autou.
shines in its power.
Christ spoke of His own death and resurrection as the basis of John's and
all other Christians' hope. Christ has a two-edged sword extending from His
mouth which is the symbol of His power. The two-edged sword is Christ's Wiord.
He conquers by speaking His word. This is the case throughout the book..
"In His right hand" means for safe-keeping. Seven stars means seven churches.
"A sword two-mouthed sharp" means a long mord, proper ly a Thracian javelin.
Majesty and authority (13-15) followed the initial idea of Christ's central
nosition among the churches. The care and control exercised by Christ over
the churches only come forward after the suggestions Of majesty and authority.
By a vivid objectifying of the Divine Word, the figure of the sharp sword
issuing from the mouth is applied to the Messiah, as in Jewish literature to
God, Christ's power of reproof and punishment is to be directed against the
Church (2:12f) as well as against the world of heathen opposition (19P21).
The face of Christ is aptly termed as bright as sunshine uninterceptted
by mist or clouds.. This is the climax of the delineation. •
6..The overpowering influence of the vision, Rev. 1:17.
"Kai ote‘eidon auton, epessa pros tous podas ws nekros; kai epetheken
as dead; and He laid
"And when I saw Him, I fell at His feet ..
ten dezian autou cheira en eme, legwn moil me nholiou; Egw eimi o prwtos kai
saying, "fear not:
am the first and
His right hand upon me,
o eschatos." the Last."
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"I fell at His feet"--"Epesa". Under the overpowering influence of the vision
(as in 19:10), the act restored John's confidence. There is no dialogue between the prophet and Christ, as there is afterwards between him angl the
celestial beings. The triple reassurance is:(1) That the mysterious, overwhelming Figure reveals his character, experience, and authority instead of
proving an earthly or unearthyl alien visitant. (2) The vision has a
practical object ("write,"19) bearing upon human life. (3) And consequently
mysteries are not left as baffling enigmas.
All the early Christian revelations which are self-contained, presupposes
the risen Christ as their source. The Apocalypse of Pater, being fragmentary,
is hardly and exception to the rule. The present vision presents him as superhuman, messianic, militant and divine.
"He laid His right hand upon me". This is the act that restored John's
confidence. "Fear not, I am the first and the last." Recall Luke 1:13
to Zacharias to give comfort. Here it is used of Christ. John was reassured
of Christ's presence. Christ claims that He is first and last (1:8), that
He has been raised from the death to live evermore.
7. I am He that liveth, 1:18.
The eternal life of the exalted Christ is a comfort both in method and result.
His experience assures men of sympathy and understanding. His vistory and
authority over death -- an.: assurance of His nower to rescue His own people
from the grim prison of the underworld.
"Kai o zwn, kai egenomen nekees, kai idou zwn eimi eis tous aiwnas
"And the living one, and I became dead, and behold alive I am to the ages
ban aiwnwn amen;kai echw tas kleis tou adou kai tou thanatou."
of the ages, Amen; and I have the keys of Hades and of Beath."
"And the living one; I became dead." This is definite reference to the cross.
"Eehold I am alive forevermore." "For evermore"- aiwnas - unto the ages of
the ages. A stronger expression of eternity even than in 1:6.
"I have the keys of Hades and of Death"-Gonceived as in Matt. 16:18 as a
prison house or a walled city. The keys are the symbol of authority, as
we speak of honouring one by giving him the keys of the city.
"Hades" here means the unseen world to which death is the portal. Jesus
has the keys because of His victory over death. The key was a natural
oriental symbol for authority and power (3:7).
To ascribe this divine prerogative to Jesus as the Divine Hero who had
mastered death is, therefore, another notable feature in the high Christology of this book. "I am the Yesterday and To-day and To-morrow
I
am the Lord of the men who are raised again; the Lord Who cometh forth
from out of the darkness."
To this Christian prophet, spokesman of a mere ripple upon a single wave of
dissent in the broad ocean of paganism, history and experience find unity
and meaning nowhere but in the Person of a blameless Galilean peasant who
had perished as a criminal in Jerusalem. Sowould such early Christian expectation apnear to an outsider. He - would be staggered by the extraordinary
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claims advanced on behalf of its God by this diminutive sect, perhaps more than
staggered by the prophecy that imperial authority over the visible and invisible worlds lay ultimately in the hands of this deity, whose power wes not
limited to his own adherents.
8.Write what you see, Rev. 1:19.
a
"Grapsion
eides, kai a eisim
a
"Now write the things:which you see,and the things which are, and the thing&
meta tauta."
mellei ginesthai
which ace about to take place aftetese."
"Therefore" - oun - In view of Christ's words about Himself in v18 and the
command in v11. Which thou sawest - ha eides - refers to the vision of the
glorified Christ in vv13-18. "The things which are" individualizes the items,
certainly the messages to the seven churches (1:2G-3:22) in relation to the
world in general. The threefold-division of things probably refers to past,
present, and future visions. It is possible that "the things which thou
sawest" refers to the visions, and "the things which are" refers to the
realities symbolized in the visions.
The real sense is that the contents of the vision consist of what is and
what is to be, these divisions of present and future underlying the whole
subsequent Apocalypse. mtrie ought therefore to be exceedingly thankful to
the Lord for disclosing the past to us and making us wise in the present;
yea as regards the future even we are not void of understanding."
Moral stimulus and discinline were the object of such visions. The commission
is reaffirmed to John. It is to write the content of the visions. That content is further described to include both the present, what is, and the future,
what is to take place hereafter. This twofold emphasis is more prophetic
that apocalyptic in putlook.
9.The mystery is now made known to John's readers, Rev. 1:20.
"To musterion twn epta asterwn wn eides epi tes dezias;moul
"The mystery of the seven stars which thou sawest in kyr.: right hand,
kai tas epta luchnias tas chrusas, Oi epta ()stems aggeloi twn
and the seven golden lampstahris,
. The seven stars are the angels
epta
ekklesiwn estin„
kai ni epta luchniai as eides
of the seven assemblies
and the seven lampstands which thou sawest
epta ekklesiai
are seven assemblies.
The mystery, hidden from others, is now made known to John's readers. The
seven stars are the angels of the seven churches. On the human plane,
angels are merely messengers. Therefore, these angels could be the messengers to these seven churches
"Mystery" is the inner meaning or secret of a symbolic vision. This item is
picked out of the previous vision (1:16) as needing explanation at once and
as affording a clue to what follows (3:1).
"The seven stars which thou sawest in my right hand" "Which"
retained without attraction tc) ease. St. John's own language
key to the symbolism. "The seven stars are the angels of the
and the seven candlesticks are the seven churches." The star

-hous - is regives the true
seven churches,
shines steadily
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by its oven inherent eternal light. ,The star is the sup rasensual counterpart,
the heavenly representative. The lamp is the earthly realization, the outward
embodiment.
The "angel" is identified with and is made responsible for the 6hurch to a
degree wholly unsuited to any human officer« To him are imputed all its hopes,
its fears, its graces, its shortcomings. He is punished with it, and he is
rewarded with it. The angel and the Church are the sane under different aspects.
The one is its spiritual character personified« The other is the congregation
of believers who collectively possess this character.
The seven golden lampstands identifies the stars of v16 with the lampstands
of v12. The seven churches themselves are lampstands (1:4,11) refaecting
the light of Christ to the world (Matt.5:14-16)Jn.8:12) in the midst of which
Christ walks (1:13).
With Paul, the Christian life of the saints lie hidden with God in Christ.
Even unsatisfactory churches,like those of Sardis and Laodices:, are not yet
cast away. The light and presence of God now shine in the Christian Churdhes.
Angels are commissioned by God to execute His orders or instruct the seer.
The sunreme concern of God is with earth and man.. Angels are but the middle
term of this relationship, at most the fellow-servants of the saints whose
interests they promote. Christians offer no praises to them. They reserve their adoration for God and Christ.
The Apocalypse, though Presupposing the exercise of discipline and the practice
of reading, prayer, and praise within the Christian communities-, ignores
officials of any kind. As the scene of Revelation is in the Spirit and its
Author is the Heavenly Christ, the writer is instructed to address not the
angels, but their guardian angel.
The point of the address is that the revelation of Jesus is directly conveyed
through the spoken and written words of the prophets, as the latter are
controlled by the Holy Spirit of Christ Jesus.
CONCLUSION:
Our Lord announces respecting His mediatorial glory, which is of equal application to all the Churches, wherever they may be, and whatever may be their
spiritual condition. It is this, "I have the keys of Hadea and Death." The
time of departure of every individual from this world is under Christ's
control. The entrance of a spirit into the invisible world or realm is
under Christ's control. Each believer departs to be with Christ.
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LETTERS TO THE SEVEN CHURCHES
Revelation 2:1-3:22

(Part I)

INTRODUCTION:
These seven epistles to the seven churches are both historical and typical.
They refer primarily to the actual condition of the several Churches in .St. John's
own day. These are intended for the instruction, encouragement, and warning of
each Church and the Churches throughout all time.
For two Churches, Smyrna and Philadelphia, there is nothing but praise. For
two Churches, Sardis and Laodicea, there is nothing but blame. And for three
Churches, Ephesus and Fergamum and Thyatira, there is praise and blame in differend degrees intermingled.
The seven letters are so similar in form and content as to suggest that they
were written specifically for Revelation and were not composed previously for
individual occasions. They apnropriately convey specific messages to the individual congregations. The snecific details within them are:so distinctive as to require us to acknowledge that John, while intending that all be circulated to all
the Churches, meant to address the specific congregation with the letter bearing
its name.
These seven open letters are appeals for vigour and vigilance which reflect a mind
in which imaginative, even mystic fervour was accomnanied by shrewd penetration
into the existing state of morals and religion in the Asiatic communities. Their
disorders and difficulties doe not escape the notiice of the Prophet. John will
neither spare nor despair of the Churches.
John speaks in the name of a Lord who knows not only who are His, but what they are.
He is One who is keenly alive to their plight and struggles alike against inward
corruption (2:lff) and the external pressure of the Empire, one to whom their
obscure provincial conflict is a matter of infinite moment.
DISCUSSION::
1. THE EPI.STIE TO THE CHURCH AT EWESUS, Rev. 2:1-7.
I. The political and commercial primacy of Ephesus
"To the angel of the Church in Ephesus write: "The words of Him who
holds the seven stars in His right hand, who walks among the seven golden
iampstAnds."
Ephesus is
1 near the sea on the river Cayster, and the foremost city
of Asia Minor. It is the temple-keeper of Artemis and her wonderful
temple (Acts 19:35), the home of the magic arts (Ephesian letters, Ac.19:19)
and of the mystery-cults, place of Paul's three-years'stay(Acts 19:1-10;
20:17-38), where Aquila and Priscilla and Apollos laboured (Acts 18:24-38)/
and where Timothy wrought (I and II Timothy?.Later it is where the Apostle
John preached in his old age.
Surely Ephesus was a city of great preaching and great privilege. It was
about sixty miles from Pathos and the messenger would reach Ephesus first.
It is a free city, a seat of proconsular government (Acts 19:38), the end
of the great road from the Euphrates. The nort was a place of shifting
sands, due to the silting un of the mouth of the Cayster.
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Tade legei 0
"Tv: aggelw tes Ephesines ekklesias grapsion;
"To the angel of the Ephesians assembly write; these things says he who
kratwn tous epta asteras en to dezia autou, 0 peripatwn en mesw
holds the seven stars in his right hand, who walks in the midst
twn epta luchniwn twn chrouswn."
of the seven lampstands
golden."
"Tade" - These things. This is demonstrative seven times here, once with
the message to each Church (2:1,. 8y 12, 18; 3:1, 7, 14.). "Ho peripaton""He thqt walketh." This is an allusion to 1:13. These two epithets are
drawn from the picture of Christ in 1:13-18, and appropriately to conditions in Ephesus describe Christ's power over the Churches as He moves
among them.
Christianity had for about half a century already made a sphere and centre,
and its position was enormously enhanced after the crisis of 70 A.D. in
Palestine, when Asia Minor became one of the centres of the new faith.
The description of the speaker is carried on from 2:1, 12, 16, 20, with
"kratwn"- holds. The Church is neither to be plucked not. dropped from
Christ's hands. "Fbripatwn" - Christ walks in the midst of them, showing
personal activity and universal watchfulness.
2. Nothing escapes Christ's notice, 2:2
"Oida to erga sou, kai torn kopon souy kai ten upomonen sou,
"I know your works, and your toil,
and your endurance,natientt,
kai oti ou dune Bastasai kokous; kai epeirasw
tous
phaskontas
and how you cannot bear
evil men;and thou didst try those who dec lare
einai Apostolous kai ouk eisirr, kai eures autous pseudeis."
themselves to be Anostlea and are not, and didst find them liars."
"Oida" - "I know"- and so"ennhasizes the absolute clearness of mental
vision which photographs all the facts of life as they pass,"(Swete).
So it is also in 2:9, 13, 19; 3:1, 8, 15. For the distinction see John
21:17. ,"where the universal knowledge passes into the field of special
observation." Here deter uses first "oidasm-Thou knowest, and then he uses
"ginwskeis" - Thou knowest - showing knowledge passes into the field of
special observation.
"Erga"- works - This covers the whole life and conduct as in John 6:29.
It is the general course and moral conduct of life, exemplified more
especially in its active and passive sides, as exertion and endurance,
Nothing escapes our Lord's notice, neither the good (2,3,6) nor the bad'
(vv) 5) qualities.
"Kopon"- toil, and "upomone" - endurance and patience are closely knit
together. "Kopos"- hard toil - is specified in this v2 as the Church's
vigorous dealing with impostors. And "Upomone - patience and endurance - is
developed in v3. Here duty follows privilege (v1), and communion with
Christ involves practical energy and enterprise on earth. Our fear of God
as a religious principle manifests itself effectively in works. Works'
here is the result of anc inner relation to God. Patient endurance wins
everything and triumphs over ory)osition. These evil men were indeed a
heavy burden.
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n know...and how you cannot bear evil men but have tested those who
call themselves apostles but are not, and found them to be false."
"How you cannot bear"- "oti ou dune bastasai" - It indicates the continuance of this attitude. The "evil men" here includes these pseudoapostles as well as the Nikola1tan libertines of v6 with whom perhaps
the "apostles" were in sympathy. "Epeirasw"- "thou didst try" - denotes
some recent and definite crisis, and they were the permanent obstacles
of the local situation.
This temper of the church is warmly commended by Ignatius later; "I have 1
learned that certain folk, passed through you with wicked doctrine, but you
would not allow them to sow seed in you."
"Which call themselves apostles"- is a reference to a recent crisis when
these Nickolaitans who posed as equal to or even superior to the original
apostles.They were the Judaizers described by Paul in II Cor. 11:5, 13; 12:11.
These were false prophets. "Pseudeis" - you find them liars - they were
self-deceived and deceivers as in 21:8.

3. Tired

in loyalty, not of it, Rev. 2:3.
"Kai Bastasas kai upomonen echeis, kai dia to anoma mou kekop"And didst bear and endurance hast, and for the sake of my name hast labouiakas kai ou kekmekas.
red and hast not wearied."
Here is continued possession of patience. It is a repeated reference to
the crisis in v2. "Hast not grown weary" - They are tired in loyalty,
but not of it. The Ephesian Church can bear anything except the presence
of imposters in her membership,(Moffatt). A general attitude is still existing, the outcome of some special stage of persecution for the sake of the
Christian name.

4. Brotherly

love is the authentic proof of the Christian faith, Rev. 2:4.
"All echw kata sou, oti ten agapen sou ten prwten aphrkas."
"But I have this against you, that thy love
first you did leave."

"Kata sou hoti" -"This against thee." "Thou didst leave"- "Aphekes"- This
was a definite and sad departure. "Thy first love"--"Ten agapen sou ten
proten"- "thy love the first". This early love, proof of the new life in
Christ (I John 313f), had cooled off in spite of their doctrine pubity.
They had remained orthodox, but had become unloving partly because of the
controversies with the Niclaitans.
Brotherly love is an early authentic proof of the Christian fait1L, See v19.
Alsp see e John 6. Remember at Corinth plrty-spirit and immorality threatened the Church's existence. Jealous regard for moral or doctrinal nurity,
and unwavering loyalty in trial, so far from necessarily sustaining the
spirit of love, may exist side by side, as here, with censoriousness, suspicion, and quarrelling.
Hence the neglect of brotherly love, which formed a cardinal fault in
contemporary gnosticism (I Tim..16f)may penetrate the very opposition to
such error During any prolonged strain put upon human nature, especially
in a small society driven jealousy to maintain its purity, temner is
prone to make inroads on affection and forbearance.
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Here party-leaders tended to exaggerate- either the liberal or the puritan element in the Gospel. Later when Apollonius of Tyana visited Ephesus,
one of the first topics:he raised was the duty of unselfish charity. The
historical reference here is probably to the temporary decline of the
Ephesian Church after Paul's departure l(see Acts 20:29ff).
Its revival took place under Johannine ministry circle. This circle who carrying on the spirit of Paulinism with independent vigour - made Ephesus
the most prominent centre of Christianity in the East. This emphasis. upon
brotherly love as the dominant characteristic of the church and the supreme test of Christian faith, is early Christian in its genuiness, The
purity which is not peaceable cannot be adequate to the demands of Jesus,
and nowhere did this need reinforcement more than in the townships of Asia
Minor, where factiousness and division constantly spoiled their mutual
relations.
5.To realize that a spiritual decline has taken place is the first stimulus
to amendment, Revelation 2:5.
"Mnemoneue oun pothen ekpeptwkas,
kai metanoeson, kai ta
"Remember therefore whence thou hastffallen from, and repent, and the
prwta erga poieson."
first works do."
Continue to be mindful. Remember then from what you have fallen. It is a
state of completion -"ekpeptwkas". Down in the valley, look up to the cliff
where pure love is and whence thou hast fallen froin. "Kai metanoeson"- and
repent. Make an urgent appeal for instant change of sttitude and conduct
before it is too late.
Once repentance is brought home to the mind, the changed attitude will
follow issuing in a return to the first leiel of excellence, to the
initial love shown in deeds. The way to regain this warmth of affection
is by doing its duties. It is taken for granted that man possesses the
power of turning and returning.
A slackened sense of the obligation to mutual love formed the cardinal sin
at Ephesus. To repent of theis was the condition of continued existence as
a church. Utility or extinction is the alternative held out to her. The
threat is vague, and the nature of the visitation is left unexplained. But
it was probable eschatological. In Ignatius Epistle to Ephesus it appears
that the church heeded this warning.

6. They are commended for their good points, Revelation 2:6.
"Alla touto echeis, oti miseis ta erga twn Nikolaitwn, a kagw
"But this thous bast,. that thou hatest the works of the Nicolaitanea, which
misw."
I also hite."(hate). This accurately describes the angel of the Church in
Ephesus. "You hate the works of the Nic-o-lai-tans." The pronhet admits
that one redeeming feature in the church is the detestation of the Nicolaitans. Not all the spirit of animosity at Ephesus is amiss. When directed', as
moral antipathy, against these detestable Nicolaitans, it is a lealthy
feature of their Christian consciousness. Christ himself hates the deeds
and teachings of the Nicolaitans. Christ hates the deeds, not the people.
But the church in Pergamum tolerated them.
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"Of the Nicolaitans"- "ton Nikolaiton". This is meant in v2, and is also
mentioned in v15. Irenaeus and Hippolytus take this sect to be followers
of Nicolaus of Antioch, one of the seven deacons (Acts 6:5). He is a
Jewish proselyte, wild) is said to have apostatized. Tertullian tells there
was such a sect in the 2nd.century, but whether he descended from Nicolaus
of Antioch is not certain
It is even possible that the Balaamites of v14 were a variety of this same
sect (v15). "Which I also hate.m- "Ha kago miso". This symbolic interpretation has prevailed from the 18th. century. The original party-name was
probably interpreted by opponents in this derogatory sense. It was thus
turned into a covert censure upon men who were either positively immoral
or liberally indifferent to scruples (on food, clubs, marriage, and the like)
which this puritan prophet regarded as vital to the preservation of genuine Christianity in a pagan city.

7. Each

must hear for himself, Rev. 2:7.
"Ho echwn ous, akousatw ti to pneuma legei tail
"He that has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says
tw nikw ti,
phagein ek
dwsw autw
To him that overcomes,I will give to him to eat of
o estin en mesw tou paradeisou tou Theou."
which is in the midst of the paradise of God."

ekklesiais.
to the Assemblies.
tou Eulou tea Zoes
the Tree of life

This is an individualizing note calling on each of the hearers (I:3) to
listen (2:7, 11,17f, 28). The Spirit"- Pneuma - The Holy Spirit as in 14:13.
Both Christ and the Holy Spirit deliver this message."The Soirit of Christ
in the prophet is the interpreter of Christ's voicel(Swete).
"To him that overcometh" - "Toi nikonti" - indicates continuous victory.
Faith is dominant in Paul, victory in John, faith is victory (I John 5:4).
So in each promise to these churches. "I will give"- doso - is future
active as in 2:10. "To eat"- "phagrin"- as here for immortality. This
tree is now in the garden of God.
The prophet represents himself simply as the medium for receiving and
recording these oracles of the Spirit. He occupies a passive role, throwing
his personal rebuke and counsels into the form "Thus saith the Lord". This
really denotes the confidence felt by the prophet in his own inspiration
and authority.
The Spirit here is identified with Jesus speaking through His prophet. It
represents sudden counsels and semi-oracular utterances, not a continuous
power in the normal moral life of the saints in general. The seven promises
denote security of immortal life, personal privilege, and increased intimacy.
"In the Paradise of God" is the abode of God and the home of the redeemed
with Christ, not a mere intermediate state. It was originally a garden of
delight and finally heaven itself (Trench), as here. Christ's relation to
God guarantees His promise of such a privilege. God's gift is Christ's
gift,(Rom.6:23).)

II. THE LESSAGE TO THE CHRISTIANS IN SMYRNA, REV. 2:8-11
0Srayrna is one of the first stars in the brilliant belt of the cities of
Asia Minor." , (Moransen).
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I9 A Living Saviour over all, Revelation_2:8.
Tade Iegei 0
"Kai tw aggelw tes Ekklesias Zmurnaiwn graphon
"And to the angel of the Assembly of Smyrnaans write.: 'The words of
prwtos kai o eschatos, os egeneto nekros kai ezesen."
and came to life."
who died
the first and the last,
In Smyrna -(en Smurnei)- North of Ephesus, on a gulf of the AEgean, one of
the great cities of the province of Asia. The Metropolitan, setting out
from Ephesus to visit the Churches of Asia, would naturally go first to
Smyrna. Smyrna ranked as one of the most beautiful cities in Asia.
When eleven cities of Asia competed for the honour of erecting a temple
to Tiberius, the senate decided in favour of Smyrna. This temple was no
doubt standing in St. John's time. But just as Artemis was the great goddes
of the Ephesians, so Dionysus was the great god of Smyrna. Dionysus represented the mysteriously productive and intoxicating powers of nature powers which are exhibited most abundantly in the vine, which in the
neighbourhood of Smyrna is said to have borne fruit twice in a year. He
was regarded as the dispenser of joy and fertility, the dispenser of joy
and care.
So Smyrna was the seat of emperor-worship with the temple to Tiberius.
In this city there were many Jews hostile to Christianity."Down from
the Apostolic times a Christian Church has existed there. It was a poor
Church but rich in Grace which received only praise from Christ's Ramsay
termed Smyrna to be "The City of Life." Christianity has held on here
better than in any city in Asia.
St. Tblycarp served the church as its bishop for 86 years, and was martyred
in 155 A.D. The many hostile Jews joined in the martyrdom,. The stadium in
which Polycarn was killed still stands in Smyrna. "Revelation was written
about 95 A.D. Deduct 86 from the death in 155 AD and you come back to his
beginning as pastor 69 AD when Polycarp began serving as pastor or bishop.
This is about the same time the beloved John had gone to Ephesus to serve.
Smyrna was a wealthy and privileged seaport. Like Sardis it was a constant
rival of Ephesus for the title of primacy which pronerly belonged to Pergamos, the real capital of the province.
The Christians, in
Himself has died ity has held on in
peats the language
Christ.

peril of death, are addressed and encouraged by One who
and risen to life. "The First and the Last". ChristianSmyrna better than in any city in Asia. The author reof 1:17 and 1:18. Emphasis is on the resurrection of

2. A synagogue of Sataii - Jews, Rev. 2:9.
"Oida sou to erg' kai ten thlipsin kai ten ptwcheian; olousies
"I know thy works and thy tribulationand thy poverty;
but rich
ei;
kai ten Blasphemian twn legontwn ioudaious einai eantoua,
thou art; and the calumw of those who declare Jews to be themselves,
kai ouk
alla sun-agwyn tou satana."
and are not,
but are a synagogue of Satan."
"Thy tribulation and thy poverty." Separate articles emphasizes each item.
The tribulation was probably persecution, which helped to intensify the
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(James 2:5)* "But thou art rich ," in contrast with
poverty of the Christians)
the wealthy church in Laodicea (3:17). John shows the spiritual riches of
this church in contrast with the spiritual poverty in Laodicea. Smyrna is
rich in grace toward God and in good deeds,(Ik.12:21; I Tim.6:18).
Smyrna showed the extremes of wealth and poverty side by side. It would be
among the poor that Christians would in the first instance be found, and
their Christianity would lead to their persecution, and to much of their
"tribulation."
These persecutors of the Church of Smyrna are Jews in name, but in reality
are rather Gentiles - opponents, and not worshippers of the Messiah. To
St. John theuJews"have become synonymous with the enemies of the Cross of
Christ.
These are actual Jews and only Jews, not Christians. "And they are not."
These are Jews in name only, not spiritual Jews,(Gal. 6:15f). "A synagogue
of Satan", aerving the devil (2:13,24) instead of the Lord (Num.16:3;20:4)*
These Jews, according to John, were counterfeit. John Believed the Satan
is the arch-enemy of God and the author of man's di&emaa. "Synagogue of
Satan" links a sacred word, otherwise used to designate the assembly or
congregation of the faithful, but used here with the embodiment of evil,
There was no reprimand for the Church of Smyrna.
SATAN IS ALLO/ED TO AFFLICT TIE CHRISTIANS, 2:10.
3,"Meden phobou
a'
paschein. Idou, mellei
melleis
"Not at all fear the things which thou art about to suffer. Lo is about
Balein ez umwrr
o diaBolos eis nhu3akenl, ina peirasthete; kai ezete
to east some of you to the devil in prison, that you may be tried; and ye
achoi thanatou, kai dwav
thipsin emernn deka.
Ginou pidtos
shall have tribulationten days. Be thou faithful unto death, and I will
soi ton sti-phanon tes zwes."
to thee the crown
of life."
The exhortation was very specific in this letter. John predicted a threefold
trial: suffering, prison, tribulation. Evidently, he anticipated a new outbreak of persecution in which all would suffer. John expected some of them
to be imprisoned. Tribulation was more to be feared than simple suffering.
In this instance it was the devil who was responsible for the imprisonment.
John believed that Satan was the great enemy of God ald man and stood behind Rome's persecution,(13:1). The imprisonment is an occasion when they
may be tested. The trial can be testing.
"Not at all fear"-- The devil,who insnirea "The Synagogue of Satan; is to
be allowed to afflict them, as he afflicted Job. Worse things are about to
some than poverty and blasphemy, perhaps orison and death, for the devil
"is about to cast" some of you in prison.
The gracious word from Christ is "fear nottil Not even death can separate us
from the love of God in Christ,(Rom.8:38-39). "That ye may be tried." John
is already in exile on Ptmos. Peter and John had often been in prison together. James the brother of John, paul, aid Peter had already suffered
martyrdom. In 3:10 a general rersecution is outlined. Ill-treatment is
traced back to a diabolic source in the common early Christian manner.
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The Imperial authorities -"DiaBolis - devil; - although often instigated by
the Jews, had the sole power of inflicting imprisonment, in this case for
a refusal to worship the emneror's image. The prophet here predicts an imminent persecution of this kind. (Compare Acts 9:16f). This would last for a
short and limited times.
"Ye shall have tribulation ten days." The local intensity of feeling upon
the Imperial cultue may be gathered from the fact that in 23 A.D.. Symrna
had secured from Tiberius and the seante, after keen competetion, the coveted
distinction of possessing the second temple decreed by the province to
Imnerial cultus. Hence the struggle anticipated here is desperate. Martyrdom is no remote contingency.
If we assume the "ten days" to be a symbolic expression designed to contrast the brevity of the suffering with its benefits of endless glory
beyond it. Justs so, Christ assures Christians in Smyrna and all other
suffering churches that a brief "ten days" of testing will, if accepted with
a resolve to be "faithful unto death", yield a crown of life and glory
that will be ten times greater when Jesus comes.
"Keen on Proving faithful unto death" as the martyrs have done.(Jesus most
of all). The crown consists in life.(See I Cor.9:25).(2 Tim.4:8).

4. He

who conquers shall not be hurt by the second death, Rev. 2:11.
" 0 eoffemn cou me adikethe ek tou thanatou tou deuterou."
"He thet overcomes in no wise shall be injured of the deqth second."
"He who conquers shall not be hurt by the second death."
No true Christian, much less one who dies a martyr's death, need fear
anything beyond the pang of the first death. The second death of condemnation in the lake of fire leaves the faithful scatheless, no matter how
others may suffer from the terrors (3:12) which haunted the ancient outlook upon the dark interval between death and heaven. (Especially hte
ancient Egyptian).
If a Christian keep himself loyal to death, the prophet here guarantees
that Christ will keep him safe after death. After the promise of v10
however, this sounds like an anticlimax. The generql tenor of the message
inoacates that John was rather more cordial and sympathetic to the Smyrniote church than to the Ephesian.

"Adikethe" - to act unjustly, to do harm, shall be injured, to do wreng
to someone. It is not annihilation. The Christians put to death in the
persecution will at least escape this second death (eternal punishment).
The glorified Lord gives the message. John writes the message. The angel
guards and assures the arrival of the message. The Spirit speaks the
message to listening ears and oven hearts. To those who are steadfast in
faith in Christ death in this world is entrance to life in the better
world with Christ where they will never face the second death. But those
die without Christ will also die againl(Rev.20:12-14). Christians conquer
only by faithfulness to Christ,
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III. THE EPISTLE TO THE CHURCH AT FERUMUM, Revelation 2:12-17.
1. Fbrgamum is a very centre of emperor-worship "where Satan dwell", 2:12.
"Kai tw aggelw tes en Fergamw ekklesias grapsion: Tade legei o
"And to the angel of the in Fergamum assembly write: These things says he
echwn ten romphaian ten distomon ten ozeianl."
wilo has the sword
of the two-edged the sharp ."
"The words of him who has the sharp two-edged sword." Fergamum was located
about 15 miles from the coast of the Aegean near the Caicus Rivier. It is
in a north-easterly direction from Smyrna in the Caicus Valley, some 55
miles away, in Mysia, on a lofty hill, a great political and religious
centre. Ramsay calls it "The Royal City", the city of authority."
Eumenes. II (B.C. 197-159) extended Pergamum and embellished it with maw
great buildings, including a library with 200,000 volumes, second only to
Alexandria. The Kingdom of Pergamum became a Roman province in 130 B.C.
Pliny termed it the most illustrious city of Asia. Parchment derived its
name from Pergamum.
The city was the most important center of emperor worship in the East
because of the great temple to Roma and Augustus which had been erected •
there in 29 B.C. It was a rival to Ephesus in the temples to Zeus, Athena,
Dionysos, in the great grove Nicephorium (the glory of the city). Next
to this was the grove and temple of Asklepios, the god of healing,,called
the god of Pergamum, with a university for medical study.
Pergamum was the first city in Asia (A.D.29) with a temple for the worship
of Augustus (Octavius Caesar). Hence in the Apocalypse Pergamum is a very
centre of ennerorworshin "where Satan dwells". Religiously Pergamum was:
outstanding. It was here the temple to the "divine Augustus and the goddess
Roraa" led all Asia in emperor worship. This is the reason John spoke of
Pergamum as being "Satan's throne".
Like Ephesus this city Pergamum is called temple-sweeper for the gods.(2:13).
Here also the Nicolaitans flourished (2:15) as in Ephesus (2:6) and in
Thyatira (2:20f).
%rite: the words of Him who has the sharp two-edged sword." This item is
repeated from 1:16 in the•same order of words with the article three timea9,
(The sword the two mouthed the sharp) singling out each point.
Christ was identified only by the single trait previously mentioned (1:16)
as the One who has the sharp two-edged sword. Since the Roman proconsulruled by the sword, some believe John was stressing in this term that Christ
really has the power of sovereignty. John was contrasting one kind of sword
with another. Christ's victory over His foes depended on His Word.
The twin heresies of Nicolaitanism and Balaamism had made sharp inroads
in the Pergamos church. So Christ emphasized that He must come to them
cutting these out, as it were, with the double-edged sword proceeding
from His mouth. Desnite much good in the church, evil influences had
gained a real and strong foothold in the church, and they needed to be
rebuked.
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2. Satan had his throne aid seat . of power in Fergamum, Revelation 2:13.
opou o thronostou
"Oida to erga sou - kai you katoikeis,
and where thou dwellest, where the throne of
"I know thy works
kai krateis to onoma mou, kai ouk eternesw tem
Eatana,
Satan is;; and thou boldest fast my name, and not didst deny my faith
pistim mou kai en tais emerais en ais Antipas a martus
in whivih Antipas my witness: was`
faith even in the days
piston, os apektanthe par umin, opou katoikei o satanas."
Satan."
faithful, who was killed among you, where dwells
Two features in the local situation menaced Christianity. Pergamos,
besides forming a legal centre for the district, was an old centre of
emperor-worship in Asia Minor. Remember it was in 29 B.C. a temple
had been erected to the divine Augustus and the goddess Roma, and a
special priesthood had been formed.
The second feature which was also shocking to early Christian feeling
was the local cult of Acscu3apius, whose favorite symbol on coins was
a serpent (The god off Pergamoa). The symbol ofAsklepios was the serpent
as it is of Satan (12:9; 20:2).
There was, besides, a great throne altar to Zeus cut on the Acrepolis rock,
symbol of "rampant paganism" (Swete) and the new Caesar-worship with
the recent martyrdom of Antipas made Pergamum indeed a very throne of
Satan. This magnificent throne-like altar to Zeus commerating the
defeat of the barbarian Gauls by Attalus two centuries earlier, and
decorated by a famous frieze of the gods warring against the giants.
"You hold fast my name and you did not deny my faith even in the days
of An'ti-pas my witness." You keep on holding (2:25, 3:11). This church
refused to say "Lord Caesarn, and continued to say "Lord Jesus". They
stood true against the emperor-worship.
The Lord Jesus commends the Pergamites because they had maintained the
true faith and preached it in the name of the true Christ under extremely
trying circumstances and against much tenntation to compromise. One
member had been a faithful witness even unto death.
This witness was Angti-pas. He was a real martyr at Pbrgamos. He also
represents any believer who has been willing to stand for the true faith
in the name Of Christ against onposition, even if it costs his life.
An'ti-pas is a martyr of the Church of Pergamuft, described as
witness,
my faithful one,"Rev.2:13. He is faithful who retains his faith. Antipas "Antinatros"- is mentioned by Tertullian. He served during John's date.
During Dominitian reign he was getting old, and was the intrepid bishop
of Perganum. His nrestiege drew him the honour of being burned to death
in a brazen bull during Domitian'S reign. He probably formed the first
prominent victim in the local church, possibly in Asia Minor, to the
demands of the Imperial cultus. This was probably in early 90's AD. And
other martyrs followed him. "Then did the holy martyrs endure indescribable torture, Satan eagerly,. striving to make them utter blasnhemousou
"Satan's throne" was the judgment-throne where the martyrs were condemned.
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The erroriats are a mere minority, Revelation 2:14.
a. "All
echw kata sou oliga;
oti echeis ekei

kratountas tern
"Hut I have against thee a few things; becRuse thou hast there those holding
didacherr Balaam, oa edidasken en tw Balak Balein skandalorr enwpiom
Balak to cast a snare before
the teaching of Balaam, who taught
kai
twin uiwn Isrel, phagein
porneuaai."
eidraotitata.
the sons: of Israel, to eat things: sacrificed to idols knd to commit fornication.
"You have some there who hold the teaching of Balaam," The errorists do not
represent or affect the main body of the church, whose fault is not sympathy
but indifference. This carelessness arose probably from contempt or fear rather
than through ignorance.

"Ekei"because thou hast - in the midst of loyalty and martyrdom those holding lax principles worthy of a BalAem. The note of a pupil of Balaam being
an evil eye, a proud spirit, and a sensual soul.
There was a party in the church that resisted emperor-worship, to the death
in the case of Antinas.. Yet they were caught in the insidious wiles of the
Nicolaitans which the church in Ephesus withstood.
"Kratountas"- those holding - some men were holding the teaching of Balaam.
The point of likeness of these heretics, with Balsam id here explained. They
were actively teaching Balaam's habit, "as the prototype of all corrupt
teachers,"(Charles). These early gnostice practised licentiousness as a
principle since they were not under law, but under grace,(Rom.6:15).
"Didachen Balsam" -the teaching of Balaam. "Edidasken" -who taught Balak.
They cast a stumbling-block seeking to trap anyone. They sought to beguile
the Israelites into the double-sin of idolatry and fornication, which often
went together.. Balaam taught Balak how to lead the Israelites into sin in
both ways.
The Pergmmites had not kept out the false teachers, as had the churches at
Ephesus and Smyrna. Even though they had not yet embraced their false teachings, they had allowed them in the church, and the leaven was beginning to
work. The doctrine of Balaam - the false prophet - was to gain control over
God's people by seducing them to compromise with the world,. especially in
sexual sins., and in going along with those who worshipped false gods.
The spirit of comnromise was one of the greatest evils in the Christian Church.
The Christians in Pbrgamum committed a sin which can best be understood by
comnaring it with the sins of Thyatira,(2:20). The sins named are eating food
sacrificed to idols and practicing immorality. To commit fornication in both
the O.T. and N.T. means either sexual immorality or religious infidelity.
Idolqtry and harlotry are synonymous. The offense was the eating meat previously offered in the pagan temple but eating it in the religious rites of
the Pagan temple making it at once idolatry and fornication. Furthermore,
in many of the pagan rites, actual sexual immorality was also practised in connection with the idolatrous meals,(1.iorris,p.67).

4. The

sin of Christian leniency toward pagan religiouS practice, Rev. 2:15.
nOutws Echeis kai su kratountaa ten didachen twn Nikolaitwn to misty."
"So hast also those holding
the teaching of the Nicolattanes which I hate."
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"So you also have some who hold the teaching of the Nic-o-lati-tana." The
Church at Ephesus had encountered the Nicolaitanes, but had not countenanced them,(2:6). The Pergamiteswere allowing the Nicolaitanes to be members of their church and to begin to propagandize their heresies. Also, The
doctrine of the Nicolaitanes was a problem at Pergamos. Christ makes, plain
that He hates both their doctrines and their deeds.
"So thou also"- Thou and the church at igb_rgamum as Israel had the wiles of
Balaam. The use of "likewise" here shows that they followed Balaam in not
obeying the decision of the Conference at Jerusalem (Acts 15:20,29)-about
idolatry and fornication, with the result that they encouraged a return to
pagan laxity of morals (Swete).
In this verse a single class of errorists is in view. They are instigating
and seducing the local Christians much as Balaam managed by means of Balak
to get the Israelites enticed to ruin. Josephus explai6a that Balaam showed
Balak how to win a victory over the Israelites by enticing them to lust.
And the Nikolsitans are no better than a Balaam.. The two sects are meant.
"In like manner" refers to the similarity between those who hold the doctrine of the Nockolaitans, and those who hold the doctrine of Balaam.

5. The

Lord calls on the whole church to repent, Rev. 2:16„
"The glorified Christ is in this book a Warrior, who fights with the sharp
sword of the Word",(Swegte).

kai polemesw met
"METANCESCN EI DE ME,
erchomai soi tachu
"Repent! but if not, I am coming to thee quickly, and I will make war
autwn en to romphaia tou st amatos mou."
with the sword of
my mouth."
with them
Christ must call the church at Fergamos to repentance. For the sin of
hhrboring and listening to Balaamites and Nicolaitanes in their assembly.
Their minds must be changed, which means to repent, from an attitude of
compromise to one of insistence on doctrinal and moral purity. Otherwise
they would face the fearful prospect of judgment by the same verbal sword
which will one day smite the nations (Rev. 19:15).
Renentance expresses urgency as a result of their sin. "I am coming" is
imminent. "Quickie" coming is to be understood. It is a real threat.
The Church as a whole must repent of her too tolerant attitude to these
errorists. But the threatened visitation is directed against the errorists themselves in the shane os some physical malady or mortal sickness,
according to the current belief in early Christianity.
The run of the thought in the verse is that if the chundh does not repents
if she does. not act on her own initiative nad expel the wrongdoers, she
must submit to having them .cut out of her, and thus being irretrievably
lost by death.
The Church is responsible for her erring members, and the exercise of discipline is viewed as a duty to them as well as to herself and God. Weak
laxity is false kindness, the oronhet implies. It merely exposes offenders to an alternative far more dreadful than discipline itself. The Sword
(1:16) is used to punish deserters as well as to win victory for the,
faithful.
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6. The nem name is Christ's awn-new name - Jesus, Revelation 2:17.
PO echwn ous akousatw ti ttr pneuma
legei tais ekklesiais.
"He that has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the assemblies,
dwsw autw phageirr
nikunti,
apo tou manna tou kekrtunmenou),
Tw
To him that overcomes,I will give to him to eat of the manna hidden
autos psiephom leuken, kai epi tern psiephomanoma kainon
dwsw
kai
and i will give to him a pebble white, and on the pebble a name new
gegranutwrom, o oudeis e gnw e i me o lamBanwm. "
writtem
which no one knew except he who receives it."
"Of the hidden manna"- tou manna tou kekrummenou - the golden pot of manna
was"laid up before God in the ark", Ex.16:23). It was believed that Jeremiah
hid the Ark before the destruction of Jerusalem, where it would not be discovered till Israel was restored,(Macc. 2s5ff).
Christ is the true bread from heaven (John 6:31-33), and that may be the idea
here. Those faithful to Christ will have transcendent fellowship with Him.
Swete takes it to be "the life-sustaining power of the sacred humanity now
hid with Christ in God."
"I will give him a white stone." The point here is the connection with one's
new name. The"hidden manna alludes: to the manna that was hidden in the Ark of
the Covenant (Ex.16:33)Heb.9:4) as a reminder to future generations: how God
had fed His people in the wilderness. The Lord Jesus had already made it
clear that this hidden manna represented Himself. "I am the living bread
which came down from heaven: if any man eat of this bread, he shall live
for ever,"(Jn. 6:51).
The 'White Stone" also refers to the wilderness experience. In the breastplate
of the high priest were woven twelve different precious stones, each inscribed with a name of one of the twelve tribes (Ex.28:15-21). None of these
were white stones, however. The white stone presumably is a sparkling diamond,
perhaps answering to Urim (lights)" also worn in Aaron's breastplate (Lev. 8:8).
If{' any case, all were worn by the high Priest when he would enter into the
holy place into the presence of the Lord. He alone could then have access to
the ark of the covenant wherein reposed the hidden manna.
This promise is to each one who overcomes - particularly to those who are
unwaveringly faithful to God's truth in an environment of religious compromise, as at Porgamosr- is thuse of assured access to God's presence and
faithful nrovision of all needs.
The most precious promise is that the Lord. will give each such faithful one
a new name chosen by Himself. It will be a name of special communication and
fellowship known only to the Giver and receiver, a name reflecting our service for Him in this world and the world to come.
In the Scrinturea are chosen to accord with the character and calling of the
one so named. When the faithful appear before the judgment seat of Christ,
those Who are overcomers will have accumulated to their heavenly accounts
gold, silver, precious stones (I Cor, 3:12), and the Lord will make UD His
Jewels in that day for them (Malachi 3:16-17). Then that new name inscribed
in a beautiful whikte gemand pure, will be worn and borne by us in His name
for ever.
(END OF PART 011E)
June 18, 1987
T. Paul Deaton
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LETTERS TO THE SEVEN ,CHURCHES
Revelation 2:18-3222

(Part 2)

Z
.V. THE EPISTLE TO THE CHURCH AT THYATIRA, Revelation 2:18-251.
1.Christ stood before the Church as a heart-searching Saviour, Rev. 2:18.
"Kai tw aggelw tes en Thuateirois ekklesias grapsion.
write:
"And to the angel of the in Thyva-titra assembly
Tade legei o uios .You Theou, p echwn tous ophthalmous autou ws
His as
These things says the Son of God, He who has the eyes
chalkoliBanw."
puros, kai of podes autou omoioi
phlloya
a flame of fire, and a flame of fire,his feet like fine brass."
Here we have the longest message of the seven and it is to a church in the
least important of the cities, judged from the historical standpoint. Thy-a-tilra,
,a township of northern Lydia, the holy city of Apoollo, Tyrimnaios, adjacent to the high road between Pergamum and Sardis. It soon became a centre
of Montanism.
"ChalkaliBane- like fine brass - some local allusion to the bronze-work
for which Thyratira was famous. "Son of God" - is practically an equivalent
for Messiah (Lk.4:41), or for the superhuman personality of Jesus as divinely
commissioned to carry out God's purpose for His people. Here Jesus is represented as calling Himself by this title as in John 11:4 and as He affirms. an
oath in Matt.26:63f..
The salutation identifies the speaker as the "Son of God". He was described initially as "one like unto the Son of Man,"(Rev.1:13). He is one of offended and
angry deity, with burning eyea searching "the reins and hearts" (v23) and with
trampling feet in burnished brass breaking men like potsherds (v27). Thyatira
was about 40 miles east of Pergamos. Its main importance was as a trade
center, with many trade guilds. Paul's convert, Lydia, was a "seller of
purple" from Thyatira (Acts 16:14).
2.Thyatira has steadily progressed in the works of Christianity, Rev. 2:19.
"Oida sou ta erga, kai ten agapen, kai teh diakonian, kai ten pistin,
!I know thy works, and th
love,
and the
service, and the - faith,
kai ten upomonen sou, kai ta erga sour kai ta eschata pleiona twn nrwtwn."
and
endurance thy, and the works thy, and the last to be more than the first."
"I know your works, your love and faith and service and patient enduarance."
Itwe have first the general statement asserting intimate personal knowledge. "I
know thy works." Then we have, in two pairs, these works particularized, "Thy
love and faith," and "Thy ministry and patience." Love and faith produce am
their natural fruit "ministry" to the sick and needy and "patience" in enduring tribulation. "Diakonia" - service:- . The Church at Thyatira exhibits
growth in good works, which is the surest sign of life.
The later works of Thyatira were more imnressive than in the beginning. Like
Ephesus, Thyatira is both praised and blamed. But whereas Ephesus.has gone
back (vS) Thyatira is going forwards. The two churches are in some respects
the exact opposites one of the other. In Ephesus there is much zeal and
orthodoxy, but little love. In Thyatira there is much love, but a carelessness
about false doctrine. Sound doctrine and godly living were rapidly failing.
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3. There is a right and wrong suffering, Revelation 2:20.
nA11p echw kata sou aliga, oti eaa
ten gunaika IezaBel, tev
"But I have against thee a few things-, that thsbu sufferest the woman
legousameauten prophetin, didaskein,kai planasthai
Jezabel, her who calls herself a prophrtessr to teach and to mislead
eidwlothuta
pnrneusai
emous doulous
kai
my bondmens
to commit fornication and things sacrificed to idols
phageimr"
to eat."
"Apheis"- Thou sufferest. "Ten gunaika Jezabel"- The woman Jezebel. A
symbolical name for some prominent woman in the church in Thyatira, like
the infamous wife of king Ahab who was guiltrof whoredom and witchcraft,
(I K.16:31; 2 K.9:22). She sought to drive out the worship of God from
Israel. Here it is indicated that the church at Thyatira is uffering from
the tolerated presence of a baneful influence, as did king Ahab,"Whom Jezebel
his wife stirred up."
Women ocassionally prophesied in the early church. And false prophetesses
were as likely to exist as false prophets. This "Jezebel of a woman, alleging
herself to be a prophetess," seems to have been some influential female
(as the definite imagery of vv21-23 indicates). Her lax princinciples or
tendencies made for connexion with foreign and compromising associations:
which evidently exerted a dangerous charm upon some weaker Christians in
the city.
"'Who calls herself a prophetess, and she teaches and seduceth." This woman
was not a real prohetess, but a false one with loud claims and loose living.
One is puzzled to know how such a woman had so much shrewdness and sex-appeal
as to lad astray the sefvants of God in that church.
The moral issue corresponds to that produced by the Nickolaitan party at
Fbrgamos, but the eerious nature of the heresy at Thyatira appears from the
fact that it was not simply propagated within the church but also notorious
(v23) and long continued. The church tolerated the Nicolaitans and this
leader whose primary object was sexual immorality (Charles) and became too
much involved with her to handle the heresy.
4. The immorality was flagrant, v21
The enduring of tribulation in Thyatira is commended. The toleration of
evil is rebuked. Jezebel is merely let alone. Her wickedness tr left unchecked.
And all of that is sinful.
"Kai edwka ayte chronon Eina metanonse ek tes porneias autes, kai
"And I gave her time
that she might renent of her fornivation;
and
ou metenonsen."
she repented not."
Jezebel "despised the riches of Christ's forbearance and long-suffering,
not believing that His goodness led her to repentance." "I gave her time"
alludes to a definite visit or message of warning to this woman. She was
persistent in the immorality, despite admonitions and forbearance. This
allusion to an abuse of God's patience and to a warning given already is
left quite indefinite. It was probably familiar enough to the first readers
of the book.
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Interests and old associations had proved hitherto too strong for this
prophetic counsel to be followed. Membership of a trade-guild, although it
necessarily involved the recognition of some pagan deity and often led to
orgies, "was a most important matter for every tradesman or attisan.,It
aided his business, and brought, him many advantages socially„"(Ramsay).
5. Forbearance having failed God tries severity, Revelation 2:22.
"Idou, egw Bann auten eis klinen, kai tous moicheuontas net autes
and those who commit adultery with her
"Lo, I cast her into a
bed,
eis thlipain megalen, can me metanoneswsin ek twn ergwn autwn."
into tribulation great, except they should repent of the works their."
This woman had been reprimanded previously (v21) and had refused to repent,
and the church had kept silent. The punishment which is to come to the woman
must be understood in a spiritual sense. Her children must be her spiritual
offspring.
The pagan rites of the trade-guilds at Thyatira involved immoral feasts
along with idol worship, under the aegis of the"priestess" of their temple,
and her bevy of temple prostitutes. Jezebel had seemingly led the Thyatiran
church into a pseudo-Christian imitation of this system, perhaps ostensibly
as a means of more easily winning converts to Christianity. But this was
not only physical adultery but religious adultery and could no longer be
tolerated by the true Head of the Church.
"Klinen" - into a bed; disease or sickness. It is the punishment of error,
especially of error accompanied by licentiousness. "Moicheuontas"- men and
women who imitate her licentiousness. "Thlipsin" - tribulation, physical
distress, illness.
"Unless they repent of her doings." Those who have become partakersi in her
sins have abandoned their own works for hers. It is therefore from her works
that they are bidden to repent. Jezebel was chiefly responsible for her works*
Her lovers will enter great tribulation as a result of their sins.
6.Death shall be their fate, Revelation 2:23.
"Kai to tekna autes apoktenw en thanatW; kai gnwsontai pasai ai
"/And her children
I will kill with death; and shall know all the
ekklesiai oti egw eimi o ereunwn nephrous kai kardias;"
assemblies that I am he who searches reins
and hearts.".
"Her children" are those who have not merely been beguiled into sin by her,
but are united to her in a permanent moral relationship,(Jn.8:4)). Those
shall perish in some signal manner by the visitation of God. We have three pi
Parties marked off: a. Jezebek herself, the source of all the mischief.
b. Her children, who are even such as herself. c. Her victims, who have been
led astray by her. She and her children are to be visited with sickness and
death, because they will not repent. And the others visited with tribulation,
if they do not repent.
"I will kill with death her children." In the sense of pestilence, as in Ezekiel 33:27. Either her actual children, like the fate of king Ahab's sons,
(2 Kings 10:7), or her "spiritual nrogeny",(Swete) who have completely accepted
her Nicolaitan practices.
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John holds that the victims of the false prophetess are willing and responsible for their position. God has intimate knowledge of men and pierces below
superficial appearances, connections with the church, prophetic zeal, and
plausible excuses. The Divine acquaintance with man's real, secret life forms
the basis of unerring and impartial judgment. The prophetic denunciation
has a direct effect. upon the person denounced.
"All the churches shall know that I am He who searches mind and heart.""The
doom of the offenders was to be known as widely as the scandal had been,"(Charles).
"Searcheth"- Eraunon - means to follow up, to track out. Christ searches and
understands the hearts and secret thoughts of men.
"I will give to each of you as your works deserve." All churches must know
that Christ will judge such behaviour appropriately, when repentance is not
forthcoming. From the angel of the Church the Lord turns abruptly to the
individuals in the Church.

7.. Those who have this doctrine, Revelation 2:24.
ouk echausin
"Umin de legw, kai loipois: toffs en Thuateirbis, osoi
"But to you I say, and to the rest who are in Thyatora, as many as have not
ten didaschen tautens kai oitines ouk egnwsarr to Bathe tou satana, ws
and who knew not
the depths of Satan, as
this teaching,
eph umas all() Barns:."
legousina, du Balw
they say; not I will cast upon you any other burden."
"But to the rest of you in Thyatira". Did they call their doctrine "deep
things", which the Lord here enlarges into "deep things of Satan", in order
to declare its true character? He who condemns the "synagogue of Satan"(v9)
at Smyrna, and the "throne of Satan" at (v13) Pergamum, here condemns the
"deep things of Satan" at Thyatira. "Deep things" is the prominent thought.
It is some early form of Gnosticism that is indicated. "Deep" was a favorite
expression of theirs with regard to the knowledge which they professed. The
faithful Christians are told to hold fast to Christ's precepts as to faith
and conduct.
"But to the rest of you in Thyatira, who do not hold this teaching." Those
who hold out against Jezebel. "This teaching" is that of Jezebel. "Know not""did not come to know by experience."
"The deep things: of Satan" - The worshippers of the serpent boasted of
their knowledge of the "deep things", some claiming this very language
about Satan (the serpent) as Paul did about God,(I Cor.2:10). It is not
clear whether the words here quoted are a boast of the Nickolaitans or a
reproach on the other Christians for not knowing the depths of sin. For
some even claimed that they could indulge in immorality without sinning,
(I John 1:10). Perhaps both ideas are involved.
"To you I say" - probably refers to the heretics: who ridicule the piety
of the other Christians. John gave the claim of these heretics a twist add
referred to their knowledge as belonging to Satan.
8. Hold fast what you have, Revelation a:25.
uOnly hold fast what you have, until I come." The exhortr,tion is to hold fast
to the Christian life which the have already - established. This is the same as:
patient endurance.
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"Plea o echete kratesate achria ou en ezw."
"Howbeit what ye have hold fast till I shall came." "Kratesate"- Hold fast„
get a grip on, hold on as a single decisive act and effort. Keep on holding
"till I come". Until which time I come.
Hold fast the love, faith, and service, patience, and growth in these virtues.
You have been commended in these,(v19). "Till I come"- gives a touch of
indefiniteness as to date specified. This is the first explicit reference
in the seven epistles to the return of Christ. All churches are thxpected to
be watching for Him.
Christ's admonition is directly applicable to all churches with similar
problems to those at Thyatira. And since Christ knows all churches (He is
Alpha and Omega), He clearly anticipates here that some Thyatira-like
churches will actually be functioning in the world when Christ finally
does return.
9.He that overcometh, Revelation 2:26.
"Kai o vikon, kai o terwn achoi telous ta erga mou, dwsw autw
"And he that overcomes, and he that keeps until the end my works, I will give
ezousian eni twn ethnwn."
to him authority over the nations."
The followers of the Messiah will share in His victory over His enemies,(I:6).
"He that overcometh, and he that keepeth" - in the sense of works which Christ
approves. "Unto the end"- to the uttermost. Triumph here consists in unflagging attention to the duties of a Christian vocation.
"Erga" - my works - are the normal activities of this calling, viewed as the
outcome of a personal relation to Jesus. They are "His" as commanded by "Him"
and executed in His strength. The general idea of this is the irresistible farce
is the force of a life which is able to resist seduction and compromise,
because it holds to faith and purity.
Immediately after this mention of Christ's return comes mention of the
millennial kingdom which follows Christ's return. These "overcoming believers"
in Thyatira, as in other churches, will thus share Christ's reign over the
nations with those future believers who will be martyred during the reign
of the beast which precedes it,(Rev. 20:4). Christ's followers will sjare
His reign.
10. Christ shall rule them in love, Rev. 2:27.
The rule over the nations is to be strong, but is to be loving also. To those
who obTChrist, it will be a shepherding. Only those who resistChrist will
be dashed into pieces.
"Kai poimanei autous en raBow sidera, wa ta skean- ta keramika sun"And He shall shepherd them with rod and iron, as vessels of pottery are broken
triBetail wa kagw eilepha para tou patros mou."
in pieaea; as I also have received from my Father."
In this verse the specific promise is to the Son. Here is Revelation's only
reference to Christ as the Son of God, and God as His Father. Terminology
here is taken from Psalm 2:7-9. Here the promise is shared by the Son with
Hid faithful servants. The "rule" is actually to "tend," or to "feed".
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"Feed" like a shepherd or a pastor...The "rod" with which he rules is the same
as the word for "sceptre",(Hebrews 1:8). For the shepherd's staff is as a
royal sceptre. John 21:15-17 is the mature expression of Christian solicitude
in a different province, from which messianic inconguuitias have been wholly
purged.
"Even as I myself have received power from my Father." Here we have God, Christ,
and the Christian individual, John 17:16-22. Christ had made God known as the
Holy and Loving Father to men whom the Father had given Him. They had kept
the revelation of God which had come to them through various channels. The
Father had been seen in and through Christ. The object of the manifestation
in Christ has been attained. The result achieved was due to the fidelity of
the Messenger. His desire was to commit to the Father all who believed. In
them Christ's glory had been manifested that Christ was the Messenger of God
and had the words of eternal life. They will share with Christ in His reign.
110 The morning star, v28.
"Kai dwsw autw ton asters ton nrwinon."
"And I will give to Him the star morning."
The idea is glory or brightness. The righteous would shine like the stars in
heaven,(Danie112:3). It could mean the glory Christians would know in victory.
Jesus Christ is the bright and morning star,'(Rev.22:16). This promise assures:
Christ's own presence to His people as a gift. Perhaps it also refers to
Christ's second coming - when He comes to catch up into His presence those
vrho believe on Him,(I Thess. 4:16-17).
Christ will make the dawn of salvation or of life eternal shine on the believers*
Each victor shares in the Divine life and honour above in the new messianic
era with Jesus. The loyal Christian was to be sure os shining like a star in
immortality.
12. Conclusion, Rev. 2:29.
"He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches." Thes
promise concludes this chanter 2. It concerns the imminent return of Christ.
The Holy Spirit wants all to be ready for the promised blessing in the world
to come. The victor will receive Christ in the fullest sense.
V. THE EPISTLE TO TIE CHUREH IN SARDIS, Revelation 3:1-6.
L, The Church at Sardis, Revelation 3:1a.
"And to the angel of the church in Sardis write :" Sardis lies. due south of
Thyatira about 30 miles S.E. It was the old capital of Lydia. It is on the
road to Philadelphia, between the river Hernius and Mount Tmolua. It had been
in turn Lydian, Persian,. Greek, and Roman. It was a wealthy and wicked city.
It was famed as the capital of ancient Lydia, and the home of King Croesua
and of Aesop.
Croesus was the last king of Lydia, of the Mermnad dynasty 560-146 B.C. He
completed the conquest oflonia by captureing Ephesus, Miletus and other places.
He allied himself with Sparta, and extended the Lydian emnire as far as the
Halys. His wealth, due to trade, was proverbial. Later he fell into the hands
of Cyrus who conquered Sardis, and he subsequently became attached to the
court of Cyrus and received the governorship of Barene in Media.(546 BC).
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In 214 B.C. Sardis was conquered by Alexander the Great, at the crossing of
Roman roads, in a plain watered by the river Pactolus,according to Pliny the
place where the deying of wool was discovered, seat of the licentious worship
of Cybele, (Ramsay). He called it "The City of Death", city of apathy ,and immorality.
Sardis' chief source of wealth was its trade. In A.D.17 "Twelve famous cities
of Asia fell by an earthquake in the night. The calamity fell most heavily on
the people of Sardis, and it attracted to them the largest share of sympathy.
In the second century the bishop of Sardis was Helito. He held a very prominent place among the Christians of Asia both in personal influence and in
literary work. Among his numerous writings was the Apocalypse of St. John.
The church has no Nicolaitans, no Baalam, no Jezebel. But it is morally and
doctrinally corrupt. This deadness may be due to the absence of internal
enemies.
2. The church of Sardis was in need of the quickening power of the Holy Spirit,3:lb.
"These things saith He that hath the seven Spirits of. God, and seven 'stars."
"Tade legei 0 echwn
ta
Pneumata
tou Theou, kai tous epta asteras."
The church was one time known as a stronglChrist honouring church. They still
used the name of Christ, and were outwardly a church of Christ, but the life
was gone. Evidently most of the members were professing Christians, but not
truly regenerate, and thus only going through the motions of religion. It
had lapsed from its pristine vitality, just as the township of Sprdis had now
declined from its old historical prestige.
Along with Laodicea it was blamed most of all the seven churches. "Cida sou
ta erga, oti to onoma echeis oti
zes, kai nekros ei."I know thy
works,
that the name thou hast that thou livest,and art dead."
It was a name in contrast with reality. It was "the paradox of death under
the name of life,"(Swete). It was not comnlete death, but just a nucleus of
life. It was rapidly dying. The better elements were not too far gone in
decay to be recovered. Some were half-heartedly trying to maintain a testimony.

3.

Their motivation was wrong, Rev. 3:2.
"Ginou gregorwn, kai sterizon ta loipa,
mellei apothaneim,
"Be watchful, and strengthen the things that remain,'-which are aboUt to die,
ou gar eureka sou ta erga peplerwmena enwpwn tou Theou."
God."
for I have not found thy works complete before
"Be thou watchful"- Keep on becoming watchful. Those still alive are addressed
through the angel of the church. Make stable those not actually dead, but in
grave peril. Every new pastor faces such a problem, (Titus l:5). Individuals
are regarded as living realities. Judged from the Divine standpoint her
condition is decadent.
"I have not found any works of thine." The church as a whole is represented
by "thy". Their works have not measured up to God's standard. The remedy for
routine religiosity is an awakening to the imminence of Christ's return. The
things that remain are the few good elements of faith and practice which still
survived. The externals of the Christian life were there These externals might
be nade realities to suprort the revived life of the 6hurch.
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"I have not found your works perfect, in the sight of God," It means made up
to the right standard.rf excellence. The works of the Sardian Church have been
weightd, and found wanting before God. "Before my God" ia the true reading.
In St. John Jesus speaks of God as "MY God". This is especially common in
the Apocalypse.

4. The

(v3)

Sardians are remindhd of the better condition from which they have receded,
"Remember then what you received andheard; keep that, and repent."
"MheMonene ounapws
eilephas kai ekousas:, kai terei, kai metanonson."
"Keep in mind," as a permanent deposit. "Hold on to what thou bast." "Turn at
once." Memory again is the lever for repentance. The melancholy feature about
contemporary indifference at Sardis:was that it had a fine beginning behind
it. Yet this very circumstance afforded hopeful ground for an appeal.
"Kai terel"- keep that - is the primitive deposit of the faith, and to
secure this steadfast adherence.. "Kai metanoason"- and repent - is the
sharp and decisive act of repentance. Positive stains of sin were visible
in the local church no less than sins of mere omission.
Sardis and Laodicea, which apparently were the only members of this group
untroubled by outside persecution or inward error, were the least satisfactory
of all the seven.
"Eon oun me gregoreses, ezw epi oe
kleptes, kai ou me
"If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come upon thee as a thief,ane in
gnws poian wram ezw epi se."
no wise shal thou know what hour I shall come upon thee."
"Gregoreses"- if therefore thou shalt not watch - although the need is so
great, the sudden and signal visitation of punishment is threatened in the
following wprds4"I will come upon thee as a thief." It may be that (Jude 4,18)
local libertinism would come which meant a slackening of belief in the
Second Advent. Jesus had alread given His promise in lvhtt. 24:43).
The Promised return of Christ is sure. The time of His return is unknown.. But
one of the saddest things a Christian could contemplate is the prospect of
being engaged in some Christ-dishonouring activity at the moment of Christ's
return, thus to"be ashamed before Him at His coming."
Christians in such all-but dead churches must not only awaken to the truth
of Christ's Second Coming but must also look back to their awn conversions,
when they received Christ and heard His voice. To these great truths they
must hold fast, repenting of their spiritual indifference. Anathy born of
luxury had duped the church into depitho

5. You have still a few names in Sardis, Revelation 3:4.
"Echeis oliga anomata kai en Sardesin, a ouk emolunan to imatia autwn,
"Thou has a few names also in Sardis:, Which not defiled their garments,
kai peripatesnuaim met mou em leukois, otn azioi eisin,"
and they shall walk with Me in
white, because worthy they are."
A few persons with the promise of fellowship with Christ. "White"- as symbols
of purity like the angel. They are worthy to walk with Christ, but not worthy
in the same sense as God and Christ,(4:11). Hut in a relative sense. "Names"
is here used in the sense of persons.
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These few persons are like the few righteous in Sodom. Though they consent
to abide in the Church, they do not leaven it, nor does their presence save
it. The word "defile" means to"besmear" and so"to befoul." These few in Sardis
have kept themselves "unspotted from the worldflin which they live.
"They shall walk with Me in white." is always used] of heavenly purity and
brightness. This is the perfect purity of glorified saints in heaven. White
is the color of righteousness)associated with innonce and joy.
The gracious Lord was gracious to acknowledge even the very few whose garments
of salvation (Isa.61:10) were genuine. Their names were still in the book of
life, and their robes had been washed and made "white in the blood of the lamb."
(Rev.7:14). Their worthiness was not in their. own good works, but in the Lord,
(Rev. 4:11). Those who truly have eternal life
who alone is truly worthy)
through faith in the atoning blood of the Lamb will, of course, also demonstrate in their redeemed lives the evidence of good works, the "righteous acts
of the saints.

6. It is

important that one's name be in the book of life, Rev. 3:5.
"0 nikon, outos periBaleitai en imatiois leukois; kai ou me ezaleipsw
"He that overcomes, he shall be clothed in garments white; and in no wise will
to onoma autou ek tes BiBlou tes vies) kai ezomologesomai to onoma
I blot out his name from .khe Book of life, and will confess the name
autou enwpion tou patros mou kai enwpiontwn aggelvrn autou.."
his before
and before the angels of His."
my Father
"Periballo"- to be arrayed - to fling around one. "In white garments"- spiritual bodies in the risen life. "Exaleipso"- to wipe out. "The book of life"This divine register is in Christ's hands. His name is the name of the One
who overcomes. The"Book of Life" is the register of the covenant people.
Hence "to be blotted out of the boob of life" means to forefeit the privileges of the theocracy, to be shut out from God's favour.

"And I will confess his name"- he shall be in unsullied glory. He shall never
lose his heavenly citizenship. He shall be publicly acknowledged as a citizen
by the Judge. In any age, "the overcomers" are those not afraid to confess
Christ,(Lk.12:8). The "fearful" will have their part in the lake of fire,(Rv.21:8).
Those who believe on the Lord Jesus Christ unto salvation and everlasting life
(Jn.10:28), will indeed "overcome" in whatever test the Lord may allow them them
to experience. Their names are not blotted out, and therefore the Lord will be
able to confess their names before His Father. Each Christian is assured he
can depend on Christ.

7. The

Spirit still calls men to repentance and revival, Rev. 3:6.
"He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches."
"0 echwn
ous, akousatw
ti to Pneuma
legei tail ekklesiais."
This exhortation follows the promise to the victor. Each soul will be dealt with
by Christ, not according to the state of the Church, but according to their awn.
Each person must confess, witness faithfully to Christ, in order for Christ
to make this witness ibn their behalf in the presence of the Father and the
angels, Christ stresses genuine hearing in obedient faith "is to pass from
death unto life "
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,iI.THE MESSAGE TO THE CHURCH IN IIIIIADELPH41, REVELATION

3:7-13

1. Jesus is the Messiah indeed, Rev. 3:7.
"Kai tw aggeIw tes en philadelpheia ekklesias grapsion tade legei ,
"And to the ange& of the church in Philadelphia
write: these things says
o Agios, co Alethinoa; o echm ten kleida tou DaBid, o anoigwn kai
the Holy, thhe true;
Tie who has the key of
David, who opens and
oudeis kleiei, kai kleiei kai oudeis anoigei."
no one shuts, and shuts and no one opens."
Philadelphia is some 28 miles southeast of /Sardis, in Lydia, subject to
earthquakes, and was rebuilt by Tiberius after the earthquake in 17 A.D.
"0 Agios"- Christ is the Speaker, and claims'to be the Holy One. He is
therefore God.
"0 Alethinos"- The True One. Christ is the True One, as opposed to "spurious",
unreal, imperfect. Christ is the "True One" as opposed to the false gods of
the heathen. They are spurious gods.
Philadelphia is said to owe its name to Attalus Philadelphia, king of Pergamum,(B.C. 159-138). But it is not certain that he was its founder. It waa
constantly suffering from earthquakes, and was destroyed along with Sardis in
an earthquake in 17 A.D.
Philadelphia- stood on a plateau near rich volcanic soil which supported rich
agriculture. It became a city rich in commerce from the grapes grown in the
surrounding area, in whose villages many of the people preferred to live
rather than in the city. A major reason was the fear of earthquakes.
After the earthquake in 17 A.D., Teberias financed the rebuilding of the
city, which was then given a"new name," "Neocaesarea," in his honor. The dity
had been originally founded to fulfil the ruler's desire to spread the Greek
language and civilization into the barbarious region of Phrygia, hence its
location on the border.
Because of the grape industry, the chief deity was Dionysiusi and emneror
worship was not the problem as elsewhere. In Philadelphia the difficulty
seems to have come largely from the Jewish community.
"The words of the Holy One, the True One." "0 Agios"- The Holy tie -Jesus
is the Messiah indeed, One deserving that honoured name and realizing its
meaning. "0 Alethinos"- The True One - this means the "True",in the wider
sense of "genuine", opposed to unreal rather than untruthful. JesUs is
freed from creaturely weakness and imperfection,"Agios". His nature is in
intimate touch with with the Divine fulness. The Messiah possesses the
absolute power of admission to and exclusion from the Divine realm. Christ
alone has the right to excommunicate.
2. Jesus Christ holds the keys to every door, Revelation 3:8.
"Oida sou to erga idou, didwka enwpion sou thuran anewgmenen, kai
"I know thy works, Lo, I have set before you door an opened,
and
oudeis dunatai kleisai auten, oti Mikran echeis dunamin, kai eteresas
no one can shut is able it, because a little thou hast power, and didst keep
mou ton logon, kai ouk eraesw to anoma mou."
My Fiord,
and didst not deny My Name:."
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Philadelphia was a city of ancient 'Lydia in Asia Minor on the Cogamus River,
105 miles from Smyrna. It stood upon a terrace' 650r-feet above the sea. Behind
it are the volcanic cliffs to which the Turks have given the name of "ink
wells". On the other side of the city the land is exceedingly fertile, and
there was-produced a wine of whose excellence the celebrated Roman poet
Virgil wrote.
Philadelphia was founded after 189 B.C. on one side of the highways which led
to the interior. The name which it bore during the first century AD was Neo-Kaisaria. It appears upon the coins struck during that period. It is called •
"The City of God". It sometimes bore the title of "Little Athens" because of
the magnificence of the temples and other public buildings which adorned it.
It was constantly suffering from earthquakes, and was destroyed along with
Sardis by an earthquake in 17 A.D. Immediately Teberias financed the rebuilding of the city, which was then given a"new name,""Neo-Caesarea," in his honor.
Philadelphia quickly became an important and wealthy trade center. As the coast
centers declined, it grew in power, and retained its importance until the late
Byzahtine times.
About twenty years after the earthquake of 17 AD„ a favourable account of a
local church in Philadelphis is given by Ignatious,(about 37 AD.). One of the
Seven Churches of the Book of Revelation (Rev. 3:7ff) was there, and it was
the seat of a Bishop. Also many Jews lived there, and they possessed a synagogue. In our 20th. century it is still a Christian town. One-fourth of its m
modern population is Greek, and a Greek bishon still makes his home there.
"I have set before you an open door." This ""pen Door" is a gift od Christ.
The metaphor of the open door was a common one.See(Acts 1L:27; I Cor.16:29;
2 Cor.2:12; Rev. 3:20.). Probably here it means a good opportunity for missionary endeavour inspite of Jewish hostility. "Open Door" denotes facilities for
preaching and advancing the faith among the outsiders. The extension of the
Gospel depends upon it, as it forma a high reward of, open confession and a
decided stand for Christ.
The "open door" is also connected with Christ Himself. The gate of righteousness
is described as open in Christ. Christ makes access to God through Himself sure.
Despite trials and temntations His Church's standing is guaranteed by His authority. "Thuran anewgmenen" - an onened door - Here is the open heart of God for
man, and man's open herat for God,v20.
Jesus assures the Church how futile are such excommunications as the Jews were
levelling against them. Faith in Jesus constitutes a relation to God which cannot either be impaired or rivalled.. Only, the perseverance of the saints is
needed. An assured position with God depends not merely on Christ's will and
power but on Christian loyalty as the coefficient; of grace.
"I know that you have but little power." You have little influence or weight
in Philadelphia, the members are probably from the lower classes. The church
at Philadelphia is not blamed for the slenderness of her equinment, which
evidently is due to causes outside her control. She is Praised for having
made good use of the resources- she'possessed. They depended wholly on the - Lord. Neither wealth nor influence, neither promotional schemes nor the eloquence of
its pulpit, nor the harmonies of its musicians can give it an effective Ministry.
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The Lord alone opens the door. "The Lord alone gives the increase." "Yet you
have kept my word and have not denied my name." You did keep my word in crisis
and trial. The issue was probably forced by the Jews (2:9), but they stood true.
To deny the Lord of Spirits is the capital crime. "You have kept my word..."
is thoroughly St. Pauline style. The church had kept Christ's word even when
called upon to deny Him.. For this it shall ever have the privilege of giving others an entrance into Christ's fold.
Philadelphia kept God's word. There are pressures to repudiate God's lord,
to distort the Word, to dilute the Word, or to just ignore God's Word. The
Church at Philadelphia did not comnromise its witness. She kept that which
was committed to her trust,(ITIM. 6:20). To all who keep God's word and acknowledge His Name, Christ gives the assurance of "The Open Door."
3. Converts are a gift from Christ, Revelation 3:9.
"Idou, didwmi ek tes sunagwges tou satana twn legontwn eautous
"Lo, I give of the synagogue of Satan those that declare themselves
Ioudaious einai, kai eisin, alla pseudontai; idou, noiesw autous ina
Jews to be,
and are not, but do lie;
lor I will cause them that
ezwsin kai proskuneswsin enwpion twn podon sou, kai gnwsin oti egw
they should come and do homage before try feet,
and should know thatl
egapesa se."
loved thee."
The Jewish synagogue is denouncedi., as Satanic, owing to its persecuting habits.
Satan is regarded as the final source of persecution as of error,(Ignatius).
These Jews were in the habit of molesting the church. Ignatius refers them to
the malicious cunning of Satan. Judaizing tendencies were rife among Christians of Gentile birth at Philadelphia. John claims the ancestral title of "Jew"
for the Christian Church.
Faith in Christ, not mere nationality, constituted true Judaism. The seccession had passed to Christianity. Such prominence was characteristic of the
period. The supercilious contempt of these churchmen for all Christian dissenters from Judaism was to be changed one day into humble respect. The former
would find out their grievous mistake when it was too late.
It denotes abject submission and homage. What they fondly expected from the
Gentiles, they were themselves to render to Christians: - such would be the
grim irory of providence. "And they shall all be called children of God...
and that I love them." The only true Jews are those who accept the Christ.
"And learn that I have lovedyou." "I have loved" will be proved by 'triumphant
survival of perils. The Jews tardily awaken to the privileges of the church
as to the claims of Jesus,(1:7). Probably they scoffed at the claim of the
'hiladelnhian Christians to be objects of the true God's love. The answer is
that faith in Jesus means a revelation of Divine love, apart from which no
Christian life can be accounted for.
4.They kept Christ's Word, and did not deny His Name, Rev. 3:10.
Keep and ye shall be kept. "I know mine own, and mine own know me.,Jn.10:1/t ).
"(ti eteresas
ton logon tes -lipomOnes mou,
kagw se teresw
ek • tes •
"Because thou didst keep the word of my endurance, I also will keep you from the
wras tou periasmou tes mellousea erchesthai epi tes oikpumenea oles,
hour of trial which is about to come upon the habitable world whole,
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peirasai tous katoikountas epi tes
to try them that dwell upon the earth."
The precise sense is "not my word about patience" (My counsel of patience
as the supreme virtue of these latter days),(VWeiss), bit it is "the Word, or
the preaching, of that patience which refers to me." It is the patient endurance with which, amid present trials, Christ is to be served.
"Because thou didst keep the Word of my endurance." The second reason for
praising the Philadelphian Christians is their loyal patiende under persecution, as well as the loyal confession of Christ (v8) which had possibly brought on that persecution. I in turn will keep you through the imminent period
of trial of seduction to imperial worship. •
The Philadelphian Christians will not only triumph over the contempt og their
Jewish foes but also over the wider pagan trial, inasmuch as their devotion,
already manifested in the face of Jewish malice, will serve to carry them
through the storm of Roman persecution.
The reward of loyalkr is in fact fresh power to be loyal on a higher level:
"The wages of going on, and ever to be." It is difficult from the sense, to
decide whether "Terein ek"- means successful endUrance or absolute immunity safe emergence from trials or escape from them entirely. Note the double
sense of "terein"- keep you from trial or unsparing devotion - is spared some
forms of distress and disturbance. Jesus endured temptation, and He will
help the Christians.
There is achurch still in Philadelphia inspite of the Turks. There is the
inhabited earth - the world of men, as explained by the next clause. "The
hour of trial will try those who dwell on the earth." "The hour of trial"
seems to be that which Christ had foretold which should precede His coming.
Note the declaration in vii.
This promise seems clearly to Tromise a deliverance of the Philadelphians
from this coming time of judgment. There will be multitudes who will become
believers during this great trinbulation,(7:14), as a result of this last
great"trial" of those who dwell on the earth.

5.

The declaration is one of encouragement to the church, Rev. 3:11.
"Idou, erchomai tachu: kratei o echeis, ina medeis laBe ton stephanon."
""Behold, I come quickly: hold fast what thou hast, that no one take thy crown,"
This is "The keynote of the book." "Hold fast that which thou hast" is a motto
for each church. The crown will be thine if really won and not forfeited by
failure,(2 Tim.4:8). "You have not long to wait and suffer now." This is a
fresh motive for tenacity of Purpose. Do- not forfeith thy crown by misconduct.
Here the declaration is one of encourageMent to the church. Her trial will be
short. Her reward is near at hand. "Hold fast" -"kratei"-"what thou hast."
Ignatius says, this warning was needed. Owing to the stubborn Judaism of
some in the Philadelphian Church, the central truths of the Gospel. were in danger. Receive your crown for yourself.- Philadelphia, faithfully watching and
serving, would be kept from from the coming hour of tribulation. The "Crown of
Life" is promised to those who are faithful unto death,(2:10).
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6, The

reward of steadfastness is a stable relation to God, Revelation 3:12.
"0 nikwn, poiesw autsn stulon en tw naw tou Theou mou, kai ezw ou me
"He that overcomes, I will make him a pillar in the temple of my God land out
ezelthe eti, kai gtapsw ep auton to anoma tou Theou,
not at all shall he go more, and I will write upon him thr name of my God,
kai to anoma tes polews tou Theou mou, tes kaines Ierousalem, kai to anoma
and the name of the city of my God, the new Jerusalem, and my Name
mou tou kainon."
my new Name."
The reward is absolute assurance of eternal life, permanence and inconsistence
with it,(21:22). We learn that the city was liable to frequent earthquakes, one
of which had Produced total ruin in 17 AD. It was so great that the citizens
had to be exempted from Imperial taxation and assitted to repair their build ings. These local circumstances lend colour to this promise, which would '
also appeal to citizens of a city whose numerous festivals and temples are
said to have won for it the title "A taniature Athens".
The promise is alluded to where God's grace is said to have "delivered the
weak and set them up as being able by means of their patience to stand all
angry, onsets of the evil one."Fermanent communion with God is further expressed
in terms of the widespread ethnic belief that to be ignorant of a god's
name meant inability to worship him. But to know that name implied the power
of entering fellowship with him:'

"Just as writing a name on templewalls puts the owner of the mile in continual
union with the deity of the temple, so for early man the knowledge, invocation
and vain repetition of the deity's name constitutes in itself an actual, if
mystic, union with the deity named,"(Jevons).
"He that overcometh, I will make him a pillar-9 This is metaphorical and
personal use with a double significance of being firmly fixed and giving
stability to the building. Philadelphia was a city of earthquakes. "Temeple" is also metaphorical for the people of God„(I Tim.3:15). "Fixity bf
character is at last achieved,"(Charles). The "one overcoming" remains in
place. Upon his forehead the new name is the triple new name as a proof
of ownership by God, with the new symbol of the gloriouS personality of Christ, in contrast with the mark of the beast,(Rev.19412).
Pillars were now and then sculptured in human shape.a. A name was equivalent
to personality and character. It revealed that one was equivalent to being
endowed with divine power. b. The name denotes that the bearerer belongs
not merely to God but to the heavenly city and sociity of God. c.'rVy own
new name" is reflected of God. It denotes some pre-existent title, the
knowledge of which meant power to invoke and obtain help from its bearerer.
Note the whole imagery is drawn. from Primitive superstition that God's name,
like a man's name, must be kept secret9 lest if known it night be used to
the disadvantage of the bearer.
The point made by the Prophet- here is that the Christian God bestows freely
upon His neonle the privilqe of - invoking His aid successfully, and of entering into His secret nature, also of security in the mysterious future
across death.
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7. The paths of honour and of safety may sometimes be the same, Revelation 3:13.
"0 Echwn ous akousatw ti to pneuma legei this; ekklesiais."
"He that has an ear, let him hearwhat the Spirit says to the assemblies."
The passage is a promise that when Christ makes us completely His awn by writing His awn ne name on us, He'will admit us into His full glory, which is at
present incomprehensible to us. Such comprehension is one of the new things
"which shall be hereafter p"(1:199), and which cannot nowbe khown to us."
Of the condition of the Church in Philadelphia we know nothing except what
is contained in the passage before us. But its comnarative immunity from
trouble and destruction, and its continued existence to the present day,(vv7-13),.
The message of the Apostle John was not without some effect. Philadelphia alone
has been saved by prophecy or courage..
"Let him hear what the Spirit says to tha churches." Note the remarkable sequence of revelation to each of the churches. The Lord speaks to John, John
writes to the church's angel, and the angel somehow communicates it to the
church. And all of this information was incorporated in John's all-inclusive
letter to the Seven Churches,(Rev.1:4; 22:16,21). But, however the information
finally reached the churches, it was none other than the Holy Spirit Himself
speaking to the churbhes.
EPISTLE TO THE CHURCH OF LAODICEANS, REVELATICN 3:14-22.
1. The city of Laodicea
It is a city in Asia Minor situated in the Lycos Valley in the province of
Phrygia , aid it is the home of one of the Seven Churches of Revelation,(I:11).
Laodicea is 40 miles southeast of Philadelphia and some 40 miles east of
Ephesus. It is on the river Lycus on the border of Phrygia, near Colossee
and Hierapolis. It is situated on the western si/e of the valley of Lycus.
It was on the great trade-route from Ephesus to the east and seat of large
manufacturing and banking operations,(especially of woolen carpets and
clothing,Ransay). It was a very wealthy trade center, and the church members of Laodicea shared in that wealth.
Three Roman roads passed through Laodicea thus making the- city one of cotamercial importance. The raven-black wool was in great demand. This spawned a
thriving business in clothing, carnets, etc., and supported a considerable
community of craftsmen.
Laodicea was founded by Antiochus II (261-246) of Syria, who named it for his
wife Laodike, and who populated it with Syrians and-with Jews who were transplanted from Babylonia to the cities of Phryia and Lydia. It stood on the
great highway at the junction of several important routes, but it was a place
of little consequence until the Roman Province of Asia was formed in 190 B.C.
It then suddenly became a great and wealthy center of industry, famous specially
for the famous black wool of its sheep, and also for the Phrygian powder for
the eyes which was manufactured there,(Rev.3:18). In the vicinity was the temple of Men Karou and a renowned school of medicine.
In the year 60 A.D,the city was almost entirely destroyed by an earthquake, but
so wealthy were its citizens that they rejected the proffered hid of Rome, and
quickly rebuilt the city at their awn expense,(Rev.3:17). It was a city of
great wealth, with extensive banking operations,(3:18).
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2. The "A-Nen" is God Himself, Revelation 3:14.
"Kai tw aggelw tes ekklesias Aaodikewn grapsun: These things says Amen,
Tads legei 9 Amen,
"And to the angel of the church in Laodicea write:
0 martur o pistos kai alethinos , et arche tes griswws tou Theou."
the witness faithful and true, the beginning of the creation of God."
The expositors understood "the an gel" of a church to signify its chief
officer. Hut here at Laodices it seems certain to be Archippus(This Archippus
appears to be the son of Philemon,(Phil.2), and he appears to be the Bishop
of Laodicea at the time of John's writing Revelation. He was the son of a
wealthy and influential Christian, Philemon.
Laodicea was receipient of two letters by Paul from prisomin Rome, (Co1.4:16).
It also had a provincial court wher Cicero lived and worte many of his
letters,(Ramsay). The church in Laodicea was founded by Ephphras and Timothy, just before 60 AD. But later it became a deserted ruin. No praise is
bestowed on this church, but only blame for its lukewarmness.
"The A-Ifen" is nersonal and is named here alone. Here it is applied to
Christ (I:5), the faithful witness,"whose testimony never falls short of
the truth.'; (Swete). Jesus is "The A-Men" because He guarantees the truth
of any statement, and the execution of any promise, made by Himself. He is
consequently the faithful and true witness, whose counsel and rebuke (18-19)
are to be laid to heart as authoritative.
A faithful witness is one who can be trusted never to misrepresent God's
message, by exaggeration or by suppression. "Alethinos"- true. A real witness
is a truthful and competent one. His veracity extends not only to his character
but to the contents of his message. In point of sincerity and unerring insight (as opposed to "false" in both senses of thetann.)
Jesus is the sunreme moral critic. The Church is the supreme object of His
criticism. Jesus is also absolutely trustworthy, and therefore His prothises
are to be believed,(V20-21). God's promis%T are assured and realized to men
through Christ
"The beginning of God's creation." Not the first creatures as the Arians
held and Unitarians do now, but the originnating source of creation through
whom God works,(Co1.1:15,18). This is a passage probably known to the Laodiceans,(Jn.1:3, and as is made clear by 1:18; 3:21,) Christ is "the first" in the
sense that Heis neither creator, nor created, but is creative.
John ascribes to Jesus here that pre-existence which, in more or less vital
forms, had been prededicated don the Messiah in Jewish apocalpptic. The nre-existence of the Messiah is an extension of the principle of determinism.
God foreordained the Salvation.itself.as well as its historical hour. "God
is the Truth, He lives by Truth, He lives upon Truth, and He,is the King
of Truth."
There was great need of the truth being onenly proclaimed by Him who is the
Truth by Him to those whom, though- nominally Christians, were ensnared by
the deceitfulness of riches (Latt.13:22), and:were deceiving themselves in
the attempt to make the best of both worlds, by their Luke-warm Christianity.
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It was the purpose of this epistle, to draw aside the veil which was hiding
the truth from their eyes, and to bring them to arealization of that most
difficult of all knowledge - aknowledge of self. The faithful and true
witness is an amplification of "The A4len."
The epithet "faithful" asserte the truthfulness of Christ's work as a witness.
Christ is a faithful witness because His witness is true. He is a true Witness because in Him is the complete realization of all the qualifications
which constitute anyone really and truly a witness. "fistos" -"Faithful" has
the passive meaning of"that which is worthy of faith." The active meaning of
"pistos" is "he who believes something." God is faithful in the former
sense, but man may he faithful in both senses.
"The faithful and true witness." Christ was a witness worthy of faith, since
He possessed all the attributes of such a witness. A. Christ had seen what
He attested. B. He was competent to relate and reproduce this information.
C. He was willing to do this faithfully and truly.
"The beginning of God's Creation." Here "eginning" is to be taken in the
active sense. Christ is described as the Beginner, the Author, the moving
Principle or Source of all things which God created. This is the true meaning from the whole tenor of Holy Scripture. "The beginning" -"et arche"is used here in the active sense. This view is confirmed by the abundant
evidence of our Lord's Divinity found elsewhere in the Bible, and is plainly
and especially asserted in the writings: of St. John.
The self-reliant Laodiceans are thus directed to place their trust in Christ
who is the Source of all things, rather than in those created things of which
He is the Creator. Because of its worldly success, the church at laodicea
had become indifferent to its real spiritual need. Doubting the absolute and
unique authority of the Lord of God, it had imbibed much of the humanistic
philosophy of the intellectuaa world of that day.
The Lord Jesus Christ in His message to the Laodiceans reminded them Of the
basic distinctiveness and distinctives of the true Biblical theism in which
they once had expressed belief. Christ was the beginning of the Creation)
none other than the Creator of all things in heaven and earth. Christ is
the Alpha and also the Omega - the A-Men. His Word is true and faithful.
All are called back to belief in Jesus Christ as the true Creator and the
faithful Witness.

3. Jesus uses graphic language to describe His reaction, Revelation 3:15.
"Aida sou to erga, oti oute psiuchros ei, oute zestos; ophelon
I would
"I know thy works, that neither cold thou art, nor hot;
psuchroa eins, et zestos."
cood thou wert , or hot."
"Oute psuchros"- to grow cold. This v15 is the moral nausea roused by tepid
religion. "You are neither cold not hot." It is best to be warm and energetic.
But even a frank repuditation of religion is at least more promising from an
ethical standpoint than a half and half attachment, complacently oblivious
of any shortcoming.
The outsider may be convinced and won over. There is hope of him, for he is
under no illusion as to his real relation to the faith. But what can be done
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with people who are nominal Christians, unable to recognize that they need
repentance and that Jesus is really outside their lives. The lukewarmness of
which the Epistle complains was produced by a fallacious sense of security,
begotten of ease and prosperity.
In truth those"secure,"without care, had become the careless ones. Active
opposition may well be a deadly evil less than careless ease. He who lives
on in careless ignorance of the existence of the disease can never improve
himself until he has awoke to a full knowledge of his own state. But the man
who, by wilful action, increases a disease„ may repent of his deed, and try
to recover from the danger to which he has exposed himself.
"You are lukewarm, neither cold nor hot." Some understand "cold" to mean
"untouched by the power of God's grace." "Lukewarm" denotes those who,
having received the grace of God, had not allowed it full scope in bringing forth works meet for repentance (Mptt.3:8). Just as spiritual death, in t
the case of the Sardis Christians, meant a lost vitality, so in the case of
Laodicea "lukewarmness" implies that a condition of religious warmth once
existed. There was a complacent attention to what had once been achieved.
But there was no sensitiveness to what is left undone.
There was more hone of the real conversion of the "cold" publicans and harlots.,
who "went into heaven"(Matt.21:31) before theuself-satisfied, lukewarm"
Phariseea. So there is more hope for an unconverted sinner who repents than
of him whol, having once been roused to a sense of God's will, has relapsed
into a state of self-satisfied indolence and carelessness. The sentence is a
regret that the Laodiceans had not been either hot or cold. For many had
turnad from the Holy Commandment once delivered unto them,(2 Peter 2:21).
The Laodicaan church was not one of comnIate apostasy. Its candlestick had
not been removed. It had a large and prosperous congregation, impressive
facilities, and an active program. But it sought to be neutral on controversal matters, to maintain open dialogue with both left and right. It
wanted recognition from the mighty and the wealthy. It was not cold to
the vital truths of God, His Creation, His Word - but neither Would it
take a firm stand and proclaim a true witness. And Christ amazingly said if
their would not be "hot", He would rather see the "cold".

4. There

was still room for repentance, Revelation 3:16.
"Uutwa oti chliaros ei; kai oute psuchrus oute zestros, mellw se
"Thus because lukewarm thou art, and neither cold nor hot, I am about thee
emesai ek tou stomatos mou."
to spew out of
my mouth."

I am about to reject with extreme disgust. Here is the Divine disgust at Lukewarm religion. Christ, saga the -prophet, is sick of the lukewarm: "Mellw" I
am hbout to spew thee. As the purpose of rejection does not exclude the
possibility of a change upon the nart of the church which shall render the
execution of the purpose needless, advice to repent immediately follows upon
the threat. The latter is unconditional only in form. Exclusion from God's
life forms one side of the penalty, humiliating exposure before men the other.
The distaste produced by lukewarm food, which the stomach naturally rejects
with loathing, are used as a figure in which to express thB abhorrence of
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Christ for those who lacked zeal in His service. But the sentence is not
irrevocable. There is still hope of averting it. "Nlellw se emesai ek" "I am about to slew out..."-- if a timely repentance does not avert the
impending doom.
There was room for repentance and revival, but the situation was graves
We have churches like that today. They are a greater hinderance to the
cause of Christ than if they were cold and dead. We have the compromising
churches. They reach many and favor accomodations anyhow. They persuade men
that a little religion is good, but they resent "hot" churches and do
all they can to cool any enthusiasm and dilute their convictions. They
lack doctrinal conviction and missionary zeal.

5. Christ

is speaking to the neutral churches, Revelation 3:17.
"Oti plousios eimi kai peplouteka kai oudenos"Ote legeis,
"Because thou sayest, "because rich I an, and have grown rich and of
chreian echw, kai ouk oidas oti su ei o talaipwros, kai eleeinos,
nothing need have, and knowest not that thou art the wretched, and miserable,
kai ptwchos, kai tuphlus, kai gumnos."
and poor,
and blind,
and naked."

Laodicea was a wealthy city and the church "carried the pride of wealth
into its spiritual life,"(Swete). There were imagined spiritual riches
which the church did not possess, just the opposite of the church in Smyrna.
(poor in wealth, but rich in grace.). This church in Laodicea was in a rich
city and was rich in pride and conceit, but poor in grace and ignorant of its
spiritual poverty.
To conceit and self-deception the prophet wrathfully ascribes the religious
indifference at Laodicea. She prided herself on the fact by which she had
gotten her riches and also on the means by which it had been secured. She
praised her own personal skill and merit, and the independent self-reliant
position thus attained. She self-assigned a profuse certificate of merit.
Philo says, "No one is enriched by secular things, even though he possessed
all the mines in the world. The witless are all pauners."The reference is
to spiritual possessions and advantages. We have emphasited the material
wealth and resources of Laodicea An earthquake destroyed the city in 60 AD,
and its people had the wealth to rebuild it in 61 AD without any help from
imperial Rome
But here the Apocalypse is concerned primarily with the Christian churches. Prosnerous and influential citizens were included in the church-rneMbership.
But complacnecy and self-satisfaction are fostered by material comfort. Note
these weeds spring from other soils as well. There may be an inefficient
ministry, absence of oersecution, snecial difficulties at Laodidea that
helped to account for the church's languid state.
These Christians, in their spiritual pride, were miserable - deserving of
pity. Poor in the wealth accumulated by zeal in God's service. They were blind
as to their real condition and their fancied spiritual safety. They were naked
of the cloak with Which charity-fervent love of God - would have covered
them. To be a true church Christ must be in our midst. We must stand solidly
and fervently for the true Biblical Vliord and God's authority in all things.
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6. Christ counsels them to obtain true riches from the proper source, Rev. 3:18.

"SumBouleuw soi agarasai par mou chrousiort pepurwmenon ek puros, ina plouteses,
by fire, that thou mayest
"I counsel thee to buy from me gold purified
kai me phanerwthe,
kai imatia leuka, ina periBale
be rich; and garments white, that thou mayest be clothed, and may not be made
et aischune tea gumnotetos sou; kai koloouriorr egchrisopa tous
and eye-salve anoint thou with
manifest, the shame of thy nakedness:;
onhthalmous sou, ina Blepes."
thine eyes, that thou mayest see."
Worldly wealth is in the writer's view. The members of this church generally
have aimed at riches, and have gotten them. Possession 4- riches also have
been followed by its usual effects. The seen and the temnoral have usurped
in their minds the place of the Unseen and the Eternal. They have even regarded their worldly prosperity as a token of the Divine favour, and are
soothing themselves with the reflection that they have made the best of both
worlds, when they have really sacrificed everything to one world, and that
the lower of the two. The last picture of the church is the saddest of all.
The counsel is conveyed in the dialect of the local situation. "Agorasai" to buy from me - in the poor man's market. These are significant words addressed
to the financial centre of the district. "From me" is emnhatic. The real
life is due to man's realtion with Christ, not to independent efforts on
his own nart.
Local Christians needed to be made sensitive to their need of Christ.
PAgarauai"- b4: in the poor man's market. This is addressed to the financial
centre of the districts "From me"- buy from me (agarasai) is emphatic.
The real life is due to man's relation with Christ, not to independent
efforts upon his own part.
In Laodicea evidently, as in Bunyan's Mansoul, Desires-awake dwelt in a
very mean cottage. "Refined or purified"- means genuine and fresh as opposed
to counterfeit and traditional. Laodicea was a famous manufacturing centre,
whose trade largely consisted of tunics and cloth for garm.nts. The allusion
is to careless Christians caught off their guard by the suddenness of the
Second Advent.
"Kollourion"- eye-salve to cure eyes. The gods claimed it was used to cure
blind soldiers' eyes. It was an eye-salve for tender eyes. It is an allusion to
the "fhrygian powder" used by oculists of the famous medical school at Laodicea.
To the Christian the Christ Jesus supplies that enlightenment which the
Jews found in the Law (Ps.19:8). True self-knowledge can be gained only by
the help of Christ, in the present case mediated by Christian prophecy. It
is to be noted or observed that John does not threaten Laodicea with the
loss of material wealth in order to have her spiritual life revived.
"Buy from Me gold refined by fire." The nurchase price is merely to recognize
their wretched condition and come to Him in repentance, forsaking their riches
and prestiege for the true riches, anJ forsake their worldly wisdom for the
true wisdom (Co1.2:3) in Christ. Christ once more counsels them to obtain true
riches from the proner source. They are to buy from God. The emphasis is
laid on "the Me".
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"That you may be rich and white garments to clothe you.." They must obtain
gold refined by the fire. This is gold superior to that on the possession
of which they so prided themselves, that they indeed may be rich. They must
receive the pure white garments of His righteousness to replace the filthy
rags of their own righteousness (Isa.64:6).
Laodicea is said to have been famous for the raven blackness of the'wool which
prepared and dyed there. Note God's reproof. The white clothing can be obtained only
from God, and is far superior to that of which they boasted. White is the emblem
of all that is purest and best. Black is a type of the d4rkness of the ignorance
of sin.
"Keep the shame of your nakedness from being-seen." The nakedness will certainly
be made apparent at some time. If it be ignored now, it will be made more
glaring in the future, when God turns upon the brightness of His presence.
"Stripping", in the Bible, is commonly used to denote putting to shame.
Recall the King of Assyria was to lead away the Egyptians naked and barefoot,
(Isa. 20:4). But applying with clothes showed additional honor.
7. This verse 19 is to be an encouragement for the Laodiceans, Rev. 3:19.
"Egw osous ian Philo, elegchw kai paideuw; zelwson oun kai mtgnoeson."
/I as many as I loves, I rebuke and discipline; Be thou zealous and repent,"
God chastens to train a child. Keep on being, zealous in repenting. This is in
opposition to their lukewarmness. The church has still a chance of righting
itself. Such a reproof as He has given in Christ's name, and the discipline
it involves are really evidence of affection, not of rejection. This is the
method of God at least with whom censure does not mean hostility. "Egwr"-"I"
is emphatic.
"Fhilw"- as many as I lo1e. The love of Christ for His people is mentioned
only here in the Apocalypse. Here the Divine love inflicts painful wounds
upon the unworthy.. But elsewhere the "Agape" - love - the Divine love
sustaine and safeguards those who are loyal. In this verse Christ is seeking
to regain their loyalty. Christ loves dearly. Christ rebukes to reprive, so
as to convict of sin and turn to repentance. This verse is a solace and
encouragement to the Laodiceans.
"Zeloson" - zealous - is a daily habit. These lukewarm, comp4mising Christians in Laodicea were Christians, but needed Christ to rebuke and chasten
them. The Lord does not indicate what the chastening woul be, but it would
include exposure of their spiritual poverty and nakedness to the worldly
crowd whom they had been so anxious to impress (Heb.12:6). But Christ loves
them and desires their repentance.
"Metanoeson"- repantance - Christ wanted a definite changeed attitude toward
sin in regard to God once and for all. Let the foregoing rebuke open your
eyes at once to the need of repentance,-and also to the fadt that it is
really love on God's Part which prompts Him to expose and to chastise you.
Such a sense of God's loving concern, as well as of their own plight, should
kindle an eager heat of indignation (2 Cor.8:11) gathering into a flame of
repentance that will burn un indifference and inconsistency. The urgent need
for immediate repentance rests on the fact that this warning was their last
chance. It also rests on the character of the teMntation to which the local
Christians were succumbing.
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"It is a great grace to find out that we are lukewarm, but we are lost if
we do not act with vigour.. It is like going to sleep in the snow, almost
a pleasant, tingling feeling at first, and then - lost for ever,"(Faber).
There must be some zeal and self-sacrifice in serving Christ. Keep on being
zealous: for Christ.
7.The long-suffering Saviour waits for the conversion of sinners, ReV.3:20.
"Idou, esteka epi ten li.urartkai krouw; can tis: akouse tes phones mou,
"Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if anyone hear my voice,
kai anoize ten thuran, eiseleusomai pros:, kai deipnesw met autou, kai
and open the door, I will, come in to him, and will sup with him, and
autos: met emou."
he with Me."
Christ grants Christians intimate fellowship with Himself, and takes the
lead in the matter. To eat with a person meant close confidence and affection.
Hence future bliss was regularly conceived to be a feast. This appealing
Christ wants to be a welcome intimate of the heart always. No longer an outsider. Here Christ stands at the door not as an outsider or judge but as a
dear Friend. Hence no reference is made to the fate of those who will not
attend to Him.
Christ's coming is conditional and special. The threat of 3:16 is balanced by 3;20.
"Thwnes"- my voice - imnlies that the voice is well-known. To pay attention to
it, inspite of self-engrossment and distraction, is one pfoof of the moral
alertness which means repentance.
"Standing at the door knocking" expresses patient beseeching and loving
exhortation. These words recall the frequent use by our Lord of this figure
of knocking,(Lk. 12:35-?6). Christ knocks and speaks. Man's free-will is here
well and plainly set forth. The openinglto be effective, needs the help and
presence of Christ. But Christ does not forcible effect an entrance.
Laodicea is not altogether without hope. "If any man hear my voice...1'
.
Even in Laodinea there are some who, inasmuch as they have fought the hardest battle, shall be welcomed to the highest reward..
The intent of this v20 is addressed to compromising, lukewarm Christians in
compromising, lukewarm churches, and it is they whom Christ is seeking to
draw back to Himself. A further truth is that the Laodiceans are expected
likewise to prepare for the Lord's coming. Even lukewarm, comoromising
Christians might well be stirred up, to look for the Lord, and to believe
His Word. Christ will sup with those who do not drive Him away.
8.The climax of the promises made to the Seven Churches, Revelation 3:21.
"0 nikwn, dwso autw kathisai met- emou en :tw Throno mou, ws
"He that overcomes,' will give to him: to sit with Me in my throne ,as
kagw enikesa, kai ekathisa meta tou ?atros mou en tw Throrwr autou."
I also overcame, and sat down with my Father in His Throne."
This Promise grows out of the prophecy that. the saints will share in the
Messiah's rule, made to the Twelve (Hatt. 19:28; Lk. 22:29f), and rerpated
by Paul (I Cor. 6:2f), and enlarged in Revelation 22:1-5 (to last for ever42 Timothy 2:11f.) James and John took this hope and ,promise literally (Mk.10:40)
not metaphorically.
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uNikwn"- He that overcomes, or he who conquers - the moral purity and sensitiveness which succeeds in responding to the divine appeal. uDwsw" - I will
grant him to sit with Me on my throne - To share Christ's royal power and
judicial dignity is a reward proffered in the Gospels, but Jesus there (MitIl
(Nark 10:40) disclaimed this prerogative. God's throne is Christ's, as in 22:10.
Christ will share His: reign with those who conquer. This is life in. His Kingdom. Christ offers the highest honor to sit in His throne, placing us in the
closest relationship with Himself, and exalting us to His awn glory. The
throne promised is Christ's own throne. Christ is now sitting on the Father(s
throne, mediating for His Church on earth. Christ shares it in virtue of His
Godhead. But when the Church militant becomes the Church triumphant, then
will be erected Christ's own throne, which glorified man may share in common
with Him who was man, and so has: exalted humanity as to render such a condition
and such a)position possible. Those who are His will reign with Him when His
own throne is set up.

9.. The

seven warnings are one whole, for the edification of all, Rev. 3:22.
"0 echwn ous, akousatw ti to pneuma legei tais: ekklesiais."
"He that has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the assemblies."
In John 16:33 Jesus emphasizes the abiding effect of the victory. Each. a:
these seven messages begins alike and ends alike. Each is the message of the
Christ and of the Holy Spirit to the angel of the church. Each has a special
message suited to the actual condition of each church. In each case the individual who overcomes has a promise of blessing. Christ the Shepherd knows His
sheep and lays bare the particular peril in each case.

Here as elsewhere the prophet is writing as much for the churches in general
as for the particular community. He speaks - tais Ekklesiais - to the churches:.
To the prophet the real value and significance of Christ's life were focused
in His sacrificial death and in the rights and privilegsawhich He secured
thereby for those on whose behalf He had suffered and triumphed. This idea
forms the central theme of the next oracle.
The Ekklesiai - assemblies - now pass out of sight till the visions are over.
John knows nothing of any catholic ekklesiai. To John these assemblies are so
many local communities who share a common faith and expect a common destiny.
They are colonies of heaven, and heaven is their mother country. In the
Greek sense the "ekklesiai" implied a city.
The religious situation depends upon the prophets, who are in direct touch
with God and through whom the Spirit of God controls and guides the'egILts.
Their words are God's words. They can speak and write with an aut^ority which
enables them to say, 'Thus saith the Spirit'. "To hear" means to understand
and respond to Christ.
All the Epistles were meant for the seven churches, and, after them, for the
Universal Church. Each church had an especial failing brought more emphatically before it. But all the seven warnings are one whole, for the edification
of all. As it behooves each individual Christian to avoid and repent of allsin, and yet to fix his attention - on the cure of some besetting sin to which
he is peculiarly liable, so these messages, though intended to be read by all,
and heeded by all, nlace vividly before each Church its besetting sin, which more
pirticularly requires attention.
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'And as the sins to be avoided are.to be avoided by all, so the separate
rewards are promised to an who overcome. They are, therefore, not really ",,=L
distinct rewards, but rather' different phases and views of one great whole,
which shall be enjoyed in its entirety by theose who have struggled, victoriously with the trials and temptations of the world.
These seven epistles close with the seventh rehearsal of this exhortation.
It is vital that we read and heed these messages to the churches. The same
problems that faced their churches:, confront our churches:, and the same warnings and promises apply to us as well as them.
In this v22 is the last mantion of the church in the Book of Revelation
until the last chapter. In 22:16 John is reminded that the entire book is
to be sent to the churches. There are no churches as such on earth during
the climactic events of judgment described from Revelation ch.I onwards, and
so no reference to the churches apneara in these chapters. The message of
all the chapters (Revelation 1d) is for all Christ's Churches, however,
and it is that message to which we now proceed.
The epistles to the Seven Churches: are- over. They present the Church to us
as she appears on the field of history. They set before us the leading characteristics of her condition partly as she was in "Asia" at the moment when
the Apostle John wrote, partly as she shall be throughout all time and on
the widest as well as the narrowest scale. These characteristics may be
sumed up in the whole group of seven churches.
CONCLUSION:
The Seven Epistles are divided into two groupe. First Groun: first through
three epistles to the churches. SecondGroup: Fourth through seven epistles.
(1)The Epistle to Enhesians procIaime love to the Redeemer, yet love liable,
and even beginning to grow cold.
(2)The Epistle to the church in Syyrna characterizes persecution and
trials of many kinds.
(3)The Epistle to the church in Pbrgamum characterizes preservation by
the secret grace of God and in the hidden life.
This second group consists of four churches.
(4)The Epistle to the church in Thyatira characterizes the yielding on the
part of the majority to the sins associated with unchristian doctrine.
5) The Enistle to the church in Sardis. dominates formalism in religion.
(6 ) The Epistle to the church in Philadelphia is characterized by weakness
in the midst of trial, even though not accomnanied by faithlessness.
(7) The Epistle to the church in Laodicea is characterized by Lukewarmness,
snringing from a preference of the things of time to those of eternity.
To all these there must be added the active graces - of the Christian
life. These are labour, patience, faith, love, and works, ani whatever
makes the Christian Church a light in the world and the object of: the
Lord's care and watchfulness.
In these seven epistles we behold a lively, nicture of, the Church of Christ in
her graces and in her failings, in her strength and in her weakness, in her
joys and in her sorrows, in her falls under temntation and in her returns to
the path of duty.. These characteristice present the Church of Christ to us
in her Divine ideal marred by human blemishes. 4e acknowledge the n'cessity,
the wisdom, and the mercy of the trials that await her. use learn to anticipate
with gladness her final and glorious deliverance.
(9-10-87) TAD
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ANTICIPATIONS OF THE CHURCH'S VICTORY
REVELATION IV'V
INTRODUCTION:
Vide have seen in considering the first chapter of the Apocalypse that thI book
as a whole is to be occupied with the Church's struggle in the world. In .chapters
two and three the Church herself has been placed before us as she occupies her
position upon the field of history. But the struggle does not really begin until
we reach chapter six.
Revelation is the Apocalypse of Jesus Christ. It is the coming, appearing, manifestation, uncovering, presentation, of Jesus Christ in person. The great theme of the
book is the Coming of Christ, the Apocalypse of Himself, His own personal manifestation and unveiling of the scenes and administration of the great Day of the Lord.
These two chapters form a separate section of the Book. A question is, what is their
relation to the main purpose of the Book or author? And also, what is their leading
conception? Why are they placed where they are?
It may help us to glance at the parallel structure of the Fourth Gospel. The Prologue of the Book, contained in I:i-18, suggests the object which the writer has
in view. The next section - 1:19-2:11 - places before us the Redeemer whose glory
he is to describe. Between chapter 2:12 and 4:54 there is thusa considerable
interval, in which we have the cleansing of the Temple and the victory of Jesus
over the unbelief of the Jew Nicodemus, the Samaritan woman, and the king's officer of Galilee, who was probably a Gentile.
The struggle of the Son of God with the world does not begin until we come to ch.5..
In this intervening space the leading thought seems to be that of victory, not indeed
of victory in the struggle, but of victory which prepares us for it, and fills the
mind with hope before it begins.
In like manner these two chapters Iv and V upon which we are about to enter are
occupied with songs of victory. Catching their spirit, we shall boldly accompany
the Church into the struggle which follows, and shall be animated by a joyfid
confidence that, whatever her outward fortunes, He that is with her is more than
they that be with her enemies.
Note in the lhth. chapter of
forth to fight His battle in
led: believe in God, believe
an occasion which had deeply

John Jesus encourages His Apostles as He sends them
the world. Jesus says, "Let not your heart be troubalso in Me'! These words of our Lord were spoken upon
impressed itself upon the rind of John.

This section of the Apocalypse embraces a similar in both its parts. Ch.h conveys ff..°
the Church the assurance that Christ who is the ultimate Source of all existence is
on her side. Ch. 5 conveys that she may depend. upon Christ and His redeeming work.
These chapters are a cry to the Church from her glorified Head, before she enters
into the tribulation that awaits her, "Let not your heart be troubled: believe in
God, believe also in Me."
DISCUSSION:
FIRST VOICE, REV. 4:1-5.
1. This is the Voice spoken of in 1:10
This Voice introduced the vision of the Son of Man who, while both King and
Priest, was. king and Priest in judgment. This vision is of Heaven, not of earth.
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The first vision of Christ and the messages to the Seven Churches began in
ch.1:12f. This new vision of the throne in heaven (4:1-11) succeeds that
to which it here alludes. There is exclamation of vivid emotion as John
looked.
kai eidon thura enewgmene en tw ouranw, kai et
"Meta tauta eidon,
saw,
and behold a door opened in the Heaven, ani the
"After these things I
ws salpiggos lalouses met emou,
phwne et prwte err ekousa
voice which first which I heard was as of a trunpet speaking with me,
legousa, AnaBa wde, kai deizw soi a dei genesthai meta tauta."
saying, come up hither, and I will shew to thee what things must take place
after these things."
John introduces, some fresh and weighty revelation. "Kai eidon"- and behold indicates a pause, which of course may have covered days in the original
experience of the seer. John is no longer in the Island but up at the gates
of heaven. In his trance, a heavenly voice comes a door set open kready
opened) in the vault of the mysterious upper world which formed God's house.
Then follows the rapture (see 1:9 precedes the voice). The whole vision is
com)osed by a man familiar with 0. T. prophecy, in Senitic styli: short
clauses linked by the monotonous "kai", with little or no attempt made at
elaboration of any kind.
The ordinary Jewish conception tended to regard God as the royal high priest,
to whom angels rendered ceaseless) levitical praise and service. In the seven
heavens of Chigiga, 12b, the third is the place where "the millstones grind
manna for the righteous,"(ft.78:23-24).
in the fourth heaven are the
heavenly Jerusalem and the temple and the altar where the great .Prince Michael offers an offering. But in the fifth heaven the ministering angels,
who sing God's nraise by night, are silent by day to let Israel's adoration
rise to the Most High,(see v8).
"AnaBa wde" - come up hither - penetration into heavenly mysteries. The
revelation is vouchsafed snontaneously. The first cause is with God. The
seer does not enter the door until he is called. To.knowthe divine will is
the outcome of revelation, not of inquire, or of speculative curiosity.
"After having seen this, I saw in the SpiritU It introduces some new phase
of spectacle. No fresh act of looking is signified. I saw in the Spirit,
formerly in ch.1:10:,12. "And, behold, a door, and the first voice." "An
open door in heaven". John did nicrsee the action of the opening of the
door, but he saw a door which had been set (men, through which he night
observe what passed within.
The voice signified is the former voice of 1:10. The possessor of the voice
is not indicated. The voice is masculine. John speaks of the voice as the
personal being whom it signifies. John was "immediately in - the Spirit,(v2).
He was to receive a yet higher insight into spiritual things. Recall 2 Cor.
12:2 when Paul was caught up into the third heaven.
2. A fresh wave of ecstasy catchcS- un the seer, Rev. 4:2.
"Kai euthews egenomen en
?neuraati; kai idou thrones eke4o en tw
"And.imnediatelyI became in the Spirit; and behold,a throne was set in the
ouranw. kai epi 3tou Thronou kathemenos."
- heaven, and unon the Throne one sitting."
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"At once I found myself in the Spirit." Repeating 1:10, not because the
author had forgotten his previous statement, and still less because a new
source begins here (Vischer), but simplys because every successive phase
of this Spirit-consciousness, every new acess eastagy, was considered to
be the result of a fresh inspiration.
"Immediately I was in the Spirit". A new scene was opened out, as before
in vl. St. John was already in the Spirit; hut now he receives a fresh
outpouring og grace, enabling him to see yet more deeply into the mysteries
of the Kingdom of God.
"A Throne was situated in heaven." There is no action of placing or setting
up a throne. "With One seated on the throne'." Pr obably the Triune God, to
whom v8 addresses. It is from the Father that the Son takes the Book in v8.
The Person is not named, because it is the "New Name" (see 3:1?)or it is because the seer describes only what is seen. And the name may be suppressed
from a sense of reverence.
Recall Christian conception of the Spirit (Acts 4:13, 31,etc) was that of a
sudden and repeated transport rather than a continuous experience, particularly in the region of ecstasy.. God is a silent, enthroned (I Kings- 22:19),
eternal Figure, hidden by the very excess of light, keeping ward and watch
over His people, but never directing interfering in their affairs till
Judgment, when mankind appears before His throne for doom and recompense.
God mediated His actions Ilion the world through angels and later through
Christ. This was characteristic of later Judaism. Such was mediated by
Rabbinical interpretations.
"At once I found myself in the Snirit." As the vision opens John sees the
throne already in place as the first thing in heaven. One should not forget
that this is glorious imagery, not actual objects in heaven. God is Spirit.
The Picture of God on the throne is common in 0. T. and N.T. imagery.

3. The throne and its occupant, Revelation 4:3.
"Kai o kathemenos etn omoios orasei lithw iaspidi kai sardines 1. _
"And He who was sitting was like in appearance toa stone jasper and a sardius;
kuklothen tou thronou omoios orasei amaragdinw."
kai iris
and a rainbow was around the throne like in sppearance to an emerald."
"Jasper-stone" is said to be "clear as crystal", and was of a bright, sparkling whiteness. It fitly represents the holiness of God. "Orasei"- in appexance - a vision, sight, in the vision, sight, the power of
"Orasei"
is mentioned in Acts 2:17, and also Revelation 9:17. The Sardius was the
carnelian, always red, though somewhat varying in shade. The name has been
variously derived frop,(1) the Persian sered, yellowish red; (2) Sardis, as
the first place of its discovery. (3) Haile cernelian is connected with carneus, as being of the colour of raw flesh. The "Sardion", a flesh-coloured,
semi-transnarent, often golden or ruddy gem, answers to our red jasper or
cornelian, so-called perhaps: from Sardis, whence the stone was originally
exported.
The pure jasper,together with the red sardius, may fitly typify God's purity
and mercy together with His justice and judgments The triune God is on His throne,
incapable of being seed or described in His fulness even by resurrected saints.
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"And a rainbow was around the throne like in appearance to an emerald." The
Rabbis discouraged any study of the rainbow, as it symbolized the glory of
God,(Chagiga,16a)0 As the symbol of God's covenant, it may be here a foil
to the forbidding awe of v5a. But like the parabolic details of Jesus, these
traits are mainly descriptive.
"Iris"- rainbow. There was a rainbow round about the throne. The rainbow is
here a token of God's faithfulness in keeping His promises. It is, therefore,
a fit sign of comfort to those persecuted Christians for whose edification
this message was sent.
The rainbow is very significant. The Bible refers to the rainbow only on
four occasions. The first is in Genesis 9:13-16 when it was first establislthd
after the Flood nad acknowledged by God as a sign of the Noahic covenant
made between God and "all flesh". This"everlasting covenant,"and the rainbow
which betokens it, assures the world that God will never again send a worlddestroying deluge. Thus the rainbow speaks of God's mercy toward mankinf
even in the midst of judgment.
The second notice of the rainbow is found in Ezekiel 1:28. This is in Ezekiel's vision of the glory of God. Here Ezekiel saw in a vision the throne
of God.(Ezek.L;1), much like what John saw"inghe Spirit". As the appearance
of the bow that is in the cloud in the day of the rain, so was the appearamce
of the brightness round about.
The third occasion of the rainbow is here in Revelation 4:3 and again at 10:1.
Again it is associated with the very presence and character of God. The
rainbow perpetually surrounde the throne of God, or at least when God's jutments are being visited on the earth. The rainbow continually reminds God
that there is a remnant of believers even in the midst of an ungodly culture
ripe for judgment. God is "The God of all grace and will in wrath remember
mercy,"(I Peter 5:10).
"In sight like unto an emerald." The rainbow looked like an emerald. "Smaragdine- in appearance to an emerald. It is our modern green emerald. It was
highly valued in Roman times. It was one of the stones of the high priest's
breastplate, and the fourth foundation of the heavenly Jerusalem,(Rev. 21:19).
The descrintion here in this verse recalls Ezekiel 1:28. It is form only of
the rainbow which is alluded to, not every quality which the rainbow may
possess.
A circular green appearance was seen round the throne, which perhaps may be
described as a green halo. If the purity of the jasper be allowed to-symboljize God's nurity and s:,jirituality, and the sardine, man clothectwIth flesh,
the green emerald nay fitly renresent God's goodness displayed in nature.
The mercy of God does not extinguish His righteousness and judgment. God
reveals Himself in the awakening terrors of His wrath as well as•in the winning gentleness of His love.
4.- The vision represents the worship of heaven, revelation 4:4.
"Kai kuklothen tou Thronou Thronoi eikosi kai tessares, kai epi tous
"land around the Throne thrones twenty .
- add four, - and on the
Thronous eidon tous eikosi kai tessaraspresBeBlemen-ous en imatiois
Thrones [ saw the twenty and four
elders L,itt:Lng,'
garmults
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"Round- the Throne were twenty-fm&thrones, and seated on the thrones
were twenty -four elders :clad in white garments :with golden crowns upon
their heads."
This verse breaks the continuous description of v3 and v5. It is evidentir
and original touch of the writer introduced into the more or less traditional
scenery of the eternal court where "all the sanctities of heaven stood thick
as stars",(vll).
The conception of twenty-four elders -"presButeroi royally (1:6) enthroned.
as divine assessors, with all the insignia of state,reaches back in part
to a post-exilic, apocalypse,(Isaiah 24:23, in part to the historic gerousia.
But their attire - golden crowns, white robes - and functions are royal
rather than judicial or sacredotal. They are heavenly beings corresponding
to Colossians 1:16.
The significance of the doubled twelve has been found in the twelve patriarchs or tribes plus the twelve apostles, in Jewish and Gentile Christianity.
Twenty-four as a symbolic number occurs only in this book and only for these
elders,(4:4,10; 5:8; ll:16; 19:4). The twenty-four elders seem to be chose to
represent Judaism and Christianity.
These twenty-four elders are undoubtedly redeemed and glorified men, or
reoresentative of such men. "Elder" in the Bible is used always only of
men, and are chosen representatives of the peonle. The elders were wearing
white raiment - as promised to overcoming believers in Rev.3:5 1 and are
wearing "victors' crowns", as also promised to overcomers in Rev.2:10.
Angels are never described in the Bible as wearing crowns of any kind.
These elders singa song of praise to the Lamb who had redeemed them by
His blood,(5:8-9). These elders represent individual Christians of all
redeemed humanity. Since the Lord did not choose to specify their identity,
thus He cannot reveal their identity until after the assignment of rewards
at the judgment seat of Christ.
Throughout the vision no past tense is used. The vision represents the
worship of heaven (so far as it can be presented to human understanding) as
it continues eternally. "Clothed in white raiment; tha natural garb of
heaven, symbolical of purity. "They had on their heads crowns of gold"
the crown of victory.
Thes twenty-four elders occupying thrones may be regarded as representatives og the glorified Church. The description of the heavenly scene is now
continued.

5.

Back to the Throne itself, Rev. 4:5.
"Kai ek tou Thronou ekporeuorrtai astrE;.nai kaibrontai kai nhwnai; kai epta
"And out of the throne go forth lightnings and thunders and voices; and seven
lannades puros kaiomenai enopion you Thronou l ai eisin to-entu Pneumata
lamps of fire bubning before the throne, which are the seven. Spirits
tou Theou." of God.
The impression of awe is heightened. "Fliwnai"- the shrieks and roaring blasts associated with a thunderstorm. Thunder in the Apocalpse is either a sort
of cores in praise of God as here or punitive as in Enoch."The seer beholds
how thunder ministers unto well-being and blessing, or serves for a curse."
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These "lightnings, thunders, and voices" emanating from God's throne
mirror that great time of Judgment (Gen.7:llf) in the past and betoken
another tine of great judgment about to break on the earth once more.
The thunderstorm is a symbol of Divine power. The Whole is symbolical
of the power and majesty of God,(Ex.19:16f).
"Seven lamps of fire burning before the throne". "Seven" is a sacred number - collective and manifold power. "Lamp" is identified with Holy Spirit.
These "torches" burn or blaze perpetually before the throne of God. The
seven-fold Holy Spirit now appears, in conformity with the scene of
judgment, as seven lamps of fire.
The Holy Spirit is invisible and omnipresent. But on occasion He appears
in visible manifestation - as a dove at baptism of Jesus,Matt.3:16; as
"cloven tongues as of fire" on day of Pentecost, Acts 2:3;. Here He is
at the throne, with the elders, but He will continue to exercise His
convicting ministry on earth.
The Holy Spirit is represented in His sevenfold operation by temps which
illumine. This same idea is expressed under another figure in (5:6), where
the searching, enlightning power of the Holy Spirit is typified by 7 eyes.
II. NiOn THE PRTESTIY EIDENT COMES IN THE ROYAL COURT, REVEIATIoN
1. The song of the living creatureal Rev. 4:6
"Kaienwpion tou thronouthalassa naline, omoia krustallw.
Kai en •
"And before the throne whereas it were a sea of glass, like crystal. And in
mesw tou thronou
kai kuklw tou throhou tessara
gemonta
zwa,
the midst of the throne and around the throne four liiving creaturea, full
ophthalmwn empursthen kai opisthen.
of eyes
before and
behind."
"A sea of glass,like crystal"- describe transnarent, ancient glass being
coarse and often semi-opaque. The quality of "glassiness" may refer to the
pure aupearance of the sea. Or it may mean that the sea was in consistency
like unto glass; that is, solid and unyielding, so that there was nothing
strange in t"ie fact that it supported weights. But also the "glassy sea" may
mean "a glass laver," and bear no reference to what is usually called a sea.
St. John may mean that before the throne of God was a laver of the purest
material, just as the brazen laver was before the temple. But a difficulty
here is there woul be no use for a Laver in heaven where all is pure.
In the heavenly female the sea was not moving water but still as crystal.
The priests had already been cleansed and thus could already walk on the water
or sea as it were, entering directly into the presence of the Lord.
"Ualos"- being primarily transparent. It is intended to portray the ether,
calm, shimmering and motionless. Heaven is sort of a glorified temnle (I K.7:23),
and the crystal firmament is a sort of sea. Here it is the app?arance, not
the material. Glass was made in Egypt 4000 years ago. It was clear like
rock-crystal. Note the Seer usse the figures of the Old Testament with greta
freedom.
are in the midst of tehnle-imagery. All stresses the magnificence
of the throne and the distance still remaiiiig between God and the throne.
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"And round the throne, on each side of the throne, are four living crettures."
This seems to mean that on each side of the four sides of the throne was one
of the four living creatures either stationary or moving rapidly round,(EZ.1:12).
"Gemontau-lull of eyes - am archaic symbol for completeness of life,and
intelligence.
The "VIA"- living creatures - of St. John are stationery, except i# 15:7,
where the context might suggest that the seer took them to represent the
forces of the natural world or the creation. "PresButeroi"- elders - when
worshipping acknowledge God's creative glory (v11). The seer does not define
these elders, but they may be a traditional and poetical trait of the heavenly court.
The anTarance of the "living creatures" implied the presence of some order
of creatures in attendance unon God, the workers of His:will, and the manifestation of His glory. "ZMA"7 one symbolical of life - living creatures.
"Full of eyes" denote never-resting activity. We may therefore believe that
the living beings are symbolical of all creation fulfilling its proper office waiting upon God, fulfilling His wills and setting forth His glory. Their
ministries are related to the immediate presence of God.
2. Each being is symbolical of some quality of which it is representative, v7.
"Kai to zwnn- to prwtoni omaion leonti, kai to deuteron zwon omoion
"And the living creature first was lire a lion, and the second living creature
moschw, kai to triton zwon echwn to proswnon ws anthrwpos, kai to
like a calf, and the third living creature having the face as a man, and the
tetarton zwon
omoion aetw netwmenw."
fourth living creature like eagle a flying."
Each being is symbolical of some class or some qua lity of which it is representative. Whether there was any difference in the forms as a whole, or whether the difference consisted chiefly or solely in the face, cannot be certainly known. The appearance of these living creatures immediately is seen to
resemble that of the four cherubim described in Ezekiel 1:10. The four living
creatures, are freely compounded out of the classical figures of Ezekiel's
cherubim and the seraphim in Isaiah 6. Isaiah supplies the six wings apiece.
Cherubim had been placed at the entrance of the Garden of Eden after the
expulsion of Adam and Eve. Wherever the Cherubim are mentioned, they are
represented as in the presence of God, either symbolically -(as in the tabernacle and the temple) - or actually -(as in the description of John and
Ezekiel).
Isaiah was also granted a glorious vision of the heavenly temple, where he
saw certain angelic beings which he called "Seraphim", Isaiah 6:1-7).. The
word means "fiery ones" and they are probably of the same order as the
cherubim. Ezekiel describes the cherubim in Ezekiel 1:13.
Both the seraphim (Isa. 6:2) and the living creatures in Revelation (4:8)
are said to have six wings. Whereas the cherubim in Ezekiel 1:6 are said to
have four wings. The latter, however, are presumably the wings for flying, two
to move backward and forward, two to move left and right. An additional two
wings on each face were said in Isaiah's vision to be for covering the face
and two for covering the feet.
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3. The

four living creatures sing to the holiness of God, Revelation 4:8.
"Kai tessara zwa, en kath- eautor, eichon ana pterugas ez; kuklothenDez
"And the foul-living creatures, each for itself had respectively wings six
kukiothen kai eswt)lert gemonta ophalmwn; kai anapansin ouk echpusin
and cessation not they have
around and within
full of eyes;
etmeras kai nuktos, legonta, agios, agios, agios, Kurios 0 Theos 0
day and night,
saying, Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty
Pantokratwr, 0 en, kai 0 wn, kai 0 erchomenos."
Who was, and Who is, and Who is to come."
This is the first and the chiefest attribute of the Divine Name. God's Name
is Holy. The eyes denote ceaseless activity. The actions of the wings appear
to indicate reverence, humility, and obedience. These representatives of
life display the characteristics of life in its fullest energy. They have
no part in any thing which savours of death.

Each one of them was given six wings apiece. Each one is individualized.
He points to the secret energies of nature, "Full of eyes all around and
nithin. A description of the sounds and songs of heaven follows:the picture
of its sights. "Each of the four living creatures with six wings, are full
of eyes all around and within." These are around their bodies and underneath their wings. Ceaseless praise to God is their function.
"Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God Almighty is Isaianic. But "Who was and
is and is to come" is characteristic of the.Anocalypse. These living ones 46.
with the seraphim are indicated by their occupation - the unending ascription of threefold holiness to the Lord of hosts,(Isa.6:3). They give all
glory to God. God is perfectly holy in the work of His creation, in His
work of redemption, and in His work of consummation.
III.
f-L.• The church's song of praise, Revelation 4:9.
The living rtretures_speak_for all and appear for all. In them all are present.
"Kai tan dwsotsiArta",.-1zwa
d''.1.A.o2arn
kai—timen kai eucharSstian
"And when shall give the living creatures glory and honour and thanksgiving.
tw '.1
katheMenw api tou thronou, tw zwiti eis tou aiwnas,twn aimma."
to Him who sits upon the throne, who lives to the. ages of the ages."
"Dwsousi"- whenever we give glory. This is in effect throughout the course
of this book.. It is a sort of stage-direction. "Doza"- glory - is to give ar
ascribe glory to God is reverently to acknowledge His supreme authority,
either spontaneously and gladly, or under stress of punishment and fear of
judgment,(11:13; 14:7, 16:9).
"Timen"-'honour - this amplifies the idea in doxologies. Tt- slightly emphasizes the expression of that veneration and awe felt inwardly by those who recognize His glory. To fear God or to be His servants is thus equiValent uPon
the part of men to an attitude. of pious submission and homage.
"Eucharistian"- thanksgiving - To give thanks to God. Such worship is due of
the Living God. Whereas to eatimat sacrificed to idols is to worship dead
godsP The Apocalypse on the dangqk of idolatry within the Christian Church.
But its attention is almost absorbed by the' supreme idol=s try of the Emperor,
which is silently contrasted in this passage and in other plasages with the
genuine Imperial worship of the Christian Church.
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"He who sits on the throne" is the only true recipient of worship. "Those
who are in thy following sing unto thee with joy and bow down their foreheads
to the earth when they meet Thee, Thou Lord of heaven and earth, Thou Ming
of Right and Truth, Thou Creator of Eternity."
"And whenever the living creatures give glory and honor and thanks to Him
who is seated on the throne, who lives for ever and ever." The expression
,has a frequentative force. It also points to a continued repetition of the
act in the future. rahenever they give" is an indefinite temnoral clause
with the notion of repetition rather than unbroken continuance
'Whenever they give glory and honor and thanks". The giving of glory and
praise to God by the four living creatures is met by the corresponding
worship by the redeemed (the four and twenty elders).
"Who lives for ever and ever." The Triune God declares that attribute which
was ascribed to God, in the song of the living beings, by the words:"which was,
and is, and is to come." The last three references in the Bible to thanksgiving all anply to the throne-room in heaven. The first focused of God's
work of creation. The second (Rev.7:12) focused on God's work of salvation.
the last (Rev.11:17) anticipates the great work of consummation. Only the
elders (Rev.4:10) are participants in all three. Only the redeemed know the
full meaning of thanksgiving.
THE CHURCH'S SONG OF PHAISE, REVELATION 4:911.

2. The song is offered by the Church's representatives, Revelation 4:10.
It symbolizes the entire Church rejoicing in the universal song of praise.
"Pesountai of eikoai kai tessares nresButeroi enwpion tou kathemenou epi
"Shall fall the twenty and four
elders
before him who sits upon
term thtonou, kai proskunousin tw zonti eis: tous aiwnas twn aiwnwn;
the throne, and they worshin Him who lives to the ages of the ages;
kai Ballousin tous sterphanousautwn enwpion tou Thronou, legontea."
and
before the Throne, saying."
cast
their crowns
To cast a crown before a throne was a token that the wearer disclaimed independence. It was an oriental token of respect for royalty. In Spenser's hymn
of heavenly beauty it is the pretty fancy where the sun's crown is taken
from him as he passes through the fourth heaven before God and given to God.
"The twenty-four elders fall down before Him who is seated on the throne and
worshin Him who lives for ever and ever." The tenses are all future except
the nresent "sitteth" and "liveth". The twenty-four elders are the representatives of the universal Church (v4).
"They cast their crowns before the throne, singing." These are their crowns.
of victory. When the four living one's., give the signal by their action of
glorifying, honoring, and thanking the eternal one, then the tvoty-four elders likewise join in the chorus of praise. This action in turn is to be followed by the millions of redeemed people whom the elders represent, who also
will fall down in adoration before the One on the Throne.
"They cast their crowns before the throne, saying." Before they can prostrate
themselves before God's throne, they must first descend from their awn kingly
thrones. The beautiful crowns with which they have been rewarded for faithful
service will suddenly seem unseemly. All is of God.
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They will realize that even their faithfulness has been made ,possible by
Christ's faithfulness. They have nothing which they were not given. They
accomplished only what Christ willed and enabled. All is of God. Even their
crowns are not really their'own, and they must return them to Him. The
greatest joy of every redeemed saint will be simply to "enjoy Christ
for ever."

3. God

the Redeemer is God the Creator, Revelation 4:11.
"AEios ei, Kurie, laBein ten dozan kai tere,tinthickai ten dunaftinn; L
"Worthy art Thou, o Lord, to receive glory and honour ands the power:
oti
su ektisas
to pant., kai dia to thelema sou eisinr
because thou didst create all things, and for thy- will they are,
kai ektis thesan."
and were created."
The enthusiastic assent of the elders to the adoration of the Creator is
expressed in word as well as in action."Su"- Thou - is emphatic putting
emphasis on Creation as a proof of God's power in providence and claims on
mankind. That God the Creator is God the Redeemer, forms one of the J.T.
ideas which acquire special weight in the Apocalypse. The Apocalypses firm
hope was that the world, ideally God's would become actually His when the
Messiah's work was done.
Hence, as here, is the assertion of God's complete power over nature and nations. "Because Thou didst will it (Su, sou emphatic) they existed and were
created." (Here is the act and process of creation).

"Su ektisas"- Thou didst create. "Sou eisin"- they are. This denotes universality. The expression is equivalent to "all glory," "all honour," and
"all power." The Church is represented as ascribing to God all power "Dunamin". That power which God exercises: in its fulness in heaven, and
which, though partially abregated on earth, God nevertheless again take up,
as is foretold in 11:17. The Church sees in God's creation reason to
asceibe power to Him.
Before God can be truagrknown as Redeemer, He must first be believed and
acknowledged as Creator. It is significent that this great doxology of
Creation is offered up by the twenty-four elders, no doubt accompanied by all
the aaints, as their first response after the Resurrection and rewards. at
Christ's judgment seat. To the redeemed in glory all things are solely because of God's creative will.
"Thelema"- for Thy Will they are. This is its last occurance in the Bible.
It first occurance in in the N.T. when Jesus taught His disciples:"Thy will
be done in earthlas it is in heaven,"Matt.6:10.). The final answer to that
prayer is forseen in Revelation, and this first occurance of "will" looks
forward to the consummation, just as the last occurrence looks back to the
creation. God's will is eternal, with beginning and ending all of one to Him.
God hath created all things for Himself. Our very minds were created by God
for His own glory,(Isaiah 43:7). Such an omnipotent God is also omniscient.
We can be absolutely confident that His will is good and right. Therefore He
alone is worthy to receive "The glory and the honor and the power." Only
God can create and has created. All creation is by the eternal, transcendent,
personal Creator God.
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IV. THE GLORY OF JESUS CHRIST, THE LAMB, IS NaT SET FORTH, REVEIATION
1.Christ is the only one worthy to declare to His Church the mystery contained in the sealed book, Rev. 5:1.
"Kai eidon epi ten dezian tou kathemenou epi tou Thronou BiBlion,
"And I sawn on the right hand of Him who sits upon the Throne a Book,
gegrammenon eswthen kai onisthen, katesphra-gidmenam sphragisin epta."
the book, having been sealed with seals seven."
written within and on
"And I saw in the right hand of Him who was seated on the throne." This
phrase introduces a new incident in the vision. That which had been witnessed
remained, but a further development now takes place. Note ch.4 relates the
revelation of the glory of the Triune God (4:2) surrounded by His Church and
Creation. But now in this ch.5 the glory of Jesus Christ, the Iamb, is now
set forth. Christ is the only One worthy to receive and declare to His
Church the mystery contained in the sealed book.
The central idea of this sealed roll or doomsday book lying open on the
divine hand is reproduced from Ezekiel 2:9ff. Here it is independently
in order to depict the truth that even these magnificent angelic figures
of the divine court are unequal to the task off' divine revelation.
Jesus Christ is needed. For God, a silent, majestic figure, does not come
directly into touch with men either in revelation or in providence. God
operates through His Messiah, whose vicarious sacrifice throws all angels into
the shade,(Phil. 2:5-11).

"BiBlion"- a book - here might mean "a letter" or "an epistle", which apparently represents a book of doom or destiny as a papyrgs-roll. "Opisthographon"the book having been sealed - which is so full of matter that the writing has:
flowed from the inside over to the exterior, as is evident when the sheet is
rolled up. We may visualize the conception by supposing that all the seals
along the outer edge must be broken before the content of the roll can be
unfolded, and that each heralds some penultimate disaster.
"Epi ten dezian"- on the right hand og Him, instead of being held "En"- inas a roll would be. A Roman will, when written, had to be sealed seven times
in order in order to authenticate it. Some think this may explain the symbolism here.
The "BiBlion"- Book - is the Testament assuring the inheritance reserved by
God for the saints. The coincidence is interesting. But the sacredniamber
in this connection does not require andy extra-Semitic explaanation and the
horrors of the seal-visions are more appropriate to a Book of Doom.
The sealing is really a Danielle touch, added to denote the mystery and
obscurity of the future (not of the past). The "BiBlion"-sealed Book - is
the Divine course and counsel of providence in the latter days. The Christian Prophet feels that Jesus Christ alone is the true Interpreter and Authority, and that the Divine purpose can only be revealed or realized through the
perfect spiritual equipment,(3:1,21).
2.The Apostle John saw a mighty angel and heard him speak, Rev. 5:2.
"And I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice,""Who is worthy to
open the scroll and break its seals?"

-70-- 75 "Kai eidon aggelon emchuron kerussonta phwne megale, - Tis estinaazios
"And I saw angel a strong proclaiming with a voice loud, %Mho is worthy
anoizai to BiBlion, kai ludai tas sphragidasautou?"
and to loose the seals of it?"
to open the: Book,
"Eschuron aggelon" - strong and mighty angel. "Azios"- who is fit morally?
The cry is a challenge rather than an appeal. "Anoizai"- to open the Book.
'Whose great voice could reach to the farthest limits of the universe.
Worthy by rank and character as well as by ability. "Azios"- capable, and
qualified. This refers to the Book and the seals in vl. The loosening of
the seals precedes the opening of the Book.
This sealed Book of Doom calls for no witnesses beyond Gods own will.
"Seals- "Sphragidas" - seven may merely refer to the completeness of
God's purposes.
"Eidon aggelon" - I saw an angel. It was no ordinary angel, but one of
the highest in the heavenly host, perhaps Gabriel himself, a "strong"
angel - proclaims with a thunderous voice, audible throughout the mighty
company, that the time is at hand. The world has been plundered long enough
by the great Adversary and he must be defeated and banished with all his
followers, both hu!pan and demon, forever.
3.The identity of the rightful heir must be determined, Revelation 5:3.
"Kai oudeis ndumato en tw ouranw, oude epi tes ges, oude upokatw tes
"And no one was able in the heaven, nor upon the earth, nor under the
ges, anoizai to BiBlon, oude Blepein auto."
earth, to open the Book, nor to look at it.."
It must be a man, rather than an angel, for it was man's lost estate that
must be reclaimed. None of the angelic hosts in heaven, and certainly not
the demonic hordes of Satan, can qualify. No one in all creation was able
to look thereon.. No one could read therein. As a consequence no one could
be fit to open the Book. No one in the whole universe could look into the
contents of the Book. The universe declines the challenge.
Not even angels can discharge this function. Their role in the Apocalypse
is prominent but limited. The Book defies the necromancy of the universe,
but it yields to the superior Lord of the Book. Since man's sin was the cause
for which the world was lost, no man because of sin can buy it back. The
price is a life of perfect holiness, with that life being offered through,
the shedding of its blood in suffering and death for the world of sinners.
(See Ephesians i:7). The One who could open the scroll must do so by right
of His own demonstrated merit.
4.The scroll remained sealed, Rev. 5:4.
"Kai egw eklaion polla, oti oudeis azios eurethe anoizai kai ana"And I was weeping much, because no one worthy was found to open and to
gnwnai jto BiBlion, mite Blepein auto."
read the Book,
nor to look at it."
A naive expression of disapointment, the expectation of 4:1 being apparently
thwarted. The sense of consolation and triumph is so strong in this book
that no tears are shed in self-pity. The Prophet only weeps at the apparent
check to Revelation. "I kept on weeping much."
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"I burst into tears, and continued weeping." John, as one of the raptured
saints, views the scene in awe - but also in increasing concern. The rightful claimant to earth's title had not been found.. The scroll remained
,
sealed. And the judgments could not proceed until it was opened.
John, in great emotion, despite- all he had- heard and seen; began to wonder
whether the work of redemption might even yet fail of completion. So he
weeps much and sobs in near deSpair. The scroll reveals God's redemptive
plan, which was foreshadowed in the 0. T., an as such contains the world's
destiny. A warning is in order, however, lest we assume the apocalypists's
determinism.
In Revelation there is a scroll of destiny.'There is also the constant
reminder that man's response to God, obedience or rebellion, figures in
determining destiny. So Revelation reveals coming events., but there is no
rig determinism which rules out the importance of man's freedom.
John's unrestrained weeping stems from his knowledge that the promise of 4:1
cannot be kept until the seals are opened.

5. The

Elder's promise, Revelation 5:5.
"Kai eis ek twn presByterwn legei moil Mb klaie, Idou, enikesen o
"And one of the elders:
says to me, Do not weep, Behold, overcame the
Levin o wn ek tes phules Iouda, E riza DaBid, anoizai to BiBlion,
Lion which is of the tribe of Juda, the root of David, so as to open Book,
kai lusai tas epta' sphragidas autou."
and to loose the seven seals
of it."
An anonymous elder spoke up to assure John that there was One worthy
open the seals. "Weep not" equals"ston crying". "E Riza"-the root of
means shoot or sprout on main stem. The Davidic descent of Jesus was
tenet of certain circles in primitive Christianity. Christ's success
to His legitimate Messianic authority as a Davidic scion.

to
Davida
is due

"Anoizai"- so as to open Book. "One of the elders says to me." The Elder
represents the Church, bids John to take heed to Him who was about to
disclose to some extent the future of that Church. Note it was an elder
who came to meet John's need at this point. He was a redeemed and raptured
saint, like John, and understood the intensity of John's concern. This
saint had long been in heaven with Christ Jesus. As anuElderIne had once
lived his pilgrimage on earth before John was born.
"The Lion which is of the tribe of Juda." John claims that Jesus is the
legitimate Messiah, whose power to unfold God's redeeming purpose rests
upon His victorious Inauguration of that purpose. The enigma of the world's
history lies with Christ, to be solved and to be controlled. The victory
of Christ in 5:5ff follows dramatically upon the allusion in 3:21.
By John's time now in 96 A.D,1 The Romans had destroyed Jerusalem and the
Jews were in dispersion: the scepter had indeed departed from Judah. And
now the Lord's right had been proved because He had prevailed to open the
Book.
Jesus was the Son of man. He was the Lion of Judah and the Root of David.
He had put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself on the Cross and had
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prevailed over the powers of the wicked one who had usurped His Father's
creatiori.- John's tears-deaSed-1- as he turned to see the great prevailing
Lion prepare to burst the seals.
IV. THE EAGERLY DESIRED EMANATION FOLLOUS, REVELATION 546-7.
1.. The goings forth og the Holy Ghost, Revelation 5:6.
"Kai eidon, kai idou, en miser tou thronou kai twm twssarwm
"And I saw, and behold, in the midst og the throne and of the four living
kai en mesw twn presButerwn, arnion estekos ws esphagmenon, echon
creatures, and in the midst of the elders, a Lamb standing as having been
kerata epta kai ophthalmous epta, of eisin ta epta tou Theou pneumata
slain, having horns seven and eyes seven, which are the seven of God SPirits
ta anestalmena eis pas= ten gem."
which have sent into all the earth."
Christ, crucified and risen, is in the centre. To Him all things bow .and sing.
"En misw"- in the midst of the throne - half-way up the throne or in between. So wonder how so prominent a figure had hitherto escaped his notice.
"Arnion"- Lamb - plainly it did nor originally belong to the scent. But the
Prophet brilliantly suggests, what was a commonplace of early Christianity,
that the royal authority of Jesus was due to His suffering for men. But the
framework of the sketch is drawn from messianic dogmas which tended to make
Christ here a figure rather than a personality.
"Arnion"- Lamb - is not substituted for the "Lion" of the original Jewish
source. But it is probably applied to Jesus (I Peter 1:19) from the messianic
interpretation of Isaiah 16:1 or 53:7 Christ is erect and living, as could
be seen from the wound on the throat. Yet He is endowed with complete power.
"Kerate"- slain- an Oriental symbol of force. He has complete power and
knowledge. "Iamb" denotes the sacrifical aspect of Christ's deathl but also
His triumphant power horned over outsiders (17:14, and also His awn people,
(7:6ff). It merely supplies the form for expressing a reality of the
Christian experience.
"And between the throne and the four living creatures and among the elders."
The Lamb occupies a central position where He would be visible to all.
Some have found in the "Iamb" a reference to the meekness of our Lord.
John is reproducing ideas conveyed to him in some way (certainly not through
the senses), which ideas are symbolical of events occuring in the natural
and spiritual worlds and of the condition of men.
"Having seven hornsli "Kerata epta"- horns seven - throughout the Bible horns
is an symbol of power. The symbol attributes to the Lamb complete power.
See Matt. 28:18.
The "seven eyes" symbolize perfect knowledge,- omniscience. In all of it
the "Iamb" occurs for the Crucified Christ. The Lamb is now alive with the
marks of sacrifice. The Christ as the Iamb is both the sacrifice and Pi-iesit4
"Horns" is the symbol for strength and power. The all-powerful King is
symbolized by "seven". The emblem of perfect strength. The seven horns on
the Lamb called to John's remembrance all the great promises of salvation.
Jesus Himself is called "an horn of salvation for us in the house of David,"
(Lk. 1:69)
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The seven eyes represent the sevenfold Holy Spirit,(Hev. 1:41 4:5). Hisi
eyes run to and from through the earth, "Zechariah 4:10). The blood of
the Lamb was the substitute sacrifice for man. It merely supplies the
form for expressing a reality of the Christian experience.
The Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son, with His sevenfold
illumnination. He illuminates and
gifts, is indicated by these symbols
makes brighter all those in whom He dwells, and renders clearer to them
those things outside themselves, and enables them more fully to appreciate
the manifold wisdom of God. The Seven Spirits are sent forth into all
the earth.
2. He bath taken the Book, Revelation 5:7.
"Kai elthen, kai eilethen toBiBlion ek tes dezias tou kathemenou
"And He came, and took
out of the right hand of Him who sits
the Book
epi tou Thronou."
on the throne."
A realistic symbol of the idea conveyed in John 3:35, 12:49. A vivid
dramatic picture of the actual scene, "He has taken it." John sees the
Iamb not only take the Book, but keep it. Nearness to the throne is
implied in 14:1, and Acts 7:56, as to where the Lamb was standing. In
the Apocalypse "To Arnion"- Lamb - occurs for the Crucified Christ 29
times in twelve chapters.
"He came and He hath taken the Book." "Bath taken" is here in the perfect
tense, which renders the description more vivid. The act of the Lamb in
taking the Book was spontaneous and of His own accord.
"From the right hand of Him who was seated on the throne." "Right hand"
is the position of power and honour. He to whom all power was given in
heaven and in earth (Matto 28) is the only one who can penetrate the mysteries and diSpense the power of God's right hand.
"Of Him who sitteth upon the throne", that is "The Triune God"(see 4:2).
The Son in His human capacity, as indicated by His sacrifical form of the
Lamb, can take and reveal the mysteries of the eternal Godhead in which He,
as God, has part.
This was the dramatic moment for which John and the great Assembly had
waited, and it was finally here. The Lamb came to take the Book, and the
One on the throne gave the title - Book to Jthe Lamb. This acknowledge before
the universe that the slain Lamb, now living yet, this Iamb was the world's
Redeemer, John saw the actual events, because he was there, caught up with
the saints into God's nresence.
V. THE SONG OF THE REDEE1ED HOST, REVELATION 5:8-10.
1. The Lamb is worthy of all praise, and to Him all praise is given, Rev.5:8.
"Kai otti elaBen to BiBlion to tessara zwa kai oi peikosit6ssares
"And when He took the Book
the four living creatures and the four & twenty
presButeroi epeson enwpion tou Arnion, echontes ekastos kitharaa kai
elders fell down before the Lamb, havine each harps and bowls golden full
philas chrusas gemousas thumiamatwn, ai estin oi proseuchai twn agiwno"
incense, which are the prayers of the saints."
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John lays dramatic emphasis on "Jesus Only". Here is a thrill( of satisfaction over Christ's ability. "It is the manner of God to endear mercies
to us, as He endeared a wife to Adam,"(Goodwin).
"When He took the Book". That is to say, the adoration offered coincides
in point of time with the act of taking the Book. "The four living creatures and the twenty-four elders fell down before the Lamb." The four liting creatures as representing animated creation. The four and twenty elders
as representative of the Church,(see 4:4,6).
"Each holding a harp." The phrase refers probably on to the elders. They
seem more suitably employed in offering the prayers of the saints than the
representatives of creation. The twenty-four elders, representing the saints,
have each apparently been given a bawl of incense, representing all the
unanswered prayers of the ages to offer before the Lamb. They also have
harps with which to praise Him in song. In song and prayer, falling dawn
in worship. theywill begin an eternal ministry of joyful service to their
Redeemer.
The "four living ones" are with them in prostration before the Lamb. Even
the mightiest of all the "angels desire to look into" the great mysteries
of God (I Peter 1:12)„ and rejoice with the "heirs of salvation" to whom
they have ministered (Heb.1:14) when they are revealed and fulfilled.
2. The worship is unceasing, Rev. 5:9.
""Kai adousin wdehi kainen, legontea, Azios ei laBein to BiBlion,
"And they sing a song new, saying,
worthy art Thou to take the Book,
kai anoizai tas sphragidas autou oti esphagest kai egordsas tw Thew
and to open its seals; because Thou wast slain, and didst purchase to God
emas en tw aimati sou, ek pases phules kai glwsses kai laou kai
us by Thy bloodi
out of every tribe and tongue and people and
ethnous," nation."
"Kai adousin"- they sing - the worship is unceasing. The song is new because it is only now, subsequent to the accomplishment of Christ's work
of redemption, that the song can be sung. It is "Thou didst redeem."
Thou art worthy to take the Book, and to open the seals thereof. (See v1).
For Thou wast slain,and halt redeemed us to God by Thy blood.'This is the
reason why Christ is worthy.
"kdousin"- they sing -"Yiden"- a new song. They will sing no longer to
God as Creator (4:11) but now to the Lamb as Redeemer, for the cost and
scope and issue of His redemption. This unique and remarkable passage in
the early Christian literature marks the growing sense and value attaching
to Jesus as being far more than a mere national Messiah, in fact as the
one assurance of God possessed by men, as their pledge of bliss and privilege and pardon.
This is due to Christ's redeeming function, upon which the relationship of
men to God depends. It is a further stage of the Christian development when,
(Isa.9:27-32), as the vision and praise of Jesus is followed by that of the
ably Spirit and of God Himself. Universal allegience and homage is paid
to the sacrifice of Christ is the new thing in the world.
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"From every, tribe and tongue and people and nation - by Thy blood didst
ransom men for God." The twenty-four elders, pre6umably accompanied by
all the saints, will thin proceed to sing, and it 4-111 be a song such as t
the cosmos has never yet heard. For now, the redeehed voices of all, the
redeemed saints will join in a mighty anthem of praise the thier strong
Redeemer and King. The theme of the song is that of gratitude to the
worthy Lamb.
The very price of the world's redemption was the shed blood of the
Saviour. The heavenly host will sing the hymn extolling the blood of
Christ Jesus.

3. A

prophetic use anticipating the final result, Revelation 5:10.
"Kai epoiesas; emas tw Thew emwn Basileis kai iereis; kai
ANad didst make us to our God
Agings- and priests and
Basileusomen epi tes ges."
we shall riegn over the earth."

"And has made them a kingdom and priests to our Gode Three times in this
Book of Revelation it is said the believers are to be made kings and priests,
(Revelation 1:6; 5:10; and 20:6). These functions apply particularly in the
Millennial Kingdom, when there is still need for them. This, indeed is a
Part of the Christian's reward. (See Luke 19:17). People still in the flesh
are on the earth, during the millennium. But the saints, in their glorified
bodies, have their homes in the heavenly places, possibly in the New Jerusalem, hovering over the atmospheric heavens.
They have rapid access to the earth, as needed in the course of their kingly
duties. As prstm (I Peter 2:5), they will offer up spiritual sacrifices,
the sacrifice of praise continually (Hebrews 13:15). In any case, the
promise of Christ is that we shall reign over (better than "on") the earth.
Here is an allusion to the idea presented in 2:26 and in 20:4.
"A kingdom of priests" have direct access to God and they minister to others
on God's behalf. All Christians are priests to God and for one another. The
emphasis is on the kingdom. "They shall rign" points ahead to complete victory,(ch.20). The word "reign" is future.
VI. THE ANGELIC AND UNIVERSAL CHORUS, REVELATION 5:11-14.
1. It is the universal recognition of the blessings of Redemption, Rev. 5:11;4,
"Kai eidon, kai ekousa phones aggelwn pollwn kuklothen tou Thronou
the Throne
"And I saw, and I heard' the voice of angels many around
kai twn zwwn kai twn presButerwn; kai chiliades chiliadwn."
and of the living creatures and of the elders; and thousands of thousands."
"Then I looked" marks a new feature of the vision. It is the introduction
of the angelic host as taking part in the adoration of the Iamb (see 4:1).
"I heard the ...voice of many angels." "Ekousa aggelwn"- I heard the voice of
many angels. The angels who have"desired to look into" the mystery of the
redemntion of the world(' Peter 1:12) have now had declared to them"by the
Church the manifold wisdom of God, according to the eternal purpose which
God purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord".,(Eph.3:10-11). And they are thus enabled to join in the song of the redeemed.
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This outer circle of myriads - the-following thousands is an anticlimax of angelic retainer's- It is a favourite trait in the later Jewish pageants ogheaven, but it does not address praise directly to the lamb.
The Throne is in the vision seen as occupyine the centre, the four living
creatures are placed round it in different directions. The elders form the
next circle, and the angels enclose the whole. The innumerable company of
angels encircle the throne and the elders.
The Lamb is in the midst before the Throne,(4:6). "Thus the redeemed creation stands nearer to the Throne of God than even the angels."says Bisping.
(See Hebrews 2:5). And the number of them was ten thousand times ten
thousand, and thousands of thousands.
John has shared in the anthem of the redeemed multitudes. He now next
becomes aware of an even greater group joining in the heavenly chorus.
The tremendous host of heaven was there too. This is not meant to be a
precise count, but simply to convey the thought of "innumerable". All will
be united with the redeemed saints in singing beautiful praises to the
worthy Lamb.

2. It is Creation's testimony to the glory of God in the redemption of men, 5:12.
"Iegontes nftwne megale," Azion estin to Arnim to esphagmenon laBein
"Saying with a voice loudI NOrthy is the Lamb thathas been slain to receive
ten dunamirr, kai plouton, kai sophian, kai rschun, kai timen, kai
the power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour, and
dozan, kai eulogian."
glory, and blessing."
"Worthy is the lamb who was slain." The act of taking the Book (v7) suggests the general authority and prestiege of the Lamb, which is acknowledged in this doxology. Honour, and glory, and praise are due to One whose
victorious death has won Him the power of bestowing incalculable riches
on His people and of unriddling the future, against all opposition. The
order in vv12-13 is the same as in Palm 103:20-221 where angels are followed by creation in the worship.
When God's creatures and servants magnify, praise, and bless Him, yielding
themselves to God's dominion, and acknowledging that to Him all the strength and wealth and wisdom and life rightly belong, God is honoured. Christ
was glorified by God (Acts 3:13; Rom.6:4; John 17:1) at the Resurrection,
when God's power raised Him to eternal life. Christ is glorified by men in
their homage and submission to Him as the sole medium of redemption and
revelation.
The worshippers give the reason for considering Christ worthy to receive
their adoration. It is because He had been slain and thus redeemed the
world. "LaBein" - to receive - to take as a right what is offered. "Power"
is the ability to perform which is inherent in one's nature. "Ischus" strength - is the sttribute by which that power -"Dunamis"- is put into
operation. It frequently denotes Physical strength. "Plouton" = riches "The unsearchable riches of ChriSt JeSus,"(Eph.3:8. The whole sevenfold
ascription is spoken as one, only one article being prefixed.
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The great congregation, with a"loud" voice, thus sings a mighty sevenfold
ascription of praise to the Iamb. The first doxology (4:11), with a thraefold ascription to the Lord, was for God's work of Creation. This sevenfold
anthem is for His work of Redemption (5:90.
For His work of Creation, "glory and honor and power" were invoked. These
are all attributes of majesty. The Lamb merits not only these but also
"riches, wisdom, strength, and blessing." The point of the song is the
same as that in verses 9 and 10, but the language differs.
30 All animated creation now joins in the ascription of praise, Rev. 5:13.
"Kai tan ktisma o eatin en tw ouranw, kai en to ge, kai upokatw
"And every creature which is in the heaven; and on the earth, and under
tes ges, kai e i tes thalassas a estim, kai ta en autois panta,
the earth, and on the
sea those that are, and the things in them all,
ekousa legontas, tw kathemenw epi ton Thronou, kai tw arniw, E
and to the Lamb, the
heard I saying, To Him whosits on thr Throne,
eulogia, kai e taime, kai e daza, kai to kristos, eis tous aiwnas
blessing, and the honour, and the glory, and the might, to he ages of the
aiwnwn." ages."
Every creature in a still wider ,ntiphonal circle beyond the circle of
angels (see I Tim.4:4; James 1:18), from all the four great fiflds of life.
No created thing is left out. Prais and worship are rendered to the Lamb
precisely as to God on the Throne
"Eulogia" - blessing - From the whole creation a third doxology rises, catching up the last blessing of the preceding, and addressed to God and Jesus
alike. In this chorus of praise (1:60,by a sweep of the poet's imagination,
even departed spirits and sea-monsters: join - "even all that is in earth
and sea and heave t."
Sacrifice is on the throne
the heart and confidence of
and the praise of Jesus the
closing words indicate that
ing phase of history.

of the universe. By dying for men, Jesus has won
the world. Thus the praise of God the Creator (ch.4)
Redeemer (ch.5) blend in one final song, whose
the latter's prestiege was not confined to a pass-

The redemption price was adequate and the title deed established, which covered the whole earth and all its inhabitants, animal as well as. man. Thus it
is now, however, that the whole creation praises and rejoices in song together
when the Lamb receives the scroll. Its millennia of travail are soon to end,
and every creature sings in anticipation.
4. The great assemblage of the redeemed bowed down in worship. Revelation 5:14.
"Kai ta tessara zwa elegon, Amen; kai of eikosi-tessares presButeroi
"And the four living creatures said-1 Amen; and the four-and-twenty elders
epesun, kai nrosekunesan zwnta eis tous aiwnas twn aiwnwn."
fell down, and worshipped Him who lives to the ages of the ages."
The four living creatures give their approval to the doxology after the
antiphonal songs. In silent adoration that closes the whole service of
praise to the One upon the Throne and to the Iamb. The representatives of
the redeemed bow in silent worship. Christ is here worshipped by the
universe,(Phil. 2dOff). Christians sing s song to Christ as to God.
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The prologue is brought to a splendid close by "Amen" from the four
living creatures, who have the last as they had the first word (4:8),
followed by silent adoration from the elders. The silent chant of praise
to God is succeeded by the "Ameriff.
The object of their adoration is the Lamb upon the Throne. Christ is the
redeeming Lamb. The Assembly at the throne in heaven is seen again from
time to time in Revelation (7:11; 11:16-19; 14:3; 19:1-6). Finally, this
great congregation of the saints all will march out of the heavens. with
the risen Lamb, now become the conquering Lion, openly manifest as the
Eternal Word of God.(Rev.1:11-16).
CONCLUSION:
By prefacing the struggle on earth with a vision of the brilliant authority
and awe of heaven (chs.4-5), the prophet suggest that all the movements of
men on earth are first foreshadowed in heaven, and consequently have a
providential meaning. In these chapters 4-5 the writer takes his readers
behind the scenes. The whole succeeding tides of events is shown to flow
from the will of God as Creator of the universe, whose executive authority
is delegated to Jesus the Redeemer of His people.
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THE GREAT DAY' OF GOD'S WRATH
REVELATION 6:1-17
INTRODUCTION:
The Lamb then, in the previous chapter, had taken the Book out of the hand of Him)
who sat upon the Throne , is now to open it, part by part, seal by seal. This
chapter is intended to begin the bringing before us the struggle of the Church,
the judgment of God upon her enemies, and her final victory. But this struggle
will continue to chapter 18:24. We are to look to the sources whence the trials
spring, and to the principles by which the victory is gained.
We may see in this particular passage the ease to imagine that the "lightnings
and voices and thunders" spoken of in ch. 4:5 as proceeding out of the Throne,
continuing tub fe-echo over the scene, filling the hearts of the spectators
with the sense of awe which they are naturally fitted to awaken. We have to
meet the Lord in Judgment.
The Lamb had received the title Scroll (v5:7) from the right hand of Him on
the Throne, a ceremony which had precipitated the magnificent cosmic anthem
of praise to the Redeemer. Now that the anthem is finished, the Lamb proceeds
to open the seals
This unit is dramatically arranged in a series of seven events which happen when
each of the seven seals is broken. The disclosures happen as symbolic events
with the breaking of the seals. Jesus indicated that the preaching of the Gospel
to all nations must precede the end (Mark 13:10). John's three series - seal
visions, trumpet visions, and bawl visions - portray these events of apocalyptic horror.
DISCUSSION:
THE CONQUERING LORD, REVELATION 6:1-2.

I.

1. The triumph of the Church's Lord., Rev.6:1.
"Kai eidon ote enoizen to Arnion mian ek twn sphragidwny kai ekousa
and I heard
"And I saw when opened the Iamb one of the seals,
enos ek twn tessarwn zwwn legontos, ws phwnes Brontes, Erchoni
one of the four living creatures saying, as a voice of thunder, come
kai Blepe." and see."
'Kai eidon" - and I saw. The vision unfolds without anything being said
about opening the Book and reading from it. In a vivid and dramatic
fashion the Lamb breaks the seals one by one and reveals the contents
and the symbolism.. These seals simply relate the symbolism to the other
symbols in the Book.
"Kai eidon" - and I saw. This word seems to indicate that the sentence was.
generally considered to be addresSed to St. John; Rnd was intended as an
invitation to John to witness the appearances which accompanied the breaking of the seals.
"When the Lamb opened one of the seven seals." "Enoixen"- opened - first
aorist active indicative of ahoigo. "Erchou"- come - present imperative
of erchomai. Exclamatory force. It may be that the call was addressed
to one of the horsemen each time. Swete takes it as a atIll to Christ.
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Hearing the summons -"erchon"- come, John looked to see its meaning and
result. The call is addressed to the Lord Himself. It is uttered by one
of the four living creatures spoken of in(4:6) who are "in the midst of
the throne and round about the throne." This word "Come" embodies the
longing of redeemed creation that the Lord, for the completion of whose
work it waits, will take to Him His great power and reign. It waits for
the moment when Christ the Lamb shall appear in His awful majesty, as King
of kings, and as Lord of lords.

2. It is a vision of the Redeemer alt the conquering Lord, Revelation 6:2.
"Kai eidon, kai idou, ippos leukos, kai o kathemenos ep autw echwn
having
"And I saw, and behold, a horse white, and he sitting on it
tozon; kai rdothe autw stephanos, kai ezelthen nikwn, kai ina
a bow; and was given to him a crawnl and he went fothh overcoming, and
nMkese." that he migl* overcome."
The Conqueror only is in view, and all victory is of him. In vl a new
departure in the series of visions is marked,(see 4:1). Here is a special
feature of a vision. "And behold a white horse." "White" is symbol of
royal and victorious colour, such as the ',bite horse of Persian kings.
But the triumphant figure of the mounted bowman is by no means to be
identified with that of the Christian Messiah or of the Gabel.
It would be harsh and confusing to represent the Messiah as at once the
Lamb opening the seal and a figure independently at work. The initial
period of the Gospel was not one of irresistible triumph, and matters
have become too acute for John to share the belief voiced in Mark 13:10.
The triumph of the world which opens the drama is rounded off by an
infinitely grander triumph won by Christ. "Nikwn" - He went forth overcomoing,and "Nikese"- that he might overcome.
John was too open-eyed to ignore the fact that other forces, besides
the Christian Gospel, had a success of their own on the earth. What is
this force? A Parthian invasion. Not the Roman Empire, as if the four
steeds represented the four emperors, but a raid of the Parthians9
which represented war in its most dreaded form for inhabitants of the
Eastern provinces.
The aorist tense here points to ultimate victory. But the two riders
have nothing in common beyond the white horse. "He came forth conquering,
and that he may conquer." This is the key to the whole vision.
All earthly empires are temporary in character. A strife there must be L
between the powers of earth and the powers of heaven. Only of Christ and
His Kingdom can it be said that it is to conquer. "Stephanos11 7 crown - it
is said to be the crown of life 9 the crown of victory. Only of Christ's
Kingdom shall there be no end. Christ and His Church came forth conquering
whatever earthly trials may intervene.
In the first rider we have the cause or Christ in its essence. By the
opening of the first seal we learn that this cause is in the world, that
this kingdom is in the midst of us, and that they who oppose it shall
be overwhelmed with defeat.
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II.THE SCENES OF SUFFERING, REVELATION 6:3-8.
The second seal opened, Revelation- 6:3v4.
"Kai ote .enoizen ten deuteran sphragida ekousa .tou deuterou zwon
"An when He opened the second
I heard the second living creature
seal
logontes, Erchow kai Blepe."
saying, Come and
see."
The white horse with his rider vanished from the scene, bent on his conquering careen"Anoizen"- opened. the .tense is aorist, point action once. The
circumstances described accompanied the act of opening. "I heard the second
living being say, Come." (See t:6). For discussion of question to whom the
the words are addressed, see vl. Prophet is invited to behold the results
of the war which is personified by the vision.
"Kai zelthen allos ippos purros; kai tw kathemenw ep autw edothe
"And went.forth snother horse red; . and to him sitting on
it was given
autw laBein ten eirenen apo tes ges, kai ina allelaus sphazwsin p
to him to take the peace from the earth, and that one another they should
kai edothe autw machaira megale."
sle.j;-and was given to.him a sword great."
"Hippos purros"- red horse - flame-coloured, blood-red. "To take peace from
the earth." To take peace out of the earth. This is what war does to perfection. It makes cannon fodder of men. He would carry a long sword in battle.
"A swordsman is permitted to make men slay one another."
The allusion to the merciless weapon of the sword as Rome's national arm
thus places the Parthian and Roman side by side. "Tas ges"- the earth generally - not Judea in particular. But the vision of war is also connected
with the two following visions of famine (v5-6) and mortality from pestilence (V7-8).
We may well believe that St. John, in writing to the Christians who were
themselves being grievously persecuted, should refer especially to the
saints being slaughtered, as one of the trials inflicted upon them with
God's knowledge and permission. The. Revelation, intended as a support to
to those to whome John wrote, and applying directly and specially to their
situation, has yet a wider application, and foreshadows the fate of each
individual Christian in general throughout the ages.
"To him sitting on the red horse was given to him to take peace from the
earth." "The pa ace" - ten eirenen - is peace in general, not thd peace left
by the first appearance. "The earth" - the whold world is meantimtes ges".
2. The third seal opened - equals famine, Revelation 6:5-6.
The snectral figure of Hunger holds a balance or a pair of scales for measureing bread by weight. Lust of conquest brings bloodshed, but also famine and
hunger. "A black horse" - the colour of famine and mourning.
"A balance in his hand'- literally of measure or weight like a pair of
scales evenly balancing as here mentioned. The rider on the black horse carries in his hand the pair of scales.. This is also one of the fruits of war.
"Kai ote enoizen ten triten sphragida ekonsa tou tritou zwou legontos,
"And when he onened the third seal I heard the third living creature saying,
Erchou kai Blepe. Kai eidon, kai idou, ippos melas, kai o tathemenos ep autw
Come and see, and I saw,
and beholdi, a horse black, and he sitting on it
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echwn zurgon en to cheiri autou." (v6) "Kai ekousa phwnen en mesw twn
"And I heard a voice in the midst of the
having a balance in his hand."
tessarwn zwwn, legousan, Choinam. sitou denariou, kai treim choinikes
four living creatures, saying, choenix of wheat, for a debarius, and three
krithem denarion; kai to elaion kai ton oinon me adikeses.
choenixes of barley for a denarius; and the oil and wine thou may not injure."
When he opened as in the easw of the other seals,(see v3). "I heard the third
living being saying"(See 4:6). Wordsworth takes the third living bein to be
that with the human face, and considers it to be typical of the whole vision)
of the third seal, by symbolizing the source of the next trial of the Church:
Namely, the rise of heresy, which he thiW1is depicted by this apparance. Note
in v4, Wordsworth thinks that only that aspect of war is intended which
consists in the persecution of the saints.
The four living beings probably represent all Creation, and thus invite St.
John to witness the troubles in store for mankind in general. (For a full
consideration see ch.4:6). "Come and see." The Book points to prophecies of
events which have already happened, and are recurring, and will continue
to recur until the end of the world.
This vision denote& famine in the ordinary sense, as one of the trials
awaiting the members of the Church of God at various times during the existence of the Church on earth. For by suffering the Church conquers and is
made perfect. The idea conveyes is that of scarcity so great that food is
weighed carefully a& something very rare and and precious, though there is
not yet a complete absence of food.
"I heard as it were a voice....a quart of cheat for a denarius." It personifies bad times, when provisions became cruelly expensive. One "Choiniz" -the
usual rations of wheat for a working man for a day, is to cost twelve times
its normal price, while the labourer's daily pay will not command more than
an eighth of the ordinary twenty-four measures of the coarser barley.
Grain is not to disappear entirely from the earth, otherwise there would be
no famine. But food-stuffs are to be extremely scanty and therefore dear.
These hard times are aggravated by the immunity of oil and wine, which are,
comparatively speaking, luxuries. One exasperating feature of the age world
be the sight of wine and oil flowing, while grain trickled slowly into the
grasp of famishing people. "But do not harm oil and wine."
The "choenix" was the eighth part of the modius, and a denarius would usually
purchase a modius of wheat. The price given denotes great scarcity, though
not an entire absence of food, since a man's wages would barely siffice to
obtain him food.
"Three quarts of barley for a denarius." Barley, which was the coarser food,
was obtainable at one-third of the price, which would allow a man to feed
a family, though with difficulty. A season of great scarcity is therefore
predicted, though in1His wrath God remembers mercy.
"Do not harm oil and wine." It expresses a limit set to the power of the
rider on the black horse. These were typical articles of food,(Ps.104:14-l5).
This prohibition to the rider is a restraint on the evil design of the rider,
who would injure the spiritual oil and wine - the means of grace and the
2ords and acts of Christ,(Wordsworth).
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y. The Fourth Seal opened - mortality, Revelation 6:7-8.
"Kai ote enoizen ten sphragida tern tetarten, ekousa phwnera tou tetarton
I heard the voice of the fourth
"And when he opened the seal the fourth,
zwon
IEQousan, Erchou kai Elepe."
living creature saying, Come and see.."
Pestilence and mortality. The events narrated accompany the action of opening the seal.(See Li:&). The individual is not specified,(see v1). ButWordsworth specifies the living being like a flying eagle, by which he understands
the Gospel of St. John. "Legousan, Erchou" - saying, Comet - is probably
addressed to St. John.(See vl).
This last of the four living ones now issues' his invitation, and the fourth
horseman of the Apocalypse rides forth. Each of the Gospels, as it were,
invites all men to"come and seethe Lord Jesus as He has left His glorious
heavenly throne to come to earth as the atoning Lamb of God to take away the
world's guilt. Now, each of the mighty Cherubim (all four), as it were,
invites all creation to come and see the Lamb of God returning again to earth
to take away the world's sin by His mighty judgments.
"Kai eidon, kai idon, ippos ChJEros, kai o kathemenos epanw autou, enonma
onl it, name his;
"And I saw, and behold, a horse pale-, and he sitting
autou o Thanatos, kai o ades akolouthei met autou; kai edothe autois
and was given to them
and the hades follows with him;
death
was
ezousia anokteinai epi to tetarton tes ges en romthaia kai en lima
authority to kill over the fourth of the earth with sword and with famine
kai en: thanatw, kai upo twn Thariwrr tes ges."
and with death, and by the beasts of the earth."
"end I saw, and behold, a pale horse, and its rider's name was Death." "Chlwros"- which means pale or livid as a corpse. "Epanw autou"- on it - here is the
spctres of Hades, bracketed here as elsewhere with Death, accompanies the
latter word to secure his booty of victims. Here the "Rider" is not content
with ruling the regions of the dead but appears as an active personification
of violent destruction, especially pestilence and wag-, inflicting his wounds
on large masses rather than on individuals.
Only, Death is not here personified as an angel with Jewish theology. But as
the chief partner in this league-grim, he is given destructive power over a
certain quarter of the earth. "To tetarton"- a certain quarter. His agents
are the usual apocalyptic scourges against which the Jewish evening prayer
was directed. "Romthais kai en lima"- with sword and with famine. "Keep far
from us the enemy, the pestilence, the sword, famine and affliction."
War, followed by famine which bred pestilence, was familiar in Palestine,(See
Josephus antiq. 15:9) during the first century A.D. Throughout the ancient
world war and petilence were closely associated, while wild bests multipled
and preyed on human life, as the land was left untilled.
But note that the prophet John sees only the commissions, not the actual deeds,
of these four dragoons. Not until 6:12 does anything happen. The first four
seals are simply arranged on the rabbinic principle. Contemporary disasters
which may have lent vividness to the sketch are collected by Renan (PP323ff.).
The pale horse is a symbol of death and terror. Death is the name of this
Fourth rider so pritrsonified, and -Where is with Death "his inseparable companion or comrade, Hadesu..(Swete.).
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"lides" - Hades - means to see the unseen, and is the abode of the dead,
the keys of which Christ holds„(Rev. 1:18). "Ekolouthei"- follows with Hades followed and kept step with death. John does not say whether they were
on the same horse or on another horse by him or on foot.
Wider authority was given to this Fourth Rider than to the others, though
what particular part of the earth is not indicated. Death here seems to
mean petilence as the Hebrew does. The "black death" for a plague. The
vision is a personification of death - death in any and every way.
Hades follows with death, not as a separate infliction, but as the necessary
complacement of death in the completion of the vision, swallowing and
gurading those seized by the latter. In this instance note trials are
being inflicted on Christians, not on the wicked merely. The context shows
that both are intended.
"Over the fourth Part of the earth" betokens a part of mankind. No definite
portion is signified. The troubles mentioned are typical of all sorrows.
Some think the judgment is universal. John seems to echo the words of our
Lord in Matthew 24:7,13). and(Luke 24:44). These afflictions come at different times and in different forms and in different members of the Church's
body, yet we may understand these judgments to be typical representatives
of troubes in all its forms. The trials signified must extend to the end
of time. The visions are to conso Christians of every age, and even to
Portray the spiritual conflict, destitution, and apostasy which may continually arise while the Church remains in part of the world.
WUpo twnTheerilorn tes ges." By the beasts of the earth." "Theeriwn" - beast means a wild or dangerous beast, or venomous beast. It is different from the
word "ZOON, translated "beast" in connection with the "living ones" around
God's throne. "Theeriwn" - beast - is used about thirty-eight times in Revelation. And in every other instance the word is used as a symbol for an ungoffl1377-1
powerful leader. Thus the "beasts" - TheeriwN - in this verse could well
refer to latterday political and military dictators whom God allows for a
time to subjugate acid persecute their respective subjects.
The end of the first fours Seals has now been reached. And at this point
there is an obvious break in the hitherto harmonious progress of the
visions. No fifth rider appears when the fifth Seal is broken, and we pass
from the material into the spiritual, from the visible into the invisible
world. The transition is not accidental, but deliberately made.
THE OPENING OF THE FIFTH SEAL - THE APFEAL caEs FROM TED- MARTYRED SAINTS, 649.41.
1. The scene changes from earth to heaven, Revelation 6:9.
"Kai ote enoizen, tern pempten sphragida eidon uookatw tou thuaiasteriou tas
"And when he opened the fifth
I saw under the altar
seal
the
Zuchas: twn: esphagmenwn dia ton logon, tou Theou, kai dia tem martubsole of those havinf been slain because of the Word of God, and because of the
jam en eichonar
testimony which they said."
The scene appears as a replica of the earthly temple with its altar of burnt.
offering. As the blood of sacrifices flowed at the base of the altar (16:7),
the blood representing the life, the symbolism is obvious. It was mediated
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by rabbinnic ideas of the souls- of the just (of Moses etc. ) resting under
the divine throne of glory. The omission of IESOU"-Jesus after "Marturian"the Christian testimony which they said - may suggest that the phrase intended to include the pre-Christian Jewish_ martyrs (Heb.11:39-40) who are raised
to the level of the Christian Churchs and also those Jews who had been martyred for refusing to worship the emperor.(see 7:9; 17:6). The primary thought
of John the prophet is for for Rome's latest victims in the Neronic persecUtion (65 AD and following), and the recent enforcement of the cultus under
Dpmitian (90 to 96 AD).
"The souls of those who had been slain for the word of God and for the witness they had borne." The "souls" represent the Christian martyrs suffering
at the hands of the world to the end of time. They are also the Jewish
martyrs who had lived and died in faith in God. Theemartyrs"had been slain
for the word of God, and for the testimony which they held." Christians have
the testimony of Jesus. This is testimony pertaining to Jesus as Saviour
come, in all the glory of His Person and in all the completeness of His
work. It is a testimony embracing a full knowledge of the Messiah. And this
is not ascribed to the "souls" under the altar, because they neither had it
nor could have possessed the knowledge of Jesus.
The time at which the martyrs and the altar had been killed belongs not to
the present nor to the future, but to the past. This Seal is opened at the
entrance of the Christian era; and no sooner is it opened than the "souls"
are seen.
The seer may be supposed to transport himself to some,point into the future
to console Christian martyrs who had already fallen with the assurance that
they had only to wait "a little while", until such as were to be their
later companions in martyrdom should have shared their fate. But this
thought seems inconsistent with St. John's thought in the Apocalypse. He
thinks of the Christian age as one hardly capable of being divided. It
does: not explain the consolation afforded by the bestowal of the "white robe."
As we are taught in the Epistle to the Hebrews, even Abel, Enoch, Noah,
Abraham)Isaac, Jacob, Moses, and all those heroes of faith ..."Even these
all,. having had withers borne to them through their faith, received not the
promise: God having provided some better thing concerning us, that apart
from us they should not be made perfect. At death they were, not made
perfect. They passes into a holy rest where they waited until, like Abraham, who had "rejoiced that he should see Christ's day," they"saw it and
were glad." Then the "white robe" was given them. They were raised to the
level of that Church which, now that Jesus had come, rejoiced in Him
with "a joy unspeakable and glorified."
The "souls" under the altar of the fifth Seal are the saints, not of Christianity, but of Judaism. It is true that all of them had not been literally
"slaughtered." But this Book of Revelation regards all true followers of
Christ as martyrs. Christ's Church is a martyr Church. Christ Himself was
a martyr. His disciples follow Christ. Christ's Church dies ifi the Master's
service, and for the world's good.
The "souls" do not themselves cry. It is their blood that cries, It is the
wrong doen to them that demands reparation. They have in view, not their
enemies as persons, but the evil'that is in them, and that manifests itself
through them. The saints of the 0.T, with their "brethen"of the N.T. are
faithful unto death,
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2.. This severe and awe-inspiring conception means that God will vindicate His
.-.-=
holiness, Revelation 6:10.
phone megale, legontes, Ews: pote, o dempotem, o agios
"Kai pekrazon
Mod they were crying with a voice loud, saying, until when„ 0 Master holy,
kai o alethinos, ou krineis kai ekdikeim to' a:ima emen apo twn
and the true, Bost Thou not judge and avenge our blood onothose who
katoikountwm epi tam ges?
dwell
on the earth12
"0 Despotes" - 0 Master. - John was fond of "Master" as implying the Divine
might and majesty. This severe and awe-inspiring conception means that God
will vindicate His holiness, which had been outraged by the murder of the
servants for whom He is responsible. Here "0 Despotes"- Master - is applied
to God. But it is applied to Christ in Jude. 4.
The Lamb was slain (5:6,9.12) and these martyrs have followed the example
of their Lord. The "souls"- tas psuchas - for the life is in the blood lLev.
17;11). Remember Christians were slain during the Neronian persecution
and still continued more deadly under the Domitian. A long line of martyrs
has followed.
"Ton Logon tou Theou"- The Word of God - the confession of loyalty to Christ
as opposed to emneror-worship. Witness to Christ brought consequent death.
"How long" -heos pote - "Until when". The souls cried. You may recall the
murder of Abel by Cain, Gen.4:10,"The voice of thy brother's blood crieth
unto Me from the ground." No doubt the souls waiting in Paradise are answered by "comfortable" words.
"They cry", Not as needing the time shortened for their own sakes, for they
rest, though not yet entered into the fulness of God's glory. "Dost Thou not
avenge our blood?" "Holy and true"- 0 Agios - is here applied to God, whose
intense holiness must be in antagonism to to the evil and contradictions
of the world, (Titus b9-11).
"Dost Thou not judge and avenge our Ulood7" The cry is not a petition for
personal revenge, but a request for the termination of those ills which
for a time afflict man, and for the termination of which must, by virtue
of God's eternal justice, be accompanied by visible retribution on the
wicked. Bede says, "Those souls which offered themselves a living sacrifice to God pray eternally for His coming to Judgment in a spirit of zeal
and love for God's glory and justice, and for the coming of that Day when Sin,
which is rebellion against God, will be destroyed, and their own bodies
will be raised."
"On those who dwell upon the earth?" Their prayer for vindication appeals to
the Lord as "holy and true," whose holiness and truth can hardly endure much
longer the wickedness of man and the lies of the evil one. God, however, is
longsuffering, and there are still many more who will turn to the Lord as
the judgments intensify on the earth. "Those who dwell upon the earth"" is
taken to mean on the worldly, those who have taken the side of the world in
its conflict with Christianity. They are enveloped in sin's fatal toils.
(6:11).
3. The white robe of righteousness, is the sign of the blessedness of the saints,
"Kai eduthesarn ekastoi stolai leukai; kai errthe atOois ina anapauswntai
"And were given to each robes white; and it was said to them that they rest
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eti chronon mikron„ ews ouplerwsontai kai oi sundouloi autwn kai a
yet a time little, until shall be fulfilled both their fellow-bondmen and
adelphoi autwn4 oi mellontes apokteinesthai ws kai autoi."
their brethen, those being about to be killed as also they.„
"A white robe"- anCequipment in clothes, a flawing robe l(Mk.12:38). White
robes were for nartyrs,(see 3:4f). The white robe is assigned to each of
these martyr-spirits as a pledge of future and final glory (7:9) and a cots-soling proof that no judgment awaited them (20:4-6), is a favourite gift in
the Jewish heaven. The intermediate state was a much debated question in
apocalyptic literature. Early Christian thought fluctuatesbetween the idea
of a provisional degree of bliss and a direct, full entrance into heavenly
privileges. "Each were told to rest a little longer." Perhaps rest from
their cry of vengeance and also rest in peace,(14:13).
John foresees more persecution coming. "Those being about to be killed."
"To rest a little longer" implies to cease crying for vengeance. Renan notices (317f), this thirst vor vengeance was in the air after Noro's death,
shared even by the Romans.
The vision has recalled the past sufferings of the martyrs and their present expectation of the final consummation of their hopes, which is to be not
yet. Though they have not yet reached their final bliss, they have received
the white robes. They are free from possibility of defilement, the victory
is won, and they have rest.
Comfort and encouragement are thus afforded to these still struggling in the
world, who have not as yet attained to the white robe of perfect righteouSness. And it was said unto them, that they should yet for a little season.
"Rest from their labours," rather than cease from uttering this cry,(of v10.).
"For a little time"- till the Second Coming of Christ. The time of the world
is little in comparison to eternity.
Christians need to proceed with and finish Christ's work as His servants.
The same ones are needed to complete the number of His family. It seems
that a reference is intended to trio classes of Christiana -(1) Their fellowservants. That is, all Christians, who may not suffer martyrdom. (2) Their
brethen, the martyrs, who, like them, should yet be killed. These would then
join those already beneath the altar, clother with their own white robes in
the heavenly tabernacle. The martyrs needed opportunity to win their crowns.
God's victories come about through the faithfulness of believers.
THE SIXTI . SEAL OPENED *-0. CASTROPHES ON EARTH, REVELATION 6:12-17.
L° The great earthquake, Rev. 6:12-14
Agonies and distortions of the universe precede some Divine punishment of men.
The events described accompany the opening as in the case of the preceding
visions. This Sixth Seal describes the end of the world - the transition of
the saints from earth to heaven, with the accomnaning circumstances. It is
important to remember that the whole is a vision, and we must therefore guard
against expecting a literal interprotation of the language used..
"Kai eidon ote enoizen ten sphragida ten ekten,kai idou, seismos megas
"And I saw when he opened the seal the sixth,and behold, earthquake a great
egeneto, kai o elios egeneto melas ws sakkos trichinas, kai E selene
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there was,:, and the sun became black as sackcloth hair, and the moon
egeneto ws
became as blood." v12)
Following the manner of the prophets, and the description given by our Lord
Himself of the Judgment-Day, ST. John portrays the wonder and awe and consternation which will then be prevalent under the figure of falling starseetc.
We must be content to receive the general impression which is intended to
be conveyed to us, without pressing the individual particulars too far.
The symbolism bears evidence of 0. T. origin. And the influence of our Lord's
description in Matthew 24: is noticeable. The special revelation of God's
judgments is usually depicted under the figure of terrestrial commotion,(6:l).
The last three seals seem connected more especially with life in the next world.
The Fifth Seal displays to us the souls of the faithful in peace, but desiring
the perfect consummation of their bliss.
The Sixth Seal announces the certainty of future judgment, when all will be
set right, when the righteous will be preserved and the wicked justly recompensed.
The Seventh Seal typifies the indescribable joy and peace of heaven. It seems
reasonable to consider the passage 6:12-7:17,as all contained under the sixth
seal. It all follows in natural sequence - the destruction of the earth, the
fear of the wicked, the preservation and joy of the righteous. And then follows heaven, portrayed under the opening of the Seventh Seal.
It is important to bear in mind, in our interpretation of the Apocalypse,
these two principles:(I) The Book was addressed to certain Christians for
a definite purpose, and its object would be set fOrth so as to be comprehended by them.
(2) The second principle, is that the truths thus contained must be such
as to be applicable to the position of mankind in general in all ages.
It thus appears that the message was originally intended as an encouragement and a support to those Christians who were being persecuted, and were
suffering in various ways, and whose patience might be inadequate to preserve them through trials so severe or so long. The visions of the Seals
would speak plainly to such as these.
The First Four Seals would tell Christiana, that, though they must not doubt
of Christ's final victory, it is yet with God's knowledge and permission
that this life is afflicted with troubles of different kinds; it is not
because God is weak, forgetful, or unjust. A picture of the future is given,
The Fifth Seal shows that, immediately upon the completion of this life,
the souls of the righteous are at peace.
The Sixth Seal shows that the world has a day of reckoning which will come
for the world. And the Seventh seal giVes assurance of heaven. These lessons
are valuable for the Church at all time.
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"I looked, and behold, there was a great earthquake." Seismologists and
geophysicists in recent years have learned a great deal about the cause and
nature of earthquakes. The vast worldwide network of unstable earthquake
belts around the world suddenly will Imgin to slip and fracture on a global
basis and a gigantic earthquake will ensue. This is evidently and naturally,
accompanied by tremendous volcanic eruptions., spewing vast quantities of dust
and steam and gases into the upper atmosphere. It is probably these that
will cause the sun to be darkened and the moon to appear blood-red.
The figure of "stars" is sometimes used to typify "rulers". The stars of the
sky fell to the earth as the fig tree sheds its winter fruit when shaken by
a gale." The#eaethquake"0 v12 actually includes more than the solid earth.
The Greek "seismos" leterally means"shaking", and can apply to the air or sea,
as well as to the land. To them on the earth it will seem that the sky is
shaking as well as the earth. It will appear as though the stars themselves
are being shaken loose from their moorings in the heavens and then plummeting
the earth.
The word "star" refers to any luminous body in the sky other than sun and m
moon. The most likely identification of these Particular falling stars is
that of a great swarm of asteroids that pummel the earth. Such an event has
never occurred in historic times, but scientists have long speculated about
the nrobability of either past or future earth catastrophes caused by encoutering a swarm of asteroids. Such an encounter is a real possibility, and
would cause great devastation on the earth near the various of noints imnact.
Stern considers the falling away of Christian rulers is signified. Some refer
it to the overthrow of pagan rulers.
"The sky vanished like a scroll that is rolled up..." The "scroll" is the
parchment book that is spread out to read, and when read, rolled up and
put away. The reddening of the full moon as in a total eclipse, the drop ning of stars, the removal of the sky, and the displacement of mountain
and island are all more or less sterotyped features of the physical situation in apocalyptic eschatology, where naturally agonies and distortions of
the universe precede some divine punishment of men.
2. The sevenfold description of the effect produced on humanity, Rev. 6:15-17.
"Kai oi Basileis tes ges, kai thi megistanes, kai oi nlousioi, kai oi
"And the kings of the earth, and the great, and the rich, and the
chiliarchoil kai oi dunatoil kai pas doulos, kai pas eleutheros ekrouzan
chief captains, and the powerful, and every bondman, and every free mar: hid
eautous eis eis to spelaia kai eis taa netros twn orewn."
themselves in the
caves and in the rock of the mountains." (6:15)
nFor the grandees, the persecuting proconsuls,"(Swete). "The chief captaiins The commanders of thousands, the military tribunes. "The rich" - nlousioi Not merely those in military authority will be terror-stricken, but the selfsatisgied and comnlacent rich. "The strong" - dunatoi - those who usually
scoff at fear,(see 13:16, 19:18).. "Every bondman and freeman"- pas doulos kai
eleutheros - the two extremes of society
Such a mighty display of of cosmic power will finally gain the attention of
the ungodly world, including all its political, industrial, intellectual and
military leaders Th&se were very one,' who ignored all warnings of judgments,
and were persecuting those bearing 'witness to the world that the judgments
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were due to the wrath of the Lamb. Wherever possible - particularly the
leaders - will flee to the great underground civil defense shelters that
had been originally designed as protection against nuclear attack or to the
great natural caverns such as Mammoth Cave, hoping to escape the falling
stars and other devastations on the surface.
"And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face
of Him who sitteth on the throne." The inhabitants of the world - including
even their leaders - are finally convinced of the foolishness of atheism
and evolutionary humanism, acknolwedging that the God of Creation is indeed on His heavenly throne. They also will reluctantly recognize that He
whom they had rejected (Ps02:1-3) is now speaking to them in His wrath and
vexing them in His sore displeasure,(Ps.2:4-5).
The testimony of the martyrs who had borne witness to them of this fact
had been silenced by execution, But now the Iamb Himself was angry and
"His wrath is kindled but a little" and they were all abot to"perish from
the way",(Ps.2:12)1 They were not safe even there. They cry in a tense of
urgency, do it now. mNhat sinners dread most is not death, but the revealed presence of God,"(Swete). The Lamb is the Lion again in the terribleness
of His wrath. Recall again matthew 25:41ff, where Jesus pronounces the
woes on the wicked.(6:16).
"Oti elthen e emera e megale tes arges autou.""Autou arges"- His wrath "Because is come the great Day of His wrath of His."
means the wrath ok God and the lamb put here put here on an equality as in
1:17f, 22:3, 13. John commits himself to the position that this is the end
of the ages..
"Kai tis dunatai stathenai" - "And who is able to stand?" It is a rhetorical question, apparently by the frightened crowds of verse 15. Recall
the command of Jesus in Luke 21:36. The question in v10, "How long?" is
answered. Ye have a renewed assurance of an awful termination of the
course of the world, at the appearance of the Judge. The dread attending
the rnd is vividly portrayed, and the fear of the wicked, with their
conscience-stricken inquiry, "Who is able to stand?" An answer to which
is required for the edification of the faithful.
CONCLUSION:
The application of this Sixth Seal includes all the events.. It applies
to the Christian dispensation, viewed in its beginning, its progress, and
its end. It is viewed in all those issues which it produces in the world,
but especially on the side of judgment. John apparently conceives the
final trial to be so searching and extensive that Christians will all be
martyrs or confessors. Paul put it well when he summed up the final goal
of the universe in these words,"God may be all in all." At the end many
will believe in God and tremble(James 2:19), still refusing to turn to Him
for forgiveness arid salvation. But many will believe aad be saved. They will
fearlessly give renewed testimong to the Word of God and the imminence to
God's Judgments.
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THE SAINTS IN THE GREAT TRIBULATION
REVELATION 7:1-17
INTRODUCTION:

This seventh chapter of Revelation is interposed between the opening of the
sixth and seventh seals on the great scroll. Thus it does not necessarily participate in the chronology of the preceding and following chapters. It includes two
visions and an explanation which prepare the Christians for the end expected to
begin with the seventh seal opening.
It also provides al...encouraging answer to the question of 6:17, "Nho can stand
before it?? It begins with, "After these things I saw:" This seems to indicate
that its event do not begin until after the great earthquake described in Revelation 6:12-17. The termination of this chapter, however, seems to anticipate
eternity. To someextent Wseems to represent an expository digression given for
John's encouragement(and ours) just prior to the breaking of the last seal and
the resulting judgments of the seven trumpets.
As a whole the chronology of this chapter seven seems to pick up right after
the earth convulsions of the preceding chapter. It may be noted that the encouragement revealed in these visions is needed precisely at this time and hardly
would have been understood earlier. This chapter looks forward to the end of the
great tribulation and even to the eternal state in the new earth.
DISCUSSION:
I. SEALING GOD'S SERVANTS, REVELATION 7:1-8.
1. The Church's security assured, Rev. 7:1.
"Kai meta tauta eidon tessaras aggelous estwtasepi tas tessaras gwnias
"And after these things I saw four angels standing upon the four corners
tes ges,
Erato*ntas tour: tessaras anemous tes, ges, ina me pnern
of the earth, holding the four
winds of the earth, that no might blow
anemos epi tea ges„ mete epi tes thalasses, mete epi pan dendron."
wind
on the earth, nor on
the seal,
nor upon any tree."
As on the synoptic scheme (matt. 24:31), physical convulsions and human terrors are followed by a pause during which the saints are secured. The winds
reflect the tradition underlying the synoptic apocalypse (Mark 13:24-27), but
here the, safeguarding of the elect comes before, instead of after, the advent.
And the four winds are Tents of destruction instead of mere geographical
points.Ansli besides the role of the Messiah is omitted altogether.
It
assumed not merely that these angels are the spirits of the four winds,
but that some onset of the winds is imminent, as part (v2) of the horrors of
the last catastrophe. Are the saints like trees of God (Ps.l)4:2-3) never to
be uprooted by a wind or onset of foes? It;not possible to be sure.
The four winds may be identified with the four pillars of the heaven and the
foundations of the earth. (In Apoc. Bar.6t4-5, four angels with lamps are
restrained by another angel from lighting them.)
These four angels are evidently ministers of God's will, and the mention of
them following immediately unon the preceding description seems to connect
the whole account more closel$with Matthew 24:29-30, where the angels gather
the elect from the four winds. They serve at the command of God.
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These four angels are standing in the four opposite directions:, and thus
controlling all the earth,(20:8). The number four is the symbol of universality and of creation,(see 5:9).
The truth probably is that the winds, like the earthquake, the rolling up
of the heaven as a scroll, etc., are Hart of the figurative description of
the destruction of the world at the judgment day. The destruction, like that
of Sodom, is delayed for the preservation of God's elect.
"That no wind might blow on earth, or sea, or against any tree." The earth,
the sea, the trees are mentioned as things likely to be affected by the
action of the winds. The earth and the sea embraces those things situated
upon them. But trees are peculiarly liable to destruction from the wind. The
trees represent the great ones of this world. But this interpretation represents these things mentioned as enemies of God. But we ought-I8 regard
the winds as forming part of the general description by which God's judgment is foreshadowed.
The angel restrained by a Mediator, Rev. 7:2.
"Kai eidon allorr aggelon anaBanta apo anatoles eliou, echonta
"A►nd I saw another angel having ascended from the rising of the sun, having
sphragida Theou zontos; kai ekrazen phone megale tois tessarsin
the seal of God the living; and he cried with a voice loud to the four
aggelois, ois edothe autois adikesai ten gen kai ten thalassan."
angels , to whom it was given to them to injure the earth and the sea."
No individual angel is Particularized, though an archangel may be intended,
as he has authority over the first four. He proceeds from that quarter from
whence comes light. His mission is to render secure the servants of God.
Wordsworth thinks Christ, or a messenger from Christ, is meant. He has the
sealing instrument with which they seal God's servants.
The earth is a rectangular plane on which John looks down from heaven's dome
resting on it, to observe (v2) the fifth angel ascending from the sun-rising
(the East as the source of light 16:20, the site of paradise, the sphere of
Divine activity).
"Zwntos" -living Bod - God's life full of vitality being manifested in His
effective preservation of the sainta and chastisement of their enemies or of
the world in general. God lives and keeps alive. "Zwntos Theou" - the living
God - accents the eternal life of God. It gives validity to what God says.
The angels are here identified with the four winds as the angels of the
churches with the churches,(1:20).
The nature of this seal was to identify certain special servants of God.
These servants were to be protected not only from the immediate judgments
but from the later judgments of God on earth,(Rev.9:4). They have a special
ministry to fulfill and were to be protected untilthe ministry were accomplished. In Eohesian . 1:13, 4:30, the Holy Spirit is called the seal of God.
He assures every genuine believer that his soul will be preserved safe in
Christ until the day of final Redemption. He is omnipresent and is still
sealing new believers in this way even during the tribulation period. This
may be the meaning of this work of this angel.
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all who bear the seal, Divine_ protection shall rest, Revelation 7:3.
"Legwn, Me adikesete ten gen, mete ten thalassan, mete to dendra, achris
until
nor the trees,
"Saying, injure not the earth, nor the sea,
ou sphragizwmen tous doulous tou Theou emwn epi twn metwpwn autwn."
foreheads."
we seal
the bondmen of our God
on their

3. On

"Hurt not" by loosing the four winds, as stated in v2. The destruction prepared for the guilty world is not allowed to fall until God's elect have
been gathered in, and preserved free from danger,(Matt. 24:31)9. where immediately after the appearance of the Son of Man, His elect are gathered from
the four winds.
Till we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads. The true
servants - "Douloi" - of God are distinguished by a mark denoting God's
ownership. The forehead is mentioned as being the most sonspisious part
of man, as well as that which we are accustomed to regard as the noblest
and most vital part.
Before the crisis good and evil must be discriminated on the immunity of
the righteous. This royal,sacred sign, here authenticates the bearers as GodAs
Property, and places them beyond risk of loss. It identifies them with His
worship and also serves to protect them as an amulet against harm.
This sealing is something special, the nossessiong of the Holy Spirit (as in
Paul) as the guarantee of destined bliss. "Till we have sealed" was to give
those who had coem to believe in God an opportunity to understand their new
faith, to study God's Word, and to realize the cosmic significance of the
events through which they were passing. This was vital for the preparation
of a very special groun of God's servants. They were to have a key role in
witnessing to the world in the latter years of the tribulation period and
then in the millennial age to come. They must be prepared spiritually and
then protected physically, if they were to accomplish their important ministry.

I. The

number of the sealed, Revelation 7:4.
The number connotes perfection. It takes the twelve tribes in a spiritual
sense, which includes Gentile Christians along with all Jewish Christians.
This is the true Israel in Paul's view in Galatians and in Romans. This is
the true Israel in Rev. 2:9f and 3:9ff. Note it is the spiritual Israel
which is signified.

"Kai ekousa ton arithmon twn esphragismenwn, rmd chiliades, esphragismenoi
"And I heard the number of the sealed, 111) thousand,
sealed
ek pases. phules uiwn, Israel."
out of every tribe of the sons of Israel."
He did not see the sealing or count them himself, but only heard. The number
was symbolical, and not meant to be a complete number of the saved even in
that generation, let alone for all time. The number connotes perfection.
12 x 12 x 1000 equals 144, 000.
Out of every tribe of the children of Israel. The true Israel includes Gentile
Christians as well as Jewish Christians. This is the more probable view and
it takes the twelve tribes in a spiritual sense. Devi is included. Dan is
omitted and Manasseh is put in hii place, though he as the son of Joseph is
included in Joseph. Anti-Christ was expected to come from tribe of Dan,"Irenaeus".
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5. The

tribes are a symbolical representation of fall truly good men, Rev. 7:5.
God requires all His intelligent ministries to regard the interests of such.

"Ek phules Iouda, iB chiliades esphragismenoi; ek phules FouBen, iB c
"Out of the tribe of Judah, 12 thousand sealed; Out of the tribe of Reuben,
chiliades esphragismenoi; ek phules Iad, iB chiliades esphragismenoi."
12 thousand sealed;
Out of the tribe of Gad, 12 thousand sealed."
As the tribes are enumerated, 12 thousand sealed ber tribe, John records
the names of each tribe and the order in which they were sealed. Judah is
named firdr,(see I Chron.5:1-2 for reason). Reuben's birthright was given to
the sons of Joseph. Judah prevailed above his brethen, and of him came the
chief ruler.
To Judah, the 4th. son of Jacob, was given the sceptre l(Gen.49:10). But it
is evident that our Lord sprang out of Judah,(Heb. 7:14). The Twelve Apostles,
each of whom will judge one of the tribes of Israel, were all themselves
from Judah's tribe, so far as known. God has kept the genealogical records
and will be able, in His own good time, to identify all the tribes.
6..
All are important in the sight of God, Rev. 7:6.
Judah is listed first, probably because Christ is the Lion of Judah. But Dan
is omitted, probably because tradition indicated that the antichrist wolild
come from the tribe of Dan. Irenaeua gave this interpretation.
God does nothing without reason, nor would John have recorded this detailed
enumeration unless he considered it significant. Every single tribe of Israel
has been preserved by God through the ages, and He will know to which tribe
each modern Israelite belongs, even though the individuals themselves do
not know. Except for Judah, the order of the tribes is irrelevant. They are
all equally important in the sight of God.
Levi is inclUded among the partakers of the heavenly Canaan, Rev. 7t7.
7..
But Levi was excluded in the partition of the earthily Canaan. Dan is omitted
and Manasseh is put in his place, though he as the son of Joseph is included
in Josh.
Levi was the priestly tribe and had no geographical region originally assigned
to his descendents in the promised land. As priests and Ievites, they were
given particular cities in all of the various tribal areas. As the spiritual
leaders of Israel throughout the centuries, it would be expected and appropriate that they would be included among those sealed for this special service.
8..
Ephraim is sometimes identical with Joseph, 7:8.
It being so he is here identified in a place among the twelve. Benjamin, the
youngest of Jacob's sons, is listed last, as Judah was the first. Judah and
Benjamin had been the two tribes left in the kingdom of Judah after the ten
tribes separated to form the Northern Kingdom,(I Kings 12:17-2h). Joseph is.
given here in place of Ephraim. The distribution is equal - 12000 to each
tribe.
Both angels and servants confess the sane God. The actual sealing is not
described, but the seal was placed on the foreheads to leave an imprint which
identified the servants as belonging to God and, therefore secure against the
forthcoming evils. Seals identify, mark ownership, guarantee security.
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II. THE MULTITUDE IN MUTE ROBES, REVELATION .7:9-17.
1. These are they which are coming out of the great tribulation, Rev.. 7:9.
"Meta tauta eidon, kai idou, ochlos polus, on arithmesai auton oudeis
"After these things I saw, and behold, a crowd great:, which to number it no one
edunato, ek pantos ethnous kai phulan, kai lawn), kai glwsswn, estwtes
was able, out of every nation and tribes, and peoples, and tongues, standing
enwpion. tou thronou kai enwpion tou arviou, periBeBlemenoi stolas leukas,
before the throne and before the Lamb, clothed with robes white,
kai phoinikes' en tois chersinaautm."
and palms in their hands."
"Estwtes"- standing - erect, confident, triumphant. This is a curious and
irregular change from singular to plural. "Edunato"- no one was able. The
spiritual Israel carried on all over the world. A cosmopolitan crowds
arrayed in white robes. Here palm branches and white robes are signs of joy
and victory.
"After this I looked" introduces the new vision and is a preview of the
final heavenly state of-the Christians,(Chs.21-22). It looks ahead uhtil
the entire heavenly company is formed.
"A great multitude which no man could number." The multitude is countless.
The multitude is cosmopolitan: every nation is represented. No tribes, people,
tongues are absent,(5:9). Here John gives an inspiring view of the universality of the Christian Gospel. The great multitude is in God's presence. The
throng stands before the Throne and before the Lamb. There is no greater
victory than to be in God's presence. All the Christians are there.
A fourth description, the multitude is clothed: in white robes signifying
their purity and victory. Remember the Christians of Sardis had been promised white robes (3:5) if they would be faithful. The promise has been kept.
,
(5) They hold palm branches in their hands. This is another emblem of victory.
Palm branches were used during the Feast of the Tabernacles, in Jesus triumphant entry (John 12:13), and on occasions of royal processions. These victors
now in heaven carry palm branches not so much to celebrate their own victors►
as the complete victory of the Iamb.
John had observed the sealing of the 144,000 for a ministry on earth.Ona
earth John had seen the twelve thousand from each tribe of Israel. But here
in this verse he saw another great drama in heaven, once again at the throne
of the Lamb. In Heaven, standing before the throne, he saw such a great
throng that it would be impossible for any one man to count.
These were Gentiles coming from every nation, tribe, people, and language.
Christ's great camlission had been to "teach all nations"(Matt. 28:19), promising that when His Gospel of the Kingdom of God had been preached "for a
witness unto all nations"(Matt. 24:14), then the end of the age would finally
come. At this point, the Gospel has apparent* been preached "unto the uttermost parts of the earth"(Acts 1:8) and some have indeed been won to Christ
from every tribe and language.
The fact that they are not beneath the altar bur are standing before the
throne waving palm branches indicates that John's vision in this case was
still of the future time when all the martyred saints, to the end of the
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tribulation period, had been gathered together at-the throne. The fact that
these are all arrayed in white robes suggests that they included the martyred
saints of the early.part of the tribulation period, since they had been given
white robes, They were to be arrayed along with others who would be shin
for their testimony and would join them l (Rev.6:11).
Jews who are truly saved, born again through faith in the Lord Jesus, become
strong witnesses for Christ. The fact that Johxia sees the great redeeMed multitude immediately after he sees the 144,000 Israelites sealed for special service for God in the world strongly suggests a casual connection for explaining
the conversion of the great hosts of Gentiles now at the throne. The presence
of the great multitude with God is evidence of God's and the Iamb's victory.
2. They praise God by using the word "Salvation", Rev. 7:10.
The salvation we enjoy is ascribed "to our God and to the Lamb." The subordinate nature of the seven spirits (1:4, 4:5) is shown by the fact that no praise is offered to them throughout the Apocalypse.
"Kao krazontes phwne me gale, legontes, H soteria tw kathemenw epi tou
"And crying with a voice loud, saying,
Salvation to Him who sits on the
Thronou tou Theou, kai tw Arnim."
Throne of our God, and tothe Iamb."
"And crying with a loud voice" in the present tense expresses the unceasing
nature of their occupation. "Salvation to Him who sits on the throne of our
God", that is, the praise and honour due for our salvation belongs to God,
since He is the Cause of our salvation. This is to the Triune God, and to
the Lamb,(see 1:2; 5:13; 12:10).
"The polyglott multitude shouts its praises as with one voice,"(Swete).
Salvation here is regarded as an accomplished act on the part of those coming
out of the great tribulation,)v14). The praise for it is given to God and to
the Lamb. Both God and Christ are thuse called Saviour - "Soter" - as is in
the Pastoral Epistles,(I Tim. L:1; 2:3).
This term attributed to God and to the Lamb indicates that the presence of
the multitude with God is evidence of God's and the Lamb's victory. John
attributes: Salvation to God. Salvation to John is not really complete until
this vision becomes reality. "Salvation to our God" is their doxology.
3. All worshipped God, Rev. 7:11-12.
"Kai pantas of aggeloi estekesarr kuklw tou rgeonou kai twn presButerwn
"And all the angels stoor around the throne and the elders
kai twn tessarwn xwwn, kai epesom enwpion tou thronou epi proswpon autwn,
and the four living creatures:, and fell before the throne upon face their,
kai prosekunesan tw Thew."
and worshipped their God."
The angels standing around once again adore God, catching up the previous
praise with "Amen", and uttering a sevenfold ascription of praise upon their
own behalf, closed with another "Amen".
The throne in the centre with the four living beings: was surrounded by the
elders, hayshng the Lamb in the midst, between the throne and the elders, having the Lamb in the midst. Forming a circle around the whole were the angels.
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They fell before the throne on their faces, and worshipped God. Praise is
accompanied by adoration and worship. The angels here rOdthice in the salvation of men,(Lk.15:7,10). They fell and worshipped God.
On this occasion, all these are joined by a new host gathered from every
nation and tribe on earth. These are from the group of resurrected believers
represented by the elders. This is a group which has reached the heavenly th
throne after the beginning of the tribulation. They apparently consist of
those martyred for Christ after becoming Christians during the tribulation.
The great assembly breaks into a sevenfold doxology, beginning and ending
with "Amen",(v12). This emphasizes that God is deserving of all the blessings and glory that exists. God is the Creator of allm and Saviour of all,
and therefore is deserving of all. Here God receives "Thanksgiving". In 5:12
the Lamb receives riches. Here the martyred, but redeemed, tribulation saints,
knowing that God indeed owns all the riches of the universe, fint it more
satisfying to offer Him "Thanksgiving".
The divine "wisdom" is shown in the means devised by the divine power to
redeem and deliver men, in straits where no human prudence could prevail.
Note in 5:14 the four living creatures respond "Amen" to the praises uttered
by the angels. Here in 7:12 in response to the praise offered by the redeemed
in 7:10, the angels utter "Amen, preparatory to joining in the universal
adoration. The sevenfold character of the ascription of praise denotes its
universal and all-embracing character.
4.The
The
ion
ion

elder questions that he may teache, Revelation 7:13.
elder speaks because he is typical of the Churchlconcerning the expositwhich he delivers is to be ma de. Anr., elder intervenes, though no questhas been asked to interpret the visionl(Swete).

John although silent showed desire painted on his face. It is the origin and
character, not the number, of the company which interests the prophet. Here
in this parenthetical vision, John is carried forward to the end to see the
final result in the great redeemed multitude.
The elder explained not only who they were, and whence they had come, but he
also stated their destiny. They have come through the great distress expected
before the end.
"Kaiapekrithe eis ek twn ptesButerNn, legwn moi, Outoi oi periBeBlemenoi
"And answered one of the eiders,
saying to me, These who are clothed with
tas stolas tas leukas, tines eisin, kai pothemelthon2"
the robes the Anite„ who are they, and whence came they?"
5.The martyrs are still arriving from the scene of the great tribulation, 7:14.
"Kai ereka autw, Kurie, su oidas. Kai eipen moi, Outoi eisin oi erchom"And I said to him, My lord, thou knowest, and he said to me,These are they
enoi ek tes thlipsiem.tea megalea, kai eplunan tas stolaa autwny
who come out of the tribulationthe great, and they washed their robea„
kai eleukanam stolas autwn en ter aimati tou Arniouo"
and made them white their in the blood of the Lamb."
"To the seer's mind the whole scene was still fresh and vividi,"(Swete).
"Kurie mou" My lord - an address of reverence to a heavenly being," (Vincent),
not an act of worshin on John's Part. "Thou knowest"- at once a confession of
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ignorance, and an appeal for information," not of full confidence,(Swete)
like in John 21:15ff..
"These are they who come out of the great tribulation." The idea is oc
continued repetition. "The martyrs are still arriving from the scene of
the great tribulation,"(Charles). Apparently some great crisis is contemplated,(Matt.24:21), though the whole series may be in mind and so may
anticipate final judgment.
"My lord l thou knowest"- is the respectful address of an inferior to a superior in age or station. Eledr -"presByterwn - is conceived as an angelic being.
John thought, "I fain would know also.". The great distress is the period of
persecution and martyrdom (6:11) predicted (tatt.24:21) to herald the final
catastrophe. There is further discussion of this theme in Revelation 13..
Here the important point is that the great tribulation is a definite future
chronological period, beginning with the setting up of the abomination in
the holy place and ending with the return of Christ,(Matt. 24:29-30).
"They have washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb."
The crisis with the outcome of faith and loyalty in all nations (v9) is to
be worldwide. But the situation of the fipocalypse is acute, mission operations are at a standstill. Instead of the Gospel invading and pervading
the pagan world, the latter has closed in upon the churches with threatening
power. And in the brief interval before the, end practically nothing can be
looked for except the preservation of the faithful.
Thosenwho come out of great distress" are further described as having washed
their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb."Robes are the expression of character, and the word habit is used of dress1(Vincent). In the
cleansing power of the blood of the Lamb is both the divine and the human
aspectss of salvation. There is power alone in the blood of Christ to cleanse
from sin (I John 1:7), not in the blood of the martyrs themselves.
The result of the cleansing is "white", not #red", as one might imagine.
'White" purtrays the martyrs' character and conduct and at the same time
explains the secret of their triumphant entrance. The great thing is to
emerge from trial with unstained faith and conscience. This is possible due
to the sacrifical power of Christ. "Nhite robes" represent righteousness.
The confessors and martyrs owe their moral purity to what they obtained thrtio
ough the sacrifice of Jesus. In their martyrdom these saints were able to
make the redeeming power of Jesus peculiarly their own. The nature of their
cruel sufferings identified them especially with their Lord. It is to the
blood of the Lamb, not to their awn blood, that they awe their bliss and
triumph. Redemption, nob martyrdom, is the essential basis of their deliverance. No one could be a martyr without having the strength of redemption
behind him.
Christ's blood is the cleansing agent. Faithful Christians are now pure and
wear white robes because of Christ's redemptive death. They have not defiled
their garments, and have overcome the great tribulation,

6. These

are permitted to appear before the Throne, Rev. 7:15.
It is because of the washing described in v14. "They serve God"- this service
is that of spiritual worship, not of external rites,(Rom.12:1) . We have a
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picture of sacred fellowship and, "the further idea of God's presence as
a protection from all fear of evil",(Swete). Because they have been washed,
and have their robes made white, they are before the throne of God,(see Ephesians 5:25-27). "Temple" is the dwelling place of God. God's presence is there.
"Dia touto eistin enwnion tou Thronou tou Theou, kai latreuousin autw
Him
"Because of this are they before the Throne of God, and serve
emeras kai nuktos en tw naw autou; kai o kathemenos epi tou Thronou
and He who sits on the throne
day and night
in His temple;
skenwsei ep autous,"
shall tabernacle over them."
Thus are the redeemed made"pillars" in His Temple (3:12). He that sitteth on
the throne shall dwell among them; shall spread His tabernacle over them.
God's presence among them, co-dwelling with them, is the happiness of God's
people,(see John 17:24).
The majestic Almighty God shall overshadow them with a presence of brooding„
intimate, care. This is followed by the tender-shepherding on the part of
Jesus. It reflects a Christian fulfillment of the Jewish anticipation. They
are present with God, before the throne. They are priests (1:6; 5:10; 20:6),
uninterrupted in their worship even by darkness as in the earthly temple.
7. Eternal life secures them exemption from the sorrows of the earthly life t7:16.
"Ou peinasousin
eti, oude dipsiesousin eti, oude me pese ep
"They shall not hunger any more, neither shall they thirst any more, nor at all
autous o Elios, oude parn kauma;"
shall fall upon them the sun, nor any heat;"
"They hunger no more, neither thirst any more," nor shall the sun or any heat
strike upon them. The passage appears to be founded upon Isaiah 49:10. It is
the punishment of the fourth vial,(ch.16:8). This verse 16 suggests the desert sufferings will be no more. They shall not hunger, or thirst, or be smitten by scorching heat.
The two strong human appetites will be gone, a clear refutation of a gross
sensual and materialistic conception of the future life. They will not longer
be under the rays of the scorching sun as upon the earth.
The Iamb shall feed them, Revelation 7:17.
"Cti to arnion to anameson touthronou poimanei autous, kai odegesei
"Because the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne will shepherd them, and
autoua epi Zimsas pegas udatwn, kai zaleipdiei o Theos pan dakruon apo
will lead them to living fountainm of water, and will wipe awayGod every tear
twn uphthairomm autwn."
from their eyes."
Jesus is still the Good Shepherd of His sheep. We have in midst of the throne
as the position of the Iamb. The Lamb shall shepherd them. He shall guide
them. "Poimanei" - to shepherd, to guide them - this is used of God's guidance of Israel, also of God's guidance of individual lives, and of the guid-.
ance of the Holy Spirit (John 16:13), and of Christ's own guidance here,(Rv.14:4).
Note the Lamb is between the Throne and those surrounding it, towards the
middle of the throne. Christ is set forth in the character of shepherd as Jn.10:110
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"Christ will guide them to springs of living water' "To life's water springs,"
(Swete). Emphasis is on "Life's" (See John 4:120. The symbol is that of
protection and security. The Lamb will fulfill the spiritual longings of
God's people.
The last statement portrays God, wiping away every tear. Here God is displayed in the tenderest terms of caring for His children. John anticipates the
full joys of heaven,(Rev.2I-22). God shall wipe away all tears from their
eyes, is a reference to the tribulation of v14.
CONCLUSION:
There will be an abundance of refreshing waters in heaven. Its inhabitants
will never thirst again. The river of pure water will flaw in copious supply
from the very throne of the LaMbl(Rev.22:1-2).
John himself had seen a fountain of both blood and water emerge from the
side of the smitten Lamb when He was on the Cross,(John 19:34-35). With
amazement John had commented on it. Later, John wrote of the united witness
of "the Spirit, the water, and the blood,"XJahn 5:6-8, all speaking of
God's gracious gift of eternal life to all who believe - the Holy Spirit
imparting it, the water sustaining it, and the blood securing it.
That living fountain, opened on Calvary, will still flow eternally, from
the Lamb Himself, in the midst of the throne. Jesus is the water of life
and will satisfy the thirst of the soul for ever.
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THE EARTH' IN TRAUMA
Revelation 8i1-13
INTRODUCTION:
The two consolatory visions of chapter seven have closed. The Seer now returns
to that onening of the seven seals which had been interrupted in order that these
two visions: might be interposed. Six seals had been opened in chapter six. Now
he opening of the seventh seal follows in chapter eight.
The earth had enjoyed a brief respite from the plagues suffered when the first
six seals of the great scroll were opened. There had been wars and violence,
famine and drought, and then tremendouS earthquakes. It had finally become so
fearful that men cried out hysterically for deliverance from God's wrath.
But then had come a reprieve, as it were, while the Lord and called and prepared
His 144 000 witnesses from Israel. From his heavenly vantage point John had seen
prophetically the great multitude of believers who would emerge, partially through through the testimony of these witnesses, during the remaining years of the
awful tribulation period which were still ahead of them.
There was one seal yet unopened, but it would unleash more fury than all that had
gone before. The Bbwls and the Trumpets are developed out of the Seventh Seal, And
that development does not close until we reach the end of chanter sixteen.
DISCUSSION:
I. SILENCE IN HEAVEN, Revelation 8:1-5.
1. All eyes at the heavenly throne were now drawn iiresistibly to the Lamb, 841.
"Kai ote enoizen ten sphragida ten eBdomen, egenets sige en tw ouranw
the seventh, was silence in the heaven
"And when He opened the seal
ws emiwrion."
about half-an-hour."
An expectant hush settled on the multitude as He prepared: to open the fianl
seal. As each of the other seals had been opened, the judgments corresponding to them had immediately begun to act on the earth and its inhabitants.
The opening of the seventh seal, however, was folloWed by awful silence.
The angelic hosts stood mute and the resurrected saints watched in intense
concern.
Before this time and after, heaven and earth had been filled with sound.
The joyful noises of praise and singing had poured forth from the hosts
at the heavenly throne. On earth were the noises of battle and of nature
in turmoil, with shouts of fear and blasphemy and challenge echoing through the world.
But suddenly an intense silence - the only one noted in the whole Book of
Revelation - seems to overwhelm the whole creation. It does not last long.
John timed it as about half an hour. But it gives opportunity once again
for all to consider eternity.
"When the Lamb opened the Seventh Seal, there was silence in heaven for
about half an hour." "He opened" looks back to 6121 the absence of subject
showing that 7: is a parenthesis foreign to the seal-series in its original
shape.
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Probably this series, like each of•the others, was originally a separate
oracle upon the latter days. When woven by the author into his large work,
they suffered a literary treatment which has interrupted but not altogether
obliterated their original form and sequence.
The Book of destiny is now open. What follows (8:6f.) is the course of the
future, which naturally corresponds at some pointes to the predictions already sketched proleptically in chapter 6. A brief interval, not of exhaustion but of expectation, of breathless suspense ushers in a preliminary seriea of judicial plagues: heralded by seven trumpet-blasts,(8:241:19).
"Half-an(-hour" may have been an ominous period. The silence in heaven, and
the brief respite on earth, will not last long. Quickly the cosmic drama
gets under way once more. Most writers are agreed that the "half-hour"
represents a short time. Possibly the answer is that the shortness represents the shortness during which the seer was contemplating this aspect
of the vision. He had now arrived at the end. The fate of the Church had
been in some measure foreshadowed, and the final assurance is peace in
heaven. John is permitted to visit the threshhold for an instant, and
then he is called away-.
"There came silence". Dramatic effect by this profound stillness with no
elder or angel speaking, no chorus of praise nor cry of adoration, no
thunder from the thrine (Swete), but a temnorary cessation in the revelations.(See 10:h). "Half-anhour". "hemi hora"- here only in the New Testament. Accusative of extent of time. It is used of a particular instance.
John's message is not yet complete. He is., summoned to receive yet further
revelations. Here,then,closes the vision of the seals:.
The first four, prefaced by the assurance of final victory, deal with
events more immediately connected with this life, and to explain to the
suffering Christians of all ages that it is part of God's eternal purpose
that he should be exposed to persecution, trial, temptation while in the
world. And that such suffering is not the result of God's forgetfulness or
heedlessness.
The last three seals refer to three sets of events connected with the life
hereafter. The fifth seal shows the security of those who have departed this
life. The sisth seal portrays the gathering-safe of God's own; and the bar
and condemnation of the unjust at the Judgment-Day.
The Seventh Seal affords a prospect rather than a sight of the eternal sabbath of heaven, undeveribed because indescribable. The whole is thus completed. The seer is called away to review the ages once more - to behold
new visions, which shall impress more fully, and supplement, the truths
which the visions of the seals have, in a measure, revealed.
2. A preface to the vision of the trumpets, Revelation 8:2.
It serves both to connect this vision with what has gone before, and to
indicate the cause of this further revelation. The series of mysteries
embraced under the seals is completed, and has so far accomplished its
purpose, which is to fortify the patience of the saints by the assurance
of God's providence and their ultimate victory and reward. There is this
message of encouragement to the faithful, but also a warning for the worldly
and apostate.
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"Kai eidon tous epta asizpIous, of enwpiOnLtou Theou estekasin, kai
and were
"And I saw the seven angels, who before God: stand,
edothesam autois epta saipigges."
given to them
seven trumpets."
"The seven angels who stand before God" are introduced as familiar figures.
They belonged to pre4Christian Judaism,(Tobit 12:15, "The seven angels"
probably refers to a particular order of angels, or rather to those with a
special mission. With our limited knowledge, it is impossible to determine
exactly who they are or what their mission is. But the article (the seven
angels) seems to point to seven well known angels. We do not know precisely
what is John's idea here.
In Enoch 20:7 the names of seven archangels are given, (Uriel, Raphael,
Raguel, Michael, Sariel, Gabriel, Remiel) And"angels of the Presence" is
an idea like that in Is. 63:9.
We see trumpets assigned to angels in Matthew 24:31; I Thess.. 4:16;
I Cor. 15:52; and Revelation 4:1,4. See also thetse of trumpets in Joshua
6:13; and Joel 2:1. These seven trumpets are soon to break the half-hour
silence. Thus the seven trumpets grow out of the opening of the seventh
seal, however that fact is to be interpreted.
This septet of distinguished angels belongs to the circle of ideas behind
1:4, 4:5, 5:6; but the author as usual prefers vividness and variety to
homogeneity. He uses them for minatory Purposes, assigning to "another
angel" their characteristic function (v3) in Jewish tradition. The alteration of figure at this point is deliberate.
The certainty of divine decrees is suggested by the figure of seals. But
now that the prophet is describing the promulgation of the actual events
presaged in the book of door; he employs the figure of angels with trumpets
of hostile summons and shattering alarm.
The final series. (ch.15-16) in which these decrees are executed, is aptly
described under the figure of bowls or vials drenching the earth with their
bitter contents,(Boven).
The trumpet, as a signal for war, is naturally associated with scened of
judgment. "Power, whether spiritual or physical, is the meaning of the
trumpet, and sowell used by Handel in his approaches to the Deity," (E.
Fitzgeraldl Letters)i.92). Trumpet to lip, the angels now stand ready.
They are set in motion by a significant interlude.(3-5)
Angels are created beings, - nod eternal, like God.. They, like all other
creatures, were made during the six days of God's Creation week (Ex.20:11).
In all probability the angelic host was created on the vary first day of
creation week, immediately after God had created the space/time cosmos and
had set His throne in its midst. This is the inference derived from Pa.104:1-5.
Presumably, the "seven presence angels" were assigned their positions at
this time of their creation.
One of these angels is known as Michael. See Jude 9, Daniel 12:1 and 10:13,
and Revelation 12:7. Gabriel is another who identifed himself in Lk.1:19
and 1:26, and in Daniel 8:16; 9:21-23.
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3. No

particular angel is specified, Revelation 8:3.
The same expression occurs in 7:2, where there is no doubt of its meaning.
In no passage of the book is our Lord represented under the form of an angel.
"Christ is our only Mediator and channel of grace."(laordsworth).
"Kai allos aggelos elthen, kai estuthe epi to thusdasterion, echwn liBanhaving a cenand stood at the
altar,
"And another angel came,
wtorr chrusoun; kai edothe autw thumiamata polIal ina dwse tais proser golden; and was given to him incense much, that he might give it to
seuchaia twn agiwn pantwn epi to thusiasterion to chrusoun to enwpiarn
the prayers of the saints all upon the altar
the golden which was before
tou thronou."
the throne."
"Another angel -"allos aggelos" - not one of the seven of v2 and before
they began to sound the trumpets. Thees preliminary incident of the offering
of incense on the altar covers verses 3-6. He stood and took his place over
the altar. Apparently the altar of incense,(Rev.9:13).
Between royalty and ritual the scenery of the Apocalyppe fluctates. It is
assumed(as at 6:9), after 7:15 perhaps, that heaven is a temple, although
this is not expressly stated till11:19; nor is it homogeneous with the
throne-description in ch.4.
"LiBanwtisu- incense - is used by mistake for the classical "Libanwtrin"- censer, as already in an inscription of 2nd. century B.C. It is employed
by confusion for "frankincense." On prayers as an offering, see Acts 10:4.
The symbolism is borrowed from the temnle-ritual. Vihen the saucer of incense
had been emptied over the burning coals placed on the altar of incense, the
people bowed in prayer, as the fragrant cloud of smoke rose up.
John is consoling the Church (see 6:10) by the assurance that their prayers
for the coming of the kingdom are not breathed in vain. The angel is ren/esentedl. here as taking part in the prayers. There is a communication of
prayers between all saints. The altar stands before the throne of God.
In ch.1:l a door is opened, and St. John sees into heaven. He is, as it
were, without the sanctuary. In this place John is permitted to advance
in his vision within the sanctuary, and to observe the golden altar.' In
ch. 11:19 and 15:5 the most holy place is disclosed, and the ark of the
covenant is seen. The altar intended is the altar of incensa,(Wordsworth).
The altar is Christ, to whom the angel brings incense. The prayers are to
be incensed so as to render them pure and acceptable to God.

L. The

prayers, purified by the incense,are received by God, Revelation 8:14.
"Kai aneBe o kapnod twn thumiamatwni tais proseuchais twn agiwn, ek
"And went un the smoke of the incense with the prayers of the saints, out of
cheiros tou aggelom, enwpion tou Theou."
the hand of the angel, before
God."

And the smoke of the incense, which c,me with the prayers of the saints,
ascended un before God out of the angel's hand. Here it is from the incense
in the angel's hand. God hears'the prayers; and the judgments against the
wicked, which fallow in the trumnet-vidions, constitute the answer to them.
These visions are judgments against the world, As an agent of God, the angel
is commissioned to ratify with Divine approval the Petitions of the saints
for the end.
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This involves retribution on the impenitent and hostile world. The prophet
is sure such aspirations are in harmony with God's will.. The altar fires:
which consumed the divine sacrifice for sins now become the flames of God's
wrath on a world of sinners. All who spurn God's lovong forgiveness must
receive His righteous vengeance,(See Heb.10:26-27).
50 This verse denotes that God's
"Kai eilephen o aggelos to
"And took the angel
the
ton thusiasterioni, kai eBalen
of the altar,
and cast it
Brontai, kai astrupai, kai
thunders, and lightnings, and

judgments are about to descend on the earth,8:5.
liBanwton, kai egemisen auto ek tou puros
and filled it with(from)the fire
censer,
eis ten gent kai egenonto phunai kai
into the earth: and there were voices,and
seismos."
an earthquake."

"The angel taketh the censer, and he filled it with the fire of the altar,
and cast it upon the earth("RV.) The angel now returns to the altar of burnt
offering, whence he takes fire, which he casts upon the earth. This action
denotes that God's action is about to descend on the earth. Action means
God's judgments. It therefore forms the visible token of God's acceptance
of the prayers of the saints:, and His answer to them.
Physical disturbances here accompany the manifestation of God's wrath and
judgment. In answer to the prayers and longings of the saints, God at last
visits the impenitent nagan world with a series of catastrophies,(ch.8-9).
These hearld the end and also give (though in vain) an opportunity for
renentance,(see 9:20-21). John pictures the scene for us.
"There were voices, and thunders, and lightning, noises, and an earthquake."
This came to pass naturally after casting of fire on the earth. Lightning
naturally precedes the thunder. The voices are perhaps the voices of the
storm. The manifestation of God's judgments are continually accompanied by
awe-striking phenomena, such as are here described.
THE TRUMTET JUDGMENTS, REVELATION 8:6-13.
1. The plague on the land, Revelation 8:6-7.
"Kai of epta aggeloi echontes tas epta salpiggas etoi-massameautous
"And the seven angels having the seven trumpets prepared themselves
ice•
salpiswsin."
that they might sound their trumnets."
They knew the signal and got ready. This verse takes up and continues the
narrative off v2. The intervening passage serves to indicate the immediate
cause of the judgments now about to descend, the prayers of the spfints,(v4).
Now the dreadful series of woes hearlding the End is beginning.
The brief and foreboding silence in heaven was now broken. The prayers of
the saints had all been presented to God, and they must now be answered.
The inhabitants of the earth had been warned anew that terrible judgments
were about to break, both by the testimony of a multitude of new believers
and by the sudden strange storm and earthquake, but they repented not.
The angels had apparently been waiting in readiness with their trumpets
for half an hour, as John watched. But suddenly there was activity.
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The first angel sounded. The first four are marked off from the last three
(as in the case of the seals) by distinctive features. The first four refer
to the natural life, while the last three are connected more closely with
the spiritual life of man. The first four are connected and interdependent.
The last three are distinct and more detached. The last three are especially
marked off by the announcement of the angel in v13.
"Kai o prwtos aggelos esalpisen, kai egeneto chalaza kai pur memigm"And the firsts angel sounded his trumpets and there was hail and fire mingena aimati, kai eBlethe eis ten gen: kai to triton twn dendrwn
led with blood, and it was cast upon the earth; and the third of the trees
katekan, kai pas chartos chlwros katekan."
Was. burnt up, and all grass green was burnt up."
"Sounded"- salpizo - is repeated with each angel in turn (8:8. 10. 12,9(1).
"Hail and fire mingled with blood" - like the plague of hail and fire in
Exodus 9:2L - the fourth Egyptian plague, but with the added O.T. horror
of a shower of blood instead of rain. Hail and fire make an unusual combination. This mixed with blood rained dawn on earth bringing destruction.
In the trumpet vision the damage is done by the fire.
All the injury is inflicted upon the earth. The fire destroys one-third of
the earth and trees and all green grass. It is difficult to visualize haw
the damage would be distributed, but John's point is that the earth was subjected to a severe but limited destruction. John here alludes to the beginning of the end of Rome, (Barclay II,53f.). The storm flung itself on the earth.
The coming judgment when the first trumpet blows will be worldwide, and will
be "mingled with blood." It will be so unusual - even unique - that men will
have to recognize it as a divine judgment. It must create great alarm among
men everywhere and tremendous pronerty damage.
2. The Plague on the sea, Revelation 8:8-9.
"Kai o deuteroa aggelos esalpisen; kai ws oroa mega purl kaiomertom
"And the second angel sounded his trumpet; and as. it were a mountain great
eBlethe eis. ten thalassan, kai egeneto to tritom tea thalasses aima."
with fire buriing was cast into the sea, and became third of sea blood."
"As if" it were a blazing mass as large as a mountain. Somewhat like the
picture of a great volcanic eruption like that of Vesuiviva in A.D.79.
"'Became blood" - egeneto haima - Like the Nile River in the Great Plague
first,(Ex.7:20ff).
Here the mountain is the punishment as an instrument for the ungodly world.
To John the judgments aprear to increase in severity as we go on. The first
affects vegetation, thus causing trouble, but not destruction to men. The
second begins to affect animal life. The third causes many men to die. And
the following ones affect men as direct punishments. The vision may be said
generally to typify great trouble and comotion.
It is also a symbol of great power. We may conclude that a judgment of great
magnitude and force is foretold. We muct remember that the complete fulfillment will not le accomnlished until "all enemies are put under Christ's feet".
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John's vision portrays something much greater in magnitude and destructiveness. When it fell into the sea, it caused damage in three areas: A third
of the sea became blood. A third of the creatures in the sea died. A third
of the ships on the sea were destroyed. The destruction was dreadful but
limited. Life continued. John's vision has to be taken as he reported it
even though other literature has features:which are similar.
The whole is a vision, and is not subject to natural laws. The meaning is
evident. A large part is signified and this time the judgment is directed
against another portion of creation. The sea, as well as the productions of
the earth, can be used by God as His agent by which to punish and warn mankind
Both the trumpets and the seals are being fulfilled side by side in the
same epoch of the existence of man.

a. The plague on fresh water, Rev. 8:10-11.

"Kai o tritos aggelos esalpisen; kai epeserra ek tou
"And the third angel sounded his trumpet; and fell out of
megas, kaiomenos ws lampass, kai epeserr epi to triton
great, burning as a lamp, and it fell upon the third of
kai epi tas pegas udatwn."
and upon the fountains of waters."

ouranou aster
the heaven a star
twn potamwn„
the rivers,

"Burning as a torch", perhaps a meteor, striking at the fresh water supply
(see 4:5 and Matt.2:2) -(tike rivers- potamon, and springs - pegas) - as in
the first Egyptian plague also.
A great star blazing like a torch fell into earht's sources of fresh water
when the third angel blew the trumpet. It fell on a third of the rivers and
fountains, or wells and springs of fresh water. The resultant pollution caused the death of many men who drank the water. This plague calls to mint the
first Egyptian plague which also polluted the drinking water.
In this case of the third trumpet plague, we would have expected that one
third of the men would have died, but this is not reported. We are told a
third part of all the drinking waters is poisoned by a huge, noxious, torchlike meteor shooting down from the sky.
In Matthew 24:29 the falling of stars is pirt of the general picture of the
coming of the judgment-day. The description here therefore may symbolize an
act of judgment - one more of the troubles inflicted by God upon the guilty
world. It seems that the event here portrayed carries tone step further the
description of God's vengeance on the wicked, which has been already partially set forth. But some commentators interpret the symbol "star" as the
star of individual rulers who poisoned the waters of divine truth by heresy.
At first vegetation, then the sea„ now the land waters, are smitten. The
star, as the means employed by God , is typical of the awe-striking nature
of the punishment, and is indicative of the fact that the judgment is the
act of God, and proceeds directly from heaven. It is not to be attributed
to merely natural circumstances. Only part suffers from this visitation.
"The name of the star is Wormwood." mNormwood", a bitter drug typical of
divine punishment, was apparently supposed to be a mortal poison. There are
several varieties of the plant on Palestine. "A third of the waters became
Wormwoods a result of the use of the poisoned waters which were bitter
many died. The star causes intense sorrow and pain and trouble, Sorrow-disaster
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The third trumpet plague affects the fresh water to a very serious degree,
but the limitation suggests that there is still time to repent. This new
judgment will poison the drinking waters of men as well as many people will
die. The "wormwood" is,literally, the deadly liquor ingredient known as:
absinthe -"absinthes". The word is used in the New Testamertonly in this
one verse.
The term "wormwood" is also associated with another subsatnce-poison knamm
as "gall", Deut. 29:18. This subsatnce was used to produce stupefying drink
for Christ on the Cross (Ps.69:21 and Matt. 27:34) which, however, Christ
refused it. But note the various calamities were not random events of nature,
but controlled divine judgments.
4. The plague on the Luminaries, Rev. 8:12.
"Kai 0 tetaros aggelos esalpisen, kai eplege to triton you eliou,
"And the fourth angel sounded his trumpet; and was smitten a third of sun,
kai to triton tes seleves, kai to triton twn asterwn; ina skotisthe
and the third of the moon, and the third of the stars; that should be darkto triton autwn, kai E emera me phaine
101 tritalL:autesiA,
enrd the third of them, and the day not should appear for the third of it,
kai e nue omoiws."
and the night likewise."
In response to the fourth trumpet blast, a plague strikes all the heavenly
bodies reducing them by one-third. Remember the ninth plague in Egypt had
been one of darkness,(Ex. 10:21-23). Jesus cited the darkening of the sun,
moon, and stars in connection with the end,(Mark 13:24).
Reference to the third of the day and the third of the night by analogy
with the first three plagues suggests that John intends to convey the idea
that one-third of the day was totally dark and one-third of the night lacked
its usual amount of light. The eclips here is only partial and is kin to
the ninth Egyptian nlague,(Ex.10:21). The writer apparently forgets that he
has already cleared the heavens of the stars.(6:13).
The created universe is the direct object of these visitations. The nlanets
were smitten, but we are not told with what instrument. Our attention is to
be fixed on the effect, the stroke, and not upon the mountains nor the stars,
by whose means the result is attained.
The sun, etc., in the Bible are looked upon as examples of stability. The
vision may therefore be suggestive of God's power over things the most
permanent and stable, and thus demonstrate to Christians God's ability to
punish "the ungodly who prosper in the world." (See Job 9:7; Ps. 136:8; and
Jeremiah 31:35).
God can turn even the benign influences of the sun and planets into means
for the destruction of man. Wordsworth,and others see in this judgment
a symbol of the infidelity, heresies, apostasies, and confusions in the
world in the seventh century and at various other times.
5. The Eagose Vision, Revelation 8:13.
"Kai eidon, kai ekousa enos aggelou petwmenou en mesouranemati l legontos
"And I saw, and heard one angel flying in mid-heaverni saying
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phwne megale, Ouai, ouail ouai,
katoikousin, epi tes ges, ek twn
with a voice loud, Woe, woe, woe., to those who dwell on the earth, from the
loipwn phwnon tes salpiggos twn triwn aggelwn twn mellontwm sal-remaining voices of the trumpet of the three_ angela who are about to sound
pizein." their trumpets."
An ominous introduction to the last three trumpets. An eagle, here a messenger and herald of catastrophe flies in the zenith, swooping exactly over
the heads of men. Its associations are punitive. "Eagle" is sometimes the
symbol of vengeance.
"Flying in mid-heaven" like the angel in 14:6. This eagle is flying
where all can see, and crying so that all can hear. There is more and
worse to comes "of the three angels who are yet to sound."
John sees one eagle, the symbol of what is swift and unerring in swooping
upon its prey. This Job 9:26, "The eagle that hasteth to the prey." This
is the meaning of the appearance of the eagle, which announces the swiftness
and certainty of the coming woes. The eagle is plainly visible to all."The
inhabitants of the earth" are the ungodly, the worldly, those on whom God's
wrath had been invoked by the saints at rest (6:10), whose prayers is now
answered. The triple denunciation renders the threatened judgments more emphatic and terrible.
The three woes are thus described in 9:1-11; 9:12-21; and 11:15-19. They
perjaps refer to spiritual troubles, instead of being concerned (as in the
case of the first four trumpets) With temporal judgments,. "as a result of
the rest of the voices", there is more and worse to come, "of the three
angels nho are yet to sound.
John reminds us that he is an actual spectator of all these great future
events, as well as an auditor, fI beheld, and heard"). And what he sees and
hears is still another angel, with another special ministry. The scene
itself is frightening
The inhabitants of the earth, after all the fearful events of recent days,
are suddenly confronted with the unbelievable sight of an angel of God
flying to and fro across the midst of heaven, from one place to snottier,
crying in such a tremendous voice that all below can hear.
The message of the angel is one of three-fold woe. He informs the inhabitants
of the earth that the four fearsome physical upheavals through which they
had passed recently had been sent directly from God, through the four archangels at the sounding of their trumpets.
Furthermore there were three more angels and three more trumpets, each ready
to signal an even greater woe than any yet experienced, and this was the
warning sounded by the flying angel. God is graciously warning and calling
them, but there are few who will hear.
CONCLUSION:
A horrifying suspens builda with the Eagle's scream. The tempo is increased
from tragedy to disaster, from injury to torture and death.
Bibliography:
Same as preceding manuscriot
T. PAUL DEATON 2-5-88
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THE DEMONIC LOCUST PLAGUE

Revelation 9:1-12
INTRGDUCTION:
The four preceding trumpets are all blasts of judgment, and all belong to the great day of the Lord. But no two of them arealike except in this, that they all
bring calamity and suffering to the wicked dwellers upon the earth. Thus far the
trumpets have blagn only the objects of physical nature, and wrought their effects
through disturbances in the material world.
The great devastations that had rocked the earth seemed directed against the physical world itself, affecting man only indirectly. The first trumpet smote the
land, the trees,and the grass. The second trumpet smote the waters of the sea,
the fishes, and the ships. They were destroyed by the impact of a burning mass
from outer space.
When the third trumpet blew, it smote the fountains, wells, and rivers. A missile
from outer space had poisoned the waters of the world. And the fourth obscured
darkened the sources of light and heat to the world. Then the energy-generating
processes of the sun and stars had been reduced for a time. From these several
successive blasts great suffering and mortality result to the children of men.
These judgments strut' fear into human hearts.
The fifth trumpet now before us goes beyond the physical world and calls into
action quite other agencies. The doors of separation between the earth and the
prison of evil spirits are opened, and mysterious and malignant tenants of the
underworld are permitted to overrun the globe, and to inflict torture and woe
upon the unsanctified inhabitants.

DISCUSSION:
I. THE OPENING OF HELL
1.For ages Satan and his fallen angels have hated mankind.
Man was the very occasion of their fall and the awful fate which they know
is awaiting them. Satan had once been the highest of all angels. "He was full
of wisdom, and perfect in beauty,"Ezk.28:12,14. He was in a place of unsnr,passable privilege at the very throne of his Creator. He was not an eternal being like God, but had indeed been created, Ezek.28115. In fact, he
and all the angelic principalities and powers under his oversight lbeen
created for the specific function of serving as ministering spirits, sent
forth to "minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation,"(Hebrews 1:14)*
They had been created prior to man's creation, probably on the first day of
creation, in order to be ready for this service when God was ready to create
man on the sixth day. Man, unlike angels, was no made in the very image of
God, with the created ability to reproduce his own kind. See Heb. 12:22.
2.Satan wanted to exalt his throne above that of "the stars of god",(Isa.14L13).
Satan was not content with the exalted position for which he hed been created*
Satan wanted "to be like the Most High,"Usa. 14:14). The term "stars" is
is frequently taken as synonymous with "angels",(see Job 38:7).- But Satan
desired a still higher throne, and was able to incite a third' of the angelic
hosts to rebel with him against God, (Revelation 12:3-4,7).
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Satan and his hosts could not prevail against their Creator.
So they were cast to the earth,(Ezek.28:17; Rev. 12:9). Unfortunately
they did not learn obedience from this, and they have continued in their
reVellion through the ages. Satan has strangely concluded that God is
not his Creator, after allx and that he therefore may yet be able to
mount a successful revolt against God. The tragic delusion of an eternal
cosmic revolt and evolution must have had its first expression in the
mind of Satan himself, attempting to rationalize his mad presumption
that he could actually hope to defeat God.
But why was Satan banished to earth? Evidently because earth was the
abode of man, and because he had rebelled against his ministry of service
to mankind, he was to be allowed to test man, thus determining whether man
also would rebel against his Creator. And rebel he did, believing the same
satanic deception, doubting that God was really Godl "Ye shall be as gods,"
said Satan to Eve.
So now John hears the fifth angel sound, and beholds a fallen star in the
earth. This is not a meteor like that which he beheld on the sounding of
the third angel. John does not see the star falling, but he recognizes the
star as already a fallen one - "fallen". John does not say when or how.
This fallen star is an intelligent agent. Things are distinctly ascribed
to"him" which could not be said except of a living being. A key is given
to him. Satan takes that key. He uses it for the unlocking of a door. It
is not a material but a spiritual star, and a fallen one - one fallen out
of the heaven. This ejectment from heaven, in its final completeness, is
described by John in the twelfth chanter, where he speaks of "war in heaven,
and the ejection of Satan and his angels." This is done by Michael and his
hosts.
After this these impure snirits have no mole place in heaven forever. Their
work on earth is continued for a time with augmented fierceness and wrath.
Satan is a fallen spiritual star, and John beholds him fallen into the
earth with particular malignity, and bent on letting loose against men
all the evil powers which he can command. Satan stands related to the inhabitants of the abyss as their chief lord. His "fall" includes a will for
mischief, and overflowing with malignity toward the children of men*

11. Because of the wickedness of the world special powers are granted Satan.
As people prefer the service of the devil, God allows them a full experia
fence of his administrations. It has always been. so. Recall the experience
in the garden of Eden. "Back to the dust," said God to Adam. "The woman's
seed will crush you for ever" Satan's resistance to God's Plan for man led
to awful judgment on him from God.
In Genesis 6;24 we read Satan again tried to corrupt all mankind to such
a degree that God's nurpose would thwarted for man. The result was God sent
flood. Noah found favour with God. Satan has continued his vicious work down
through the ages. Satan himself,"as a roaring lion," devours whom he can,
(I Peter 5:8). Because men reject the Lordship of Christ for the lordship
of Satan, God in judgment enlarges the lordship of their preference that
they may have the full benefit of the malignant will of their own choice*
Though Satan has great power, he is uhder bonds and limitations, beyond which he cannot go without God's nermission.
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II. THE FIFTH TRUMFET, REVELATION 9:1-6.
1. The fallen: star, 9:1
"Kai 0 pemptos aggelos esa1pisem, kai eidam astern ek tou
"And the fifth angel sounded his trumpet; and I saw a star out of
peptwkota eis ten gen, kai edothe autw E kleis tou threatos
fallen to the earth, and there was giVen bolit the key of the pit
ssou." abyss."

ouranou
heavem
tes aBuof the

"I saw a star -"astern"- fallen from heaven." It is possible that this
angelic being who had fallen is conceived as an evil agent, permitted
-"edothe"- or was given to exercise malicious power on earth in furtherance
of divine judgment. "The nit of the abyss" is the hbode of the devil and
daemons. The abode is a subterranean chasm or waste underworld, located
sometimes in the middle of the earth, and represented here as covered by
a lid or great stone.
To judge from 13:1, this abyss- seems to contain, as in 0.T., the flow of
waters formerly upon the earth, and now confined (according to Jewish-folklore) by God's decree and the magical potency of His name -20:4 -"O Lord
Almighty.... Who has shut up the deep, and sealed it by Thy terrible and
glorious name." In Phrygia itself springs of hot vapour and smoke are a
feature of the Lycos Valley, and the volcanic cone in the harbour of
Thera was believed to be such an aperture of hell.
In Isaiah 1)4:12 we have "Satan" referred to as a star. "How art thou fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer." It seems that Satan himself is referred to
here under this symbol. The trumpet-visions hitherto have portrayed troubles affecting the outer man. Now begin to be set forth those yet more terrible visitations which, affecting his spiritual nature, are seen more
directly to emanate from the devil. He ha& "fallen from heaven unto the
earth! Lk. 10:18.).
"And there was given
Or "Of the pit of the
Satan is permitted to
devil and his angels;
they are subsequently

to him the key of the shaft of the bottomless pit."
sbyss." Christ holds the key (I:I8), but for a season
exercise power. The "Abyss" is the abode of the
the present abode, not the Lake of Fire, into which
cast,(20:10).

In Luke 8:31 a lower depth is sounded (Swete), for the abode of demons,
and in this sense it occurs in Rev.9.1f. for the mouth of the abyss which
it pictures as a cistern with a narrow orifice at the entrance and this
fifth angel holds the key to it.
The judgment of this fifth angel involves giving these demons their freedom. to torture those men are still on the earth. When the trumpet sounds,
it will be followed merely by Christ turning over the key to their prison
to one who will release them.
Satan had fallen from heaven long ago (Lk. 10:18), but he was still permitted some access to the One on the throne, in order to receive the key from
Christ. Christ alone posses'the keys to death and Hades, as He asserted in
Revelation 1:18. The key must be obtained Irom Him. Job 1-2 Satan has access
to God's presence. He is our Adversary, Rev. 12:10, at the Bar of God*
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2. Opening the Bottomless Pit, Rev. 9:2.
This pit was conceived to be in the underworld. The three-story universe
was the standard view. This pit was the temporary dwelling-place for demons,
fallen-spirits, etc. In its larger symbolism it is a reservoir of evil.
John mentions this bottomless pit frequently (11:7; 17:8; 20:1,3). It
appears to have had a single opening at the top of a shaft which was covered
by a door like a manhole cover. When the cover was removed, the smoke of
the underworld belched forth obscuring the sun and filling the air.
"Kai enoizen to phrear tes aBussou; kai aneBe kapnos ek tou phreatos
"And it onened the pit of the abyss; and there went up smoke out of pit
ws kannos kaminou me gales; kai eskotisthe o elios kai o a aer ek
as the smoke of a furnace great; and was darkened the sun and the air by
tou kapnou you phreatos."
the smoke of the pit."
With the key to the well-pit Satan opens it, breaks down in fart, the wail
of severance between earth and hell, and evokes a plague, such as the world
has never before experienced. The smoke which ascends from the abyss clouds_
men's minds and darkens their understandings„ It is the smoke which is
here said to cause the obscurity. We may say the smoke is the evil influence of the devil.

3.. The demonic locusts, Rev. 9:3.
The locusts came out of the
tradition from the Egyptian
still known in the Biblical
the most vivid descrintions

smoke.
Exodus
world.
in the

This fearful plague has a literary
(Ex.10412 -20). The Locust Plagues are
It was the subject matter of one of
ancient records,(Joel 1-2).

These locusts here were ordered to leave unharmed all vegetation and to
attack all people who did not have the seal of God upon their foreheads.
Usually locusts do not harm men directly, but these demonic locusts had
orders from God to hurt men.
The plague of demonic locusts is here turned loose. The smoke was worse
than the fallen star and the locusts that came out of the smoke were
worse still, "A swarm of hellish locusts,"(Swete). The scorpin - somewhat
like a lobster that lurks in stone walls in warm regions, with a venomous .
sting in its tail,(Lk.10:19). This scorpin ranks with the snake as hostile
to man.
"KAI ek tou kannou ezelthon akrides eis ten gen, kai edothe autais
"And out of the smoke came forth locusts unto the earth, and was given to them
ezousia, ws echwusin ezousian of skorpioi tes ges."
power as have power the scorpins of the
earth."
Men are helpless against the locusts devastating power. More is mentioned
in vv7-10. There is no indication that such locusts are capable of being
caught or killed. They seem to dwell mostly in the air and in the smoke
and darkness. They do not appear to eat at all, though they have teeth like
the teeth of lions. They are winged creatures, and their flight is noisy,
sounding like chariots and horses rushing into battle.. They are supernatural, infernal, not earthy locusts. The horse9,the man, the lion, the
scorpion are combined in them. They emerged from Hades itself.
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4.These locusts were ordered to attack all men who did not have the seal
of God upon their foreheads. Revelation 9:4.
Locusts do not harm man directly. These demonic locusts had stingers: like
scorpins, which hide under every rock and within walls and afflict man with
q very painful sting which can be fatal. These locusts were ordered to
leave unharmed all vegetation and to attack all men who did not have the'
seal of God upon their foreheads. The new Israel is exempted from the attack
of the locusts of the abyss,(Swete).
"Kai eppethe autais ina me adikeswsin ton chontoru tea ges, oude
"And it was said to them, that not they should injure the grass of the earth,
pan chlwron, oude pan dendron, ei me toumanthrwpoummonollsoitinea ouk
nor any green thing, nor any tree, but the men only who have not the seal
exhousin ten sphragida tou Theou epi twn metwpwn autwn."
of god on
forgheads their."
have not the seal
Instead of preying on their natural food already plagued (8:7) they are let
loose upon men unmarked by the Divine seal. The force of this plague is to
fall directly upon mankind. This appears to be stated with the greater
plainness. Only those nen who have not the seal of God in their foreheads:.
Here the servants of God are described as "those who have the seal of God
in their foreheads." It is not stated nor implied that the seal is visible
to man at the time of the infliction of this judgment upon the ungodly*
In a similar way our Lord speaks of the elect (watt. 24:22), not implying
that they are visibly known to men, but they are known to God. "The Lord
knoweth them that are His,2 Tim. 2:19.). We are taught that God in reality
preserves His own.
Note these are not any kind of locusts that men have ever seen before. The
mission of the locusts was single. They were to hurt men only, and this
assignment thay were more than willing to undertake. But the witnessing
servants of God they were forbidden by God to touch. They knew from long
and bitter experience the folly of transgressing the bounds set by God on
their activities. So they carefully discriminated between the saved and the
unsaved in their attacks. The saved had been so sealed-by God in virtue of
their faith.
5.Torment of unbelievers, Revelation 9:5.
John was sensitive to the visitation of pain upon unbelieverS with the
endorsement of God. John seemingly thought that those who had persecuted
the Christians deserved and would receive such punishment. John's message
shows the horrible nature of the existence in evil. Death would be preferable, but it cannot be found. John intends to magnify the severity of
their torment with his description of man's suffering when stung by a
scorpion.
"Kai edothe autais ina me apokteinwsin autous, all ina Basanisthwsin
"And it was given to them that thay should not kill them, but that they
mans pen-be; kai o Basanismos autwn ws Basanismos skorppion, otan
should be tormented months fire; and their torment was as as torment of a
otan paise anthrwpon."
scorpion, when it may strike a man."
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It had been given to these demons that they could torment men and they
had been given an ability to imnose excruciating scorpionlike stings for
this purpose. But it was also given to them by God that.no man must be
killed by such stings. This was l no doubt, another grievous restriction,
but they were powerless to act beyond their authority.
A five-months limitation was placed on their freedom. Presumably, when the
five-months had expired, they would be swept back down to their deep
prison to be locked up again until the last great judgment.
"Eb.ise"- it may strike - in the sense of a reptile's bite. The scorpion
with its lbng-fanged tail stings the prey which it has already gripped
with its claws. Scorpions were a natural symbol for visious and dangerous
opponents (Lk.10:9), whose attacks were always painful and might be mortal.
"The wounded part throbs with numbness and aching till the third day,
there is'not much swelling,"(Doughty). These locusts are charged to injure men, but not to kill them.
"Five months" - The actual locusts are born in the Spring and dies at
the end of Summer - about five months. "Torment" - Late - wprd for torture. "Basaiismos"- tormented. A later word for torture, from Basanizo.
The wound of the scorpion was not usually fatal, though exceedingly
painful whenever it smites a man. These locusts- appeared as agents of cruelty, locusts of darkens, scorpions of torment, striking men with their
stings instead of deceiving men with their lies.
The devil and his agents are limited or restrained,by the will of God. The
evils which follow in the train of heresy and infi4elity are not as yet
permitted to kill (Job 1:12), for this judgment extends only to the natural life of man. God reserves the final killing to Himself at the great
Judgment-Day. This is higown in the limitation,"five months". The usual
duration of the locusts plague is "five-months", fvom April to September.
the torment is to extend of man's sojourn on earth. It does not extend into the next life. Other and special means are adopted for man's punishment
then, as set forth under the seventh trumpet.

6. The extremity of anguish, Rev. 9:6.
The idea here is found in Job 3:21 and Jer. 8:3, "Such a death as they
desire, a death which will end their sufferings, is impossible." Physical death is no remedy for the escape of an evil conscience,(Swete).
Even death does not come to their relief.
"Kai en tais emerais ekeinais zetesousin of anthrwpoi ton thanaton,.
"And in those days
shall seek men the
death,
"kai ouch eutesousin auton; kai eoithume-sousin apothanein, kai nhuzand shall not find
it; and shall
desire to die,
and shall
eai o thanatos ap autwn."
flee the death from them."
The unsealed men in this judgment. This is the method of expressing great
anguish. The description portrays great anguish of mind, and should not
be pressed to a literal interpretation. The withholding of death is a
refinement of torture. So infernal is the pain, that the sufferers crave,
but crave in vain, for death. Siicide is never contemplated, although it
was widely prevalen at this period in certain circles of the Empire.
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"In those days men will seek death, aad will not find it." The wofuLpeculiariy of "those days" is, that they cannot find death, and are obligrd
to live, whatever efforts they may make to escape from life. Perhaps these
locusts themselves keep men from killing themselves. This trumpet accordingly introduces the very torments of hell upon the theater of this world.
These locusts are forbidden to kill any one. They hame a king. They come
up out of the abyss. They have wings and stings. These locusts are led bby
a single chief, but they kill no one. They distinguish between'the sealed
and the unsealed men. They refrain from harming the trees, garss, and the
products of the earth. They sting and torment the ungodly as to make them
seek death for relief. They know God's sealed ones, and attack on the
wicked who God has not sealed. These locusts were forbidden by God to
touch any one upon whose forehead the seal of God was impressed. These
locusts were not allowed to take men's lives.
These locusts have wings, and tails, and stings in their tails, and poison
in their stings like the poison of scorpions. These locusts have the power
to operate only for the space og "dive months". The king of the locusts:
is named Abaddon and Apollyon God Himself has named this Book the book
of"The Apocalypse - The Coming of Jesus Christ." John tells us that what
he describes he saw "in the day of the Lord" - among the scenes and transactions of judgment as they were made to pass before him in vision*
III. FURTHER DESCRIPTION OF LOCUSTS, REVELATION 9:7-12.
1. The general aopearance of the locusts, Rev. 9:7.
What looked like crowns of gold, as conquerors, as indeed they were (62?;
12:1; and 14:14). These locusts of the abyss have another peculiar feat.ure. "As men's faces". Human-looking faces in these demonic locusts to
give added terror, "suggesting the intelligence and capacity of man",(
(Swete). Vincent actually sees "a distinct resemblance to the human countenance in the face of the locust."
"Kai taomoiwmata twn akuidwn omois ippois etoimasmenoim eis polemon,
"And the likeness of the locusts were like to horses prepared for war,
kai epi tas iiephalas autwrciwa stephanoi omoiei Chousw; kai to prosopa
(crowns) like gold; and their faces
and: upon their heads: as. crowns
anthrwpon4q
as faces of men."
John is merely describing what he saw. The demon7locusts were shaped like
batt le horses. There were appendages on their heads that looked like
crowns. Their faces had human-like features, thus expressing the intelligence and purpose in their malignant behaviour. These were demon-spirits
from hell. The demonic invaders can fly like locusts, can run like horses,
and sting like scorpions.
Arabian poets compare locusts in head to the horse, in breast to the lion,
in feet to the camel, in body to the snake, in anntennae to a girl's long,
waving hair. The resemblance.of the locusts in head and in horses has been
often noticed, and their hard scales resemble plates of equine armour.(Joel 2).
The language is carefully guarded so as to make it understood that this
feature is altogether sunernatural. "Crowns" denote the conquering nature*
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2.. The locust is voracious, Rev. 9:819,‘
"Kai eichon trichas ws trichas gunaikwn; kai of odontren autwn ws
and teeth , their as of
"And they had hair as hair women's;
leontwn esan."
lions were."
John continues the amazing and fearsome portrait. The creatures had manlike faces and womanlike hair•. Evidently they could rend with their
teeth as well as sting with their tails. (See Joel 1:6). Perhaps the
antennae of the locust were unusually long. This verse is the enumeration of an additional feature.
kai e phone turn
"Kai eichon thnrakas ws Thwrakas siderous;
"And they had breastplates as breastplates of iron; and the sound of
pterugwn autn ws phwne armatwn ippwn polIwn trechontom eis
their wings was as the sound of chariots: of horsesmany running to
polemon." war."
They can only be hordes of demonic spirits released from a deep
cavern of hades, yet somehow embodied in these fearful locuslike, hone like, lchonlike„ scorpionlike, womanlike, manlike forms. John is is
merely describing what he sees.
This invasion was initiated as a deliberate judgment of God on wicked
and rebellious men, called forth by the sounding of a trumpet by God's
holy angel. Satan may hone to turn it to his own ends and may gain
many victims, but God will overrule as always.
The terror of this plague is greater because it is a well organizedattack. The demonic locusts have a king. His only identification is
one statement. Hid Hebrew name is Abaddon. His Greek mane is Apollyen.
A natural feature of the locust is alluded to in order to portray the
terrible nature of their appearance. The leader of these demons is the
angel of the inferno from which they issue.
3.They were to hurt men, but not to slay men, Rev. 9:10.
"Kai echousin ouras omoias skorpiois; kai ke4ra en en tais oulmis
"And they have tails like scorpions; and stings; was in the tails
autwn kai e ezousia autwn adikesai sous anthrwpous menas pente."
their and their power to injure
the men,
months five."
Their tails were like the tails of scorpions in respect to having
stings in them. In their tails is the power to hurt men five months.
By the possession of the noxious sting, the locusts here described
are represented as being yet more terrible than the natural locusts.
The strange bodies of these had been created by God. Their venom, inflicted through their tails in the same manner as used by by real scorpions,
was able to cause extreme pain. but was never fatal
The grotesque locusts were to Banish as suddenly as they had come, giving
mankind still another respite in hone that some would repent. Recall Mk.5:130
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4.

They have over them as king the angel of the abyss, Rev. 9:11.
This is the angel of the bottomless, pit. In the name we have summed up
who
the character of him who bears it. He is
causes "perdition" to mankind. (See John
s
erila;== f/ the
.=
di3c1
beginning."

ne

"Kai echousin eph autwn Bassilea, ton aggelon tea aBudsou: Onoma autw
the angel of the abyss: His name in
"And they have over them a king,
EBraisti ABaddwn, kai en to Ellenike onow echei Apollum."
Hebrew is Abaddon, and in the Greek for name he has Apollyon."
The army of demon locusts are destined for residence in the "everlasting
And so they
fire, prepared for the devil and his angels," (1
must for the time be herded back into the abyss. This particular host of
fallen angels is under the command of one mighty angel named Abaddon or
Anollyohi. Both names mean "the destroyer". Satan's present domain is in the
heavenly places,(Eph. 2:2)."He is the prince of the power of the air."
The abyss is the abode of Abaddon and Apollyon. Hades is naked before them.
They were already locked in Hades (Job 26:6) at the time of Job. Abaddon
is evidently the chief of the fallen spirits; already in the abyss (I Peter
3:19), but even he can only be "uncovered," when God so orders.

5. A

perenthetical remark of John, Rev. 9:12.
The first woe is past. It expressed the idea of tribulation. They appear to
be the words of the writer, John. "There come two more woes hereafter." The
verb applies to future. This second woe extends from this place to 11:14.
And the third woe is contained in 11:14-19.

The first woe was painful. These two woes yet to come will be even worse.
"The first woe has passed; behold,two woes are still to come."
ouii e mia apelthen. Idpu, erchontai eti duo ouai meta tauta."
"Woe the first is past. Lo, yet come imp woes after these things."
tie are now in the midst of the three last woes, and each is of so terrible
an import that it deserves to be specially marked/
The judgments of God are coming. They are to alight with awful severity
upon all the rebellious and ungodly. They will not be delayed till this
life is over. They are coming in this present world. Men shall feel them
while yet they stand upon their feet, and go on with their unbelief and
earthiness. Hell is to be let in upon the living earth, and no human hand
can stay its torments. May God Almighty, in His mercy, save us from the
evils of those days.
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THE SIXTH TRUMPET
THE DEMONIC CAVALRY FROM THE EAST
REVELATION 9:13-21
INTRODUCTION:
These words describe one of the greatest and most terrific judgments we have thus
far encountered. The Sixth Trumpet blast calls forth a demonic horde of cavalry
invaders which brings not only great suffering but also death on a third of mankind. This passage plays on the theme of repentance. And even though earth's inhabitants did not repent, the implication is that these judgments should have
brought them to repentance.
One cannot overlook John's conviction, though voiced as a lament, that idolatry
has a hold on man so great that he will go on worshipping the works of his awn
hands even while the infinite power of the true God is displayed all about him.
A subtle implication in the end of the passage is that the world is just this way.
John wrote to Christians to encourage them to be faithful to God even though this
evil world rejects Him. Christians must bear their witness in this world like it is.
DISCUSSION:
I. THE VOICE FROM THE ALTAR, REVELATION 9:13-14.
I. One voice, v13
A voice from the horn's of the altar-golden gave the command of execution..
I heard one voice, perhaps in contradistinction to the four horns next
mentioned. The golden altar of incense stands before God, as in the original tabernacle and temple. The altar was the altar of (8:3f) incense on
which the prayers of the saints were mingled with incense. John ties the
following judgment with that vision and implies_ that the prayers came
back from God in judgment on earth. (See 8:13). It is the golden altar
before the throne.
"Kai o ektos. aggelos esalpisert; kai ekousa phenen mian ek twn
"And the Sixth Angel sounded his trumpet; and I heard voice one from t.*
tessarwn keratwn tou thusimsteriou
chrusou tou enwpion tou Theou."
fear
horns of the altar of the golden_ which is before the God.."
When the sixth trumpet sounds, John again hears a voice from the Divine
altar before the throne, as he had earlier (8:3-5). This time it specifically originates from the four "horns" of the altar, at the four corners.
Ona the heavenly tabernacle, from which
earthly tabernacle was modeled, on this
were continually being touched with the
was burning the fat of the sacrifice on

the brazen altar of Israel's
earthly tabernacle the four horns
blood on the priest's finger who
the altar (Iev.4:17A,18).

On the altar inside the four horns, the priest maintained a perpetual fire
(Lev. 5:12-13), The blood and the fire continually portrayed thedivine
requirement that sin be judged by fire and be redeemed by blood. If innocent blood be net shed in atonement for sin, then the blood of the guilty
must be shed in a fiery judgment on sin. Here earth is about to undergo
the most widespread destruction of wicked men in all its sad history.
The voice of the avenging angel is heard from within the horns pronouncing
judgment.
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2. The horns were decorative projections on each corner of the altar, 9:13b.
"I heard a voice from the four horns of the golden altar before God."
In early Israel horns on altars were sanctuaries of safety for those
fleeing for their lives:. Here this unindentified voice ordered the angel
who had blown the trumpets to release the four angels.
Paul assures us as time advances towards its conclusion, "Evil men and
seducers shall wax worse and worse, deceiving and being deceived„"(2 Tim.
3:13). "Perilous times will come in the last days,"(2 Tim. 3:1-5). Paul
was not alone in these gloomy anticipations. Peter and Jude likewise speak
of them. The Saviour Himself often admonished His disciples, that the
gigantic iniquities and sensualities of the days of Noah and Lot, would
repeat themselves as the days approached, and the judgments of the great
day would be pre-eminently deserved by the generation then living. We
here have an account of the moral state of mankind in the period of the
sixth trumne t..

3. These

four angels are evil, Rev. 9:14.
These are not the same as those who restrained the four winds in 7:1. All
these angels are evil, since they have been bound and are probably the leaders of the demonic caalry. They have been bound at the great river Euphrates, which was the ancient boundary between the ideal Israel and her
enemies of Assyria and Babylon to the East. The eastern boundary of Rome
was the Euphrates, and her enemy at this time was Parthia.

The picture that John paints is that of a foe standing on, the border. The
fir had been held for a specific time. He had been restrained. Now he is
released.
"legousan tw ektw agglew os eiche ten salpigga, Auson tour; tessaras
"Saying to the sixth angel who had the trumpet, Loose the four
aggelous tous dedemenous epi tw notamw tw megalw Euphr4e."
angels who are bound
Euphrates."
at the river the great
The sixth angell takes part in the action. The Euphrates had been the
ideal Eastern boundary of Israel's territory. It now formed the frontier between Rome and her dreaded neighbour, the Parthian Empire.
This voice sneaks to the sixth angel who had the trumpet. "Let loose
the four angels who are bound." Evidently these are the leaders of the
demonic horsemen (9:15ff) as the four angels let loose the demonic locusts
(7:1ff). Both quaternions are agents of God's wrath.
A regular epithet of the Euphrates (16:12; Gen. 15:18). It rises in
Armenia and joins the Tigris in lower Babylonia, a total length of nearly
1800 miles, the Eastern boundary of the Roman Empire next to Parthia.
II. INVASION FROM THE EAST, REVELATION 0:15-17.
1. The foe is now released, v15.
He has been held for a specific time. The hour, the day, the month, and
the year; the time had come. They were in a state of readiness prenared
by God,(12:6; 16:12). FThey were let loose, which had been prepared." All
preparation over, the angels are waiting for the signal to begin. Note in
v5 in the fifth trumpet it was torture they brought.. But now this one
with the sixth angel brings death.
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"Kai eluthessn oi tessares aggeloi. oi etoimasmenoi eis ten wrani
"And were loosed the four angels;
'who had been prepared for the hour
kai wmeran kai mena kai eniautam, ina apokteinwsin to tritamtwm
and day and month and year,
that they might kill the third of
anthrwpwn." the men."
The previous plague had lasted five montlur, but now this one will continue
for just over thirteen months."The hour"-ten wran - indicates that the
time had been set long before, and the imprisoned spirits were chafing
to be released, long awaiting their chande for pirtial vengeance on mankind. Under the previous trumpet judgment, men had sought death but could
not find it. Under this one, they can hardly escape it.
This quartet of angels- -(Which equale complete ruin) -(Lech. 1:18f) has
been kept in readiness, or reserved for this occasion. This touch of
predestined action brings out the strong proVidential belief running
through the Apocalypse. Probabl* the author means that the an gels set in
motion the hordes of cavalry - (200 million)- described in the semi-historical pageant of the next passage.
John does not exactly connect the two, but it is evident here as at 711f.,
we have two fragments of Apocalyptic tradition which are pieced together
at v16. The four angels here do not correspond in function or locality
to the four unfettered angels of 7:1.
"A voice was heard, Let those four kings be loosed, who are hound at the
great river Euphrates, who are to destroy a third part of men. And they
were loosed, and there was a mighty uproar." This could be reckoned as
and independent exnerience which helps to illumine the application of
the idea in John's Apocalypse. Reread Matthew 2)4:7.
The fifth and sixth trumpets will occupy a total of 18 months with their
plagues. The first four trumpet judgments, plus those of the six seals,
would surely encompass nearly an additional two years, so the sixth
trumpet will presumably bring the world to the middle of the great
tribulation period.
Thoseuvhich had "in God's foreknowledge "been prepared" in order to
operate at the exact period required - the exact year, month day, hour.
Each knew his appointed time. "Four" is the number used to denote
UNIVERSALITY IN things of this world,(4:6). "The third part" - a great
Dart - are destroyed..
2. The destroying host, Rev. 9:16.
They are under the direction of the four angels. The symbol is chosen to
signify power. Horsemen are an emblem. The number chosen is to signify an
exceedingly great multitude. John heard the number from the elder who was
instructing him. John is referring to his vision. But this is not an army
of human horsemen, for it is not to be equated with anything human.
"Kai o arithmos strateumatmn tou eppikou duo muriados muridwn4kai
"And the number of the armies of the cavalry was two myriads of myriads, and
ekousa tort arithmon autwn.
I heard the number of them." John heard the number of the troops.-200million.
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The command itself is the cammand of the Saviour. It goes out from the
presence of the Almighty Sovereignty, and with its sanctions. But it is:
addressed to the angel. The angel obeys it as his Divine commission,
and thus presides over the administration ushered in by his trumpet. He
looses the imprisoned forces, and sets them free for action. And thus,
from under his hand go forth the powers which smite the impious dwellers
on the earth with terror, death, and torment.

3. The

demonic horses exhale fire, smoke, and sulphur, Rev. 9:17.
They thereby inflict the deadly plagues which are fatal to one-third
of mankind. Fire and brimstone are common elements in God's destruction
of wicked men,(]J4:10; 19:20; 21:8). These three plagues from the horses'
mouths are the lethal weapons, but the horses were also equipped with
nonlethal serpents' haias on their tails. With these they inflicted
further suffering. John is describing a demonic cavalry. Tkitlions'
heads on the horses only add terror and mystery.

"Kai outws eidon tous ippous en to urasei, kai tous kathemenous ep
those sitting on them,
"And thus I saw the horses in the vision, and
echontas thwrakas nurinpud„ kai hgkinthinous ,kai theiwdeis; kai ai
and having breastp0ates-fiery, and hyacinthine, and brimstone-like; and
kephalai twn eppwn ws kephalai twn &eattliamm„ kai ek twmstomatm
the heads of the horses were as heads of lions,
and out of their mouths
autwn ekporeuetai you kai khpAam kai theion."
goes out fire
and smoke and brimstone."
John saw an unusual sight, but it was real. It will be a sight never seen
on earth before or after. This will be a demonic legion of nightmarish
animals indwelt by evil spirits), hitherto bound up in the Euphrates
with their four evil overlords. It must be that these frightful "horses"
and "horsemen" are demon possessed creatures whose bodies are specially
created by God for the awful judgment which they are thereby enabled to
inflict Upon mankind.
The bodies are specially created right at the time of the re]ease of
the unclean spirits from their prison, and are then immediately taken
over by the ascending spirits. Their bodies are real physical bodies,
capable of generating physical fire and brimstone and causing the physical death of those men and women whom they attack.
They are now able to use their newly-secured bodies to destroy men. Like
a great storm, they spread forth from their pit, raging over the earth
to take vengeance on mankind, whom they regard as responsible for their
miserable circumstances. Their fearful bodies are appropriately designed
for the malignant spirits who will use them for thirteen months.
Here only the writer refers to hisHvisionll Horse and rider are regarded
as one figure. They are also as destructive as joel's locusts. "Brimstone"
was a trait of divine wrath among people. It is a fearsome sight. The
creatures are as deadly as they look. They have the appearance of burning
fire and brimstone. It will appear that the fires of hell have enveloped
the earth.
TTIITHE PURER AND FOLLY OF IDOLATRY, REVELATION 9:I a-,21..
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2. Thes three plagues, Revelation 9118:
"Upo twn triwn toutwmapektanthesam to triton twn anthrwpwn, ek tou
by the
of the men,
"By the three these were killed
the third
puros kai ek tou kapnou kai ek tou theiour tou ekporeuomenou ek
smoke and by the brimstone, which goes forth out of
fire and by the
twn stomatwn."
their mouths."
The three plagues here are the fire, smoke, and brimstone which proceed from
the mouths of the horses. "AFEKTANTHESAN"- was killed - was killed, thrid
person plural. By these three was the third pal" of the men killed. The
fire, smoke, and brimstone issued out of their mouths. These horsemen are
permitted to kill.
Each judgment of the trumpet-visions appears to increase in severity. We may
see here portrayed the terrible and destructive character of the results
of sin. Such results are experienced to the full by the third part of men,
The large class who "repent not of their murders, nor of their sorceries."
Men will be consumed in the flames, suffocated by the smoke, and poisoned
by- the sulphurous gases,. All three of these deadly exhalations of the roaring mouths of the lionlike heads of these creatures are le thal. These three
plagues from the horses' mouths are the lethal weapons, but the horses were
or are equipped with nonlethal serpents' heads on their tails. With these
they inflicted further suffering.
2.These agents have two means of harming men, Rev. 9:19.
"Ai gar ezouslai autwm en tw stomati autwn eisin; ai gar ourai autwn
"For the powers of them in the mouth their are;
For their tails are like
omaiai oPhesinr echousai kephalas, kai en autais adikousim,"
serpents, having heads, and with them they injure."
This power of the horses is both in their mouths (because of the smoke, fire,
brimstone) and in their tails. "For their tails are like unto serpents') They
are surely dreadful monsters:. The tails are like serpents themselves. Their
death was in their mouths and in their tails. They can inflict tormenting pain
with their slashing tails as well. John likens them in this case to serpents,
with fangs rather than stingers.
These were newly creatdd for the very purpose of judgment, and energized by
wicked spirits. They soon become the objects of man's fear and dread. But
this monstrous experience will not drive all men to their knees in repentance and submission to God.. Men will rationalize. The invasion has stropped,
and they will he secure.
3.The power and folly of idolatry, Revelation 9:20.
"Kai of loipoi twn anthrwpwn of ouk apektanthesan, en tail plegais
"And the rest of the men who were not killed by these plagues,
tautais, oute metenoesan ek twn ergwn twit cheirwn autwn, ina me prosnot even repented of the works .
of their hands,
that not they
kuneswsin ta daimonia, kai eidwla ta chrusa kai ta argura kai ta chalka
should do homage to the demons, and idols the golden and silver and the brazen
kai ta lithina kai ta eulina, a oute Blepein dunatai, oute akouein, oute
aid the stone and the wooden, which neither to see are able, nor to hear, nor
peripatein." to walk."
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They had witnessed the judging power of God but clung tenaciously to their
idols of gold, silver, bronze, stone, and woad. Biblical writers were amazed
at the folly of men who worshipped idols which cannot see or hear or walk,
Isa. 17:8; Ps. 115:4-7).
One suggestion is that they worshipped demons. Paul had suggested that pagans
worshipped demons instead of God,(I Cor. 10:20). In connection with demon-worship, will be the revival of idolatry. With it idols of gold, silver, copper,
stone, and wood. All these can neither see,not hear, nor walk. But they will
command the genius of men for their construction, and be set-up to please
their demon-lords, and to help out foul devotions: of the infatuated people.
In demon-worship
one worships his
sual passion and
thought about it

one worships an evil spirit or an imaginary one. In idolatry
own handiwork' Murder is among the commonest of crimes. Senselfish passion make sad havoc of human life, with no serious
on the part of the leaders of public sentirpent.

A olague unprecedented stript the globe of one-third of its population. Hell
had come in upon the earth. Yet "the rest of the men, who were not killed by
these plagues, repented not from the works of their hands, that they should not
worship the demons, and the idols of gold, silver, copper, stone, and wood.
And they repented not out of their murders, nor out of their sorceries, etc."

4. The

survivors did not repent of their deeds, Revelation 9:21.
"Kai ou metenoesan ek twn phonwn, oute ek twn pharmakeiwn autwn, oute ek
nor of
"And they repented not of their murders, nor of their sorceries.,
twn klemmatwn autwn." their thefts."
Sorceries, imnure practices with evil agencies, and particularly with poisonous
drugs, is also giveN as one of the dominant forms of vice and sin in those days.
So in addition to false worship, the survivors did not repent pf their sins murders, sorceries, immorality, and thefts.

Three of the sins are violations of three of the commandments regarding killing,
adultery, and stealing. Sorcery was a form of magic, trickery, or deception
into evil+Biblical faith has no place for magical arts. All come under the
severe judgment of God The failure of the survivors to repent is astonishing
to John.
"Repented not" - The two-thirds of mankind still spared did not change their
creed or their conduct. The "idols" represented"demons", whether made of gold
or of silver or of brass or of stone or of wood. The helplessness of these
idols is often presented in the 0. T. (Ps.113:12f; 115:4).
"Murders" heads the list, but "sorceries" comes next. The two other items are
fornication and thefts. All four are characteristic of demon worship and
idolatry,. These evil-doers do nit want to change. Butuit is a fearful thing to
fall into the hands of the living God,"(Heb. 10:31)
BIBLIOGRAPHY:
(Same as ch.9:1-12)

T.LFatd

PAUL DEATON March 22, 1988
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THE MIGHTY ANGEL AND THE LITTLE SCROLL
REVELATION 10:1-11
INTRODUCTION:
John interrupted his seal-vision sequence between the sixth and seventh visions
to present the visions of the sealing of the 144,000 and the countless multitudes
clad in white robes. That presentation heightened tension and gave the needed encouragement for events to follow.
In a similar fashion the present interlude (10:1-11:14) breaks the sequence of
trumpet visions between six and seven. John portrays a strong angel with a little
book which, after seven thunders, John was ordered to eat. Then he told of measuring the temple of God and followed with a long discussion of "Two Prophets" who
are "Two Witnesses."
After the six trumpet blasts, we expect the seventh to bring the end. John holds
us in suspense and intrudes into his own drama with his explanations. It is appropriate that at this midpoint of Christ's work of redemption or reclamation, as it
were, John be given, and through him to us, a fresh vision of the mighty Redeemer
and His sure victory. He and we would now be ready to comprehend the fuller meaning
of the great conflict of the ages and its imminent consummation. This is the grandeur of the beautiful drama in Revelation 10.
DISCUSSION:
I. A VISION OF A VERY NOTABLE PERSON, REV. 10:11. This mighty angel is a special messenger of God;s4evelation 10:la
"Kai eidon allon aggelon ischurorn kataBainonta ek tou ouranou."
"And I saw another angel strong coming down
out of the heaven." This
angel is not one of the seven or of the four, but like the other strong
angel in 5:2 and 18:21 or the other angel in 14:6,15.
The sixth trumpet of 9:13 ends in 9:21. The opening of the seventh seal
was preceded by two visions (ch_?) and so here the sounding of the seventh
trumpet (11:15) is preced by a new series of visions (10:1 to 11:14).
"Coming down out of heaven" pictures the process of the descent (as in 3:12
and 20:1). It is not proof that this angel 'is Christ, but this angel is a
special messenger of God's. He is called an angel, but there is nothing in
that to prove him a created being. "Angel" is a title of office. Some take
this Person to be the Lord Jesus Himself.
2.. This person is distinguished as "another... a mighty Mngpl", O.b.)
This may seem to identify Him as the "strong" Lord who judges Babylon. and t
the Mighty One on whom God hath laid help, even Christ. When this quality
is referred to as a mark of distinction among other high angels, and conjoined
with what does not properly belong to angels, it is to be taken as equilp—
alent to Almightiness, as as meant to denote a being who is uncreated and
divine.
"Another angel"— Refers to 5:2
also in connection with a book.
to be no longer in heaven (vvlj
light descends to him. The face

where another strong angel was mentioned,
The position of the seer is implied (since 8:2?)
and 0, but on earth, as the gigantic angel of
and feet are described in stereotyped fashion.
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3. The attire of this angel indicates-Deity, 10:1c.
John beholds Him "clothed about with a cloud." Wherever clouds are connected
with glorious manifestations, there we find the presence, of Deity or Divinity. The Lord descended on Mount Sinai in a thick cloud. He appeared on
the mercy-seat in a cloud. When Israel was delivered from bondage in Egypt,
"The Lord went before them by day in a pillar of cloud. When the King of
Glory cometh in His divine majesty to judge the earth, the excalamation is:
"Behold, He cometh with clouds." Clouds belong to the attire of Deity.
"FtriBeBlemenon nephelen, kai iris epi tes kephales„ kai to proswpon
"Clothed with a cloud,
and a rainbow on the head
and His face
ws o elios, kai of podes autou ws stuloi puros."
as the sun„ and His feet
as pillars of fire."
Clouds indicate God's unapproachableness, His infinite majesty, His consuming power toward sin, and yet His drawing near to communicate with the
dwellers upon the earth. No mere angel is ever arrayed in such drapery,
and the vision is that of the glorious God man Himself, in the midst of
the grand administrations of judgment.
Wherever our
which cannot
now upon the
as required.
Clothed with

Lord is referred to in the Revelation, it is always in a mode
possibly be mistaken.(See 1:13; 5:6 etc.). John's position is
earth. In the vision he is either in heaven or on the earth,
He thus sees the angel apparently coming down from heaven.
a cloud. This is the symbol of majesty,(Exod.16:10; Lk.21:27).

John had noted that when he first saw the glorified Christ that"His countenance was as the sun shineth in His strength,"(Rev. 1:16). And "His feet
were like unto brass, as if they burned in a furnace"(Rev.1:15)with the
appearance of glowing-hot boots, thus making His feet seem as pillars of
fire.
That He is the same glorified Son of Man seen by John at the beginning of
the Apocalypse is clear from three striking marks of Identification. As
He descended from heaven, He was arrayed in a glory cloud, His face was
like the sun, and His feet were as "pillars of fire."
Those are precisely the characteristice note, by Johm (Rev. 1:7),"Behold
He cometh with clouds" was the initial testimony there. Remember, when
Jesus had first ascended into heaven (John hadalso been present then) it
was recorded that "a cloud received Him out of their sight"(Acts 1:9),
and that He would someday return to earth "in like manner",(Acts 1:11).
He had already descended from heaven to meet His redeemed ones "in the
air" (I Thess. 4:17) but now, for the first time, He will satnd agaln on
the earth, and He comes in a cloud.
4. The rainbow is His headdress, 10:1c
There is something new this time. The beautiful rainbow had been seen first
by John above the throne of God, speaking of Grace and Salvation even in the
midst of judgment. But now it encircles _the - head of Christ, the mighty
angel. It is as though the rainbow had been above His head when He was seated
on His throne acid then had travelled with Him as. He descended to earth. It
is singularly appropriate that His crown should be God's beautiful rainbow.
"The rainbow" indicates that it is the "bow" specially associated with God.
In the first Biblical reference to the "rainbow", right after the great Flood,
G
spoke to Noah of "MY Bow",.(Gen. 9:13).
•
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God's glory is reflected in His messenger. The "rainba4 refers back to God's
ancient covenant with the earth. It was originally ordained as God's mark
in the cloud, and the sign of His, and no mere angel's covenant. The Person
is God. The clouds are indicative of nivine judgment, and storms, and rains:
and floods of wrath. So the rainbow is indicative of Divine mercy in the
midst of Judgment, and a covenant of security to the believing, even though
everything seem to be going to destruction.
5. His face was like the sun, Rev. 10:1d.
This again identifies Him as the same who appeared unto John in hiss first
vision. It is there said of Him who walks in the midst of the golden
candlesticks,that His countenance was "as the sun dbineth in His strength."
This luminousness of face is also one of the ascertained characteristics
of Christ, in connection With the final revelation of His Kingdom.
Simon Peter speaks of the appearance on the Mount of Transfiguration, as
a foretaste and earnest of "The power and coming of our Lord Jesus. Christ."
And yet, in the sublime picture, the record is, "His face did shine as
the sun."
It was thus that Jesus appeared unto Saul of Tarsus, on his way to Damascus.
(Acts 26113). The Prophets were accustomed to refer to Him as the outbeaming glory of God - the very Sun of righteousness.
"And His feet as it were pillars of fire." These are manifestly the same feet
beheld in the vision of the first chapter. There they dazzled the eyes of the
seer, like fine brass melted and glowing in a furnace. And they were the
feet of Him who was dead, but is alive forevermore, and has the leys of
death and hell. There they presented an image of terrible pureness, and here
they furnish an image of steadfast and consuming majesty, which no one can
encounter and live. Nothing of the kind is ever affirmed of a created angel.
The description shows the celestial dignity of the messenger. There is a
reference in the rainbow to the merciful character of this angel's mission,
and the faithfulness and mercy of God. And these two last clauses expresses
the same idea. God's glory is reflected in this messenger as formerly
it was in Moses, (Exodus 34:29-30). (See 1:15-16).
II. A NOTABLE ACT OF THIS PERSON, REVELATION 10:2-3.
1. The little book open, 10:2a.
"Kai eichen en to cheiri autou BiBlaridion anewgmenorr. Kai etheken tom
And He Olaced his
"And He had in His hand
a little book open.
-soda dezion epi ten thalassan, ton de euwnumon epi ten gent'
foot right upon the
and the left upon the earth."
sea
The contents of this little hook are found in 11:1-13. Here tie little
open roll is held in the hand, apparently the left hand,(v5). His message
is for the broad world. He will stand astride the earth and the sea, thus
claiming ownership of both. He was, after all, their Creator. "The sea is
His, and He made it: and His hands formed the dry land," (Psalm 955)
. .
This angel is no ordinary messenger. He holds a little scroll. He signals
the seven thunders to speak. He takes an oath that the delay will end soon].
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The book is little in comparison with that in 5:1. The latter contained all
God's purposes, and the seer was not permitted to read it -- only part was
indicated to him. But this little book contains only a small portion of
God's methods od dealing WiJah man, and St. John is commanded to receive
the Whole.
The contents are indicated in vii and in the following chapter. The book
is openlas a sign that what is contained therein is to be revealed. This
"little book" is not sealed, as the grand title scroll had been, but is
already opened. The purchase price had already been fully paid and Christ
can thus award freely and graciously any such portion of His inheritance
as He may choose, to His own joint-heirs.
2..
A distinct and deliberate act, Rev. 10:2b.
"He set His right foot unon the sea, but the left upon the earth." This act
is full of significance. This mighty angel claims possession of all He touches, and asserts His purpose to take it as His own, and to establish His
occupancy and rule over it. It is an act befitting the character and office
of Christ, but hardly a created angel. Christ is the rightful sovereign
of sea and land.
Thus it is indicated that the revelation which is to follow affects the
whole world,. and is not partial in its operation, as were the judgments
set forth under the earlier trunmets. He , takes hold unon the sea and Ilnd
as His rightful own.
Those feet are mighty columns of fire. The image is one of invincible power
and steadfastness, joined with consuming destruction to those who venture t o
withstand. Pillars of fire are steadfastly irresistible. And Christ plants
His feet on sea and land,"As pillars of fire." They are then immovable, and
must needs consume all opposition.
3..He cried with a shout of power, Rev. 10:3.
"Kai ekouzen nhwne megale wsper lewn mukatai kai ote ekrazen, elalesan
'And cried with a voice loud as a lion roars. And when he cried, spoke
ai epta Brontai tas eautwnnhwnas."
the seven thunders their voices."
This is a recognized group, assumed by John to be known. In John 12:28
God spoke to Jesus, but it was thought by some to be thunder. "They uttered what they had to say." They spoke articulately. The seven thunders here
may be conceived loosely as the echoes of the angel's voice reverberating
through the universe, - thunder throughout the ancient world, being especially venerated as a divine voice or warning.
Christ uttered a mighty proclamation of ownership, calling on earth's
inhabitants to reject the great usurper and to submit to their true Lord.
There is no response human recorded to His cry. But the human dye hers on
earth continue blindly in their rebellion. The only response was a great
sevenfold thundering from heaven, and the sounds carried intelligible
messages - voices. These voices were probably seven pronouncements from
the very throne of God. (See Psalm 29). John understood the messagest It
was God's design for to know that they had spoken, and John was allowed to
record that fact. The message was one of great physical judgment.
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III.A NOTABLE RESPONSE FROM HEAVEN, Revelation 10:4-7.
111The seven thunders" are the judgment thunders of the throne of God, 10:4.
"Kai ote elalesan ai epta Brontai tas phwnas eautwn, emellon graphein;
I was about to write;
"And when spoke the seven thunders their voices,
kai ekousa phene ek tou ouranou, legonsan moi, Ephragisort a elalesaxu
and I heard a voice out of the heaven, saying tome, Seal what things spoke
ai epta Brontai, kai me tanta grapses."
the seven thunders, and not them write."
We might confess that we know nothing about "the seven thunders". They are
mentioned with the definite article. The force of this is that these thunders of which the Apostle John assumes are that his readers already have
some knowledge.
If we will only go back in the record, we will find that we have headd of
them before.. In the vision of the fourth chapter, John saw "a rainbow"
encircling the throne, and here John speaks of that rainbow (E iris) as
upon the head of this mighty Angel. And in that same vision he beheld and
said "out of the throne go forth lightnings, and voices, and thunders."
They are not specified as "seven", but upon the principle on which the
number seven is employed in this book, seven is their number. That is the
number of dispensational completeness, and these thunders from the judgment
throne are the thunders of the entire administration from that throne. They
may,therefore, be properly referred to as specifically "the seven thunders".
"I was about to write", Evidently, God wanted us to know not only thet the
seven thunders had spoken, but also that the fulfiffilment of their utterances had been delayed. It is as though the time for final destruction of
the ungodly had come and the thunders were ready to call it forth, just as
they had at the great Flood with Noah.
Christ had descended from heaven and proclaimed His ownership of land and
sea. But then God intervened once more. Despite man's continued rebellion, God
is still long-suffering, still extending His open-arms and waiting for
repentant sinners.
"Seal un what the seven thunders have said, and do not write it doWnP To seal
un a vision is to keep it secret from mankind, in the present case (by a
sequence of thought which is scarcely logical) to leave it unwritten.
"Seal" also means to lay up fast in one's memory, because the realization
is not immediate. Here the seer describes himself- as being prohibited by
a heavenly voice (which reverence leaves as usual undefined) from obeying
his impulse. No reason is assigned. But the plain sense of the passage is
that the author wishes-to justify his omission of a seven-thunder source
or set of visions circulating in contemporary circles of prophecy,(;0:7).
In view of the authoritative character of such fragments John justifies his
procedure by the explanation that he felt inspired to do so, and also to
substitute other oracles. Thus in the middle, as at the onening and end of
his book, John reiterates his prophetic authority. This episode heightens
the effect of what is now to be introduced. It suggest that while John is
to write (I:11) he is to write only what is revealed through the medium
of angels. There was an
of restraint as well as of impulse.
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2. John watches the Angel lifting His hand heavenward, Revelation 10:5.
"Kai o aggelos on eidon wstwta epi tes thalasses kai epi tes ges $ erect:
and on the earth, lifted
"And the angel whcm I saw standing on the sea
up his hand to the heaven."
ten'cheira autou eis ton outanon."
"And the angel which I saw stand upon the sea and upon the earth lifted, up his
right hand to heaven. In the other hand is the book. The action was customary
among the Jews in swearing. (See Gen. 14:22; Deut. 32:40).(For the significance
of"standing unon the sea and upon the earth," see on v2). John resumes the
picture in v2. "Toward heaven", is the customary gesture in taking a solemn
oath.(Also see Daniel 12:7).
John has just heard Him as thunders, then as theipavenly voice instructing Him
to seal up the words of the thunders. And now again his attention is directed
to Him as the angel astride the land and sea. This time John watches the angel
lifting His hand heavenward, preparing to sneak to and for the One on the throne.
This act of lifting His hand identifies Him yet more clearly with the angel seen.
by Daniel (12:7; also 10:5-6). And here in Rev.10:6 we are told that He "sware
by Him that liveth for ever and ever," exactly as the man seen by Daniel had
done. The identification is beyond doubt. This Man is the same one seen by John
at the very beginning of Revelation 1:13-16.
God manifests Himself in varied ways, though always through His Son,(Jn.1:18).
To John, He has already been seen or heard as the glorified Son of man (Rev.1 :13),
As the Creator on His thronel(Rev. 4:21 11). As the Lamb in the midst of the
elders (Rev. 5:6), as the angel with the prayers of all the saints (Rev.8:3),
as a great voice from heaven (Rev. 4:1 ets.). And now as the seven thunders
and the mighty angel of the rainbow crown. He is both infinite and finite, omnipresent and localized, many yet One, Son of God and Son of man.
3.The One who liveth for ever and ever is the Creator on His throne, Rev. 10:6.
"Kai wmosen en tw zwnti eis toes aiwnas twn aiwnwn, os ektisen ton ouranon,
who created the heaven
"And sware by Him who lives to the ages of the ages,
kai -bait en autw, kai ten gen kai ta en aute, kai ten thalassan kai ta en aute,
and the things in it, and the earth and the things in it , and the sea and things in
Oti chronos ouk estai eti."
it. Delay shall be no longer."
"The living One for ages of ages" is a common phrase in the Apocalypse for God
as eternally existing (1:18; 4:9; 10; 15:7). A reference to God's creative activity as seen in Gen. 1:1ff.. There will be no more delay in the fulfillment
of the seventh trumpet (v7), in answer to the question, "How long?"(6:10).
Here the creative acts of God are deliberately conjoined. God's activity in
Creation and Providence would culminate in judgment. "There shall be no further
delay," or time lost. All is ripe now for the end.
What engages John here is the usual point of importance in Apocalyptic literature. "Is it long to the end? Is the future longer than the pist?' It is just
that the time when "the mystery of God shall be finished" is near at hand.The One Whonliveth for ever and everflis the Creator on His throne,(Rev. 4:10-11).
The identification of the Creator is very explicit, and carries us back t o
Genesis 2:1. It is significant that the sworn assurance that there will mon
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be a consummation of all things appeals to the fact that there was a Creation of all things. A universe without a creation would necessarily be one
with no purpose.

4.

Then shall be finished the secret of God, Rev. 10:7.
The final consummation inaugurated by the event of the Messiah (ch 12), is
to take place not later than the period of the seventh angel's trumpet-b last,
which is imminent. The mystery is plainly full of solace and relief to
God's people. The near approach of the end had been for years a matter of
confidence and joy to the Christian prophets - for it is they and not their
predecessors who are specially in view.
The special and solemn contribution of John's Apocalypse is to identify
certain events in the immediate futube with the throes out of which the
final bliss was to be born. These throes include the downfall of the dragon
from heaven, the subsequent climax of the Beast's influence on earth, and
assertion of God's authority over His own and against His foes adheeents
(chs.12 -14:20). The great and glad revelation is God seen in action, with
His forces deployed for the final campaign which, with its issues of
deliverance and triumph (chs.15 -22), forms the climax of this book.
The apotheosis of the Caesars in their life-time - above all, of Domitian
marked the path of human depravity. Divine intervention was inevitable.
"Whenever He is about to begin to sound - the mystery of God". Here apparently the whole purpose of God in human history is meant. God's plans are being
steadily and surely worked out, though we are not able to comprehend them.
The promise of the complete fulfillment of the mystery of God is good news
indeed for the fainting Christian, for it tells of the end of his trials and
the overthrow of his enemies.
"Alla en tais emeraais tes phwnes tou eBdomou aggelou, otan melle
"But in the days of the voice of the seventh
when he is about
angel,
salpizein, kai telesthe to musterion tou Theou, ws eueggelisen
to sound the trumpet, and also should be completed the mystery of God, as he did
tois eautou doulois tois prophetais."
announce glad tidings to his bondmen the prophets."
John receives the promise that there will be no more delay. In the same that
"John was about to write",(Rev.10:4), the seventh angel is "about to sound".
He is not yet quite ready, however. The "second woe" has not yet quite run
its course (Rev. 11;14) and only then will the seventh angel sound his trumpet (Rev. 11:15). The mighty angel has assured John that, even though the
final devastations proclaimed by the seven thunders have been delayed, it will
only be for a brief time.
The seventh trumpet is almoSt ready to blast forth, and while its sound is still
echoing throughout heaven the mystery of God shall also be completed. "The
mystery of God should be fulfilled." The prophets are said to have been assured
of the ultimate completion of the mystery of God.. This mystery refers to the
whole purpose and plan of God.. All such mysteries of God's dealing with men
will finally be resolved and understood during these days of the sounding of
the final trumpet. (See Psalm 72:17).

IV.THE END NOT YET, REVELATION 10:8-11.
"Kai e phwne en ekousa ek tou ouranou, palin lalousa met emou, kai legousa,
"And the voice which I heard out of the heaven, *as again speaking with me, saying,
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Gpaye late toBiBlaridion to enewgmenon.*n to cheiri aggelon tou estwtos
Go, take the little book which is open in the hand of the angel who is standing
epi tes thalasses kai epi tem ges."
on the sea
and on the
earth." (REV. 10:8)
1.A notable document in the hand of this Person, Revelation 10:8.
As the Angel proceeded to set his right foot upon the sea and his left upon the
land, the Apostle saw "in his hand a little book, or roll." This is a marked
feature, and not without important significance. It is an expressive accessory
to the thrilling revelation.
This is the voice mentioned in verse L. It is probably the voice of Christ
Himself. (See v4). "Go and take the little book". It is said of the little
now before us that it "was opened". The "booklet" seems to represent the particular lot of Christ's inheritance which is to be awarded to John and, in
principle, representing- also the annronriate share for each believer.
2. John approached the angel to request the book, Rev. 10:9.
"Kai apelthon pros ton aggelon„ legwn autw, gos moi to BiBlivtdion. Kai
"And I went to the angel, saying to him, 'Give me the little book. And he says
legei moil Tabe kai kataphage auto: kai pikranei sou ten koilian, all
to me, Take and eat un it: and it shall make bitter thy belly, but
en tw etthmati sou estai gluku ws meli."
in thy mouth it shall be as sweet as honey.",
Thus the history of this little book - BiBlion - terminated John, quick to
obey the Voice from heaven, no matter how presumptuous it might seem, immediately approached the angel to request the book. John, translated forward in
time in such a state, could thus move from heaven to earth as commanded. He
"went unto" the angel in this way.
The angel (that is, Christ), receiving his request for the little book, will
immediately giVe it to him. It is his inheritance. But it involves bitter and
sober responsibilities, as well as great blessings.
John is instructed by the angel to eat the book. The prophet absorbs the Word
of God. John makes it his own or identifies himself with it. The Word of God
and the teaching thereof are a great joy, sweeter than honey, a rejoicing of the
heart to the one who truly knows and serves the Lord. But others reject it
bitterly and seek to oppose and destroy its testimony, sometimes even slaying
those who bear its witness. John, however, represents the raptured saints in
heaven, who no longer can be harmed by human persecutors.
The taste of the little book is sweet. Its aftereffects are bitter, The scroll is
very small. This scroll is open. The scroll appears to be very imnortant. But it
is never mentioned again, nor do we learn its contents.
3. The bliss and security of the saints involve severe trials, Rev. 10:10.
"Kai elaBon to BiBlaridion ek tes cheiros tou aggelon, kai katenhgorrauto;
"And I took the little book out of the hand of the angel, and ate up it;
kai en en tw stwmati mou ws meli gluku; kai ote ephagon agto, epikranthe
and it was in my mouth as honey sweet;
and when I did eat it, was made bitter
et koilda mou."
in my belly."
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To assimilate this revelation of divine purpose seems to promise a delightful
experience, but the bliss and security of the saints, he soon realizes, involve severe trials.(See 11:2; 12:13f.). See for them and for catastrophes for
the world. Hence the feeling ofdisrelish with which he views his new vocation
as a seer.
The distasteful experience in put first, in v9, as being the unexpected element
in the situation. The natural order occurs in v10. Before the happy consummation
(v7), a bitter prelude is to come, which is the subject of national and political prophecies. In order to underline his divine commission for this task of
punitive orediction, John recalls his divine inspiration.
The angel, foreseeing the nature of the contents, alludes to the bitterness
first. The writer narrates his experience in the historical order. John gave
prompt obedience to the command. The order of the results is here changed to
the actual experience (sweet in the mouth, bitter in the belly).

4. The

final sentence restates: John's prophetic- mission, Revelation 10:11.
"Kai legei moi, Tei se palin propheterusai epi laois, kai ethnesin, kai
"And he says to me, thou must again prophesy as to people, and nations, and
glwssais, kai Basileusin pollois."
tongues, and kings
many."
"Legousin" - they say - vivid dramatic action in the plural. It is possible
that the allusion is to the heavenly voice (10:4,8) and to the angel (10:9).
Not a new commission (1;19), though now renewed.. "Palin" - again - points to
what has preceded and also to what is to come in 11:15. Here it is predictive
prophecy.

"Legei moi"- he says to me - a reverential way of describing the divine impulse.
Strictly speaking, the revelation assimilated is (10:10-11) opens in ch.12, but
the intervening passage is linked to both. The writer seems not to be moving
with absolute freedom. He has his own end in view, but he reaches it here, as
elsewhere (7:1f) by means of stepping-stones which originally lay in different
surroundings.
"Thou must prophesy again". Because it is laid upon you by God's command. It
is to be done again, because the seer to some extent has already set forth
God's will in the earlier Part of the Book. He is now required to proceed
with the delivery of his message
"Pronhesy4I - is the telling forth of God's message and purposes, and may refer
to past, as well as present, or future events. The sentence refers to the
announcements made in the following part of the Apocalypse. The message is
delivered about peoples, etc. It embraces the whole of mankind (5:9).
This seems a solemn re-enactment of the command delivered in chapter one.
This final verse restates John's prophetic mission. His prophetic ministry
deals with a universal audience. John is undertaking a new prophetic mission
of proclamation. There were still many witnessing Christians alive, and Many
unsaved who might somehow be reclaimed, with hearts not yet hardened. John
must write for these also, as they might yet read the Scrintures in these
closing days.
BIBLIOGRAPHY: SEE SANE AS IN CH.9.
(5 -21-88)
T. ?AUL DEAT(N May 1,1988
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THE

TWO WITNESSES
Revelation 11:1-14

INTRODUCTION;
This passage is one of the most difficult in the book. Revelation is an account
of the wonders of "The LORD'S DAY" - the Day of Judgment. Let us not propose to
explain it of "Man's Day"- the day of the present dispensation. God gave it as
"The Apocalypse of Jesus Christ." let us not try to interpret it as an apocalypse
of human history.
In this eleventh chapter we here have to do with the scenes of miracle and of
'judgment. This chapter relates to thoa7grand and mysterious administrations by
which Christ is to take possession of the earth and clear it of usurpers and
enemies. The way is open to understand all, so far as it is possible to comprehend such wonders beforehand.
It is evident that the events here narrated are of a piece with waht was described
in the preceding chapter 10. It follows directly from it. The connection between
what conclueds chapter ten, and what begins chapter eleven, appears to be as close
as it well could be.
The Angel who before addressed John still continues here to address him. The new
injunction,"Rise and measure", is but a sequel to His previous injunction, "Thou
must pronhesy again." Nye there saw the glorious Angel, which is Christ Himself,
in the sublime attitude of taking possession of the earth, by sitting His feet
upon it, displaying in His hand the title-deed to it, and swearing that there .
should be no more delay.
What now comes before us must, therefore, relate to the same transaction, and to the
time and occurances in which the same is to be carried into effect. It describes to
us the ongoing of the judgment, now rapidly moving to its climax.
Note the change made in the attitude of John. Having beheld the Angel, John is
withdrawn from the position of a mere seer and made an actor. A voice from heaven
directs John to take the document from the: Angel's hand, to eat it, and so to
make it his own by incorporating it with his very being. Next it is announced to
John:"Thou must prophesy again upon the peopIesland nations, and tongues, and
kings many." John acts the part in the apocalyptic scenes which pertains to the
whole body of believers to which he belongs.
John is an Apostle, sand
John is it heaven at the
shown to be in heaven at
resurrected, translated,
ones are we therefore to
ance to be; in whom also

hence a divinely constituted representative of the Church.
the time, and so a representative of the Church thus
the time the vision is fulfilled, -- that is, of the
and glorified saints. To the whole body of redeemed
understand this giving of the title-deed of the inheritit forever after inheres.

But as John receives and eats the little book as the representative of the
glorified saints, it is as the self-same representative of the self-sane saints,
that it is said to him: "Thou must prophesy again." Also, "Rise and measure the
tennle of God, and altar, and those who worshin in it." If so, then we have the
key to the whole case. There breaks in upon us a glorious light for the right
internretation of this otherwise very difficult olssage. To prophesy is to exercise the functions of a witness for God.
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DISCUSSION:
I. THE EXTENT AND

ulaT OF THE TRUE CHURCH OF GOD ARE CIEARLY DEFINED, REV.11:1-2.

1.The office assigned in this particular instance, Rev. 11:1
"Kai edothe moi kalamos omoios raBoir„ legwn, Egeirai, kai metresom ton
"And was given to me a reed like a staff, saying, Rise, and measure the
naon tou Theou, kai to Thusiasteriam„ kai taus proskunountaa en autw.."
and those who worship in
it."
Temple of God, and the Altar,
At the time of John's experience on Patmos, the magnificent Temple t4gt had
once been the beauty of Jerusalem was merely a twenty-five year old memory.
John, in fact, had been present with Jesus on the Mount of Olives. when
Christ had prophesied its destruction, saying: "There shall not be left
here one stone upon another, that shall not be thrown down„u(Matt. 2142 ).
The prophecy had been fulfilled by the Roman armies in 70 A.D.
Though John could not know this when he wrote, over twenty centuries wollid
come and go after his death, before the Temple would reappear. But one day
it would be built again, and this is the Temple in the Book of Revelation
taht John was allowed to see.
2. Christ is ultimately the One who has allowed the New Temple to be constructed.
"Iegwn edothe" - "Saying, come up and measure the Temple of God..." The
altar stood outside the inner shrine - it was that of burnt-offering. Measure
those who worship there in the inner courts.
The outer court is to be left out of account. Exclude it as worthy of attention.
It has been assigned in the Divine counsel to the heathen. It is unworthy
of attention. For the heathen shall trample on the holy city itself for two
and forty months.
We are not told by whom the reed is given. "Kalamos omoios raBoiru--reed
like a staff. In ch.21 the angel has the reed, and so also in Ezekied 4C4
Also reference to the outer court is in v17. The reed is for a measuring
line. And the angel stood, saying,"legwn"-saying - is used absolutely.
"Rouse and measure the temple of God". It is imperative. "Naos"- Temple is the shrine or dwelling-nlace of God. It is the inner temple, as distinguish(' from the outer court next mentioned. It is used for the faithful portion of the Church of Christ. Command is given to St. John in
order to direct his attention to the size of the Church of God. This is
the common meaning of the expression throughout the Bible.(See Zech.2:1e5).
(Also see ch. 21:15).
The "New Temple" must be interpreted symbolically, It is the dwelling-place
of God, the place in which God is worshipped. That is, the multitude of true
believers in Christ, or the faithful church. John is bidden to.measure it,
in order to sustain the faith and hbpe of himself and his hearers.
It is nlaced in antithesis to the outer-court, the faithless portion of the
visible Church of God, which is given over to the Gentiles - the type of all
that is worldly. And the altar, and them that worship therein. The altar of
incense alone stood within the uNAOS" "Temple of God." "Them that worship
therein" directs our attention to the individual members of the one body which
collectively is"the Temple", the "Naas."
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3. The glorified saints: are the chief actorsF.
It is John who receives the commission and the equipment. "And measure those
who worship in it." The glorified saints in general are included. St. John
is taken out of the position of a mere spectator and made an actor in what
is narrated. i-Ohnifs o411 and transfer to heaven, described in the fourth
chapter, set forth tne catching up into the aerial spaces all God's ready
and waiting saints when once the time for the fulfillment of these wonders
has come.
The giving and the command are to John, whilst in the fulfillment they are
to the Whole body of glorified saints.. John here stands in place of the
saints. (See I Cor. 6:2; Psalm 149:5-9).
The office assigned in this particular instance, is the measuring of the
temple and the altar of God, and those who worship therein. Measuring is
a judicial act - the laying down of lines and borders which are to mark and
determine dimensions and boundaries.. It is the sign of appropriation.
When it is proposed to take possession, and to have things put to their
purpose, men begin to measure. And so when the Triumphant Redeemer is
about to enter upon the inheritance, He gives command to measure. What is
measured is from that moment His.
The first things thus measured are
pers in that Temple At this house
lous catching away of God's people
chapters of this book. This is the

the Temple, the Altar, and the worshipjudgment begins by the sudden and miracuto the sky, as we saw in the earlier
mystic Temple in heaven.

Note the worshippers were to be measured as well as the tmeple. This type
of measurement has to do with spiritual standards rather than Physical. The
temple and its altar and its worshippers are to be evaluated in terms of
their conformity to God's sniritual criteria. John is to be the one who
measures (or judges) them.
God judges His own people first to cleanse and purify them. Then He judges
His enemies to punish and banish them. The judgment seat of Christ, where
Christians are purged and prepared for eternal service in the kingdom of
God, takes place a thousand years before the judgment of the great white
throne, where unbelievers are separated from God forever in the lake of
fire. The reconstructed temple in Jerusalme is based on a covenant made by
Israel with a godless dictator.
4. The outer enclosuere is not to be reckoned as a part of the divinely masurement,v2,
"But the court which is without the temple leave out, and measure it not;
for it is given unto the Gentiles." "Cast out. It hath been given."
"Kai ten aulen ten eswthen tou nathu ekBale ezw, kai me auten metreses;
"And the court which is within the temnle cast out, and not it measure;
oti edothe tois wthnesinl kai ten polin ten agian patesousin menas
because it was given up to the nations, and the city holy shall they tramnle
tessarakinta duo."
upon months forty two."
Traditionally, Gentiles were allowed to enter the outer courtyard surrounding the temple but never into the temple itself. This area was not to be
included in John's measurement. That is, it was the judgment of Israel,
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not that of the Gentiles, with which he was to be concerned at this point.
Jerusalem first, Babylon later would feel God's wrath. Gentiles, furthermore,
would retake Jerusalem and would still "tread it under foot" for three and
a half years. All the time the sounding of the seventh trumpet continued to
echo across the world.
This temple will be the fourth temple built in Jerusalem. The first was
built by Solomon, the second temple was built under Zerublabbel, the third
was built by Herod. Each in turn had been destroyed by invading Gentiles.
The third temple - the one in which John himself had worshipped - was levelled to the ground by the Roman armies commanded by Titus in A.D. 70. Ever
since that time, the temple and Jerusalem itself had been under Gentile
domination.
Christ had prophesied of the Jews' long exile in Luke 21:24. Israel had
been finally reestablished as a nation in 1948 and had regained most of
the city of Jerusalem itself in the Six Day War in 1967. However, the
temple site, the most vital part of Jerusalem, remained under Moslem
control.
"The court outside the temple; leave out, for it is given over to the
nations." "The court which is without the temple" was entered only by
the Jews. Here it signifies part of the Church, but that part which was
separated from the true believers known as the inner circle, and given
over to the world. Here it is symbolized by the Gentiles.
The Gentiles throughout the Apocalypse signifies that portion of mankind
which is left when the true Church. of God is withdrawn, and therefore which
embra ces the unrighteous part of mankind in contrast to the godly,(See 2:26;
14:8; 16:19; 18:23; 22:22).
"Do not measure the court outside the temple." The court is the uncovered
yard outside the house. There were usually two courts. One was between the
door and the street, the outer court. The other was the inner court surrounded by the buildings,(See Mark 14:66). This is here the outer court,
"which is without the temple", outside of the sanctuary, but within the
"hieron" - area - where the Gentiles could go carrying out the imagery of
the Jerusalem temple. "leave without" - literally "cast out" or cast without.
This outer court is left to its fate.
In Herod's Temple the the outer court was marked off from the inner by:
"the middle wall of partition",(Eph.2:15), beyon which a Gentile could not
go. In this outer court was a house of prayer for the Gentiles,Mk.11:17).
Now John is to cast it out and leave to its fate to be profaned by the
Gentiles.
"They shall tread under foot." Here it means to trample with contempt as
in Luke 21:2)4, even the holy city (Hatt.4:5). The language may be merely
symbolical. Forty-two months occurs in three forms in the Apocalypse.
See here 11:2; 13:5; 1260 days, 11:3; and 12:6. Time, times, and time and a
triumph of
half-time or 32 years.. This period covers the duration of
the Gentiles. This is they shall tread the holy city underfoot.
John describes the fate in store for the typical Jerusalem,(Lk.21:2)). The
mention of the Gentiles or nations leads to the onnression of the faithful
by the world. John is warned not to exnept irmtunity from persecution by world.
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This period of three and a half years is certainly symbolical. It is the
half of the seven years - a perfect number. It therefore denotes a broken,
uncertain period. It denotes. a space of time which is certainly finite,
but the end of which is uncertain. This seems to point necessarily to the
period of the world's existence during Ahich the Church is to suffer
oppression. This neriod is mentioned in v3; in 12:6; 12:14; 13:5. The time
signified appears to be the period of the world's existence.. We see its
natural meaning, in connection with the number seven.
THE DAYS OF THEIR PROPHECY, REVELATION 11:3-6.
1.The Two Witnesses, Revelation ,Rev. 11:3.
"Kai dwsw tois dusin martusin mou, kai propheteusousin emeras chinas
"And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy days a
diakosias ezekonta, periBeBlemenoi sakkoua."
thousand two hundred and sixty,elothed in sackcloth."
These witnesses are not presented to John in a vision. They are described
to him by the glorious Angel, who is the Lord Jesus Himself. The account
we have of them is not John's account, but it is Christ's account, given
in Christ's own words. The narrative brings together into one account the
whole history, some of the details of vhich relate to agencies and scenes
which are only afterwards described in full. The Beast who makes war with
these two Witnesses, and slays them, is nqt seen coming up till we reach
the thirteenth chapter. The whole story of these Witnesses isr repeated
separately from everything, else, in a different manner, and somewhat in
advance of some of its connections.
These Witnesses are two in number -"Dusin Martusin". The duality is three
times repeated, and is an essential part of the record. Why Two, we do not
really know. Both the Gospel and the Law calls for two witnesses to establish imnortant truthl(Deut. 17:6; Matt. 18:16). God generally sets His witnesses in pairs, as Moses and Aaron, Peter and John, etc. The TweAve and
the Seventy, "two by two". Maybe "two" could better uphold each other than one.
2. These witnesses: are two persons
Only 3i years or 1260 days end their testimony. They are arrayed in sackcloth all this time they preach. These Viatnesses-prophesy. This is the work
of persons. These Witnesses wear clothing of sackcloth, of which we read
much in the Scriptures, but always of persons. They work miracles and execute judgments, but nothing of the sort is ever predicted of anything but
personal agents. These Witnesses are introduced as two individual men.
Their influence and authority are derived from God. The function of these
two Witnesses is defined as "prophecy".
Jesus identifies these two men as "M'r Witnesses", as though they were known
to Him and serving Him long before. They are men, however, and not angels is
obvious from the fact that they die. They are probably two of God's faithful
witnesses from former ages, sent back to witness again in the final age.
These Two Men are prophets of judgment to the whale world, both Jew and Gentile
They would need to be men who h4d not yet died ever. Note. Hebrews 9:27,
"It is appointed unto men once to die." All these considerations point
clearly to the patriarch Enoch who walked with God and God took him, and
also the Elijah who was also taken alive by God to heaven.
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3. Their

authority and influence are derived from God, Revelation 11:4.
John makes his own use of the symbolism. Here the two olive trees and
the candlesticks are identical. The men's dress suited the. message.

Elijah was taken into heaven without dying,(2Kings 2:11). Enoch is the
only other man in all human history, besides Elijah, who was taken directly
into heaven in his natural body without dying. "By faith Enoch was translated
that he should not see death,"(Hebrews 11:5). Neither he nor Elijah were
given immortal bodies when they were translated, however, because it was
necessary for Christ first to die for their sins and rise again. (See I Corinthians 15:22-23).
Thus Enoch and Elijah have been waiting in heaven in their natural bodies
through all the intervening ages since their respective translations. It
seems most probable that these Two are Christ's two witnesses, sent to
earth again in the last days to complete their prophetic testimonies to an
ungodly world just before Christ returns.
"Outoi eisin ai duo elaiai, kai duo luchniai ai enwpion tou Theou tes
"These are the two olive trees, and the two lampstands which before the God
ges estwsai."
of the earth stand."
Enoch's message or testimony could well be that of Jude v14-15. Enoch and
Elijah are appropriate selections for this peculiar ministry in the last
days. From Adam to Abraha9,- about 2000 years - the first period of human
history, God was dealing with the world of mankind as a whole. Next period
was from Abraham to Christ - the second 2000 years of human history - , God
was dealing primarily with the chosen nation Israel.
It is significant thetEnoch's prophetic ministry was to the first group and
that he preached and was translated during about the middle of the "Gentile"
(or nations) epoch of history. Elijah's ministry was to Israel-, and he
preached and was translated at about the middle of the period from Abraham
to Calvary.
The third major period of history is the Church age, also about 2000 years
in duration, during which the members of Christ's Church, through the prophetic
written lii9rsireach to both Jews and Gentiles. This age will be terminated by
the rapture of the Church. During the tribulation, with the Church no longer
on earth, God will send back His two greatest prophets of the two former
ages 130 renew and to complete their respective testimonies to Gentiles and
Jews, proclaiming to the Whole ungodly world the mighty judgments of God..
After living in their natural flesh in heaven for an average of over 31
thousand years, they -(Enoch and Elijah)- will preach again on earth for
a final 3z years, and then finally be put to death for 32 days.
These two witnesses are said to have been "standing with God or before God"
back in the days of Zechariah.Here is evidence that these two Witnesses have
been living in former ages. Zechariah had been granted a series of remarkable
visions, which evidently had a twofold anplication.
One of these visions was of a golden candlestick with seven lamps, flanked
by two olive trees yielding golden oil for the lamps. The olive trees were.
interpreted as "the two anointed ones that stand by the Lord of the whole earth."
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Thus these two Witnesses were"standing by the Lord" long before John's time.
These two great Men were peculiarly men accustomed to being in God's presence.
When they were on earth before l .it was said that "walked with God, (Genesis
And Elijah first introduced himself thus:"As the Lord of Israel liveth, before
whom I stand," (I Kings 17:10. They have continued close in God's presence
throughout the ages. Their responsibilities has been no less immediate and
passionate in heaven than it had been on earth.
Zechariah had seen them in vision as two mighty olive trees, each bearing an especially strong and fruitgul "Branch" which perpetually emptied its golden oil
into a golden bowl on the apek of a golden lampstand, from which coursed the
oil through seven pipes to the sevn lamps on the hmpstand. The AhoIe apparatus thus symbolized the divine Light to anithrough the chosen nation Israel,
all energized by the Spirit of God.
The Two Witnesses were also called "the two candlesticks" as well as the "two
olive trees." One candlestick represents Enoch's witness to the nations, and
the other Elijah's witness to Israel. The Lord Jesus Christ called them "My
Two Witnesses'; indication that these Two bore a special relationship to Him
which was not shared byotluer witnesses.
These were the Two Witnesses that had stood by God for long ages, sharing His
great concern and love for those who loved Him, but also sharing God's wrath
against those who despised and rejected Him.:,These Men had stood by God in the
days of their faesh, in the midst of their own ungodly generations.
After their translation to heaven, they stood by God in His dealings with their
brethren through the centuries, with just this intriguing glimpse provided
for us here in Zechariah's vision:"These ace the Two Anointed Witnesses that
stood by the Lord of the whole earth,"(Zech.4:14).
It is just speculation, but it seems possible that they may even stood by Jesus
when He died and rose again. On the morning of the Empty Tomb, it is rerm rkable
that Two Men were standing by. "And they entered in, and found not the body of
the Lord Jesus. And it came to pEss, as they were much perplexed thereabout, behold,
two men stood by them in shining garments,"(Luke 24:3-4).
Similarly there were two men standing by at Jesus' Ascension back to heaVen.
"And while they looked steadfastly toward heaven as Jesus went up, behold, two men
stood by them in white apparel," (Acts 1:10). Now the time had finally come,
however, when Christ's Two faithful Witnesses must return to earth to "finish
their testimony l v7). They had stood by Him: Now,surely,Christ would stand
by them.
Ii.The fire of their witness, Revelation 11:5
ei tis autous: thele adikesai, purekporeuetai ek tou stomatos autm,
"And if anyone them should will to injure, fire goes out of mouth their,
kai katesthiei tous echrous autwn. Kai ei tis autous thele adikesai,
and devoure their enemies.
And if anyone them should will to inburel
autws dei auton apoktanthenai."
thus must he be killed."
It is the fire of their witness, which refines and purifies and convinces some.
It is also the fire of condemnation, which follows those who reject the testimony.
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"Thele adikesai"- if anyone wants to hurt - It is impossible to hurt these
two witnesses till they do their work. The fire proceeding out of the mouths
of the witnesses is like Elijah's experience (II Kings 1:10). "Katesthiei"devours or eats down their enemies. These two chief witnesses will be protected from all harm during the 3z years of their testimony.
Their daily pronouncements of condemnation and warning, in addition to the
miracles of judgment which they called forth on the earth, will make them
feared and hated above all men before them, and many attempts will be made
on their lives. But they will be invulnerable and they will have the power
to slay their enemies merely by a spoken word as though a consuming fire
were leaping from their tongues. Such power is manifest otherwise only by
Christ Himself (2 Thess.2:8; Rev. 2:16; 19:15).
Furthermore, in whatever manner anyone seeks to hurt them, he himself will be
slain by an analogous judgment. These are no meek apostles from the Christian
faith (I Kings 18:37-38; 2K. L;10.12). To stop rain was equivalent to a punishment for iniquity,M. 17:20-22).

5. Execution

of the prophetic office, Rev. 11:6.
"To shut the heaven" as Elijah did by prayer, (I . K.17:1). The period of the
drouth in Elijah's time was 32 years, just as the period here. Here it is the
execution of the prophetic office - not the gift of prophecy. The whole verse
is descriptive of the powere entrusted to Elijah and Moses, and is intended
to convey the idea that the power which supported them would likewise support
these Two Ibiiitnesses.

"Outoi echousin zousian kleisai ton ouranon, ina me Breche uetoa en
"These have the authority to shut the heaven, that no may fall rain in the
etmerais autwn tes propheteias; kai ezousian echousin epi twn udatwn,
days of their prophecy;
and authority they have over the waters,
strephein auta eis aima, kai pataeai ten gim, pase plege, osakis can
to turn them into blood, and to smite the earth with every plague, as often as
theleswsin." (they may will)."
Not only do these Two Prophets have miraculous power.tCdefend themselves
against all enemies, but also to call forth great plagues on the earth. First
of all, they call for the greateSt drought ever experienced on earth. The
"days of their prophecy are a thousand, two hundred and three-score days",(v3)-.
So it will not rain for 32 years. (See James 5:17).
Besides the punishments which are to fall on the ungodly,. it is the case that
the rejection of God's will is followed on this earth by troubles which would
be avoided were men to listen to the witness borne of Him.
These are evil times of great affliction and sorrow for God's true ministers.
This is signified by their habit of girding themselves in sackcloth. It is
times of sunernaturalism and miracle when we meet Enoch and Elijah moving and
ministering among men. In all these wonders of . the Apocalypse we have to do
with "The Day of the Lord," and the winding up of all the affairs of this
present world. Judgment is hastening to its culmination. Elijah is to be sent
immediately "before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord;" that
immediately is anterior to the outpouring of GoWs consuming wrath upon the
wicked in its highest stress and fulness, while the woes of judgment are hurling
through the world all ready for the final consummating act.
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THE BEAST, REVELATION 11:7-14

1. The beast is a man, the AntiChrist, Rev. 11:7.
"Kai otan teleswsin ten marturian, to therion to anaBainon ek tea aBussou
"And When, they shall have completed their testimony, the beast who comes. up out
poinsei poiemommet autwn, kai nikesei autous, kai anoktenei autous."
of the abyss will make war with them, and will overcome them, and kill them."
"Whenever they finish, the wild beast comes out of the abyss" of 9:1f." Nothing
less than "AntiChrist will satisfy the picture here. It is more the picture
of single combat (416). "He shall overcome them." The victory of the beast
over the Two Witnesses is certain, as in Daniel 7:21.
When the Two witnesses work is done they are massacred - not till then; like
their Lord, (Lk.. 13:31f.). They are insured by loyalty to their task. The best
comment upon this is the description of John Bunyan's jury in Vanity Fair and
their verdict.
This beast "from the abyss" is introduced as a familiar figure - an editorial
and prophetic reference to the beast "from the abyss" in 17:8 or from the
"abyss and the sea"(13:1). This was the haunt and home of demons (Lk.6:310,
unless he is identified with the sunernatural fiend and foe of 9:2,11.
The beast wars with the witnesses here (as ir0;9; 12:17) in a single combat
or battle, and vanquishes or kills them.. But it is the city, and not the beast
who is punished (v13). And we are not told how or why this conflict took place.
Some think the beast is Satan manifested in the AntiChrist.
Now for the first time in "Revelation", we meet this amazing chatactar known as
"the beast". He is a man, not a demon, even though ,he has ascended, out of the
great abyss and is Satanncontrolled,(Rev.13:2,18). Satan enables him to gain
great power.
The Two Witnesses have merely finished their testimony. So the beast becomes
successful. Satan's man has conquered God's man. The people of the world are
free to live as they please without fear of retribution .from a suddenly impotent-Christ . But "They repented not,"(9:20). They rejoiced in the victory of
the beast. Little will they underStand that the Two Witnesses have merelYttfinished their testimony." The 1260 days are completed.
The beast is the AntiChrist. He will openly blaspheme and oppose Christ, boasting that)p has received his authority from Satan and that he and his master
will soon depose God and His Christ. Note Revelation 13:1-6, it seems he may
have occurred in his pseudoresurrection near the end of the first-half of the
tribulation.. He puts an end to the career of the Two Witnesses, then the whole
woiad will marvel and gladly submit to his authority.
2. These Witnesses are immortal until their work is done, Rev. 11:8.
Notice what becomes of them. Their ministry, crowded with miracles from
beginning to end, iu very brief -.32 years. How they are nourished is not told
us. Elijah was supernaturally fed when he was on, earth the first time. But when their work is finished they become vaniquishabie and are vanished. The
form of death that they die is not described. Beheading is the ordinary mode
of eXecution under the AntiChrist,(Rev. 20:4). It is inferred that these
witnesses are killed.
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""Kai ta ptwmata autwm epi tes plateias polews tes megales, etis kaleitai
"And the bodies their will be on the street of city the great, which is called
pneumatikws Swdoma kai aiguptos, opou kai o Kurios emomestraurwthe."
spiritually Sodom and Egypt, where also the Lord our was crucified."
Jerusalem, the holy city, the city of peace and the temple of God, is also the
city where God's prophets die and their Lord is crucified. These two greatest
prophets must also die in Jerusalem, their testimony refused even by God's
chosen people. It is there the armies of the befit will finally apprehend and
slay them and leave their bodies unburied in the stree for all their enemies
to see. A reference is to the fact of Christ's crucifixion in Jerusalem.
God's servants are rejected and cast aside, as so much refuse! The "great city"
is Jerusalem, an identification favoured by (a) an incidental O.T. camparisons
of the Jews to Sodom (Jer. 23:1h). (11 Also a passage like Luke 13:33, "It wouldn't do for a prophet of God to be killed except in Jerusalem." The seduction
of the Jews by a false messiah (Jn..5:43) was quite a reasonable expectation.
Here the Two Prophets are expected or supposed to preach repentance to the
heathen world and eventually to be killed.
An indication of the moral degeneracy of Jerusalem at this time is indicated
by its "spiritual" hame, Sodom and Egypt. The holy city of Jerusalem has become
so wicked that it is called by the Holy Spirit and all spiritually-minded believers by the name associated with its terrible behaviour - "Sodom and Egypt".
This indicates the wicked character which the city of Jerusalem has taken on.
Sodom has been identified for 4000 years with its sexual perversion. Egypt is
associated since Moses with its persecution of God's people.

3. Their dead bodies are denied sepulture, Revelation 11:9.
"Kai Blepsonsin ek twn lawn kai phuIwn kai glwsswrr kai ethnwn ta ptwmata
"And shall see some of the ppople and tribes and tongues and nations their bodautwn emeras treis kai emisu, kai ta ptwmata autwn ouk aphesousinatethenai
ies their days three and a half, and their bodies not they will suffer to be
eis mnemata."
put into tombs."
The climax of pagan malice is the refusal to let the bodies of the martyrs be
buried by their friends. The rendering of burial honors to the dead was a mat-.._
ter of great moment in the ancient world. To be denied pious burial meant ignominy in the memory of this world and penalties in the next.
These Two Witnesses are treated as the murdered high priests, Ananus and Jesus,
were handled by the Jewish mob in the seventh decade. The onlookers, who evidently sympathize with AntiChrist, include pagans as well as Jews. Three and a
half days indicate the broken seven. This trait shows that their fate was not
modelled on that of Jesus.
It is the one Kihich is spiritually called Sodom and Egypt.""Spirituallyuconsidered, Jerusalem in apostasy is Sodom, and is repaatedly so called by the
prophets,(Isa.1:9-10). So also is it "spiritually" likened to an Egypt, be- .
cause of its idolatries,(Ezek. 231374). 'Where also their Lord was crucified",
was none other than the literal Jerusalem. The main description is a moral one.
But it is also local and geographic to distinguish the city now in question
from great Babylon. Everything betokens that we are on Jewish soil, and have
to do with the Jewish capital. There the dead bodies of these Two Witnesses
are exposed.
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L. Great

joy is experienced over their death, Rev. 11:10.
"Kai oi katoikountes epi tes ges charousin ep autous:, kai euphranthe"And they that dwell on the earth will rejoice over them, and will make
sontai, kai dwra pempsioysin allelois, oti outoi, oi duo prophetai,
merry, and gifts will send to one another, because these, the two prophets,
eBasanisan toua katoikountas epi tes ges."
tormented them that dwell upon the
earth."
For the non4:.Christian world will make merry with a jolly mind over the
cessation of the activity of the Two Prophets. They will no longer have to
endure the prophecies (11:3ff) and dread miraclea‘11:5f) of these Two
Prophets.
Men are hyperbolically represented as congratulating one another on getting
rid of these obnoxious prophets with their vexatious words and works, which
hitherto had baffled opposition. Another naive Oriental touch is that their
victims exchange presents in order to celebrate the festive occasion.

Three days and a half the holy Prophets lie in death, their corpses a public
spectacle, their killing celebrated as a general benefaction. Three years and
a half these Prophets prophesied. Now three days and a half they lie under the
power of death.
The great prince has conquered Christ, and
any more,(Rev. 13:4). The beast will rule,
been vanquished by him. The two tormenting
of Jerusalem. All the peoples of the world
The beast's triumph is complete.

so no one can make war with him
in Satan's name forever. Death has
prophets lie dead in the streets
are rejoicing in his victory..

5. But

the Two Prophets do not remain dead, Revelation 11:11.
"Kai meta tas treis wneraa kai emisu, Pneuma Zwes ek tou Theou eiseltherr
"And after the three days and a half, the Spirit of life from God did enter
ep autous, kai estesan epi tous podas autwn, kai phuBos megas epesen.epi
upon
into them, and they stood upon feet their;
and fear great fell
tous thewrountas autous."
those beholding them."

"The breath of life from God entered into them,"(See Ezekiel 37:5,10). The dead
bones lived again. The prophecy has here become fact. They stood upon their
feet.. "The spectators were panic-stricken."
The extraordinariness of the death and resurrection harmonizes well with with
the extraordinariness of the history of Enqich and Elijah throughout. Of old,
they left the world as no other mortal ever did, and here they are resurrected in a band by themselves, and under circumstances quite differing from all
other resurrections.
Whilst their exposed corpses were being watched and guarded by men overjoyed
at their destruction, those lifeless frames took vitality again. The Spirit
of life from God re-entered them, and they arose from their prostration, and
stood upright, gazing around upon the terrified people who beheld them, and
flashing a fresh and still deeper alarm into the guilty souls late so joyous
over their death. These Holy Messengers had completed their work on earth, and
Jesus Himself -was now to be their avenger. By the power of God life is restored
to them, even a higher and a more'glorious life.
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6.Heaven immediately recalls them, Revelation 11:12.
"Kai ekousan phwnen megalen ek tou ouranou, legousan autois, AnaBete wde.
"And they heard a voice great out of the heaven, saying to then„ Come up hither.
Kai aneBbsan eis tud ouranon, enpte nephele, kai ethewresan) autoua oi
And they went up to the heaven in the cloud; and beheld them their enemies,"
e chthroi autwrr."
The ascension of these Two Witnesses is
in the presence of a few friends as with
Jesus did (Acts 1:9) and like Elijah (2
brated before their enemies and is like
I Thessalonians ):17.

in full view of their enemies, not just
Christ, (Acts 1:9). "In a cloud", as
K.2:11). Their triumph is openly celethe rapture described by Paul in

They stood by Christ in their testimony, faithful unto death. And Christ now
rewards their fidelity, receives them to Himself, and crowns them among His
heavenly princes.
People who would not believe in the Resurrection and Ascension of Christ for
their hope and consolation, are now compelled to witness the resurrection and
ascension of His last Two Witnesses, to their horror and dismay. The record
is literal. When Jesus ascended two friends stood by as Christ's friends gazed
after Him in tearful wonder and adoration. These holy men lingered by with
words of promise and comfort.
Here there is another gazing into heaven, as these Two Witnesses go up. But the
gazers now are the murderous foes. Marvels follow here also. But they are
marvels of dddgment These are executioners of divine vengeance with signs
of doom show their presence.
"Come up hither." Not only did the viewers see the spirits of the prophets
return from God into their bodies. They also heard a thunderous voice roar
from heaven, speaking to the risen saints. Having finally died, Christ's Two
Witnesses are now alive forevermore, like Christ is. Their service on earth
is done, and they now can return to His presence.
7.Marvels of judgment, Rev. 11:13.
"Kai en ekeine to wra egeneto seismos megas, kai to dekaton Ices polews
"And in that hour there was earthquake a great, and the tenth of the city: '
epesen, kai apektanthesan en tw seismw onomata anthrwpMb chiliades epta. Kai
fell, and there were killed in the earthquake names of men thousand seven. And
oi loipoi emphoBoi egenonto, kai edwkan duzan tw Theou tou ouranou."
the rest afraid became,
and gave glory to the God of the heaven."
Earthquakes are often as a symbol of great upheavals in social and spiritual
order (Swete) as in Ezekied
Mark 13:8. "Became terrified"- A general
movement toward Christianity, induced by fear or despair. When they saw the
earthquake they recognized God's nower. It was God's punishment for sin.
While the people were still staring into heaven in awe, the earth began to quake
terribly, just as it had at the resurrection of Christ,(Matt.28:2). No one
could doubt that the One whose voice had cone from heaven a few moments before
had also sent the earthquake. This could he none other than the very God of
heaven, who was now demonstrating His great power. The Two Witnesses had stood
by "the God of the earth",(Rev.11:t). Now "the God of heaven" had stood by them.
The unbelieving multitude had been forced ro give glory to God of heaven.
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8. The third woe is the consummation of woes, Revelation 11:14.
"H ouai E deutera apelthenn idon, E ouai e trite erchetai tachu."
Lo, the woe the third cone quickly."
l'itioe the second is past:
The second woe is the sixth trumpet (9:12) with the two episodes attached
(10:1-11:13). The third woe (He ouai he trite) as in 9:12 is the seventh
trumpet, which nowucometh quicklym(erchetai tachu)-see 12:20. Usually
pointing to the PRrousia. This Seventh Trumpet blast ushers in the final
stage (I Cor.15:52) of the divine purpose.
But what immediately follows is, by anticipation, a celestial reflex of the
Last Judgment which is characteristically deferred till "the various underplots
of God's providence4Alford) are worked out. The announcement of it starts in
exultant song of praise in heaven.
God knew how to say what He meant, add God-really means what He has said. To
the Exalted Master each person must answer. "Behold the third woe cometh."
Thus the seventh comes quickly. When events have progressed so far that the
faithful Church is ascended to heaven with Her Lord, then immediately follows
the eternal rest set forth under the seventh trumpet.
This period is described as "The Third Woe", because it is the period of the
final punishment of the wicked. And it is the judgment of the ungodly which
is the theme of the trumpet-visions, although mention is incidentally made of
the preservation and reward of the just. This is the time foretold in ch.10:7.
The period of the seventh seal is recorded but not described. So here,in the
case of the seventh trumpet, its advent is recorded, and its nature is indicated in v18, but no further description is given of the woe. Only a slight
reference is given to the bliss of those who are secure in heaven. John does not
attempt to complete the picture of either the blessings of heaven or the woes
of hell.
This announcement (11:14) probably marks the midpoint of the seven-year tribulation period. The ministry of the Two Witnesses, which had endured for threeand-a-half years (11:3), is now at an end, and the full reign of the beast will
occupy the last three-and-a-half years,(Revelation 12:6,14; 136)g.
This announcement was made from heaven by the same angel who had first pronounced the coming of the "three woes" to "the inhabitants of earth", calling
it out with a loud voice,"flying through the midst of heaven"(Rev. 8:13).
The first woe had been the plague of demonic scorpion locusts (Rev.9:12). The
second woe had occupied over thirteen months, including the scourge of the
200 milion devil-horsemen as well as the continuing judgments of the Two
Witnesses. Finally, there is to be the great earthquake that had fallen on
Jerusalem.
Now the last woe is about to come. It will be worse than any previous judgment,
since it is the same as the judgment of the seventh trumpet, which will include
all seven of the "vial judgments",(Revelation 16). It will span the last half
of the tribulation, climaxing in the destruction of all wicked men, and the
complete purging and renewal of the earth itself.
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THE SEVENTH TUMFET - VICTORY
Revelation 11:15-19
INTRODUCTION:
Now that John has shown us the little scroll and the Two Prophets, he returns to the
trumpet visions. We have mistakenly expected the end with the blowing of the Seventh
Trumpet. Half of the Book remains. John has not misled us. In a sense the end has
come. The opening of the Seventh Seal brought silence in heaven (8:1); the blowing
of the Seventh Trumpet brings loud voices in heaven. The loud voices announce "It
has happened&" The people of God have longingly and impatiently awaited God's
assertion of His kingly reign over the whole world. It has happened!
DISCUSSION:
I. THE KINGDOM HAS COVE, REV. 11:15
1.The seventh trumpet
There was silence in heaven upon the opening of the seventh seal (8:1. But
here are "great voices". John understood what was said. "Egeneto" -Is become already a fact. This is the certain and glorious outcome of the age-long
struggle against Satan, who wields the kingdom of the world which he offered
to Christ on the mountain for one act of worship. But Jesus scorned partnership
with Satan in the rule of the world, and chose war up to the hilt and to
the end. Now the climax has come with Christ as Conqueror of the kingdom of
this world for His Father.
"Kai o eBdomos aggelos esaloisen, kai egensnto phwnai megalai en tw our"And the seventh angel sounded his trumpet; and were voices great in the heavanw, legousai, Egenonto ai Basileiai tou kosmou tou kuriou emwn, kai
en, saying, Are become the kingdoms of the world our Lord's, and His Christ's,
tou Christou autou, kai Basileusei eis tous aiwnas tern aiwnwn."
and He shall reign to the ages of the ages."
This is the crowning lesson of the Apocalypse. "He shall reign",Basileusei.
God shall reign, but the rule of God and of Christ is one as the Kingdom is
one,(I Cor. 15:27). Jesus is the Lord's Anointed,(Lk.2:26; 9:20).
2. Great voices in heaven utter themselves, 11:15b.
"There were loud voices shouting down from heaven.# There is a great outcry,
a giving forth of mighty intimations. There is tremendous commotion. Even
eternity cannot keep quiet when this crisis comes. The inhabitants of glory
have seen too much of earth, its behavior toward God, and God's doings for
it, not to be excited when the final termination is announced. Their silence
breaks, and heaven rings with mighty voices.
We learn about these voices from the succeeding narrative. One is the voice,
as the voice of many waters, and as a voice of great thunder, as the voice of
harpers harping with their harps, and pouring forth a new song in the presence
of the throne.
Another is the voice of a mighty angel flying in mid-heaven, calling loud enough
for every nation, a nd tribe, and tongue and people to hear. Others are the voices of angels shouting the fall of great Babylon, and the fate of them that
worship the Beast.
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Another is the voice crying the blessedness of the dead. Others again are
the loud voices calling for the thrusting in of the sickle for the reaping
of the harvest of the earth and the gathering of its clusters. Still is a
great voice commanding the pouring out of the bowls of the wrath of God.
And another is a voice out of the temple, from the throne, crying,"It is
done", and voices saying "Halleluia," "A-mwn,""Halleluia."
And still dther voices, as it were the voice of a great multitude, and the
voice of many waters, and as the voice of mighty thunderings, saying, Halle luia, because the Lord God Almighty reighneth. And along with these are yet
other great voices from the heavenly world, each in its place and all together
combining to fill all the realm of God with intensest utterances.
The rout of Satan means the absolute messianic authority of God, as the destruction or submission of paganism (v13) means the true coming of the eschatological Kingdom. The Apocalyptic motto is as "Elie Lord is to reign." Meanwhile
the Lord overrules, and every preliminary judgment shoots the pious mind
forward to anticipate the final triumph. "Tou Christou" - of the Christ God's chosen people.

3• The twenty-four Elders fall down upon their faces , and worship with
sublimest thanks, Revelation 11:16.
"Kai oi eikosi kai tessares presButeroi oi enwpion tou Theou kathemenoi
"And the twenty and four Eldersiwho before God sit
_
epi torus- thronous.autwn, epesan epi to prwsota autwn, kai prosekunesan
on their thrones,
fell upon their faces
and worshipped
tw Theou." Bode."
When the mighty God took the Book, they also fell down before the Lamb, and
gave their solemn and adoring vote to His worthiness. But here the prostration is still lowlier. They not only fall into the posture of reverent adoration, but fall "uoon their faces". They bury their immortal countenances in,
the pavement around the throne; by their very emotion hurled from their golden
seats, overwhelmed and almost undone.
There they expressed their adoring sense of the Saviour's worthiness, exulting in the prospect of what was to result. But here they celebrate the whole
issue reached, the blessed consummation come, the thing of hope for all these
ages now translating into fact. And crowned princes of heaven, and anointed
coregents with the great Eternal as as they are, they cannot contain themselves.
Their glorified limbs sink under the weight of the contemplation. Their heads
bow down to the place of their feet. Their whole being melts into one flux of
overwhelming realization of what now is come, and the gush of their adoring
soul-dissolving joy breaks like a sea of thankfulness against the throne.
These Elders are the representatives of the first-born of the resurrection.
They are the seniors of the celestial congregation of the redeemed. They are
the ones accounted worthy to "escape" the sad scenes and tribulations of the
judgment-time, and enthroned in heaven for their for their faithfulness when
yet on earth. They are already glorified. They have their golden crowns, but
that does not withdraw their hearts and sympathies from those still remaining
fulfillment of all God's Wrd. There is no vanity nor selfishness in heaven,
no pride of privilege and place. The divine rewards had not yet fully come to
the prophets and saints and fearers of God.. The great redemption had not yet
been fully wrought out into the ultimate fact. But the trumpet was now ringing.
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These elders represent men and women who had been redeemed and raptured, believers of the ages prior to the return of Christ. The four and twenty elders had
last been noted at the beginning of the tribulation (Rev.5:14), and now at its
midpoint (Rev.7:11) where they look forward to the end of the tribulation.
Just before the opening of the first seal on the great scroll, these elders had
fallen on their faces to worship God (rev.5:14). Now once again they dismount
their thrones, falling down on their faces to praise the Lord. This will happen
once again at the end of the tribulation (Revelation 19:4).

4. The

Temple of God in heaven opened, Revelation 11:17.
"legontes, Eucharistoumen soi, Kutie o Theos o pantokratwr, 0 wn kai o en,
He who is, and who
"Saying, we give thanks to Thee, Lord God Almighty,
kai o erchomenos, oti eilephas ten dunamlik sou ten megalen, kai
and
was, and who is coming, that thou hast taken power thy great,
eBasileusas." reigned."
He emphasizes the permanence of God's rule, "Thou. hast assumed thy power."
"Didst begin to reign." God has alreeady comet "Lord" precedes "God", since the
former signifies not beneficence but "royal and destructive power." "fide give
Thee thanks." The "elders" are pecularily indebted to God, since the establishment of His kingdom is the victory of the Church.

"0 Lord God Almighty..." Since God is coming is now an accomplished fact. God
never ceased to reign, though for a time He abrogated His power.. This power
God has reassumed, and the elders tharkGod for it, for it is the assurance of
the end of the suffering of the Church of God. (See 4:11), The elders declare
that He is worthy to receive the power which He now visible exercises. It has,
indeed, been exercised before.
The preservation of the Church set fobth in the visions of the seals, and the
punishment of the ungodly shown under the trumpet-visions, are effected by
means of this power. But now that power is visibly exercised.
The resurrection of the Two Witnesses demonstrated that the Lord has power to
reign. The last great judgments, inaugurated by the blowing of the seventh
trumpet, will certainly accomplish His purposes.
The elders and all the saints in heaven acknowledge Him again as the Almighty
One, the only self-existing God, the One alone who has been God from eternity,
before the world was. This God is none other than the Lord Jesus Christ. (See
Revelation 1:4,8; 4:8).
Christ at this point has not yet actually taken the earthly kingdoms and
inaugurated His millennial reign. but He has demonBA,rated Himself to be the
eternal and omnipotent Creator, and therefore absolute sovereign of all.
"You have begun to reign." Early Christians believed that this Christ was the
anointed One who would reign,(Acts 4:26). Paul saw Christ delivering "the
kingdom to God the Father after destroying every rule and every authority
and power,"(I Cor. 15:2)4-28). It has happenedl The goal has been reached in
John's vision. So, the end has come.
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Sin has obscured and hidden frem man the sacred and divine. When Christ paid
the ransom price for human sin,, and introduced an availing righteousness for
the race, and a new dispensation of mercy and grace received its foundationstone, the veil of the temple rent, the way into the holiest opened, and the
divine began to be visible and approachable again.
And this opening of the Temple in heaven at the last trumpet expresses the
same idea. Knowledge and vision of heavenly things, and closer fellowship and
intimacy between the worshippers on earth and the worshippers in heaven belong
to the great consummation. As the Saviour has taught us to pray, then it is
to be, "as in heaven so on earth." Oneness is again to be restored between the
worshippers of both worlds. All of this is shown in the twenty-first chapter,
where the finished mystery is described.
Hence, as this trumpet begins to sound, the mists begin to lift from sacred
things, the excluding barriers give way, the seclusion yields to human gaze
and approach, the veil withdraws, the holy begins to disclose itself again,
and the temple of heaven opens.
II. THE FINAL VICTORY, REVELATION 11:18-19.
(via)
1. They were angry at the progress of the Kingdom of God, after the Word became flesh,
"Kai to ethne wrgisthesan, kai either" e orge sou, kai. kairos twanehrwn$
"And the nations were angry, and is come wrath thy, and the time of the dead,
krithenai, kai dounai ton misthon tois doulois sou tois prophetais."
to be judged, and to give the reward to thy bondmen the prophets."
The nations became angry - the culmination of wrath against God (16:13ff).
John sees the hostility of the world against Christ. Thy wrath came. It is
conceived as already come. "The time of the dead to be judged" - John apparently means both good and bad,( John 5:25; Acts 24:21). It is coincident with
the resurrection and judgment.
"Wrgisthesan"- nations were angry - defiant rage, not mere terror. The prophets are as usual the most prominent of the saints. The nations raged in the
period of their persecution of the Church, as set forth under the visions of
the seals. They were angry at the progress of the Kingdom of God, after the
Word became flesh.
"Thy wrath came"- this points conclusively to the judgemer*day, the events (v15)
are merely indicated, not fully described. This is the last final infliction
upon the wicked, the seventh of the trumpet-plagues. "It is time to judge the
dead." This judgment probably refers to the dead martyrs who are now vindicated.
The meaning probably extends to all the dead$ both classes who are referred to
in the following part of the verse.
The elders expressed thanksgiving to God for assuming His power and reign. God
has now actively taken control. The temporary rule of the nations has ended in
the assertion of God's wrath and the judgment has come. Seven great events are
thus anticipated by the elders as they worship on their faces before Christ.
1.Christ has displayed His mighty power over all creation.
2.Christ has demonstrated Himself to be king of all kings.
3.Christ has observed the implacable anger of all nations against Himself.
Christ has manifested His righteous wrath against all those living in rebellion.

L.
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5.Christ has prepared the final judgment for all the unsaved dead.
6.Christ has provided a gracious reward for all who believe and obey Him.
7. Christ has ordained eternal destruction for all who have corrupted; the
earth.
This is the same Lord,. Jesus who was meek and lowly (Matt. 11:29) and from
whose lips proceeded words of grace (Lk. t:22). But He is also the One to
whom all judgment is committed (John 5:22). The time of judgment is set and
the judgment is sure.
2. The giving of reward to the prophets, and the saints, and to them that fear
God, the small and the great, Revelation 11:18b.
"Kai doungi ton misthon tois doulois sou tois prophetais, kai tois agiois,
and to the saints,
"And to give the reward to thy bondmen the prophets,
kai tois phoBoumenois to onoga sou, tois mikrois kai tois megalois, kai
great) and
the small and the
and t& those who fear Thy name,
diaphtheirai tous diaphtheirontas ten gen."
to bring to corruption those who corrupt the earth."
Their reward will come at the end of the day from God, at the Lord's return,
(Rev. 22:12), according to each one's work (I Cor. 3:8). God promises to destroy
the destroyers of the earth,(I Cor. 3:16f). They turn all creation against themselves. The wages of destroying the earth is their own destruction. These are
evildoers, and especially those with power and authority, corrupt and destroy
the earth,(19:2).
There will be reward for the servants, all of Christ's disciples, Christian
prophets (10:7), and the saints, who are all Christians. Those who fear Thy
name are Christians in general. Rewards for all that fear God are in reserve.
Jesus has gone to make them ready. In heaven they are stored away. Faith sees
them there, and waits for them with eager hope. And when the last trumpet
sounds, they shall be given.

3.
' The

Ark of the Covenant, Revelation 11:19.
"Kai enoige o naos tou Theou en tw ouranw, kai wphthe E kiBwotos tes diath"And was opened the Temple of God in the heaven, and was seen the Ark of His
ekes autou en tw naw autou: kai egenonto astrapai kai phnnai kai Brontai
covenant in His Temple:
and there were lightnings and voices and thunders
kai seismos kai chalaza megale."
and an earthquake and hail great."

The vision of the temple in heaven must be intended in a figurative sense since
John says that the heavenly city has no temple (21:22). John's point here is to
portray the ark of the covenant. In Solomon's temple, the ark of the covenant
stood in the holy of holies as a remindecri. of God's covenant and presence. It
was so sacred that only the high priest saw it and that once a year. It had
been destroyed (or it disappeared) by the Babylonians in 586 B.C. There was a
Jewish tradition that it had been hidden and would someday be returned.
That, however, is not John's purpose. llohn intends to show that God, who made
that covenant, remains the same yesterday, today, and forever. The symbol of
God's presence is John's way of showing that God had preserved the promise.
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The sacred ark within the second veil of the tabernacle (Heb.9:t) and in the
inner chamber of Solomon's temple (I Kings 8:6) which probably perished when
Nebachadrezzar burnt the temple (II Kings 25:9; Jeremiah 3:16). For the symbols of majesty and power in nature here see also 6:12; 8:5; 11:13; 16:18,21.
No mention,however, was made of the ark, the most important and most costly
item in the temple. Neither was there any mention of the ark when Cyris commissioned the rebuilding of the temple and sent back all its vessels as well,
(Ezra 1:1-11)
The ark was not in the restoration temple nor in the temple Herod built, nor
in the tribulation temple. But now there is no mystery as to where the ark is.
God showed it to John, when He revealed to John the Apocalypse, that it was
safely stored in the Heavenly Temple. No doubt the two tablets of the Ten
Commandments are there as well. If God could translate Enoch and Elijah to
heaven, and if the resurrected Christ could ascend to heaven, God would be
quite able to have an angel to remove the ark from Jerusalem, and then have
the angel carry it safely to the true tabernacel in Jerusalem-new under
construction in heaven There it will remain.,(Rev.21:3).
The Ark of God's Covenant will be there, with its mercy-seat possibly constituting His very throne, or representing the throne whereon God will meet with
His neonle forevermore.

4. Earth's

specatular response, Rev. 11:19c
"There were lightnings, noises, thunders, earthquake, and hail. These are earth's
spectacular response to great announcements in heaven. These heavenly phenomena
occur at the beginning of the tribulation (Rev. 4:5), here at the middle of
the tribulation, and finally at the end of the tribulationl(Rev. 16:18).
This great storm and earthquake that occur at this time will affect the whole
earth, supplementing the earthquake in Jerusalem at the resurrection of the
Two Witnesses. These Two Witnesses had pronounced a 3i years drought on the
earth, and the inhabitants had cried for rain. But the drought is broken with
a great hail. The angels who had restrained the winds and the rains suddenly
release them as the Witnesses return to heaven, resulting in a terrible storm
on the earth which still further testifies of God's nol4er:and His wrath
against all ungodliness of men.

Conclusion:
The Ark of the Covenant was the symbol of God's faithfulness, His pledge of that
love of His which remains unchanged. God is the Covenant-keeping God. No
promise of the past had failed, and the past was the earnest of the future.
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THE CONFLICT OF THE ACES
REVELATION 12:1-17
INTRODUCTION:
TEis chapter commences another series of revelations. St. John returns to the beginning, and traces the spiritual history of the Church and the Christian in their
warfare with Satan. The visions which now follow shows the conflict now described
rather as between the powers of heaven and hell than between the individual Christian and his oppressors. As with other visions, so here, the recital seems calculated
to support the suffering Christians in their trials, since the overthrow of the
powers of darkness is foretold.
The whole series culminates in an account of the final abasement of the devil, and
the exaltation of the Church and the bliss of heaven. The remarkable vision seen by
John in this chapter looks back first of all to the very beginning of earth history,
then races forward to the time of Christ and finally to the events still to be consummated in this final period. This reviewwas necessary for John (and for us) to
comprehend the full significance of the great sign about to be unveiled.
DISCUSSION!
I. THE SEED OF THE WCMAN, REVELATION, 12:1-2.
1. We have here the image of a woman, Revelation 12:1a.
"Kai semeion mega wphthe en tw ouranw; gune periBeBlemens ton elion."
"Ind a sign great was seen in the heaven; A woman clothed with the sun."
In the passage which we are now'to consider, we have the picture of a marvelous Woman, clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and on her head
a crown of twelve stars, and she herself agitated and agonizing with the anxieties of parturition.
This, the Apostle John tells us is a sign - semeion - which serves to show
that the apparition is not simply a "wonder", but is a wonder intended to
bring before us something beyond itself. What is described, is said to be
a sign, a representation or picture of something else - a symbol.
The Apostle says it is a sign - a picture - a symbol of something else,
which is the true subject of contemplation. He further tells us that it is
"a great. sign." It was a great sign as indicating something great, remarkable, momentous. And when it is yet added, that the sign is "a great" one,
that to which it refers must needs be of the utmost consequence and consideration, and not ordinary event or trifling object can fulfill the majesty of such a picture.
Who is this Woman, and what are we to understand by her? We need to go back
to the protoevangelic promise in the Garden of Eden itself. There God had
predicted an agelong conflict between the Serpent and the Woman, and between the seed of the Serpent and the seed of the Woman (Gen.3:15), and it
is that conflict which is in view in this chapter twelve.
Woman was made out of Man. A deep sleep fell upon Adam for the purpose, and
out of that sleep Woman came into being. From a rib out of his side Woman was
builded. She was brought unto man,and accepted and loved as bone of his bone
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and flesh of his flesh, and made one with him in the closest of earthly relations. Adam was"the figure of Him whO was to come." Christ is "the Second Adam:
Christ is "the Second Adam." And the. wife of the Second Adam is the Church,
made out of Him by the hand and Spirit of God from that deep sleep of His for
the sins of the world.
The Woman included the faithful remnant in Israel. Eve is theutrue mother of us
all" in the physical sense. This Woman thus represents the whole body of believers. As the true Israel was symbolized as the wife of Jehovah and the true Church
as the Bride of Christ, so the great Woman must represent all true believers,
beginning with Eve herself. The Church is the Woman, in her creation from the
Second Adam, in her naming after Christ, and in her receptivity, love, maternity,
trusting dependence, beauty, willing obedience. She is betrothed to the Lord,
His Bride, partaker of His inmost love.
2.This Woman is iagnificently. argayedr--- Ref. 12:1b.
"Gune periBeBlemene ton elion." "A woman clothed with the sun." The Church is
truest and heavenliest Woman, and she is splendidly arrayed. She is "clothed
with the sun." It is a pictorial representation. But it is a gorgeous and a
most expressive figure.
The sun is the fairest and most brillian thing our eyes have ever seen. It is
the great orb of brightness. To be clothed with it, one would need to be clothed with light. And so it is with the Church and the people of God. Jesus says,
"They are the children of light,(Lk. 16:8). It is the office and end of all
God's merciful appointments "to turn men from darkness to light,"(Acts 26:18).
Of those whom the Apostle Paul enrolled as members of the Church of Christ, it
is written, "Ye were sometimes darkness, but now are ye light in the Lord,"(Eph.5:8).
The Church has ever been an illuminated body. Its children are not of darkness,
but of the day. God, who caused the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined
into their hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of His own glory. "They
walk in the light."
The glory of the sun is a picture of the glory of Christ, "who is the light of
the world,"(John 8:12). Christ Himself is our glorious apparel. This fact seems
10 be the primary meaning of the great symbol of the Woman clothed with the
sun. The sun is the great light-giver. To be clothed with the sun, one must necessarily be a glorious dispenSer of illumination. And such is the Church. Its
members have been the brightest lights of the ages.
Nothing can diminish the sun's glory, or taint its rays. To be clothed with
it is to be clothed with excellency. So it is with the Church. In becoming
God's people people are washed in Christ's blood, they are sanctified in the
name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Holy Spirit of God.
3.This Woman is victorious in her position, Rev. 12:1c.
"Kai e selene uookatw twn podwn." "And the moon under her feet." As the sun
is the king of day, so the moon is the empress of night. Hence it is a fit
picture of the kingdom of darkness. To tread the moon under foot is the imagery
of victory over the powers of darkneSs. And this is a blessed honour of the
Church. All her true members are conquerors. The moon represents the works of
darkness which are cast off. This heaven-pictured woman pictures the great body
of the redeemed people of God through the ages. They have conquered the false
"angel of light" (2 Cor.11:14) bruising him under their feet,(Rom.16:20).
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1k. This

Woman is royal in rank and dignity, Revelation 12:1d.
"Kai epi tes kephales autes stephanos astern n dwdeka."
"Aind on her head a crown of stars
twelve." Regal gems glitter
about her brow. Thereflis on her head a crown of stars," - stars to the sacred
number of completeness.
,-"twelve stars". Whatever the particular allusion may be,
whether to patriarchs, or tribes, or apostles, or all of these , or to the totality of her teaching agency, there flashes forth from this unmistakable idea of
kinghood and authority; yea, of celestial royalty and dominion. And this too is
one of the sublime possessions of the Church.
Christians are "a chosen generation, a royal priesthood,"(I Peter 2:9). All
who are washed from their Sins in the blood of Jesus, are "kings and priests
unto God1"(Revelation 1:6). All who are called by the Gospel are called to
royal place and dignity, and they are anointed and sealed as lords and princes
of the eternal realm. They are joint-heirs with Christ to whom all power in
heaven and earth is given. Crowns are theirs and the glory of imperishable
empire.
The Church is a royal Wanan, crowned with'the stars of heaven. Wordsworth
observes, "Twelve is the apostolic number, and stars are emblems of Christian
teachers," The "crown" is "Stephanos" - the crown of victory - the idea of
which is prominent throughout the vision.

The heaven-pictured woman in this verse seems. most likely to picture the great
body of the redeemed people of God through the ages. They have conquered the false "angel of light",(2 Cor. 11:14), bruising him under their feet (Rom.16:20),
and have hidden themselves in Christ's righteousness sothat they "shine forth
as the sun in the kingdom of their Father." All the people of God throughout
the ages are included, beginning with Eve herself.

5. The

woman is in travail to bring forth, Revelation 12:2 .
"Kai en gastri echousa, krazei Wdityousa, kai Basanizomene tekein."
"And being with child, she cries being in travail, and being in pain to bring forth.P

"She was with child" is the technical idiom for pregnancy as in Matta:18.
"Travailing in birth" is here in the sense of childbirth This anguish is from
within. The pains of persecution come upon her from without. Persecution proceeds
from the wicked, for the purpose of destruCtion. But this agony proceeds from
a treasure of heavenly sons, and is a travail- to produce. This agonizing has
its origin in love, and faith, and hope of a pious maternity.
This is the grand birthhour for which the Church ever cries to God, and agonizes
and strives. It is the goal of all her being. It is the pole-star of her hope,
and faith and labors. It is the opening of the consummation for which her inmost nature ever yearns. And the effort to bring her sons to that birth, is the
travail and anxiety here portrayed.
This woman in the vision is womankind in general. Mary was the representative
Of all godly women through the ages. But Mary was chosen by God to serve as the
vehicle for the entrance of God's Son into human life. In still another sense,
this travailing woman pictures the whole creation,groaning under God's curse
because of sin. God's gracious promise of the coming Saviour had eventually to
be fulfilled in a particular chosen nation, a chosen tribe, a chosen family,
and finally a chosen woman.
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II.THE OID SERPENT, RRVELATION 12:3-6.
14. Satan is the chief enemy of God, Rev. 12:3,0
"Kai wphthe alto semeion en tw ouranw, icai idou, drakwn megas; purros,
"And was seen another sign in the heaven, and behold, a dragon great red,
echwn kephalas epta kai kerata deka rkai epi tas kephalas autou diademata
diadems
having heads seven and horns ten,
and upon his heads
epta."
seven."
Here in (12:9 and 20:2) the great dragon is identified with Satan. This word
occurs in the Apocalypse alone in the N. T. Here, to John's mind (v9), the
dragon is not equivalent to any contemporary pagan power like the king of
Babylon or Pompey.
"A dragon great red"- his identity is established in v9 where he is "the great
dragon, the old serpent, the devil, Satan, the deceiver." "Red" enhances his
terrible appearance. It is suggestive of his murderous, destructive character.
Here the symbolism seems intended to portray the Church with the devil's opposition to her, working through the power of the world. We have in this picture
of the dragon, the idea of the full and complete power of the world arrayed on
earth against against God and His Church. This power is connected with and is
derived from the devil,(John 12:31).
"There appeared another sign or wonder in heaven." This is another symbolic
enactment that John must understand if he would comprehend fully the great
cosmic drama which had been taking place in heaven and earth since the very
foundation of the world.
In the protevangelic promise of Genesis 3:15 were two principal characters the woman and the serpent. Likewise the two great miraculous signs - miracle
and sign - which John now observed in heaven centered on, first the woman, and
then the serpent.. The serpent is identical with the great red dragon,(v9).
He represents Satan.
This dragon was fiery red in color, perhaps anticipating the flames of his
ultimate destination. This dragon was a hydra-headed serpent. Its seven heads
all wore crowns, indicating kingly power. In Revelation 17:10 these are interpreted as seven kingdoms of the'past. The ten horns are interpreted (Rev.17:12)
as ten kings of the end of timesi. They represent the kingdoms of this world
and that such kingdoms are indeed under the domain of Satan.
Satan is the one "who deceiveth the whole world." This vision confirms that all
Gentile kingdoms of past and present have been largely under the control of Satan.
This was the very claim of Satan when he'tempted Christ,(See Lk, 4:5-4 Practically all the past kingdoms of the world; are symbolized by the seven heads, and
the ten main final kingdoms of the world, represented by the ten horns, are organizally united with the guiding spirit of the great fiery dragon.
2.. Like a great comet is this monster, Rev. 12:4.
"Kai et oura autou durei to triton twn aste rwn tou ouranou, kai eBalen autous
and he cast them
"And his tail drags the third of the stars of the heaven,
eis ten gen. Kai o drakwn esteken wnwpion tes gunaikns tes mellouses tekein,
to the earth. And the dragon stands before the woman who is about to bring fortn4
ina otan teke, to teknon autes katanhage."
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that when she should bring forth, her, child he might devour."
In describing the vast power of the devil, John seems to allude to the tremendous result of his rebellious conduct in heaven, in effecting the fall of
other angels with himself (Jude 6)..John returns to his narrative after v6,
and there describes briefly the origin and cause of the enmity of the devil
towards God.
When Moses was commanded to take up the serpent, into which his rod had been
turned, he was told to 'take it by the'tail,"(Ex.4:4). And this may be a very
proper way to take hold of this Dragon, "The old serpent." His tail is certainly
one of the most striking features in the picture, and with it very marvelous
execution is done. It swings through heaven, coils about celestial principalities, and "draweth along the third of the stars."
These are quite other stars from those in the crown of the *roman. Her stars
were simply "stars," her coronal gems. But these are some particular stars,
these are "the stars of the heaven." These are truly WThe stars of the heaven."
When God brought the world into being, we are told that "the morning stars sang
together, and all the sons of God sang or shouted for joYs"(Job 38:4-7). These
were the angelic hosts.
They are fitly called stars by reason of their beauty and glory. They are preeminently "the stars'of the heaven," as they pertain to heaven, and are the sublimest ornaments of the celestial world. Satan himself was once one of these stars, as we saw in 9:1. Isaiah 14:12 alludes to this, *here the exclamation is,
"How art thou fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer (literally, day-star), son of the
morning.
The Scriptures distinctly tell us about a calamity among the angelic hosts.
Jude (v6) speaks of "Angels which kept not their first estate (their principality), but left their own habitation." Peter also refers to "The anvil. that
sinned whom God spared not,"(2 Peter 2:4).
A time there has been when evil got in among these heavenly orders, infected
many of these shining sons of light, soiled their robes, tarnished their crowns,
silenced their songs, disloged them from their glorious seats, and eat out of
them every noble impulde and holy affection.
How did this sorrowful disaster come about? It is indicated that Satan, the
brightest and mightiest of them all, was the cause and author of it all. Abusing his moral liberty, he dared to lift himSelf up against his Maker and God,
and instituted a revolt against the throne and majesty of God. By his example,
instigations and persuasions, he infected others. Satan imbued them with his
spirit, and made them co-partners in h± plot
Here then was this Dragon exerting his strength in the heaven, insinuating his
coils about the sons of light, and draWing them along with his presumptuous cause.
The text says that the terrible anostasy embraced "the third of the stars of
the heavera Just one-third of all the angelic host fell through that Satanic
rebellion. These rebel angels have been plucked from their places, dethroned and
abased. See Jude 6. They lost their heavenly principality. So the Dragon-Satan
has dragged the stars of heaven doWn to the earth. God had already cast Satan
out of heaven, and his fall was so rapid as to be compared to lightning. John
observes his Lord's words in Luke 10:18. It is also the scene behilid Isa.14:12-150
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When Satah was cast to the earth, he quickly gained victory over Eve but then
God had pronounced His own coming destruction by the seed of the woman. This
initiated an age long effort by Satan to thwart the fulfillment of the prophecy,
either by destroying any who could possibly be the promised seed as soon after
birth as possible or else by preventing the birth altogether.
Satan implanted his own seed in Cain's heart, and then led Cain to kill Abel.
See I:John 3:12. Lanech made what seemed to be a Messianic prophecy concerning
his son Noahl(Gen.5:29). Satan made a bold attempt to ppison the whole human
race with his own deadly seed. "The sons of God came in unto the daughters of
men, and they bare children to them,"(Gen.614). The context of this passage
indicates that this was a tremendous outbreak of demonic possession. Satan's
angels were able to indweU and control the minds and bodies of great numbers
of the antediluvian men and women and then also their progeny.
In Abraham's time, Satan was apparently able to prevent even the conception
of the son promised to Abraham until God intervened miraculously. And at the
time of Moses' birth, Satan became bold enough to seek, through Pharaoh, to
destroy all the male dhildren in Israel. later was the alsmost successful
campaign of Haman to destroy the entire Jewish nation when they were in captivity in the days of Quees Esther. All this were the continuation of Satan's
efforts to destroy the line of the promised seed before He could come into
the world.
In the days of Isaiah, the promise concerning the woman's seed had been made
crystal clear: "Behold; a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall
call his name Immanuel,"(Isaiah 7:1)4). Finally, at the promised time in the
promised place through the promised family, the chosen virgin gave birth to
the promised seed.
As he had in the days of Moses, Satan once again undertook, this time through
Herod, to find and slay the Child by slaying all male children in the region
of Bethlehem, hoping thereby "to devour her child as soon as it was born." As
always Satan failed, since God cannot fail.
Satan attempted to destroy Christ before He could go to the Cross. Satan was
unable to destroy Christ's holiness at the temptation, so he attempted again
and again to slay Christ Jesus, but always without success.
But when the proper hour had come, Jesus went to the cross, "that through death
He might destroy him that had the power of death, that is, the devil,"(Heb.2:14).
Through all the ages, Satan is attempting to prevent this promised mission of
the seed from its fulfillment. His failure has made him more bitterly angry
than ever. He continues in every way he can to pusecute the symbolic woman and
all her seed.

3. She

bore a son, Rev. 12:5.
There is here direct reference to the birth of Jesus from Mary, who thus represented in her persOn this "ideal woman"(God's people). His rule will go
beyond the Jews,(Matt. 2:6). "Was caught unto God"- herpasthe - old verb for
seizing or snatching away, as in. John 10:12. Reference here is to the Ascension of Christ, with omission of-the ministry, crucifixion and resurrection
of Christ because he is here simply showing that "the Dragon's vigilance was
futile„"(Swete)."The Messiah, so far from being destroyed, is caught up to
share in God's throne,"(Beckwith). The infant Jesus is caught up out of harm's
way.
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"Kai eteken uion arrena, os mellei poimainein panta to ethne en paBdw
"And she brought forth a son male, who is about to shepherd all nations with rod
sidera: kai erpastbe to teknam autes pros ton Theon kai ton Thronon autou.
and His Throne."
to God
411" tron: and was caught away her child
This sign in the Apocalypse shows no career on earth at all. John accepts the
idea as pictoral detail. The'club lies in the populat messianic interpretation of passageS like Psalm 2; *here MesSiah's birth is really His Inauguration.
and His Enthronement. The early application to Jesus tallied with the widespread
feeling that His final value lay in His Return as Messiah. (Acts 3:21),"The
heavens must receive Him till the divine Purpose was ripe enough for His
Second Advent." This is the tendency if primitive Jewish Christianity. It represented Christ's Ascension as an escape rather than His Triumph.
But now look back to the primary fulfillment of this promise in Psalm 2:7-9.
Next look at Revelation 19:15. Since the nations will not willingly submit
themselves to God and His Anointed One(Ft.2:2), He will have to subdue them
forcibly, and then to reign over the, with a scepter of iron. He is again
identified thus when He finally conquers them as the victorious King of kings.
The child of the woman, instead of being devoured by the Dragon, was caught up
to the throne of God in heaven. This refers mainly to the Resurrection and the
Ascension of Christ"ho is eet down at the right hand of the throne of God,"
(Hebrews 12:2). The words "caught up"-- "hrpasthe"- or caught away, are the
same precisely as those used in connection with the rapture of believers at
the return of Christ.(I Thess. 4:17).
Remember we are dealing with a symbolic picture,"a sign." This image of the
Woman clothed with the sun denotes the visible Church, the body of God's confessing people of all ages and dispensations. In one way or another there is
general agreement that ,"The Woman clothed with the sun, and having on her
head a crown of twelve stars, is the Church of God; the Church regarded as
one whole from the days of Abraham, perhaps from the day of the day of the
Fall itself, the Israelite and later the Christian.
The Woman being the entire Church of God, this seed borne by her, and which
she thus labors above all things to safely bring forth. Even as the Woman in
the great sign-vision applies ultimately to all the people of God before the
birth of Christ, especially the nation Israel, so the symbolic man-child is
fulfilled not only in Christ Himself, but in all who would believe on His saving
name and who "are in Christ".
It is literally "a son who is a male." This child is collefrtive and composite,
the same as the mother, and likewise includes people of both sexes. The word
"arsen"- male - has the peculiarity of being in the neuter gender, and so applies
to both men and women. The "man-child" includes both Christ and those who are:
redeemed by Him.
This word "arsen"- male - is the subject of the higher qualities of manhood
common to both men- and women. It is a body at the same time distinguished
throughout with a special masculinity, which knows no sex. It is with the most
manly virtues, and the most vigorous- and heroic characteristics. Here we find
all the noblest and best of the race,and the embodiment of the highest virtue
and wisdom that ever pulsated in the arteries of humanity. Here is the "man-child".
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4.This child is to rule (shepherdize) all the nations "with the rod of iron,Rev.12:5c
He is to reign with unrivalled and irresistible authority and power, over the
World. He is to govern, discipline and control all the peoples of the earth, as
a shepherd deals with his flock. To shepherdize with an iron sceptre, is to exei
cise a dominion which is inflexible, irrefragable, and that cannot be withstood.
Rule is specifically said to be over all nations. Strength, absoluteness and
perpetuity of rule is unmistakably indicated. It leaves none outside of it. It
is universal. This is true to the letter with Christ. It is true in regard to
the regenerated and victorious children of God. Every one redeemed by the blood
of Jesus Christ is the anointed heir of eternal regency.(See Daniel ?a27).(and
Revelation 2:26-27). Christ is Lord of His Church, with whom all the true saints
of every generation shall reign with Him.
5. God's people fled under persecution of the Dragon, Revelation 12:6.
God's people do not at once share the rapture of Christ, but the Dragon is unable to destroy them completely. The Woman is the sign and symbol of the people
of God„ who as Israel in the Old Testament did produce the Messiah and as the
Church and New Israel is now the persecuted "offspring". The Woman's flight
into the wilderness is a symbolic description of the state of the Christians.
They are harassed and persecuted but protected, having been sealed by God for
the limited period of suffering. The Church lives in danger, hunted by Satan.
The desert is the place of refuge, safety, as it was after the Exodus from Egypt.
John here is concerned with the Christianse John's subject is not the earthly
Jesus, but the eternal Christ who came as the offspring of the "heavenly-earthly
Woman" who is the people of God. In Genesis 3:15f. the mother of the race was
opposed by a serpent. In our present text,John portrays this serpent seeking to
destroy a heavenly mother and her offspring. This Child is the special object
of Satan's murderous malignity. It is the Child that Satan is bent to devour..
And we are to see in this Child the universal body of God's saints. To devour
these, or to stop these from reaching the kingdom, is ever the one great malignant intent of the Dragon. God's saints success is Satan's defeat.
"Kai h gune enhugen eis ten erhmon„ omou echei topon htbimasmenon ape, tou
"And the Woman fled into the wilderness, where she has a place prepared of God,
Theou, ina ekei trephwsin authn hmeras chelias diakosias ezhkonta."
that there they should nourish her days a thousand two-hundred and sixty."
This prophecy still awaited fulfillment in John's day. Since it follows the
catching up of the man-child, the latter must include the rapture of the Church
and probably also that of the Two Witnesses, as noted above in ch.11. Thus the
i,260 days when the Woman is in the wilderness must refer to the second-half of
the rapture period or tribulation period. The intense persecution of the Woman
by the Dragon must correspond to the forty-two months of tatalitarian depotism
by the beast,(Revelation 13:5,7).
The Woman, representing the people of God out of whom came Christ and His Church,
must at this point in time symbolize Israel, since believers of earlier times,
including the Church, are no longer in the world. So the 1411,000 sealed Israelites are possibly in view. There is also a great multitude from all nations
who will be saved during the tribulation,(Rev.7:9,14). Most of these, however,
will no doubt be martyred,(Rev. 6;9-11) and le:15). Those who escape would hardly
have been in Jerusalem.
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Even though the majority of Israelites had not yet accepted Christ as Saviour
and as their Messiah, they had renounced their atheism and liberalism, returning to orthodox Judaism, believing in.the Old Testament Scriptures and in the
God of their fathers. Many, no doubt, will be examining seriously the claims of
Christ and the New Testament at this time% ts a result of the testimony of the
144,000 witnesses, who had already become Christians.
TheNffomanflis now the godly Jewish remnant in Jerusalem, probably including many
Jewish believers in Christ. But with the sudden anger of the Beast, she must
flee to the wilderness to survive. The length of the Dragon's power is repeated
in 12:12, and again in more general terms in l3:5.
'Wilderness"- The immediate context refers to the people in Jerusalem and
Israel itself, who had been participating in the restored temple worship. The
urgency of Christ's command to flee as soon as the abomination of desolation
stands in the holy place (that is, the idolatrous image set un in the temple for
humanistic worship of the beast - see ch.13) indicates that they must fide
immediately - no opportunity for plane reservations, packing belongings, etc.
The nearest desert area they can reach will be their only opportunity for survival. The most quickly attainable desert area would be across the Jordan and
Dead Sea into the regions of ancient Moab, Ammon, and Edom. There are some intimations in Scripture that this is where they will go. (Note Daniel 11:116-45 and
Isaiah 16:1-5).
wherever they might flee, these godly Israelited will be under God's special
protection and will receive His special provision. Isaiah foresaw this time as
he recorded in his words in Isaiah 26:20-21. God fed and took care of His People
forty long years in the wilderness once before, and He can do it again. Angels
will be the instruments God uses in meeting this need.
No doubt the 'Wilderness" will be wll the nations in which the persecuted Jews
can scatter and hide. There will be many Jews in other nations will also be
subjected to persecution.
±II.WAR IN HEAVEN, REVELATION 12:7-12.
14 John the Apostle is a holy Apostle and is a holy fully divinely inspired Nan
John's entire Apocalypse is intended to give to the Church an Apocalyptic chart
of the outcome and consummation of all history, in connection with the coming
again of the Lord Jesus. Accordingly, I take John's Book as a real Revelation.
I take his visions to be exactly what the Angel actually showed him, all truly
and faithfully written as he was divinely directed to write them, and not fabrications of his own brain, draped according to his own doting fancy.
I take all John's terms and statements literally, except where he gives plain
intimation that they are to be otherwise taken. I locate all in the time and
place in which he locates it, and in the order in which he gives it, conditioned
with his one fundamental consideration - the entire Book gives the Church an
Apocalyptic chart of the outcome and consummation of history.
Accordingly, I take the text as it stands, as an account of real commotion in
the aerial spaces,- a violent collision among immortals - a literal ulaar in
Heaven." And we are called to take notiwe.
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2.Let us look at the forces marshalled, Revelation 12:7.
"Kai egeneto polemos en tw ouranw: 0 Michahl kai of autou epolemhsan kata
"And there was war in the heaven: Michael and his angels warred against the
Opakontos, kai o Drakwn epolemhsen, kai of aggeloi autou."
Dragon, and the Dragon warred,
and his angels:."
"There came to be war in heaven." The birth and the rapture of the Woman's
Son issue in a War which invades the "epourania" - heavens. The reference is
not to the original rebellion of Satan. As the coming of Christ brought on
fresh manifestations of diabolic power (Mk.l;13; Lk. 22:3,31; Jn. 12:31; ]J4:30;
16:11). just so Christ's return to heaven is pictured as being the occasion
of renewed attacks there. We are not to visualize it too literally, but certainly modern airplanes help us to grasp the notion of battles in the sky even
more than the phalanxes of storm-clouds,(Swete).
John even describes this last conflict as in heaven itself_ (See Lk. 10:18).
"Michael and his angels warred against the Dragon." Michael is the champion of
the Jewish people and is called the archangel in Jude 9. The Devil has angels
under his command,(Matt. 25:41), and preachers also,(2 Cor.11:14f). He pictures the whole battle in one glimpse.
3.The war is between the Devil and Michael, Rev. 12:7b.
Even though Satan had long ago fallen from his exalted position at God's throne
in heaven, he and his angels are still allowed to function as "the prince of
the power of the air" (Ephesians 2:2) and as "the rulers of the darkness, of
this world." Satan operates in "spiritual wickedness in high places,"(Eph.6:2).
They roam and rule the earth's atmospheric heavens:, with free access to all the
kings and kingdoms of the world.
In particular, Satan himself has regular access to the very heaven of God's
presence. He appears there as accuser against God's people on earth. The familiar scenes in Job 1:6-12 and 2:1-7 give graphic descriptions of Satan's
direct activity in the function of Satan and the devil. He accuses our brethen
day and night before ouch God, v10. Satan is also shown appearing before God
against Joshua the high priest,(Zechariah 3:1-2).
But this situation is now about to be ended. No longer will Satan and his host
befoul the heavens. Satan and his angels have been allowed to continue there
for thousands of years, by God's grace and for man's testing, but the time has
come for God to expel them. (See Rev. 4:2 and I Thess. 4:16-17). This war
probably begins when the Lord and His holy angelB descend from heaven to set
up His judgment seat in the atmospheric heavens where the demonic powers had
held sway for ages.
The devil and his angels would offer strong resistance (but unsuccessful) to
the great rapture of believers and the translation of God's throne to earth's
atmosphere. This greatNar in Heaven"would become more intense than ever when
Satan makes a last-ditch effort to destry any remaining believers in Christ on
eartn. NOW satan must engage in direct warfare with the heavenly host of
Michael.
Michael the ArchAngel, Rev. 12:7c.
"Michael and the angels under his command fought the Dragon and his hosts of
fallen angels." In the Old Testament Michael is mentioned by name only in
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Daniel. He is "one of the chief princes, (Daniel 1B:13). Michael is the great
Prince, the Prince of Israel, (Dan. 10:21.)He is the heavenly patron and champion
of Jehovah's Israel. He is the watchful guardian of the people of God against
all foes earthly and devlisho
Michael is the first of the"four preSences that stand before God"-- Michael,
Gsbriel, Raphael, and Uriel or Phanuel.(in ApoCaIhtic writings). But the number of Archangels is given'ab seven,(Rev. 8:2). Michael is known as theflmerciful
and longsufferingl(Enoch 40:9; 68:2-3). "He is the mediator and intercessor. It
is he who opposed the Devil in a dispute concerning Moses' body,(Jude v9). It is
Michael- also who leads the angelic armies in the war in heaven against "the old
serpent, he that is called the Devil and Satan," (Rev. 12:7ff).
In Jude 9 "Moses durst not bring against the Devil a railing accusation, but said,
the Lord rebuke thee." This shows a clear distinction between the Lord and Michael, as well as a law and restraint upon Michaelwhich pertains only to a creature, and not to the Almighty Son of God, who had not yet then become incarnate.
This Michael is the created Archangel, who is referred to five times in the holy
Scriptures. According to the Jewish teachings this Michael is one of the Seven
Archangels, and the chief of the seven. In this the - Christian Church has ever
been disposed to concur. And as the chief of angels, Michael would have "his own
angels", though no less God's angels. He wouls thus also be the proper one to
stand at the head of the grand Army of heaven, when called out in force to put
down "the devil and his angels".

5.. The

occasion of the conflict, Revelation 12:8.
But some of the angels abode not in the Truth, but revolted against the rule
of Heaven. They becane the unchanging enemies of God and His Kingdom. Among
these is the Devil the one of peculiar power and pre-eminence, and he drew a
host of associates into his revolt. The Devil is the head and leader of them.
The name "Devil" never applies to but one being. All the others belonging to
his emnire are "his angels".

"Kai ouk Pischusan, oute topos eurithe autwn eti en tw ouranw."
"And not they prevailed, nor place was found their any more in the heaven."
The Dragon is finally expelled from Heaven. "Neither was their place found any
more."-It seems a difficult conception to think of Satan having had access to
heaven. It was a celestial battle, as the preludd to the Messiah's triumnh on
earth.
God allowed His faithful angels to battle the wicked angels. Long restrained from
this vengeance, Michael is finallY permitted to enter into direct conflict with
his ancient rival. Michael had met before, not only in heaven but on earth.(See
Jude v9).
A prelude to this controversy, on a small scale, is referred to by Jude (v9) as
occurring in connection with the body of Moses. There may be reason to believe
that Moses is not dead. Moses did kndeedudie in the mount," according to the
command of God. But he was seen alive in the days of the Saviour on the Mount
of Transfiguration, seen "in glory," and hence in resurrection life. Moses must
therefore have been raised again from the state of death, - raised in advance
of general resurrection of the saints, as Enoch and Elijah were translated before the general translation of God's waiting and watching ones at the coming
at the coming of the Lord.
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And if we are at all warranted in this belief, the dispute between the Archangel Michael and the Devil "about the body of Moses", was a contention about
Moses' resurrection, the one standing up for the recovery of, that body from
death, and the other resisting. Thus we have the precise parties named in the
text, and a fierce contest over the same thing in one individual case, which we
have here in the ease of the saints in general.
It was the resurrection and glorification of Moses which was the subject of collision then, and it is the resurrection and glorification of the saints in general which is the subject and occasion of the war here. It is Michael again,
joined now by all his angels, that here stands up in behalf of the true people
of God emerging into resurrection life and glory. And it is the same old Serpent,
stirring up nort all the power' of his kingdom to hinder'and prevent the sacred
seed of faith from attaining their promised exaltation.
Now Satan's privileges in the three heavens are to be withdrawn, and he is to be
limited exclusively to the earth.. Michael and his angels are commissioned to
carry out this great expulsion and purification of the heavens, and they will
gladly and vigorously enter into the battle, anticipating the time when even
earth itself will finally be purged.
With what weapons and by what tactics this heavenly warfare will be waged is
beyond our understanding. Angels cannot be injured or slain with earthly weapons, and such physical forces as we know about are not able to move spiritual
beings.
6. From heaven Satan was cast out, Revelation 12:9.
Even on this whole inhabited earth Satan is an outcast still. "The Dragon" is
the destroyer,(v3). "The ancient serpent", as" he was revealed in Genesis 3. In
John 8:44 he is "the destroyer from the beginning.""The Devil"- diabolos - is
the Greek rendering of the Hebrew "Satan", also the "accuser, the adversary."
Satan was cast down for good and all, a glorious consummation. This vision of
final victory over Satan is given by Jesus-in(Luke 10:18; and John 12:32. It has
not come yet, but it is coming, and the hope of it should be a spur to missionary activity and zeal. The word "megas" - great - Occurs here with "drakon" - as
in 12:3, and the whole picture is repeated in 20;2. The Dragon in both places is
identified with the old serpent (Gen. 3:1ff) and called "archaios"- beginning
as Jesus said that the devil was a murderer "from the beginning," John 8:44).
Both diabolos - "slanderer" and Satan -"Satanas" - are'common in N. T. for this
great Dragon and old serpent, the chief enemy of mankind. (See Rev. 2:10 for
diabolos and Luke 10;18 for Satanas. "The one deceiver of the whole world." This
is his aim and his occupation, to lead astray the inhabited world. Satan can
almost "lead astray" the very elect of God,(Matt. 24124).
"Kai eBlhthe o dbakwrf o megas, o ophis o archaios, o kaloumenos diabolos ,
"And was cast out the Dragon great, the serpent ancient, who is called Devil,
kai o Satanas„ o planwn ten oikoumenhn olhm, efllhthh eio thn ghn, kai of
and the Satan,who misleads the habitable world whole, he was cast into the earth
aggeloi autou met aujcou eBlethesom."
and his angels with him were cast."
This is the middle verse of the book of Revelation)and the event it describes
marks again the middle of the tribulation period. The rapture of the Two Witnesses,
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the breaking of the Jewish Temple treaty, by the beast, the flight of Israel,
the eating out of Satan and the appropriation of the world power by the beast
must all occur within a few days of each other at this midpoint of the tribulation.
Note in this verse the repetition of the titles of the wicked one -- the Dragon,
that old serpent, the Devil, satan. There is not doubt as to his identity. The
old serpent in Genesis is the great dragon in Revelation, as well as the Satan
who tested Job and the Devil who tempted Christ. He is the great enemy of God
and of God's people through the ages. Satan comes on strong as a hissing snake,
and a fiery dragon, and a devouring lion,(I Peter 5:8). Satan is the deceiver
of the whole world.

Satan was cast out of heaven onto the earth,
him; cast down to the earth, It describes the
Part of Satan, in being cast to the earth as
scene of Satan's future operations, where he
the struggle against God.

and his angels were cast out with
loss of dignity and power on the
opposed to heaven. Earth is the
may still in some degree sustain

IV. SATAN IS OVERCOME BY THE BLOOD OF 1UR IkMB, REVELATION 12:10-12.
I. The'nature of the battle, Revelation 12:10.
"Kaihkpusa phwnhrr megalhn legousan en tw ouranw, arti egeneto h swthria #ai
"And Iheard a voice great saying in the heaven:, now is come the salvation and
h dunamis kai h Basileia tou Theou hmwn, kai h ezousia tou Christou autou; oti
the power and the kingdom of our God,
and the authority of Christ His; because
kateBle4re o kathgoros twn adelphwn hmwm„ o kathgorm autwnaenwpionitou Theou
is cast down the accuser of our brethen, who accuses them before our God
hmwnhmeras kai nuktos."
day and night."
We are not told whence this voice or song comes, possibly from one of the twentyfour elders (Swete) or some other heavenly beings (11:15) who can sympathize with
human beings (19:10), the martyrs in heaven (Charles). "Arti egeneto h snthria" "Now is come the salvation" - shows how recent (John 13:33) the downfall of Satan
here proleptically pictured as behind us in time (aorist tense). The salvation
pictured here is "the Victory" as in 7:10; 19:1.
The power - "he dunamis" - is God's power over the dragon (11:17; 19:1). The
Kingdom -"he Basileia"- is "The Empire of God" as in 11:150 The authority of His
Christ --"kai he ezousia tou Christou" - is the authority Christ received from
the Father (John 17:2; Matt. 28:18). See 11:15, for His Anointed.
00 Kathgoros"- The accuser of our brethen - here the word is applied to Satan in
the N.T. In late Judaism the accuser is Satan, and Michael is the Defender, of
the faithful. The saints still on earth are battling with Satan and his devices.
This is the Devil's constant occupation,(Job 1:6ff). "By day and by night".

When tne neavens are finally cleansed of all demonic powers and Satan himself is
gone, this will be the signal for a glad cry of victory from all the multitudes
assembled at the throne in heaven. This is the throne that Satah coveted. Now it
is fully secure and the attacking hosts are gone. Satan will no longer have personal access to God, which privilege he has abused for ages by continual accusations against the redeemed.
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The record says the saints overcame Satan by means of the blood of the Lamb,
and by means of the word of their testimony, and their not having loved their
lives3 to save them from, death. An ample Atonament.has been made. A Lamb has bled,
whose meritorious blood covers the whole amplitude of their deficiencies, and
cleanses away all account of their sins. The "Blood of the Lamb" is the everlasting fortress of the saints. "The blood of the.Lamb" stands foremost of all
the means by ahich the Accuser and his host are driven back.
2.. The issue of the engagement, Revelation 12:11.
"Kai autoi enikhsan)auton dia to alma tpu Arniou, kai dia ton logon tes
"And they overcame him by reason of the blood of the Iamb, and by reason of the
marturias autwn, kai ouk hgaphsan thn zuchhn autwn achoi thanatou."
word of their testimony, and not loved their life unto death."
"The victory of the martyrs marks the failure of Satan's endeavours„"(Swete).
The blood of Christ is here presented by -"dia"- reason as ground the ground
for the victory. The blood of Christ does cleanse us from sin. But Christ
conquered Satan, and so makes our victory possible,(Heb. 2:18). He is the
Holy Spirit - "Parakletos" - of the Father,(I Johm 2:1)..These martyrs have
been true to their part. "Because of the Word of their testimony." It is
because of their testimony to Jesus, as in John's own case in 1s9.
"They loved not their lives even unto death." They did resift "unto blood",
(Hebrews 12:4), and did not put their awn lives before loyalty to Christ.
There is a direct reference to the words of Jesus in John 12:25. Jesus Himself
had been obedient even unto death,(Phil. 2:8). These martyrs seem to be still
alive on earth, but their heroism is proleptially pictured.
This verse 11 suggests that earth's history is the reflex and outcome of transactions in heaven. "There was war above in heaven and war below on earth, and sore
was the war in heaven." Satan's dislodgement from heaven is another sign of
Messiah's approaching vistory. that Jesus had already seen in His own victory
over demons (Matt. 12:24ff)), John hails from another standpoint, as inaugurating the messianic age.
It is the consciousness of redemption which enables the saints to bear witness
and to bear the consequences: of their witness. This victory on earth depends on
Christ's previous defeat of evil in the upper world (Col. 2:15ff)) above which
formed its headquarters.
Victory over sin and Satan had been achieved by the two-edged sword of faith and
confession. The blood of the Lamb had been the necessary and sufficient price
of their redemption and forgiveness. They had believed and had received this in
their hearts. That same Redeemer had also said they must confess this faith
openly on earth, thus proving it to be genyine faith, before He would confess
them as His own to His Father at the throne in heaven,(Matt. 10:32-33). This is
the testimony of many Soriptures,(Rom. 10:9; Ps.19:14; I Peter 3115).
These tribulation saints had maintained their inward faith and outward testimony even in the face of martyrdom. Satan's slanders against the saints become
hollow and empty when they prove the genuines of their faith even in the presence of opposition and suffering and death. Christians, take courage and labour
on. Heaven is on your side. The Saviour's blood shall bring you through inspite
of your weaknesses. Your sacrifices and works for Christ shall not be forgotten,
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34. Satan is no longer in the heavens, Revelation 12:12.
"Therefore" - for this reason - points back to v10. Satan is no longer in the
heavens. The inhabitants of heaven - saints and angels- have reason to rejoices
and earth reason to mourn. "Woe for the earth and eor the sea". The Devil's
departure from his warfare in the heavens reveals to him that his time for
doing harm to men is limited, and hence his great wrath is boiling rage.
"Dia touto euphrainesthe oi ouranoi kai oi en autois skhnountes.ouai tois
"Because of this rejoice ye heavens and ye who in them tabernacle. Woe to those
katoikousin thn ghn kai thn thalassan, oti kateBe o diaBolos pros umas
who inhabit the earth and the sea, because is come down the Devil to you
echwn thumon megan, eidws oti oligon kairon echei."
having fury great,
knowing that a short time he has."
This desperate and last effort of Satan is a common Apocalyptic fchature which
John identifies later with the Imperial cultus. While all those who have been
translated to heaven can experience great joy at Satan's final exile from
heaven, it will be a great woe for those on earth. Those who are already believers there, Both Jews and Gentiles, and Bible-believing-Jews who have not
yet acknowledged Christ, will undergo the most severe persecutions which Satan
and his angels can subject them. Satan will either seek to slay them in his
bitter resentment and wrath or at least to eliminate their usefulness to God
on earth.
All the other inhabitants of earth Satan knows must be organized quickly into
a massive army againsy God. Satan's angelic hosts have proven insufficient, but
there may be the one last chance that these can be supplemented with the two
billion or more ungodly men and women still left on earth. It is a foolish
and desperate hope, but it all Satan has.
Furthermore, Satan knows well that God's calendar has only allowed him another
forty-two months, so his time is running out. The inhabitants of earth and sea
must be quickly sealed in their own rejection of God, both to assure his control
over them and to cheat God of any further souls for His kingdom. Satan's wrath
and the sounding of the seventh trumpet both oersist throughout the entire
second-half of the tribulation.
V. THE DRAGON'S ATTACK ON THE CHRISTIANS, REVELATION 12:13-17.
II. Why the intense persecution of Christians? 12:13.
This paragraph returns to the explanation which was begun in 12:6. "Why the
intense persecution of Christians?" The answer that Satan, frustrated by failure to destroy Christ, defeated by Michael in a war in heaven, cast down to
earth for the short time before his final destruction, attacks the woman only
to fall again. His only prey left is the rest of her offspring, the Christians.
"Kai ote eiders o drakwn oti eBlhthh eis teh gen, ediwzen ten gunaika htis
"And when saw the dragon that he was cast into the earth, he persecuted the
eteken ton appena."
woman which brought forth the male child."
The ejectment of Satan from heaven lodged him upon the earth. This is the
final cleansing of the heavenly spaces from Satan's foul presence. His revolt
began in heaven, and the effectual overthrow of his power commences there.
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The victory over evil follows the order into which it came into existence..
The earth was the last conquest of the-Devil, and he is thus cast to the earth,
here to await his further doom. His electment from heaven and confinement to
the earth only angers him the more, and calls forth increased violence.
"Ediwzen"- he persecuted the Woman - hostile pursuit by Satan. The child was
caught away in v5, and now the Woman (the true Israel on earth) is given deadly
persecution. Perhaps events since 64 A.D when Nero burned Rome amply illustrated
this vision. "Hetis"- "Which very one."
No longer able to combat his enemies in heaven, Satan will seek to vent his
wrath on Israel. No doubt it is Satan who constrains the Beast to break the
covenant with Israel and insist that men worship the beast's own image, and it
will be Satan who will instruct his man of sin to seek to destroy the Jews when
they refuse. This last persecution of the Jews will have the purpose of their
complete and final destruction.
But God will once again intervene on their behalf, and they will be protected
there in their place in the wilderness. God will use this time for intensive
instruction and reconciliation with His ancient people, preparing them to receive the Lord Jesus as their Messiah and Saviour when He comes to earth agao
at the end of the three-and-a-hald-years exile.(See Hosea 2:1)4-23).
2. The Woman rescued, Revelation 12:14.
The Woman is the true people of God, of whom the Christians are the contemporary
Manifestation. The Woman escaped the Dragon because she was given the two wings
of the great eagle. God's deliverance of His people is symbolized by the terminology of the parent-eagle as it catches itrs young in the air to prevent harm
(Deut. 32:11ff), or as being borne on eagles' wings,(Ex. 14:4; Isa.40:31).
"Kai edothesan to gunaiki duo ptertges tou aetou tou megalon, ina methtd,i
"And were given to the woman two wings of the eagle of the great, that she might
tdnlerhmon eis ton topon)autes, opou triphi ai ekei kairon, kai kairous, kai
fly into the wilderness into her place, where she is nourished a time„, and times,
hmisu kairou, apo prwsopou tou ophaws."
and half a time, from the face of the serpent."
The urgency of the Woman's flight is reiterated here. In order to escape the
wrath of the Beast, she required special help, "Two wings of a great eagle".
It implies miraculous help. The fleeing woman will be aided by miraculous protection afforded by an angelic eagle. There may be an allusion to Exodus 19:4.
The figure refers to the many miracles by which the Lord brought Israel out of
Egypt.
Once the Woman reaches her place prepared by God she will be nourished,(seev6).
This will require miraculous provision. The duration of time (time and times and
held atime) is the same period as 1,260 days of v6. It is the second-half of the
tribulation. The same terminology appears in Daniel 7:25 and 12:7.
The Jewish remnant symbolized by the Woman is kept secure in a definite place
prepared for them by God. Her flight into the wilderness may be identified as
Swete sees it as the Church's solitary life, a policy of secrecy forced on the
Church by the persecution. It is probable that John has Exodus 32:11 in mind.
God's deliverance of His oeople is symbolized. It need not be related to one
Particular event. The secret place for the woman is known to the serpent.
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It is the period of the dominion of the Beast as is described in the next
chapter. The persecution of the professed followers= and worshippers of God
is so severe and bloody as to compel. them to fly in order to save their heads.
As many as will not worship the Beast shall be beheaded. Whosoever will not
receive the mark of the Beast in the right hand or forehead, shall not be
allowed to buy or sell. There will be no living under the Beast without accepting him in the place of God and of Christ. This Beast is the embodiment of the
Dragon's rage against the Woman and such of her seed as still remains upon the
earth.
The known worshipper of God must then fly
if true to God then God will help them by
Israel came out of Egypt God strengthened
weakness.(See Ex. 19:4ff). The Lord alone

or die. There is no other help. But
His own great power. Remember when
every muscle and invigorated every
did lead them.

Special and direct help froM God was given to the Woman. The sore trial is not
lifted off, but miraculous assistance is given according to the occasion. The
Woman flees to the place belonging to her which God hath prepared for her. It
is the one locality of all on earth prepared and consecrated as the desert asyllum of God's persecuted people. It is further stated that there the Woman is
nourished. The idea is that of a miraculous feeding, and the past is prophecy
of the future. (Read Habakkuk ch.3.) This was the locality to which Moses fled
for security from Pharaoh, the Wilderness of Sinai. It is where Israel fled
from the rage of the Egyptians. Elijah betook himself there from the wrath of
Jezebel. It is there the faithful Jews retired from peesecution from the Maccabean times during persecution of the Syrian kings.(I Macc.2:28-31).
The feeding of the Woman here indicates her utter helplessness in any resourcea.
of her own. She is in great need, and no amount of activity on her part can
sipply her with sustenance. She is fed in the wilderness, and there she is
nourished for 32 years, the entire term of the persecuting dominion of the
Beast. She is far away from the face of the Serpent. God does not forsake the
faithful who cleave to Him.

3. The

Dragon's rage and enmity for the Woman continue, Revelation 12:15,
"Kai eBalen o ophis opsw the gunaikos wk tou stomatos autou udwr ws poramon,
"And cast the serpent after• the Woman out of his mouth water as a river,
ina tauthrr potamophorhton poihsh,
that her as one carried away by a river hd. might make."
The Dragon is bent on destroying the Woman if he can. John beheld all this.
Soldiers are dispatched to assail and overwhelm her in her retreat, and to
destroy her there where God is nourishing her. It is not a vast army, but is
water like a river. It is a force sufficient for its purpose. It is more than
the Woman in her own strength could possibly withstand. God's help came to
her relief.

The serpent could not follow the Woman nor stop her flight and so sought to drown
her. It appears she was being(,narried away by the river.) Satan intended to
destroy her. This was Satan's laSt desperate diabolical scheme. The earth will
contribute to her rescue. And maybe the Serpent did instigate and overwhelming
army. Whatever the meaning, Satan will amount an invincible attack against the
godly remnant of Israel in their desert stronghold. But our God is equal to the
need. At the time of the Apocalypse it symbolized bitter wrsecution.

-
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i. The

Church is preserved is a miraculous way from efforts of Satan, Rev. 12:16.
Further than this we cannot proceed safely. For after endeavouring to destroy
the Woman at one stroke, the Dragon proceeds to war with her seed. The earth
drank down the water. John implies that the earth helped in the Woman's rescue.
The Dragon is unexpectedly baffled by the earth, as theWoman's ally.(Recall
Numbers 16:30-32 mentions the earth swallowing persecutors like Korah, flathan,
and Abiram.)

Satan failed to reach the Woman in her place of refuge. The very ground yawns
to stop them in their hellish madness.. But Satan's rage yet burns more fiercely.
He turns about to seek after the lives of such remnants of her seed as may be
elserwhers be found.

3i

These
years in the wilderness will make the Woman and her seed ready to
surrender to Christ and enter the glorious kingdom age of the millennium. There
are srill many other potential believers still scattered around in all the nations of the world. These are also of concern to the Dragon and to the Lord Jesus.

5. Satan

proceeds to attack the individual members of the Church of Christ, Rev. 12:17.
The baffled adversary now widens his sphere of operations. He goes after the scattered Christians in the Roman Empire. He paves the way for the following saga or
chapter 13, which depicts the trying situation of Christians exposed to the attack of the devil's deputies. The devil keeps himself in the background. He works
subtly through the Roman power.

This onset on the faith and faithfulness of Christians by the enforcement of the
Imperial Cultus is vividly delineated in Ep. Lugd. which incidentally mentions
the experience of Biblias who; like Cranmer, repented of a recantation. "The Devil thiiting he had already swallowed up B., one of those who had denied Christ,
desired to condemn her further by means of blasphemy, and brought her to the
torturm in order to force false accusations from her lips... But she, reminded
by her present anguish of eternal' punishment in Gehenna (Anoc.14:9ff), contradicted the blasphemous slanderers, confessed herself a Christian, and was added
to the order of the martyrs..."
"Kai wrgisthe o drakwn epi to gunaiki, kai aphlthen poihsai polemon meta twn
"And was angry the dragon with the Woman, and went to make war with with the
loipwn tou spermatos autes, torn thrountwn tas wntolas tou Theou, kai echontwn
rest of her seed, who keep the commandments of the God,
and have the
ten marturiam tou Iesou Christou. Kai estathen epi ten amnion tes thalassws."
testimony of the Jesus Christ. And I stood upon the sand od the sea."
The keynote of the situation hinted in 12:17f. is struck in 13:2. The Dragon has
given his authority to the beast. What God's people have now to contend with is
no longer the 0. 7. Satan merely (12:9-10) but his powerful and seductive delegate on earth. In the Imperial Cultus the Christian prophet could see nothing
except a supreme and diabolically subtle manoeuvre of Satan himself (13:1,5).
The purpose of the preceding discussion about the troman was to explain the
Devil's hostility to the Christians. "The dragon... went off to make war on the
rest of her offspring." These are the present faithful Christians who are obeying God's commandments and bearing their faithful testimony to Jesus, which was
a part of the basis of vistory both on earth and in heaven (12:11). Christians:
can be identified by their obedience and witnessing.
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When the Dragon cannot reach the Woman herself, he will direct his full wrath
against "the remnant of her seed". "The seed of the woman" will continue right
to the very end of the age (Gen. 3;15) and his.final incarceration in the lake
of fire. This is Satan's age-long vendetta against the Woman's seed.
Uhen the Jews flee Jerusalem into the wilderness at the midpoint of the tribulation,. there will undoubtedly be many who remain behind. Some will prefer
compromise, some will be ignorant of the. Scriptures, and some will simply be
unable to flee for one reason or another. But there will be considerabl numbers of (Jews who will continue to live in Jerusalem and other parts of Israel.
These are referred to in a number of biblical prophecies.
Furthermore, there will be many Israelites in other nations„ and then too are
included in the prophecies. All these will undergo severe persecution at the
end of time or end-times, by virtue of being Jews, and for refusing the mark
of the beast. Many Jews will have returned to Jerusalem during the 32 years,
but many will still be scattered.
There will also be many Gentiles throughout the world who will become believers in Christ Jesus during this period. (See Revelation 7:9-1)4). Great multitudes will come out of the great tribulation and will then be martyred during
the second-half. But some will survive, and will constitute the or populate
the millennial world when Christ returns.
All of these, also, are included among the seed of the Woman, with whom the
Dragon will engage in combat-mortal during the last three-and-a-half years.
This is the great tribulation. It is these who "keep the commandments of God,
and have the testimony of Jesus Christ." The old Serpent hates all these moplc with diabolic passion, making war on them in unremitting intensity and
ferocity. But inspite of all such persecutions, these Christians will love not
their lives unto death, maintining "the testimony of Jesus Christ, salvation
by grace through faith, and seek to keep the commandments of God."
CONCLUSION:
Satan is the true source of dislike and hatred to the Church. Satan is enraged
when its claime are pressed. Satan energetically opposes and persecutes to the
end the Church of Christ Jesus. So we Christians must keep ourselves away and
in readiness for the coming of the Lord. Over and over we are told that the
Lord shall come as a thief in the night.
BY:

1t
T. PAUL DEALON
October 12, 1988
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THE SEA BEAST-. AND THE LAND BEAST
Revelation 13:1-18
INTRODUCTION:
In the preceding chapter we were called to contemolate the great Dragon, the Old
Serpent, his influence over our world, his perpetual malignity toward the saints.
We have his casting out from the heavenly spaces at the glorification of the Church
of the first-born, his great rage at being cast dawn into the earth, and his constant determination to destroy all the people of God yet to be found among the
mortals.
But Satan is a spirit, and cannot operate in the affairs of our world except through the minds, passions, and activities of men. Satan needs to embody himself in
earthly agents, and to put himself forth in earthly organisms, in order to accomplish his murderous will.
Through the inspired John, God here makes known to us what that organism is, and
how the agency and domination of the enraged Dragon will be exerted in acting out
his blasphemies, deceits, and bloody spite. The subject is not a pleasant one, but
we need to look at it and understandit. In this "beast coming up out of the sea"
we have an emblem of that power of the world which, under the guidance of "the prince
of the world," opposes and persecuted the Church of Christ«
Chapter 13 is not a change of subject. It is a refinement of the more general discussion of the Dragon in the previous chapter. The Dragon (Satan) is the foe behind earthly evil.. The two Beasts are the temporal manifestations which confront
John's generation. The Dragon is a kind of unearthly embodiment of evil (pseudoheavenly). The beasts are of the earth. They portray human evil in the forms of
totalitarian state and a corrupt and subservient religious establishment.
DISCUSSION:
r. THE MAN OF SIN, REVELATION 13:1-6.
(v1)
1. We here have a symbolic presentation of the political sovereignty of this world,
"Kai eidon ek tes thalasshs thhrion anaBainon, echon kephalas epta kai kerand horns
SAnd I saw out of the sea a beast rising, having heads seven
ata deka, kai epi twn keratwn autou deka diademata, kai epi tas kephalas
tem, and on its horns
ten diadems, and upon: its heads the
onoma Blasohhmias."
name of blasphemy."
The evil one is responsible for much of the mischief in the world, but his
responsibility for it is not an unshared one. Two other enemies are here .
portrayed as the agents and emissaries of the first,(v2)« The thought underlying this chanter is that of the predominance of brute force over moral
power. It is that of might over right.
John "in the spirit", finds himself stationed on the sands of the sea, probably the great mediterranean Sea. John beholds a monstrous Beast rising
out of the troubled elements« He sees horns emerging, and the number of them
is ten, and on each horn a diadem. John sees the heads which bear the horns,
and these heads are seven, and on the heads are the names of blasphemy. Presently the whole figure of the monster is before John. Its appearance is like
a panther, but its feet are as the feet of a bear, and its mouth as the mouth
of a lion.
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John saw also that the Beast had a throne, and power, and great authority.
He beheld, and the beast was speaking great blasphemous things against God,
blaspheming His Name, His tabernacle, even them that tabernacle in the heaven,
assailing and overcoming the saints on earth, and wielding authority over
every tribe, and people, and tongue, and nation.
"Sidon" - "I saw a beast rise up out of the sea". The one beast here takes
the place of the four beasts of Daniel 7. It is distinguished by the characteristics of the first three (see vs). This first beast rises from the sea,
the second beast rises from the earth,(see v11). They are the instruments
of the woe which is denounced against the earth and the sea in ch.12:12.
The sea is the type of instability, confusion, and commotion, frequently
signifying the ungovernable nations of the earth in opposition to the Church
of God,(17::16; 21:1). Probably this is the beast referred to in ch.11:7;ch.17.
It is the power of the world which is directed towards the persecution of
Christiana.
The horns are mentioned first in this passage because they are first seen as
the beast rises from the sea. In ch.12:3 Satan is described in his personal
character identifies as the dragon. Here Satan is described under the aspect
of the persecuting power of the world. The symbolism is analogous to that
found in Daniel

7.

First, the heads signify dominion. The head is naturally looked upon as the
chief, the controlling and guiding part of the body. It is that part to
which all the parts of the body are subject. This is the idea conveyed in
Daniel 7:6.
The third beast there is distinguished by the possession of four heads, and
we are immediately told that "dominion was given to it." "Seven" is the number typical of"Universality". The "seven heads" therefore are symbolical of
universal dominion.
In the second place, horns are the type of power. See Daniel 7;7. The number
ten is the sign of comnleteness.. of sufficiency and abundance for the purpose in view,"see Gen. 18:32). The ten horns denote plentitude of power. The
beast is possess worldwide dominion and ample power. These are the qualities
ascribed to the power which Satan now directs against "the seed of the Vianan."
At the time of the writing of the Apocalypse, this power was evidently heathen
Rome. But the meaning may be extended to embrace all the forms which this; world
opposition has assumed whether Roman, Mohammedan„ Gothic, etc. It is consequently unnecessary and fruitless, to interpret the heads and horns of individual nations and kings. Remember the whole is a Figure intended to convey
certain ideas, and is not a description of an actual bodily form.
"Epi twn keratwn autou deka diadematan -"Upon the horns of him ten diadems."
"Ten diadems" denotes sovereignty, the nature of the power with which the
beast is invested. The nations of the world which have persecuted the Church
of God have the chief rule in this world.
"Epi tas kephalas onoma blasphemy." "Upon its heads the name of blasphemy."
The worldly power typified by this beast, denies the Divinity and Might of
the true God, and exalts itself above the true God.
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2. We here are shown the world-power in its final consummation, Rev. 13:2.
"Kai to therion o eidon hn omoilmm pardalei, kai of podes autou ws arktou,
"And the beast which I saw was like to a leopard, and its feet as of a bear,
kai to stoma ws stoma leontos; kmi edwkanautw o drakwn ten dunaminautou,
and its mouth as the mouth of a lion; and gave to it the dragon his power,
kai ton thronon autou, kai ezousian megalhn."
and the throne his, and authority great."
The whole sum of the world-power from the beginning to the end in one figure,
as it will be in the last three and a half years of its existence. The duration of the dominance of this Beast as such is explicitly given as 32 years.
when he finally falls, as is described in chanter 19, he goes into perdition,
and all this world's kings, armies, and administrations end for ever. He is
therefore the embodiment of this world's political sovereignty in its last
phase, in the last years of its existence.
Daniel's beasts were successive empires - the Babylonian, the Medo-Persian,
the Graeco-Macedonian, and the Roman. But the lion, the bear, the leopard,
and the nameless ten-horned monster, each distinct there, are all united in
one here. This Beast is the consummation and embodiment of the whole worldpower or political dominion from the beginning, as it presents itself at ,
the final outcome. "Every tribe, and people, and tongue, and nation," is
included under the dominion of this Bemist.
There is no political sovereignty on earth during its administration but
that embraced in its horns and heads. It is therefore the whole sum of it
as then existing. There is nothing more of it left after this Beast's fall.
It is clear that what is here shown us must needs be the entire political
power of this world in its final outcome or consummation.
The leopard -"leo pard)-was considered a cross between a panther and a
lioness. This beast combines features of the first three beasts in Daniel 7:3ff. The strength and brutality of the Babylonian, Median, and Persian empires appeared in the Roman Empire. The catlike vigilance of the
leopard, the slow and crushing power of the bear, and the roar of the
lion were all familiar feAtures tothe shepherds in Palestine.,(Swete).
The Dragon works through this Beast. This Beast is simply Satan's agent.
Satan claimed this power to Christ,(Matt. 4:9; Lk. 4:6). Christ called
Satan the prinue of this world,(John 12:31; 1400; 16:11). So the war is on.
The empire gathered u? all the Obnoxious qualities of Isreal's former opprssors: craft, lust of blood, and vicious energy. Hence the combination of
traits from Daniel's four beasts (Dan. ch.7): general annearance that of a
fierce panther, feet like a bear's, jaws like a lion's of devouring strength. This is the Palestinian picture of a perfect beast of prey, raging and
ravening. It connects the empire with the dragon of ch.12 and stamps it as
Satanic
John would remind us that he was actually witnessing this important sign as
it developed. This beast clearly.oartakes of the natures of Daniel's beasts.
It is Satan himself who has given this Beast his great might and his throw;
and preeminent rulership over the other nations.This is only intimated in
Scripture.
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34. This Beast is an individual administration, embodied in one man, Rev. 13:3.
"Kai eidonimian twn kephalwn autou wscesphagmenhn eis thanaton; kai he
to death; and the wound
of it as slain to
"And I saw one of its heads
plege tou thanatou autou ephorapeuthe: kai ethaumasthe en olh th gh opiswr tou
wound of the death of its was healed: and there was wonder in whole the earth
opisw tou theriou."
after the beast."
Though upheld by ten kings, they unite in making the Beast the one sole Arch
Regent of their time. There can be no kingdom without a king, and no empire
without an emperor. Neither can there be a king in fact without a kingdom. We
cannot consistently speak of imperial power and dominion apart from a personal
head which represents and embodies that power. A person is necessarily included in the conception, as well as an imperial dominion which that person holds'
and exercises.
The period of this Beast's dominance is specifically limited to 32 years. The
reign of the Beast is thus limited, and must be understood as one individual
person. This Beast is worshipped as a god. People never worship an empire as
such. And they do not make a succession of emperors into an object of religious devotion.
John saw onP.of the heads as though slain. There is reference to the death and
new 14fe of the Lamb in 5:6. His deaht-stroke was healed. "The stroke that led
to death" apparently refers tothe death of Nero in 68 AD in June by his own
hand. But after Nero's death pretenders arose pretending to be Nero redivivus even as late as 89 A.D.,(Tacitus).
John seems to regard Domitian as Nero over again in the persecutions carried
on by him. In 17:10 the Beast survives the loss of five heads.. But here is is
the death-stroke of one head, while in verses 12 and 14 the beast himself receives a mortal wound.
"All the earth followed the beast in awe", that is the AntiChrist as represented by Dominitian as Nero returned again. But Charles champions the view that
Caligula, not Nero, is the head that received the death-stroke and recovered
and set up statues of himself for worship, even trying to do it in Jerusalem.
The sense of earth must be restricted to the followers of theworld, as opposed to the followers of God.
The Beast, of course, is a man, though he will become so identified with the
empire he heads that the two are almost synonymous. It has been noted already
(Revelation 11:17) that he "ascends out of the abyss," and that his ascent is
marked by such satanically-imparted powers that he is able finally to put an
end to the three-and-agialf-year influence of God's Two Witnesses. All of
this will so enthrall the nations that he will quickly gain worldwide preeminence over them all. His experience with Satan "in the abyss," as he will
claim, will be some kind of occult supernatural phenomenon whereby his body
seemed to be dead (actually'in suspended animation) while his spirit is taken
by the devil for the impartation of the knowledge and powers he would need
to fulfill his dark mission in the world.
He himself is not the wounded head of the Beast, since he is the Beast, his
own recovery from the deadly wound will bear such striking analogy to the
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to the revival of the ancient nation represented by the head as to make .a profound and stirring impression on every nation. He is also called: "the beast
that was, and is not, and yet isigRev. 17:8).He is also said to be "one of
the kings-seven",(Rev. 17:10-11).
The head that will be revived will certainly be also the kingdom that will
best epitomize the nature and purposes of the Dragon who empowers the Beast.
It will serve as the center of his rule over all the nations - his capital,
as it were.
Let it be noted that the middle head on the Beast is Babylon which, from the
point of view ot. symmetry at least, would most appropriately be the chief head
on the beast. Babylon was defeated by the Persians over two -and -aehalf millennia ago, but continued at least as an inhabited city for many'centuries. The
ruins of its ancient glory are a top tourist attraction today.
The possibility of reconstructing Babylon has been seriously considered in r.e)cent years, both by the Iraq government and by various internationalist orgAnr
izations. Babylon is ideally situated, being very near the geographical center
of the earth's land masses, to serve as a world capital.
There may be good reasons for believing that the Beast may select Babylon as
the site for his world capital. Rapid construction, using the most advanced
technologies:, could almost overnight raise ancient Babylon back to life again.
Not only could Babylon serve as the political center of the world, but also
as its commercial, cultural, and religious center.
Since the religious philosophy of Nimrod and the first Babylonians -(that is
evolutionary humanistic pantheism)- permeated every great empire from Sumer
to Rome, such a renaissance would in effect be a restoration of all the heads
of the Beast. And since the Beast himself would have also experienced a
remarkable personal death and resurrection, all the world would indeed marvel
at the great power of the Beast and the magnificence of his capital city,
together with the establishment of his great cultural and trade center.
This would not merely be a revived Raman Empire, which so many Bible teachers
have postulated, but also a revived Babylonian, Egyptian, Assyrian, Fbrsian,
and Greek empire, all comprising a mighty revival of ancient evolutionary
paganism, humanism, and ultimately Satanism.
This Beast is a supernatural personage, Revelation 13:4.
4. "Kai
prosekunhsan ton drakonta, os edwkwm ezousiarr tw theriw, kai prosek"And they did homagelt the Dragon, who gave authority to the Beast; and they
unhsan to therion, legontes, Tis omoios tw theriw? Tis dunatai polemnsai
did homage to the Beast, daying, Who is like to the Beast? Who is able to make
met autou?
war with it?
They really worshipped Satan, the Dragon, when ',they worshipped the Beas=t,"or any one of the heads - (like Caligula, Nero„ Domitian,)- of the Beast.
The Beast is merely the tool of. the Devil for worship. Recall the fact that
the Devil even pronosed that Jesus worship him. Emperor-worship, like all
idolatry, was devil-,worship. The same thing is true today about self-worship
(humanism or any other form of it).
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And they worshipped the Dragon which gave power unto the Beast; because he
gave his authority.. The Devil had sought to beguile Christ by offering to
Him all the kingdoms of the world. His efforts with men are more successful.
They worshi him because of the worldly wealth and influence which he bestows.
And they worshipped the beast„saying„ Who is like unto the beast?oiNho is able
to make war with him?" The Beast usurps the homage due to God alone.
The adherents of the Beast thus intimate their belief in his superior prowess
and his ability to succeed in his war against those who "keep the commandments
of God, and hold the testimony of Jesus."
'Mho is like unto the Beast?" "The worship of such a monster as Nero was indeed a travesty of the worship of God,"(Swete). Worship of the Devil and the
Devil's agent is justified purely on the ground of brute force. It is the
doctrine of Nietzsche that might makes right.
As a person his origin is peculiar. He is repeatedly described as "the Beast
that cometh up out of the abyss." "The abyss" cannot means less than the underworld, the world of lost spirits, otherwise called hell. Many of the early
Christians held and taught that the Emperor Nero is the AntiChrist, and will
come upon the scene as this Beast. He will be satanically resurrected for this
purpose. The Beast, as a person is an extraordinary and supernatural being.
John tells us that he beheld one of the Beast's heads "as having been slain to
death." The expression is so strong, definite, and intensified, that nothing.'
lesS can be grammatically made of it than that real death is meant to be affirmed. It is further described as being a sword4round, "the stroke of his death,"
or a stroke which carries death to him who experiences it. It will be in effect
the same as a resurrection. The record is that his death-wound becomes effectually negatived, and so far healed, that, though dead, he enters again upon all
the activities of life the same as if he never had been killed. It means return
to life after a real bodily killing.
In the history of this Beast it is repeatedly spoken of as "he whose stroke of
death was healed." "The beast who had the stroke of the sword, and lived, or
became alive again,--the beast that was, and is not, and yet is." These
expressions carry with them the notion of a violent and real death, and as
real return again to presence and activity on the earth. It seems to be this remanifestation on one known to have been dead that causes the universal wonder -- ing after this Beast. The implication strongly is that this Beast is a man
who once was living, who was fatally wounded, whose place was in the abyss of
lost souls, who somehow comes forth thence in convincing evidences of his real
identity. Who, having been slain, returns again to take the lead in the activities and administrations upon earth, to the great wonder of the whole world.
The source whence he derives his power and character is indicated. It is from
no intervention of God in his behalf. The record says:"The Dragon gave him his
power, and his throne, and his great authority.". It is by the Devil's power
that he is thus revived, just as all dembnism, and witchcraft are of the Devil.
This Beast is a worshipper of the Devil, and causes all under him to worship
the Devil. In return, he gets what was proposed to Christ by Satan. The Devil
makes over the infernal dominion into his hands, brings him again from the abyss,
and constitutes him his great vice-regent in the sovereignty of the world. He
becomes in some sense an incarnation of the Devil.
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It is written that his manifestation "is after the working of Satan, with all
power and signs, and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness
eousness„"(2 Thess. 2:9. The Beast is a very extraordinary being, with one
who hails from the bottomless pit, endowed with all energy and power of Satan
himself.

and unright-

For many years prior to the rapture, a revival of various forms: of ancient
occultism (spiritism, astrology, witchcraft, eastern mysticism,land even
Satan worship) will have been developing. This movement will be tremendously
accelerated with the departure of the multitudes of true Christians when
Christ returns to meet them in the air just prior to the tribulation period.
Men and women will have seen and heard the miracles and the preaching of
Christ's witnesses. There will be the testimony of the rapture itself. Many
will be stimulated to read the Bible and other Christian literature left
behind. Many will finally be convinced of the reality of both God and Satan.
But then many will choose Satan. They will elect to cast their lot with Satan.
They will believe that Satan's age-long rebellion against God will ultimately
triumph. If Satan can resurrect the great prince, wounded to death as he had
been, and impart to him such remarkable powers as to enable to destroy God's
hitherto Two invincible Witnesses, then he can also be trusted to give them
eternal life and mighty power. Men will in great multitudes decide to worship
the Dragon. They will encourage and help him in his battle against God. They
will worship the Beast as well. They will look to Satan for all needed wisdom.

5.

This "Man of Sin" will be exceedingly attractive, fascinating, bewitching
Personage, Revelation 13:5.
"Kai edothe autw stoma laloun megala kai Blasphemias; kai edothe autw
"And was given to it a mouth speaking great things and blasphemy; and was given
ezousia poihsai mhnas tessarakonta duo."
to authority to act months forty two."
"Edothe autoi"- was given to it a mouth. Reference is that Satan gave the
Beast the mouth and the power. "Stoma" - it or beast. The mouth of the .deast
began to roar out great things. The Dragaon now gives the Beast great pronouncements to make to the world. Counterfeiting God's divinely impaired
prophets of old, Satan makes satanically-inspired proclamations and predictions, filled with blasphemies against the true God and His Christ. Satan foretells their imminent destruction and the freedom of mankind from all restraints
of righteousness and fear of judgment..
Men will believe Satan and the Beast, sad to say. With minds deceived and
blinded by Satan (Rev. 12:9; 2 Cor.4:4), and further confused by drug addiction (Rev.9:21) and benumbed by sins of every descrintion, they will believe
Satan's blasphemies. (See 2 Thess. 2:9-12).

22 years. He knew this wal all the
time he had left before the climactidtattle (Rev. 12:12). This is the same

Satan's authority was to endure for only

period the Gentiles would defile the temple and Jerusalem (Revelation 11:2).
It is also the period in which God will specially protect his people in the
wilderness (Rev. 12:6,14), from the fangs of the serpent, in particular by
destroying the army sent after them by the serpent, or beast.. He uses big
and abusive and blasphemous words.
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64, The temple in Jerusalem is no longer the scene and object of the Beast's ,
blasphemy, Revelation 13:6.
"Kai hnoizen to stoma autou eis Blasphemiam pros ton Theon, Blasphmesai
against the Goa, to blaspheme
"And it opened its mouth for blasphemy
to onoma autou, kai ten skenen autou, kai tous en tw ouranw skenountas."
His name of Him, and his tabernacle, and those who in the heaven tabernacle."
"Face to face with God for the purpose of blasphemies." Satan was in sheer
defiance of God. Satan repeated the blasphemies. This verse explains v5. The
Roman Emperors assumed blasphemously divine names in public documents. They
directed their blasphemy against heaven itself (God's tabernacle),"and against
them that dwell in heaven." It is the same phrase as of 12:12. -both angels
and the redeemed.
The punishment for this sin of blasphemy among the Jews was death by stoning,
(Lev. 24:16). God's servants fear His Name,(11:18). God's tabernacle , or Church,
is the same as the Temple in the midst of which God dwells,(11:2), and which
exists in the wilderness of the world for the 42 months, and which yet exists
in heaven also, honoured of God, (Phil. 3:20). "For our citizenship is in
heaven."
Iet us glance back at the adoring cry: Milt) is like to the Beast? And who is
able to war with him?" This man is supreme in whatever is admirable to the
taste, judgment, and inagination of the world. There has been much in the great
empires of the past for men to wonder at and love.
In Babylon was the golden majesty and splendor of sovereign rule, always so
captivating to the souls of men. In Medo-Persia was the towering prowess and
massive ponderousness of power, at which the world has ever stood in wonder6ing awe. In Greece was the polish and elegance of intellect and art, combined
with heroism for liberty, for which the human heart has ever been full of
enthusiasm. And in Rome was the idea of justice, the iron strength of law and
martial discipline, to which the nations still look with admiration.
Conceive, then, the resistless attractiveness of these all combined into one,
and attended with the results thereto pertaining. How would mankind even now
idolize such an exhibition? And how much the more if concentrated in an individual man, and he recognized and acknowledged as one of the great illustrious_
dead?
God means soon to manifest a man, even the Nan who is His fellow, as the centre and channel of all majesty, wisdom, glory, and power. So Satan, as Anti-God,
glorifies with his glory the final AntiChrist; whilst men in their depravity
and delusion rejoice in it, and cry their devoutest "long live the king" to
his hell-derived majesty. Imagine all that has ministered to the glory of
world empire in the ages past - the imposing array of intellect, knowkdge,
arts, and arms - the splendour of Oriental monarchs, the valor and grandeur
of mighty heroes and conquerors - the eloquence, wisdom, and power of statesmen, orators„ and poets, and allthe varieties of mental accomplishments and
external greatness united in one marvelous man. And where is the soul,untaught
of God, that would not run wild with enthusiastic adoration over him.
Yet, this is the sort of appeal this Beast will make to the unsanctified millions of his time. With all the blandishing allurements of the sublimest champion of human interests and greatness. Men will love him, delight and glory in
him as the hero of all time. Satan will be the idol of the world..
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One of the purposes of the Dragon in his campaign will be to intimidate any
on earth who might be followers or be potential followers of the true God.
Satan is not content merelttto rail against God, this inspired beast must utter obscenities against all God stands for, defaming God's holiness, His name,
His love, His law, and His grace.. This Dragon curses the heavens (he has recently been expelled from heaven) where God dwells. Thos who dwell with God in
heaven, the holy angels and theraptured saints, share in the Devil's vilifications. This continual barrage of slander must now take place on earth, since
the Devil no longer has access to heaven where he used to accuse the brethen.
II. THE KINGDOM CF MAN, REVELATION 13t7-10.
1.0Satan makes war with the saints, Revelation 13:W.
"Kai edothe autw polamompoihsai meta twna agiwre, kai nikhsai autous;
"And was given to it war to make with the saints;, and to overcome them;
kai edothe auto ezousia epi pasarr phulen, kai gIwssan,kai ethnos4u
anti was given to it authority over every tribe, and tongue, and nation."
The words seem to come from Daniel 7:21,23. There was no escape from the
Beast's rule in the Mediterranean world. See 5:9 for the phrases here used,
there for praise to the Lamb. In Enoch t6:7 the rulers and kingd"make themselves masters of the stars ofnheaven, (the righteous), and raise their hands
against the Most High."
The Beast's worldwide-authority goes back to the Dragon's commission, but ultimately to Divine permission (v5). There is a providence higher even than
the Beast. Although the power of Satan extendst to every section of the nations of the earth, yet men are not irrevocably delivered into his hand. From
every part of mankind' men are also redeemed.
Before the Beast can establish the world empire which he covets, he must
subjugate both those who still resist him in his own kingdom and also those
other nations which hare not yet surrendered. Satan's greatest resistance will
be offered bylithe saints; a great number of believers in the true God and
His Christ who will have been converted during the first half of the tribulation. These will be the special objects of Satan's hatred and wrath.
Ever since Nimrod, there have arisen many powerful and ambitious men who have
aspired to rule the world. Ruthless and evil almost to a man, such dictators
have managed to enlist many followers and conquer many nations.
In Nimrod's days, when the people combined to build a city, and a tower which
should reach to heaven (Gen. 11:1-9), and make themselves a name, lest they
should be scattered abroad upon the earth, what was it but one grand ceremonial of worship to earthly greatness%? And af they could thus glory and sacrifice to the ambitions and schemes of Nimrod, how much more to the wonderful
AntiChrist?
The very cities and regions over which this Beast rules will add to the fatal
delusion of those early times. If the genius and exhibitions of such men as
Caesar, Charlemagne, Frederick, Napoleon, Voltairs, Mirabeau, and the like,
have been able to delight the souls, fascinate the minds, and lead captive
thewills of the children of disobedience, how can it be otherwise, when the
glories of intellect and taste, of war and conquest, or miracle and majesty,
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of recovery from death" of mastery over all the mysterious forces of nature
and spirit come forth in one sublime embodiment?
Mlere have the thoughts of men so fondly lingered as in Rome, in Greece, in
Egypt, in Babylon, in Jerusalem? All the associations of greatness, conquest,
taste, learning, eloquence, art, and religion are mostly bound up with these
places. And these are to rise up again under the Anti-Christ, as if from the
world of death, whence he himself comes, mimicking the glories of the true
restitution which the Son of God is then about to bring.
And to the natural impulses of the human heart will be added the unwonted
instigation of the Devil himself operating behind and through all, influencing
the hearts, and tongues, and energies of men. And sothey will be deluded, bewitched, and rallied to the worship of the Beast, and to the acceptance of him
as the true and only God.
The Beast must also conquer the other nations of the world and their armies.
This conquest will occupy much of his attention during the first half od the
tribnlation."Power was given him over all kindreds, tongues, and nations." To
sore degree he must acquire a position of leadership at least among the Mediterranean nations_ even before the seven years of the tribulation itself actually begin. This period corresponds to the seven-year covenant which he will
make with Israel as discussed in chapters 6 and 11,(See also Daniel 9:27).
Thus was "power" or "authority" given to him over every nation, every language
group within that nation, and every clan within that language group. He will
be the first man since Nimrod's tower of Babel attempt long ago wilt) is able to
exercise even nominal rule over all people.
(13:8).
2.This calls attention to the responsibility of the individual in emper-worship,
"Kai proskuneseusin autw pantes of katoikountes epi tes ges wn ou gegrapta i
"And shall do homage to it all who dwell on the earth of whom not have been writta enemata en to BiBlw tes emea tou arniou esphagmenou apo kataBoles kosmou."
ten the names in the book of life of the Lamb slain from founding of the world."
Its a permanent, it stands written. This is the Divine Register represented as
belonging to Pthe Iamb that was slain",(Swete). The death of Christ lies in the
purpose of God, as in John 3:16. Here the change is to the future tense. Stand-.
ing on the verge of of this crisis, the prophet anticipates thealmost universal success of the Caesar-cult,(3:10).
Only the elect will be able to resist its appeal, (see Matt. 24125). The consciousness of predestination is made a moral lever (17:8). The rest of mankind
who succumb to the cult are plainly not on the celestial burgess-roll or pee
gister. As a rule the faithless in life are deceived (2 Thess. 2:2-10), but
the imperial cultus occupies the place of the false prophet in Mark 13:12ff.,
which transfers to Christ possession the Divine Register of citizens in the
heavenly state, is usually taken as a scribe's gloss. Elsewhere the Book of Life
appears by itself.
All men and women everywhere, in every nation, will worship this very brilliant
but very evil man. They will reject the true God as God, even though they no
longer doubt His existence. They will belafhve that this man (and his master,
Satan) are greater and more powerful than God, and they should be worshipped,
rather than God.
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"They changed the truth of God into a lie, and worshipped and served the creature more than the Creator," (Rom. 1125). Here is a humanism gone mad. Man
desires human autonomy and so concludes- that man himself is the pinnacle attained by the cosmic process of evolution and thus that man himself is God,.
But then he must have a visible representative of mankind to whom his representative worship can be given. Thus he can find practical release from any
pangs: of conscience due to the evil in his own heart and the wiskedness of
his own hands. All will worship the Beast, that is, except those whom the
Lord has reserved for Himself.
(Rev.13:9).
3.This Beast is the consummate antagonist and supplanter of everything Divine,
tis- echei oust akousatw."
"If anyone has an ear, let him hear."
This is a repetition of the saying in 2:7, 11, 17, 29.etc. This is either a
demand for patience and non-resistence, or an encouragement to it. If captivity is your destiny from God, accept it. It carries a promise of requital
rather than an appeal ler endurance« This admonition is needed.
If men will worship the Beast, they have no part in the Book of Life, and
thus face the certainty of an eternal hello If they do not worship the Beast,
they will be persecuted and slain. It is a solemn choice they must make, and
they need to hear and understand its, implications. If any have been putting
off this decision for some reason, the beast is about to form it o Refuse
his mark, renounce his worship and die t or else accept his mark and worship
him, hoping that he and the dragon and vanquish Christ and empty hell.
"If any one hath an ear, let him hear." It is the same which the Great Divine
Teacher has laid upon mankind with reference to the most vital things of Him
Gospel. It shows that something of the most intense and urgent importance is
involved in these things for every Christian-,a for all classes of people for every one that hath an ear for the learning of divine truth. It shows that
the predisposition will be to ignore and disregard this and such like subjects
- and to treat them as wild speculations - to pass them by as destitute of
practical worth.
But it shows that God's idea of the study of prophecy, and from the drawing
from it of doctrine and admonition to condition our faith and shape our lives,
is very different from that which many modern Christians inculcate. It makes:
plain as language can tell, that it is the solemn and gracious will of heaven
for every one "to mark, learn, and inward2y digest," for living practical use
and effect, what is here foreshown of the character and doings of the Beast«
4.John warns Christians not to resist fcroe with force, Rev. 13;10.
tis aichmalwsian sunagei, eis aichmaIwsian, upagei,ei tis en machaira
"If anyone into captivity gathers, into captivity he goes, if anyone with the
apoktenei, dei autonl en machaira apoktanthenaiJUde estin h upomone
sword will kill, must he with the sword be killed« Here is the endurance
kai_ 11 upomone kai h pistis twn agiwn."
and the enduarance and the faith of the saints."
Be gives the inevitabJe conclusion of such conduct. The killer is killed.
Faith - "pistis" - is here more like faithfulness, fidelity. If captivity is
your destiny ft= God, accept it. "Unageill - in God's order 9Zian a future sense).
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nShow you". patient faith in God by abstaining from the use of force,"(Matt.26:52).
This finds a promise of requital rather than an appeal for endurance. The
fate inflicted on Christians will recoil on their parsecutors,(14:12). Imprisonment or captivity and death were the normal fates of the age for criminals
who refused to invoke the empror's genuisl(Philo).
If Christians used force they would suffer for it. It was always hard to disabuse the Oriental mind of the idea that religious faith must be bound 1110 with
fate and fighting. Those who are instruments of their suffering will soon be
repaid in like measure. God had long ago enumerated such a principle - (an eye
for an eye and a life for a life) - and he will diligently enforce it in
these 1st days of judgment.
The day of grace is completely past, as far as these are concerned who become enforcers for the Beast. Those police agents who pursue and imprison the
suffering believers of the tribulation period will soon be thrown into a
dungeon infinitely worse.(See Rev. 19:15). In this promise rests the faith
of the saints. Here patience and faith are defined.
Here is the patience and faith of the saints. John has just described to his
hearers the extensive nature of the power of the worldl(vv317,8). The obvious
conclusion was that captivity, etc., was the lot appointed for some of them.
He has also told them of the war waged by the world against Christians, and
now he adds the necessary caution against any attempt to defend themselves
by the use of the sword. Not only their patience but also their faith was to
be tested.
III.THE FALSE PROPHET, REVELATION 13:11-12.
I. The third personage of the infernal trinity, Rev. 13:11.
"Kai eidon allo therion anaBainon ek tes ges, kai eichen kerata duo anoia
"And I saw another beast rising out of the earth, and it had horns two like a
arnio, kai elelei ws drakwn."
Iamb, and spoke as a dragon."
Another beast like the first beastl(v1), not s different beast. But plainly
the agent of the first beast and so of the dragon. He had only two horns only the two horns of a young lamb and without the ferocity of the other
beast, but "he spake as a dragon." Swete thinks he had the roar of a dragon
with all the looks of a lamb -(weakness and innocence) - the wolves: in
sheep's clothing,(Matt. 7:15).
While simulating an appearance of Christ, his words betrayed his devilish
nature. 4 The aim of this beast throughout is to assume a plausible exterior,
that men may be beguiled by him,(seevv13-17). Such is the nature of the selfdeceit which we believe this beast to typify. Many people, who would not be
tempete into tenunciation by bitter persecution of the first beast, because
of this beast's coming in such reasoning form they will recognize its true
nature, but nevertheless they will be beguiled into such acts by spacious
reasoning and the deceit of their own hearts. Christians are readily deceived at all times by those who "by words and fair speeches deceive the hearts
of the simple,"(Rom.16:18). This man comes as a miracle-working religious
leader, professing to convey supernaturally inspired messages to mankind.
His prophecies are not from God, but are from Satan.
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This person professes to be:a true prophet but is in reality a false prophet.
He will first become known (possibly before the tribulation) as a man suposedly
receiving messages from God. Jesus warned of false Christs and false prophetsr
(Matt. 24:24), in the great tribulation. And these two (the antichrist and the
false prophet) are the very prototypes of these two classes of deceivers.
AntiChrist is apialied to anyone (I John 2:18; 4:3) who deceives men by professing to serve God while at the sane time denying the supernatural incarnation and the divine/human nature of Jesus Christ. John calls these two the
Beast and the AntiChrist. or rather the false prophet here in Revelation.
This second beast, false prophet, is a religious spokesman. He is possibly
the leader of the world religious system as it will culminate in the last days,
coming into its ultimate character as the great harlot of Revelation 17. This
second beastoor false prophet, will most likely emerge as the patriarch (pope)
of this universal - the modern ecumenical movement combined with the Catholic
and orthodox churches - religion.
This false prophet will originally counterfeit the gentle character of Christ,
(two horns like a lamb', but hisninspireewords will be those of Satan, the
old Dragon. First they will be sweetly deceptive words, soon they will become
deadly, tyrannical, dragon words.
"He spoke as a dragon.►' "A fearsome voice like the Dragon's." He is lamblike
in that he proposes to occupy only the mild, domestic, and inoffensive position of spiritual adviser. What more gentle and innocent than the counselling
of people how to live and act, for the securement of their happiness.
But the words are like the D34agon. Such professions and claims are in fact
the assumption of absolute dominion over the minds, the souls, consciences,
and hearts of men, to compel them to think and act only as he who makes them
shall dictate and prescribe.
Only too the Eternal God belongs such a power. And when it is claimed by a
creature, it is, indeed, the speech of the Devil, the spirit of hell usurping
the place and prerogatives of the Holy Spirit.
2. This false prophet is a successful executor, Rev. 13:12.
"Kai ten ezousian tou trwtou theriou pasan poiiei enwpion autou; kai poiei
"And the authority of the first beast all it exercises before it, and causes
ten gen kai tous katoikountas en auth ina proskunhswsin to thrion to
the earth and those who dwell in it
that they should do homage to beast the
prwton, ou ethera peuthe h nlhge tou thanatou autou."
first, of whom waa healed the wound of its death."
"He exerciseth all the authority of the first beast." There is no more exalted
dominion under the sun than such a sway over the intellect and will of universal humanity. The first Beast, in all his imperial power, has no greater authority than the common acknowledgement of of such claims would give. When this
is exercised, all the authority of the first Beast is exercised. But the first
Beast is quite willing that his hellish consociate should assert and press
these claims. For the Two are but different Persons in the same infernal Trinity, the second witnessing to the first; as the Spirit witnesseth to the Son.
It is all in one interest of the Dragon, out of whom the administration comes.
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"In his sight" - In the eye of the first beast whtgpts his authority from
the Dragon, (13:2). The second beast carries on the succession of authority
from the Dragon and the first Beast. Ramsay takes the first beast to be the
power of Imperial Rome and the second beast to be the provincial power
which imitated Rome in the persecutions. Clearly the delegated authority
of the provincial priests of the emperor-worship is rigoriously enforced, if
this is the correct interpretation.
The second Beast's influence over men, though less directly asserted, is
equal to that of the first Beast. And he exercises this influence "in his
sight." By his permission and contemporaneously with the exercise of power
by the first Beast, he exercises this influence.
nihrbse• deadly wound was healed." Though like a lamb in
denote his deadly nature, which is shown by causing men
Thus he exercises the authority of the first Beast, and
Those who dwell in the earth are the worldly, and their
in the Book of Life of the Lambl(see v8).

appearance, his words
to the first Beast.
accomplishes his work.
names are not written

The two Satan-empowered men had somehow become allies - some time before the
actual onset of the tribulation period. The ecclesio-political union of these
two human beasts will culminate in the worst period of period of persecution
in the history of the world. The religious union of world religions will be
concentrated under the control of this second Beast. Each leader will assist
and support the other. The king will be worshipped and obeyed as a god by
the superstitious masses. These two men will work in partnership to establish
universal control over all people everywhere.
IV. THE CONDITION OF THINGS WHEN HE COMES, REVELATION 13:13-13-17.
I. He imposes his power on the world, Rev. 13:13.
"Kai polei shmeia megala, ina kai pur poih kataBainein ek tou ouranou
"And it works signs great, that even fire it should cause to come down out of
eis ten gen enwpion tan anthrwpwn."
heaven to the earth before men."
Christ promised great signs to His disciples (John 14:12), but He also warned
them against false prophets and false christs with their signs and wonders,
(Mark 13:22). So also Paul had pictured the power of the man of sin,(2 Thes.219).
Elijah had called down fire from heaven,(I Kings 1a:38). And James and John
had once even urged Jesus to do this miracle, (Lk. 9:54).
Men are apt to deceive themselves by attributing to other agencies the power
to work wonders which belongs only to God Himself. In John's time the arts
of magic were used. In modern times the marvels of Science often lead men to
to a disbelief in God. "Fire" is given as a kind of sample of the power possessed by the Beast, being a form of miracle which would be well known to John's
readers (such as Elijah on Mt Carmel.I Kings 18).
The descent of fire is always frequently a sign of God's approval, (Gen 15:17).
The Beast and the false prophet possessed the power of sending forth fire,.(11:5).
In this respect - in the very nature of his signs - the Beast still seems to
counterfeit the power of God. The fals prophet will be able to perform certain
types of miracles by the power of Satan. This will enhance his authority and
his reputation.
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The false prophet will exploit his ability to produce fire from heaven because
this had been one phenomenon which had been used by Christ's Two Witnesses to
intimidate the unbelieving world for three-and-a-half years,(Rev. 116). Even
though the Beast had prevailed against them and killed them, their resurrection and rapture was known around the world, and people still feared their power*.
It was important that men everywhere see thath this Beast and the false Prophet
had powers similar to those of the Two Witnesses.
2. Earth-dwellers are subject to Satanin-deception„ Rev. 13:14.
"Kai plans tous katoikpuntas epi tes ges, dia to shmeia a edothe autw p
"And it misleads those who dwell on the earth, by reason of the signs which
poiesai enwpiom tou therion, legwru tois katoikousin epi
it was given to it to work before the Beast, saying to those who dwell on earth
ges, poiesai e4lrona tw theriw, o echei ten plegen tes machairas, kai ersen."
to make am image to the beast, whiff l has the wound of the sword, and lived."
"Plana"- to lead astray - if possible the very elect. It is a constant cause
for wonder. "Poieo" - to work. "Imago"- image - anything that people could be
asked to bow down before and worship. This test the priests in the provinces
pressed as it was done in Rome itself. "Emperor worshin" is the issue and that
involves worshin of the Devil.
"The stroke of the sword"- may refer to death of Nero by his own sword.
"And he came to life" - Perhaps is a reference to Domitian as a second Nero
in his persecution of Christians.
He deceivdth by employing false: signs, and he deceives by inducing men to
believe that the worship of the first beast is allowable. Those "that dwell
on the earth" are the worldly minded,(see v12). "Which it was given him to do".
The power possessed by the beast does not originate with himself; he possesses it only subject to the will of God.,(see vv 5,7). Thus the second beast known as deceit - beguiles men.
They accept exhibitions of power external to God as evidences of an independence and self-sufficiency which do not exist apart from God, forgetful of the
fact that this power is derived from God: It is given by God. (See v12).
This Beast suggested that men should set up an image tothe Beast, which had
wound by the sword, and did live. Not in order to pay greater honour to the
first beast, but that an apparent alternative might be reached or offered
to men, so that they who hesitated to pay direct allegience tothe first
beast might overcome their scruples and worship something which resembled him.
This allowed them to cheat their own consciences by persuading them that
they were not worshipping the beast himself. All are included in the same
condemnation.
The Apostle John teaches us that those who, by plausible reasoning, who by
self-deceit, allow themselves to cast in their lot with the worldly - the
avowed followers of the first beast - are equally guilty with those who
openly proclaim themselves followere of the world.
The Dragon gave his power to the Sea-Beast who in turn delegated grate power
and authority to the land-beast. His power was great, deceptive, magical, and
economic. He works as an agent of the first beast, and commands the whole
earth and its inhabitants. He uses deception and magic.
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The religion of God is a religion of. miracles. "The Beast did unbelievable
miracles...." Fot the Beast to make his deception appear the onit true and
rightful religion, he needs to mimic and counterfeit all that supernaturalism
on which true Faith reposes. To this he sets himself, and becomes one of
the greatest workers of signs and wonders the earth has ever seen.
There is a supernatural power whiCh is against God and truth, as well as on
for God and truth. A miracle, simply as a work Of wonder, is not necessarily
of God. There has always been a devilish supernaturalism in the world, running alongside of the supernaturalness of divine grace and salvation.
"Moses cast dawn his rod before Pharaoh and his servants, and it became a
serpent." Nere was divine miracle. But Pharaah went and called his wise men
and sorcerers, and "the magicians of Egypt also did in like manner with their
enchantments; for they cast down every man his rod, and they became serpents."
Here was devilish miracle,in imitation of the divine miracle. In the same way
the turning of the water to blood was counterfeited, ad also the plague of
frogs. Only when it came to the creation of the swarms of insect life, did
the Magicians give up, and admit that this was beyond their powerl See Exodus
7 through 9). God assumes that there may be supernatural revelations in behalf
of idol worshipl(Deut. 1311.-5).
Paul says of AntiChrist, and the doings in connection with him, that "his coming is after the working of Satan, with all power, and signs, and lying
wonders,"(2 Thess. 20), This means wonders wrought for the suppowrt of lies,
that is, devil miracles. They axe genuine miracles wrought in the interests
of Hell's falsehoods. Seel ch,.11:5; ch.20).
This infernal prophet next points to the man whom he seeks to have adored.
Hengstenberg agrees that the reason on which the worship of the ten-horned
Beast is solicited, is the continually repeated and emphasized fact, that
he was wounded to death; and that the stroke of his death was healed. With
all his wonderful power, wisdom, and greatness, this is his sublimest personal characteristic. And on this account the adoration of him is chiefly
founded. The AntiChrist is the mimic Christ.

3. The

statue ismade to speak,. Revelation 13:35.
"Kai edothe autw dounai pneuma to dikoni tou theriou, ina kai lalese h
"And it was given to it to give breath to the image of the beast, that also it
lalese h eikwn- tou theriou, kai Poiese, osoi an me proskuneowsin twm, eikor4
shoild speak the image of the beast, also speak the magic of beast, and should
cause as many as not would do homage to the image to the image of the beast
eikona tou theriou ina anoktantthwsin.
image of the beast that they should be killed."

The statue is made to speak in order to work on the credulity and awe of the
worshippers. The trick was well within the reach of contemporary magic., and
later tradition attributed it to Simon Magus.
And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of
the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would not worship the
image of the beast should be killed. "It was given to him to give breath, etc..."
The symbolism is derived from the heathen oracles most probably. This Beast is
permitted to give life, to imnart spirit to the image. He gives it an appearance of reality which a mere image could not possess,
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This is the dangerous power of self-deceit. Together with the attempt to
deceive men into worshipping the image, is offered the alternative of death,
or, should we not say, apparent death. If men would face the naked truth,
stripped of plausible arguments and specious resembilances, they would see that
there was no reality in the ideal which they place before their minds, and
their worship which is prompted by love of the world, and the denial of God's
power.
It is only self-deceit which makes men imagine that the alternative to an
acceptance of the sovereignty of Satan and the world is death. No doubt many
Christians in St,. John's time were thus beguiled. They deceived themselves by
imagining that they must either conform to the heathen practices required' of
them, or suffer death. Those with clearer mental vision saw that the threatened death was in reality life.
"Fheuma" here has its original meaning of breath or wind like "Fheuma Zoes"
meaning "breath of life" in 11:11. "Any one refusing to worship the image
should die." Refusing th worship the image of the emperor carried with it
capital punishment in Trajan's time,(Charles).
In this v15 the false prophet performs perhaps the greatest of all his feats
of magic. Soon after the image is carved and installed in the temple, the image
begins to speak. The image of the man of sin will speak intelligibly. He will
issue commands, among them the command to slay all who do not worship him.
The image will speak of his own volition.
It does not exactly or actually possess life, for only God can create life.
The word in the Greek is upneurp.", meaning "spirit" or "wind". The false
prophet is enabled by Satan to Impar5 a spirit to the image, but the spirit
is one of Satan's unclean spirits, probably a highly placed demon in the
satanic hierarchy. This is a striking case of demon possession,with the
demon possessing the body of the image rather than of a man or a woman.
The prophecy is plausible. In some way, the edict will be conveyed around
the world that it will be considered a capital offense not to worship the
Beast vie his image., and the Dragon U*a the Beast.

4* The

brand of the Beast, Rev. 13:16.
"Kai poiei pantas, tous mikroua kai tous megalous, lai tous plousious
"And it causes all, the small and the great,
and the rich and
kai tour: ptwchous, kai tous eleutherous kai tous doulous, ina dwse autois
and the poor,
and the free
aand the bondmen, that it should give
charagma epi tes cheiros autwn ter dezias, e epi twn metwpwn autwn„"
them a mark on the hand their right, or on the foreheads their."

Detection was inevitable, for the very coins were stamped,(Matt.22:19), with
the head of the Caesar, the gods, or Rome itself. And the prophet apparently
expected that genuine Christians would refuse to sanction idolatry and condone blasphemy by handling such emblems of profanity. Only abject, servile
devotees of the cultus will stoop to that!
"The AntiChrist causes all, the small and the great —1.. to receive the mark
on their right hand, or on their forehead." As masters in old time branded
their slaves, and as owners of stock branded and mark their cattle, so are
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the people branded under the AntiChrist. Declining the Baptism of Christ,
they must take upon their bodies the sign and seal that they are sold and
held as the goods and chattels of hell Money.and place cannot buy them off.
The rich and the great are not exempted any more than the poor. The master
must submit the same as the veriest slave.
The "mark" itself is at once a number and a name. The Apostle John tells us
what it is. It is made up of two Greek characters which stand for the name
of Christ, with a thiri, the figure of a crooked serpent, put between them,
"CMS", the name of God's Messiah transformed into a Devil sacrament. This
horrid sign must everyone receive on one of the most conspicuous parts of the
body, cut, stampted, or branded in, there to abide indelibly. Non one may
eitherubuy or sell" without this mark, and all who do receive it take upon
their bodies the token and seal of their damnation.
The basic principle of "the mark" has been well established for years in
various nations. There is the social security card, the draft card registration, the practice of stenciling and inked design on the back of the hand,
and various other devices are all forerunners of this universal branding.
This word "mark" - charagma - is something like a tattoo or etching which,
once inscribed, cannot be removed9 It provides a permanent, or eternal,
identification as a follower of the Beast and the Dragon. This "mark" is used
eight times in Revelation to refer to the mark of the Beast. It is used one
time to refer to "idols" graven by art of man's devices (Acts 17:29).
The Greek word -"Sphragis" - is the protective"seal" provided for the servants
of God on their foreheads,(Revelation 14:1). And it seems the Beast intends
to imitate this by branding his name either, on their foreheads or on their
right hand.

4. The "Mark" was the name, or the number of the name, Revelation 13:17.
"Kai ina me tis dunetai agorasai h pwlhsai, ei me o echwmto charagma h
"And that no one should be able to buy or to sell, except he who has the mark
to onoma ton theriaa, h ton arithmon tou onomatos autou."
or the name of the Beast, of- the number of the name of its."
This is a regular boycott (Ramsay) against all not worshippers of the emperor.
"Di me"- except or if not - he who has the merk or the number. The stamp or
mark may be either the name or the number of the beast. The name and number
are one and the same. They could write the name in numerals, for numbers: were
given by letters.
One solution is to think of the mark or the red stamp,which was essential to
all documents of exchange, (Deissmann). It consisted of a red seal with the
emperor's name or effigy. Probably the passage is a figurative and unqualified expression for conspicuous loyalty to Imperial cult.
Ramsay takes the whole description as a symbolic and a rather sarcastic way
of referring to a boycotting demand that every Asiatic Christian should somehow "stamp himself overtly and visibly as loyal, or be disqualified from
participating in ordinary social life and trading."
The general sense of the prediction that the faithful will be shut up to the
alternative of starving or of coming forward to avow their prohibited faith.
So diabolically does the the cultus of the emperor pervade all social life.
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The Devil is said to work against Christ by "excluding us from homes)baths)
houses, markets, and also by forbidding anyone of us to appear anywhere."
John was feeling the effect of this at the time when he wrote the pocalypse
in exile at Patmos.
V. SIX HUNDRED SIXTY—SIX
1. Try to determine the identity of the Beast Rev. 13:18a.
"Hde h sophia estin."
"Here is wisdom." The wisdom here, as required by us, is the wisdom to detect
and discern the antichristian badness, the ill principles which lay men open
to AntiChrist's power, the subtle atheism and unfaith by which people are
betrayed into his hands. "Rode he sophia" - here is wisdom
"Ho echon noun" - "The one having intelligence in such matters." "It is to
have a spirit of wisdom and understanding." It is the skill to penetrate t1e
secret of the cryptogram which woii]d reveal the features of the dread opponent. This cryptic method was a favourite apocalyptic device, due partly to
the desire for impressiveness. Orientals loves symbolic modes of expression
in religion.
2.TArophet invites readers to count the number or name of the Beast)Rev. 13:184.
echwn ton nom., znphisatw ton arithmon tou theriou."
"He who has the understanding,let him count the number of the Beast.,"
The Prophet, here drops the role of seer for that of cabbalist. He invites his
readers to calculate a name whose letters, numerically valued on the fanciful
Ptinciples of Gematria, would amount to 666. For John and his readers the
Bbast was the foreign power which opposed the Divine Kingdom, in this case,
the Roman Empire. But the drift th the present oracle is the further identification is the empire with the one emneror in particular. Hence the Prophet
throws out the hint which will solve his riddle: the number of a historic
personality. The only intelligible sense of the words is "a human number,"
a number which answers to an individual.
The wisdom here, as required by us)is the wisdom to detect and discern the
antichristian badness,. the ill principles which lay men open to AntiChrist's
power, the subtle unfaith and atheism by which people are betrayed into his
hands. "Six" is tha bad number, and when multiplied by tens and hundred8, it
denotes evil in its greatest intensity and most disastrous manifestation.
This number of the Beast's name thus gives his standing in the estimate of
Heaven, and fixes attention on that rather than on the numercial spelling
of the name he bears on earth.
Let him that hath understanding count the number of the Beast;" that is,"ret
him that hath understanding discern in what sense the symbol is used." It
describes symbolically something which is peculiarly a characteristic of mankind. The interpretation which Auberlen gives is?That as the first beast is
met and vanquished by patience and faith, so this second beast is to be met
wisdom." This agrees with our interpretation of this second beast symbolizing self-deceit,.
The number "six" is typical of what is earthly as opposed to what is heavenly.
It refers to what is essentially earthly, has a fullness, importance„ and
seeming completeness which appears to be perfectt, but in reality falls short
of perfection. It is symbolical of. deceit, a sham t It describes of the second
beast. Self-deceit causea man to accept the world as substitute for God.
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3. The number Is a person,. Revelation 13:18c.
"Arithmos gar anthrwpou estin; kai o drithmos autou es CH ES."
and it's number is 666."
"For number a man it is;
"Axithmosianthropou" - the number of a man. Bit what man and what name? All
sorts of solutions are offered for'tho-d:conundrum.* Charlem is satisfied with
the Hebrew letters for Nero Caesar, which give 666. It may be correct. John
plays upon it in order to disclose the shuddering climax of his oracle, that
the final foe of the saints was Nero redivivus. The particular number 666
was 'specially apt as a symbol for this'anti-divine power, since it formed a
vain parody of the sacred number seven, always falling short of it. The very
number 666 by itself, may have been significant of the anti-divine power. The
Neronic application would intensify and concentrate itsmeaning for John's
readers who were initiated.
The self-deceit enables men to quiet their consciences, while in reality becoming followers of the worldly power and subjects of Satan. In the Speakers'
Commentary, Introduction,14-we find, "Six is the signature of non-perfection.
This number is also a symbol of human rule and power."
Wordsworth says, "The numercial symbol of the Beast, 666, indicates that he
aims at and aspires to the attributes of Christ, and he puts forth a semble*
ance of Christian truth, but falls away from it in a triple decline and degeneracy.
The Beast will evidently come into power gradually. He will become well known
in the world long before the tribulation actually begins. No doubt, He will
be an impressive personage, a leader of great ability and personal magnetism.
He may become an international hero before he acquires political leadership.
Like the false prophets who will deceive, he will have great influence even
over true Christians. AntiChristian doctrines will take deadly toll even
among true believers, even before the kingdom of AntiChrist is set up..
Remember God reveals His mysteries only to those who really love His Word,
to those who search His Holy Word out. May we be willing to act in study and
obedience to it.
CONCLUSION:
The moral insight into the Devil's nature is the wisdom we require. In this
let us try to skill our souls, cleaving ever to our only Lord God, and His
Son Jesus Christ our Saviour, in the meekness of a confiding faith and obedience, that no marks or stains of the Beast, even in spirit, may ever be
found upon our souls.
The AntiChrist will appear at the very end of the age, and will deceive and
carry vast multitudes with him into hell. Outwardly he will appear as the most
attractive, brilliant, strongest man of history - the Man. But inwardly he
is a venomous snake lag ferocious beast. God wants His people to be forewarned
against this Devil.
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THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL
Revelation 14:1-20

INTRODUCTION:
The twelfth and thirteenth chapters of this book were designed to set before us a.
picture of the three great enemies of the Chruch of Christ. Wre have been told of
the Dragon or Satan, the principle and root of all the evil, whether inward or outward), from which that Church suffers. The Dragon is the first enemy, We have been
further told of the first Beast, of that power or prince of thp world to whom the
Dragon has committed his authority. The Beast is the second enemy. And lastly we are
told of the False Prophet of religion which unites itself to the world, and which,
even more opposed than the world itself tth the unworldly spirit of Christianity,
makes the relation of God's children to the world worse than it might otherwise have
beeno The picture thus presented is in the highest degree fitted to depress and to
discourage. The thought more especially of faithlessness in the Church fills the
heart with sorrow.
John had dramatically shown the great -Powers of Satanic evil embodied in the two
beasts as they have forced the wmrld into idolatry. Now in this fourteenth chapter he assures us of the greater power of the Lamb and His holy purposes. He
abruptly shows us a vision of the Iamb and His army standing on Mount Zion.
DISCUSSION:
1. REDEMPTION OF THE HUNDRED AND FORTY FOUR THOUSAND, REVEIATION14:1-5.
lo These victors have the name of the Lamb and of God upon their foreheads, 14:1.
"Kai eodon, kai lion, arnion esthkos epi to obosZiwnp, kai met autou ekaton
"And I saw,and behold, the Lamb standing upon the Mount Zion, and with Him a
tessarakonta tessares chiliades, echousai to onoma tou patros autou gegrahundred and forty four thousand, having the name of of His Father written
mmenon epi twn metwpan autwn."
on their foreheads."

"The Lamb standing on Mount Zion." Here is reasoning after the visions of
the two beasts. Mount Zion is the site of the new city of God (Heb. 12:22),
the Jerusalem above (Gal. 4:26), the seat of the Messianie Kingdom whether
heaven or the new earth,(Revelation chs.21and 22).
These victors ha' e the name of the Lamb and' of God upon their foreheads, (as
in 3:12 and 22:4). (In place of the mark of the beast above,(13:16; 14:11).
This seal protects them (9:4)0 (See 7:5, 8).
The Prophet breaks off to point his readers= acros the sombre vista opened up
by this oracle of the "Therion" - the Beast -, not to the Church as an oasis
and asylum on earth but to the glad sure hope of the faithful after death.
The question is asked:"How can the Beast be met? Who can hold out (v8) against
such seductions? By way of answer to such doubts and fears the Prophet raises the veil of the future for a moment to reveal the heavenly (13:15; 14:3)
survivors of the conflict,(14:1-5). And he rapidly sketches the doom at Rome
and the pagan world byway of contrast,(14:6-20).
Instead of the Beata o(v1) we have the Lamb. Instead of the Beast's followers
and their mark, are the Lamb's followers with the Divine Name. Instead of
the pagan earth, there is Mount Zion0
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This vision now passes on to depict the blessedness in store for the faithful
Christians. tre have a picture of the saved. We have the assured blessedness
of the faithful portrayed (14:1-13), followed by the judgments upon the ungodly. "Behold the Lam13,sstanding on Mount Zion." It refers to the Lamb described in chapter 5 whom the second beast had attempted to personate.. The
Lamb stands on"Mount Zion, the City of the Living God, the heavenly Jerusalem."
His foundation. is in the holy mountains. There is the Temple of God, in the
midst of which is the Lamb, and there is the New Jerusalem,(21:2).
With the Lamb are the 144,000, having His Father's Name written in their
foreheads. Note the similarity to the description in chanter seven., These
144,000 ,ire those "redeemed from the earth",(v3). The number denotes a large
and perfect number, a multitude of which the total is complete,(see ch.7:4).
This sealing in the forhhead marks out reddemed in contradistinction to those
who have received the mark of the Beasty(13:16)&
Ten times John uses the formula,"I looked or saw or beheld." (See Revelation
4:1; 5:6; 6:2; 6:5; 6;8; 7;9 441, 14; 15:5; 19:11.). Each time it serves aas
an introduction to a marvelous event, one which John saw with his own eyes.
The Lamb is there in their midst on the holy mountain of Zion. The Lamb has
come to claim and to possess His own dominion. John sees all this as certain
to come to pass.Both Hebrews 12:22-24 and Revelation 14:1-5 refer to the great
future gathering of all the sAints on Mount Zion when Christ returns to
earth at the end of the tribulation period. Chief among these will be the
144,000.
2. Back of the Lamb was the power of the Omnipotent Creator. Rev. 14:2.
"Kai hkouga. phwnen ek tou ouranou waphwen udatwn pollwn, kai ws phwnen
"And I heard a voice out of the heaven as a voice: of waters many, and as a
nhwnen Brontes megales: kai nhwnen ekousa kitharwdwn kitharizontwn en tais
voice of thunder great: and a voice I heard of harpers harping with their
kitharaia autwn.
harps."
The appearance of this manlike Messiah on Mount Zion - was accompanied by the
manifestation of the Celestial Zion (ch.21). Here it is a companion panel to
7:9f., though the retinue of Messiah artpV.nted in more definitely Jewish
colours. They are distinguished for their testimony borne against the imnerial cultus and the contaminations of the pagan world.
"As a voice of many watere.... A wonderful melody in this chorus by the
angels, not by the 144 /000 (See 1:15). Evidently this is the song of the
heavenly inhabitants, as described also in ch.> 7:9-11, where we are told
they "cried with a loud voice." The greatness of the voice is evidence of
the vastness of the number.
"Heaven's from which the sounds come, includes the "Mount Zion" of v19 on
which the Lamb and His followers atand. "The voice which I heard was the
voice of harpers harping with their harps. "As the voice" - in regard to
its pleasantness; reminding the bearerof the Temple-worship. The "sound"
indicates, heavenly power and majesty.. The name of Christ and the Father's
name inscribed on the foreheads of the-followers indicates the close connection between this army and the power. of God.
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The last time the Lamb had actually been seen by John, he was in the midst
of the heavenly throne (Rev. 7:17), surrounded by the multitude redeemed
from the great tribulation. The implication is that they had been won to
faith in Christ through the testimony of these same 141t,000 witnesses. John.:
had seen them in a prophetic vision immediately after the sealing of the
11111 1000, being translated forward to the end of the tribulation, apparently
to a point in time immediately prior to the descent of the Lamb and all His
saints from the throne in heaven to their work on earth.
In like manner here, John is again translated momentarily even further ahead
in time to see the Lamb with His chosen witnesses who have survived the great
tribulation still in the flesh, standing triumphantly on Zion's Mountain in
Jerusalem.
But then, having glimpsed the future glory, John is brought back to the present, that is, the middle oaf the tribulation, by the cry of a mighty voice
from the midst of the throne in the skies. At this point in time, the Lamb
is still there, with the elders and the living creatures. The 144,000 are
still witnessing on earth, and the great multitude still are to come out of
the great tribulation.
Once again the mighty voice from heaven seemed as the sound of thunder (6s1)
and the sound of roaring waters (1:15). The voice this time, however, was
not that of the cherub or even of the one on the throne, but of the entire
assembly, chanting a beautiful song of majesty and holiness. The melodious
sound of the harp also poured through the heavenly throng, accompaning the
song of the host.
Majesty and sweetness mark the voice from heaven. It is the music that is
ever in God's presence. It is the voice of angels; glorified saints,, a
redeemed creation*
3. They sang a new song never heard before, Revelation 14:30
"Kai adousin ws wdhn kainhn enwpion tou thronou, kai enwpion twn teem"And they sing as a song new before the throne, and before the four living,
rwn zwwn kai twn nresButerwn. Kai oudeis hdunato mathein ten wden, ei me
And no one was, able to learn
the song, except
creatures and the elders.
ai ekaton kai tessarakonta tessares chiliades, of hgorasmenoi apo tes ges."
the hundred and forty four thousand,
who have been purchased from the earth."
"They sing as it were a new song".(See 5:9). There ther new song was sung
by the four living creatures and the elders, but- here "before" them and WID
apparently by the throng who were themselves redeemed by the Iamb. In 5:9-12
the angels join in the song. They are purchased by the blood of the Lamb,(5:9).
Note the 144,000 are not yet separated from the earth, (see Joh 17:15). Tie
redeemed must embrace both men and women.
In verse 9 the new song is chanted by the living creatures. It is intelligible to the redeemed alone. Their experience enabled them to enter into
its meaning. This privilege is due to (vv4-5) their previous character and
conduct. "They sing" are the heavenly inhabitants. It is a song of victory
won by those who have been tried in the world and subjected to temptations.
No one could learn that song but the 144,000, who were redeemed from the earth.
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-195The new song is uniquely appropriate to the unique experience of this
unique body of 1)44,000 dedicated Christian witnesses. They had been redeemed by the blood of the Lamb, protected by the name of the Father sealed.
on their foreheads, and completely dedicated to God's service and testimony.
They could experimentally understand the new song. It was their new song.
The words of the song are not recorded, but it surely dwells on the great
truth that they had. been "redeemed from the earth." They had been saved
after the rapture, when man's greatest persecutions and God's greatest
judgments were on earth. They had been redeemed spiritually (Rev. 13:8),
and had been protected from the pain and eeath by the guarding seal. They
had been set free from the very presence of sin in their lives in order to
accomplish the unique and demanding ministry ordained for them by the lamb.

4. The Christian life is following the Lamb of God. as Jesus taught, Rev. 14:40
"Outoi eisin of meta gunajimi ouk emolunthesan, narthenoi gar eisin:
"These are they who with women were not defiled, For virgins they are:
Outoi eisin of akolouthountes tw Arniw opou ara upage. Outoi hgorasthThese are they who follow the Lamb wheresoever he may go. These were purdhesan apo twn anthrwpwn, aparche tw Thew kai tw Arniw."
ased from among men, as first fruits to God and to the Lamb."
"Emolunthesan" - defiled - to stain which see (3:4). "Parthenoi" - virgins is applied to men as well as women,(Swete). Swete takes this language "metaphorically, as the symbolical character of the Book suggests." Charles considers it an interpolation in the interest of cleibacy for both men and women.
Marriage is approved by .. tPaul in I Timothy 4:3 and also by Hebrews 13:4. The
New Testament exalts marriage and this passage should not be construed as
degrading it. ?robably,the statement is to be considered metaphorically as
symbol of the "spotless" character of the martyrs who had not perticipated
in idolatry, which is frequently compared with immorality.
Martyrs are those who follow the Lamb wherever He goes, even unto death. Since
they have not denied Christ, no lie is found in their mouths. They are indeed
spotless. The Christian life is following the Lamb of God as Jesus taught
(See Mark 2:14; 10:21; lk. 9:59; Jn. 21:19) and as Peter taught (I Peter 2:21)
and (I John 2:6).
"Akoluthountes" - "who follow the Lamb wheresoever he may go" - is the allusion to their earthly loyalty. "Upagei" -he may go - is a description of
their heavenly privilege and position. "Aparche"- first fruits - They form
the first fruits of mankind for God. Others are to follow, but these are
the elite)they have a prestiege all their own. The saints are redeemed by
the Lamb and for the Lamb.
"They are called the first fruits to God and to the Lamb." This identification must obviously refer to the first fruits of the tribulation period,
and presumably to the first fruits of revived Israel. After the tribulation the "first fruits" will be Christ's at His coming,(I Cor. 15:23). This
snecial ministry of witnessing during the tribulation period will be so demanding and so urgent that those who exercise it cannot be concerned with
either personal comfort or family needs. They have consecrated themselves
to God while in the world, and afterwards are consecrated to God's service
for ever.

r
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5. They

are without fault before the -Throne of God, Revelation 14:5.
"Kai en tw stomati autwn ankh eurethe dolos; amomoi. Gm* eisin enwpthon
guile; for blameless they are before
"And in their mouth was not found
tou thronou tou Theos."
the throne of God."
They had suffered themselves by self-deceit of the second Beast to be beguildd
into into worship of the world. (See Psalm 15:1-?). They are without blemish or
fault before the throne of God. Thus they receive appropriate reward. While
on earth they kept themselves undefiled. Now they are, like the Lamb, free
from blemish,(see v4). "Amwmoi"- without blemish. "Bolos"- not found guile.
As Christ the Paschal Iamb is, so the followers of the Lamb are to be in the
end, (Heb. 9:14; Phil. 2115).
Since they had not denied Christ, no lie was found-in their mouths. They are
indeed spotless. These adherents to Christ are redeemed. Their qualities of
purity and guileness form a sweet sacrifice to God. A Christian not only- may
be redeemed but may sacrifice himself in the - interests of the Redeemer°
These witnesses are so devoted to Christ and to the need of souls. for whom
Christ died that their tongues belong completely to His message. And because
there is no guile on their lips, there is no fault in their hands. No wonder
no one else can learn their songs These redeemed men could be wholeheartedly
perfect before the Lord only in terms of God's grace.
Noah, for example, "Was a just man and perfect in his generations" (Gen. 6:9)
only "because Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lor(Gsno 6:8). "John the
Baptist was filled with, the Holy Spirit, even from his mother's wothh,"(Ik°1:15).
And like the:ApOstid Paull, who could testify that Ood had "separated.me frem'‘
my mother's womb, and called me by His grace,(Ga1.1:15). All these had been
called and prepared from birth. God had prepared and protected them that they
had never yielded to the sin of sexual defilement, being zealosu toward God
from infancy.
Their redemption from among men had been foreordained from the foundation of
the world but not effectuated until after the rapture of the believers of the
Church age.. Then their zealous Jewish eyes had finally been opened and they
had recognized and received the Lord Jesus as the Messiah for whom they had
been longing. Their sins had been forgiven so that they were now indeed "without fault before the throne of God," and were then enabled, still by God's
grace, to continue in the things which they had learned°

II.THE GOSPEL OF CREATION, REVELATION l4:6-130
1..Jotynk attention is once again directed back to the earth, Rev. 14:6.
"Kai eidom allam aggelam petwmenon en mesouranematil wch6nta euaggelion,
"And I saw another angel flying in mid-heaven, having the -glad tidings
aiwnion euaggelisai tous katoikountas: epi ted gas, kai pan ethnos kai
everlasting to announce to those who dwell on the earth, and every nation and
phrolPn kai glessamkai laon."
tribe and tongue and people."
"I saw another angel flying in mideheave4 A new turn in the drama comes with
each angel. This one is in the sight and hearing of all. "Euaggeliomaiwnion"the eternal Gospel is proclaimed. This is God's eternal Gospel proclaimed.
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The description of this prospect of marvelous reward for the martyrs is followed: by the first three angelic proclamations. This tableau is to some_ extent
reminiscent of the eagle described in 8:13- as flying in midheaven and crying
out a threefold woe upon the inhabitants of the earth. Like the eagle, this.
first angel was flying in midheaven and proclaimed an eternal Gospel to those
who dwell on the earth. In this case "the Gospel" is a stern warning in answer
to the question raised by the Irtorshippers of the Beast in 13:40 •
The fearful doom of the impenitent pagans is announced in a triple vision of
angels,(111 :6-13). In these verses are the only specifically Christian touches.
It is intelligible as the outburst of a vehement Jewish Christian apocalyptist.
The first angel announces here (v6-7) in the neutral sense. to the universe
the news that the Divine purpose is now to be consummated, but that there is
still a chance to repent,(11:3)0
Here the nations are regarded,in the first instance as having been seduced by
Rome into the Imperial Cultus (8-9). Hence they get a warning and a last opportunity of transferring their gllegience to its rightful,object. The near doom
of the empire, of which the prophet is convinced even in the hour of her aggrandisement (13:8), is made a motive for urging her beguiled adherents: to repent
in time and her Christian victims to endure (14:12.).
The Gospel is eternal in its unalterable nature,(Gal. 1:9). And in contrast to
the power of the Beast, which is set for destruction,(13:7). The fourfold enumeration shows the universal nature of the proclamation of the Gospel (5:9f)
in reference to the world.
The people on earth will no longer be ignorant of God. They have had access to
the Bibles and Christian literature left behind when believers were raptured
but also they have heard the testimony of the Two Witnesses - Enoch and Elijah.
This testimony was for three and a half years. They have experienced great divine
judgments on earth, and have seen and heard angels of God flying through the
skies, and have realized wh,t is really happening in heaven and earth.
Now God, in His infinite grace, will thus send forth a mighty angel, flying
back and forth across the skies, loudly proclaiming the -Gospel from one place
to another, covering every nation and tribe and speaking in every language so
that no one at the coming judgment would be able to say he had not heard.
Note the Gospel he preaches is the "everlasting Gospel".. There is nothing new
or different about it. It is the Gospel which we are to preach, which believers in all ages were commanded to preach, and which the angel will preadh. The
Gospel is everlasting. It is Good NMS from God, and is exceedingly broad in
scope. The Holy Spirit, through John, here calls it everlasting.It has never
been, and will never be, any other gospel.
2,. Fear God and give glory to Him, Revelation 1)4:7.
"Iegonta, en phwne megale, PhoBethete ton Theon, kai dote autw dozan, oti
"Saying with a voice loud, Fear God, and give to- Him glory, because is come
elthen e wra tes krisewa autou; kai- praskunesate tw poiesanti ton,ouranon
is come the hour of His judgment; and- do homage to Him who made the heaven
kai ten gen kai thaiassan kaipegas udatmn."
and the earth and the sea and fountains of water." •
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The angel strickly admonishes that all should fear God and give Him glory,
for the hour of His judgment has come. God, the Creator, should be worshipped,
and not the emperor. Here we have a call to judgment with no hope offered
except by implication, (see Acts 14:15f). 'Worship"- a solemn call to the
pagan world to worship God as Creator,(see 14:11; 10:6).
The angel proclaims the Gospel in opposition to the second beast, who bids those
that dwell on the earth to make an image to the first beastl(see 13:14). For
the hour of his judgment is come. This is the reason given for the "fear" mentioned. "Is come" - it is at hand. So worship Him who made heaven, the earth,
and the sea, and the fountains of water.
The angel directly opposes the invitation of the second beast to pay homage to
the first beast. He who has created has the right to judge His creatures, as
well as to receive their worship., "Wra"- the fixed. "Kairos"- the fit..moment
for action. As history proves,the Caesar cult fairly intoxicated people, esjeecially in the East. In Asia Minor it became a perfect passion with many communities. They will find it a different kind of passion, the prophet grimly writes, drawing on a powerful 0.T. figure. The passion of God's hot indignation
will be forced down their throats, like a bitter draught,(v10).
The Gospel encompasses the comelete work of Christ from eternity to eternity.
God's right to judge men, of course,ifi founded oft the fact of creation. "Give
Him the glory," the angel shouts, "and bow down to the One who made all things."
Both lost men and fallen angels had rejected God as Creator, deceiving themselves into believing that the universe itself was the only eternal reality,
worshiping and serving "the creature more than the Creator." (Romans 1:25).
They have ever since taught this falsehood to all who would hear until, as the
Scripture says, Satan has deceived "the whole world",(Rev.12:9).
If Christ is not the Creator, He can hardly be the Saviour or the coming King.
People of the last days must first be called back to believe in a true creation
and therefore a real Creator God before they can ever bec constrained to come
to Himas Saviour. Thus the angel cries out repeatedly: "God is Creatori God
will judge. Fear Himl"

3. Another

angel announces the certainty of the fall, Rev. 14:8.
"Kai allos aggelos ekolouthesen, legwn, Epesen epesen BabuInn H polis e hetiale, oti ek tou oinou tou thumou tes norneias autes pepotiken panta etne."
"And another angel followed, saying, is fallen, is fallen Babylon the city the
great, because of the wine of the fury of her fornication she has given to drink
all nations."
The language is an echo of Isa. 21:9. The language is a reminder of Nebuchadrezzar. There is no doubt that Rome is meant by Babylon. As a prisoner in Patmos John can speak his mind by this symbolism. "Hath made to drink" -pepotikenthe wine of God's wrath,(also 16s19). Rome is pictured as the great courtesan
who intoxicates alid beguiles the nations to fornication,(17:2). But the cup
of God's wrath for her and her paramours is full,(14:10; . 16:19; 18:2). The
passion of God's hot indignation will be forced down their throats, like a bitter draught.
For John, Rome, the new Babylon, was to be destroyed because of her idolatrous
maps:. Rome's great power was not great enough_ to stand against God's power.
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"Babylon hath been a golden cup, in the Lord's hand, that made all the earth
drunken: the nations have drunken of her wine;therefore the nations'are mad.
Babylon is suddenly fallen and destroyed," (Alford). The figure of fornication
is used to depict idolatry and general unfaithfulness towards God,(see v4).
This idea is picked up again in Rev.17:21 where the theme of Babylon is developed in all its sad ramifications. The influence of Babylon, both ancient and
future, is agelong and worldwide. Its system of evolutionary pantheistic humanism has damned unnumbered souls through the centuries.
Thus the angel both warns and encourages the inhabitants of earth. The fall
of mighty Babylon is sure to come and it will come so soon that they could
consider it accomplished already. Twice the message is repeated for emphasise
"Babylon is fallen, is fallenl" The actual fall of Babylon will occur at the
end of the tribulation, as is described in Revelation 18. But the anticipatory pronouncement is made by the second angel, again and again assuring men
on earth that Babylon will soon be destroyed.

4. The

third angel announces the dangers of following the Beast, Rev. 14:9.
"Kai tritos aggelos ekolouthesen autois, legwn, en phwne megale, Ei tis tto
"And a third angel followed them, saying, with a voice loud, if anyone the
therion proskunei kai ten eikona autou, kai lamBanei charagma epi tou
beast does homage to and
image its, and receives a mark on his forehead
h epi ten cheita."
or upon his hand."
Then, immediately after the first two angels, a thrid angel follows in their
train, warning the dwellers on earth still more urgently concerning the dangers of following the Beast. His voice is loud enough for all to hear as he
traverses the skies day after day, so that none can say they were not warned.
These angels denounce the Caesar-worshipeers.,(Swete).
This counter proclamation (vv9-12) warns about boycott and death to those
tempted to yield to the threats of the second Beast,(13:11-17). These Caesarworshippers are guilty of an "eternal sin". While directed against the pagan
worshippers of the Beast, it may have been especially intended as a warning
to those Christians who had been tempted almost beyond their strength to deny
Christ and worship the emperor and his image. That apostasy did occur is
certain. At times the pressure exerted by the Roman authorities was almost
irresistible, and then there was the social pressure of friends and family.
The third angel proclaims that the deliberate adherents of the Imperial cultus
are to be held responsible for their actions, and punished accordingly. The
object is that these votaries may be "scared into faith by warning olksin's
pains," The plea of force (13:12) is no excuse,(1Latt.10:28).
The worship of the beast and the image is the fornication referred to in v8.
The retribution for which follows is in v10. The message of each angel reinforces and emphasizes the one before.
The first angel proclaims the everlasting Gospel and warns of impending
judgment. The second angel assures men that the nighty Babylonish empire of
the Beast, who seeks to bar men from the Gospel, is about to fall.. The third
angel still more pointedly warns men against yielding individually to the commands of the Beast.
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5.The warning is given to men while there is yet time, Revelation 14:10.
These Caesar-worshippers are guilty of an"eternal sin," (Mark 3:29). There is
doom for worshippers of the Beast. "He also will drink -"kai autos pietai."
Certainly for him as for Babylon and her paramours.,(L6:17). "Of the wine of
the wrath of God" - "ek tou oinou tou thumou tou Theou." The white heat of
God's anger, held back through the ages, will be turned loose.
"Which is mixed in full strength in the cup of His anger, and he will be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels and in the
presence of the Lamb." "Tou kekerasmenou akratou" -"prepared unmixed." It is
used of wine unmixed with water. It is strong wine mixed with spices to make
it still strongerl(see Ps.75:9). "Thumos" -anger - settled indignation. This
holy environment adds to the punishment.
The torture is inflicted before the holy angels who evidently sit as assessors
at the judgment. Normally the Prophet refrains from introducing such spectators of doom, (see 20:10-.14). The torment which Judaism designed for fallen angels
and apostates is assigned her to the worshippers of the Caesars. The Apocalypse
is silent upon agents of torture. John locates the place of torment over against the place of rest.
"Kai autotts pietai ek tou oinou tou thomou tou Theou, tou kekeraomennu
"And he shall drink of the wine of the fury of the God, which is mixed undeluted
akratou en tw peteriw tes arges autou, kai BpSanisthesetai en puri kai theiw„
undeluted in the cup of his wrath,
and he shall be tormented in fire and
inwpion twn agiwn aggelwn, kaienwpion tou Iamb."
brilftteet„ before the holy angels, and before the Lamb s"
As adapted by John, it is possibly in recollection of (Gen. 19:24) the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah by "brimstone an fire". The idolaters are to
be torutred with fire and brimstone, a perdiction of the "Lake that burns
with fire and brimstone -- the second death," into which they will be cast.(21:8).
The holy angels and the Lamb will witness the torture. The f&ithless will
be eternally shamed before the face of Him whom they have denied. Because they
had rejected the substitutionary offering of the Lamb on God's heavenly altar
they must themselves suffer in the very presence of the Lamb as well as that
of the holy angels whose mediating messages and ministries they had likewise
spurned.
Their destined suffering is to be very real and severe. One of "torment", and
the torment is one of physical suffering in "fire and brimstone". This is a
reference to the lake of fire into ultimately which will be cast the Devil,
his angels, the beast, the false prophet, and all the people who die without
Christ,(Matt. 25:41 and Rev. 20:10, 14, 15).
6.The doctrine of eternal punishment is Biblical, Rev. 14:11.
"Kai o kapnos tou Basanismou autwn anaBainei eis3aiwnas aiwnwn, kai ouk
"And the smoke oftheir torment goes up to ages of the ages, and they have
eohwusin anapausin emeras kai nuktus of nrOskunountea• to therion kai ten
no respite day and night wh do homage to the beatt and its image, and if any
eikona autou, kai ei tis lamBanei to charagma tou onematos autou.""
one receives the mark
mark of its name .n
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"The smoke of their torment goes up to the ages of the ages." See 9:5 for
"Basanismos"- torment - for there it is a limited penalty. But here in this
vii it is "for ever and ever". They have no rest "ouk echousin anapausin."
"Those who desert Christ for Caesar will be the victims of a remorse that never
dies nor sleeps,"(Swete). Recall the prophecy of Isaiah 34:10.
The torment which Judaism designed for fallen angels and apostates is assigned
here to the worshippers of the Caesars. The Apocalypse is silent upon agents
of torture. (The furnace of Gehenna shall be disclosed and over against it
the paradise of delight.) John locates the place of torture over against the
place of rest. The torture proceed under the eyes of the righteous, though the
moralisation of the idea has advanced, until Hehenna vanishes from the scene
off'
"It is impossible for us to understand haw such a sight could be compatible
with heavenly happiness",(Stanton). But the psychological basis of the ghastly
expectation can be verified in the cruder types of primitive and modern relAlon.
"Those who worship the Beast" means those whose distinguishing characteristic
is that they are worshipping the Beast, and persist in worshipping him, even
to the end. This characteristic is so strongly marked that they are here represented as keeping it even after their death.
The Bible clearly teaches the doctrine of eternal Punishment. The torment is
real and eternal. The torment involves not only the fire and the smoke of
burning but also the eternal fatigue. One of the delightful promises in heaven
is that of rest&(Hebrews 4:9). True rest, especially from the guilt and conseqences of sin, is found only in Christ,(Matt. 11:28). There can be no rest for
those outside of Christ.
"iNhosoever receiveth the mark of his name." The context in this passage has to
do with the beast-worshippers of the last half of the tribulation. The angel
pointedly reminds them again that everlasting punishment awaits all who receive
the mark. It is the plain teaching of Scripture, in fact, that all unbelievers,
share the same lake of fire (Revelation 21:8) and that this punishment is everlasting. The beast and the false prophet, for example, are seen as still suffering in the fiery lake a thousand years after their first entry into it,.
(Revelation 19:20; 20:2, 7f, 10). God is both just and omniscient, and the punishment is prepared for all.
7. A living faith is an obedient faith and a long-suffering faith, Rev. 14:12.
"Ode upomone twn agiwn estim„ wde of terountes tas entolas tou Theou kai
"Here the endurance of the saints is, here they who keep the commandments of God
ten pistin Iesou."
and the faith of Jesus."
In this struggle against emperor worship lay their opportunityl(Rom. 5:3). It
was a test of loyalty to Christ. Here is a call for the endurance of the saints,
who are identified as those who keep the commandments of God and the faith of
Jesus. Those who are faithful will escape the eternal torments of fire and
brimstone. They will not be subject .to the second death. To be a saint is to
obey God and to believe in Jesus at all costs, The prospect of this fearful
and imminent retaliation is a warning to weak-minded Christiabs, and a sonsolarion to the loyal Christians.
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The patience of the saints is exhibited in believing in, and waiting for,
the due retribution which will overtake the wicked at the Jest, and in maintaining the conflict against the Dragon who goes to war with those Mho keep
the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus." This is the testimony which is the outcome of faith.(See 13:10 and 12:17).
The early Christians hed been exhorted to patience and long-suffering, in
confidence that God would eventually reward their faithfulness and judge
their persecutors, (Matt.5:10-12; Rom.12:19; Heb. 10:30-37). A very explicit
promise to this effect had also been made to the martyred saints here in the
tribulation period,(Rev. 6:9-11).
"Here," says John is the object of the age-long patience of all the saints.
The Gospel promises are accomplished, the judgment is come, the humanistic
world system has fallen, and all the ungodly are in hell - this is the
imriediate prospect. Their patience is justified at last.
"Tere", he says, are the godly. The righteous shall shine forth in the
Kingdom of the Fatherl(Matt. 13:43). These are "they that keep God's commandments and the faith of Jesus". Those who truly have the faith of the
Lord Jesus love His commandments„(I John 5:3-5). This living faith is
destined finally for satisfaction and eternal reward.
.ealwAs reward. is according to his labor, Revelation 14:13.
"And I Thrrilarra1 a voice out of the heaven, saying to me l lkrite, Blessed the dead.
"Kai ekousa phwnes ek tou ouranou, legontea moil parapsion, Makarioi of
who die in the Lord from henceforth.
Yea,saith the Spirit , that they
nekroi of errs Kuriw apothneskontes. aparti. Nai, legei to Pneuma, ina anapanswntai ek twn:kwibwn autwn. to de erga autwn akalouthei met autwn."
may rest from their labours; and their works follow with them."
This„the second of seven beatitudes (cf 1:3), is to comfort and strengthen
those who are facing the prospect of dying as martyrs because they have .confessed their. Lord. This beatitude is solemnly affirmed by the Spirit, doubtless the same Spirit closely related to the glorified- Christ, who pledged
eternal rewards to the conquerors in the letters to the Seven Churches,(Chs.2-3).
The martyrs will rest from their labours.
John's meditation is broken by this command., Comfort is given"those who die
in the Lord", giving comfort to those facing persecution and death. "From
their labours" - from the toils, the wearinesses, but not from the activities,
for these"follow with them." There is this to comfort .us for all our..grawth
here. Even if cut short, it can be utilized in heaven. Heaven is not a place
of idleness, but of the highest form of spiritual service..
They

are encouraged to hold on in hope. It denotes all who die in the Faith,
loyal to their Lord, - primarily martyrs and confessors. The die "in Christ's
fellowship, as it were in His arms." "Happy to rest from their labours"—
their Christian activities, not the special form of their death for the faith..
The bliss of death for a Christian consists not in mere rest from labour but
in rest which brings reward of labour. Their works accompany them to judgment,
and it is imnlied they receive their proper reward there.
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John's thought is not that death is happier than life under the circumstances,
but that if death came in the line of religious duty it involved no deprivation.
It is hardly apposite to think of the dead as resting from works (Heb.):9), no
more being needed. "The work shall follow and the reward be disclosed." In John's
Apocalypse the dead are felicitated because they miss nothing by their martyrdom. Yet life is a boon. No plaintive, no -wary cry rises from the pages of
this Apocalypse. "Rest" -"anapapanswntai"-may rest from their labours. "Rest"
in the papyii means relief from public duties or the"resting"of land in
agriculture.
"Their works do follow them." The promise is so important that it is conveyed
to John by "a voice from heaven," commanding him to write it down. There is
no question of faulty memory or long tradition here. Twelve times in Revelation, in fact, is John specifically commanded, "Writel" (Revelation 1:11, 19;
1)4:13; 19:9; 21:5). Everything was recorded immediately in this final book of
the Holy Scriptures.
Except for the messages to the Seven Churches, this is the first of only two
instances in the Book of Revelation where the Spirit speOs directly, the
second being the very last gospel invitation in the Scriptures,(Rev. 22:17).
Once this life is done, our labours are over, though our eternal service is
just beginningl(Rev. 22:3). Our labour here is the basis of our service there,
(Matt. 25:21).
III. TIE GRAVES OF WRATH, REVEIATION 14:311-.16.
1. "Cloud" is the symbol of Christ's. glory, Rev. 14:14.
"Kai eidon, kai idou, nephele leuke, kai epi ten nephelen kathemenos omoios
"And I saw, and behold, a cloud white, and upon the cloud one sitting like the
biw Anthrwpou, echwn epi tes kephales autou stephanon chrusoun, kai en to
the Son of Man, having on the head of him a crown golden,
and in his hald
Cheri autou drepanom ozu."
head of him a sickle sharp."
"A white cloud" like the bright cloud in Matt. 17:5,(Transfiguration). A familiar object in the Mediterranean lands. (See Matt. 24:30; 26:64; Acts 1:9,11)
for the picture of Christ's return. In 1:13 Christ is termed "One like unto
the Son of Nan", it is probable that John is nom anticipating the second advent
of the conquering Christ, which is given in its proper place in greater-detail
19:11-21..
This Royal, Judicial Figure is evidently the Messiah, (drawn from Daniel 7:13).
The crown was a familiar appurtenance of deity; for the cloud is as the seat
of deity. "Cloud" is the symbol of Christ's glory,(Acts 1:9, 11; MatjL.2):30).
"They shall see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven."
That Christ is here intended is showtonby:(1 ) The cloud,(Lk.21:27).. (2) The
expression, "Son of Man,"(Jn. 5:22).And Acts 17:31). The white colour,(6:2).
(4) The golden crown, shich distinguishes. Him from the other appearances. He sits,because He comes in judgment. Having on His head a golden crown. The
Crown of victory -"stephanos". And in His hand the sharp sickle,(Matt.9:38).
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The same Son of Man whom John had seen at the beginning (Rev. 1:13) anpears
again, Now John sees Him again as He is and will be for ever, as the glorified Son of Man. It is as the Son of Man that the nations will see Him come
in glory iIatt. 24:30) and reign in power (Matt. 26:610. They will see Him
"Coming in the clouds of heaven" and here John also sees Him on a glory cloud.
The sickle in His han indicates He is coming in judgment. The crown on His .
head indicates He is coming to reign. As John had heard Him say long before,
"the Father hath given Him: authority to execute judgment also, because He is
the Son of Man,(John 5:27)0 As Son of Man, as Resurrected Man, He is also
Heir of all God's promises to man and is to have dominion over all the earth.
(Psalms 2:7, 8; 8:4-6)0
2. The angel acts as the messenger of the will of God to. Christ, Rev. 14:15.
"Kao allos aggelos ezelthen ek tou naou, kraman -en megale phwne tw kathe-"And another came out of the temple, crying with loud voice to him sitting
menw epi tes nepheles, Pempsion to drepanon sou, kai therison, oti elthen soi
and reap; because is come
on the cloud,
Sand thy sickle ,
ioi h wra tou therisai, oti ezeranthe o therismos tes ges."
to thee the hour to reap, because is dried the harvest of the earth."
After the appearance of the Son of Nan another angel came out of the temple.
The angel is a messenger from God bringihg a command from God Himself, who
is in His temple. Only God knows the hour of the end0 Recall the parable in
Matt. 1307-43.
The temple is the inner sanctuary of God,(7:15). The angel acts as the messenger of the will of God to Christ in His capacity of Son of Man, because the
command is one concerhAng the times and seasons which the Father hath kept
in own pow r. The writer uses the Hebrew of the passage where God is to do
the reaping.
The harvest is perfectly ripe, so that the stalk is dry, the moisture having been lost. The holy angels, no less than the martyred saints, are appalled at the wickedness of the men and devils and yearn for the time to come
when the great rebellion will be forever put down and God's will shall be
done in all His creation.
3.

He that sat on the cloud thrust in His sickle, Revelation 14:16.
"Kai eBaleim o kathemenos epi ten nenhelen to drepanon autou wpi ten gem,
his sickle upon
the earth,
"And put forth he sitting upon the cloud
kai etheristhe e ge."
and was reaped the earth."
And He that sat on the cloud thrust in. His sickle on the earth; and the
earth was reaped. "Thrust His sickle" - "EBalen" - but not the same word
as in v15 - "nempsion"-send thy sickle. But it has the same significance.
There are two gatherings described in this place:(1) The harvest of the earth by the Son of Man. (2) The gathering of the vintage by the angel,(v17)0
It seems probable that the first refers to the selection by. Christ of the
faithful at the end of the world. And the second describes the ingathering
of the *ricked for punishment immediately afterwards. This agrees with the
general tenor of the whole chapter, a portrayal of the opposites fates in
store for the faithful and the wicked.
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The descrintion thus corresponds, with the account of the end of the world given
in chapter sevens with which this chapter has so much in common,(see on the
first verses of this chapter). In ch.7 the saints are first selected and sealed,
before the wicked meet their doom.
Thus, also, the judgment is described by our Lord in His parables of the wheat
and the tares, and the sheep and the goats. This accounts also for the first
gathering being presided over by the Son of Man, while the second is conducted
by an angel. The nunishment in connection with the vintage seems to distinguish
it from the first harvest. This also corresponds with the announcements of the
former angels, who first preach the everlasting Gospel, and afterwards denounce
those who serve the beast,(vv6-110. Christ puts in the sickle as He wills
with His own agents,(Matt. 13:39,41).
The harvest, of the earth has been undertaken by the Son of Man Himself, quite
possibly because He is still seeking to save that which was lost. The first
reaping apparently is a"harvest of grain". It is cut and threshed. It probably refers to all the worldwide judgments of the second half of the tribulation, unleashed when the seven bowls of wrath pour out over the earth,(Rev016).
This will climax in the utter destruction of the entire Babylonish world-system.
.J14 THE ANGEL AND THE VINTAGE - SEVENTH VISION, REVELATION 14:17-20.
I. This is an angel who apeears with a sharp sickle, Rev. 14:17.
His function is similar to that of the Son of Man. This angel came out of the
heavenly temple, showing that he too is an agent of God's wrath. This is the
fifth angel who is God's messenger from heaven, the temple where God dwells.
This fifth angel with his sharp sickle is to gather the vintage (17-20) as
Christ did gather the wheat.
"The harvest of the earth is ripe and dry," but this ripeness of paganism for
judgment (Jer.51:33) is restated dramatically (177-20) in a parallell O. T.
symbol from the wine-press. The angelic scene recalls that of 8:3-5. But
unlike the harvest-symbol, this vintage-symbol is worked out vividly. (See
Gen. )49:11; Isa. 63:1f.). The temple which is in heaven,isthe sanctuary or
the dwelling-place of the undivided Trinity:
,from whenee:dome God's judgments.
"Kai altos aggelos ezelthen ek tou naou tou en tw ouranw, echwn kai autos
"And another angel came out of the temple which is in the heaven, hating also he
drepanon ozu.
a sickle sharp."
God assigns to this angel the task of reaping "the vine of the earth", casting these all into the trampling of. the vintage of the great winepress .of
the wrath of God. This angel is called out of the temple in heaven, thus
contrasting with the preceding angel in the earthly temple. Possibly this
is one of the "presence angels"(Rev.8:2) since he was in the temple of God's
presence in the heavenlies. He is assigned a ministry quite close to that
of the Son of Man Himself, wielding the great sickle of Judgment. It is a
judgment sickle speaking of cutting destruction, and it is very sharp. John
uses the harvest at the end of. the world to include both the righteous and
the wicked.. The grain and the -grapes are pronounced rine and ready for haryest.
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2.The altar is connected with judgment, Rev. 14:18.
"Kai allos aggelos ezelthen ek tou thusiasteriou, echwn ezouslan epi tou
having authority over the
"And another angel came out of the altar,
putos, kai ephgnesen krauge me gale tw echwnti to drepanonito ozu, legwn„
fire, and he'cuNed with a cry loud to him having the sickle the sharp, saying,
Pempsion sou to drepanon to ozu, kai truge-son tous-Botruas tes ges; oti
the bunches of the earth;
because are
send thy sickle sharp, and gather
hkmasan ai staphulai autes."
fully ripe the grapes of her."
In the harvest scene an angel told the Son of Man that the time had come for
Him to use His sickle. Maintaining the parallelism, another angel, from the
altar, who had the power over fire, told the angel with the sickle to use it
to gather the clusters of the vine of the earth, for the grapes were ripe.
Angels presided over the various forces of nature:
The angels of the four winds appeared in 7:1. The angel of the water will make
his entrance in 16:5. It was but natural that there should be an angel of fire.
This angel in Revelation for fire has a special significance, for he is from
the altar. His apoearance is ominous, for it is followed by the vintage. And
before long the seven bowls of God's wrath are to be poured out.
At the altar of incense this sixth angel is in charge of the fire. If it is
the altar of burnt offering (6:9; 11:1), we are reminded of the blood of the
martyrs3,(Swete). But if it is the altar of incense (8:3, 5; 9:13) 16:7),
then we are reminded of the prayers of the saints.
The sharp sickle is useful for vintage as for harvesting "Pempson" - send fa th.
"Trugeson" - gather - means dryness, ripeness. Here it is bunch of grapes are
fully ripe. It means to come to maturity, to reach its acme in this verse. In
6:9 and in 8:3 the altar is connected with judgment. This fire of the altar
is the fird of judgment. And the angel is the angel who has power over fire.
"Thrust in thy sharp sickle." The sickle is figurarive of the instrument by
which the career of those on earth is terminated. The meaning of this gathering of the vintage represents the punishment of the wicked.(See v16).
Note this sixth! angel of Revelation 14 on the earth like the fourth angel.
This sixth' angel has "power over fire". As the fourth angel had entreated tthe
Son of Man to thrust in His sickle and reap the harvest of the earth, so now
this sixthr angel will beseech the fifth angel, sent by the Son of Man, to
thrust in his sickle and gather the vintage of the earth. The grapes of wickedness and rebellion have ripened fully on the vine, and are fit now for the
great winepress of the wrath of God.
3.The terrible nature of the wrath of God„ Revelation 14:19.
"Kai eBalen o aggelos to drepanon autou-eis ten gen, kai etrugesen ten amp"And put forth the angel his sickle to the earth, and gathered the vine
elan tes ges,„ kai eBalen eis ten lenon tou thumou tou Theou ten megalen."'
of the earth, and cast the fruit into the wine press of the fury of. God the great."
"'Cast" in obedience to the instructions in v18. "Ampelos" -"The vine of the
earth"is used for the enemies of Christ collectively pictured. He cast it into
the great winepress of the wrath of God. It emphasizes: the terrible nature of
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the wrath of God.. In obedience to the heavenly command the angel swung his
sickle on the earth and gathered the vintage, which he cast into the great
winepress of the wrath of God.
40 The wine press was trodden outside the city, Revelation 14:20.
"Kai epatethe e lenos ezw tes polews, kai ezelthen aikm ek tes. lenou
"And was trodden the wine press outside the city, and came forth blood out of
apo
stadiwn
achri twn chalinwn twn ippwn,
the wine press as far as the bits of the horses, to the distance of furlongs
chiliwn ezakpsiwn."
a thousand six hundred."
"Epatethe" - was trodden. The image of treading out the grapes is a familiar
East. Porhaps Isaiah 63:3 is in mind. Without the city -"Exothen
one in
tes poleos"- (see 11:2). Joel (3:12) pictUres the valley of Jehoshaphat as the
place of the slaughter of God's enemies. This was the usual place,(Heb. 13:12).
There was a belief that God's judgment on the nations of the earth will take
place in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem,(Zech. 14:1-5; Ezek. 39:1-10; Dan.11:45).
"Blood from the wine presa"- "Haima ek tes lenou." Bold imagery is suggested
by the colour of the grapes. The symbolism of the treading of the grapes may
be derived from Isa. 63:1-6, which depicts God as a mighty warrior who will
in His righteous wrath trample in the wine press of nations which oppressed
Israel, pouring their lifeblood upon the earth. John has transformed this; into
an Apocalyptic scene anticipatory of the time when the conquering Christ "will
tread the wine press of the fury of the wrath of God the Almighty,"(L9:15)0.
The heathen are stamped and crushed till their blood gushes out of the winepress to the height of a horse's bridle and to the extent of about 200 miles.
This fearful vengeance is located by Jewish traditiOn in the Jehoshaphat
valley near Jerusalem. After this partial anticipation of the final:catastrophe, the Apocalypse returns to a fuller and independent description of its
processes,(15:2-4).
The "blood" of which the juice of the grape is a type,..depicts - the punishment inflicted. The nature of the punishment is extensive. As John looks: forward
in his vision towards the end of the tribulation period and sees all the hations being drawn like a magnet to the land of the chosen people, he must sense
the enormity of the calamity that is soon to overwhelm them.
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SEVEN VISIONS OF TIE MKS OF GOD'S WRATH
REVELATION 15:1-16:21
INTRODUCTION:
The fifteenth chapter of Revelation is the shortest chapter in the book. It
serves primarily as a prologue to the sixteenth chanter and the somber recital
of the seven great bowls of wrath and the seven last plagues on the earth. It is
of vital importance in its own right, providing another beautiful glimpse of the
joy and glory at the heavenly throne.
Another series of calamities, the seven plagues, of the bowls. of God's wrath, is
about to ravage the earth. These are similar in character and purpose to the plagues of the seven seals,(6:1-8:6)4 The chronological framework of the seven-year
history inscribed in Revelation is contained especially.in chapter 6,(The Seal
Judgment). Chapters 8 and 9 are the Trumpet Judgments. Chapter 16 gives the Bowl
Judgments. A period of preparation preceded each of these series.
The seal and the trumpet judgments occupy essentially the first three-and-a-half
years. The bowl judgments occupy the last three-and-a-hala years. In the first
series we have the acclamation of the Lamb as worthy to break the seal on the
book of doom,(5:1-14). The seventh seal releases the seven trumpets (Rev.8:1-2).
This prepares the way for the blowing of the seven trumpets. The seventh trumpet
calls forth the seven bowls,(Rev.11:15; 15:1,7), continuing to reverberate across
the skies as the bowls are emptied on the earth. Recall, seven angels stood befor God and were given seven trumpets.
Then another angel stood at the altar and mixed incense with the prayers of the
saints in a golden censer. After the incense and prayers had ascended to God, the
angel filled filled the censer with fire from the altar and threw it upan the
earth, causing a number of celestial and terrestrial disturbances. Following this
preparation the seven angels proceeded to blow their trumpets.
Chapter 7 constitutes a parenthetical revelation, interjected chronologically
between the seal and trumpet judgments but also looking forward to the trumpet
at the end of the tribulation period.
Chapter 10 similarly appears at the end of the trumpet judgments and also previews the remaining years of the tribulation. Then comes chapters 11, 12, 13, 14,
which are parenthetical chapters which expound agelong themes. Their perspective
is that of the midpoint of the tribulation period but they also look back to the
very beginning of the conflict between God and Satan and forward to its termi-'
nation. In particualr they outline key events and personages from the beginning
of the tribulation period to its climactic end, even looking forward to the
eternal ages to come.
DISCUSSION:
I. SCUG AT THE GLASSY SEA, REV. 15:1-4.
10. A marvelous vision of the future, Rev. 15:1.
"Kai eidon alio semeion en tr ouranw, mega kai than-mastam„ aggelous
"And I saw another sign in the heaven, great and wonderful; angels seven
epta, echontas nlegas enta, tas eschatas; bti en autais etelesthe o thumos
having plagues seven, the last; because in them was completed the
tou Theou."
fury of God."
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"Another sign in heaven" looks back to 12:1,3, after the series intervening.
The Seven Bowls are parallel with the Seven Seals (sh.6) and the Seven Trumpets (chs.8-11), but there is an even closer connection with chs. 124a4,
"the drama of the long conflict between the church and the world,"(Swete).
"Mega kai thaumaston"- Great and wonderful or marvellous - the wonder extends to the end of this vision,(16:21). "Seven plagues, the last"- "Because
in them was completed the fury of God." As in 2l:9,"The final cycle of such
visitations,"(Swete). The number "seven" seems particularly appropriate
here for finality and completeness.
This time there are seven angels under the control of God, drench the earth
with plagues from seven bowls which are brimming with divine anger. The
plagues recall the Egyptian plagues,(Exodus 7-10)..But their description
is less impressive than the previous cycles of punishment. Like the seven
trumpets (8:2-5), they are introduced by a scene in heaven,(15:2-4). verse 1
is merely a title or frontispiece to what follorms,(5f), since the angels
do not become visible till v5, and do not receive their bowls till v7.
The plagues are final as they represent the wrath of God which can no longer be repressed,(see chs. 17-19) for the working out of these plagues).
This chapter 15 is the working out of the Apocalyptist himselfI cSabatier).
"Semeion" - another sign in the heaven. This is the third"sign" identified
as such by John in Revelation. The first divinely-given sign in Revelation
was that of the great woman and. the second that of the great dragon, (Revelation 12:1, 3). Both of these were also "wonders" because they were specially-created pictorializations in the heavens, depicting the principal
characters in the agelong conflict between the seed of the woman and the
old serpent, Satan.
This third sign is a miraculous scene in the skies, a preview of:the.great
drama about to be played on earth and the majestic choir that will be prePared to sing the chorus at its triumphant concluSion. When the woman's
conquering seed finally consigns .that old serpent to the great pit (20:2,3)
all those whom: the beast had sought to destroy will reign with Christ
instead, (Revelation 20:)4.
• ' This third sign was "great and marvelous", a phrase used elsewhere in
Scripture only once again, and that just two verses hence. The sign was
great and marvelouse because the works of God which it depicted will be
great and marvelous,(Rev.15:3). These seven last plagues are the greatest
plaguesiThese are the greatest and most awesome of
The word "plagues" conveys the idea of judicially inflicted pains. The
great sign in the heavens pictures the overflowing wrath of a long-suffering judge finally breaking forth in fury, inflicting the severest punishments and deadliest blows whichjle can administer.
There is an intriguing way in which these seven angels
specific angels who could, at the same time, represent
were seven specific angels assigned to guard the seven
in Asia, the very ones to whom John was addressing the
(Revelation 1:11). These angels were the "seven stars"
of the Son of Man,(Rev. 1:13, 16,20).

might be the seven
all angels. There _
specific churches
Apocalypse itself,
in the right hand
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2. John sees the assemblage of redeemed men and women,. Revelation 15:2.
"'Kai eidon ws thallassan nalinen memigmenen puri, kai tour nikwntas ek
"And I saw as a sea of glass mingled with fire, and the overcomers of the
tou theriou, kai ek tee eikionos autou, kai ek ton charagmatos autou, ek
of
the beast, and of Me its image, and of its mark,
arithmou
'feu
onomatos
autou,
estwtas
epi
ten
thalassan
ten
ualinen,
tou
standing upon the sea of the glass,
of the number of its name,
echontas 4fitharas tou Theou."
having karps of the God.*
Here it adds to the splendor of the vision_ It gives a picture of the martyrsin their state of bliss. "Those who came off conquerors from," combines the
idea of victory over and deliverance from„(8:11). The Prophet paints the
downfall of the Roman persecutor in termo of the Jewish tradition preserved,(see Exodus 12:42). This singled out four memorable nights, that of the
Creation, that on which God's promise of a Son came to Abraham'
, that of
the tenth Egyptian plague„ and that on which the world is ended - (When
Moses appears in a cloud from the wilderness and the Messiah appears in a
cloud from Rome, led by thelkord of the Lord).
Like Pharaoh and his host (Ex. 15:5,10), the persecutors of God's people
in these last days not only fail to effect their purpose, but are themselves destroyed by God's vengeance,(16:2).
The faithful get through their sea of troubles, resisting threats and
persuasions, and now stand safe at the heavenly sea. Here the thrill of triumph (as at 12:11) is enhanced by the fearful odds against which the
saints had to contend.
Apparently the world is now tenanted by pagans only, God's faithful having
been removed. Hence the plagues are all embracing. "And I saw"- is a new
phase of vision,(14:61 14). The sea was like glass because of its pure
transparent appearance, and on account of its consistency. The saints are
subsequently described as standing on it.(see 4:6). The sea, the elders,
and the triumphal hymns of praise are all characteristic of the vision
in ch.4. There it was described as "like unto crystal".
Fire is an emblem of purity, and also of judgment. This is the theme of their
song in vit. These victorious ones stand by the sea. The "harps"
. are characteristic of the heavenly melodies,(1t:2). "From his image"- that is,
from the temptation to worship the image. The Christian martyrs new stand
before the throne of God holding harps of God, harps for the service of
God.
As John gazes at the marvelous heavenly sign, he sees a remarkable assemblage of redeemed men and women. This particular body, coming out of the
last half of the great tribulation, is the final installment, as it were,
of the saints to be translated to heaven. Their lives in the flesh have been
terminated by martyrdom during the very period when the seven last plagues
are being visited on earth. These had gained the victory over the beast.
They overcame him because they "loved not their lives unto the death,"(L2111).
"A sea of glass mingled with fire"- the sign only symbolized the real sea,
where the siints will sing together at the end of the tribulation.
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3. They sing the song of the laMb,. Revelation 15:3.
"Kai adousin ten wden Mwsews, doulou tou Theou, kai ten wden tou Arniou,
"And they sing the song of Moses, bondman of God, and the song of the Iamb,
legontes, Megala kai tharnasta to erga sou, Kurie o Theos o pantokratwr di
saying, Great and wonderful are Thy works, Lord the God Almighty; righteous and
kaiai kai alethinai ai odoi sou, o Basileus turn agiwn."
true
true are Thy ways, Thou King of saints."
A song of vistory like that of Moses after crossing the Red Sea. "And the song
of the Iamb." A separate note of victory like that of Moses, though one song,
not two. John combines in the Hebraic tone the expressions of the old and the
new in the song of the Glorified Messiah.
As in Exodus 14-15, Moses leads Israel in a song of praise to God over the
dead Egyptians, so after Rome's downfall (14:8f)v2) the faithful are led by
their captain (12:11; 14:1,4; heb. 2:12), in a chant of triumph and gratitude.
(Note the lack of any reference to their own sufferings. Their interest is in
the great work of God.) For Messiah as a second Moses in Jewish tradition,.
The song on the Red Sea had already been adapted to the worship of the Therapeutae,(Philo).
There is a continuity in redemption, which unites the first deliverance to
the final. True to his cardinal idea of the identity of God's people (Christians being the real Israel) the prophet hails Jesus as the Christian Moses
who, at the cost of. His life, is commissioned by God to deliver the new
Israel from their bondage to an earthly monarchy.
A new song did they sing to Thy name, they that were delivered, by the seashore; together did all praise and own Thee as King, saying, "Jehovah shall
reign world without end." Adoration is its theme, stirred by the sense of
God's justice. The whole section comes from the pen of John. The Lamb is

among His followers, yet not of them.
Moses is called the"servant of God" in Ex. 14:31 and elsewhere. The song of

!,loses is also the song of the Iamb. This song, like that in 4:8 is addressed
to "the Lord God Almighty." Jlist and true are Thy ways, Thou King of saints.
In the scene before us the number of Martyrs is complete; all have crossed the
symbolic Red Sea to the place of safety in heaven, and their enemies are about
to be overwhelmed by God in His wrath. Instead of praying for divine vengeance
as before in (8:3-4), they now sing a song of praise to God for their liberation°
This is called the Song of Moses, the servant of God, in recollection of the
song sung by Moses and the children of Israel following their victorious passage of the Red Sea,(Exod. 15:1). It is also called the Song of the Lamb, for
it was through Christ that they have been saved.
They are praising God for His great salvation. It was because of the Lamb's
gracious work on their behalf that God was able to save them. They had been
first saved "by the blood of the Lamb." So then they were able to overcome
the beast and the dragon because of their willingness to witness and to die
for their faith. God's works are "great and marvelous." His ways are just
and true. Whatsoever God doeth is right. hatsoever He saith is true. God is
omnipotent and long-suffering, desiring men to come to repentance.
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. God's name is great in might, Revelation 15:4.

"Tis ou me nhoBethe se, Kuria, kai dozase to onoma sour oti monos otios;
Mho not should fear Thee, 6 Lord, and glorify Thy name/ for Thou only art holy;
Oti pants ta ethne ezousin kai proskunesousin enwpion sou; oti ta dikaiwmata
for all the nations shall come and do homage before Thee; for Thy righteous acts
Sou ephanerwthesas."
were manifested."

"Thou are alone holy." God alone is perfectly holy,(16:5). This martyr's song
has the ring Of great poetry. God's holiness is the reason why His name must
be feared and magnified, especially when its effects are visible in the reverent homage of all nations to God at the sight of His "deeds of judgment".
"Dikaiwmata" - judicial sentences, here of condemnation and penalty inflicted
on the world.- God's righteous acts were manifested. The absolute and unique
reign of Jehovah was a traditional tenet of Mosaism. Indeed for Orientals
their ideal source of righteousness and justice partook necessarily of a
monarchic character. To the Semites it appeared that the perfection of their
god as a just king formed a ground for his ultimate sovereignty over the nations of the world.
Are glorify God because He is holy. "Osios" -"Thou only art holy. Here "holy"
is applied more particularly to human acts. Perhaps it is used here in connection with the manifest justice of God's acts before all nations. God Himself is in His nature holy.
God's sway extends over all nations. "All nations shall come and worship and
worship before Thee." This worship signified the homage that all Christians
would pay to God in acknowledgement of Hia awful might and power.
The righteousness of God's acts is now visible to all. "Thy judgments are
made manifest." "Thy righteous acts have been made manifest,"(RSV). "Thy
deeds of righteousness acted out towards the nations, both in the publication of the Gospel and in the destruction of Thine enemies,"(Alford).
Fearing God and worshipping Him involve decision, faith, and endurance. God
God is to be praised because His judgments, now revealed, prove Him to be just.
God's judgments are His "righteous deeds and righteous words."
II.SMOKE IN THE OPEN TEMTEE,- REVELATION 25:5-8.
le. The Temple of witness, Rev. 15:5.
"Kai. meta tauta eidon, kai idou, kai idou,. enoige o __naos tes skenss tou
"And after these things I saw, and behold, was opened the-temple of the taber..skenes tou
marturior'-en'tw '._ouranwo"
nacle of the testimony er tne heaven."
"The temple of the tabernacle of testimony." Probably the tabernacle or tent
of witness is in mind and the tent of meeting,(Ex.17:21), rather than the
temple in Jerusalem. The "Temple" in heaven is here "the Tent of witness".
It represents God's judicial revelation and presence. Its contents and the
movements of which it forms the source, are evidence of God's covenant
with 'Els people. The tabernacle had its counterpart in heaven,(Heb08:5)0
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The temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in heaven was opened. In Exodus
25:16,21 we have the reason of the title "Tabernacle of the Testimony" - a
name which is common in the Bible (Ex.38:21). The Temple is the "Naos", the
inner shrine, the holy of holies which contained the ark of of the testimony,
which in chapter 11:19 is seen in connection with the judgments of God.
Thence now proceed the angels bearing the plagues for men.

Following the singing of the song of triumph, the temple of the tent of witness
in heaven was opened. The collocation of temple with tent of witness is unusual. The phrase "tent of witness" is found in but one other place in the N.T.
(Acts 7:44), and there it is used without reference to the temple. In 13:6
and 21:3 "Skene" - tabernacle or dwelling, occurs without the qualification
"of witness".
John had already been shown this "true tabernacle" (Hebrews 8:2), even recording the amazing fact that the long-lost Ark of the covenant had anparently been translated there (Revelation 11:19), presumably at the tine of
the plundering of the earthly temple by Nebuchadnezzar,(Jeremiah 52:12-23).
Vlithin the Ark had been placed the tables of the Decalogue, and the whole
was established within the most holy place of the tabernacle. These were
called the "Two tables of Testimony, tables of stones:written with the finger
of God,(Ex.31:18). Consequently the ark was commonly called "The Ark of the
Testimony" as in Edodus 25:22 and even the entire tabernacle was often called
"The Tabernacle of Testimony",(Numbers 10:11), stressing that the most important aspect of the tabernacle was as a dwelling place for God's Ten Commandments, the great "Testimony" which He established in Jacob,(Psalm 786).
These Ten Commandments constitute the great 'Witness" of God to man, revealboth God's own n ture of perfect holiness to man, and also God's standard of
perfect holiness for man, created in the image of God. All the Scriptures we
divinely inspired, but the Decalogus is divinely inscribed, written by the
very finger of God on tables of stone, placed temporarily in an earthly
tabernacle as the peculiar treasure of His chosen people, but then enshrined
eternally in the heavenly tabernacle, as a continuing "testimony" of God
through the ages to come.
The basic meaning of "Tabernacle# is that of "dwelling place". In Israel
it was primarily a dwelling place for., the ark of testimony. This.is apparently the emphasis here in Revelation. The "Tabernacle of the Testimony" is
the beautiful heavenly home of the Ark of God's Covenant.
"NAOS" - Temple - is the word used in this verse. The thought of the phrase
is: "The inner sanctuary of the dwelling place of God's Ten Commandments,
God's eternal testimony to man." And now John sees all this opened. In the
earthly tabernacle the ark was always hidden from man, behind the thick veil
of the temple in the Holy of Holies.(See Hebrews 9:3-5). Only the high priest,
once a year, could enter the holiest place of the tabernacle,(Heb. 9:7).
2.

The temple is the inner room of the Divine residence, Rev. 15:6.
"Kai ezelthon of epta aggeloi echontes tas epta plegas, ek tou naou,
"And came forth the seven angels having the seven plagues, out of the temple,
endedumenoi linon katharon kai lamotron, kai perieewsmenoi pert to stethe
clothed in linen pure and bright,
and girt with
about the breasts
'ernes chrusaa." girdles golden."
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These heavenly beings are magnificent creatures, robed in gold and light
and linen to denote their honourable and sacred office. Plutarch explains
that the linen surplice was affected by Egyptian votaries of Isis for religious reasons; the bright colouring-smiling of flax, its freedom from
lice, and the smooth, cleanly material it yielded.
"The seven angels came out of the
from the other angels only by the
These they have not yet, but they
angels have once before (vi) been
in linen pure and bright."

temple." These angels are distinguished
fact that they bore the seven plagues.
receive them directly after. These
described in the same manner. "Clothed

"Iinon" - linen - the image is perhaps suggested by the priestly garments.
"Clothed in precious stones" - we may refer to the stones of the high priest's
breast's breastplate, and to the description in 17:4, and to the vision of
our Lord in 1113* The linen garment was made of flax.
Like the heavenly Christ in 1r131 these angels have golden girdles about
their breasts. An angel in the Coptic Aleocalpse of Zephaniah 9 wore a golden
girdle similar to these.

Emerging from the temple from inside the inner room of the divine residence,
areseen the seven angels selected to administer the seven last plagues to
the earth. These angels are spiritual beings of mighty power and extensive
knowledge, understanding the many factors which affect the rates and intensities of such processes and able to control them and change them when
circumdtances warrant and God permits.
Their apparel is significant - white linen robes with belts og gold. These
angels are arrayed in pure white linen. For this is the apparel of the redeemed and purified saints whom they represent and guard,(Revelation 3:5,18;
19:8, 14). Further, it is the clothing of the Son of Man Himself, as seen
by Daniel in a vision,(Daniel 10:5-7). It was also seen by John in person
(Revelation 1:13-14), including in particular the golden girdles.

The white linen speaks of righteousness. The belts of gold speak of riches
and beauty. As God is perfect in holiness and will purge all wickedness, SD
He is also altogether lovely and possesses all earth's fulness, and so

must eliminate eventually all ugliness and want.

3.

The wrath of God, Rev. 15:7.
"Kai en ek twn tessaren wewn edwken tois epta aggelois epta phialas chrusas„
"And one of the four living creatures gave to the seven angels bowls golden,
gemousas tou thumou tou Theou„ tou zwntos eis tolls aiwnas twn aiwnwn."
full of the fury of God, who lives to the ages of the ages of the ages."
"Seven bowls full of the wrath of God who liveth for ever and ever." Portents of dreadful events. wihialas" - these are shallow bowls0and do not
exhale smoke like the censer of 8:14,and are grateful to God. They are
filled with poisonous, hot, bitter wine, while the smoke pours from the
divine majesty,whose intense holiness (vb) is breaking out in judgments
against human sin.
"Four beasts" represent four living beings who live on the earth. These are
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appropriately chosen (see I:6; 5:9) as the medium for conveying to the angens
the plagues about to be inflicted on men. This description is very much like
what is related of the cherubim (L.:6; Ezek.10:7) from which the idea of the
living beings is evolved.
John. may have considered these bowls as drinking vessels, "cups of anger",
from which the worshippers of the beast, as in 14:2-10. are to drink the
wine of God's wrath. Following the emptying of the seventh bowl it is stated
that God had made Babylon the great "drain the cup of fury of His wrath.(16119).
"Seven golden vials full of the wrath of God, who liveth for ever and ever."
"Sever." shows the complete nature of the wrath of God. "Golden" shows the characteristic of the heavenly things and places,(see - 4:4; 21:18f). "Nho liveth
for ever and ever" compare with (v3), "Thou king of the ages."
The seven angels already have the seven plagues. Now they each receive also
a golden bawl filled with God's wrath. The bowls of wrath are received from
one of the four "living ones", who are (as shown in chapter 5) the same as
the"cherubima These exalted beings had been active in signaling the judgments of the seals (Rev. 6:1-8) and now again appear on the scene to initiate
the bowl judgments.
The trumpet judgments had begun when the seven trumpets were given to the
seven angels standing before God (Rev. 8:2) and it is likely that these also
had been given to them by the living ones. The four mighty cherubim, associated from the very time of creation with the immediate presence of God, am
perpetually concerned to do His will and administer His holy purposes im
the creation.
Put it is only God who has lived from eternity, "for ever and ever." This
remarkable phrase (literally "foraeon after aeon") occurs twenty-one times
in the New Testament. Three times it fefers to the continuing punishment
of the unsaved. Just once it refers to the unending bliss of the saved.
Seventimes it refers to the unique nature of God, who alone has existed
from past wternity to future eternity. The one occasion when the phrase
is applied to the saints is the very last: (Rev. 22:5),"For the Lord God
giveth them light: and they shall reign for ever and ever."
4."Smoke" suggests the symbol of God's presence and glory, Rev. 15;8.
"Kai egemisthe o naos kapnou ek tes dozes tou Theou, kai ek tes dunamews
"And was filled the temple with smoke from the glory of God, and from His power:
kai oudeis edunato eiselthein eis ton neon, achri telesthwsin ai erla
and no one was able to enter into temple, until were completed the seven
plegai twn epta aggelwn."
plagues of the seven angels."
Smoke is here the symbol of God's presence,(Ex.19:18; Isa. 6;5). "Eis elthein""to enter"- a metaphorical and symbolic "smoke screen" to keep all out of
the sanctuary for the time being. "Dozes tou Theou" -Gloivof God. This is
rf
the divine power in action or expression.
Smouldering fires of indignation are now on the point of bursting into pinishment from the arsenal of anger. Hence, till the plagueS are over, God's
presence is unendurable.
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It is quite possible that John was aware of the description given in Exodus
40:34-35,"A cloud covered the tent of witness, for it was filled with the
glory of God, so that Moses was not permitted to enter it." John wrote that
"The temple of the tent of witness (ITO) was filled with smoke from the glory
of God and from His power so that no one could enter it until the seven bowl
plagues were ended."
This is an indication that for John the exodus of the Jews from Egypt through
the aid of God is a prototype of the divine deliverance of the loyal Christians freuthe power of the satanic: beast representing the rule from Satan.
As the bowls had been filled with wrath, so the temple was now filled with
smoke. The glory cloud of celestial smoke is associated in Scripture with
the intimate presence of God at times of great crises in God's dealings with
men. No man can ever approach God in His ineffable omnipotent holiness, but
*le glory smoke assures of the divine presence and the certainty of the
divine accomplishment.
when the seven angels emerged from God's presence with His commission to
administer the seven last plagues on earth, and when they had received from
the chosen cherub the overflowing bowls of the divine wrath in which these
judgments were to be imposed, then the glory cloud once again filled God's
holy heavenly temple. This time it would not be henceforth be removed stall
until the earth was thoroughly purged and the eternal service of the new
priesthood of redeemed persons could begin its service in the heavenly
sanctuary.
III.FIRST BOCA THE PLAGUE ON EARTH, REV. 16:1-2.
1.. The plagues are apure expression of the vengeance of a holy God, Rev. 16:1
"Megales phones" - A great voice not of an angel but of God. No one else
could enter the temple. No one but God could be in the temple until the
seven bowl plagues were ended.(15:8). The speaker giving the command can
be none other than God Himself, who is now to take personal charge of this
last series of seven woes.
"Kai ekousa rhwnes megales ek tou naou, legouses tois epta aggelois,
"And I heard a voice loud out of the temple, saying to the seven angels,
pagete, kai ekcheate tas phialas tou thumou tou Theou eis ten gen."
Go, and pour out the bowls
of the fury of God into the earth."
Now that the seven bawl plagues
temole ordered the seven angels
God upon the earth. The plagues
those preceding the Exodus from

have been prepared, a loud voice from the
to empty the seven bowls of the wrath of
that follow are patterned in part after
Egypt.

John has reversed the sequence of events, in which the safe passage of
the Red Sea, celebrated by the triumphant song of Moses, comes after the
plagues. In Revelation the crossing of the heavenly Red Sea by the martyrs,
who then sing the victorious song of Moses and of the Lamb, comes before
the sequence of seven plagues. John desires to show that the martyrs
will be safe in heaven, out of harms way when the seven bowl plagues are
poured out. John wishes to emphasize the sure and speedy approach of the
judgment. The plagues come from God's initiative without intercession.
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The angels are given their final marching orders. This signals the final
attack of God on the earth. This voice can be nothing less thailthat of
Deity. This is the same as the "great voice" which John heard at the beginning,(Rev. 1:10). It is the voice of the glorified Christ, and it is He who
is full of wrath. Again and again He has spoken to men in mercy and love,
offering forgiveness and salvation, but finally His cup of wrath is full,
and it must overflow.
No longer will God's wrath be restrained. The bowls of wrath must be poured
out and the awful plagues must infest the earth. Yet each of the plagues,
though deadly and painful to men in its own right, still has its own specific purpose. Each must be poured out in proper order and the cumulative
effect of all seven will finally will be the complete purging of human rebellion from the earth.
2.. The plague of ulcers, Rev. 16:2
"Kai apelthen o prwtos, ksi ezecheen ten phialen autou epi ten gen; kai
on to the earth; and
"And departed the first, and poured out his bowl
geneto elkos, kakon kai poneron,eis tous anthrwpous tous echontas to
and came a sore, evil and grievous, upon the men who had tre
charagma tou therion, kai tous to eikoni autou nroskunountas."
mark
of the beast, and those to his image doing homage."
The first of the seven angels poured hi bowl on the earth9 As a result,
foul and evil sores appeared on the bodies of those who had the mark of the
beast, of those who worshipped the image.
Each angel"went off"to perform his task. "Egeneto" - became a sore - a
noisome and grievous sore - evil and grievous. "Bad and malignant sore."
See the sixth Egyptian plague, (Ex. 9:10). The magicians were attacked in
Egypt and the worshippers of Caesar here,(13:17; 1):9; 11:19-20). The
Egyptian plague was "a noisome and painful ulcerq This breaks out on the
adherents of the Caesar-cult.
As the first angel goes forth from the temple in heaven his great bowl
overflowing, he flies swiftly around the earth, tilting the bowl here and
there until every portion of the earth has received some of its bitter contents. Finally the bowl is drained and the awful mixture proceeds to accomplish ordained mission.
That work is to spread a hideous and painful infection on the bodies of men
and women everywhere. This infection manifests itself as a loathsome ulcer
of some kind, eating into the skin, seemingly malignant and unresponsive to
medical treatment. This plague affected every person who had received the
beast's deadly mark.
Because they had refused to worship the true God and Creator, Jesus Christ,
(Revelation 14:6-7), choosing rather to worship the great image of the beast,
and its replicas throughout the world, the "hour of His judgment" had come
on them. Would they be identified with the beast by his mark? Then God would
add His own mark to their bodies, noisome sores which by their revolting
appearance would trulyrefiect the character of the humanistic god they
preferred. The grievous sores were merely a painful surety of that which is
to come.
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IV. SECOND BOaL: THE SEA TURNED TO BLOOD, REVELATION '16:3.
I.. When the whole organism is corrupt, 16:3a.
"Kai o deuteros aggelos ezecheen ten phialen autou eis ten thalassan; kai
into the sea; and it
"And the second angel poured out his bowl
nekrou;
kai
pasa
nsiuche
zwsa
apethanen
en to thalasse."
lws
egeneto aima
became blood, as of one dead; and every soul living died in the sea."
This plague is final. "Coagulated blood", fatal to animal life (as in first
Egyptian life). This second bowl plague, like that of the second trumpet
(8:8-9), is derived from the first Egyptian pllgue, in which the water of the
Nile was turned to blood, making the water foul and killing all the fish,
(Exodus 7:14-25). The blowing of the second trumpet affected the sea, rather
than the Nile, so that a third of it became blood, thereby killing a third
of the fish.
The effects of the second bowl were even more disasterous, for when it was
emptied upon the sea, it became like the blood of a dead man, foul and congulated, killing all life that was in it.
2. When nature refuses to be the friend of man, Rev. 16:3b.
Nature is fitted for the life of man and offers to him a certain inarticulate cooperation. But nature refuses to be the friend of evil beings. When
the contents of the second bawl are poured into the sea every living thing
died that was in the sea. Because of evil men the sea becomes a place of
death.
"It became blood as of a dead man." The last clause intensifies the horrible
nature of the judgment.. And every living soul died in the sea. Not merely
human lives. "Even the creatures that were in the sea." The sea is here
mentioned as part of the creation, the whole of *hich suffers for the sin
of man. And the whole of which, intended for man's benefit, becomes a
source of affliction and woe to him through sin,
The transition will be exceedingly traumatic for the earth and its inhabitants. When men who know the true existence of God refuse to glorify Him as
God and are not thankful for the great gifts of His creation (Rom.1:20),
God will finally give them up (Rom. 1:24), so that even the Creation itself
turns against them. The sea and its creature had once had been a spring of
life; now it becomes a turgid pool of death.
When the contents of the second bowl are poured into the sea every living
thing died that was in the sea. This is a symbol of the end of the partnership between n.,ture and life. Because of evil men the sea becomes a place
of death. The book of Revelation is saying that we take for granted the
fact that nature was made for nan and man was made for nature. We have no
right to this easy and casual faith.
V.TRIRD BBL: RIVERS AND S?RINGS TURNED TO BLO9D„ REVELATION 16:4-7.
la. Contamination of the fresh-vater suply, Rev. 16:4.
"Kai o tritos aggelos ezecheen ten phialen autou eis tous notamous,kai eis
"And the third angel poured out his bowl
into the rivers,
and into
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tas pegas twn udatwn, kai egeneto aima."
the fountains of waters; and they became blood."
See 8:10 for this phrase. Contamination of the feelahl-water-supply by
blood follows that of the sea. No more drinking water. The , justice of this
particular plague is acknowledged by (v5-6) the angel of the element in
question and by (7) the altar(personified here, in line of 6:9-10, and
els() of 14:18). which echoes the angel's cry.
In addition to the interpretation of the second vial given above, it is
probable that the blood signifies the slaughter and death which is part
of God's vengeance on the wickedl(v6). The divisions adopted in the first
four vials correspond to those in chapter 14, which designate the whole
of God's created world, "heaven,and earth, and the sea, and the fountains
of waters." At best, human survival will be made far more difficult than
it has ever been before, when all the waters become blood.
The Lord is the righteous Judge, Rev. 16:5.
"Kai ekousa tou aggelou twn udatwn legontos, dikaios, kurie, el, o wn
"And I heard the angel of the waters saying', Righteous, 0 Lord, art Thou,
o wn kai o en kai o osios, oti tauta ekrinas."
who art and who wast and the holy one,: that these things thou didst SUdge."
Just as there were angels over the winds (7:1) and an angel of fire (14:18),
so also there was an angel guardian over the water. This angel declares
that these judgments of God are just. The punishment on the waters is
deserved.
"Osios" - Holy One - and "Dikaios" - Righteous - are both used together
of God in inscriptions of dedication throughout Asia Minor, possibly under
Jewish influence. "Dikkios" - Righteous - is often a title of Messiah (3:1),
and is reserved here for God -"Righteous 0 Lord."
Retribution is the outcome of God's intense holiness or majesty (15:4)
asserting itself of behalf of God's people (15:3; 19:2) and in self-vindication. The angels are represented as having individual offices to to fulfil.
Here we have a reference to the angel whose duty it is to control the rivers.
Vie have in chapter 14:18 and angel whose duty it is to have authority over
fire. These vv5-6 are anticipations of ch. 19:2, which is a commentary on
chapter 18, which latter is an elaboration of the judgments here described.
The angel, as having authority over the waters, and, as it were, a commission to that they do their duty for men, acknowledge the justice of the sentence which makes them into an instrument for, and type of, man's destruction.
The idea is to express the eternal nature of God. /See 15:3)for the same
expression.
John hears his testimony. It is a testimony that every person needs to'hear
and burn in his heart. God.is a righteous God, and He will judge unrighteousness in a wholly righteous way. The God who was is
God who is and the
God who will be. "Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, and for ever,"
Hebrews 13:8. Saved men have always been judged in righteousness and saved
by grace.. To refuse grace is to choose unrighteousness. God is not mocked.
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30 The peculiar righteousness of God's vengeance, Rev. 16:6.
"OtJI alma agiwn kai prophetwn ezechean, kai alma autois edwkas piein3
"Because the blood of saints and of prophets they poured out, and blood to them
Thou didst give to drink; Azioi gar eisim."
Worthy for they are."
Exechean"--They poured out. "Haima" - blood - is the emphatic word, measure
for measure for shedding the blood of saints and prophets,(11:18; 18:24).
A permanent and just punishment. There was no more drinking-water, but
only this coagulated blood..
"Exechean" - they poured out - this verb rune all through this chanter and
this chapter only. "Azioi" - saints and prophelzs. The retribution once
threatendd on Jerusalem and the Jews is now transferred to the later antagonist of the of the faithl(See 18:24). Once the Romans made Christian blood
run like water. Now the enemy of Christ, by the irony of providence, shall
find nothing but blood to drink.
"They have shed the blood of saints and prophets." The ungodly have shed the
blood of saints, therefore God deals out death to them. This is the meaning
signifies by the "blood" of the previous verses, This prophecy received its
first fulfillment in the violent deaths of so many of those who were the
earliest Christian persecutors.
The judgments- are just because those who are now being punished shed the
blood of the Christian martyrs, who are described as saints and prophets.
Consequently, it is only right than they should be given blood to drink.
The law of retribution, which permeates all of Revelation, is given vivid
expression.
The religious leaders of the Jews were too dainty to drive the nails themselves when they urges the crucifixion of Jesus, but they cried, "His
blood be on us, and on our childrenw;(Matt. 27:25). So said all the people.
Many and fierce have been the persecutions of believers and witnesses in
both past and present, but none have ever been so universal and unremitting as will be those conducted by the beast in this final period. It ie
peculiarly fitting that this final generation should be compelled to drink
the blood which they so exulted in shedding.

It.

The appropriateness of this voice from the altar, Rev. 16:7,.
"Kai ekousa allaou ek tou thusiasteriou legontos, nai Kutie o Theos o.
"And I heard another out of the altar saying,
yea, Lord the God the
pantokrat wry alethinai kai dikaiai of kriseis sou."
Almighty,
true and righteous are Thy judgments."
God's judgments are true and righteous. "I heard another out of the altar
say." The altar is connected with the martyred saints,(6:9-10; 8:3). The
altar is also connected with the judgments that fall on the earth in vengeance for the blood of saints,(8:5; 9:13; 14118). Hence the appropriateness
of this voice from the altar, which aquiesces in judgments inflicted.
The altar is here personified, and speaks concurring the justice of those
judgments sent on account of the saints who are represented by it. The judgments are righteous because they are God's.
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The words coming from the altar represent the fulfillment of the prayer
of the martyrs under the altar in 6:10, beseeching God to avenge their blood
on the peoples of the earth who have persecuted and slain them. Now that
God's judgment has arrived, the altar speaking for the martyrs affirms
thtt it is just.
John immediately hears still another (other than vv5-6) voice proclaiming
the same testimony. "I heard the altar say" could well be an appropriate
metaphor for a great voice arising from the multitude under the altar,
sounding to John indeed as though he were hearing "another voice" emanating from the altar itself. In Revelation 6:9-11, John had described as
"under the altar" the souls of the martyrs of the early part of the tribylation. They had "cried with a loud voice," imeleking God to avenge their
their blood, but had been told to rest a while longer.
Since that time multitudes more have yielded up their blood in the persecutions of the last part of the tribulation. Then, as they observe the sudden
turning of the oceans and rivers and springs into blood, everywhere, always,
reminding men on earth of the blood they had shed, the waiting souls under
the altar cannot restrain themselves. In unison a great cry ascends from
their resting place under the heavenly altar. "The jedgments of God, though
long delayed, are true judgments and righteous judgments when they finally
come."
Tyler appropriate name they ascribe to the great judge is "Lord God Almighty."
This is the same as in the great song at the glassy sea (Rev. 15:3) and in
the song of the cherubim (Rev.4:8). Seven times in Revelation is Jesus
called both "Lord" a-i Almighty". In the first (Lev. 1:8), He introduces
Himself as the "lord, which is, and which was, and which is to come, the
Almighty." In all the others (Rev. 4:8; 11:17; 15:3; 16:7; 19:6; and 21:22),
Jesus is simply addressed in praise as the "Lord God Almighty," or "Lord
God Omnipotent (same Greek word). Because of who Jesus is, His judgments
and ways are what they are - true and righteous eltogetherl(Psalm 19:9).
VI. FOURTH BONI,: SCORCHING HEAT OF THE SUN, REV. 16:8-9.
1. Another part of creation is visited, Rey.16:8.
"Kai o tetartos aggelos ezecheen ten Phialen autou epi ton elion; kai
"And the fourth angel poured out his
bowl
upon to sun; and
edothe autw kaumatisai tous anthrwpous en purl."
it was given to it to scorch men with fire."
The fourth trumpet affected (8:12) a third of the sun, moon, and stars with
a plague of darkness, but here it is a plague of extreme heat. "Kaumatisai
en purl" - To scorch men with fire. "Fire" intensifies the picture.
This plague that follows upon the emptying of the fourth bowl is similar in
that the sun is affected; but the similarity ends there. For in this instance, when the fourth bowl was emptied on the sun, its power was greatly increased so that men were scorched with its great heat. The purpose of the
increased heat of the sun will be to scorch and torture the wicked, not to
consume them and the world with fire. Ffar the first time we have in this verse
the word "epi" for upon instead of "eis" for into. (See v2).
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Another part of creation is visited, thus completing the visitation of the
fourfold division of the universe - the earth, the sea, the rivers, and the
heavens - as foretold in ch. 14:7. "And power was given to it to scorch me*
with fire." The angels do not directly punish, but indirectly by pouring
out the vials. This form of word expresses the permissory nature of the evil
which is wrought. Nothing can be done but by the will of God,(13:5, 7, 1)4)
The "men" perhaps refers to those mentioned in v2 who had the mark of the
beast, and those who worshipped his image, and who are the object of all
the vial-plagues. It has been noticed as a coincidence that the objects of
creation which are the subjects of the judgments of the fourth trumpet and
fourth vial, were created on the fourthday.
God owns the sun as well as the earth. God made it, and can do with it what
He wills. God is the Creator of heaven and earth and all things that are
thereinl(Rev. 10:6). The sun serves the earth. It was created to give light
upon the earth". (See Gen. 1:14-15). But the sun can be an enemy (Jn.8:12)
as well as a servant. It can both quicken and slay with its enormous power.
And now is the time for judgment, when those plants without fruit or root
will be revealed for what they are,(see Matt.13:6). There was also an angel
of the sun. To this angel has God entrusted the great energy conversion
processes of the solar system or engine.
2. The judgments of God served only to harden men's hearts, Rev. 16:9.
"Kai ekaumatisthesan of anthrwpoi kauma mega, kai eBlasphemesan to onoma
"And were scorched men
with heat great, and they blasphemed name
men
tou Theou, tou echontos ezousian eptas plegas tautas„ kai ou metenoesan
of God, who has the authority over these Plagues, and they did not repent
dounai autw dozan."
to give Him glory."
They were scorched with great heat for blaspheming the name of Godl(see 1311).
They blamed God for the plagues. They repented not. Even deserved punishment
may harden the heart. Failure to honour the true God is a note of the heathen
spirit."While we have opportunity of being healed, let us give ourselves over
to God the true Healer, giving Him a recompense. Let us give God repentance
from a sincere heart. Let us give God eternal praise."
At a result of the torment of this scorching heat, the wicked blasphemed the
name of God, as the first beast had previously done,(see 13:6). They did not
repent and give God glory. God called upon the wicked to repent lest He
complete the punishments He has already begun by sending an all-consuming
fire upon them.
This is the first mention in the vials of men blaspheming. "Men blasphemed
the nave of God."1(see v8). The judgments of God, instead of awakening them
to repentance, only serve to harden their hearts. This again occurs under
the fifth and seventh vials. Non-repentance, continuance in the service of
the dragon, is blasphemy against God. It is open avowal of infidelity to
God. In this visitation men distinctly recognize the hand of God. "They repented not to give God glory."
Because they refused to love the truth that they might be saved, they are under the spell of a deadly delusion, believing an incredible lie,(2 Thes.2:10).
They defy and blaspheme God's Holy Name.
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VII.FIFTH BOWL: DARKNESS CF THE BEAST'S KINGDOM, REVELATION 16:10-11.
1.The throne of the beast,. Rev. 16:10.
"Kai o pemptos aggelos ezecheen ten phialen autou epi ton thronon tou
upon the throne of the
"And the fifth angel poured out his bowl
theirou; kai egeneto e Basileia autou skotwmene; kai emasswnto taglwasas
darkened; and they were gnawing their
its kingdom
beast; and became
autwn ek tou ponou."
tongues out of distress."
"Upon the throne of the beast". That is Rome,(13:2). The Dragon gave his
throne to the beast,(2:13). "His kingdom was plunged into darkness" - like
the darkness of the Egyptian plague (Ex. 10:22) and worse, for the effects
of the previous plagues continue. "They gnawed their tongues for pain" out
of distress. It drove them into exasperation (v2) and fresh blasphemy
instead of repentance.
The throne of the beast had been given him by the Dragon (1312), and which
here typifies the centre and source of his power. While this throne may
aply refer to Rome in St. John's time, its position varies at different
times; 'Wherever the world-power is worshipped, there the Beast has his
throne.
"His kingdom was full, of darkness." The darkness is a type of the spiritual darkness which prevails among the subjects of the beaSt, and which they
themselves frequently realize in the course of their career. The fear of
the future sometimes arouses their misgivings, and then there is no light
or hope in their hearts.
"And they gnawed their tongues for pain." The pain arising from the darkness of their minds; the misgivings as to their future. And perhaps also
on account of their sufferings under the former plagues, to which this ise
an addition.
Now a fifth bowl of wrath is emntied, this time spilling its contents on
the very throne of the beast himself. The result is a thick darkness beginning in the throne room and then permeating the palace and other administration buildings, finally covering the whole of the capital city until
a heavy darkness fills the royal city everywhere, night and day.
2. Still the people refused to renent of their deeds, Rev. 16:10b.
"They gnawed their tongues for pain." This enveloping darkness, coupled
with the pain from the scorching sun and the sores, caused men to gnaw
their tongues in anguish. All this constitutes a striking testimony,
even to the beast, of the power of the God he hates. Neither he nor his
master, Lucifers can bring light to his dwelling. The kingdom of the
beast is in gross darkness. The earth-dwellers know beyond question
that God is light and Satan is darkness. (See John 3:19).
The Scripture says only that the bowl was poured out on the throne of the
beast and the darkness filled his kingdom. The first bowl had been poured
out on the earth, the second on the sea l., the third on the rivers, the
fourth bowl on the sun„ the fifth upon the throne-roam of the beast.
"The kingdom of the beast" refers only to hisown particular kingdom.
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"Kai eBlasphemesan ton Theon tou ouranou ek twn pwnon autwn kki ek twn
"And blasphemed the God of the heaven for distresses their and for their
elkwn autwn, kai ou metenoesan ek twn ergwn autwn."
and did not repent of their works."
sores,
Precisely as in verse 9, which see. Not just because of the supernatural
darkness, but also "because of their sins and pains." They were driven into
exasperation and fresh blasphemy instead of repentance. They blasphemed the
Cod of heaven because of their pains and their sores.
"God of heaven" seems to enhance the exaltation of God and to place in
more terrible contrast the sin of those who ventured to blaspheme One so
high, so far above them. This title is only mentioned here and in ch. 11i13,
where, however, some repented.
Inspite of their plagues, and perhaps as a consequence of their spiritual
darkness, they still own the supremacy of the Beasy and deny God. Jet as
Pharaoh hardened his heart. They repented not of their deeds..They refused
to repent of their deeds.

vIII4arrit BCYLI: KINGS OF THE MAST ASSEMBLED FOR ARMAGEDDON, REVELATION; 16 : 12 -16,
1. The river Euphrates, Revelation 16:12.
"Kai o ektos aggelos ezecheen ten phialen autou epi ton potamon ton megan
"And the sixth angel poured out his bowl upon the
river the great
ton Euphraten; kai ezeranthe to udwr autou, ina etoimasthe e odoa twn
the Euphrates; and was dried up water its, that might be prepared the way of
Basilewn twn ano anatolwn eliou."
the kings the from rising of the sun."
"Upon the great river, the river Euphrates." The sixth trumpet brings up
the river Euphrates *lso (9:1h), only there "epi" is with the locative,
while here "epi" is with the accusative. "Those from the rising of the sun",
the kings from the East in their march (Ikatt.2:2) against Rome. Parthia
in particular resisted Rome before Trajan's day.
To facilitate the invasion of the empire (17:12, 16) by the Parthians (9:14f)
under Nero redibrivus (19:19) to let the ten tribes return in safety from
captivity, the Euphrates is to be dried up in the latter days, like the
Jordan before Joshua or the Euphrates itself when Cyrus captured Babylon.
It is the natural direction from which enemies arise. And it derives this
significance from the fact that the enemies of the Jews often came from
that direction. The next sentence leaves no doubt that this is the meaning,
and supports the view taken in (9:1h).
It is to be noticed that, though the vial is poured out upon the Euphrates,
it is not with the purpose of inflicting injury on the river, but upon the
men who are thus laid open to the attacks of their enemies. And the water
thereof was dried up, that the way of the kings of the East might be prepared. "That the way might be made ready for the kings that come from the
sunrising." The meaning is that a barrier that wards off hostile hosts is
removed. The "Kings of the East" represent God's judgments. Those who are
laid open to attack are the adherents of the Beast,
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accounts for the employment of this figure in ch.9, and may reasonably
be considered to contain the same allusion here. The idea is merely to
convey the central fact of the advance of enemies
2. A new phase of the vision, Revelation 16:13.
"Kai eidon ek tou stromatos tou drakontos, kai ek tthu stomatos tou the"And I saw out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the
riou, kai ek tou stomatos tou psieudoprophetou, pneumata tria akatharta
beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet $ spirits three unclean
omoia Batrachois."
like frogs."
The dragon is Satan. The first beast, and then just "the beast"."The brute
force of the world-power represented by the Homan Empire,"(Swete).The
false prophet is identified with the second beast,(13:11-14).
So the sixth bowl introduces the Dragon and his two sub-alterns of chs.1213.
Out of the mouths of the three evil powers each (the dragon and the two'
beasts) comes an evil spirit. The mouth is a chief seat of influence,(1:16)
"Christ expelled unclean spirits, but Christ's enemies send them forth,"
/Swete).
The frog was a special agent in the final contest. They were naturally
associated with serpents as amphibious. As John watches the rapid change
in the Euphrate0, his attention is somehow directed back to darkened Babylon. There Agm, amazing council is being held in an inner chamber of the
candlelit capital. As in a midnight seance, the two beasts - the ruler
and his prophet - are listening to a strange visitor. This is the real
king of Babylon (Isaiah 14:4), the one who has given the beast his throne
(Revelation 13:2). His malevolent spirit is old Lucifer (Isaiah 14:12), .7,often through the centuries appearing to men as an angel of light (2 Coreinthians 11:14) but clearly apparent now to John as the great dragon.
The council reaches its decision. The situation has become desperate. The
unholy trinity has an appointment with a Man called Faithful and True
(Revelation 19:12)1. and Be will now wait. The agelong conflict is soon
to be decided, and they must quickly assemble every possible recruit for
the battle if they are to have any hope of victory.
With one voice they speak, and all the principalities and powers of darkness dptead out from the darkness of Babylon into the nations of the world,
Suddenly the croaking of .frogs pierces the night air in every direction, so
these three evil spirits - unclean, ugly, and clamorous like frogs - go
forth to 1e ad innumerable multitude of lesser spirits out into all the
world, rasping out their guttural messages in the world's dark night.
These"seducing spirits," with their "doctrines of devils" (I Timothy 4:1),
spread lies and deceptions, as they have for millennia, one more time.
And the kings of the earth, already irrational with their drug-distorted
perceptions and with the pain of God's plagues, listen to their deceptions one more time. John sees the evil spirits in their works exhibited
in the world. The false prophet deludes men, and persuades them against
their better judgment to worship the devil.
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3. Spirits

of demons, Rev. 16:14.
"Eisin gar pneumata daimonmpoiounta semeia lekporeuesthai epi tour Basileis
"For they are spirits of demons doing signs, to go forth to the kings of the
tes ges kai tes oikoumenes eles, sunagagein autous eis polemon tes emeras
earth and of the habiahle world whole, to gather them unto battle of day
ekeines tes magales tou Theou tou pantokratoros."
Almighty."
that the great of God the
"Spirits of devils". See Timothy 4:1 about "deceiving spirits and teachings
of demons." The Egyptian magicians wrought "signs" or (tricks), as did Simon
Magus and later Apollonius of Tyana. The three evil spirits (dragon and the
two beasts) spur on the kings of the whole world to a real world war. "There
have been times when nations have been seized by a passion for which, the
historian can but imperfectly explain,"(Swete).
"They are" spirits of demons. These devilish imps muster God's opponents to
the final conflict. The fierce invasion of the kings of the east seems to
give an impetus to the kings of the world. Anti-christ's power extends to
these,(11:10).
"As the Lord sent His apostles to all nations, so shall the antichrist send
false apostles,"(Hippol 6:188f). The sources of the tradition lie in Addit.
Esther 11:6, where the two dragons cry, and at their summons all nations
gather to do battle against the righteous nation; also in the belief that
Israel's foes muster aginst her in the latter days (1Z114; 19:17-20) and
(20:7-10).
Beliar,in the guise of Nero, comes "and with him all the powers of this warad,
and they will hearken to him in all that he desires,(17:13,17). These demonic
spirits are not crushed till the day of judgment,(Matt.8:29).
"To gather them to the battle of that great day ofGod Almighty." The kings
of the world are those whose aim and delight is the possession of the pleasures of this world. Those who have their treasure in this world, and whose
hearts are also there; those exercise their influence and power in regard
only to the things of this world; in short, the worldly.
To gather them to the battle of that great day of God Almighty. God, the
Almighty. This battle is described in Rev. 19:11-21, which see. The battle
referred to here, and described in chapters 19 and 20:1-10, is apparently
the battle which is being waged against God by the forces of evil all through
the history of the world, from the Fall of Adam to the last Judgment-Day.
This seems certain from the description given in chapters 19 and 20.
"Battle of that great day" is because on that day will occur the crisis, as
it were, of the conflict. On that day will the issue be plainly determined,
and the struggle terminated. Though the battle is proceeding daily, there
is little to remind us of it. The very existence of, and necessity for, such
warfare is sometimes forgotten in the daily round of life: at the last day
will be plainly exhibited the nature of the incessant hostility between God
and the devil, and the power of the latter will be manifested only to be
visibly shattered and finally destroyed.
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4. Insertion

of divine promise to Christian believers, Rev. 16:15.
"Idou, erchomai ws kleptes. Makarios o gregorwn, kai terwn to imatia
"Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed is he that watches, and keeps his garmautou, ina me gunnos peripate, kai Blepwsin ten aschemosunen autou."
ents, that not naked he may walk, and they see his shame."
The voice of Christ breaks in with the same metaphor as in 3:031 which see.
"Gregoron"- watching. "Teron" - keeping,(see 3:2 and 1:3). These very words
were addressed to the Church at Sardis,(3:3). These are similar to those
connected by our Lord with the great day,(See v14).
The mention of that day, and perhaps the knowledge of the battle is a daily
one (see v14), naturally leads to the solemn warning given here. It is worth
notice how St. John adops this idea Isaac Williams points out that these words
seem to indicate that the battle of v14 is a daily one, in which Christians
are themselves engaged,(see v14). The garment is the garment of righteousness,
the fervent love of God,(see 3:17).
John's intent is: the end is at hand, the final conflict is about to begin.
Consequently, in order to warn his followerS to be on their guard, and at
the same time to give them fresh assurance concerning the outcome, the
heavenly Christ dramatically interjects Himself into the scene. Christ announces that He himself is coming suddenly like a thief, and pronounces His
blessing upon the Christian who is awake with his garments of immortality
ready lest he be naked and others see his shame.
There is something special and unique about this particular promise in this
particular context. Evidently there still many at this time, both Jew and
Gentile, who have refused the mark of the beast. They have managed to survive, as described in Rev. 12.etc. Many have trusted in Christ as Saviour.
Others are not yet born-again Christians, but do believe in the true God and
so refuse to worship the beast and bow to his image. It is probably such as
these to whom the Lord speaks at this time. They need .a special word of
instruction and comfort from the Lord, encouraging them to continue in thedr
stand. The Lord has not forgotten them.
God has protected them from the fiery plagues and supplied their needs. And
so God graciously sends to them a special message from heaven just at this
time. God will come for them too, even as He did for His saints before the
tribulation. For them He will come as a thief unannounced at some time. So
they must remaim faithful and ready, as clothed for a journey, not as undressed and indifferent.

5. A

gathering place for hostile hosts, Revelation 16:16.
"Kai sunegagen autous eis ton topon ton kaloumenon EBraisti Armageddwn."
"And he gathered together them to the place which is called in Hebrew Armageddon."
John proceeds now after the interruption in v15. Perhapsilthe mountains of
Megiddo" though not certain. Megiddo is in the valley of Esdraelon, and by
the waters of Megiddo (the Kishon) Israel gained a decisive victory over
Sisera (Judges 5:19), celebrated in Deborah's song. (See Rev. 20:8ff.).
"They gathered the spirits of v14, of which this is a continuation.."(See Kra).
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Attention is called to the symbolical nature of the name. The correct reading
"Armagedon" signifies„"Moutain of Megiddo". Mount Megiddo probably refers to
Carmel, at the foot of which lay the Plain of Megiddo, which was well known
to every Jew as a gathering place for hostile hosts as the scene of many battles. It is referred to in Zech. 12:11 as a type of woe, on account of the
overthrow and death of Josiah having taken place there,(2K.23:29). Ahaziah
also died there,(2 K.9:27).
The name is,therefore,indicative of battle, tnd intimates the complete over-throw in store for the dragon and the kings of the earth which is described
later in Rev. 19. St. John mentions this word "Armageddon" just once, and
even then he does not take the trouble to give its Greek equivalent. This
strange name makes its first appearance in literature in this verse. Since
the last conflict was to occur in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, a proposal
is that the term is a corruption of the Hebrew for "the desirable city."
A. stronger agreement is with the suggestion the phrase is associated the
ancient city of Megiddo and means"the mountain of Megiddo." Megiddo was a
stronghold at the head of the plain of Esdraelon, called the plain of Megiddo
by Jerome. The plain was the scene of frequent and decisive battles in antiquity.

Hence, by association the name Armageddon was used by John to symbolize the
site of the eschatological conflict between the cohorts of God and Satan.
John has chosen this memorable name to signify the final battle between the
forces of evil and good, a battle in which the evil will be overthrown
and destroyed.
IX. THE SEVENTH BUM: IMiENDING DESTRUCTION OF BABYLON, REVELATION 16:17-21.
10 A great voice from the temple and from the throne, Rev. 16:17.
"Kai o eBdomos aggelos ezecheen ten phialen autou eis ton aera; kai
"And the seventh angel poured out his bowl into the
air; and came
ezelthen phwne mwgale apo tou naou tou ouranou, apo tou Thronou, legousa,
out a voice loud from the
temple of the heaven, from the throne, saying
Tegonen." It is done."
"Into the air". All men breathe the air and this is worse than the smiting
of the earth,(v2), the sea (3), the feesh waters (4) the sun (8). "A ,greAt
voice" - The voice of God as in 16:1. "Gegonen" - it is done - The whole
series of plagues: is now complete.
The Temple (6:19) and the Throne (8:3) are again blended in one scene. In
Isaiah 46:6 the divine vengeance is heralded by the voice out of the temple.
"Ait" is the typical abode of the spirits of evil,(Eph. 2:2). It is also
the seat of the thunders and lightnings which follow. Here, only a brief
summary is given (vvla-19) of what actually falls as the last extremity
of God's wrath. A fuller accountis reserved for chapter 19.
"There came a great voice out of the temple of heaven" is no doubt the
awful voice of God Himself. "It is done. God Himself had said that the
plagues were finished, that everything was ready for the consummation of
the Apocalyptic drama.
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He says, "It is done:" This is the final judgment that will have to be visited
upon the earth. before the coming of the Lord. The earth will be fully prepared
for His coming and His great millennial kingdom. The word is the same as in
Hebrews 7443: "The works were finished from the foundation of the world." Just
as God had absolutes* completed His mighty work of creating and making all
things in six days (Gen. 2:1-3), so now He has absolutely completed His wolic
of purging and changing the earth and its physical systems, enabling it to
fulfil it great purposes in the kingdom age which is about to begin.
2. Special manifestation of God's power, Rev. 16:18.
"Kai egenonto phwnai kaiBrontai kai astrapai; kai seismos egeneto megas„
"And ctherewere-voices and thunders and lightnings; and earthquake great,
oios. ouk egeneto aph ou of anthrwpoi egenonto epi tes ges, telikoutos
men were on the earthlas mighty an earthquake,
such as was not since
seismos, outesmegas." so great."
"And there came thisIlist of terrible sounds and lightnings, and for the
great earthquake,"(See 11:13; 11:19). "Since which time men came." The conventional storm-theophany brings on an exceptionally severe earthquake,
which (v19) shatters Jerusalem into three parts and entirely overthrows the
pagan cities.
Rome's more awful ruin is attributed in 17:16 to the invasion of Oriental
hordes (16:12). Here the allusion to her downfall is proleptic (17:2;18:6f),
as a climax to the forgoing catastrophe.
Probably the great city is Jerusalem as in 11:8. She is distinguished from
the Gentile cities as Rome is also singled out from her allies and adherents.
Being primarily guilty, Rome-Babylon is reserved for a special fate. The whole
passage is obscure. (Reread 11:1-13). The earthquake that happened this time
was the greatest in the history of mankind. (Sed 4:5; 6:12-17). A similar
description is given of the close of the seal and the trumpet, visions.
As said, thrice before had John heard "voices and thunderings and lightnings"
(Revelation 4:5; 8:5; 11:19) in heaven, just before the seal judgments, the
trumpet judgments, and the bowl judgments, respectively. On the last two occasions there had also been an earthquake on the earth. Thus are the three
sets of seven judgments, each bounded, as it were, by a threefold turmoil at
the heavenly throne - great voices, lightnings, and thunder. The three sets
of judgments are then terminated, as it were, by a great earthquake on earth.
This final earthquake is without precedent or parallel! The movements of the
earth have already been great and convulsive during the seven years of tribulation. The sixth .5ea1 had unleashed a great earthquake which evidently
caused a slipning of the very crust of the earth,(Rev. 6:1211). After the
earthquake at the beginning of the trumpet soundings,(Rev. 8:5), the earth
was bombarded with huge objects from space,(Rev. 8:7-10). At the tribulation's midpoint was another earthquake,(Rev. 11:13, 19; 12:16).
But none was like this earthquake. The old prophets also had forseen such a
day. (Haggai 2:6-7). and (Isaiah 24:17-21). This mighty earthquake will largely
destroy all earth's nroud cities. Especially will this be true of mighty Babylon.
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3. The

great judgment-day, Rev. 16:190
"Kai egeneto e polis e megale eis tria meon; kai ai poleis twn ethnwn epeson;
"And became theckty great into three parts; and the cities of the nations fell;
kai BaBuiwn e megale emnesthe enwpinm tou Theou, dounai aute to noterion
and Babylon the great was remembered before God, to give her the cup of the wine
oinou tou thumou tes orges autou."
wine of the fury of the wrath of his."
"Came into three carts." In 11:3 a tenth part of the city fell. Babylon-Rome
is meant (17:18). Babylon-Rome had not been overlooked. God was simply biding
His time with Rome. "The can of the wine of the wrath of His anger," using
both "Thumps"- boiling rage - and "orge" - God's settled anger.

The"great city"here is "Babylon". These are the only passages in the Apocal,ypse where this title is found. "Was divided into three parts"- The idea is
probably that of total destructionl(as in Ezek.5:2). Possibly there is a
reference to the trinity of evil mentioned in v13.
Immediately before the seventh trumpet, just after the two witnesses had
ascended into heaven, an earthquake destroyed one-tenth of the great city
and killed seven thousand people,(11:13). This greatest of earthquakes,
ho►never, split the great city into three parts and destroyed the cities of
the nations as well. This great city is identified as great Babylon, Rome
and the Roman Empire, as the following words show: "God remembered great
Babylon, to make her drain the cup of the wine of the fury of His wrath."
"And the cities of the nations fell." The "nations" signifies the ungodly,
who stand in the same relation to the godly as the Gentiles to God's chosen
peonle,(see 9:18f). This sentence declares the fall of every lesser form of
evil, together with the greater typical form symbolized by "great city."
And great Babylon came in rememberance before God.
This clause with the following one, taken in conjunction with the preceding
following verses, must be referred to the great judgment, day. The judgment
is more elaborately described in chapter 18.
The earthquake will completely destroy the great city og Babylon. Babylon,
like the other cities of the Gentiles, is to be completely destroyed,(Rv.18:21).
The conclusion is that the true great city is none other than Jerusalem.
The fate of great Babylon is very different. All the other cities of the
nations fell, evidently lying in ruins but potentially renewable and rebuildable during the millennium.
Babylon is not so. She is the very special object of God's wrath and must
be made to serve as an object lesson to all mankind for ever. She must be
made to drink the wine from the trampled grapes of the wrath of God (see
Revelation 14:18-20), and will be thrown down with violence and so desmembered as to leave no remains at all,(Rev. 18:21). We shall return to this
theme in chapter 17.
Jerusalem is truly the great city. Jerusalem is called the "great city" in
Revelation 11:8, and the new Jerusalem is called "the great city" in Rev.21:10,E
The earthquake even affects "the great city", dividing it into three parts.
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However Jerusalem is not destroyed, as are all the cities of the nations (or
"Gentiles"). Jerusalem is distinguished from Babylon. Jerusalem alone, of all.
the great cities of the earth, is thus to be spared destruction by the earthquake at the end of the tribulation. It is the one eternal city, and will
survive as long as the earth endures in its present formg finally being replaced as the New Jerusalem, in the new earth.(See I Chron. 23:25; Ps.125:1;
and Micah 4:7).
But even Jerusalem is to be significantly changed when the great earthquake
strikes. Immediately after the promise that the Lord will go forth and fight
the nations which are gathered together against JerusaIeml(See Zechariah 114-$4)•
Two of the three parts into which Jerusalem will be divided by the earthquake
will evidently be Mount of Olives (norh) and Mount of.Olives (south). Perhaps the third part is Mount Zion itself, which is now separated from the
Mount of Olives by the Kidron Valley, with the Brook Kidron meandering its
way down to the Dead Sea. Read Zechariah 14:8. A great spring will open up
in the mountain, generating a large river. The spring will drain into the
Mediterranean on the West and the Dead Sea on the East. God only knows the
location of the artesian spring.
God's holy city is to be rendered more beautiful and perfectly situeated
than ever. See Psalm 48:2.

b. The

near approach of the last judgment, Revelation 16:20.
"Kai pass nesos ephugen; kai ore ouch eurethesan."
"And every island fled; and mountains no more were found."
Islands sometimes sink into the sea in earthquakes,(6:14). The Iranian belief
was that was mountains would disappear, leaving the earth in its ideal state
of a smooth plane on which mankind could dwell in unity of speech and intercourse, free frog barriers.
This verse 20 continues the description of the earthquake in v18. The parenthesis concerting Babylon occuring owing to the mention of .the destruction of
the cityl(the account given under the sixth seal). Such convulsions of nature
generally, in biblical descriptions, accomnany the near approach of the last
judgment.
Now, "Every island fled away, and the mountaisn were not found!" The great
mountains and islands of the world will vanish, with all theirg great masses
of granite and limdstone and sandstone broken up and transported to the bottom of the sea. The deep ocean basins, conversely, will be built up, thus
restoring sea levels to their former higher elevations, but with much Act
their previous waters now elevated above above the troposphere, sprea4 out
in a great canopy of water vapor as it had been back at the time of creation)
(Genesis 1:7).
The new effect of all these changes on the earth's surface was ameliorative,
preparing it for the beautiful environment of the millennial age soon to come.
The great prophecy of Isaiah was being fulfilled,(Isaiah 40:4-5). The new and
gentle rolling topography of the world as originally created will be restored.
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5. The

wicked are the object of this punishment, Rev. 16:21.
"Kai chalaza me gale ws talantiaia kata Bainei ek tou ouranou eni *DUS
"And a hail great as of a talent weight comes dawn out of the heaven upon
anthrwpous; kai eBlasphemesan of anthrwpoi ton Them', ek tesplegeates
the men the GOD , because of the plague of the
mem;
and blasphemed
chalazes, oti megale estin e nlege attes sophodra."
exceeding."
hail, for great is its plagus

"Chalaza" - hail - every stone about the weight of a talent. (Isaiah 28:2)For
hail as the symbol of God's wrath. "Talanton" - talent - ranged in weight from
108 to 130 pounds. This nunishnent had the same effect as in vv9, 11.
Nven this abnormal hail-shomer failed to bring the pagans to their senses.
This present tense renders the descrintion more graphic. "The men" refers to
the wicked, who are the object of this punishment. "Hail" is frequently
mentioned as a judgment of God, and is added here to heighten the general
effect of the description (see Ex.9)
Men blasphemed God because of the plague of the hail; for the plague was exceeding great. The men repent not. Like Pharaoh, their hearts are hardened.
The events alluded to under the seventh vial are elaborated and earticuIarized are concluded in chapter 19.
The "heavy hail" which concluded the list of phenomena resulting from the
seventh trumpet blast is magnified in this scene, where it consists of great
hail hailstones, each one about the weight of a talent. Withs these hailstones the seven bawl plagues are completed. The end is at hand. Christ had
signified this when He exclaimed in v15,"Lo, I am coming like a thief."
God reaffirmed it when He proclaimed in v17, "It is done." We are on the
threshols of the consummation.
The hail of stones rains with particular intensity on the massed millions
ready for the battle with Christ and His returning saints. For these, there
is no escape -- only bitter cries of invective and blasphemy. Aligned in the
complex of valleys and plathns from Armageddon to Edom, encamned together in
great density, they are utter helpless against the heavenly bombardment.
The utter horror of the scene is beyond imagination. God is long.-suffering,
but the day of the Lord will come. (See Psalm 2:9).
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MYSTERY BABYLON THE GREAT.
REVELATION 17:1-18
INTRODUCTION:
John's imagery is flexible, complex, and provocative. We have noted that the ultimate enemy is the Dragon or Satan. The power of the Dragon has been delegated to
the sea beast (13:1), which is identified as the Roman empire. It seems that John,
in this section, is dealing more specifically with the City of Rome, the great city.
Definitely John intends to contrast this woman with the woman of chapter 12. He
intends to contrast between the "holy city" and this "great city". He also intends
to suggest a contrast between this harlot and the bride of Christ. But the great
city is the city of man.
Many think that John was talking about Babylon when he wrote "Babylon". Even at
the time John was writing, Babylon was a viable city, with a substahtial colony
of Jews (The famous Babylonian Talmud originated in or near there, about 500
years after the time of Christ). And there was a significant Christian Church
there as well,(I Peter 5:13). At the very least, it would be confusing tt(John's
first century readers, as well as to later generations, for John to write so
much about Babylon when he really meant Rome. There have been earlier two cryprtlic
references in Revelation to the city of Babylon, as well as two similarly mysterious references to the Euphrates River.
It must be stressed that Revelation means "unveiling". In the absence of any
statement in the context to the contrary, therefore, we must assume that the term
Babylon applies to the real city of Babylon. The fact that the major structures
of Babylon would eventually (though temporarily) fall into almost complete disuse
would hardly take God by surprise. And it is certainly possible that the divine
omniscience could also foresee a time when Babylon would eventually again exhill it its former eminence and grandeur.
At this present writing- of "The Revelation Record" in 1983 the Iraq government
is busily attempting to rebuild the great city, primarily as a tourist attraction.
Once the resources of the United Nations (or even more likely, a future true
world government) are thrown behind the project, mighty Babylon can easily be
established once again.

Ps we progress in this study of chapters of 17 et I- , it will become increasingly
more obvious that the world capital of the Beast will indeed be centered either
directly on, or in the immediate vicinity of, the strategic site of ancient
Babylon.
Babylon is mentioned by name six times in Revelation. In Revelation 14:8 it is
called "That Great City". In Revelation 16:19, it is "Great Babylon." In 18:2
it is called "Babylon the Great". In 18:10 it is called "That Great City Babylon,
that mighty city." In 18:21 it is called that-"Great City Babylon." But only in
Revelation 17e5 is she called "Mystery, Babylon the Great." This later term
conveys something different from the others, yet there is no doubt that all
six terms refer to the same basic subject and. that this subject includes the
real city of Babylon.
In addition to the passage§ specifically nameing Babylon, it is called a "City"
four times (Rev. 17:18; 18:16i 18, 19). Yet this city is also associated with a
great"Mystery," a mystery which related tothe baleful influence of that city
over all the nations of the earth.
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I. FIRST VISION: MOTHER OF HARLOTS, REVELATION 17:1-6.
10. God would give His wine of fierce wrath, Rev. 17:1.
"Kai elthen eis ek twn epta aggelwn twn echontwn jas epta phialas, kai
"And came one of the seven angels of those having the seven bowls, and
Deizw soi to krima tes pornes
elalesen met emou, legwn mou,Seuro,
spoke with me, saying to me s Come here, I will show thee the sentenceof
tes kathemenes epi twn udatwn twn polIwn."
pornestes megales,
many."
the harlot the great, who sits upon the waters
"Deixo soi" - I will show thee. It is fitting that one of the seven angels
that had the seven bowls should explain the judgment on Babylon,(16:19),
already pronounced,(14:8). That is now done in chapters 17 and. 18.
"Krima tes pornes" - The great sentence- of the harlot. "Krima"- sntence is the word used about the doom of Babylon in Jeremiah 28:9. In 14:8
Babylon is called the harlot. "Pornes" - sentence, judgment -.is "the
judgment on the great harlot."
Babylon got its wealth by means of the Euphrates and the numerous canals
for irrigation. Rome does not have a system of such canals* This item is
taken and applied to the New Babylon in 17:15.
This chapter 17 to 19:21 consist of visions which are really included
under the seventh vial, but which, on account of their length and elaboriation, may be considered apart from the other judgments of the vial.
In the preceding chapters we have had placed before us a conspectus of
three classes of ungoily people, and the three principles of evil in
their abstract form, as represented by the world (the first besat). The
flesh (the second beast). And the devil (the dragon). The personal final
overthrow of the devil is described in 20110; chs. 17-18 are devoted to the
description of the judgments of the two former - the world, in its character of the openly hostile persecutor of the Church of God; and the other
portion of the ungodly who, while still professing Christianity, find
excuses for conforming to the worship of the image of the Beast.
The first Beast is, therefore, identical with Babylon, and represents, as
we have seen, the openly hostile and persecuting world-power of all ages,
of which, in St. John's time, Rome was the foremost embodiment.
The second Beast is identical with the harlot, and represents faithless
Christians, the apostate portion of the Church. The very reason for being
of the Apocalypse is to deal with these two forms of evil; to declare the
overthrow of the one, and to warn and, if possible, reclaim those under t he
influence of the other.. In the latter case, the warning consists in setting forth the judgment in store for faithless Christians.
And as this is the course pursued with the former also, the two merge into
one, and indeed are declared to be one. The Apostle in substance declares
that, though there is a prime facie difference between the two forms of
ungodliness, there is in reality no distinction to be made, but both are
involved in one common final judgment.
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John thus twice solemnly asserts that the harlot is Babylon„(Vt15 ans 18)0
The comments upon the following chapters will be based upon this hypothesis,
the reasons fir which will be brought out more ckarly as we proceed. The
opening words of this chapter 17 leave no doubt that the visions which
follow are connected with the vial judgments.
The "one of the seven angels" may be the seventh angel, to whom it pertained to unfold the circumstances connected with the last jedgment.
"Come hither; I will show unto thee the judgment of the great vh ore that
sitteth upon many waters." "Deuce" - come hither - This particular narration takes place after the account of the vials. Note the remarkable
similarity between these words and those of 21:9, and the contrast between
bride, the wife of the Iamb, and the harlot who is connected with the
Beast.
Of the great harlot, there seems no doubt that this figure describes the
degenerate portion of the Church of God. (1) This symbolism is made use of
by the Apostle John to portray the faithlessness of those who are professedly servants of God,(see 2:20; 14:4), and in this sense it is applied
in the great majority of passages of Scripture where it occurs,(See Isa.1:21;
Jer. 2:20; 3: Ezekiel 16 and 23; Hosea 2:5 and 3:3; 4:15; Micah 1:7)0
(2)There is an intended contrast between the bride and the Lamb, and the
harlot who allies herself with the beast.
(3)A contrast is also probably intended between the woman clothed with
the sun (ch.12), bringing forth the man-child, Christ Jesus the Saviourthe representation of the pure 6hurch -- and the harlot clothed in scarlet,
the mother of harlots and abominations - the representation of the faithless
part of the Church.
(4)Both this woman of ch.12 and the harlot of this chapter reside in the
wilderness, that is, this world (see 12:14); indeed, they are to men sometimes indiistinguishable. (Recall the parable of the wheat and the tares).
(5)The faithful Church, the bride, is called a City,(21:2, 9, 10). So
the faithless portion of the Church, the harlot, is identified with the
city of Babylon,(11:8; 17:4-5). Other coincidences will be noted as we
proceed. This includes all faithless of God's Church in alltime. We are
intended to see here a picture of the position of the unfaithful part of
the Church wherever it exists.
2.. The universality of this faithlessness, Revelation 17:2.
"Meth es eporneusan of Batileis tes ges; kai emethusthesan eis tou
"With whom committed fornication the kings of the earth; and were made drunk
oinou
tes porneias autes of katoikountes ten gen."
with the wine of her fornication those that dwell on the earth."
"The kings of the inhabited earth" (16:14) either for human rillers in general
or the vassal kings absorbed by the Roman Empire. "In purchasing the favour
of Rome by accepting her suzerainty and with it her vices and idolatries",
(Swete). Tyre's commercial intercourse with the nations (Isa. 23:17) and
Assyria's political intrigues, by which her statecraft fascinated and s& uced
other states (Naha 3:4) are both described by the same figure.
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Local and national cults, as a rule, were left undisturbed by the Romans.
And indeed Oriental superstitions often reacted powerfully on Rome itself.
But fresh conquests meant the extension of Rome's intoxicating and godless
suzerainty.
"CT the earth" 'is used here for the worldly as distinguished from the
righteous. And the two classes mentioned indicate the universality of this
faithlessness - it is not confined to any one grade of society. As we have
seen (seevl andlh:8), the figure of fornication is repeatedly used to
describe faithlessness towards God. This verse declares that this portionfaithless of the Church has chosen rather to render to the world that love
which is due to God, and to be connected rather with the powers of this
world than to have its treasure in heaven.
As Nineveh and Tyre had led other peonles astray and forced them to commit
idolatry, so now Rome, the mistress of the Mediterranean, had seduced the
kings of the earth whom she had conquered along with their subjects arthad
made drunk with the wine of her fornication. She had enticed them into the
idolatrous worship of herself and her consort, the Beast, which is represented by John as "fornication",(see 2:21; 9:21; 1h:8).
The City of Rome had given birth to the Empire. Rome had been deified as
Roma. Roma had become a mother goddess to whom temples were erected in the
provinces. John speaks of more than the capital city. John speaks of Roma
who had become an object of worship. John's reference to Romp as a harlot
may appear to show lack of respect and patriotism, but it is not lacking
in historical precedent. (See Nah. 3:4; Isaiah 23:17; and Isa.1:21).
3. See the judgment on great Babylon, Rev. 17:3.
"Kai apenegken me eis eremon en pneumati;kai eidon gunaika kathemenen
"And He carried away me to a wilderness in the Spirit; and I saw a woman sitepi therion kokkinon, gemon onomatwn, Blasphemias, wchon kephalas eptakai
ting upon a beast scarlet, full of names of blasphemy, having heads seven and
kerata deka." horns ten."
"Apenegken" - to bear away in the Spirit. Isa. 114:23 Babylon is called Rone.
"Eremon" - wilderness - Rome. John may here picture this to be the fate of
of Rome or it may be that he himself, in the wilderness this side of Babylon, sees her fate. In 21:10 John sees the New Jerusalem from a high mountain. "Kathemenen" - woman siting upon beast - "to manage and guide the be ast,"
(Swete). "Names of blasphemy cover the whole body of the beast,"(Vincent).
The beast is here personified with masculine participles.
The woman in chapter 12 is in the desert to be delivered from the Dragon.
The woman here is in the desert to be destroyed by the Beast. "Crimson or
scarlet" - luxurious andhaughty splendour. The Beast in 13:1 bore the names
of blasphemy upon its head. Here he wears them spread all over his body.
Here the author is sketching the Roman Empire in its general magnificence
and authority under the Caesars, and the inconsistences in his description
are natural to this style of fantastic symbolism. "Do you see a woman sitting there with an inviting look, and in her hand a cup? She is called Deceit.
By her power she beguiles all who enter life and makes them drink. And what is
the draught. Deceit and Ignorance." "Wilderness" suggests coming desolation.
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of this world. The wilderness is the sbode of a woman,, who moreover is
representative of the Church. Though in ch.12 she represents the Church
of God as a whole, persecuted by Satan. But in this place the "woman" is
representative of the faithless part of the Church,(see v 1). This part
follows after worldly things, and has rendered to the Beast the love
and honour due to God alone.
"The woman sits upon the beast" denotes that she relies upon the beast for
support and safety. Thus nresenting an accurate description of those who
prefer to trust to the power and influence of the world rather than to
God. "Scarlet" may signify the worldly pre-eminence and power of which it
is the sign, and for which the woman allies herself with the beast. Also
it may signify the blood-stained persecution of which the Beast is the
author. The "seven heads" denotes universality of earthly dominion..
"Ten horns" denote plenitude of powerl(see 13:1).
It seems most likely that this beast, on which the woman rides, is symbolical of the historical succession of world governments, which are raised
up and empowered by Satan. This, in fact, was Satan's strategy after the
Deluge. (See Gen. 9:6-7; 10:8-12).
It seems that this Beast of Revelation 17 depicts the principle of dictatorial world government, as continually instigated and energized by the
old. Dragon, Satan. Since the first such government was that of Babylon,
under Nimrod, since the same spirit of Babylon has motivated and animated
other conquering rulers following him, and since the last such government
will again be cebtered at Babylon, it is most probable that the primary
meaning of the Beast in the passage is that of political Babylon. It
would be controlled and empowered by the Dragon for the main purpose of
maintaining a humanisitc and governmental center of opposition to God'
and His plan for human government and His ultimate purpose in history.
This "woman" is Babylon is mystery form.

4. The way of false religion, Revelation 17:4.
"Kai e gune e periaemene prophura kai kokkinw, kai kechruswmene chrusw
"And the woman clothed in purple
and scarlet, and decked with gold
kai lithw timiw kai margaritais, echousa chrusoun poterion en to cheiri
and stone precious and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand,
autos, gemon Bdelugmatwn kai akathartetos porneias antes."
full og abominations and uncleanness of her fornication."
"PeriBeblemene", - was arra yed, to fling round one -. To adorn with gold "Kechruswmene o.Ornaments of gold. The harlot poured out wine for her victims. Rome is pronounced luxurious, licentious, and loathsome.
Here it is felt to be amystery that prosperity and permanence should belong
to a state flaunting its impiety and oppression, not merely enjoying but
propagating vice. This verse seem to signify the worldly magnificence
which may be the portion of the faithless Christian.
"Deciled with gold and precious stones and pearls". This account is sufficiently characteristic of the world's attractions to need no comment.
"Abominations" are all things that are displeasing to God. uFornication"
signifies all unfaithfulness towards God.
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-23aThis prostitute was arrayed in costl„► raiment of purple and scarlet, symbolic
of her imperial status, and was adorned with gold and precious stones, indicative of the wealth of the empire.- She held a golden cun in her hand. John
represents the cun, in contrast to the luxurious apparel of the harlot, as
full of abominations and the impurities of her fornication. "Bdelugma abominations - is used to denote moral and ceremonial impurity, especially
incurred in connection with idolatrous rites.
The predection was made in Daniel 9:27 that this desolater would himself
be desolated for his abominations at the consummation of the age. Possibly
the presence of abominations in the golden CUD that the woman in scarlet
was holding implies that she too will will be made descolate because of
the abominations she has committed. The cun also contained the impurities
of her fornication. For Johnmfornication" signifies idolatry, especially
the imperial cult.
Arrayed like a beautiful queen, the harlot is decked in rich jewelry and
magnificently colored garments. Almost irresistibly attractive to ungodly
men, she perpetually seduces and tempts them to depart from the true God
and to partake of her pleasures. With a beautiful golden cup full of
aparkling wine in her extended hand, her invitation is tendered, age after
age, nation after nation, and multitudes are deceived and lost thereby.
This is the way of false religion. Making the dearth of real spiritual
life by outward ostentation and sensual satisfactions, the state religion,
supported by the political power (religious Babylon riding upon political
Babylon), impresses its devotees with ornate temples and golden images,
jeweled garments,marble statues, and delightsome incense.
Such religious worship, usually approved and supported by the state, both
panders to man's religious nature and appeals to his sensual feelings. It
is a powerful opiate, and indeed has itself in amny cultures even been
further stimulated by use of various drugs. In all its essentials, it is
the religious systemestablished by Nimrod with the building of the Tower
of Babel. It was nrobably revealed to Nimrod by Satan at Babel long ago.

5. This

harlot proudly displayed her name, Rev. 17:5.
"Kai epi to metwpon antes onoma gegrammenon, Musterion, BaBulwn e megale, e
"And upon her forhead a name written,
Mystery, Babylon the great, the
meter twn pornwn kai twn Bdelugmatwn tes ges."
mother of the harlots and of the abominations of the earth."
Roman harlots wore a label with their names on their brows, and so here. In
v. 19:16 Christ has a name on His garments and on His thigh, while in 14:1

Cend 22:4 the redeemed have the name of God on their foreheads. There is undoubtedly a contrast between this woman here and the woman in chapter 12.
Mystery - "Musterion" - the name Babylon is to be interpreted mystically
or spiritually, for Rome. The Metropolis of the Empire is the mother of harlotry and of the world's idolatries.
"A name written which is a symbol," or is a mysteriously significarif-title.
Rome, the natural focus of Oriental cults in general, is charged with fod,
- ering di the superstitious and vicious practices of her subjects.
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This practice was customary with
members of God's Church have His
ones, represented by the harlot,
marked the former as His, so the
belonging to Satan.

harlots. In ch.14:1 and 7:3 the faithful
Name in their foreheads. Here the faithless
exhibit a spurious imitation. As God's Name
name Babylon, etc., marks the latter as

The purpose is to draw attention to the fact which is contained in v5: "Mystery,
Babylon the Great, The Mother of Harlots and Abominations of the EPrtho" The
rest of the verse asserts that the harlot is Babylon. That is, that the worldly
portion of the Church, though niminally Christian, isin reality identical
with the world, which is openly antagonistic to God.
This latter portion of v5 goes even further than this. This faithless (though
outwardly Christian) portion of Christ's Church is the mother, that is, the
cause of the existence of the unfaithfulness to God. So true is it that
the professing Christian who is worldly minded does more to cause in others
disobedience and unfaithfulness to God, than he who openly declares himself
in opposition to God, and even persecutes the faithful. Recall the words to
the Church in Iaodicea,(see 3:15).
"On her forehead was written a name of mystery." It was Babylon the Greater
mother of harlots, and of earth's abominations. The name is one of mystery.
In John's vision, %his matriarch of all harlots is seen with the proud and
lengthy name boldly emblazoned for all to see. She is the great city Babylon.
She is the fountainhead of all spiritual fornication and false worship, ItiLth
all the evil practices.
This word "abominations" is specifically associated with idol worship. The
first two of God's Ten Commandments were directed against it,(Ex.20:1-6).
And the very last word of John's own epistle had warned Christian believers
against it,)I John 5:21):"Little children, keep yourselves from idols."

6.. Spiritual Babylon is fiercely intolerant, Rev. 17::6.
"Kai eidon ten gunaika methuousan ek tou aimatos twn agiwn, kai ek tou
"And I saw the woman drunk with the blood
of the saints, and with the
aimatos twn martutwn Isou. Kai ethaumasa, idwn
auten, thauna mega."
blood of the witnesses of Jesus. And I wondered, having seen her, with wonder
greptU
Spiritual is a false and corruptive religion. When it cannot subvert by
infilteration and false teaching, it will seek to destroy by persecution.
"Methuousan" - drunken - with the blood - a common idea of the ancients.
"►Marturon" - witnesses - for Jesus unto blood, and so martyrs in the modern
sense of the word.
Christian martyrs are not contaminated like the rest of men, but their purity
is won at the expense of their life. It is the contaminations, rather than
the cruelties, of Rome which absorb the interest of this oracle.
The greatest"abomination" od all that had been perpetrated, the heinous sin
for which Rome, her rulers, and her people would be punished and destroyed
by God, is the shedding of the blood of Christians who steadfastly refused
to deny their God and Christ and worship the goddess Roma and the emperors.
This conviction comes to the forefront in this verse. For Roma, the consort
of the imperial Antichrist, was drunk with the blood of the saints.
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"The woman is clothed in crimson and golden ornaments (17:4), her lovers
will despise her and seek her life (17:16). Just as it was declared that
in Judah was found the blood of the innocent poor, so here we are told that
the faithless part of the Church is guilty of the blood of the saints.
The reason is found in the inscription. The harlot is absolutely identified
with Babylon. No distinction in guilt can be allowed between the openly
hostile world and the faithless Christian. God declares, "He that is not
with Me is against Me (,';Matt. 12:20).
II. THE SEVEN HEADS, REVELATION 17:7-11.
1.The angel gives his interpretation of the woman and the beast, Rev. 17:W.
"Kai eipoin moi o aggelos, Diati ethanmasas; egw soi erw to musterion
"And said tone the angel, why didst thou wonder? I thee will tell thee mystAlt$NM gunaikos, kai tou theriou tou Bastazontos auten, tou echontos tas
ery tf the woman, and of the beast which carries her, which has the
epta kephalas kai ta deka kerata."
seven heads and the ten horns."
"Ethanmasas" -why didst thou wonder, or marvel - The seer cannot fully
understand the terrible significance of the sign he sees, - that a portion of the Church is one with the hostile world (see v6), yet there are
sufficient marks wherewith to identify it.
The woman, the wilderness, the reliance upon the world-power, the inscription, the similar description bB Judah in Jermiah 2 and 3 (see v6), yet
there are sufficient marks wherwith to identify it. All might have made
the interpretation plain.
"I will tell thee the mystery of the woman.." The ten horns of v5 declares
that this essential unity is a myatery. Observe, too, that "themystery of
the woman and of the beast" is all one. (On the "beast", "the seven heads",
and the "ten horns",(see 13:1). In v1 the harlot is said to sit on the waters;
here (17:7) the beast carries her. The two statements are really identical*
Both the beast and the waters represent the worldly power found among
"peonies, multitudes, nations, and tongues.(see v14)0
The Angel-interpreter assured John that he, would explain this strange sight
for him. But the angelic interpretation, which is concerned more with the
beast than with the woman, is actually more perplexing than the scene
which had mystified John.
2.The beast of the source here is the Antichrist, 17:8 (see 11:7)
"Therion o eides, en, kai ouk estin, kai mellei anaBainein ek tesafiussoul
"The Beast which thou sawest was, and is not, and is about to come up out of
kai eis anwleian uoagein; kai thaumasontai of katoi-kountes epi tes
the abyss,and into destruction to go; and shall wonder they who dwell on the
ges, wn ou gegraotai ta onomata epi to BiBlion tes zwes apo kata Boles
of whom are not written the names in the book of life from the foundation
kosmou, Blepontes to therion o ti en, kai ouk estin, kaiper estin."
of the world, seeing the beast which was, and not is, and yet is."
This is a picture of the beast of 13:1ff., which the woman is riding, but
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no longer just the empire, but one of the emperors who died. "And is about
to come up out of the abyss." That is, he is going to come to life again.
"And to go into perdition", and so he goes into perdition. Most interpreters
see here an allusion to the "Nero redivivus" expectancy realized in Domitian, who was ruling when John wrote Revelation and who was called Nero
redivivus.
John had wondered -flethaumasa" - in v6 "with the amazement of a horrible
surprise;the world will wonder and admire,"(Swete). See 13:8 for the same
description of those who worship the beast and for discussion of details,
Such an identification was natural in the ancient world especially, where
a king and his capital or state were interchangeable terms. The emperor,
here Nero redivivus (a saying of Apollonius:"Regard-Ing this wild beast,
Nero, I know not how many heads he has), embodied the empirel The Beast
is a sort of revenant.
To rise from the abyss was the conventional origin of the Beast (11:7)
even in the primitive traditions the Nero Antichrist, however, introduces
the fresh horror of a monster breaking loose even from death. True, he
goes to perdition eventually, but not before all except the elect have
succumbed to the fascination of his second advent.
The Beast of the source here is evidently the Antichrist figure of 11:7,
(also a Jewish source) transformed into Nero-redivivus. Throughout the
Apocalypse the word "aBussos" is translated "Abyss". Abyss is used to
describe the dWelling-place of Satan (see9:l,2, 11)(20:1,3; 11;7), while
Satan is working in the world.
ufbrdition" is described in 19:20 as the "Lake of Fire burning with brimstone." And they that dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose names were
not written in the book of life from the foundation of the world, when
they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet is." The first words
are a repetition of words in 13:8.
See 19:200 The Beas,as we have seen, is the world-power- Satan in his:
charactei4 of "prince of this world". The first stage is "it was". This
period describes the condition of things before the sacrifice of Christ
Then it was that Satan ruled supreme in the world; that the power of the
world the beast was.
Second, it is not now. But Christ overcame the world (John 16:33); henceforth to all true believers there is "peace". Although they may have
"tribulation" in the world. For the faithful Christian the power of the
world - the beast - is not.
Thirdly, the stage is it reappears, to be cast into perdition. It exists
in the abyss. This is its natural abiding place in the world, among the
worldly-minded, and thus may cause "tribulation" to tha faithful. But a
further downfall is prepared for it. At the last day it "will ascend
from the abyss to go into perdition." The period embraced is that of the
whole existence of the world. (See 13:3I8 Despite the beast's exaltation
of itself as God, it was destined to go to perdition,(see 19:20). Those
whose names have not been written in the Book of Life will look upon thi3
beast with amazement.
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3. The woman relies

upon a visibly universal power, Revelation 1719.
MWde o nous o echwn sophian: ai epta kephalai, oreeisin epta, oron e
"Here is the mind which has wisdom: the seven headsimountains, are seven,
opou e gune kathetai ep autwn."
where the woman- sits on them."
"Here is the intelligence which has wisdom4(Charles). "Kepta ore" - seven
mountains -Rome was known as the city on seven hills. "Where upon them"hopou ep auton. In 13:1 it is the beast that has seven heads, while here
in 17:9 the woman is riding the beast with seven heads... The heads are
further identified as kings.
The seven heads are the seven mountains on which the woman sitteth. The
language of the Apocalypse and its numbers are symbolical. The seals. are VITOt
literal seals, the Iamb is not a literal laMb, the beast is not a literal
beast, etc. So here the mountains are not literal mountains.
A mountain is a symbol of power,(see 8:8). Seven is the number significant
of universalityl(see 1:4; 5:l,etc.). The plain meaning of the passage is,
therefore, that the woman relies upon a visibly universal power.
This is precisely the idea contained in v3, which describes the faithless
part of the Church (the harlot) trusting to the power of the world (beast)
Of course, the most prominent form of this world-power in St. John's time
was heathen Rome. Hence some writers believe that the "sevenhilled-city",
Rome, is referred to here. And this may be a partial fulfillment of the
vision. But it is not the whole signification. But it may not be correct
to interpret things literally*
So far the angel's interpretation is clear, following in the main the
theme underlying 13:1-10. The rest requires wisdom if it.is to be understood. The seven heads signify seven hils on which the woman is seated.
This clearly means Rome, for according to classical tradition, it was
built upon seven hills. But in this chapter it is the woman who is
equated with Rome. The plastic nature of his symbolism now allows John
to identify the heads of the beast with the imperial capital.

Those whose names are in the book of life also have minds of wisdom, and
so can discern the nature, not only of the beast, but also of the harlot
woman riding the beast. This is similar terminology to that of 13:18.
"Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of
the beast."
The clearest interpretation is shown in the next verse, which identifies
the seven mountains as seven kings, with one being the beast mentioned. in
this chapter. The latter we have already seen to represent a Satan-controlled kingdom, the first and last in a series of similar kingdoms, all
comprising political Babylon. Thus the scarlet-arrayed harlot is seen as
supported through the ages by seven kingdomso Reference is to I)ea Roma,
rather than to the whole Empire.
if.. There were seven kings, Revelation 17:10.
"Kai Basileis epta eisin: of pente epesan, kai o eis estin, o altos oupw
"And kings sever there Ware: The five are fallen, and the one is, the other
elthen: kai otan elthe, oligon auton dei meinai."
not yet is come: and when he shall have come, a little while he must remain."
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"Seven kings" is another change in the symbolism. The identification of
these seven kings is one of the puzzles of the book. "The five are falled0m"Hoi pente epesan." (See 2 Samuel 3:38). "The one is"- "ho heis estin" -the one when this vision is dated. "The other is not yet come" - "ho allos
oupo elthen" - Charles takes this as the date of this "source" or part of
the Apocalypse.
But John could not have used this language in the time of Domitian even
if he was not the one who had not yet come. For Domitian died in 96 AD.
The difficulty about counting these emperors is that Galba, Otho l Vitellius,
reigned so briefly that they hardly merit being included.
let us take a moment to look at the Roman rulers. They are
Nero
Julius Caesar dide in 44 B.C.
54 - 68
68 - 69
Galba
Augustus
31B.0 - 14 AD
Tiberius
Otho
69
AD
AD
14 - 37
Vitellius 69 AD
Caligula (Gaius)
37 -- 41 AD
Vespasian 69 -- 79
Claudius
41 - 54 AD
79 -- 81
Titus
Domitian 81— 96

as follows:
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD.

"When he cometh" "Hotan elthei" - indefinite clause temporal for the nitric°.
"He must continue a little while" Swete takes this to be Titus, who
died September 13, 81 AD.
If we begin with Ausustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and so Nero is
the fifth, Vespian is sixth, and then Titus who reigns about two dears,
then comes Domitian.
The kings represent worldly kingdoms. "Seven" betokens universality. We
are thus told that this world-power on which the woman relies is exhibitel
in the manifestation of power by successive nations - as many as have ever
existed or shall exist. For this is the meaning of "seven".
The Seer divides the whole series of anti theistic. world-powers into throe
groups. And he would say probably the majority of these are passed away.
"Five are fallen, and one, and the other is not yet come."
The second group embraces the world-power as it is exhibited now, whether
Roman, Jewish, or any other. In the third group are included those yet to
come. It is impossible to limit and define the kingdoms. Hand when he
cometh he shall continue a short space." Cr "A little while he must remain."
This "short sparse" describes the remiander of the time of the world's
existence."
What kingdom, arising after John's day, is represented by the seventh head?
The image of Daniel may provide the key. The golden head of the image was
Nebuchadnezzar's great empire centered at Babylon,(Daniel 2:37-38); the silver breast and arms were the Medo-Persian empire which displaced Babylon,
(Daniel 2:39; 5:28; 8:20); the brass belly and thighs renresented the Grecian
empire which superseded Persial(Daniel 2:39; 8:21)0 Following the same progression, the legs of iron clearly represented the great Roman empire which
would conquer Greece and most of the known western world,(Daniel 2:40).
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The Roman empire was still in power in John's day so it must be the kingdom
that" is': "Five are fallen, and one is." Each kingdom was the greatest ofiitT
own time - especially in reference to the land and people of Israel. But
the particular kingdom prophesied here will exist for only "a short space."
Like the other six, it must continue th support the great false religious
system symbolized by the woman riding the beast.
This seventh kingdom is still future. The kingdom which "is not yet come"
may correspond to the "toes" of Daniel's image. The ten kingdoms which,
in the last days, arise out of the "foot" stage of the image. These are
also thenten horns" mentioned in this passage.
As discussed in chapter 6, the political chaos that will follow the defeat
of Gog and Magog in Israel, probably shortly before the beginning of the
seven-year tkibeletion period, will probably lead to the emergence of a
strong new western alliance of ten kingdoms. This seventh kingdom of
John's particular vision is probably this alliance, or possibly whichever
nation dominates the alliance. Some think this may be called "The Revised
Roman Empire."
This seventh kingdom, composed of the ten-kingdom alliance, will not last
very long. Probably ite suration is essentially the three-and-a-half years
of the first half of the tribulation. John has already learned (13:7) that,
at the midpoint of the tribulation, the Satan-empowered-beget will then be
given power over all kindreds, tongues, andnations. This is further confirmed in the following verses.

5. This

latter king turns out to be the beast himself, Revelation 17:11
"Kai to therion o en, kai ouk estin, kai autos ogdoos estin„ kai ek town
"And the beast which was, and not is, also he an eighth is, and of the seven
epta estin, kai eis apeleia upagei."
seven as, and into destruction goes."
This is the angel's interpretation and it looks like a reference to Domitian,
as the eighth, ,who is regarded as one of the seven because he was considered
the-second:Nero (Nero redivivus)."Domitian was assassinated (Sept. 18, 96.),
after a terrible struggle with his murderers. The tyrant's end was a symbol
of the end to which the Beast which he personated was hastening,"(Swete).
This verse 11 may be a perenthesis added by John to bring the source up to
date. Domitian, the eighth emperor, under whom he writes, is identified With
the true Neronic genuis of the Empire. Domitian is a revival and an embodiment of the persecuting Beast - as to the Christian Prophet John, as he le
proved a second Nero to some of his Roman subjects.
Domitian, the eighth emperor, is not explained as "the Beast which was and
is not and is to come up out of the abyss (118), but simply as the Beast
which was and is not." No allusion is made to his term of power, and the
concluding phrase "Kai eis apwleia upagei"- and into destruction goes - is
simply the conventional prophecy of doom upon persecutors;.

Domitian belonged to the "seven", as he had been closely associated with
the imperial power already. John does not care to dwell minuetely on the
emperor's personality as an incarnate Nero.
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John's vision is strained, like that of his source, to the final and supernatural conflict. The Satanic-Messiah, the Beast who is to return from the
abyss, bulks most prominently on the horizon. The absorbing interest of the
oracle, even in its edited form, is eschatological.
John simply puts in a few words, as few as possible, to bring this Vespasianic source un to date, since the death of Titus had not been followed
by the appearance of the Nero-Antichrist. The latter is still and soon to
come however!
John thoroughly shares, though he expands and applies, the prediction of
his source. The addition he makes to it in vii must on no account be taken
as if it meant the substitution of "Domitian equals Nero redivivus" for the
supernatural expectation of the latter.
The RSV probably gives the correct meaning.. "Is of the seven." That is, the
beast himself consists of, and is formed by, what has been denoted by the
seven kings. We have already interpreted the beast as the worldly power Satan in his capacity of "prince of this world". We have also shown that
the "seven kings" describes this worldly power as it exists throughout all
ages. This verse 11 sums up and reasserts briefly what has been already .
virtually intimated in the symbolism employed, that the beast is the sum
total of what has been described under the form of five kings, then one
king, and then one king again,(1710). His final doom is also reasserted,
"He goeth into perdition,"(17:8; 19:20).
III. TEE TEN HORNS, REVELATION 17:12-16.
1. An end-time confederation of kingdom, Rev. 17:12.
"Kai to deka kerata a eides, deka Basilets eisin, oitines Basileian oupw
"And the ten horns which thou sawest, ten kings- are, which a kingdom not yet
elal3on, all ezousian ws Basileis mian wran lamBanousin meta tou
received, but authority as kings one hour receive with the
The heads are emperors and the horns are kings (both called basileis). "For
one hour" - mian horan - a brief time (18:10. 16, 19) in comparison with
the beast,(13:2). This political application of the "ten horns" the Parthian satraps (of 16:12) reckoned in round numbers, who occupied a royal position in the estimation of the East. The governors of the ten senatorial
provinces, holding office for one year."The number may be derived from
Daniel. In any case it is a round number, and the seer did not go round
counting the Roman provinces" unless it is to be left as a vague description of the allies,(Swete).
Philo notes the facilities possessed by proconsuls for starting revolutions,

especially if they commanded powerful armies such as those stationed on the
Euphrates to protect Syria*
The "horns" are symbolical of power, and "tent signifies completeness and
sufficiency,(13:1). By the "ten horns" is expressed widespread, complete
power. But this power, says the seer, has not come into existence as yet.
He thus points to a coming power, hostile to God, such as is described in
that part of the account of the seven kings which states "the other is not
yet comep(v10).
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-246It seems probable that in describing the forces opposed to God - those
past, those present, those yet to come - St. John forsees that the hostile
world-power will not be always wielded pre-eminently by one nation, as in
his own time. But the world-power will be divided into many parts, here
represented by the number ten, though not necessarily ten in number.
This exactly describes what has really been the case since St. John's time,
and what, humanly speaking, seems likely to continue to the end of the world.
These "ten horns" seem to be identical with the seventh king of v10. Compare the account given of the horns in Daniel 7.
"But receive power as kings one hour with the beast." One hour denotes "a
dhort time", in which way the Bible constantly describes the period of
world's existence, and especially that period which intervenes between
the time of the writer and the Judgment-Day.(Rom.16:20; I Cor.7:29; ch.6:11;
12:12; 22:20. etc.).
This sentence thus declares that, though in the future divided into many
parts, and thus not being visibly as potential as former single united
kingdoms, nevertheless this hostile world-power will be still formidable,
having ranged itself on the side of the Beqst, acting for and with him,
and receiving power from him.
2.The superiority of the Beast, Rev. 17:13.
"Outoi mian gnwmen echousin, kai ten dunamin kai ten ezousian eautwn tw
and the power and the authority of themselves to
"These one mind have,
theriw diadweousin."
the beast they shall give up."
"Have one mind" - have one purpose, as in Acts 20:3. The new powers are
allies of the beast. They give their power ald authority unto the beast..
They are wholly at the service of the beast. That is, though apparently
split up into many sections, they form practically one, acting by and for
the beast on whose side they range themselves,(see v12). They will be
completely under the control of the Antichrist, ceding him all of their
awn power and authority.
3.The Beast is the first world-dictator, Revelation 17:14.
"Outoi meta tou arniou polemesousin, kai to arnion nikesei autous; oti
"These with the Lamb war will make, and the Lamb will overcome them; Because
Kurios Kuriwn estin kai Basileus Basileus: kai of met autou, kletoi,
Lord of Lords He is and King of kings: and those that are with Him, called,
kai eklektoi, kai pistol."
and chosen, and faithful."
These ten kings ahall war against the Lamb. As allies of the Dragon orBesist
(the servant of the Dragon,12:7) they will wage war with the Lamb (the enemy
of the Dragon). These kings gather for battle as in 16:13ff.
"And the Lamb shall overcome them"- kai to arnion nikesei autous - This is
the glorious outcome, victory by the Lamb over the coalition of kings as
against the beast before. 'For Be is Lord of lords and King of kings. The
same words are again descriptive of Christ in 19116. Crowned heads are
Christ's subjects. "Those with Him shall also overcome." Theywill share
in the triumph of the Lamb, as they shared in the conflict.
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An abrupt and proleptic allusion to 19:11-21. The Christian Messiah is the
true King of Kings (a side reference to the well-known Parthian title). This
is the first time that John brings the Lamb on the scene of earthly action.
He now appears at the side, or rather at the head, of His followers in the
final crisis, not in a struggle preceding the sack of Rome.
The Iamb and Satan (as represented by the Empire) are the real protagonists.
Note the share assigned to the faithful in this victory (after 2:26-27)8
The war fought on their behalf by the Lamb is their fight also,(see 19:14).
Its success rests on the divine election and their corresponding loyalty,
(see 12:11; 13:8); the favourite description of the saints in Enoch as "chosen and righteous."
The redeeming power of Christ, together with the adoration which He alone
can rightfully claim, make His cause more than equal to the empires of the
Al2).
world, (see thought of Isaiah 5.
This v14 connects the description with 16114 and with 19:11-21. This war
between the Lamb and the powers of evil is that which extends throughout
history of the world. It occupies the "one hour" of v12, which is equivalent to the period of the world's existence.
But the Seer in this verse 14 looks forward also to the termination of the
conflict, the result of which, here briefly indicated, is soon to be narrated more fully. pbr He is Lord of lordsland King of kings. This is the
reason given to the Israelites (Deut. 10:17) for obedience to God.
Though the Beast may exercise in this world oominion and power as "prince
of the world", yet the Lamb is King still greater, to whom the Beast must
finally succumb. Christ is thus King above the kings of ch.17:101 tc2.
"And they that are with Him, called and chosen and faithful shall also
overcome." Not only Christ wars and overcomes, but those associated with
Him are permitted to share in the battle and the victory. Christ's saints
are called here to battle. In ch. 19:9 they are called to the marriagesupper of the Lamb.(See 2:10they are called to the exhortation to faithfulness.

They are called - as all men are-- to serve Christ. Having heard the call,
they dedicate their lives= to Christ's service, and become His chosen servants. Finally, having remained faithful to Christ, they share in His victory.
The Lamb's army is comnosed of martyrs (2:27; 12:11), those who are called,
and chosen, and are faithful.
The Beast has vast armies at his control. But the Lamb also has armies, with
armor of fine linen, white and clean,(Rev. 19:14). These are the very elite
of creation, carefully selected and proven, "called and chosen and faithful."
All judgments and disoernments must be left to the Lord. These who are with
the Lamb as He overcomes the Beast's armies are men and women who have been,
called and chosen and faithful. These have been entrusted with His service,
and have been called and chosen. May we also as good stewards, be found
faithful,(I Cor. I:2)..
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"Kai legei moi, Ta udata a eides, ou e porne kathetai, laoi kai
"And he says to me, the waters which thou sawest, where the harlot sits,
ochloi estin, kai ethne kai glwssai."
peoples and multitudes are, and nations and tongues."
"Where"- refers to the waters -"hudata" -of vl on which the harlot sits.
The 0. T, uses waters as a symbol for "peoples",(Isa. 8:7; Ps.29:10)."Rome'S
greatest danger lay in the multitudes which were under her sw.e,(Swete).
The woman impiously rivals God. "Ochlai" - multitudes - is substituted for
the more common "phulai" "And He says to me" - these words form the preface to a particular description, (see v7). Having explained the mystery of the Beast, to whom the woman
looks for support, the angel now proceed to unfold the mystery of the harlot
herself.
"The waters which thou sawest, where thy harlot sits"- these mentioned in
verse 1. In v7 we are told that the beast carries the woman. Both statements
are correct. The "Beast" is the world-power, which is found among the "peoples, and multitudes, nations, and tongues." The fourfold description of
the human race (ch.5:9 etc), which as a whole,serves the Beast012:3,8,12),
and out of which are selected the redeemed,(9:9)A
The peoples and multitudes etc are the dwellers of the earth who, according
to verse 2, had become "drunk with the wine of her fornication," those who
were subject to the woman and the beast and worshipped them as gods. This
symbolism of the "waters" may have been suggested by its use in Isa.8:7;
and Jer. 47:2 to represent the armies of the Assyrians, but the connection
is not too close.
The angel had carried John back, and then forward, through time in order to
show him the great sign of mystery- Babylon (v1) and had then undertaken to
explain its meaning (v7) now speaks again to John. This tima the angel tells
John the of spiritual Babylon, the scarlet-dressed woman in the sign. This
harlot symbolized Baby as energized by Satan.
These waters are now explained as symbolic of the many peoples of the world.
The meaning apparently is that these great world empires are the harlot's
immediate support. Also, seconda rily, she is further and ultimately suppoxted by all the peoples of the world. All nations have been deceived by Satan
(Rev. 12:9),, worship the beast (13:8), and are preparing to fight the true
God (16:1)4).
The waters of the troubled sea symbolize the ungodly nations of the world.
The Lord Jesus described the last days as a time when there would be ""upon
the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring,"(Lk. 21:25). The harlot sits on these waters. They support her and share
in her guilt.
54.The ancient harlot meets her end, Revelation 17:16.
"Kai to deka kerata a eides epi to therion, outoi misesousin ten pornen,
"And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the harlot,
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eremwmenen poiesousin auten kai gumnen, kai tas sarkas autes phagontai,
desolate shall make her and naked, and flesh her shall'
eat, '1
auten katakausousin en puri."
her shall burn
with firs."

The downfall of Rohe will come from the sudden change in subject peoples.
The words of this verse describe the fate in store for the faithless portion of the Church. That world, to which she trusts, shall turn and rend
her - a fitting sequel to her want of faith in the power of Christ.
"Hat her flesh" and "burn with fire" both describe similar results._ Possibly the one is thought of in connection with the symbol of the "harlot",
the other with the symbol of the "city", with which the harlot is identiaul.
(See verse 5; Gen. 38:24; James 5:3).
In this v16 we have the prediction of Rome's Fall. The woman of ch.12 was
attacked by the dragon, but God preserved her in the wilderness. The
woman of chapter 17 (Rome, the great city) has been the lover of the
beast. She derived her power for a time from him and his evil cohorts.
The ten kings and the beast will turn on the woman. There will be no
one to protect her. John's perception is very clear. Worldly combines
of power grounded in evil are fickle alliances indeed. The allies turn on
one another and become the enemies. Her luxurious clothing will be no
more. They will leave her desolate and naked.
This is a horrible but accurate description of the harlot when her lovers
are through with her. The term "devour her flesh" is a symbol of complete
destruction, (Jer. 10:25; Micah 3:3; Zeph. 3:3). "To burn her LID with
fire" probably points to the xestruction utterly of great cities burned
by their captors. Thus Rome will be destroyed by those whom she has
seduced and made drunk with the wine of her fornication.
With the departure of all true believers in the true churEhes before the
beginning of the tribulation period, organized religion will quickly be
forged into a powerful tool for the support of the political power.
Religious Babylon has always been attached in some degree in an unequal
yoke with political Babylon.
During the first half of the tribulation, while the beast is attemating
to establish his supremacy over his colleagues in the ten-kingdom federated empire, he quickly realizes he can use man's religious nature to
help implement his mn ambitions. Through the special genius of his colleague; the false prophet (the second beast, announced in Rev. 13:11), he
able soon to gain a considerable following in many nations through promoting a cultic worship of himself throughout the world. With the earthdwellers already inclined to humanistic man-worship, it is easy for the
prophet, even using miracles as a means of persuasion, to seduce great
multitudes into idolizing the brilliant and charismatic king who has so
rapidly risen to world prominence.
Then, when he finally attains his goal of global dictatorship at the midpoint of the tribulation, the members of the world's religious hierarchy
no doubt hope they will share richly in the fruits of conquest. But these
religionist will not longer be needed once the Beast becomes the worldL-
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emperor. All men will soon then worship the Beast, and his image will be
seen and revered all over the world. Men will openly acknowledge and
worship Satan as well as the great super-man of(Revelation 13:4). It
will no longer be necessary to use religious intermediaries of any kind.
The ten kingdoms in the federation, with their respective heads of state,
will no doube also have long resented the power and influence of the religious system. The alliance of church and state, while always useful to
both parties, has also always been resented by both parties, eaeh side
wanting all the power.
Consequently, they will eagerly jump at the chance to destroy this despised
harlot once the beast gives permission. Already a persecution has been
mounted against Christians and Jews - why not get rid of all religion at
the same time?
Even though the masses be persuaded to worship the beast only, the religious leaders will probably wish to hang on to their positions of eminence and influence, and so will try to resist the orders of the beast.
With that, the campaign of annihilation will be mounted in full.
All the riches of the temples will be confiscated, the buildings and
accoutrerements burned with fire, the Iaaders executed. Soon the old
harlot will be left desolate and naked, and even her naked "flesh", meaning whatever of real substance might have remained in her religious system
after all its ornate trappings had been removed, will have been utterly
consumed by the political powers who hate her. The kings will mourn the
later destruction of political Babylon (Rev. 18:9) but will exult over
this destruction of her religious parasite.
IV. GOD'S USE OF EVIL MEN, REVELATION 17:17-18.

I. Rome's fall is God's judgment, Rev. 17:17.
"0 gar Theos edwken eis tas kardias autwn noiesai ten gnwmen autou,
'Tor God gave to their hearts
to do the mind His,
kai ooiesai mien gnwmen„ kai dunai ten Basileian autwn tw theriw, achri
and to do one mind,
and to give the kingdom their to the beast luntil
telesthe to remata tou Theou."
should be fulfilled the sayings of God."
"Edwken" -God did give. They are of one mind (v13) because God put them
up to it, clear statement of God's overruling hand among the nations.
"The words of God will be fulfilled."
In their destruction of the woman these kings have been carrying out
God's own purpose. Since they had given their royal power to the Beast,
and presumably were acting under his orders, it follows that the Beast,
the AntiChrist who is the incarnatl-on of Satan has been an agent of God
in this punishment of Rome. (See Ezekiel 16:3?).
In the O. T. God punished Israel by permitting her enemies (Assyria, Babylon, etc.) to attack her. But this did not remove responsibility from
the cruel nations; they acted out of greed, aggression, and will to power.
John is following the 0. T. interpretation. Even though Rome's fall is
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the result of the hatred of her own kind, the Beast and the ten kings, it
lean be called a judgment of God. John, believing in the complete svereignty
of God, plainly believed that God would employ these wicked evil powers to
punish Rome.
In God's world, evil may prevail for a time, but it perpetuates its own power of destruction. God is not mocked: Man reaps what he sows: Rome was allied
with the Beast. There was a temporary advantage; the beast turned on Rome
and destroyed her; But the Beast, also, come to judgment.
A divine overruling controls all political movements (13:5-7) according to
the determinism of Apocalyptic tradition, (Baldensperger). The irony of the
situation is that the tools of providence are destroyed l.after they have unconsciously served their purpose l(as in Isa. 10:12ff.).
The Imperial power, hitherto the usual support of tome, is to prove her
deadly foe. John's stern philosophy is that one partner in the hateful
union is employed to ruin the other. The dualism of God and Satan is not
absolute; even Satan's rnanoeuvers are made to subserve some providential
design.
Men can be used to fulfill God's will even while they oppose God's will.
(See Psalm 76:10). When these ungodly kings consented to cede their kingdoms to the Beast, their very motivation was that they could thereby more
effectively aid Satan in his opposition to God. But they were realy doing
exactly what God led them to dd.
It was like the men who crucified Jesus,(Acts 4:26-28). And God used these
ten kings, first of all, to destroy the age-old pseudoscientific system of
religious Babylon, which had deceived and damned multitudes throughout the
centuries. They did this for their own utterly silfish and wicked motives,
of course, but nevertheless they accomplished the will of God in the process.
Note that God's decisions and. will are not contingent on man's decisio#s.
Rather, man make their decisions in accord with God's will, even when they
intend otherwise.
At this point, God constrains the kings to unite in this way under the Beast
in order that His own words might be fulfilled,"(See Zech. 14:2) as God had
promised long agog. Nothing could accomplish this except an all-powerfa world
government. God's ford must be fulfilled.
2. The greet harlot is "Babylon the Great", Rev. 17:18.
"Kai e gune en eides, estin e polls e megale, e echousa Basileian epi
"And the woman whom thou sawest is the city the great, which has kingship over
twn Basillewn tes ges."
the kings of the earth."
The woman is now explained after the beast has been interpreted. Verse 9 made
it plain enough, but this verse demonstrates that the woman is the city of
Rome "which reigneth over the kings of the earth." "He echousa basileian"the one having a kingdom over the kings of the earth. Rome followed Babylon, and other cities may follow in their train. "Domina Roma" is the pride
and queen of the world: "Rome was the whole world, and all the world was
Rome."
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this marvel and mistress of the world made upon the conscience of her provincial subjects, Jewish or Christian. They were half fascinated, even as
they felt repelled, by the sight of her grandeur.
The original readers of this book hardly needed to be told that this woman,
this imperial harlot, is the great city who has sovereignty over the kings
of the earth, the personification of Rome, Dea Roma herself. But many believe that Babylon and the harlot are identical. babylon is the antitype
of the harlot. But Rome was in St. John's time the foremost embodiment of
the hostile forces of the world. (but see v1).
We have, a reminder of the woman's identity. The harlot had paraded in pomp
and wealth. Kings were her ptaramours. Earth dwellers drank her wine. The
world bowed before her. John closes this - chapter. with the reminder of her
former glory in contrast to her predicted desolation.
Rome is Babel. Babylon is Babel. Babel is the symbol of sinful man's attergot to build his own tower to heav*rt, to aeize nod. Babel is filled with
pride. Babel sought to take God by force. Bate .. worships this world. Babel
goes on without God in utter confusion.
The final word of the angel to John is that the woman whom he had shown to
John in the sign was to be understood as "that great city". The woman herself
had blatantly displayed the answer to this question on her forehead: "She is
Babylon the great."
Religious began at Babel, whence it permeated every nation on earth, maintaining its special character and influence not only in ancient babylon and later
Babylon, but also in Egypt, Assyria, Persia, Greece, and Rome etc. It finally
will reach its zenith of power in rebuilt Babylon, the capital city of the
final world empire, the kingdom of the Beast. There the old harlot will again,
though very briefly, become the great city which reigns over all the kings
of earth, But it is also there that these same kings will turn on her and
destroy her.
Political Babylon must then, also quickly fall,. The two have been so entwined
together through the ages that the fall of We can only presage tha fall of
the other. And when the capital falls, the kingdom must also quickly fall.
the end of all things is at hand. (See Revelation 18:10 and 18:21).
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-253THE OVERTHRO OF WICKEDNESS
REVELATION 18:1-24
INTRODUCTION;
This,in symbolic,form, is the real subject of this chapter. Wickedness shall be
utterly and for ever destroyed. As diszussed in the preceding chapter, Babylon-onthe -Euphrates had lain dormant and foreboding for centuries. There were still reminders of the demonic spirits that once roamed there in the promulgationi of its
idolatrous pantheism. 'See Isaihh's prophecy 13:21-22).
But mighty Babylon is not really dead. It appeared to John as the Beast "that
was, and is not, and yet is,"(Rev. 17:8). Suddenly it will arise, as it were,
from the grave, and become "a great city" once again. Under the impact of overwhelming geopolitical needs, it will be authorized and implemented by the unprecedented building program undertaken by the federeated ten-kingdom empire
of the west, then pushed to dynamic completion by the Beast. Finally it will be
inaugurated as the great world-capital of the Beast, who will have become king
of all the kingdoms of the globe.
DISCUSSION:
I. A GLORIOUS ANGEL PROCLAIMS THIS, REV. 18:1-3.
1. The angel came down from heaven, Rev. 18:1.
"Kai meta tauta eidon aggelon kataBainonta ek tou ouranou, echonta
"And after these things I saw an angel descending out of the heaven, hay ezousian megalen:kai e ge enhwtisthe ek tes dozes autou."
ing authority great r and the earth was enlightened with his glory."
The angel was one now coming down out of heaven announcing the doom of
Babylon (Rome). This is not the angel of 1711,7,15, which was John'sguide. "By reason of his glory." "So recently has he come from the
presence of God that in passing he flings a broad belt of light across
the dark earth,"(Swete).
It is an angelic proclamation of Babylon's fate,(see 14:8). "Another
angel" is the usual form of introduction to a new vision.(See 4:1; 7:1).
The"mystery"of the beast and the harlot having been declared, the angel
now describes the doom in store for them. The angel is from heaven, as
carrying the news of the judgment which is sent from heaven,(10:1; 19:6:
15:1). Having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory.
"Great authority" refers to the judgment which follows, which is not
acted out before John, but only described. The last clause describes u7r
records the visible manifestation of the great power,(see Ezek.43:2).
The angel was a powerful and magnificent angel, resembling the mighty
angel of 10:1, so that the earth was made bright with his splendor.
The earth shone with God's glory. This is an angel reserved explicitky
for the final judgment
Babylon. He is one of the highest angels.
It will be recalled that Babylon had been shrouded in perpetual darkness
under the judgment of the fifth bowl,(Rev. 16:10). Now, suddenly the
land is illumined with great brightness. Babylon had been the only one
(except Jerusalem) od earth's great cities that had not fallen in rubble
under the great earthquake.
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seventh angel of the directions and intensities of the global tremors.
Babylon had only been spared for a still greater judgment, however. Not
only must Babylon fall, like the other cities, but she must disappear for

ever, like the mountains. First she must burn, and then must she lie desolate for a while, and then eventually be found no more at all.
2« The event is being predetermined in the counsels of God, Rev. 18:2.
"Kaiekrazen en ischui, phwne megale, legwn, epesen, epesen BaBuIwn e
"And he cried mightily with a voice loud, saying, is fallen, is fallen Babymegale, kai egeneto katoiketerion daimonwn, kai phuJ.ake pantos pneumatos
lon the great, and is become a habitation of demons, and a hold of every spirit
akathartou, kai phulake pantos orneou akathartou kai memisemenou«"
and
hated."
uncleah, and a hold of every bird unclean and
The very words of 14:8:"Did fall, did fall Babylon the great." Isaiah prophesied of Babylon,(Isa.12:21f). It is become a dirge of the damned. Also
Jeremiah prophesied,(50:39), and Zepheniah afid Nineveh (2:14). Both Babylon and Nineveh are in ruins. "The evil spirits, watching over fallen Rome
like night-birds or harpies that wait for their prey, build their eyries
in the broken towers which rise from the ashes of the city,(Swete). Long
ago true of Babylon and Nineveh, some day to be true of Rome.
"This strong voice" is characteristic of the heavenly utterances,(7:2; 14:7).
Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen. The event, though future, is described
as past, being predetermined in the counsels of God. The words here are a
reproduction of Isaiah 21:9. Devils are inferior evil spirits. The three
phrases express the sane idea - the loathsome and hateful state to which
Babylon is reduced. "Phulake - "a strong place" - the natural and fitting
stronghold of the devils.
This once great city, the capital of the mighty empire, is now the haunt.
of demons, of every foul spirit, and of every foul and hateful bird. The
angel manifests tremendous light energy and also sound energy. All can see
him and hear him, and the words are terrible and searing words. Now the
warning is an announcement of the final fall of political Babylon.

3.. Resentment

and wrath are passions given us by God, Rev. 18:3.
"Oti ek tou oinou tou thumou tea porneiasautes pepwken oanta to ethne;
"Because of the wine of the fury of the fornication of her have drunk aalnations;
kai oi Basileia tes gea met autes enorneusan, kai oi emporoi tes ges
and the kings of the earth with her did commit fornication, and the merchants
ek tes dunamews tou strenous autes eploutesan."
of the earth through the power of her luxury were enriched."
"As a result of the wind, the kings have committed fornication with her."
"See 17:2). And the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through hte abundance of her delicacies. Here alone in the N. T. do we catch a glimpse of
the vast traffic between east and west that made Rome rich.
"Strenous" - of her luxury - the abundance of the power of her luxury. It
signifies overweening pride and insolence and wantonness, arising from
superfluity of wealth and gifts. (Recall God's warning to the Church at
Laodicea),3:17).
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previous predictions, it is because of the nations of the world had drunk
the wine of her impure passion or fornication (14:8), and their kings had
committed fornication with her,(17:2). And because Rome had seduced the peoples under her sway with the idolatrous worship of the state and its rulers,
she would be destroyed. It also follows that those who were seduced would
share in her ruin.
Another cause, mentioned here for the first time, is that the merchants of
the world had become rich by sharing in the wealth of her wantonness. The
Roman imperium, with its unified and relatively peaceful rule over the
Mediterranean world, a natural political and economic unit7- oft (eVtansive etttft*
had produced trade and commerce and, with these, propperity and wealth to a
degree that was unprecedented in the ancient world.
Rome, the capital, was no doubt the wealthiest and most magnificent city
of antiquity. There was of necessity a close relationship between the merchants and the government. So note that it was natural that the author, a
member of the poor and weak religious group being persecuted for its belidfs,
should associate the merchants with the oppressors of the Christians.
Here is the same indictment as in Revelation 17:2. It is the same as in 14:8.
The false church, the prostitute religion with all her golden trappings, is
burned. But the commercial and political harlotry continues more than ever.
The religious worship of the ungodly world is no longer fixed on demonic doctrines, but is frankly fixed on the great-god-Wmmon - and Babylon lives
The international bankers and the corporation directors and the mercantile
barons and the shipping magnates and all their hosts of money-worshipping,
power-seeking underlings, will now find it gloriously profitable to center
it all in Great Babylon.. Babylon will be the great Capital of the world, and
all the capital of the world flows flows in and out of Babylon. The money
kings know how to turn it all to their advantage, and their riches increase
still more - even in the midst of the terrible tribulation. So Babylon lives
on as commercial Babylon, whose later destruction is mourned by these same
kings. There is great power in wealth, and such men have abounded in it.
FOURTH VISION: EXULTATION AND MOURNING OVER THE FALL OF ROME, REV. 18:4-8.
1. The fall of Babylon, Rev. 18:4.
"Kai ekousa alien nhwne ek tou ouranou, legousan, EZelthete ez flutes,
"And I heard another voice out of the heaven, saying, Come ye out of her,
o laaos mou, ina me sugkpthnwnesete tail amartiais autes, kai ina, me
my people, that ye may not have fellowship in her sins,
and that ye
laBete ek twn plegw autes."
may not receive of her plagues."
"Come forth, My people, out of her." There is urgency, as in the rescue of Lot.
"That ye have no fellowship with her sins." "EZelthate0- Come ye out
in
the source it referred to the Jewish community at Rome. In response to the
angelic proclamation another voice from heaven exulting over the city's fan
and ruin is heard. This speaker is not identified. He might be Christ or even
God Himself,(see 16:1). Overlooking the picture of utter desertion of Rome
by all human inhabitants (v2), the heavenly exhorts His people to Je ave the
city lest they share in her sins..
`ONE)
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The message is now directly addressed to Christians.. "Be not partakers of
her sins." The angel says, "My people", because he is representing God.
Since the harlot, who is identical with Babylon, is representative of the
faithless part of the Church of God, these words form a direct warning to
Christians. The departure is commanded, and this command implies a dissociation from, and condemnation of, the works of Babylon. Recall LotAs wife
departed from Sodom, but was overtaken with punishment, because her heart
was not dissevered from the wickedness of the city.
An effective witness is never mediated through compromise. God's message is
"Come out of her, Ny people, that ye not partake.of her sins."
2. Babylon's rebellion has been long and deep and wide, Rev. 18:5.
"Cti ekolouthesan autos ai amartiai achri tou ouranou, kai emnemoneusen o Theos
"F0► followed her sins as far as the heavens, and remembered God
to adikemata autos."
her unrighteousness."
Ekollethesan" - have reached - it is to cleave to, to join one another in
a mass "up to heaven". "Heaped up to the sky are her sins,"(Plutarch). Sins
follow close upon, cleaves to, the idea being that the mass of sins actually presses on the roof of heaven. The record of Rome's sins would form
so immense a volume that when unrolled it would reach the very heavens.
The accumulation of her sins is so great as to reach up to heaven.
Just as in Jeremiah 50:9 Babylon's judgment "reacheth unto heaven, and is
lifted up even to the skies," so the sins of Rome have reached unto heaven
and God has remembered her iniquities.
Nimrod led the first Babel rebels in a great temple building project "unto
the heaven." But the only thing that reached heaven was the stench of their
rebellion. God had to "go down" to see this project and punish their sin, (See
Gen. 11:4,7). (Read Dan. 4:30-33).
Although God is long-suffering, He does not forget and He knows Rome's measure of wickedness is full. Her rebellion has been long and deep and wide/9
The time has come to drink the cup of wrath.

3. Babylon is to receive a double measure of the cup of God's wrath, Rev. 18:6.
"Apodote auto ws kai aute apedwken wmin; kai diplwsate auto dipla, kata
"Render to her as also she rendered to you; and double ye to her double accordta ergs autes. En tw poteriw w ekerasen, kerasate auto diploun."
ing to her works9 In the cup which she mixed, mix ye to her double."
"Render as she rendered". "Apodote" - render - requital, to give back. Here
reference is to persecutions by Rome, particularly to the martyrdom of the
saints,(18:24; 19:2). Requite here in double measure, a full requital,(Ex.
22:4,7,9). The double recompense was according to the Levitical Law.
"Mingle unto her double" - with the same idea of double punishment.
"This is the judgment of the Lofty tine who has no respect of persons."
The cup which she has filled is that containing the "wine of her fornication."
She is now to receive a double measure of the cup of God's wrath,(see v3).
Rome is to be paid double for her deeds of impurities..
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4.The divinely-inspired-prayer invokes pain and mourning, Revelation 18:7.
flOsa edozasen eauten kai estreniasen, tosouton dote cute Basanismon kai
"So much as she glorified herself and lived luxuriously, so much give to her
nenthos. oti en to kardia autos legei, Kathemai Basilissa, kai
torment and mourning. Because in her heart she says I sit a queen, and
cheri ouk eimi, kai penthos ou me idw."
a widoe I am not, and mourning in no wise may I see."
She has confident boast of security with emphatic position of luxury. It is
probably at this point that the passage drifts over from the conception of
a voice hear& (v4) to that of direct utterance on the part of the prophet.
Imperial Rome is imperious and insolent. Haughty self-confidence is the sit
of the second Babylon as of the firstl(see Isa. 47:5,7,8 imitated in this
passage). The impious and doomed city is upbraided for vaunting "I am by
myself, and none shall overthrow melt To the Semitic as to the Hellenic
conscience, the fall of a haughty spirit always afforded moral relief.. Nothing so shocked the ancient conscience as overweening presumption in a state
or in an individual, which was certain ultimately to draw down upon itself
the crashing anger of heaven.
The words are a re-echo and expansion of those in v6. For she saith in her
heart, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow. In an oracle
against Babylon in Isa. 47:8-11, that city is pictured as sitting in
pleasure and security. Here John represents Rome as saying complacently,"A
queen I sit, I --Le Rio widow, mourning I shall never see."

The prayer concludes with the petition that torment and sorrow be visited
upon Babylon in the same proportion as the self-glorifying pride and
luxurious life-style which she had flaunted in the past. In contrast to
pride and luxury, the divinely-inspired prayer invokes pain and mourning.
"Torment" implies physical pain, and could be translated "torture". The
word "sorrow" is commonly translated "mourning"". Thus pride and luxury
are to be suddenly changed to pain and mourning.
The princinle applies not only to Babylon as a city, but also to Babylon
as a system as well as to any one imbued: with the spirit of Babylon.
"Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit before a fall,"(Prov.16:18).
5.The Divine Response, Revelation 18:8.
"Dia touto en mia emera ezousin ai plegai antes, thanatos kai benthos kai
"en account of this in the day shall come her plagues, death and mourning and
limos, kai en purl katallauthesetai; oti ischuros Kurios o Theos o Krinwn
famine, and with fire she shall be burnt; for strong is the Lord God who judges
auten." her."
Here is the divine response to the imprecations of vv6-7. Because of her pre-

sumntion added to her crimes "In one day" is the symbolical term for suddenness. John had it mind still Isa. 47:71-9. Her plagues are named -death,
mourning, famine. The doom of Babylon is certain because of the power of God.
This drastic, ample nunishment is here regarded on its divine side. God is
strong, as well as guilty, glorious Romel(see v10). God's strength is manifested in the huge shocks of history, as well as in creation,(4:11; 5:13).
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The response begins with the divine "therefore". Proud Babylon had boasted
that she would "be allady for ever," that she would "see no sorrow's,. and that
she had "lived deliciously." But then the plagues of the bowls of wrath come,
and the very first day they strike (thet is, the plague of the terrible sores
first, followed by all the others, as recorded in Revelation 16)9 the wicked
residents of Babylon begin to experience death and sorrow and hunger.
"She shall be utterly burned with fire!" As the seven last plagues run their
course, Babylon suffers under them like all the rest of the world. Two of
them, in fact, seem to affect Babylon especially, the plague of the darkness
and the plague on the Euehrates,(Rev. 16:10, 12).
The final plague had been the global earthquake, which had overthrown all
the cities of the world, except Jerusalem and Babylon. Babylon's sturdy and
costly new construction, situated on the Mesopotamian Plain, had somehow
enabled her to withstand the awful shaking. But then, "Great Babylon came
in rememberance before God,"(Rev. 16:19).
"Hatakaio" - burned utterly with fire. The Scriptures db not describe the
source of such a devastating fire., but it surely can be no ordinary fire.
Perhaps it is all strictly supernatural fire from heaven. This idea is strengthened by the final clause of this verse. "Strong is the Lord who
judgeth her."
III.THE KINGS LAMENT ROME'S FALL, REVELATION 18:9-10.
1. This sentence is in the future tense, Rev. 18:9.
"Kai klausontai auten, kai kopsiontai ep aute oi Basileis tes ges, oi
"And shall weep for her, and shall bewail for her the kings of the earth, who
met autes porneusantes kai streniasantes, otan Blepwsin ton kapnam
met with her commited fornication and lived luxuriously, when they see smoke
tee purwsews autes."
of her burning."
Three groups are next represented as mourning the fall of Rome. The first
are the kings of the earth who, as in 17:2, had committed fornication with
her. These kings and puppet rulers dependent on Rome mourn her destruction.
The words of their lament are familiar by now: in a single hour the judgment
of God has come upon great and mighty Babylon (Rome).
It is noteworthy to note-that this sentence is in the future tense. In v11
it is in the present tense. And in vv17-18 it is in the past tense. 9Kopsontails - wail - to beat, to cut onesel;,(Rev. 1:7. Fire seems to be the worst
plague. Here is the wailing on earth of kings. The kings are saddened by thhe
swift overthrow of power, and the reverse of fortune.
Rome was beautiful. Rome was truly a great city. Even in her fall the grandeur
showed. Regardless of their profit motive, they betray a deep love for Rome.
John reveals an incredible appreciation for the great city. This genuine
regard temners his feelings against her.
These are the kings who joined Rome and shared her wealth at the expense of
their own integrity. They loved luxury as she did. They committed fornication with her:Theri weeping and wailing over her was genuine. They stood at
a safe distance watching the column of smoke which marled her burning. She
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was abandoned by her adulterous lovers to the loneliness of her judgment.
From far off and in great fear, the kings note that all of her greatness
has collapsed in one houro,(17:12-14).
2. The kings of the earth are terrified by what they see, Revelation 18:10.
"Apo makrothen estekotes dia ton phBon tou Basanismou autos, legontes,
saying,
"From afar stanching on account of the fear of her torment,
Uuai, ouai, e polis e megale Babulwn, e polis e ischural oti en mia wra
Woe, woe, the city- great, Babylon, the city strong
for in one hour
elthen e krisis sou."
is come thy judgment."
This is a vivid picture of the terrible scene,
blaze (Recall Nero's delight in his burning of
afraid to draw near. There is a weird charm in
in a burning city° They feared the same fate of
the crisis of judgment).

fascinated by the luris
Rome in A9. D. 64.), and yet
the burting of a city., rather
torment,(v7).. (See v8 for

These great kings of the earth, wailing and shaking, are visibly terrified
by what they see. Knowing that they have placed all their hopes for time and
eternity on the beastand the dragon, they are fearfully aware that Babylon's
torment may soon be theirs. "Ouai" - woe, alas - bespeaks grief and terror.
Judgment is coming, they must face the Judge. God is long-suffering, but
the dsy of repentance is past, and the hour of God's judgment is approaching
quickly.
IV. THE MERCHANTS LAMENT ROME'S FALL, REVELATION 18:11-17.
1. Rome was the business capital of the world, Rev. 18:11.
"Kai of emporoi tes gee klaiousin kai penthousin ep aute, oti ton gomon
"And the merchants of the earth weep and mourn for her, because their lading
autwn oudeis agorazei ouketi."
no one buys any more."
The dirge of the merchants follows the wail of the kings. Rome had been the
world's chief market. Merchants ta length are introduced. Here the merchants
and the seamen are referred to, showing the wide distribution of "Babylon."
Rome was the business capital of the world. She wqs the dominant maritime
power. Her merchant marine brought goods from every part of the known world.
Rome derived great wealth from this trade. The Roman port, Ostia, was one
of the greatest trading centers in history.
The business men of the ancient world were heartless. John described the
kinge of earth in more charitablt terms. They had committed adultery with
Rome. They stood far off when she burned. But they were moved; they cared.
The merchants of the earth wept over Rome's fall for only one reason. No
one houtht their cargo any more. John is ruthless in his description of
them. They looked upon Rome's fall and noted with mourning that all this
wealth has been laid waste. Their hearts were not moved by the fall of a
great city. No emotions nor sentiments were stirred except those based on
economic greed. The merchant is dominated completely by the profit motive.
He is incapable of true lamentation.
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"Emporoi" - merchants - is used only here in Revelation 18 four times. It
refers particularly to wholesalers, those who deal in large quantities of
trade items involved especially in international commerce. These great
merchants of the earth do not weep over their sins, nor do they mourn
the violent death of their colleagues in the city of Babylon. Their crying
and sorrowing is for only their own financial losses. No will buy their
merchandise any more. The well of their profits is dry. Their great
industrial empire is collapsed before their eyes, and their one interest
in life is being taken away.
2. The items listed are the items that have been valuable and costly in
every age, Revelation 18:12.
"Gomon chrusou, kai argurou, kai lithou timiou, kai margaritou, kai Bussou,
"Lading of gold, and of silver, and of stone precious, andof pearl, and fine
kai prophuras, kai serikou, kai kokkinou, kai paw eulon thuinon,
linen, and of purple, and of silk, and of scarlet, and all wood thyine,
kai pan skeuos elephantinon, kai skeuos ek zulon tomiwtatou, kai chalkou,
and every article of ivory and every every article of wood moast precious ,
kai siderou, kai marmarou."
and of brass ,and of iron, and of marble."
Silk was a costly article among the Romans f and for women as a rule. "Thyine
wood" - an odoriferous North African citrus tree, prized for colouring of
wood for dining-tables, like a peacock's tail or the strioes of a tiger.
"Bussinou" - fine linen - the delicate and expensive linen (or cotton) made
out of Egyptian flax,(Lk. 16:19). "Serikou" - silk - muslin or gauze, chiefly
used for women's attire. "Pan &don thuinon" - all citrus wood - a fragrant,
hard, dark brawn, expensive material for furniture, exported from North Africa.
Note the extensive range of Roman commerce to supply the needs of luxury,
also the various demands in order: ornaments, wearing apparel, furniture,
perfumes for personal and religious use, food, and social requirements.
John waseai'..tuallyeseeing events tiff the last century off the age. The items
listed, in fact, are items that have been valuable and costly in every age.
The fact that twenty-eight commodities are itemized suggests that the list
is representative, rather than specific and exhaustive. Seven as the number
of completeness and four as the number of the whole expanse of the earth,
thus combine to symbolize all the world's items of treasure on earth. This
endless variety of materialistic possessions are symbolized here as the
merchandise of Babylon, the system that has suddenly vanished in a great
ball of fire and pillar of smoke.
3.Next are listed representative luxury items, Revelation 18:13.
"Kai kinamwmon, kai thumiamata, kai muron, kai liBanon, kai oinon, kai
"And cinnamon, and incense, and ointment, and frankincense, and wing, and
elaion, kai semidalin, kai siton, kai ktene, kai proBata, kai ippwn, kai
oil, and finest flour, and wheat, and cattle, and sheep, and of horses, and
redwrz, kai swmatwn, kainsiuchas anthrmpmn."
of chariots, and of slaves, and souls of men."
"Spice" - amomon - a fragrant plant of India used for perfume. "Incense" thumiamata - ointment. "i&banon" - Frankincense - fine flour, finest wheaten
flour. "Smaton" - slaves - "of bodies",treated as animals or implements.
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"And souls of men" - Psuchas anthrweon - human livestock, but slaves all
the same,(Swete). The slave merchant was called"body merchant." "They traded the Persons of men for thy merchandise." Slave-dealing was a lucrative
trade under the empire. Slaves, who are human souls, were imported along
with cattle, sheep, horses, cattle, and chariots. Modern dehumanization is
economic, political, military, and religious as it was in Rome.
This v13 lists the representative luxury' items. Of special interest is the
inclusion of wine and oil in the catalog of valuable commodities. These were
noted as specially important during the time of the seal judgments,(Rev. 6:6).
As with previous items, it would seem that wine is representative of another
broad class of items, namely intoxicating begerages. Every nation in every
age has been contaminated with drunkenness ever since the primeval sin of
Noah,(Genesis 9:20-21).
We can be cetriain that, in the tacked and terrifying days of the tribulation,
ungodly men will turn to intoxicants and drugs far more than ever in history.
That drugs are also a major item is evident from the reference to "sorceries"
in verse 23. The great demand for intoxicants and drugs in these coming
days will surely be further stimulated by the ungodly and covetous merchants
who profit so greatly from them.
"And oil"- is there in the listing too. "Ointments" have already been listed,
so it seems possible that some other type of oil is intended here. In the
context of the tribulation this is a prophetic reference to that kind of
oil which would come to dominate the economice of the werld in the latter
times. Oil has today become a vital necessity for all the world's transportation and industrial systems, and the oil-producing nations have become
strategically able to wield great influence over other nations by exploitin# their need for oil. The great mil cartels must therefore surely be
included among these weeping merchants.
"Fine flour and wheat" are next enlisted.. The only commodity more important
today than Dil,is wheat in terms of international trade. In the context here
"wheat" represents all kinds of agricultural products that rae important in
world trade.
"Beasts and sheep and horses" are of great commercial importance. This has
been stopped by the fall of Babylcn. The "beasts" mentioned include any
kind of domestic animals, whether beasts of burden or meat far slaughter.
"Sheep" is vital for its wool as wellas its meat. "Horses" are the most
prized animals as beasts of burden, giving its name to the standard industrial measurement of power - "horsepower." In modern times he is more valuable
as a riding animal, both for recreational and military uses.
"Chariots" - Rheda - means a four-wheeled typr of vehicile for traveling.
It could well be interpreted to include today four-wheeled transport vehiclie.
Here it may specifically refer to the great auto industry of the last days.
"And slaves, and souls of men." The reference may be to the international
traffic in forced prostitution, both of men and women„ which is a tragic
but financially lucrative business of modern times and will become even
bigger in the evil days ahead. These vice barons are venomous "great men"
of the earth, amassing great wealth for themselves, but destroying both"bodies
and souls" of the hapless boys and girls coming under their control. But
God's judgments on such sins will totally and suddenly fall.
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4.A direct address= to Babylon, Revelation 18:14.
"Kai e otwra tes epithumias tes psiuches sou ane4hen apo sou, kai pants
"And the ripe fruite of the desire( of thy soul are departed from thee, and
ta lipara kai ta lamnta apelthen apo sou, kai ouketi
all the fat things and the bright things are departed from thee, and arrj more
ou me eureses auta."
in nowise shouldst thou find them."
"All the fancy things you loved so much are gone." The fruits thy soul lusted
after are departed from thee. All things which were dainty and goodly are
departed from thee. Thou shalt find them no more at all. All things that
mere dainty and splendid are perished from thee. Similar circumstances are
in verses 21-24.
"All things which were dainty and goodly- are departed from thee." The dirge
continues. Men and woman through the ages have lusted after "dainty and
goodly things," never content. Achan so coveted a "goodly Babylonish garment",
when the Israelites conquered Jericho, th,t it cost his life and the lives
of all his family,(Joshua
The "soul" of Babylon, age after age, "lusteth after things", and is never
satisfied. But now Babylon and all her effete luxuries are gone forever.
The great city Babylon, both in ancient times and in future times harboring
the world's greatest accumulation of wealth and power ever assembled in one
place, has been weigh4d in God's balance and found wanting. And with her,
the entire Babylonian complex of world commerce and idolatrous humanism
wherever it is found all over the world, must soon perish too.
To Babylon the loss will be total and the damage irreparable. "Everything
is departed from thee, and Babylon "shall find them no more at all." Not
only the idulteroes religious system of Babylon, not only the great capital city of the Beast's kingdom, not only the world's great empire of
trade and finance, but everything connoted to God and men by Babylon is
gone, never to be seen again as long as time exists.
The destruction is to come suddenly, before they shall tase the antici'Dated results of man's great project. The ''fruits" are actually the "ripe
fruits", to be plucked at Summer's end. But judgment will fall with the
fruit yet on the vine. The "dainty things" are the "plumn and lusty things."
The "goodly things" are more precisely the "gorgeous, sumptuous things0
But destruction will come with these sought-for products of the Babylon—
ian system still found only in their covetous souls; and never realized
in actual experience.
5.The merchants of these things fear her torment, Revelation 18:15.
"01 erToroi toutwn of nloutesantes ap autes, apomakrothen stesontai
"The merchants of these things, who were enriched from her, from afar shall
dia ton Basanismpu antes, klaiontes kai penthountes."
stand because of the fear of her torment, weeping and mourning."

In this brief dirge the city is personified, and is represented as being
garbed in purple and scarlet and adorned with gold, with Jewels, and with
pearls as was the harlot in 17:4. The merchants of these things, which Imre
made rich by her )v11), shall stand afar off for the fear of her torment.
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The enormity of their losses presses more and more upon the merchants of
the earth.. The kings of the earth had been quicker to realize the hopelessness of the situation and its ominous implications for their own future.
They were standing afar off for the fear of her torment,(v10). Now the
merchants are also deen standing afar off. All over the world the news
travels and in every troubled, fallen city of the nations, financiers tremble and cry. The Lord Jesus had sain„ "For what is a man profited, if he
shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?" (Matt. 16:26).
See James 5:7-9. The impatient Babylonians will perish before the fruit
can be .ueked. The believers, in the "patience of the saints" (Rev.114:12),
will one day enjoy all the precious fruit of the earth which was lost by
Babylon. The great Judge is soon to enter the door.
6.. They remembered the city adorned with precious stones, Rev. 18:16.
"Kai letontes, Ouai, ouai, e nolis e megale, e periBeBlemene Bussinon kai
"And saying, Woe, woe, the city great, which was clothed with fine linen and
norphuroun kai kokkinon, kai kechruswmene en ohmssw kai lithw timiw kai
and purple and scarlet, and decked with gold and stone precious and pearls
margaritalis." pearls."
For in one hour so great riches is made desolate. This is the dirge of the
merchants. The identity of description of the woman and Babylon is another
proof of the essentially identical nature of the two,(see 17:1, 12). The
merchants cry "woe, woe.". Yet, with all their agony and mourning, there
is not a single note of repentance or of sorrow for sin. And there is no
acknowledgement that Babylon's destruction is a divine judgment.
All they can think about in their great mourning is the loss of their wealth
and luxury. There is no regret for the bodies and souls of the multitudes
of men whom they had abused in their worship of wealth and power. The beautianparl and bejeweled ornamentation, both of Babylon as a whole and her
proud residents in particular, are all suddenly lost and this is their only
concern. The genius of sin is such that it, becomes its own judgment.
With conscience seared as by a hot iron (I Tim.4:2), men who repaatedly
repudiate the convincing ministry of the Holy Spirit will one day find He
no longer strives with them (Gen. 6:3) and they here no more desire to do
righteousness. "He which is filthy,1 let him be filthy stint." is the awful
declaration of God as men depart into hell,(Rev. 22:11)0,

7. In

one hour the riches were made desolate, Rev. 18:17W.
"Oti mia wra eremwthe o tosoutos ploutos. Kai pas kuBernetes, kai pas e pi
"For in one hour was made desolate so great wealth. And every steersman, and all
eni twn ploiwn o omilos, kai nautai, kai osoi ten thalassan ergazontailapo
in shins the company, and sailors, and as many as trade by sea, afar off
makrothen estesan." "afar off stood."
"Kubernetes" - shipmaster, sailing-master - the one subordinate to the supreme
commander. He is the one sailing to a place. Mariners gain their living by
the sea. Their business is on the sea. The regret of the mariners for the
grandeur that was Rome passes rapidly into a semse of commercial loss. The
navigators who caeried goods to and from Rome mourned as they saw the smoke
of the burning city and cried out,"What city was like the great city?"
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The mourning cries heard thus far have been chiefly from the kkngs and
great merchants of the earth, whose political and international commercial empires had suddenly collapsed with Babylon. But now multitudes of
others join in the great lament,.as they alio begin to realize the enormous loss they have suffered.
Most obviously affected are those who have their employment in shipping-/e•
related industries, since Babylon is the central focus of all trade and
the repository of global wealth. The captains of ships cry, and the officers of shipping and warehousing firms cry, and then the officers of all
the mercantile and longshoremens' unions begin to cry, and all those who
travel by ship cry.
"Ships" here also includes "airships"; since much international travel and
trade is now centered in the world's vast vast airline industries. Soon
all the sailors and shipning clerks, as well as importers and brokerage
houses as they watch the awful scene on television screens set up amidst
the rubble of their own quake-devastated cities, sob and weep with a great
and bitter cry.
V. SAILORS LAMENT ROME'S FALL, REVELATION 18:18-20.
1. Sailors were the crewmen who manned the ships, Rev. 18:18.
"Kai ekrazon, orwntes ton kannon tee purwsews antes, legontes, tis omoia
"And cried, seeing the smoke burning of her, saying, What city is like to
te polei te me gale?"
the city
great?"
The navigators who carried goods to and from Rome mourned as they saw the
smoke of the burning city and cried out, What city was like the great city?
"The eternal city" is eternal no longer.
The seafaring men were all travellers by sea - crewmen, businessmen, tourists, passengers, etc. From afar these seafaring people watch the smoke
of the burning city. Their grief, though profit is involved, appears to
be genuine. They cry that the great city had no equals.
A few days earlier, their awn cities had reeled and crumpled under the
mighty global earthquake, but their proud capital had survived, giving
its assurance that the beast would yet be victor in the coming cosmic
confrontation.
But now Babylon has not merely fallen in ruins, it is burned to ashes,
and all hope is gone. There never was a city like this great city.

--.---,--gkMORS-L:=3411-MENT----ROitlatS—Fliffar-RE'NEIATION 181
1.0 They lament the suddenness of her fall, Rev. 18:19.
"Kai Balon chourrepi tas kenhalas autwn, kai ekrazon, klaiontea kai nenthoun"And they cast dust unon their heads, and cried, weeping and mourning,
tes, legontes, 0uai, ouai, e polus e megale, en e enloutesan panties of

saying, Woe, woe, the city great, inDVhich are enriched all who

ecbontrd ploia en te thalasse ek tes timiotetos autes, aiz3 mia wra eremwthe."
had shins in the sea through her costliness: For in the hour she was made
de solate."
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They gnawed deep grief. They wept and mourned as did the mariners when
Tyre fell, (Ezek. 27:29-34). They paid tribute to the city to whose port
all sea lanes led. They lamented the suddenness of her fall in one hour.
uChous" - they pored a heap of dust -. This is the dirge of the sea folk.,
But the regret of the mariners for the grandeur that was Rome passes rapidly
into a sense of commercial loss. "Iffoe, woe" -- an exact repetition of vv15-16.
Wherein were madexich all that had ships in the sea by reason of her costliness. ILke the merchants, the men here described regret the loss of their
wealth,(see vv 11, 15-16). The similarities of these dirges of the kings,
merchants, and seafarers are obvious.
"There is joy in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner that
reoenteth,"(Lk. 15:10). There is a change in tone at this point. From the
mournful dirge dirge of the earth-dwellers over Babylon's sudden demise,
the mood shifts instantly to one of joy and thanksgiving in heaven because
of that demise. The last five verses in chapter 18 constitute a paean of
triumph and answered prayer.:
. God has avenged you on her, Rev. 18:20.
"Euphrainou ep auten, ourane, kai oi agioi apostoloi kai oi prophetai,
"Rejoice over her, o heaven, and ye holy apostles and ye prophets;
oti ekrinen o Theos to krima upwn eE mites."
for did judge God your judgment upon her."
This "Song of Doom" seems to be voiced by John himself,(Charles). God has
approved the case of heaven. This verse 20 interrupts the sequence of 19, 21
in which the ruin of Rome is illustrated by the dramatic action of the
angel. The editor's object is to render explicit the moral reasons why
Christians should delight in the downfall of the city.
John writes in the same triple rhythm as the source, and his hand is to
be seen in the whole verse not simply in "and the apostles." John seems
to assume that all had a case againsr Rome as victims of her cruelty,
probably in the main as martyrs and confessors.
"God has judged her with your judgment." She who once doomed you is now
doomed herself. The words are applicable to the Church of God in all ages.
"God has taken your cause out of her hands into His awn,"(kordsworhh).

This joy is in contrast to the laments of the mourners. It represents the
rejoicing of heaven and of the martyrs resident there over God's judgment,
which has now been visited upon Rome in retribution for her manifold sins.
The cry is one of exultation, addressed to all the saints assembled at
the throne in heaven. Men on earth lament the fall of Babylon, but those
ihnheaven rejoice.
In 11:10 earth inhabitants rejoiced at the death of the Two Witnesses.
Now God's faithful are told to rejoice, but not primarily because Rome has
fallen, but because God has given His judgment against Rome and for His.:
faithful ones.
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VI. TIE MIIISTONE VISION, REVELATION 18:21-24.
1. The mightiness of the deed wrought, Rev. 18:21.
"Kai hren eis aggelos ischuros lithon ws mulon megan, kai eBalen eis ten
"And took up one angel strong a stone, as a millstone great, and cast it into
thalassan, legwn, Outws ormemati Blethesetai BaBulwn e megale nolis, kai
the sea, saying, thus with violence shall be cast down Babylon the great city,
kai ou me eurethe eti."
and not at all may be found longer."
"Reis"- up one - just an indefinite article, not "one" as a numeral. "Eren"
took up - a great millstone. "Mulinon megan" - a great millstone belonging
to a mill. This is not a small millstone turned by. women (Matt.24:41),
It is one requiring a horse to turn it (Mark 9:42), and soma great one".
"Ebalen" - to cast - as with a mighty fall. Like a bowlder hurled into the
sea.
Rome's fall will be irrevocable and sudden and violent, as a powerful angel
shows dramatically by seizing a huge boulder and flinging it into the sea.
The reiterated emphasis on Roman luxury is notable. This denunciation of
wealth and ease, however, is apposite in a source which reflects: the age
of Nero, since it was under Nero that Roman Luxury during the first century
of our era reached its zenith.
The oracle breathes the scorn felt by simple provincials for the capital's
wanton splendour, and indeed for the sins of a pleasure-loving civilization.
Thus with violence shall that great city be thrown down, and shall be found
no more at all.
2.The angel's message of judgment continues, Revelation 18:22.
"Kai fhwne kitharwdwn kai mousikwn kai auletwn kai salpistwn ou me
"And voisce of harpersaand musicians and flute-players and trumpeters not at
akousthe en soi eti, kai pas technites oases technes ou me akousthe en
all may be heard in thee longer, and emir artificer of any art not at all
sli rti, kai phwne mulou ou me akousthe en soi eti."
may be found in thee longer, and sound of mil/stone not at all may be heard
in thee longer."
This song is of judgment. There is power in this fourfold sonorous repetition of "ou me"- not at all -. There ar two more examoles in v23. The impulses to instrumental music at Rome during this period came mainly from Alexandria. Coins were stamped with Nero as harpists.
"fhwne mulou" - sound of millstone - was the daily accompaniment ofdaily
oriental life. The sound of the mill meant habitation, but in the desolation of Rome no more pleasant stir of mirth or business would be heard,(Isa.47:5)6
And no craftsman, of whatsoever craft he be, shall be found any more in thee.
The sound of millstone shall be heard no more at all in thee. (See Jer.25:10).
John through the angel predicts that the sound of musicians of all various
kinds will no longer be heard in the city, and that no craftsmen will ever
be found there again. So the angel's message of judgment continues. As vv12-13
gave insight into the former commerce of Babylon, so now vv22-23 give a
picture of the former daily life of Babylon.
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Babylon was also a city of skilled artisans, as indicated by the terms
and "craftsman". This refalicts the desire of its inhabitants for
luxurious living. The reference to millstones suggests the manufacture of
"fine flour"(v13) and perhaps other costly products. It was "The City of
Confusion." But none will ever be heard or seen any more.

"craft"

3. The

terminal refrain -"no more" - continues, Rev. 18:23.
"Kai phws luchnou ou me phane en soi eti, kai phane numphiou kai num"Kai light of lamp not at all may shine in thee longer, and voice of bridephes ou me akousthe en soi ejui; oti oi emporoi sou esan oi megistanes
groom and of bride not at all may be heard in thee longer; for thy merchants
oti en to pharmakeia sou eplanethesan
res ges,
were the great ones of the earthlfor by thy sorcery were misled
panta to ethne."
all the nations."
It is not known whether Rome had street lights or not. Even the flash of
torches would be seen no more. "Thy merchants were the grandees" once, but
now these merchant princes are gone.

As Rome represented the existing authorities under whose aegis these black
arts managed to flourish, and as they
generally bound*up with religion,
it would not be unnatural to charge the Empire with promoting sorcery.
"Commerce,as having regard to purely worldly interests, is called harlotry."
(see Isaiah 23:17). Sorcery, witchcraft,"fornication", and the persecution
of the righteous, are all manifestations of the lawlessness by Beliar working in men and kings,(see Isa 21/H5).
The cause of this overthrow is thus again stated. It is a repetition in verses 7, 15, 19. "The merchants which were made rich. by her." The judgment
is the result of the non-repentance of ch.9:21. There was deception of oa
the people by her sorcery. Sorcery is used in conjunction with gross
sins like Idolatry, fornication, and murder.,(see 21:8; 22:15). But the
main cause of Rome's impending doom is her responsibility for shedding
the blood of the prophets and of the saints.
Babylon herself was drunk with blood, Rev. 18:24.
"Kai en aute
alma prophetwn kai agiwn eurethe, kai nantwn twn espla g"And in her the blood of prophets and saints was found, and of all the aaain
merlon epi tes ges,
on the earth."
In her -"en autci" - In Rome was found for the blood already shed by Rome.
Rome "butchered to make a Roman holiday." Not merely gladiators, but prob.Phets and saints from. Nero's massacre A.D. 64 to Domitian and beyond.
Rome has now succeeded Jerusalem (Matt.23:35f) as the arch-enemy of thefhithful. The climax of her iniquities is couched in terms of the primitive idea
(Gen. 4:10) that exposed and discovered blood is a cry for vengeance. BImod
violently shed wails till it is appeased by the punishment of the murderers.
By a natural hyperbole, Rome is held responsible for the murders, judicial
and otherwise, of saints and prophets and the slain of Israel in general.
Rome here is the last and worst exponent of persecution. Her collapse is
attributed to their blood drawing down God's utter retribution.
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-268The main cause of Rome's impending doom is her responsibility for shedding
the blood of prophets and of saints, for the death of the Christian martyrs.
Home's bloodguiltness, the outgrowth of her idolatry and sorcery, makes
her doom inevitable. This was to happen so soon that John writes as if it
had already occurreth
The doctrine of divine retribution of one's enemies which is found in certain areas of the 0. T., including oarts of the prophets and the Psalms, has
been developed by John into an eschatological, apocalyptic triumph of the
righteous over their enemies and persecutors.
These words are spoken to Babylon, and to the faithless portion of the
Church, symbolized by the harlot. Auberlen remarks01 herever true, faithful
Christians are neglected and oppressed by the rulers of the Church; where a
false theology and science robs yout6of-its faith; where a pastor neglects
the true living Christians in his flock, on account of the sign they bear;
wherever we are ashamed to bear the reproach of of Jesus Christ, even as
He bore it, there we commit murder against the saints of God.
CONCLUSION:
'ere is concluded the pronouncement of the judgmnet of Babylon. It may be
said to answer the prayer in ch.6:10; and which forms the conclusion of
the revelation commencing at chapter 17.
The angel concludes his statement with three reasons why Rome has fallen.
(1)Rome had the world's power
Her merchants were the great men. Possession of power in the world grants
o?portunity and demands responsibility. But Rome had used her power for her
own exaltation..
(2)Rome deceived nations by her sorcery
The black arts curse those who use them as well as the victims. Powercorrupts. Rome had earned her punishment.
(3)Rome had killed the prophets and saints.
Their blood cried out to God. Christians had been taught to endure and
not to retaliate. Rome had confused love with weakness. The nation which
kills its prophets and saints plots its own ruin,
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THE ETERNAL IN THE UNIVERSE, AND HIS REPRESENTATIVE TO MAN
REVELATION 19:1-21
INTRODUCTION:
Commentaries differ as to the paragraph divisions in this section. I choose to
divide after verse 5 because it appears that these statements are praises to God
for the judgment on Rome. Beginning with v6, though the praise continues, the
direction is changed to the future. The subject matter is the coming marriage
of the Lamb.
The spirit and movement of this passage have been captured by the "Hallelujah
Chorus" of Handel's great oratorio, The Messiah,. which drew from this passage
and from Revelation 11:15. We shall understand these statements more clearly
if we think of the Messiah.
When Handell wrote the"Hallelujah Chorous" he endeavoured to picture to himself
what the great gladness of the glorified must be. He rightly and reverently sought to imagine the whole scene as it is recorded here. And it is good for us
to muse much on a scene like this..
The great conflict of the ages is almost over. Babylon is gone for ever, and the
nations of the ungodly are retreating to their final stand at Armageddon. The
Dragon and the beast and the false prophet are themselves en route to lead their
followers into the last great battle of the long warfare between heaven and hell..
Thye hair dispatched their legions of wicked spirits (Rev.16:13-14) to gather all.
the kings of the earth and their armies to the climactic confrontation at the
great day of God Almighty.
The hordes are assembling in the tremendous column extending across Israel, from
Armageddon to Edom, and there have already been sieges and skirmishes throughout
the land, especially at Jerusalem,(see Rev. 14:18-20).
Preparations for the battle are also underway in the heavens. The holy angels
are there]and the raptured saints are there, and all have been watching the
terrible judgments on the earth, knowing that they very soon will also march
forth to follow their King as He returns to earth.
DISCUSSION:

H'AVEN'S APPROVAL, REVELATION 19:1-5.

1.. A

heavenly host now sings praise to God, Revelation 19:1.
"Kai meta tauta ekousa phwnen ochlou
pollou megalen ea tw
"And after these things I heard a voice of a multitude greatloudin the
ouranw , legontos, allelouia::E Swteria kai e doza kai e teme kai e
heavens, saying Hallelujah: the aalvatien and the glory and honour and
dunamis Kuriw
l*Thew emwm"
the power to the Lord our God."
This first voice is a great voice of much multitude. It is probably ihhe
response of the angelic host, (Revd 5:11; Heb. 12:22). There is responsive
singing. This Psalm of praise uses language already in 12:10. The "great
voice# is characteristic of the heavenly utterance,(see v:2f). We are
not told whose utterance it is. It may well be that of all the heavenly
inhabitants and saints in glory,(see 7:9).
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At the termination of the description of the last judgment comes the trivaphant song of the heavenly host,(see 7:947; 11:17). Thus the account of the
conflict between God and the devil, which was begun at ch.12, is here
concluded at v8.; after which the narrative takes a fresh departure, once:more returning, as it were to the beginning, and tracing anew this warfare.
Alleluia; salvation, and glory, and honour, and power unto the Lord our God..
"Hallelujah -"Praise ye Jehovah"- is translated in v5 of this chapter..
"Hallelujah" is chiefly used in connection with the punishment of the wicked;
in which manner it is also used here. It is used here four times in vvl-6.
It is intended to tie these "hallelujahs" to the same great scene in heaven
which John is describing here.
There is much for which to Praise the Lord in this great assembly in the
heavens. They have already praised God for His creation.(Rev. 4:11). They
have praised God for His redemption,(Rev. 5:12-13), Now they can praise God
for His complete deliverance and salvation as well.. When praising God for
His redemntion, they ascribed to Him power and riches, wisdom and strength,
honon and glory and blessing.
Finally, they are also able to praise God for salvation. The redemption price
is paid, Babylon is fallen, the whole Satanich empire is collapsing before
their eyes. Nowthey cry out that salvation, as well as glory and honor and
power, belong to the Lord. The souls of these martyred saints join with all
the resurrection saints and the angelic hosts, in the great song of praise.
2. God's judgments are righteous and true, Revelation 19:2.
"Cti alethinai kai dikaiai ai kriseis autou; for He judged the harlot great,
"For true and righteous are His judgments; oti ekrinen ten pornen ten megalem
etis ephtheiren ten gen en tea porneia autes, kai ezedikesen to aima twn
who corrupted the earth with her fornication, and did avenge the blood of the
doulwn autou ek tes cheiros autes."
bondmen; of his at her hand."
The reason. for God's judgments is given in 15:3; 16:7. The doom of BabyIpn
seen in. 14:7 is now realized. The very one which did. corrupt is the terrible fact. God has exacted vengeance for the blood of His servants from her.
"God has avenged the murder of His servants- at her hand." God exacts punishment from a murderer. He must find the thought of God being shown to be the
real and righteous Saviour of the saints by His infliction of punishment
on their persecutors.
Her unfaithfulness and deceit. The harlot will be requited for her bloodguiltiness.."For He will avenge the blood of His servants." It is actuatly
an answer to the prayer of the martyrs in 6:10 for vengeance for the Shedding of their blood and is a fulfillment of the prediction in 18:24 that
the harlot will be requited for her bloodguiltiness.
3.The final nature of this judgment, Revelation 19:3._ _
"Kai deuteron eirekan, Allelouia. Kai o kapnos autes anaBainei eis taus
"And a second time they said, 'Hallelujah." And her smoke goes up to the
aiwnas twn aiwnwn."
ages of the ages."
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"Deuteron" - a second time - a heavenly encore."Her smoke keeps on going up,"
last touch of the description already given (18:21ff) of Babylon's utter'
collapse,"(Swete). The smoke of the city's ruin (14:11; 18:8f) instead of
incense,(8:4). The "smoke" is that of the burning of Babylon, mentioned in 3E:9).
The final nature of this judgment is indicated by the closing words.
"Her smoke goes up to the ages of the ages." "Thh smoke thereof shall go up
for ever." According to John's ardent anticipation, not even the earth on
which Rome is situated is to last very much longer, but is soon to desappear,
(see 20:11; 210
This second "Hallelujah" resounds throughout heaven. While the heavenly
multitudes are still rejoicing over the fall of Babylon, John interjects the
dad observation that the smoke of the burning city will continue ascending
eternally. The literal city was indedd burned with firs (Rev. l8t8), but
the ruins of Babylon will eventually disappear beneath the encroaching sea.
Babylon is to be so completely wiped from the earthly memory that even the
particles of soot produced in her burning are to be translated even farther
from earth. The statement also applies to Babylon's inhabitants. When all
these unsaved souls are resurrected for the last judgment, they will be cast
into the lake of fire, there to burn for ever.(See Mark 9:44, 46, 48).
They are to be translated to the fartherest reaches of the universe, "punished with everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord2(" Thess. 1:9).
So let everyone in the false religion of Babylon of the apostate world hed
the urgent warning of of the mighty voice of heaven: "Come out of her, my
people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not her
plagues,(Rev. 18:4).

4. All

in heaven worship God, Revelation 19:4.
"Kai epesan: oi presButeroi oi eikosi kai tessares,
to tessera mt. 7
"And fell dawn the elders twenty and four, and the four living creatures,
kai prosekunesan tw Thew tw kat*melow ept tou thronou, legontes, Amen,
and worshipped the God who sits on the throne,
saying,
Amen,
Alleionie."
Hallelujah."
As the hosts in heaven finish their great testimony of praise, all their
leaders prostrate themselves before the glorious presence on the throne.
The twenty-four elders represent all the redeemed saints, and the four
cherubim represent all the holy angels, so all in heaven worship God through
them.(See 7:11).
After the long interlude of the judgments on earth the elders; (mentioned in
11:16; 14:3) re-appear upon the scene, though for the last time, to take part
in the chorus of praise over Rome's ruin.
The drama now centers mainly around the city of God, and the earlier Templescenery of the Apocalypse (Chs. 4, 11; 15:5-16:17) passes almost wholly out
of sight. "Amen" social as well as liturgical gravely assents to the preceding words of another speaker. "To worship ", in the Bible, means to bow
down to the will of God, acknowledging that what God says is true and what He
does is right. Bow down in obedient faith.
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5. An invitation to the Church to praise God, Revelation 19:5.
"Kai nhiene ek tou thronou ezeltheml legonsal Aineite ton Theon emwru pantes
"And a voice out of the throne came forth, saying, praise the our God all
of douloi autou, kai of phoBoumenoi auton„ kai of mikroi kai of megaloi.n
ye His bondmen., and ye who fear Him, and both the small and the great."
A Voice from the Angel of the Presence. This Angel summons all the servants
of God to join in the antiphonal praise to God. This is a summons to special devotion to God's service and worship. It was not associated with any
idea of "slavery to a divine despot," but was originally confined in the
main to royal and priestly families (I:5) which had special interest in
primitive religion and which were near to the god of the tribe or nation.
Hence, in the broader and later sense of the term, the "servants of God" are
all those who live in pious fear of God, yielding Him honour and obedience.
John, preoccupied with judgment, views the faith of the Lord as equivalent
practically to His fear; unlike most early Christian writers;who (IPeter
1:17-18) carefully bring forward the comnlementary element of love. Lowly
confidence rather than warm intimacy is this Prophet's ideal of the Christian life towards God..
"A voice out of the throne came forth." The direction rather than the source of the voice is intended,(Alford). It appears to be an invitation to
the Church to praise God. "Ye His servants, ye that fear Him, both the small
and the great." Here the voice comes from the Royal Throne itself, and it
could be that of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself. The command is to praise
God. It will be a great time of praise in God's Presence.
II. ANNOUNCETENT OF THE MARRIAGE OF THE LAMB, REVELATION 19:6-10.
1. This praise is to God, Rev. 19:6.
"Kai ekousa ws phwnen ochlou pollou, kai ws phwnen udan pollwn, kai
"And I heard as a voice: of a multitude great, and as a voice of waters: maw,
kai ws. phwnen Brontwn eschurwn, legontas, Allelouia, oti eBasileusem
and as a voice of thunders strong, saying, Hallelujah, for has reigned
Kurios o Theos o Pantokratwr."
the Lord God the Almighty."
Not of angels as in vl, but the innumerable multitude of the redeemed of
7:9. The fourth "Hallelujah" comes from this vast multitude. This is the
final hallelujah of the New Testament. This is the last song of praise in
the Apocalypse.
At this point also the writer reverts for a moment to the Lamb absent since
17:14 from his pages, and absent again till 21:9. "The voice of many waters"
isin it suggestiveness of great power and magnitude,(14:2; Ps. 93:3). "As
the voice of mighty thunderings" is a repetition of the idea contained, in
the preceding clause.
"Nallelujah"-(see v1)- these words connect the present passage with 1110.4.
They exhibit, as it were, the culminating reason for this adoration of God.
God has exhibited His almighty power in the overthrow of Babylon.
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Their praise non is not merely for their own personal salvation and deliverance from Babylon. No longer focusing on themselves, they rejoice in
the very fact of God's glorious Person and His rightful place on the throne
of the cosmos.. The saints have been made like Him (I John 3:2-3). Even the
very tones of their united voices echo the same beautiful doxologies,(fhillippians 3:20-21). The great testimony that follows the "Hallelujah" speaks
of the Kingdom of God and the Marriage of the Lamb.
2.. Let us give glory to the Lamb, Revelation 19:7.
"Chairwmen kai agailiwmetha, kai dwmen ten dozan, autw; oti elthen o
"We should rejoice and should exult; and should give glory to Him; for is.
gamos tou Arnioul kai e gum etoimasen eauten."
come the marriage of the Iamb, and His wife did make ready herself."
"Let us rejoice and be exceeding glad." We shall give glory unto Him. In
the New Testament Christ is the Bridegroom of the Kingdom,(2 Cor. 11:2;
Eph. 5:25ff; Rev. 3:20; 19:7-9; 21:2,9; and 22:17). In the Gospels Christ
appears as the Bridegroom,(Matt. 9:15; Mark 2:19f; Lk. 5:3)4; John 3:29).
The figure "Gamos" - marriage - occurs in Matt. 22:2-14. There is something for the bride to do, but the the chief preparation is the act of
Christ,(Eph. 5:25ff.).
A peoleptic allusion to the triumphant bliss as a marriage between the
victorious Messiah and His people. The conception is primarily eschatological and is so employed here. The marriage day of Christ and His Church
is the day of His second advent. This is the more intimate and tender
aspect of the Divine Kingdom. The religious application turns first of
all to the overthrow of Messiah's foes,(19:llff).
"The marriage of the Lamb is come, and His wife bath made, herself ready."
This is somewhat anticipatory. The full vision of the Bride of the Lamb
is reserved until chapter 21. The "marriage of the Iamb" is the figure
under which is depicted the complete union between Christ and His faithful Church, which will. be consummated at the Last Day, when Satan has been
overcome and sirr destroyed..
This symbol of the Bride indicates the redeemed, who have already in several places been alluded to in Revelation,(see 7:9; 12:1; 1)4:1; 17:14).
"They that are with Him." The saints have made themselves ready by enduing themselves with the robe of righteousness,(v8).
They are
The holy
given to
marriage

careful to ascribe honor to the Heavenly Father of the Bridegroom.
marriage is about to come. The Son whom the Father loves has been
the Bride whom. the Bridegroom loves. Now the Bride is ready, the
date is set, and the marriage feast is being prep.red.

The grand union of time and eternity, of man and God, has always been portrayed by the very institution of marriage itself. When man and woman were
first created, God made man's body from the physical elements of His created cosmos, then woman's body from the man,(see Genesis 2:24). Now this
beautiful simile finds its fullest and ultimate expression here in the N.T.
in the union of Christ and His Bride. (and see Hosea 2:19-20). The primary
truth is the final, perfect untion between Christ and His people. All sin
will have been cleansed, purged, and full fellowship reestablished.
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3*

The righteous acts of the saints, Revelation 19:8.
"Kai edothe aute ina periBaletai Bussinon, katharon kai lampron to gar
"And it was given to her that she should be clothed in fine linen, pure and
Bussinon to dikaiwmata estin twn agiwn."
bright; for the fine linen the righteousness is of the saints,"
"Edothe" - it was given to her. This bridal dress is a gift from Christ.
"In fine linen bright and pure" - "?eriBaletai Bussinon, katharon Kai
lampron"- "She should be clothed in fine linen, pure and bright." See 19:14
for the same raiment on those accompaning the Mord of God", and for the
the seven angels in 15:6.
"The righteous acts of the saints" is the explanation for the bridal dress
and explains why there is work for the Bride as well as for Christ,(see
Phil. 2:12f.) See 15:4 for "Dikaioma" - righteousness is of the saints,
She is permitted to put on the righteous deeds.
Moral purity and activity are the conditions of the future
These are defined as the outcome of human effort, although
existence must be referred to God. "Edothe" - it is a gift
Their success is due to the aid of Christ. "The saints are
in the commandments of Christ,",(says Ignatius, Eph 10),

and final bliss.
of course thelr
from Christ.
robed entirely

"It was given to her", the power comes from God, and yet "she arrays herself,"
Per action is still voluntary. This verse contains the words of the writer.
Note the heavenly song ceased at the end of verse 7. "Fine linen" is the
righteous acts of the saints, their former righteousness exhibited in fidelity to God and hostility to the world., obtained and retained by the grace
of God. It now forms their chief glory.
"The fine linen garments, white and clean," speak of the full preparatim
of the Bride to accompany her Bridegroom. The old clothing has been abandoned and all is new and pure as she enters His holy presence forever.(See
Isaiah 61:10). When a person receives the matchless gift of salvation offered by Christ Jesus, this is the way it is. Christ saves us by His Grace
through our faith. We are now His workmanship created unto good works,
(Eph.. 2:9-10). Then the good works in which He has before ordained that
we should walk become the "righteousness of the saints." The word may be
translated "the righteous deeds of the saints." God's grace enables the
beleiver to walk in righteous deeds.

4. Those

who partake the "marriage supper" constitute the Church of Christ, 19:9.
"Kai legei moi. Grapsiam, Makarioi oi eis to deipnon tou gamou tou
"And He says to me, 'Write, Blessed are they who is to the supper of the martou Arniou keklemenoi.
Kai legei moi, 0utoi oi logoi alethinoi e isin
riage of the Iamb are calJed. And he says to me, These the words true are
tou Theou."

of God,"
The speaker may be the angel guide of 17:1. It is another beatitude, the
fourth of the seven in the book, (similar to that in 14:13). "They which
are bidden" reminds us of that in Luke 14:15.. These are true words of God.
Remember that the apocalyptic symbolism "has its own methods and laws of
interpretation, and by these the student must be guided,"(swete),
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The saints are the bride, but they are also the guests at the wedding.(The
bliss of the next world is termed "The Banquet" in Rabbinic writings.)
With the idea of w7-9,"This world is like a vestibule before the world
to come; prepare thyself at the vestibule that thou mayest be admitted
into the banquet hall,"(Firke Aboth,4:23).
John is referring to an eschatological feast which is to occur only when
the forces of evil are overcome and the Messiah has established His rule.
It is to be a fulfillment of a promise made to prospective martyrs in 3:20.
See also 2:17. The martyrs are peculiarly the bride of Christ. In 14:13
the Spirit affirms the validity of the beatitude spoken by a voice from
heaven, so now the angel pledges that these words of blessing are the
true words of God.
Those who partake of the "marriage supper" are those who constitute the
Bride, the faithful Church of God.,(see 3:20). These are the words which
are spoken by the "A-men'; the faithful and the true Witness,(3:14). It
seems best to understand these words as referring to the whole series of
visions connected with the harlot and Babylon and the faithful Bride of
Christ.
"fitSAYS TO MEP is apparently the Voice from the throne,(v5). It may be
that the Lord Himself is renewing His command to John at this point to
write what he was seeing and hearing. But in v10 the instruction appears
to come from the angel. This was to be the true record of future history,
to be written for guidance and encouragement of all the generations of
Christians who would come after John.
At this point John was admonished to write the fourth of the seven great
"Beatitudes" of Revelation. It would be a great strength to all the suffering saints through the ages, exhorting everyone in Christ's growing
Church (His Bride) to anticipate their glorious future union with the
heavenly Bridegroom.
Here the "Marriage Supper" is used to depict thetunionoThe marriage supper
would consummate the marriage. This beautiful custom is in view here in
this striking picture of the marriage of the Lamb.
The figure of the wedding feast is familiar in the parables of Christ.
For example, In the parable of Matthew 22:1-14 and also Luke 14:16-24 Jesus
said:"The kingdom is like unto a certain king, which mad a marriage for his
son. But the gusts would not come. (See matt. 22:1-14. Proper graments were
provoded. We cannot come on our own terms.) Some are excluded by their awn
choice. Some are excluded (Matt. 25:1-13) by their negligence.
Those who get to the wedding will get there by their awn choice, by submission to the terms of the king's invitation and by virtue of their diligence
in making the needed preparations. All will be there by virtue of the saving work of Christ and their personal trust in the true Creator God and
His provision of salvation.

5. Hold the testimony of Jesus, Revelation 19:10.
"Kai epeson emprosthen twn podwn autou proskunesai autw. Kai legei moi,
"And I fell before his feet to do homage to him. And he says to me,
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Ora
me
Sundoulos sou eimi kai twn adelphwn sou twn echontwrr
See thou do it not. Fellow-bondman of thee I am and brethen of thy who have
ten marturian tou Iesou. Tw Thee proskuneson. E gar Muria tt u Insou estin
For the testimony of :saws is
the testimony of Jesus. To God do homage.
to pneuma tes propheteias.
the spirit of prophecy.
"To worship him" - John either felt that the angel represented God or he was
beside himself with excitement over the glorious consummation. John was tempted
to worship an angel,(See Col. 2:18). "Fellow-servant" - The angel refuses
worship from John on this ground. All Christians are fellow-servants as
Christ taught,(Matt. 8:28ff.; 24:49). Angels are God's servants also, and as
Paul and John etc.
"Worship God and Christ, who is the Son of God." The possession of the prophetic shows itself in witness to Jesus. See Mk.1:10; Matt. 3:16; John 1:51;
Luke 3:21 Rev. 4:1 etc.).
As hitherto the command to write has come from Christ, the seer perhaps thinks
that this injunction also proceeds from a divine authority. But John's grateful and reverent attempt to pay divine homage to the angel is severely rebuked.
The author's intention is to check any tendency to the angel-worship which had
for some time fascinated the Asiatic churches here and there. If even a prophet need not bow to an nagel, how much less an ordinary Christian?
The testimony of Jesus is practically equivalent to Jesus testifying,(22:20).
It is the self-revelation of Jesus which moves the Christian prophets. Jesus
forms at once the impulse and the subject of their utterances,(Rom.8; Eph.6 ).
The motive and materials of genuine prophecy consist in a readiness to allow
the Spirit of Jesus to bring the truth of God before the mind and conscience,
(see 3:14, 22).
Since angelic and human inspiration alike spring from the divine witness of
Jesus, therefore God alone, as its ultimate source, deserves the reverence of
those whom that inspiration impresses. An angel can do no more than to bear
witness to Jesus. The spirit of prophecy in its final phase is a revelation
of Jesus Christ.
"Hold the testimony of Jesus". To prophesy is to understand and proclaim the
truth concerning God. The angel announces himself to be the fellow-servant of
John, and a fellow-servant with the prophets, and with those "who keep the
sayings of this Book."(See 22:9).
"For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecyo" The sentence is a
back-reference to 1:9-11, where John explained that while he was in -Pathos
for his preaching and for his "testimony of Jesus" he was "in the Spirit"
and received his commission to write his prophecy. Here he again presents
his authority not only for the particular beatitude in vs.9, but for his
entire book of "prophecy"n Our sunreme loyalty belongs to Christ.
III. TEE mul OF GOD ON THE WHITE HORSE, REVEIATION 19:11-16.
"Kai eidon ton ouranon anewgmenon, kai idou, ippos leukos, kai o kathemenos
"And I saw the heaven opened, and behold, a horse white, and he who sits upon it,.
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ep auton, kaloumenos pisto& kai alethinos, kai en dikaiosune krinei kai
called Faithful and True s and in righteousness he judges and
polemei."
makes war."
1.Fddthful and True,. Revelation 19:11.
Jesus predicted the opened heavens to Nathanael,(John 1:51). In Revelation 4:1 a door is opened in heaven, the sancturay is opened,(11:19).
Angels come out of heaven,(10:1; ]J4:17; 18:1). Sounds come from heaven,(19:1.
Here in vii it is the Messiah who is theWarrior, as is made plain by
"Faithful and True".
"In righteousness He cloth judge and make war." The Messiah is both Judge and
Warrior, but He does both in righteousness,(15:3; 16:5; 19:2). He passes
judgment on the Beast (Antichrist) and makes war on him. Satan had offered
Christ a victory of compromise which was rejected.
The warfare now to be described must be understood to be that which is taking place between the hosts of Christ and Satan throughout the period of
the world's existence.
"The heaven opened",(See 4:1). A similar figure has already been employed
in the first seal vision,(6:2). It has been pointed out that the same
image is employed at the beginning and at the end of the description of
the warfare between Christ and the devil. He who is the First and the Last,.
the Alpha and the Omega,(I:8) now rides forth conquering and to conquer,(61.2);.
"And he that sat upon was called Faithful and True." Even the oarticipal
construction here employed connects this account with ch. 6:2. "Faithful
and True" are the tiles applied to our Lord in 3:14. The purpose& of
this expedition are "to judge and make war."
The Figure on the white horse is our Lord Himself. From heaven He comes
to fight the battles of earth. Because He is Faithful He cannot let His
people fight alone. Because He is True He must bring Truth to victory.
Wre are reminded again that all God's judgments are just and true,(19:2;
15:3; 16:5).
Jesus; is called the Faithful and True because He is "the Faithful and True
Witness, the beginning of the creation of Gos,"(Rev. 3:14)0 He will keep
His Word, for His Word is True. He is very faithfulness and very truth.
And because He is True and Faithful and must act in righteousness, He
must finally, after long ages of grace and mercy, become the Judge and the
Warrior. As the Judge, He has pronounced the sentence. As the 'Warrior, He
will carry it out. The rebels have condemned themselves by deliberate
choice; now they must be executed.
This is the first of three magnificent names accorded the Lord Jesus as
He returns to earth in power and glory, as ascribed in this section.
A. His name is Faithful and True. B. Then His name is the Word of God,(v13).
:..Finally, His name is recognized as King of kings and Lord of lords,(v16).
2.Christ comes as a King to judgment, Rev. 19:12.
"Qi de ophthaImoi autou ws phlox puros, kai epi ten kephalen autou
"And eyes his were a flame of fire, and upon the head his
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diadems many, having a name written which no one knows but himself."
"A flame of fire" as in 1.1h in the onening vision of Christ. "Diadems" is
a new feature, but remember the dragon has a diadem on each of his seven
heads,(12:3). And the first beast has one upon each of his ten horns,(13:1).
So the vistorious Messiah will wear many royal diadems and nor mere crowns,
because He is the King of kings, (19:16). (Ptolemy upon entering Antioch
put two diadems on his head, one for Egypt and one for Asia,(I Mac.11:13).
Jesus was once crowned with thorns, but Jesus is now invested with more
than royal rank. Jesus was once accursed, but now He is shown crowned.
Jesus has more than just a good name, of the Law, of the high priesthood,
of the divine kingdom. These are a description of the Messiah's character
and function, rather than a title.
At this debut, which is the only event in the Apocalypse at all correspondidg to the Second Advent (1:7), the Messiah's judicial power is practically restricted to the external work of crushing the last pagan opposition to God's cause on earth. It becomes therefore almost military°
The divine commandment of the saints is "fiithful and true", as he loyally
executes the divine purpose and thus exhibits fidelity to the interests of
the faithful. The sense remains unchanged. To be true means to be trustworthy°
"His eyes were as a flame of fire." "Fire" is the type of purity and judgment°
"Kingly Crowns" because He now comes as King. "Crowns" points to the plurality of "King of kings". It points to His character. Only He Himself could
read His name. It is to be written on the conquering Christ. It is Jesus°

3. His

Name is called the Word of God, Revelation 19:13.

"Kai periDeBlemenos imatiam BeBanhenam aimati;kai kaleitai to anima autou,
"And clothed with a garment dipped in blood; and is called His name,
0 Logos tou Theou."
The Word of God."

"NriDeBlemenos" - to clothe in a garment. It is the blood of Christ's
enemies with which His raiment (himation - garment) is dipped, and not
Christ's awn blood on Calvary.

Mord of God" is explanation of the secret name. Here it is nlio Logos tou
Theou" - The Word of God. This is one of the strongest arguments for the
identity of authorship. Jesus is Himself the final and perfect revelation
of God to men, (Hebrews 1:1f). The "Logos" applied to Christ occurs mainly
in the Johannine Writings.
His secret name denotes His superiority to all appeals. This is no "Logos"
who dwells among men to give light and life. It is a stern, militant,
figure of vengeance attacking the rebellious. Hence His name is mysterious.
It makes the holy name too sacred for common use.
This name "The Word of God" is aporonriately- used when Jesus Ifi going forth
to judgment. The conquering Christ is now called "The Word of God." The conquering Redeemer is real. The slain multitudes are real. This is the glorious
appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ,(Titus 2:13).
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"Kai ta strateumata en tw ouranw ekolouthei autw eph inpois leukois,
"And the armies in the heavens were following Him upon horses white,
endedumenoi Bussinon ,leukon kai katharon."
clothed in fine linen, white and pure."
(See 12:7; and Matt. 26 :53; Rev. 5:11f). Note the double nature of the
vision. It is not only a description of judgment meted out, but also of
a war waged. These armies are not merely the angels, but are also the
"called, the chosen, and the faithful,"(17:14). The Bride is also described
as being as being arrayed in white,(19:8)
These armies of the avenginglaord of God, dressed in fine linen which is;

white and pure, may be just the martyrs -in their heavenly garments (6:11;3:5).
The promise that they were to have power over the nations and rule them
with an iron rod (2:26-27) is now being fulfilled. It is they "who follow
the Lamb wherever he goes:," (114:)4). And it is they who were with Christ
in the proleptic battle, mentioned in 1W:14, in. which the beast and the
ten kings were defeated. Now their hour of personal triumph over the
beast and their persecutors has come. They will have a part in exacting
the vengeance for their blood for which they prayed while under the altar
in heaven just before receiveirgthe white robes,(6:10). This is to be one
of their rewands for their faithfulness.
(See I Thessalonians 3:13).
a magnificent procession that will be, when
all the angelic host of heaven and all the multitudes of redeemed and purifies saints of God accompany their victorious Redeemer back to earth again.
After the longe ages of rule by Satan, with his powers of darkness and
his legions of Christ-rejecting human dunes, the diseased earth will finally
be scoured and purified, and Christ will reign supreme.
5.Warfare., victory, and judgment, Revelation 19:15.
"Kai ek tou stromatos autot ekporeuetai romphaia ozeia, ina en auto; pat"And out of his mouth goes forth a sword sharp, that with it he might smite
asse ta ethne, kaiautos poimanei autous en raBdw sidera; kai autos patei
the nations; and he shall shepherd them with rod and iron; and he breaciT,
ten lenoultou oinou tou thurou kai tes orges tou Theou tou pantokratoros:0"
the press of the wine of the fury and of the wrath of God the Almighty."

"That He should smite" - A figure here for forensic and judicial condemnation. He Himself shall rule them. He will shepherd as with a rod of iron.
"The winepress of the wine of the wrath of the anger of God the Almighty."
The victory of the Messiah is single-handed."I have trodden the winepress
alone." The Word of the Messiah's mouth is the sole weapon of His victory.
His chief weapon is spiritual, the word or prayer. This fine idea was taken
originally from Isaiah, was reproduced by the Apocalyptists,(see 2 Thess.2:8).
These assigned an active role to the Messiah in the latter days.
The meaning of the "sword-symbol" is that "the
accomplished by Jesus as a stern judgment with
Thus the final route of the devil, anticipated
by the overthrow of his subordinates mentioned

whole counsel of God is
resistless power,"(Baur).
in 12:12, is carried out
in oh.13 here. Next by his
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awn defeat (20:10), although in finishing the torso of ch.12,(Bousset. The
prophet characteristically has recourse to materials drawn from very different cycles of current messianic tradition.
"Ile shall shepherd them with rod an; iron." The symbolism is descriptive of
warfare, victory, and judgment. "God shall rule" - no longer the kings of
the earth. "The nations" - this is in the sense of the ungodly, (see 16:19).
In 14:10 we have the figure of "the wine of the wrath of God." In 1 4:19
we have the figure of "the wine-press of the wrath." Here the two are
combined.. The wine-press of the wrath of God is presented in 14:19-20.
The concluding chapters are to some extent a fulfillment of the earlier
ones. Thus we see Revelation is a literary unit, despite the variety of
sources used.
John had seen this sharp sword before (Rev. 1:16), the piercing sharpness
of the lethal words of judgment leaping from the mouth of the wrathful
Son of Man. Isaiah had also prophesied of this,(Isa. 11:4). Symbolically
the sword is used here to refer to the fiery words of judgment from the
Lord.
The "nations" to be smitten are the Gentile nations. During the imminent
millennial age, these Gentile nations will he ruled with a rod of iron,
(see also Rev. 12:5). The word for "rule" is actually "shepherdiza" or
"'pastor' Christ will be their pastor, but He will demand absolute obedience. It will be a dictatorship of love. (See Psalm 2:8-9).
This promise was given by God to His Son (PS. 2:7), but the Lord Jesus
also extended it to each person that "overcometh, and keepeth my works
unto the end,"(Rev. 2:26-27).
The winepress depicts the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God. "Thurou"
fierceness, indignation, and wrath. "Orge" - wrath, anger, indignation,
and vengeance. These two terms express with doubled intensity the unleashed
ferocity of a long-suffering God. (See Proverbs 1*24-27).

6. King

of Kings and Lord of Lords, Rev. 19:16.
"Kai echei epi to imation kai epi ton moron autou to onoma gegrammenon
"And He has upon His garment and upon His thigh
the name written,
Basileus Basilewn kai Kurios Kuriwn."
King of Kings and Lord of Lords.."
The title already given to the Lamb in 17:14, but in reverse order. See
the same idea in I Timothy 6:15. On that part of the robe covering his
thigh, He has a title of honor written. Some Greek statues appear to have
had a name written thus upon the thigh. (Cicero mentione one of Apollo
marked in small silver letters). Messiah, like many of the Assyrian monarchs, bears a double name - King of kings and Lord of lords.
The name is written on the thigh, as the place where the sword usually hangs.
Here it portrays the victorioud career of Christ over the "kings of earth*"
Also it could be a reference to the custom of engraving the name of the
artist upon the thigh of a statue.
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Messianic hope included the expectation that the Messiah would execute
judgment and make war upon the enemies of God and His people. The threefold
mission of judging, making war, and reigning is now accomplished. The
militaristic sound of making war should be understood in the light of
Christ's only weapon - His Word - and the reminder that Christ's followers
bore no arms.
Jesus accomplished His victory over His foes not in a conventional war.
Christ's Word is more powerful than any human weapon. (On rod of iros see
2:27. On fury of the wrath of God see comment on 14:19-20). Christ needed
no sword at His thigh, like earthly conquerors, because His sword proceeded
out of His mouth, so here also was placed the glorious ascription.
IV. THE GREAT BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON, REVEIATION -19:17-21.
This supper is reserved for the ungodly, Revelation 19:17.
"Kai eidon ena aggelon estwta en tw eliw; kai ekrazen phwne megale,
"And I saw one angel standing in the sun; and he cried with a voice loud,
legwn pasin tots orneois toil: netwmenois en mesouranemati, Aeute kaisunacome and gather
saying to all the birds' which fly in mid-heaven,
gesthe eis to deipnontou megalou Theou."
yourselves to the supper of the great God."

10

"An angel standing in the sun where all the birds of prey would behold him."
(Beckwith). This is a bold and powerful picture of the battlefield after
the victory of the Messiah. "A sacrifical feast is spread on God's table for
all the vultures of the sky,"(Swete). The end seems to be at hand.
The angel is in a commanding and conspicious position. The description of
the conflict is in part dependent upon the narration of the destruction of
Got and Magog in Ezekiel 39:1-20. (See also Rev. 20:8-9). God commands the
prophet to summon every bird and beast to feats upon the bodies of Gog and
hordes who are to be slain,(Ezek. 39:L, 17-20). With this gruesome picture
before him, John depicts an angel standing in the sun and summoning all the
birds to come to the great supper of God to gorge themselves on the flesh
of the peoples of the nations who comprised the armies of the Antichristl(v21).
"I saw an angel standing in the sun." That is, in mid-heaven (see 8:13), in
a place befitting his glory, and also whence he can appropriately issue his
summons. It is the supper reserved for the ungodly, at which they form the
prey.
Remember an invitation had gone out long ago to come to the marriage supper
of the Lamb, and many had responded. The guests invited are the redeemed
saints of the ages, joyfully feasting in the presence of the Redeemer.
Now the invitation is issued to another feast, the supper of the great God.
What a differenaP in the two suppersl The guests invited to this second
feast are the birds of prey and the carrion-eating fowl from all over the
world. Their dinner is to be the flesh and blood of the slain multitudes at
Armageddon. And the angel who called out this invitation was "standing
the sun." The angel is capable of being heard and understood all over the
world by the kawks and ravens, the crows and vultures.
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2.The widespread and complete nature of God's judgements, Rev. 19:18.
"Ina phagete sarkas Basilewn, kai aarkas chiliarchwn, kai sarkas ischurwn,
"That ye may eat flesh of kings, and fiehb of chief captains, and flesh of
kai sarkas ippwn kai twn kathemenwn ep autwn, kai sarkas pantwn, eleuthstrong men, and flesh of horses and of those who sit on them, and flesh of all,
erwn kai doulwn, kai mikrwn kai meigalwn,
free and bond, and small and great."
"Thatye may eat pieces of flesh" and of all classes and conditions of men
who fell in the battle.. War is no respecter of persons. In the ancient
world, this was the worst misfortune possible for the dead - to lie unburied, a prey to wild birds. On the famous "stele of the vultures"(bef.3000 B.C.)
the enemy are represented lying bare and being devoured by vultures, while
the corpses of the royal troops are carefully buried.
"Ill men"- that is all the ungodly. In 6:15 we have the description of the
same event at the conclusion of the seal-judgments. The whole account indicates the widespread and complete nature of God's judgments, which none
shall be ab3e to escape.
This scene is very similar tothat described in Ezekiel 39:17-20. One may well
be intended as a type of the other. The one in Ezekiel 39:17-20 is on the
mountains in Israel. The other scene is on the plains of Armageddon and in
the valley of Jehoshaphat.
The one on the mountain includes all the animals of the land.. The other
includes only the men and their horses. The destruction in the first is
caused by divinely controlled nature. The second is controlled directly
by Christ Himself.
Further, as discussed in chapter 6, the battle of Gog and, Magog almost
certainly will take place at the beginning of the tribulation. Armageddon
will take place at its end.
3."His army"Consists of the faithful followers of Christ, Rev. 19:19.
"Kai eidon to therion, kai toes Basileis tes ges, kai to strateumata autwn
"And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and armies their gathered
sunegmena poiesai nolemon meta tou kathemenou epi tou ipnou, kai meta
together to make war with him who sits on the horse,
and with
strateumatos autou."
army
his."
Gathered together in battle array. The beast (see 16:13f) led a league of
ten kings against Babylon in 17:16f., but with the purpose also of fighting
the Lamb,(17:14). "And I saw the beast'; which is described in 13:1, typical
of the hostile world-power. "And the kings of the earth, and their armies."
The kings summoned by the unclean spirits of 16:13-14, typical of the forces;
which the beast employs in his spiritual warfare with God. The armies are
the adherents of the beast, described in chapter 13. These are the ungodly,
those who follow the world rather than God.
"Gathered together to make war with him who sits on the horse." (See 16:1);
and 19:17. A double operation). The gathering is voluntary on the part of the
wicked,(16:14). And yet it is overruled by God, and made to serve His ends.
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"Him that sat on the horse,"(see vii). "His amyl" consist consists of the
faithful followers of Christ. They are here pictured as a heavenly army (v14),
because the victory which they achieved is the leading feature here depicted,
but their warfare took place while they were on earth,(14:13). "The war" is
that war which is perpetually waged between the powers of light and darkness,
and which will not be terminated until the great judgment.
As in 17:14, the beast with his armies made war on Christ and His army of
martyrs. The last time the beast and the kings of the earth were seen together was as recorded at Revelation 17:13, where the kings had deeded
their power and strength over to the beast. This was at the middle of the
tribulation so that, for the last three-and-a-half years, the beast had
been essentially the king of the world.
Under the impact of the ensuing bowl judgments, the beast and the false prophet, as instructed by the old dragon, had finally sent forth their call to
all the kings to gather their armies together at Ammageddon,(Rev. 16:13-16*.
Shortly thereafter, the great capital city at Babylon had been destroyed,
(Revelation 18:9-10).
Now they are all gathered together at Armageddon, with their hosts extending
in great multitudes down past the Dead Sea deep into the ancient territory
of the Edomites, awaiting the coming of Christ and His army of saints from
heaven. The dragon also is there, with all his de:mimic hordes, poised for
one last mighty assault on the King of creation, still hoping against hope
that God can be defeated. The day of final confrontation is almose here,
(See Isaiah 3h:1-2). (See also Joel 3:14).

4. Here

we have described the destruction of the earthly manifestation of
Satan's power, Revelation 19:20.
"Kai epiasthe to therion, kai meta toutou o psieudoprophOzes o poiesas
"And was taken the beaat„ and with him the false prophet who wrought the signs
semeia enwpion autou, en ois eplanesen tons laBontas to charagma tou theriou,
before him, by which he misled those who received the mark of the beast,
kai toes proskunountas to eikonl autou.Ewntes eBethesan oi duo eis ten
and those who do homage to his image. Alive were cast the two into the
limnen tou puros ten kaiomenen en tw theiw."
lake of fire which burns
with brimstone.

"The false prophet that wrought miracles"- "The priesthood of the imperial
cult, which practised all kinds of magic and imposture to beguile men to
worship the Beast"„(Charles). "The two"- They fall together as they fought
together. "The day that sees the end of a false statecraft will see also
that of a false priesteraft,"(Swete).
"Into the lake of fire." This is the final abode of Satan, the beast, the
false prophet, and wicked men. "That burns with brimstone" - tes kaiomenes
en theioi -(see 1:10; 20:10; 21:8) - the fact of hell is clearly taught
here, but it falls short of the reality.
The Messiah meets and defeats the beast,(see 16:13ff). This is the Nero4Anbichrist (11:7), and (13:1ff), and the false prophet, and their allies (the
kings of the earth),(16:1/1; l7:12f). Special attention is here given to the
final overthrow of the powers of evil. It covers the same ground as the
Vision of seals, the trumpets, the vials, the beasts, each occupies.
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the wicked, the opponents of God.
In this passage the termination of the conflict is specially brought before
us. The same ground is covered in ch. 20, advancing, however, one step further, and showing us the final punishment of Satan himself, as well as of
his instruments,(20:10). This "lake of fire" is the place of punishment for
Satan and his hosts. It is not the place in.which. Satan is at present and
works and reigns, which is described as the abyss,(9:1; 11:7; 17:8;2041-3).
For a discussion on Hades see Revelation 1:18; 9:1. Hades is a great abyss
in the center of the earth, whers the spirits of unsaved men are confined
until the "second resurrection" takes place,(Rev. 20:5-6,13). There are
also apparently hordes of demonic spirite confined there as well, in
compartments of Hades called Abaddon and Tartarus,. (see discussion on Hades
in Revelation 9;11-3, 11, 16-18).
Wherever the lake of fire may be, the beast and the false prophet will
becone its first occupants. The beast and the false prophet are thus evidently the very first to be cast into the lake of fire -"Gehenna". Later
the Devil and all unbelieving men and women will join them there,(Rev.20:T
Rev. 20:19), 15). But as the greatest and most blasphemous of all human
rebel,; against the Creator, the beast and the false prophet will be given
the distinction of being the first to be separated for ever from God's
presence. Initially they will be taken to Gehenna by the holy angels, and
in their presence and in the presence of the Lamb whom they have despised,
they will be "tormented".•Their knees must bow and their tongues confess
that Jesus Christ is Lord,(Fhil. 2:10-11). Then they"shall be punished
with everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord, and from the
glory of His power,"(2 Thess. 1:9).
Following this the Lord and His angels will withdraw for ever from their
presence, leaving them in this amending torment of bitterness and defeat.
Initially they will be cast alive into the lake of fire. However, their
spirits, like those of all men, are eternal spirits, initially created
in the image of God. As unsaved spirits, these wicked men, like the evil
spirits of the fallen angels, will then continue to occupy the lake of
fire for ever.
For a thousand years,they will be its sole occupants. One can well imagine
their unspeakable loneliness, the bitter recriminations, the implacable
hatred which will consume their thoughts during this period. In (20:10-15)
all other lost spirits will join them. Then we will learn more about the
natume and location of the lake of fire.

5.. The

adherents of the beast, Revelation 19:21.
"Kai of loinoi apektanthesan en to comphaia tonikathemenou epi tou ippou,
"And the rest were killed with the sword of him who sits on the horse,
comphaia to ekporeuomene ek tou stomatos autou; kai panta to ornea
the aword which goes forth out of His mouth ; and all the birds
echortasthesan ek twn sarkwn autwn."
were filled with their flesh."
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The "remnant" make up the armies of verse 19. For this description of
Christ see vv 11 and 15. Spiritual death is inflicted upon those who have
proved themselves hostile to God. The last sentence emphasizes the nature
.of the punishment by the -eference to the indignity offered to their bodies
after death. '
"The rest of the enemy (the kings and their hosts of v19) were killed."
Those affected by the Caesar-worship (111:9ff) were not at once cast into
the lake of fire with the two beasts..
When the beast and the false prophet were suddenly seized and carried. away
from their command post, the armies which had followed them were left. in
dismay and utter confusion. The frightened multitudes will await their own
fate. They will not have to wait long.
A mighty cutting wind sweeps across their ranks, up the 180-mile column of
massed men and horses, proceeding like a sliming sword directly from the
powerful Word of the majestic Rider as He rides up from Wm. Like grapes
trampled in a winepress, the blood bursts from their veins and death is
instantaneous. The spirits of the slain multitudes depart into Hades, there
to await the judgment of the Great White Throne.
This isthe great climactic battle of the ages, long foreseen by the prophets.
(See Psalm 110:5-6; 9:17). The language of Isaiah's prophecy is awesome. Wee
Isaiah 31:3-6). At this time the conquering Christ comes up from Edom to
Jerusalem, smiting all the assembled armies as He comes. It is hoped that
the Jews who have returned to Jerusalem finally will receive Christ as theit
Messiah and Saviour.
The awful slaughter at Armageddon is indeed quickly accomplished. Wiliam
upon millions of dead bodies lie fallen upon the ground, awash in their am
blood. (see Isaiah 66:16).
Then will the great cloud of ravenous birds swoop down from the heavens,
gorging themselves on the flesh and blood of the once high-and-mighty rebels
against the long-suffering God.
CONCLUSION:
God is a great God of great mercy and forgiveness, not willing that any
should perish, but that all should come to repentance. God's love for a
loSt world is so great that as the sacrifical Lamb of God He suffered and
died on the dross to save men from their sins.
But when they adamantly refuse God'S salvation, denying His Word and blaspheming His name, there must one day come a time of reckoning.
4142".7±
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THE MILLENNIAL AGE
Revelation 20:1-15
INTRODUCTION:
It is in this chapter twenty that the record appears of a thousand-year period
when Satan is bound and the world is ruled in righteousness by Christ and the
people of God. The question is is this record to be taken literally. Is this
one-thosand years merely a symbolic number? Is Satan literilly imprisoned and
powerless during this time, or is he bound only in a relative sense by the liberating power of the Gospel?
Is Christ to reign in a direct sense over the earth, on a literal throne, or is
this only a figure of speech referring to the eventual conversion of the world.
to Righteousness through the work of the Church and the preaching of the Gospel?
This manuscript is following the literalistic, premillennial interpretation of
the Book. This approach has been assumed to be the most proper way to understand
this book of Revelation. Premillenmialism takes a fully literal approach. to the
interpretation of this passage. Fremillennialism teaches that Christ's personal
return to the earth in glory, as described in Revelation 19, is followed by the
literal binding of Satan in Hades and a literal thousand year reign of Christ
and the resurrected saints on the earth.
This chapter structure and content surely have the appearance of a straightforward record of real events.. This chapter 20 follows directly from that of chapter 19¢ beginning with the conjunction "kai - and". It is a continuing record
of actual events. In fact, the emphasis on a literal succession of future historical eventsin this "Revelation Record" is pointedup by the use of this conjunction (Greek: kai, or English: and) to begin almost every verse in chapters
nineteen and twenty.
DISCUSSION:
I. THE BINDING OF SATAN, REVELATION 20:1-3.
I. The removal of evil's king, Rev. 20:1.
"Kai eidon aggelon kata Bainonta ek tou ouranou, echonta ten kleida tes
"And I saw an angel descending out of the heaven, having the key of the
aBussou, kai ulusin megalen epi ten cheira autou."
abyss, and a chain great in his hand."
"A great chain upon his hand" ready for use. "I saw an angel coming down out
of heaven." This is the usual method of introducing a new vision, (see
As in 12:7-9, an angel is the immediate agent in the expulsion of Satan
"Having the key of the abyss; the bottomless pit." (See 9:1-2; 9:11; 11:7;
17:8_;). In all these places the word signifies the present abode of Satan
and his angels, whence they direct their operations in hostility to God.
It is not the place of their final punishment,((see v10). In Luke 8:31
the word has exactly the same meaning. While in the only remaining place
where it is used in the New Testament is Romans 10:7, it stands for the
place of abode of the souls of the dead. Having the key to the abyss inf.16
forms us that power is, given to this angel over Satan during the time of
this world's existence.
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"And a chain great in his hand." Literally, "upon his hand," as if lying on
it, and hanging from it. The chain is evidently symbolizing the power of tie
angel over the inhabitants of the abyss, and the purpose with which he now
comes, to restrain the power of Satan. He is probably the star-angel of 9:1,
who fell from heaven and unlocked the bottomless pit with this same key so
as to release the scourge of demonic locusts.
The reign of Antichrist and of idolatrous Rome ended for ever when the beast
was hurled into the lake of fire. Now Satan, who endowed them with all his
power and still remained as ruler of the world and of his age, is to meet
a similar fate.
This time this angel had an infinitely more important task, that of overpowering Saan and bringing his evil age to an end. We are not given the
details of the conflict, but are simply told that he succeeded in capturing Satan, and after binding him with the chain, cast him into the bottomless pit, which he shut and sealed and lockedIvith the keys
2. The abyss is the present abode of Satan, Revelation 20:2.
"Kai ekratesen ton drakonta, ton uphin ton archaion, os estin diaBolos
"And he laid hold of the dragon, the serpent ancient, who is the devil
kai Satanas, kai edesen auton chilies ete."
and Satan, and bound him a thousand years."
He seized the Dragon. He has been behind the beast and the false prophet
from the start. Now Satan is seized. "The old serpent" is precisely the
description in 12:9. Forna thousand years" may we find comfort in II Peter
3:8, "One day with the Lord is as a thousand years..." It will help us
all to remember that God's clock does not run by ours and times and seasons and programs are with God..
let us remember this wonderful "Book Revelation" was written to comfort
the saints in a time of great trial, not to create strife among them. The
thousand years signifies completeness. Satan is completely bound in relation
to the godly. All of it is to encourage the struggling Christians.
Thus Satan's career is interrupted for a millennium, and his rule
world ttnd this age is is suspended. Why Satan was not immediately
the fiery lake, along with the two beasts, and his power ended for
still a great mystery. Satan's power exercised over the world was
when he was bound and imprisoned in the bottomless pit.

over this
cast into
ever', is
checked

This verse is the first explicit reference to the "thousand years". The word
"thousand" or "thousands" is used frequently in the New Testament, but never
before in any kind of symbolic sense, never before in such a figurative sense
as would be required by the amilJ.ennium view.
This period is said to belga thousand years" no less than six times in this.
passage,(Rev. 20:2-7). It is as though John and the Holy Spirit wanted us
know as emphatically and plainly as possible that Satan was to be bound, and
Christ and the saints to reign on earth, for a real chronological period of
a thousand yearsl But for these 2000 years since the birth of Christ Satan
has been very busy, (Read 1 Peter 5:8 and Ephesians 6:11-13). Satan's purpose
is to hinder and thwart the preaching of the Gospel and the spiritual growth
of God's people.
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3. This

chapter thus describes the overthrow of Satan, Revelation 20:3.
"Kai eBalen auton eis ten abusson, kai ekleisen auton, kai esphragisen epanw
"And cast him into the abyss, and shut him up, and sealed over him,
ina me nlanese ta ethne epi, achoi telesthe ta chilia ate;:
that not he should mislead tha nations longer, until were completed the thousmikron chronom"
kai meta tauta
dei auton luthenai
and years; and after these things he must be loosed a little time." .
"Into the abyss" - eis ten abusson - see 9:1f and the one spoken of by the
legion of demons in Luke 8:31 under the charge of the angel of the Abyss,
(see Rev. 9:11). He is either Satan himself or a kindred power.

"Already Satan has been cact out of heaven (12:9), now he is cast out of the
earth, and returns to his own place,"(Swete). Glorious relief after the
strain of the previous visions of conflict. Whatever the thousand years
Trans, it is here said plainly that after it is over Satan will again have
power on. earth "for a little time."
The one great purpose of this verse is to give encouragement to the struggling Christians. This sentence assures Christians that Satan has been securely bound, and they need not despair nor fear his might. This chapter is
describing the overthrow of Satan.
Before the picture of the war and the overthrow, the saints are invited to
behold the complete security of those who have not worshipped the beast nor
his image. Just as the vision of the Christ victorious introduced the sealvisions. This verse may be a reference to the death and burial of Christ.(
(See Matt. 27:66).
Satan here was thus bound "that he might not deceive the nations any more,"
Satan is thus limited in his power by the binding which is described.
"Nations" is here used in the sense of worshippers of God, not the ungodly
world.
"Afterwards he must be loosed a 'little season." "Mikron chronon" -"for a
little time." This signifies that Satan is, in regard to the ungodly,
allowed to work his will during this period. Satan is loosed and obtains
power over the ungodly. But for the saints Satan's power is completely limited by Christ's act of redemption.
John thus says, "By Christ's redeeming work Satan is bound and fettered in
regard to you faithful Christians. But at the same time Satan is powerful
in his Owl_: natural sphere, among his own ungodly adherents."
"Satan must be loosed for a little while." John is not writing about Satan's
destiny or rights. John is portraying the Christian victory. Satan's power
had seemed so great to the Christians. Really, it is nothing. John had repe4tedly edetrayed the temporary character of evil's victories. But he
stresses the brevity of evil's power. And by contrast, Christ's power will
involve a reign of a thousand years,(See 20:4-10 comment). The loosing of
Satan may be necessary because it is the belief that Satan's evil influence
is necessary to sift or test the Christians converted during the period.
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II.THE MITjF.NNIUM, REVELATION 20:4-6.
1. The unnamed occupants, Revelation 2044.
"Kai eidon thronous; kai ekathisan ep autous, kai krima edothe autois
"And I saw thrones; and they sat upon them, and judgment was given to them;
kai tas nsiuchas twn twn nenelekismenwn dia ten marturian Iesou, kai dia
and the souls of those beheaded on account of the testimony of Jesus, and on
ton logon tou Theou, kai oitines ou prosekunesan tw theriw, outs ten
account of the Word of God, and- those who did not do homage to the beast., nor
eikona autou, kai ouk elaBom to charagma epi to metwpon autwn, kai epi
his image, and did not receive the mark upon their forehead, and upon
ten cheira; kai ezesan, kai eBasileusan meta Christou to chilia ete."
their hand; and the lived, and reigns with Christ the thousand years."
"And they sat upon them." No subject is given for this plural verb. Another
period here apparently synchronous (v7) with the confinement of Satan in the
abyss. Apparently Christ and the Apostles (Matt.19:28; 1k. 22:30) and some
of the saints (I Cor. 6:3) and martyrs some hold. It is a picture of the
heavenly court of assizes.
This v1 describes the position of Christians in this life. They reign with
Christ. By their conduct in the world the world is judged and condemned.
John continually describes the Christians' position. Such a picture is
purpose here, which is to portray the glory
specially applicable for
of the Christian calling, and the certainty of the Christian's hope.
"I saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, etc..."
This is a special reference to the martyrs made with the object mentioned
above, that of encouraging Christians in their warfare. The class here described forms part of the whole body of Christians alluded to in the first
part of the verse.
In the same way the souls referred to in ch. 6:9 are those existing during
the period of this world, which we have here understood to be denoted
indirectly by "the thousand years". "And they lived and reigned with Christ
a thousand yearsl' in complete and perfect assurance, Satan had been bound
completely.(v2)."Even those Christians who suffered shameful deaths shared
this Perfect safety and exaltation, though to the eyes of the world they
were so afflicted and degraded."
The way has been pprepared for the messianic reign by the elimination of the
two beasts and the imprisonment of the dragon. These thrones in Revelation
are probably occupied by the martyrs, a realization of the promises of 3;21
that the conqueror would sit on a throne with Christ and would reign with
Christ,(see 5:10).
The millennium is for but one group of people, the martyrs - those who had
b9eh beheaded because of their te!3timony of Jesus, and the Word of God.
These martyrs, whose souls went to heaven upon their death (8:9), came to
life again, descending from heaven to earth as Enoch and Elijah had done,
so that they might share Christ's reign for a thousand years.
The Apostles have already been assigned their awm specific juriddiction,(ee
Matt_ 19:28). Other realsm of authority will be assigned in proprotion to
faithfulness, according to parable of pounds (Lk.19:11-27)and Matt.25:14-30).
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2. The unsaved men and women whose souls are imprisoned in Hades, Rev. 20:5.
"Oi de loipoi twn nekrwn ouk anezesan ews telesthe to chilia ete.
"But the rest of the dead not lived again till may have been completed the
Aute e anastasis e prwtw."
thousand years. This is the resurrection the first."
"All except the martyrs, both the righteous and the unrighteous,"(Beckwith).
Some take this to mean only the wicked. "This is the first resurrection."
Accepting it as genuine, Swete applies it to "the return of the martyrs and
confessors to life at the beginning of the thousand years." No effort isf.
here made to solve this problem, save to call attention to the general
judgment out of the books in 20:12 and to the general resurrection in
John 5:29 and Acts 24:15.
These words refer both to the reigning of those mentioned in verse 4, and
to the living of those in verse 5.. This "first resurrection" is the spiritual
rising with Christ, which is a consequence of His redeeming work. The martyrs
are to ihara in the joys of the millennium is emphasized by the statement
that the ,reot of the dead, Christians as well as pagans, righteous as well
as wicked, will not be restored to life at this time. They must await the
general resurrection.
The millennium is for no one but the martyrs. But an imnortant problem is,
What of Christians alive at the time of the Second Advent of Christ? Faul6s
teaching alluded to both to the Christians who were alive and to those who
would be resurrected in Christ's kingdom. Neither would have any advantage
over the other, save that the resurrected would be the first to greet Christ
cursing through the clouds to earth,(I Thess. 4:16-17). But in Revelation
maybe John considered no Christians would be left alive after the final great
persecution which he anticipated. In order for the number of martyrs to be
completed, all Christians would need to suffer martyrdom.
The restoration of the martyrs to life is called the first resurrection,(see 6:11).
This resurrection of the souls of the tribulation martyrs thus completes
the first resurrectioL The word "Resurrection" - anastasis - mans literally
"standing again." It is used 40 times in the New Testament and always refers
to a bodily rising from the dead,(John 11;24; Acts 4:33).
"But the rest of the dead" refers to the unsaved men and women whose souls
are imprisoned in Wes. This statement (that they "lived not again") makes
it clear that the "resurrection" of *lich these verses speak is a bodily
resurrection. At the end of the millennium, Hades delivers up these spirits
so that they also live again in the body,(v13). Their souls had never ceased
to have conscious existence,(see Lk. 16:23;, as well as Revelation 6:9-10.).
The resurrection of the unsaved will be the "resurrection unto damnation,"
which was distinguished as a separate resurrection from the resurrection
of lifeby the Lord Jesus Christ in John 5:29. He also implied that the
"resurrection of the just" was a distinct event (Luke 14:14),. Here, finally,
it is revealed that thellfirst resurrection" precedes the second resurrection
by a thousand years.
Thenfirst resurrection"dees occur in more than one stage, according to I Corinthians 15:20-23. The_ resurrection of the dead began with Christ Jesus Himself, as the"firstfruits' of them that slept". This was followed immediately
by"many bodies of the saints which came out of the graves-• after His resurrect-
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ion,"(Matthew 275245,3). Next comes the rapture, when "the dead in Christ
shall rise" along with the living saints,(I Thess. 4:16-17). At the midd*
of the tribulation the Two Witnesses rise, (Rev. 11:110 and now finally all
the rest of the tribulation martyrs.

3. Those of the first resurrection shall be priests of God: and of Christ, Rev.20:6.
"Makarios kai agios o echwn meros en te anastasei te prwte:epi toutwn
over these
"Blessed and holy he who has part in the resurrection first:
o thanatoa o deuteros ouk echei ezoushan, all esontai iereis tou Theou
but they shall be priests of God
the death second has no authority;
kai tou Christou, kai Basileusousinl' met autou chilia 'ete.”
and of the Christ, and shall reign with Him a thousand years."
A fifth beatitude (1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 19:9) already and two more to come
(22:7, and 14) seven in all. Here "hagios"--holy --is added to the usual makarios - blessed
"The second death" is in the Lake of Fire.(See 20:14; 21:8; and 2:11). This
is the spiritual death, and is in contrast to the first death or physical
death.
In I Corinthians 15:23 there is no mention of the resurrection of any save
"those of Christ", though the end follows(v24). However, Paul elsewhere
(Acts 24:15) speaks of the resurrection of the just and of the unjust as if
one event.
The servants of God are to be priests with Christ and to reign with Him,
(Matthew 19:28). In 5:10 "Upon earth" occurs, but this item does not appear here. "No hint is givenas to'where this service is to be rendered
and this royalty to be exercised,"(Swete).
"Blessed and holy" - makarios kai agios - was a conventional jewish term
of praise and congratulation. John's view is that the righteous were exempt
from the second death. "Those who share in Christ's resurrection" refers
to the permanent standing of those risen Martyrs not only during but after
the millennium. Otherwise it would be meaningless, since the danger of
the second death as the penalty inflicted on all who are condemned at the
final assizes does not emerge until the millennium is over.
"Shall reign with Christ"-- Basileusousi - refers back to the special
privilege of the first resurrection and the millennium. This phrase denotes
the bliss of undisturbed access to God and of intimate fellowship.. But
John reproduces the view that the "saints will come with the Lord (Isa.4:16f)
with their garments which are now stored up on high in in the seventh
heaven ... they will descend and be present in this world." (After which the
Beloved Christ executes judgment at the resurrection).
John, retains, however, not only the general resurrection (la) but the
variant and earlier idea of a resurrection confined (ezesan - they lived)
to the saints.. He calls this the first resurrection not because the
martyrs and the confessors enjoyed it and had to undergo a second in
the process of their final redemption, but because it preceded the only
kind of resurrection with which sinners and even ordinary Christians had
any thing to do apparently on earth.
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"They shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with Him a
thousand years,'" Over these the second death has no authority. The first
words describe the state of those who have part in the spiritual resurrection with Christ,(16). The second clause gives to the oppressed Christian
;the culminating reason for patience and endurance and perseverance. "A
thousand years" in complete and everlasting security,(see v2).
The "second death" is the spiritual death of the Lake of Fire,(v10). The
awful "second death" which awaits the unsaved at the "second' resurrection cannot touch him any more than it could touch the body of the risen
Christ,(Rev. 1:18).
The "second death" will be for all the unsaved who do not participate in
the #the first resurrection." Their future is one of misery and corruption, for ever, in the Lake of Fire, rather than one of eternal blessedness and holiness in the fellowship of Christ.
IIL.GOG AND MAGCG, REVELATION 20:7-10.
1. Satan is loosed, Rev. 20:7.
"Kai otan telesthe to chilia ete, luthesetai o Satanas ek tes phulakea."
"And when may have been completed the thousand years, will be loosed Satan
out of prison his."
"Kai hotan telesthei" - And when are finished. "Luthesetai" - shall be
loosed. Satan is no longer bound as in 20:2f. Out of the abyss of vv2-30
Satan emerges from his prison for a short period. After the millennium,
Satan musters an enormous army of pagans to besiege the holy capital. But
Satan is decisively routed and flung into the lake of fire to share the
tortures of his former agents,

"are

finished" -The power of the devil having been in principle completely
overthrown by our Lord Jesus (see preceding verses), Satan is still permitted to wage war and exercise sway on earth. His prison is the abyss.

The bliss of the millennium is brought to an end after the thousand years
when Satan, according to plan, is released from his imprisonment (v3).
This release is the beginning of an episode which marks his final and
complete elimination from the scene and the termination of this evil and
corrupt age of human history.
Note Satan does not escape from his prison. Jesus rules over the whole
world,'and will do so for ever (Rev. 11:15; Isa 2:2-4;; Isa. 9:7;Lk.1:31-33).
But yet, Satan must be loosed a little season,(v3).
During the millennium every one will be well exposed to the truth concerntng
the Lord Jesus Christ as their Creator, Redeemer, and King. They will be well
instructed in the necessity of substitutionary sacrifice for salvation from
sin,(see I Peter 2;24). Yet there will be many who will reject Christ in '
their hearts. Many in the younger generations will resent the constraints
under which they must live. Recall Adam and Eve in the garden. Dut they must
consciously accept Christ as Saviour if they are to be saved just as their
ancestors' did. *Ow for such reason Satan must be released for a little *tile.
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All these millennial generations, all of which are living, must also be
confronted with a clearcut choice. W111 they truce their great Saviour
and King in Jerusalem, or will they, when finally they have the opportunite,
choose sin as their life-style and Satan as their god?
This will be mankind's last and greatest test. '1e will no longer be able
to use poverty, pornography, warp intellectual pressures„ and sickness, etc,
as excuses for rejecting Christ. But with all these suppressed for a thousand years, there is no more excuse, but people's own sinful hearts, and
these must be exposed.
2. It is in the limited sense of the ungodly of the world, Rev. 20:8.
"Kai ezeleusetai planesai ta ethne ta en tais tessarsin gwniais tea- gesr
"And will go out to mislead the nations which are in the four corners of earth,
ton Gwy k8i tomMagwg, sunagagein autous eis polemon, wn o arithmos ws
the Gog and Magog, to gather together them unto war, of whom the number is am
e ammos tes thalsses."
the sand of the sea."
"Faanesai ta ethne" - to deceive the nations - is Satan's chief task, which
are in the four corners of the earth. Clearly the reign of Christ, if on
earth, was not shared in by all the earth, for Satan finds a large and reap
following on his release.,(see 7:1).
Magog is first mentioned in Genesis 10:2.. The reference here seems to be
Ezekiel 38:2, where both are mentioned. Josepheus identifies Magog with the
Scythians, with Gog as their prince. In the Rabbinical writings Gog and
Magog appear as the enemies of the Messiah.
Some early Christian writers thought of the Goths and Huns, but Augustine
refuses to narrow the imagery and sees only the final protest of the world
against Christianity. "Gog and Magog" shows in what sense "the nations" is
used. It is in the limited sense of the ungodly of the world r not in the
wider sense in which the expression is used in v3.
Magog in, Gen. 10:2 is mentioned among the sons of Japheth who were the
ancestors of the northern nations,(see Ezek. 38:15 and 39:2). Hence the name
Magog is used to denote the northern tribes, whose invasion of Palestine
and adjoining parts took place about B.C. 630-e600.
From Ezekiel 39 it seems tha Gog was originally a leader among these tribes.
And from Ezekiel 38:17 it seems that Ezekiel took these names to be symbolical of all the foes of the people of God. Jewish tradition makes use of these
names to indicate those nations who were expected to war against Jerusalem
in the last days, and to be overthrown by the Messiah.
Here John employe those terms as denoting the ungodly people of the world,
amongst whom Satan still exercises his power, though that power is limited
to these, and he is completely bound as regards true believers.
"To gather together them unto war." A congenial task for Satan after his
confinement, (See 16:14; 17:1)4;; 19:19 for this very phrase)* Satan wins
adherents for this fresh attempt from those barbarian hordes who survived
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the downfall of the Roman Emeire,(19:17-21). They Are called "Gog and Magq0 1
after the traditional opponents who were to be defeated by the redeemed
Israel of the latter days, according to the faith of audaism,(Ezekiel 38-39).
Jerusalem, the navel and centre of the earth (Ezek. 38:12) as Messiah's
residence, is besieged. But, like Gog of old, the invaders are consumed by
the divine fire, whilst Satan is consigned for ever to the Lake of Fire,
where he lies writhing among his worshippers, as a punishment for seducing
them.
"As the sand of the sea." Satan rallies a vast host to his standard. At
the end of the millennium, whatever it is, does not mean a period when
Satan has no following on earth. (See 12:18). This points to the war of 19:19
and 16:14. It is a prolonged war, not just a single battle, because it is
lasting throughout life. The vastness of the hosts of Gog and Magog is
alluded to in Ezekiel 38:9,1.6.
This is in conformity with our Lord's teaching:Many are called, but few
are chosen, (Matt.22:14; 7:1)4). H. H. Morris, In the Revelation Record,
gives interesting information. "As Satan dispatches his demonic emissaries
once again to the human kings of the earth, he will be delighted at his
quick and wide success,(see Rev. 16:13-16). The age-old deceptions will
accomplish their deadly mission and gullible masses will soon return to the
evolutionary faith of their fathers, rejecting all the incontrovertible
proofs that God is Creator and Saviour.
Needing human leadership for his demon-possessed armies, Satan will find
the most receptive minds and hands among those ancient eneties of the Lord,
Gog Arid Magog. This great northern kingdom of Gog and Magog had again become strong and prosperous, and was ready to take the lead once again in
opposing God.
Magog, grandson of Noah and second son of Japheth, had founded the great
kingdom north of the Black and qaspian Seas which became known as Scythia
and eventually as Russia. His name seems to have been faintly preserved in
the name of the ancient nation of Georgia.. Similarly, Magog's brothers,
Meshech and Tubal, who also migrated into these northern regions, are still
slightly recognizable in the names of Russia Moscow and Tobalsk.
There is little in the Scriptures about the histories of these peoples,
except Ezekiel chapters 38-39, and not much light yet from archaeology.
But everything that is known does point to the complex of peoples who
would become the progenitors of the great Russian empire of the latter days.
Belfause of the reappearance at this point in Scripture of the striking
names of Gog and Magog, it is not surprising that many commentators interpret this section of Revelation 20 as the same event narrated in Ezekiel
chapters 38-39. However the two have practically nothing in common except
names. In Ezekiel the armies attacking Israel are from several specifical7r
named countries surrounding Israel. In Revelation the countries attacking
Israel come from all over the earth. In Ezekiel they are destroyed by a great
earthquake and volcanic eruption. In Revelation they are destroyed by fire
from God out of heaven. In Ezekiel, the destruction is followed by a sevenmonths burial and a seven-year bonfire of weapons. In Revelation, it is
followed by the renovation of the earth and the Last Judgment.
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The events in Ezekiel 38-39 occur near the beginning of the tribulation
period and thus must have taken place over a thousand years earlier than
the battle of Gog and Magog described in Revelation 20 Even though the
most of the Magogites (or Russians) had been destroyed during the tribulation, with. their great commander Gog buried with his armies in Israel
even before the tribuiition, there had been a godly remnant who had been
spared, the same as in the other nations.
The descendants had multiplied rapidly during the millennium, so that Russia
had soon again become a great millennial nation, possibly even readopting
its ancestral name of Magog. Maybe they had been taught to resent the
Israelites since it had been in Israel that Gog's empire had been destroyed
and because the Israelites now occupied the premier place among the nations.
The armies of the other nations had been destroyed in Israel later, at
Armageddon. And now their descendants also began to share the same resentnent.
But the new Magogites and their new Gog were the readiest of all to rebel.
Therefore Satan and his demons will use them to organize and to lead one
last army against the Lord God."

J. "They went up" as an army to attack the enemy, Revelation 20:9.
"Kai aniBesan epi to platos tes ges, kai ekukiwsan ten pareuBalen twn
"And they went up upon the breadth. of the earth, and encircled the camp of
agiwn, kai ten polin ten egapenenem kai kateBe pur apo tou Theou ek
the saints, and the city beloved:
and came down fire from God out of
tou outnneu, kai katephagen autous."
the heaven, and devoured them."
"AnaBaino" -"anaBesan - They went up. Here is a return to the manner of the
seer as in verses 4-5. The hosts of Satan spread over the earth, and encircled God's people and the city of Jerusalem. It is the camp of the saints..
"fhreubalenton hagion"- The military camp for the saints. It was used fa.
Roman barracks, (Acts 24:34). Also for an army in line of battle. "The citrl
the beloved" cou]d also mean "The Church the New Zion." The saints being
supposed to lie in a circle round the headquarters of the Messiah in Jerusalem, which is "the beloved city".

We may understand the camp as a defensive outpost placed around or near th3
city. In Acts 21:31i the same word is rendered "castle". The beloved city
here is "she Church of God", of which it is always a type in the Apocalypse.
(See 21:2,910). The description plai6ly portrays the Church militant here on
earth. God aids and protects His Church even while here on earth.
"And fire came down from God out of heaven, and devoured them." This sentence
is introduced in connection with the description of Gog and Magog. They ?wear
to besiege Jerusalem after the millennium, but their annihilation is followed
by the judgment. Here is a vivid climax to this last great battle with Satan.
Satan's last and greatest effort to dethrone God has terminated in failure..
Remember all this final rebellion begins after the thousand years millennium.
Here God destroys Gog and Magog with consuming fire coming down from heaven.
God is now actively engaged in the decisive affairs climaxing the end og
this age.
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"Kai o DiaBolos a nlanwn autous eBlrthe eis ten limnen tou puros kai
"And tithe detil who misleads them was cast into the lake of fire and
theiou, opou to theriou kai o psieydoprophetesI kai Basanisthesontai
of brimstone„ where are the beast and the false prorthet; and they shall be
emeraakai nuktos eis tons aiwnas turn aiwnwn."
tormented da-, and night for the ages of the ages."
maas cast into the lake of fire and brimstone." The devil was cast down
from heaven (12:9), then imprisoned (20:2ff), now he received his final doom.
In our Apocalypse the means of destruction is supernatural fire,(see 2 Thes.l:8).
Fire issues from the Beloved to consume all the godless.
This is the final punishment and judgment of the devil. Thus at this verse
is completed. the whole series of visions commencing at chapter 12, in which
are set forth the origin and progress of the influence of evil, and the
final termination of the conflict between God and His Church on the one
hand, and the devil and his adherents on the other hand.
It remains now only to shpdow forth the surpassing glory of the saints 10
their everlasting home, and thus to bring the book to a conclusion. This is
the theme of the remaining chapters.. (Onuthe devil that deceiveth them",
see on verse 3; and on "the lake of fire and brimstone," see chapter 19:20).
Shall be tormented (see Matt. 8:29, "Art thou come hitehr to torment us
before the time?")
Remember the beast and the false prophet had already been captured and
thrown into the Lake of Fire after their defeat by the conquering Christ.
How the devil, following the destruction of Gog and Magog whom he had deceived, was thrown into the Lake of Fire and Brimstone alongside his two
chief agentsw there to be tortured for ever. This is the consummation of
all the woes, plagues, conflicts, etc., etc.
All these conflicts between the supernatural foes had begun with the breaking of the first seal by the Lamb in 6:1. Save the Millennium, Satan had been
in control. He had deceived the Roman empreors and their subjects, and the
kings of the nations and their subjefits, so that all the heathen had been
destroyed by the wrath of God. The harlot and the beasts, his chief agents
had been eliminated. Except for Death and Hades, Satan was the only enemy
of God, Christ, and the faithful Christians that remained.
Satan is now shorn of his power, and the age of world history, his age,
which had become debased and corrupt, comes to an end with him. This is
the climax to which John and been building up. Even so, despite his skill
for vivid and dramatic portrayal, John had given us only a brief (one verse)
and exceedingly colorless account. of the final downfall of Satan, the
source and symbol of all the evil the world and the Christians had suffered
during Satan's reign.
The great deceiver is gone. He had deceived the whole world, beginning with
Adam and Eve, and even after a thousand-year confinement in Hades he had still
been able to deceive the vast Millennial-Age populations. He had deceived a
third of God's company of angels into following him in his cosmic rebellion.
But now he is gone. God is eternal and omnipotent, the Creator.
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IV. THE GREAT JUDGMENT DAY, REVELATION 21:11-15.
l. A great white throne, Rev. 20:11.
"Kai eidon thronon leukort megan„ kai ton kathemenon pep autoul ou apo
"And I saw a throne white great, and him who sits on it, whose from
proswpou ephugen e ge kai o ouranos, kai topos ouch eurethe autois."
face fled the earth and the heaven, and place was not found for them."
Here "megan11 - great - is added to the throne pictures in 4:4; 20:4. The
scene is prepared for the last judgment often mentioned in the New Testament. (See Matt. 25:31-46; Rom. 1)010; 2 Cor. 5:10).
"The absolUte purity of this Supreme court is syMbolized by the colour of
the Throne,"(Swete). (See Daniel 7:9; Ps. 9:1; 97:2). The name of God is not
mentioned, but the Almighty Father sits upon the.throne,(4:2f, 9; 5:1,7,13;
19:L1; 21:5). The Son sits there with Him (Heb. 1:3) and works with the
Father (John 5:19-21; 10:30; Matt. 25:31ff; Acts 17:31; 2 Cor. 5:10).
All is now spiritual. We can think of the non-eternity of the universe.
Judgment is reserved for God. John saw a great throne. "White" is the colour
of purity and all heavenly virtues, (see 3:4; 2:17.etc.). "Him that sat on it".
God the Judge is here intended. God the Son is also meant,(see Matt. 25:31
and John 5:22). The destruction of the world is complete - "no place is
found for them." Such an event is nearly always portrayed in the description of the last judgment in the Apocalypse and in the New Testament generally.
(See ch. 16:20).
John now sees God on a great white throne. John next realtes that both the
earth and the heaven fled away, and no place was found for them. Maybe the
earth had been polluted anc corrupted to such an extent that it could not
be purified and renovated. Maybe heaven still remains as a. place for God's
throne and the final judgment.
But in Revelation the new age is a completely new creation and that heaven
as well as the earth must vanish in °rale. to provide a place for it.,(see
2 Peter 3:10, 13). As for God's throne the place existed before the first
creation of heaven and earth,(Genesis 1:4). It may be that JOhn considered
God's great white throne as existing before the second creation.
"Earth and sky fled away." This throne is identified only in terms of the
One who sat thereon. God is so majestic that earth and sky fled from His
presence. The sky is the heaven. The fleeing of earth and heaven makes room
for the new earth and heaven soon to come„(Rev. 4:1). This dissolution of
the heaven and the earth is also reflected in 2 Peter 3:10.
2. They will be judged by what they had done, Rev. 20:12.
"Kai eidon tous nekrous, mikrous kai megaloum, estwtas enwpion tou Theous,
"And I saw the dead,
small and great,
standing before God,
kai BiBlia enewchthesan; kai BiBlion alla enewchthel o estin tes zwes,
and book another was opened; which is that of life.
which is that life,
Kai ekrithesan of nekroi ek twn gegrammenwn en toffs BiBliois, kata to
And were judged the dead out of out of the things written in the books4
erga aut 414)
according to their words,""
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The general resurrection of v13 is pictured by anticipation as already over.
No living are 'mentioned after the battle of verses 7-10, though some will
be living when Jesus comes to judge the quick and the dead (II Tim. 4:1;
I Thess. 4:13ff;. All classes and conditions (11:14.; 13:16; 19:5, 18)
John saw "standing before the throne."
The record of each human being has been kept in God's books. Books were
opened. Each human being is judged. The sentence upon each rests upon
written evidence.
Another book which is the book of life was opened. This book has already
been mentioned (3:5; 13:8; 17:8). It is the roll of living citizens of
Jerusalem" (Swete), the Church of the first born enrolled in heaven,(Heb. 12:23)0
The "books" are "the vouchers for the book of life,"(Alford). Vie are saves
by grace, but character at last (according to their works) is the test as
the fruit of the tree (Matt. 7:16;; 10:32f; 25:31-46; John 15:6;2 Cor.5:10;
Rev. 2:23; Rom. 2:10; Rev. 20:12; 22:12).
The books opened in God's court contain the deeds of men, whose fate is
determined by the evidence of these "vouchers for the book of life",(Alford).
The latter volume forms as it were a register of those predestinated to
eternal life.
The figure of books containing a record of man's career was a realistic
expression of Jewish belief in moral retribution, which prevailed especially in eschatological literature. The books contain bot the good and the
bad deeds alike of the saints.(as Daniel 7:10; ASC Isa.9:20f).(Charles).
Are have noted that the scene of the judgment is before the great white throne. God Himself is the Judge. She growing tension of 20 chapters reaches
its climax in the judgment scene. Man's eternal destiny hangs in the balance.
The account is surprisingly brief.
The first resurrection featured only the martyrs. This general resurrection
includes all the dead. Nothing is said about the living. John portrays the
inclusiveness by citing the "dead" of all classes.
The dead were judged out of those things which were written in the books,
according to their works. Both the godly and the ungodly. The "books" show
fully why certain names are selected and inscribed in the "book of liffe."
Here is enforced again the lesson with which the Apocalypse opens in the .
Epistle3to the Seven Churches, viz, that the reward will follow according
to the works, (see 2:5; 3:15.etc.).
"The dead were judged out of those things- which were written in the books,
according to their works." Those who were "dead in Christ" (I Thess.14:16)
had all been resurrected from the dead before the millennium, but the"rest
of the dead lived not again until the thousand years were finished", (Rev.
R0:5). This is the second resurrection. Over these will also prevail a
second death,(20:6, 14)
For one awful hour they must stand before God for judgment. This will be
the "resurrection of damnation01 spoken of by Christ,(John 5:29). The word
"damnation" - krisis - translated"judgment". The first resurrection will
be unto life, the second unto judgment.
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Those who have believed on Christ unto salVation will not come or appear
for judgment at the great white throne at all,(see John 5:24). God has books
in heaven, so that no deed or word of any man or any woman who ever lived
has been lost. (See Luke 8:17). Evidently all these works of every individual will not only be shown to God, but also will be displayed to every
one else. All will know that God bases His judgment on the true facts°
These "books" are for a testimony to all God's creatures.
There is also another book, the Book of Life. In this "Book" had once been
inscribed the name of every child ever conceived, and Who had been granted
life by God
Sadly, however•, multitudes during their lifetimes (whenever
it became evident that they had rejected God's provision of salvation for
them through Jesus Christ) had had their namesoblotted out of the book
of life",(Rev. 3:5; Ex. 32:33; Ps. 69:20-* This book will also be opened,
as the resurrected dead stand before the awful Majesty on the shining throne.
Then judgment will be pronounced as each stands before God for a review of
his life. This judgment is to be based on works, so all of man's works
must be reviewed, and reviewed fairly, in light of opoortunity and motivatr
ion. (See Luke 12:47-48).

3. They

were judged every man according to his works, Rev. 20:13.
"Kai edwkan e thalassa tous en aute nekrous, kai o thanatos kai o axles
"And gave up the sea the in it dead,
and death and hades gave up
edwkan tous en autois nekrous; kai ekrithesan ekastos kata to erga autwn."
the in them
and they were judged each according to thalr
dead;
works."
For the sea to give is to give up. Sea as well as land delivers all
kinds of dead, good and bad. Swete notes that accidental deaths will not
prevent any from appearing . Milligan is sure that the sea here means
"the sea of the troubled and sinful world."
Death and Hades is "an inseparable pair",(Swete) as in 1:18; 6:8; 20:14.
"The gates of Hades" means (Matt. 16:18) the power of all death. In actual
use Hades is sometimes treated as the actual abode of the unrighteous.
(See Luke 16:23).(Charles). Here each man receives judgment according to
his deeds,(Rev. 2:23. etc. etgo).
Judgment is appointed before the King of kings.(See 4:35). God Himself is,:
the Judge. The first resurrection featured only the martyrs. This general
resurrection includes all the dead. Nothing is said about the living.
John portrays the inclusiveness by citing the dead of all classes, the
dead in the sea and the dead who had been hald captive by Death and
Hade.4 John says that in this final judgment the dead from the sea as
well as from the graves will be raised.
Death and Hades a5.e personified here.(See 6:8). They are man's enemies.
Death is related to man's sin and estrangement from God. Hades was
thought-0 be the prison in which the dead were held. They surrender
their prisoners for this final judgment.
"They were judged each according to their deeds." It is God Himself who
judges the resurrected dead.(See 22:12). God is on His "great white throne"
to judge all who have been raised from the dead, save the ma rtyrs.
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Every unsaved person through the ages,- from every nation of every time, ell!
will be raised in their old bodies of flesh and stand before God in judgment.
This second resurrection will not be a resurrection unto life. Taht is, the
bodies will not be immortal, like those of the saints in the first resurrection, but will be same old mortal l7odies, still subject to pain and death.
Paul says that "death is swallowed up in victory" at the time when "this
mortal shall have put on immortality", but that God gives "us the victory
through our Lord. Jesus Christ,"(I Cor 15:54,57).
There, in an aching, trembling body of flesh, every man will have to watch
his deeds in the flesh displayed to the whole creation so that both. he and
every other person must finally acknowledge that his condemnation is just.
Some may protest, as their evil works are reviewed, that they have also done
many good works, even many religious works. (See.Matthew 7:22-23).
God will judge them by their works. Since they have rejected God's grace
and His offer of forgiveness and salvation through personal faith in Christ,
,nd have chosen instead to offer their own meritorious works in payment
for salvation. But it is "not by works of righteousness which we have done"
that He can save us, since the measure of righteousness is Christ Himself,
and "all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God,"(Titus 3:5; Rom.3:23).
None have attained God's standard. Therefore, "They were condemned every man
according to their work."

4. The

second death, Revelation 20:14.
"Kai o Thanatos kai o Ades eBlethesan eis ten laimnen tou puros. Outos
This
"And the Beath and Hades were cast into the lake of fire.
estin o Deuteros Thanatos."
is the Second Death."

"Rere cast"
eblethesan - As the Devil (20:10) followed the twe beasts
(19:20) into the same dread lake of fire. Death is personified and disposed
of, "The Last Enemy" (I.Cor. 15:26) and Paul sings the paean of victory
over death (I Cor. 15:54f;from Hosea 13:14)«
Hades has no more terrors, for the saints are in heaven. There is no more
fear of death (Heb. 2:15), for death is no more (rev. 21:4). The second death
(2:11; 20:6; 21:8) is here identified as in 21:8 with the lake of fire.
Death as sin's ally must be destroyed along with Sin , while Hades, the grim
receptacle of Death's nrey (the intermediate rendezvous for the dead, except
for martyrsi6:10), naturally ceases to have any function. This was the cherished hope of early Christianity as of Judaism,(Isa. 25:8).
John's idea of the Second Death is much more realistic and severe than the
Hellenic or the Philonic. Diiath and Hades are here personified. This is
the Second Dpath. Add even the Lake of Fire. The first death is the actual
death of the body, and which is the natural result of that spiritually dead
state into which, since the Fall, man is born, and which is as it were, his
normal state. In a similar manner, the first resurrection is the risen spiritual life of conversion. While the second resurrection is the resurrection,
of all men, and the bestowal of eternal life upon the just.
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"This is the second death." This is being cast into the Lake of Fire. Death
means more than the cessation of life process. To live is to be with God.
Death is separation from God. Second Death is final and complete separation
from God..
John's restraint is dramatically impressive. Briefly, he states the sorrowful end of the condemned. John then moves on to a lengthy a joyful description of the redeemed.
There are more than twenty references in the N. T. alone to the fires of Hell.
Most of these are statements from the Lord Jesus Himself. The warnings are
given with such urgencyr as to leave no doubt that they should be taken with
all seriousnesm.
The ungodly will be sent into their condition of eternal ruin in some location far away from the location of God's eternal presencea and personal
presence, where His glorious power•is specially manifested. It is obvious
that those who die as lost sinners face a terrifying future.
5. John exhibits no callous scorn for the fate of the doomed, Rev. 20:15.
"Kai ei tis ouch eurethe en to BiBlw tes zwes gegrammenos, eBlethe eis
he was cast into
"And if any one was not found in the Book of life written,
ten limnen tou puros."
the lake of the fire."
In this short sentence the doom is told of all who are out of Christ. For they
too follow the Devil and the two beasts into the lake of fire. There is no
room here for soul sleeping, for an intermediate state, for a second chance.
In John 5:29; Acts 24:15; Daniel 12:2 There is a resurrection to death as well
as to life.
In Enoch 38:5 and 46:9 the wicked are handed ove by God to the saints, before
whom they burn like straw in fire and sink like lead in water. The souls of
the murdered gaze on the torture of their former prsecutors.
But the milder spirit of the Christian prothet, John, abstains from making
the Christian saints thus punish or witness the punishment of the doomed,
(see 14:10). But the features of Eanoc and those of the torturing angels
and the gradations of punishment are conspicuous by their absence from
John's Apocalypse.
In the Aeocalypse there is a stern simplicity about the whole description,
and just enough pictorial detail is given to make the passage morally
suggestive. If John betrays no pity for the doomed, he exhibits no callous
scorn for their fate.
This verse has already been asserted in vv12-13. The warning had been previously given that those who worshipped the beast would be tortured fop, ever
with fire and brimstone,(14:9-11). This prediction is now fulfilled, for
tthose whose names were nefin the Book of Life, who by definition in 13:8
had worshipped the beast, are the next to be thrown into the like of fire,
where they will be tortured for an eternity of time. Here they will dwell
with Satan and the beasts whom they followed and worshipped.
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Lost men and women. are condemned by the re-Cord of their works and also by
the absence of their names in the Lamb's Book of. Life. One can speculate
that beside each person's name as entered into the Book at the time of conception will be recorded the time of his "age of accountability", the date
of his conversion to Christ his Saviour, and evidence of demonstrating; the
genuineness of that conversion. However, if ther are no entries for the lamt
two items by the time that the person dies, the entire record will be blotted out, (Rev..36)0. And an awful blank will be left in the Book at the
place where his name would have been° Exhibiting this blank spot in the
Book will be the final and conclusive evidence that the person being judged
must be consigned to the lake of fire.
There will be degrees of punishment in Hell, just as there are degrees of
reward in Heaven. Both will be based on works in light of opportunity and
heart motivation. Men and women will have to live with themselves and their
own sinful, yet unrequited, lusts and hateds for ever. In one sense, wickedness generates its own suffering° After all, that is what they preferred to
the love of Christ.
God loved them and Christ died for them, to give them forgiveness and eternal life. But they did not desire Christ nor His love nor His presencec.
They preferred to continue in their sins, independent of God and His will.
Remember that the authority for these fearful teachings is none other than
the One who has the keys of Hades and Death, (ffiv.
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THE ETERNAL DESTINY OF VICTORS
REVELATION 21:1-27
INTRODUCTION:
The bliss of the saints occupies this Seventh Vision, the closing vision. From the
smoke and pain and heat it is a relief to pass into the clear, clean atmosphere of
the eternal morning where the breath of heaven is sweet and the vast City of God
sparkles like a diamond in the radiance of His presence. The dominant idea of the
passage is that surroundings must be in keeping with character and prospects.
John has described in great detail the travail of human history and the suffering role of God's people. Now John looks beyond earth's final judgment and sees
the destiny of the Christians. This entire section presents three controlling
ideas. (I) There will be a new creation. (2) A new city will be man's abode.
(3) God's presence will be known in a new fullness.
Of these God's nresence is determinative inspite of the obvious fact that John
devotes more space to the description of the Holy City.
DISCUSSION:
1. WITH GOD IN THE HOLY CITY, REVELATION 21:1-4.
1. A new heaven and a new earth, Rev. 21:1.
"Kai eidon ouranon kainon kai gen kainen; o gar prwtos ouranos kai e
"And I saw a heaven new and earth a new; for the first heaven and the
prwte ge parelthen, kai e thalassa ouk estin eti.
first earth were passed away, and the sea no is longer."
This new vision is the picture of the bliss of the saints. The first heaven
and the first earth went away. "Fled away" -ephugen - in,20:11. The sea
had given up its dead (20:13). The old physical world is gone in this vision. It is not a picture of renovation of this earth, but of the disappearance of this earth and sky (but not heaven where God dwells).
It is a glorious picture here in 21:1-8 in sharp contrast to the lake of
fire in 20:11-15. The symbolism is that a stern and glorious reality exists
behind it all.
The absence of the sea from John's ideal universe is due to its mythological connection with the primitive dragon-opponent of God, the last trace
of whom now is obliterated. The world is to end as it began, with creation.
Only it is a new creation, with a perfect paradise, and no thwarting evil.
The seer now portrays the eternal bliSs of the redeemed in heaven,(see Isa 60
and Ezekiel 0, which follows the account of Gog and Magog, as does this.
A new heaven and a new earth. The threefold division of heaven and earth
and sea represents the whole of this world,(see 10:6). The absence of the
sea seems to typify the absence of instability and wickedness in the New
Jerusalem. John believed that the new creation would have no sea.
The new earth is equipped for man's perfect state. There is no more sea.
On the present earth about 70% of it is< covered by seq. The whole world
will consist of inhabitable ?end surfaces on the new earth. The text reads
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there is no sea on the new earth. There will be no need for a sea on the
new earth. In the new earth there will be no animals at all. All the mem
and women who live there will have glorifies bodies with no more need: for
water-.. Their resurrected bodies will be composed,. like that of the Lord
Jesus, of flesh and bone (Lk. 24:39; Mil 3:21) but apparently with no need
of blood (I Cor. 15:50) to serve as a cleanser and restorer of the body's
flesh as at present. This - eliminates the major need for water on the earth.
(Blood is about 90% water, and present-day human flesh is about 65% water).
Only the eearth is a"water-planet", suitable for biological life as we
know it now.
There will be water, however, (Rev. 22:1-2) on the new earth. That water
will be the water of everlasting life.
2. The Church triumphant, Revelation 21:2.
"Kai egw Iwannes eidon ten polin ten agiam, Iepousalem kainen, kataBaincoming
holy, Jerusalem new,
"And IlJohnIsaw the city
ousarn apo tou Theou ek tou ouranou, etoimasmenen ws numphen ketkosmerrznora
out of the heaven, prepared as a bride adorned
down from God
tw andri autos."
for husband her."
"The new earth must have a new metropolis, not another Babylon, but another
and greater Jerusalem„"(Swete), and not the old Jerusalem which was destroyed in 70. A.D. It was called the Holy City in a conventional way (Matt. 14:5;
27:53), but now in reality because it is new and fresh. This is the heavenly Jerusalem of hope (Heb. 12:22), this is Jerusalem above (Gal. 4:260)
where our real citizenship is, ('Phil. 3:20)0
"Coming down out of heaven from Godl A glorious picture caught by John
and repeated from 3:12 and again in 21:10. But Charles distinguishes this
new city of God from from that in 21:9 to 22:2 because there is no tree of
life in this one. But one shrinks from too much manipulation of this symbolism. It is better to see the glorious picture with John and let it tell
its own story.
The life of the Lamb made herself ready in her bridal attire. Only here
the figure of bride is not the people of God as in 19:7, but the abode
of the people of God (The New Jerusalem)* "Adorned for her husband."
This conception of the New Jerusalem as Messiah's bride in the latter days
is an original touch, added by the prophet to the traditional Jewish material. In 4 Esd. 6:26, "The bride shall appear, even the city coming forth,
and she shall be seen who is now hidden from the earth." But this precedes
the 400 years of bliss, at the close of which Messiah dies.
In Enoch 90:28f a new and better house is substituted for the old, while in
4 Esd. 9:11 the mourning mother rather suddenly becomes "a city builded with
large foundationsl These partial anticipations lend some colour to Dalman's
plea that the conception of a pre-existent heavenly Jerusalem was extremely
limited in Judaism, and that John's vision is to be isolated from the other
New Testament hints. This city is holy and new. It is a recreated Jerusalem
which had its origin in heaven. It comes down out of heaven.. It should be
thought of as a new creation of God. Here he describes the new holy city as
a beautiful bride adorned for her husband.
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The term "holy" signified merely that God had set it apart as a city
dedicated to God's own great purposes, even though the behaviour of its
people often was unholy. In the New Jerusalem the city will be holy, but
so will all its inhabitants, (Rev. 20:6; 22:11)o We should accept this
great vision of the New Jerusalem as a real place prepared by Christ in
the distant heavens (John 2102-3) and now finally brought with Him to the
new earth.
It is the city for which Abraham had looked, one "which hath foundations,
whose builder and rgaker is God,(Hebrews11:10). It is the city which God
"hath prepared for them" which have the faith to believe His Word and
follow His will,(Hebrews 11:16). It is "the city of the living God, the
heavenly Jerusalem," where one day will be gathered together "the general
assembly and Church of the first-born" with all the"just men" whose
spirits have been "made perfect" in the great resurrection ,(Heb.12:22-23).
The Scriptures taken literally do teach that there is even now a great city
being built by Christ far out in space somewhere. To this city go the spirits
of all who - die in Christ, there to await His return to earth. When Jesus
comes back, He will bring the Holy City with Him and set it up for a time
somewhere in earth's atmospheric heavens. There will be established His
judgment seat, as well as the heavenly Temple and its altar, to which John
frequently refers in Revelation. The resurrected and the raptured saints
will dwell in this city.
To John's enraptured gaze, the city seemed like a radiant bride, beautiful
in glistening white garments, ready for her wedding. Indeed in one sense,
the city was the bride, personified thus in virtue of all the saints residing therein. These saints comprise the eternal wife of the Lamb,(21:9-10).
This city had been prepared. -"hetoimaze - completely by God Himself. This
is the same word used by our Lord Jesus when He told His disciples, "I go
to prepare a place for you," (John 1)4:2). It is also recorded in Hebrews
11:16:"He hath prepared for them a city." Most beautifully, it is the word
chosen by the Apostle Paul ill Corinthians 2:9.

3. God's

presence in a New Fullness, Rev. 21:3.
"Kai ekousa phwnes megales ek tou ouranou, legousen, Idou, e skene tou
"And I heard a voice great out of the heaven,, saying, Behold, the tabernacle
Theou meta twn anthrwpwn„ kai skenwsei met autwn, kai autoi laoi
of God is with men, and He shall tabernacle with them, and they peoples
autou esontai, kai autos o Theos estai met autwn Theos autwn,"
His shall be, and Himself God God shall be with them their God."
Once again a loud voice calls out from heaven, and the message is one of
triumph and great benediction. It is one of the angels of the Presence
speaking,(16:17;•19:5). "He shall dwell.," is used of the Incarnate Christ
on earth by John:(1044), now a blessed reality of the Father. God is now
Immanuel in fact, as was true of Christ (Matt. 1:23).
The whole meaning and value of the New Jerusalem lies in the presence of God.
God's presence is with men which it guarantees. God is now accessible. The
O. T. promises are realized. Men are consoled with eternal comfort. God will
tabernacle with men. Thus God makes His abode in His glorified Church.,
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great benediction.. "They peoples His shall be." There will be "many natims"
there, but all will be "my people„" and He will be "their God". Every nation
will once again speak the sane language. "God will turn to the people a
pure language, that they may all call on the name of the Lord, to serve God
with one consent,"(Zephaniah 3:8-9).
"Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men." In the days of His flesh (Jn01:14)
the eternal God temporarily "tabernacled" among men and then returned to
heaven. In the eternal age to come He will set up His dwelling-place on
earth and "tabernacle" here forever.

4. God

will be personally present, Revelation 21:4.
"Kai ezaleinsiei o Theos pan dakruon ano twn ophthaImwn autwn, kai o than"A.nd shall wine away God every tear from-their eyes; and death. shall be no
atos ouke stai eti, oute nenthos, oute krauge, mite ponos ouk estai eti,
longer, nor mourning, nor crying, nor distress, not any shall be longer,
oti to prwta apelthon."
because the former things are passed away."
The great voice from heaven
ever heard. "Shall wine out
mother as in 7:17,(see Isa.
tear, for death is no more,
pain are all gone. There is

continues with one of the most blessed messages
every tear out of their eyes like a tender
25:8). There is no more that ought to cause a
mourning, associated with death and crying, and
peace and bliss.

The context here implies these are tears of grief and pain, not of repentance. "There shall be no more labour, nor sickness, nor sorrow, nor anxiety,
nor need, nor night, nor darkness, but a great light." Because sin is no
more,"sorrow and mourning shall flee away." For the former things are passed
away. The former state of things is the state now existing,(see v1)6
This great deliverance has been purchased dearly at the cost of infinite
sorrow, pain, sweat, dying on the part of God Himself, through Christ Jesus.
(See Luke 22:44 and Hebrews 5:7). Jesus was made the curse for us,(Ga1/3:13).
God in perfect justice can remove the curse forever,(Rev. 22:3)0
II. T}

CONSUMMATION CF SALVATION, REVELATION 21:5-8.

1. These words are true and faithful, Rev. 21:5.
"Kai eipen o kathemenos epi ton thronou, Idou, kaina panta poiwo Kai
"And said he who sits on the throne, Lo new all things I make. And he
legei moil Wrapsion oti outoi of logoi alethinoi kai nistoi eisin."
says to me, Write, because these words true and Faithful
are."
The first time since 1:8 that God has been represented as speaking directly,
though voices have come out of the throne before (21:3) and out of the
sanctuary (16:1, 17), which may be from God Himself, though more likely
from one of the angels of the Presence. This message is not addressed to
John (7t114; 17t:7; 21:6; 22:6), but to the entire world of the blessed.
"And he saith" probably means a change of speakers, made plain by "moi"to me. An angel assures John and urges him to write. The reason given is
precisely the saying in 22:6. God's words are reliable and genuine.
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eternal promises, Revelation 21:6.
"Kai eipen moi, Tegonen. Egw eimi to A kai to A, e arche kai to telos.
"And He said to me, It is doneo I AM the Alpha and the Omega, and the end.
Egw tw dipsiwnti dnsw ek tes peges tou udatos tes Zwes dwrean.
I to him that thirsts will give of the fountain of water of life gratuitouslyo"
Here again it is the voice of God because, as in 118, He says: "I am the
Alpha and the Omega"with the addition "the beginning and the end." It is
the whole used in 22:13 of Christ. Here God is the First Cause and the
Finality. But God works through Christ (Jn.l:3; Heb. 1:2f; Col. 1:12-20).
God is the bountifil Liver of the Water of Life,(James 1:5, 17).. It is God's
own promise, "I will give," (Matt. 25:8). "Tis done, all is over." The perg
fecting of God's work is followed, as in isa. 54-56,. by a liberal promise
of satisfaction to all spiritual desire, and the three ideas of consolaticn,
eternal refreshment, and Divine fellowship are thus conjoined as in 7:14-17.
The promise implies that thirst is accompanied by readiness and eagerness
to accept the boon, which is free and full and filial. The thirst for God is
opposed to the unbelief and vice which quench it. Just as the victorious
life is contrasted with the craven spirit which shrinks from the hardships
and demands of faith°
The life i strenuous obedience now enters into a state of filial confidenm
to the great God, bestowed on all who acquit themselves nobly in their probation. By a rare touch (since 3:22) in the Apocalypse, the individual Christian is singled out. Usually the writer is interested in the general body of
Christians. Here, however, as in chs. 2-3, religious individualism aptly
followS the idea of personal promise and encouragement,(see 22:17), as afterwards of judgment,(see 22:11-12).
"I am the Alpha and the Omega"". As the book opens,so it closes with the
solemn assurance of the certainty and unchangeableness of God's eternal
promises,(22:13; 1:8). The second clause interprets the first; a third form
of expressing the same idea occurs in 22:13, "the Firtand the Last."
"I will give unto him that is athirst of the fountain of the water of life
freely. The same ideas are repeated in ch. 22:13-17. In exactly the same
sense the words, "Living Water", are used in John 4:101( also Matt. 5:6),
"Thirsts after righteousness."
That is none other than the glorified Christ who is speaking to John is demohstrated by His renewed reference to Himself as Alpha and omega,(see 1:8; 2213).
Just as the work of Creation was finished (Gen.2:1-3) and the work of Redemption was finished (Jn. 19:30), so now the work of consummation and restore.6
ation has been finished.
The lard renews a promise mesa long ago. John had recorded the conversationist.
the well of Samaria,(John 4:4). (Also see John 7:371-39).
This "water of life" is both symbolic of the Holy Spirit, with the eternal
life He gives all wtio believe on Christ and also literal water, sparkling
pure and abundant in the beautiful river flowing through the holy city,
Revelation 22:1), He will maintain the glorified bodies of the saints,(Rev.22:1-2)o
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3. This is the text on which the Apocalypse is based, Revelation 21:7.
"0 nikwm kleronomesei nanta, kai esomai autw Thea$, kai autos estai
"He that overcomes shall inherit all things, and I will be to him God,
estai moi o son."
and he shall be to Meta 30114"
This recalls the promises at the close of each of the Seven Letters in
chapters 2 and 3. "Inherit" is here interpreted for the benefit of those
who share in Christ's victory. These woods of v7 show the reason for the
words of verse six. Though the words themselves do not often recur, yet
the spirit of them is constantly appearing, (See 12:11; John 16:33).
"He that overcometh shall inherit these things." These are the promises juat
enumerated. These words show the reason for the words of v6. "This place
of bads: is prepared for the righteous who endure every kind of attack in
their lives from thos who afflict their souls. For them this- place is prepared as an eternal inheritance." This is an incidental allusion.
The solitary allusion to sonship expresses the close relation to God for
which John elsewhere prefers to use the metaphor of priesthood. Partly
owing to the bent of his mind, partly owing to the stern circumstances of
his age,. he allows tha majesty and mystery of God to overshadow that simple
and close confidence which Jesus inculcated towards the Father (see Titus,
13,14), as also the direct love of God for His peopIe,(2000.
God says that these rewards are to be the heritage of the one who conquers.
God now promises that He will be his God and the martyr will be His son.
This is a concept of divine sonship that Paul had earlier developed,(Ga1.4:7).
This is an assurance that all the "overcomers" in all the true churches
everywhere have now, in the resurrection and the new earth, finally received the fulfillment of all the Promises of God. They shall inherit all
things. This is because Christ Himself is "heir of all things,"(Heb. 1:2).
Those who are in Christ are "joint-heirs with Christ,"(Rom. 8:17).
The heir relation is also a son relation, (Rom.8:16-17). Every true-. believer,
redeemed through faith in Christ as Saviour and Lord becomes both son and
heir of the mighty God of creation.(See I Cor. 3:21-23). A glorious inheritance!
4.Those who inherit the second death, Revelation 21:8.
"Deilois de
kai apistois, kai endelugmenois, kai phoneusin, kai pornois,
"But to the fearful, and unbelieving, and abominable, and murderers,and fornikaipharmakeusin, kai eidwlolatrais, kai nasin tois nseudosin, to meros
cators, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, their part is in the
autwn en te limn te kaiomene puri kai theiw; o estin deuteros thanatos."
lake which burnd with fire and brimstone; which is the second death."
In contrast to the state of the blessed (vv3-7) the state of "those who have
disfranchised themselves from the Kingdom of God" is given,(Charles). They
are with Satan and the tweo beasts, and are the same with those not in the
Book of Life (20:15) in the lake of fire and brimstone (19:20; 20;10, lhf).
That is the second death. There are eight epithets used in thislist of doomed.
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"But for the fearful". They are the cowardly who recanted under persecution.
Through cowardice they have not overcome,(see v7). "Fearful" heads the list.
Reference is to physical cowardice, but also to lack of trusting faith in
Christ Jesus. It is similar to unbelief.
The sin of unbelief comes sedond. It is only the sin of unbelief, with its
outward manifestation of fearfulness, which actually sends people to hell.
(See John' 3:18). These are faithless and untrustworthy, in contrast with
Christ. There is no slavation for unbelievers
Abominable - those defiled with abominations. They practice abomination.
That is, the blasphemous and licentious practices associated with idol worship. They have become defiled through the impurities of emperor-worship,(21:27).
Murderers - as a matter of course.. This refers to criminal homicide. These
are also the persecutors of the Christians who put them to death..
The fornicators and sorcerers are the same as idolaters. These two crimes
often go together. These have a powerful grip on men's lives. Sorcerers deceived the heathen (9;21; 18:23), and idolaters were the heathen deceived
by them. They become defiled and fouled by the impurities of the pagan cults .
All liars - all who are false in any way. These took no part in the first,
spiritual resurrection. "Liars" are primarily recreant Christians who dew
their faith and Lord, or worship false gods. They are also untruthful
Christians who cheat and lie to one another (Acts 5:3; Col. 3:9). All
these have their part in the lake of fire. By their conduct they are completely different from the martyrs and deserve the fate that has overtaken
them. All liars are included in the roster of the condemned. Satan himself
is the father of liars,(Jn. 8:44).
1II.THE APPEARANCE OF THE NEVI JERUSALEM, REVELATION 21;9-14.
1.A description of those who have been "faithful unto death, Rev. 21:9.
"Kai elthen Pros me eis twn epta aggeIwn twn echontwn tas epta phialas
"And came to me one of the seven angels whith had the seven bowls. •
tas gemousas twn epta plegwn twn eschatwn, kai elalesen met emou, legwn,
full of the seven plagues
and spoke with me, saying,
last,
Ceuro, deizw soi ten Numpherr, tou Arniou ten gunaika."
Come hither, I will show thee the Bride of the Iamb's the wife."
As in 17:1 with the same introduction when the angel made the announcement
about the harlot city (Babylon), so here the description of the heavenly
city, the New Jerusalem, is given by one of the same group of angels who
had the seven bowls. Thus the Bride is placed in sharp contrast with the
Harlot.
The New Jerusalem was briefly presented in v20 but now is pictured at
length (21:9-22:5) in a nearer and clearer vision. The Bride the wife of
the Lamb. Twice already the metaphor of the Bride has been used (19:7;21:2).
Here she is termed "wife", mentioned proleptically as in 19:7 if the
marriage is not yet a reality.
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Jerusalem with the bride of the Messiah, and combines the various: features
of a renovated, a heavenly, a pre-existent city -- features which occasionally reflect the mythological background of such earlier ideas in Judaism.
One of the seven angels shows John the picture of the .bliss of the faithful - the bride of the Lamb. The angel talked with John. In this verse we
have the description of those who have been "faithful unto death (2:10),
and whose purity and faithfulness are symbolized under the figure of the
"wife of the lamb,(see 17:1).
This is a mighty angel who gives John a marvelous introduction to the
beautiful city where John, along with all the saints, would one day dwell.
This angel was recognized by John as one of the seven chosen by God to
administer the seven final plagues at the end of the tribulation period,
(Revelation 15:1). This is the seventh reference to these seven angels
(See Rev. 17:1; 18:1 and 21; 19:10 and 17; 21:1). The first had instructed
John to"come hither" in order to see the "great whore". The last tells
John also to "come hither", but this time to see "the Bride;„ the Iamb's
wife."
In both cases,John was shown a great city, Babylon in the first instance,
and Jerusalem in the second instance. One he saw thrown down with violence,
to disappear for everl(Rev. 18:21). In the other he saw coming down in glory,
to endure for ever. Jerusalem is the universal tabernacle of God, an eternal and unbounded kingdom of righteousness.
2. A picture of the New Jerusalem, Revelation 21:10.
"Kai apenegken me en pneumati ep opos mega kai upsielon, kai edeizen
"And he carried away me in the Spirit to a mountain great and high, and showed
moi ten nolin ten megalen, ten agian Ierousalem, kataBainousan ek tou
me the city great,
the holy Jerusalem, descending out of the
ouranou apo tou Theou."
heaven from the God,"
As John was in the Spirit once more, the angel took him to a great,high
mountain and showed him the holy city Jerusalem coming down out of
heaven from God. Remember so the devil took Jesus,(Matt. 4:8). John is
under the Spirit of revelation,(Eph. 1:17).
This is a fresh vision marked by a new transport ofecstasy. John visited the
high mountain which was "the Throne of Ged""where the great and Holy One, the
Lord of glory, the King of eternity, will sit when He shall descend to visit
the earth with goodness." From the high mountain John could have a clear
view of "the city.4 So the Bride, the faithful portion of Christ's flock,
is merged in Jerusalem, the heavenly city.
John is somehow stationed outside the city, in order to observe its entire
structure, and yet close enough to it so that he can record the details of
1.11.e beautiful perfections. In v2 John had noted in a simple summary statement that the holy city was coming down to the new earth. His perspective
then was from a great distance, where he had observed the actual creation
of the new earth. But now the angel conveys John to a closer location. Here
he can watch in great wonder as the glorious city moves down past his
reverent gaze,
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3.. The abiding presence of God, Revelation 21:11.

"Echousan -ten :.down; touTheon, kai o phvista:&- Autes (=Pins ilthW
"liavin&the,glory of God, and her luminary radiance was like a stone most
ws lithw• jaspidi krustallizoiti."
precious, as a tone jasper crystal-Ake."
This clause goes with v10. The radiance of the dazzling splendour of God
is as seen in Isaiah 60:1. God's very presence is in the Holy City (the
Bride). "Ught" - luminary - Christ is the Light of the world,(Jn. 8:12).
Christians are the light of the world (Matt.5:14) who have received the
illumination of God in the face of Christ (2 Cor.4:6) and who radiate it
men,(Phil. 2:15).

"The Luminary" of the Holy City is her witness to Christ,"(Swete). "Having
the glory of God" - "With the dazzling splendour of God." This denotes the
manifestation and realization of the Divine presence.
"Her luminary radiance" - "Her brilliance is like a very precious stone, a
jasper, crystal-clear. It is transparent and gleaming as rock-crystal. The
modern jasper is an opaque tinted quartz, only partially translucent at the
edges. The writer regarded both clauses as complementary,(Cheyne). The
jasper probably represents the modern diamond,(see 4:3). The brilliant
light which illumines the city is the characteristic of "Him that sat on
the throne,"(4:3).
The holy city wit be like no other city. The New Jerusalem is arrayed in
radiant light, shining with the glory of God. John can only compare it to
a very precious jasper stone,(4:3). The Lord Jesus is the very "brightness
of his glory,(Heb. 1:3). The City of God is the Bride of the Lamb. She
must be arrayed in fitting apparel for the ages to come, properly "adorned
for her husband." She must" put on the Lord Jesus Christ (Rom. 13:14),
sharing His glory, reflecting His light, and enjoying His presence for
ever.

4. The security of the heavenly city, Rev. 21:12.
"Echousan to teichos mega kai upsielon, echousan pulwnas dwdeka, kai epi
"Having also a wall great and high; having gates twelve, and at the gates
tois puiwsin aggelous dwdeka, kai onomata epigegrammena, a estin twn dwdeka
gates angels
twelve, and names inscribed,
which, are those of
phulmm twn uiwn of Israel- - Israel."
the twelve tribes of the sons of Israel."
John returtig, after the parenthesis ina v11, to the structure in v10, only
to use the accusative "echousan" - having gates - as before to agree mith
"pulonas" - gates. It is for a gate-tower of a city wall,(See 21:12-13, 15, 21).
"Twelve gates" - one for each tribe,(7:l-8)).
"Upon the gate towers" - the names of the twelve tribes of Israel appear, one
on each gate. The wall is a type of the absolute security of the heavenly city..
At the gates are twelve angels, and names written thereon, which are the naireiri
of the twelve tribes of Israel. "Twelve"- signifies completeness, and as being
the number of the tribes of Israel, which are the type of the spiritual Israel
of God. The "angels" are fulfilling their mission as the guardians of men. This
shows the absolute security of the city.
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Even on the score of poetic congruity, the New Jerusalem implied such an
archaic and traditional allusion to the twelve tribes. The angelic guardians of the gates are a trait adde&to the Ezekiel picture.
The wall speaks of strength and eternal security. Above all it is a structure of transcending beauty. In. the wall are twelve gates, and each extenda
nearly to the top of the lofty wall, making access to the city at all levels
very easy. The gates are identified with the names of the children of Israel.
The godly men and women of ancient Israel will be residents of the city and
thus are included among those in the heavenly bride.
Attending at each gate will be one of God's holy angels. They will be ministering spirits, ministering as needed to all "the heirs of salvation" (Hebrews 1:14) entering or leaving the city. There will be a continual rotation
of these heavenly ministers assigned to these gates of the beautiful city,
each ready to go and serve whenever and wherever needed.

5.. The

twelve tribes symbolize the whole company of Christian martyrs, Rev. 21:13.
"Ap anatoles pulwnes treis; apo Borra nulwnes treis; ano notou nulwries
"On the east gates three; on the north gates three;
on the south gates
treis, apo dusmwn nulones treis."
three; on the west gates three."
Three gates on each of the four sides as in Ezekiel 42:16ff. Starting from
the east,as in 16:12. On the northlas in Luke 13:29. From the south,as in
Luke 13:29. From the west, as in Matthew 8:21.
Ezekiel 48:31-34 describes the city as having twelve gates, three on each side,
Ezekiel 42:16-19 with each one bearing the name of one of the twelve tribes.
The twelve angels at the gates is a feature added by John. In 7:108 the twelve
tribes symbolize the whole company of Christian martyrs. John considers that
these twelve gates or tribes signify these same martyrs, who are the new
Israel.

6. The Twelve Apostles of the Iamb, Revelation 21:14.
"Kai to teichoa tes polewa echon themelious dwdeea, kai en autois onom0a
"knd the wall of the city having foundations twelve, and in them names of
twn dwdeka apostolwn tou Arniou."
the twelve apostles of the Iamb."
Twelve foundarion stonea because of the twelve apostles as found Lion stones.
Jesus had spoken of twelve thrones for the apostles,(Matt. 19:28). Nan s: of
all the Twelve are here written, not just that of }ter, as some would
argue from Matt. 16:18. Christ is the Cornerstone, though rejected by the
Sanhedrin (Matt. 21:42ff). One may wonder if the name of Judas is on that
stone or that of Matthias.
"Themelious" having foundations twelve - a symbolic and corporate expression for the historical origin' of the church in the primitive circle of the
disciples who adhered to Jesus,(see 22:19). It is not their names but their
historical and spostolic position which is in the writer's mind, The absence
of Paul's name is no more significant than the failure to emphasize that of
Peter. Here the Twelve Apostles correspond roughly to the Twelve,(see Matt. 19428).
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As the wall has twelve gates, so it also has twelve strong foundations,
deep and secure, transmitting the we.ight of the great wall down to the solid
bedrock of the new earth. One foundation at each corner, plus two in each wall
(iodated between the wall's three gates), is no doubt the pattern employed.
This, indeed, is the "City which hath foundations, whose builder and maker
is God (Hebrews 11:10), and its foundations are secure on the Rock of Ages
(Isaiah 26:) ; Matthew 7:24-25).
The names of the Twelve Apostles inscribed on the foundations surely give
testimony that those redeemed by the Lamb reside in the City, as the names mf
Israel's sons on the gates likewise assure that the saved of ancient Israel
are there, too. (See Ephesians 2:14 and 2:19-21)0)
The analogy between the spiritual of God now being erected by the Holy Spirit,
composed of living believers, and the heavenly tabernacle pitched by God and
now coming to earth, is clear and beautiful.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE HOLY CITY, REVELATION 21615-21.
1. The angel used the measuring rod of gold, Rev. 21:15.
"Kai o laIwn met emou eichen kalamon chrusoun, ina metrese ten main,
"And He speaking with me had a reed golden, that he might measure the city,
kai tous puIwnas autes, kai to teichos autes9"
and gates its,
and its wa11."
The rod of gold was in keeping with the dignity of the service of God (1;12;
5:8; 8:3; 9:13; 15:7). "He that spake" is the angel of verse 9; and Ezekiel
L0:3-5 and 42:15). Here the measuring is evidently to indicate the large
extent of the city. The reed is golden, as being typical heavenly material.
In an earlier passage John was given a reed (11:1-2) with which to measure
the temple. It probably symbolized the measurement of those who were destined
to be martyrs. This sceond scene (21:15) of the measurement of the New Jerusalem, which is so closely relied to the martyrs, is most likely a sequel
to the first, and probably indicates that those who had been "measured" to
be martyrs are now being "measured" for everlasting security, peace, and
blessedness in the New Jerusalem. In their imagery both episodes have been
influenced by the measurement of the temple as related in Ezek. 40:3ff..
The one talking with John is the angel, who had carried him to the high
mountain. In order to impress upon John the tremendous dimensions of the
city, the angel actually meaneres it before his eyes, using s distinctive
measuring rod which, like so much else in the city, was made of gold, but
fine and thin like a reed.
A similar reed, though evidently not of gold, had been used to measure the
temple of the tribulation period (Revelation 11:1). In both cases, the measuring process speaks also of a standard of evaluation and judgment. In the
case of apostate Jerusalem the temple and its worshippers failed to measure
up to God's standard and their dimensions were not even recorded. Consequently,
they were brought under God's chastening. With the new Jerusalem all the
dimensions are measured and carefully recorded, fully satisfying God's highest standards of perfection.
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is God. God has had it carefully recorded in His 'herd. The City is so huge,
its wall so majestic, its gates so magnificent as to transcend all imagination, and God must even have a mighty angel carefully measure and delineate
it, for John's benefit and for ours.
2.. The city is twelve thousand furlongs in each directions, Rev. 21:16.
"Kai e polls tetragwnos keitai, kai to mekos autes tosputoit estinosan kai
"And the city four-square lies, and its length as mucli is
as also the
to nlatos. Kai emetresen ten polio tw kalamw eni stadiiwn dwde4a chiliadwn;
breadth. And he measured the city with the reed furlongs twelve thousand;
to mekos kai to platos kai to updios autes isa estin."
the length and the breadth and the height-of it equal are."
It is a tetragon or quadrilateral quadrangle (21:12ff). The length thereof
is as great as the breadth. It is rectangular, both wall and city within.
Babylon according to Ilerodotus, was a square, each side being 120 stadia.
Didorus Siculus says that Nineveh was also four-square.
It is not clear whether the 1500 miles (12,000 furlongs) is the measurement
of each of the four sides or the sum total. Some of the Rabbis argued that
the walls of the New Jerusalem of Ezekiel would reach to Damascus and the
height would be 1500 miles high.
"Equal" That is, it is a perfecr- cube like the Holy of Holies in Solomon's
Temple,(I Kings 6:19ff). This same measurement is applied to Christ's love
in Ephesians 3:16, with depth added. The meaning is that Heaven will be
large enough for all, as Jesus said (john 14:1ff), without insisting on
the materialistic measurement of a gorgeous apartment house full of inside
rooms. So the measures of the City are taken.
The shape is complete and symmetrical,. to which nothing is wanting to render
the shane perfect. The angel measured the city in each direction twelve-thousand furlongs. It is a large and complete number - the number of the sealed
in each tribe, (See ch.7). The length and the breadth and the height of it a7e
equal. The city forms a vast cube, and this is typical of its perfect nature.
The Holy of Holies was thus cubical in shape,(I Kings 6:20). It is an angel's
measurement.
3. The measure here used by the angel is that used by men, Rev. 21:17.
(See 13:18)
"Kai emetresen to teichos,autes, ekaton etessarakonta tessarwn nechwn, mdron
four cubits,
"And he measured its wall, a hundred and forty
measure
anthrwpou, o estin, aggelon."
the man's hand, which is, the angel's."
Though measured by an angel, a human standard was employed, man's measure Which
is pngel's,(Bengel)w The whole description is a sacred number of completeness.
"There shall he to the just in eternity a great wall which cannot be broken
down,u(Simcox). A reminder tharangels were not above men. In the height of the
city is included the hill on which it stands,(Alford). In 19:10 and 22:9
men and angels were on equality. A cube was originally a unit of measure the
length of a man's arm froqinside the elbow to the tip of his middle finger,
about eighteen inches.
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4.Exceeding brightness and purity, Revelation 21:18.
"Kai en e endbmesis tou teichous autes iaspis; kai e polls chrusion
and the city gold
"And was the structure of the wall jasper;
kathatoms omoia valw katharwe
pure,
like glass pure."
The fact of building - endomesis. The wall had jasper (v11) built into it.
The city shone like a mass of gold in contrast with the jasper lustre of
the wall. "Hualos" - pure glass, and so raindrop. Only in 21:18. It has the
radiance of the dazzling sjblendour of God as is seen in Isaiah 60:1. God's
very presence is in the Holy City. Christ is the light of the world.
"Jasper" is crystal clear. It is transparent and gleaming as rook-crystal.
The brilliant light which illumines the city is the characteristic of"Him
that sat on the throne,"(4:3). The wall itself is made entirely of jasper.
The exceeding brightness and purity is the idea contained in both expressions - the light of vii, which is there associated with jasper and crystal.
The whole description is typical, not literal. The city itself was of pure
gold, as clear as glass.
The exact nature of the jasper stone is uncertain, but it was renowned in the
ancient world. It was one of the stones in the breastplate of the high priests
(Exodus 28:20; 39:13), and in the heavenly Eden (Ezekiel 28:13). The majestic
wall of the city will be brilliantly beautiful. Even more glorious than the
wall is the city itself.
5.The foundations of the walls of the city, Revelation 21:19.
"Kai of themelioi tou teichous tes eolews panti lithw timiw kekosmemeaoi:
"And the foundations of the wall of the city with every stone precious adorned:
o themelios o nrwtos iaspis; odeuteros;o deuteros, sapphiros o tritosl
the foundation first, jasper; the second, sapphibe; the third, chalcedony;
chalkedwn; o tetartos, smaragdos.P
the fourth, emerald."
"With every precious stone." The list of the twelve stones in verses 19 and 20
has no necessary mystical meaning."The writer is simply trying to convey the
impression of a radiant and superb structure,"(Moffatt). The twelve gems do
correspond closely (only eight in common) with the twelve stones on the high
priest's breastplate,(Exodus 28:17-20; 39:10ff; Isaiah 54:11ff; Ezk.28:13).
Charles identifies them with the signs of zodiac in reverse order, a needless
performance here. See the stones in Rev. 4:3. These foundation stones are
visible. For jasper - iaspis - see 4:3; 21:11; 21:18; Isa. 54;12.
For Sapphire - sappheiras - see Exodus 24:10; Isa. 54:11). Chalcedony - chalkedon - we hay no other reference in the N. T. Possibly a green silicate of of
copper from near Chalcedon. Emerald -snaragdos - here only in N. T.. See hm3.
Smaragdinos - and like it a green stone.
The foundations of the walls of the city were garnished with all manner of
precious stones. "All thy borders of of pleasant stones." The first foundaton
was jasper. Probably the diamond. See 4:3. The second, sapphire -thought to
be the modern lapidlazuli. It was of a clear blue colour, and very preciou.s. .
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The third, a chalcedony. Not the modern stone of that name, but a green
carbonate of copper, found in the mines of ;Chalcedon. It was, therefore,
a kind of inferior emerald.
The fourth, an emerald - smara inos - here only in the N. T., See 4:3.
It is the same as the modern stone, and like it a green stone.

6.. There is great variety in hue and brilliancy and in the reaction on each other,
"0 pemptos sardonus; o ektos, sardios; o eBdomos, chrusolithoa; o ogdoo;1:20).
The fifth,sardonyx; the sixth, Sardius; the seventh, chrysolite; the eighth,
Berullos; o enatos. 'opazion; o dekatos, chrusoprasos; o endekatos, vakikberyl; the minth„ topaz; the tenth, chrysoprasus; the eleventh,
inthos; o dwdekatos, amethustos."
jacinth; the twelfth, amethyst."
The fifth, sardonyx. Here only in the N. T. It is white with layers of red,
from sardion (red carnelian) and onyx (white). For Sardius (sardian) see 4:3).
A variety of agate - a kind of onyx, valued for its use in engraving into
cameoa. The name onyx appears to be owing to the resemblance in colour to
the finger-nails.
The sixth, sardius. Probably the modern carnelian.(see 4:3). The seventh,
chrysolyte. A variety of the gem of which that called topaz (the 9th. stone)
is another kind. Chrysolite - chrusolithos - is here only in the N. T.,(Ex.
g8:20), a stone of golden colour like our topaz or amber or *ellow beryl or
golden jasper. This species conatined a considerable amount of yellow colour,
whence the name "Golden Stone". It has been suggested that it is identical
with the modern jacinth or amber.
The eighth, Beryl. Beryl - berullos - again here only in the N. T.,(KX.28:20).
It is a variety of emerald, of less decided green shade than the pure emerald. Note the difficulty of identification, much like the emerald according
to Pliny.
The ninth, topaz.. Topaz - topazion - here only in the N.T. A golden-greenish
stone. Not the modern topaz, but a variety of chrysolite (see 7th. stone',
supra), of a yellowish-green colour, the latter predominating.
The tenth, a chrysoprasus. The name "golden leek-green" appears to point to
a species of beryl, and the modern aqua-marine. It is thus probable a varieth
of of emerald, being a yellowish pale-green hue,. Its colour is like a teek,
transluuen:tgoldem-green.
The eleventh, a jacinth.
red variety of ziroon, which is found in square
prisms, of white, grey, red, reddish-brown, yellow, or pale-green colour.
(See Smith's Dictionary of the Bible). It is "The sapphire of the moderns",
(King). Jacinth - huakinthos - of the colour of the hyacinth, a violet
colour (Pliny), already in 9:17 like blur smoke..
The twelfth, an amethyst. Amethyst - amethustos -only here in N.T.. (See Ex.
28:19). It is of a violet and purple colour, more brilliant than jacinth. It
is a purple stone, possibly the common amethyst. Swete sums up the colours
thus: Blue (Sapphire, jacinth, amethyst), Green (jasper, chalsedony, emerald,

beryl, topaz, chyysoprase) Red,(sardonyx, sardius), Yellew,(44lysolite)0
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But even so there is great variety in hue and brilliancy and in the reaction on each other. Clement of Alexandria argues that this variety illustrates the variety of gifts and graces in the Twelve Apostles. Possibly so.
The purpose of John's description is surely to imaress upon us the indescribable glories and beauties of the holy city, reflecting its heavenly light
in the translucent white and rainbow hues of its mighty jasper wall, resting
upon great an brilliant foundations containing every imaginable colour
and variety of the most beautiful materials that an Omnipotent God can
manufacture.
7. The Twelve Gates were twelve pearls, Revelation 21:21.
"Kai of dwdeka ouIwnes, dwdeka margaritai; ana eis ekastos twn pulwnwni
"And the twelve gates, tevrlve pearls; respectively one each of the gates
en ez enos margaritou; kai e plateia tes polews, chrusion katharon, ws
as
and the streetof the city, gold pure,
was of one pearl;
valos diaPhanes."
glass transparent."
These gate towers were mentioned in verses 12ff. Each of these (Isa.54:12)
is a pezrl, one of the commonest of Jewels (Matt. 7:6; and 13:46; I Tim.2:9).
"A, barbaric construction" according to Charles. "Plateia" - street - refers
to all the streets "Transparent" - rays shining through.
The pearl was known to the ancients from the earliest times, and was always
held in high honour by them,(see 17:4). And the streetof the city was pure
gold, as it were transparent glass,(see v18). The brilliancy was so far
beyond ordinary gold as to make it apparently transparent like glass.
"The street" is not merely one street, but the whole collectively material
of which the streets are composed. The streets of the city are supposed to be
constructed of transparent gold like the house of Zeus. The wall appearing
above the foundation-stones is made entirely of jasper, which again is the
special ornament assigned to the first foundation-stone.
John is trying to convey the impression of a radiant and superb structure.
John stresses the magnificence and not the suitability for building materials. There are two significant details deserving comment. One, The gates
were made of hige pearls, one pearl per gate. Post-Christian Jewish writings
speak of city-gates made of single pearls.
A second amazing statement is that the city is made of pure gold and that
it is transparerttas glass. The TemeIa had been world-famous for the gold overlay on the eastern facade. God's Holy City will be much more magnificent.
The transparency suggests purity.
It seems that these gates extend upward through the entire height of the great
walls, thus permitting access at all levels. The gates are never closed (v25),
so they really constitute merely great onenings in the wall. Each doorway,
framed along the sides and over the crest of each gate, is one magnificent
shimmering pure body of flawless pearls Through these pearly gates, at many
levels, will pass for endless ages streams of holy angels and glorified
saints, going in and out on the business of the King. (see 22:3).
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V. GCD'S PRESENCE IN THE HOLY CITY, REVELATION 21:22-27
1. The meaning of the Christian's destiny, Revelation 21:22.
"Kai naon ouk eidon rn aute; o gar Kurios o Theos o pantokratwr naos
"And temple no I saw in it; for the Lord God Almighty its temple is,
estinl kai to arnion,"
and the Iamb."
"Temple I did not see in it." The whole city is a temple in one sense (v16),
but it is something more than a temple even with its sanctuary and Shekinah Glorkin the Holy of Holies. "For the Lord God, the Almighty, is the
sanctuary of it and the Lamb." The Eternal Presence is the Shekinah Glory
of God.,(v3).
In 11 Corinthians we are the sanctuary of-God here, but nom God is our
Sanctuary, and so is the Lamb as in chapters I and 5. See 1:8 for the
descrintion of God here. (2 Cor. 6:16).
The whole city is now the Temple (vv16-17), where the shape of the city is
that of the holy of holies. The presence of God pervades all the city (v11).
All the redeemed are within the sanctuary, all are now priests,(20:6). There
is, therefore, no temple within the city, for the whole city itself is a
temple. The Object of all worship and the great Sacrifice are there,(Alford).
God and the Lamb become a spiritual Temple.
John leaves no room for uncertainty as to the meaning of the Christian's destiny. All that is meant by the holy city can be summed up by saying (1) God
is there. (2) The faithful of earth, written in the Lamb's Book of Life, are
there with God.
In the new Jerusalem God will dwell with His people. The Lamb of God, who is
the one sacrifice for sins forever, reigns there on His throne, and every
redeemed saint is a priest unto God. There is no longer need for a temple
structure, and one would search the huge city in vain for such a building.
All the purposes of the earthly temple will have been accomplished. Before
Christ the temple was a prophecy. In the Christian era, the temple was in
the Holy Spirit. In the Millennial Age, the temple will be a memorial. In
the ages of Eternity, all prophecies will have been filfilled. The immediate
Presence of the Iamb will obviate and need for memorial ceremony, and the
indwelling testimony of the Holy Spirit will be for ever united with the
all-pervasive reality of the personal glory of the Triune God.
The Lord God Almighty Himself constitutes the Temple of the City.(See 19:6).
But then also the Lamb "is the temple of it." Both God in His infinite
majesty and God in His suffering humanity are one, both together as God-Man,
comprising the Holy Temple in which He dwells eternally with His own people,
His both by virtue of creation and by right of redemption..
We are "in Christ" (Eph. 1:3), and Christ is in us as our "hope of glory"
(Col. 1:27), we ourselves are spiritually components of the true temple.
"You are the temple of the living God..(2 Cor. 6:16). Thus, the very city
itself becomes the temple, personifying and arraying both itself and its
residents as '1„V)e bride, the Lamb's Wifeu(v10),beautifullynadorned for her
husband"(v2).
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2.The glory of God will pervasively illumine.the New Jerusalem, Rev. 21:23.
"Kai e polls on chreian echei tou eliou, oude tes selenes, ina phainwsin
"And the city no need has of the sun, nor of the moon, that they should shine
en aute; e gar doza tou THEOU ephwtisen auten, kai o luchnos autes to Arnionio.0
in it; for the glory of God enlightened it, and the Lamp of it is the Lamb."
The purpose it to keep on shining. Light is always a problem in our cities.
If the sun and moon did shine, they would give no added light in the presence
of the Shekinah Glory of God. "Their splendour is simply put to shame by the
glory of God Himself,"(Charles). "The Iamb is the Lamp thereof."Swete sees
Christ as the one Lamp for all in contrast with the many luchniai - lamps of the churches on earth (1:12, 20).
God shall be all and in all. At the last Judgment there is neither sun nor
moon nor any natural light, "but only the splendour of the glory of the
Most High." The glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is the Light
thereof. "The Lord God shall be unto thee an everlasting light, and thy
God thy Glory." No distinction is to be between God and the Lamb. Both are
the Iight,(John 1:5).
It may be that John has in mind that the solar and lunar deities are now
displaced by God and Christ. The City has Divine significance. The lord God
is the cener of life in the holy city. The Lamb is associated with God. John
knows God the Almighty through the work of the iamb.
The presence of God casts a brilliant glory over the city alleviating the
need for luminaries. God is the light and lamp. The Light for the city will
be mediated through the Lamb, the glorified Son of man. Even Christ's countenance is as bright as the sun (Rev. 1:16; 10:10, but those whom Christ has
redeemed can survive its presence. (See Isaiah 60119-22).
3.God's supreme glory and unquestioned authority, Revelation 21:21L.
"Kai to ethne twn swzomenwn em tw phwti autes peripatesousin kai of
"And the nations of the saved in its light shall walk; and the kings. of
Basileis tes ges oherousin ten dclizan kai ten timen autwn eis auten."
the earth bring glory and honour their unto it."
"By the light thereof." All the moral and spiritual progress of moderns is
due to Christ, and the nations of the earth will be represented, "including
the kings." The picture is beautiful and glorious even if not realized here,
but only in heaven.

',The nationsnare the redeemed. They are described in this way on account of
their selection from every "kindred, and nation, and tongue, and tribe,"(7:9).
It is not the wicked nations of 16:19. The language is intended to convey
the idea of God's supreme glory and unquestioned authority. All join in promoting God's glory.
In this final victieSr Christ will receive the homage due Him from the kings
of the earth. Man will he present in the Holy City. The faithful witnesses
whose names are in the book of life will be present with God in this new
habitation. God Almighty will be there with redeemed man.
None of the peoples will seek their own glory through all accomplishments)
but will give all honor to the Lord.
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gates shall never be shut, Revelation 21:25.
Soma commentators think the open gates are a sign of perfect security. Other
Other commentators think that they are open to admit the nations, as described
in the following verse. Both ideas may well be understood,

"Kai of pulwnes autes ou me kleisthwsin emeras ; nuz gar ouk estai ekei."
not at all shall be shut by day; night foe no shall be there."
"And its gates
"For no night shall be there." "For there shall be no night there." This looks
like a continued picture of heaven. Heaven's gates are never closed. John had
seen an "open door" in heaven (24:1). "And open door" stood before the church
of Philadelphia which "no one is able to shut"(3:8)0 But there is one locked
door in Revelation (3:20) before which Christ stands and knocks.
This door was locked from the inside. Evan Christ could not force entry.
Men must open their hearts to God. God does not coerce faith. But heaven's
doors remain open.
"Night for no one shall be there." No night will be in that city. Night and
darkness reflecting or suggesting fear, insecurity, and evil in the (are terms)
Johannine literature. In God's city there will be perennial peace, security,
light, and joy. The Holy City will never know night or darkness. Christians
shall walk in its glory and by its light.
New Jerusalem has no enemies, and all people are welcome. The open gates
are gracious invitations, not forbidding deterrents. (See John 10:9). The
gates will always be open. The city itself will radiate light as bright
as daylight, so night will never come. The absence of night symbolizes the
absence of sin and sorrow. (see vv4-5). Nothing at all will hinder any more
at all the full and continual outpouring of the blessings of the loving Gods

5.. All

glory and honor rightfully belong to God, Rev. 21:26.
"Kai oisousin ten dazan kai ten timen twn ethnwn eis auten."
"&nd they shall bring the glory and the honour of the nations unto it0"
Rome gathered the merchandise of the world,(18:11ff). The City of God will
haue the best of all the nations. (An expansion of v24.).(Also Isa. 60:5,11)0
All the residents are the risen saints. The glory and the honour of the
nations shall be brought into it. (It is a repetition of v24).
We are God's by right of both creation and redemption. Every ability we
possess, and every blessing we enjoy, have-come from Him. The earth will
yield her riches, bchth in human. understanding and material resources, to
human research and development in incomparably greater degree than ever
before. Much glorgr and honor could well accrue to the men and nations
accomplishing these things.
But this "subduing of the earth" is a ministry of stewardship, to the glory
of God, and there will be a continual procession into the City, where the
people, small and great, will lay their trophies of learning and wealth,
glory and honor, at the feet of Him who alone deserves the praise.
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6. Only the redeemed written in the Lamb's Book of Life shall enter, Rev. 21:27.
"Kai ou me eisdlthe eis auten pan koimamm, kai poioun Bdelugma
"And in no wise may enter into it anything defiling, and practising abomikai pseudos ei me of gegrammenoi en tw Binliw tes Zwes tou Arniouo"
nation and a lie; but those who are written in the book of life of the Iamb."
Any thing unclean shall not enter into it, anything defiled or profane as
in Mark 7:2; Acts 10:14. "Avery one loving and doing a lid." Charles says,
"The unclean and the abominable are still on earth, but, though the gates
are oven day and night, they cannot enter."
Citizenship in John's new city is a matter of moral character and fie divine
election, not of nationality. The Lord's city is like the Lord's table. It
is a spiritual fellowship, but is not profand. "Common and open to all, yet
in another sense no common thing.". The trait is adapted. where the garadenparadise of the third-heaven is only for those loyal to their faith, humb3e 2
just, charitable and benevolent, blameless and whole hearted. But lte hell
of torture (10:4-6) is reserved for all addicted to sodomy, witchcraft,
theft, murder, and fornication, besides oppression and callousness to
human suffering.
The keynote of the book is struck once more. In the Egyptian litany of
the nine gods (E.B.D. 35). every petition ends with the words, "I have not
spoken lies wittingly, nor have I done aught with deceit." In the Apoc. Bar
39:6 the seer accuses the Roman Empire thus: "By it the truth will he
hidden, and all those who are polluted with iniquity will flee to it, as
evil beasts flee and creep into the forest."
"But onl they which are written in the Lamb's Book of Life." Only those
will be Permitted to go into the city to enjoy its glory and its blessings;
All who traffic there have long since been conformed to the image of God's
Son (Rom. 8:29), and have purified themselves even as He is pure (I John 3::3).
In fact, all whose names have not been written and retained. in the Iamb's
Book of Life have been cast into the Lake of Fire (Rev. 20:15), so none
such can ever even approach the pearly gates. The Holy City is for the
exclusive and eternal utilization and enjoyment of thosawho have been redeemed by the Lamb and whose names are recorded in His Book of Life.
(END OF CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE)
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ETERNAL LIFE
REVELATION 22:1-21
INTRODUCTION:
The final vision of the Holy City affords but beautiful view of the Christian hqpe
-eternal life with God. Five themes are woven together: (1) The River of the Water
of Life; (2) The Tree of Life; (3) God and the Lamb are the center and source of
all; (4) God's children worship and share the reign forever; (5) All evil fruits
will be absent.
In this final chapter of the Holy Scriptures, John continues with his description
of the Holy City and then, as it were,ushers us on into the eternal ages to come.
When he closes with a last postscrint of invitation, warning, and prayer, the
Book of God is complete. This climactic revelation will terminate God's written
Word to man. All we need to know will have been revealed and recorded, and now
we must simply await the fulfillment.
Finally we can begin to comprehend in some small measure the Lord's "unspeakable
gift" of eternal life (2 Cor. 9:15) to sinners who had earned the wage of eternal_
death (Rom. 6:23). Having heard and believed the "Word of Life" (Phil 2:16), we
have feasted on "the Bread of Life" (John 6:35) and drunk deeply of the "Water
of Life" (Rev. 21:6), assured that our names are written and indelibly inscribed.
ipi) the "Lamb's Book of Life" (Rev. 3:5). we no longer walk in darkness but have
the
of Lifeu(John 8:12), knowing that soon we shall receive the "Crown of
Life (Rev. 2:10) and have access forever tothe "Tree of Life" (Rev. 22:14).
DISCUSSION:
ITEnnAL LIFE IN THE HOLY CITY, REVELATION 22:1-5.
I. The River of the Water of Life, Rev. 22:1.
"Kai edeizen moi katharon notamon udatos zwes,
"And he shewed me pure a river of water of life,
eknoreuomenon ek tou thronou tou Theou kai tou
going forth out of the throne of God and of the

lamnron vas krustalion,
bright as crystal,
arniou."
Lamb."

The dry climate of the biblical world with its desert or semidesert existence contributed to the religious symbols of the Bible. Water and the Tree
are meaningful symbols in biblical faith. Water means life. The River of
the Water of Life symbolizes the source of eternal life.
The angel is in the middle of the city, or interior of the city. There
was a river in the Garden of Eden (Gen. 2:10). "Bright as crystal".
"Sparkling rock like erysatl"(Swete), shimmering like mountain water over
the rocks. "Proceeding out of the throne of God". Already in 3:21 Christ
is pictured as sharing the Father's throne.
The river is suggested partly by Ezekiel's representation of the healing
stream which was to issue from the new temple and flow through the dreary
Ghor of the jobdan valley (Ezek. 47:1-12), partly by the reference(ech.14:8)
to perennial waters issuing from Jerusalem as the dwelling-pIace of God
in the new age. But John has no use for Ezekiel's idea that the stream would
assist in the messianic transformation of nature.
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John changes the numerous trees on either side of the wady into the single
tree of life, reverting as before (3:7) to the ideal of the semitic paradise,
. Also, John drops the notion of the river sweetening the bitter waters of
the Dead Sea. Unlike the earthly Jerusalem with its inferior stream, the
New City is to be richly equipped with conduits and all that makes a city
Prosperous and secure,(see Isa.33:21).
"And he showed me" points to a new phase or section of the vision. In the
previous section (21:9-27) the angel had showed John the city and its walls
with their gates and foundations. In this section the angel shows John the
river of the water of life, and the tree of life. The latter part of each
section is occupied with the evangelist's own observations (see 21:22-27;
22:3-5). For we cannot supnose that the phrase, "these words", in v6, is
intended to apply specially to anything in these particular sections.
This angel is the angel mentioned in v9, and again referred to in verses 10,
15, 16, and 17. Most probably the nronoun "he" in v6 does not refer to the
same angel as this one.
River. The source of this stream, its course or channel, and its fertile
banks, are mentioned or implied in what follows. But them is no reference
to anyestuary or mouth. Eternity is the ocean in which this river is lost.
"A river of pure water of life" is perhaps identical in meaning with the
"living water", but is properly distinguished from it in translation. The
two expressions are peculiar to St. John's writings in the N. T. "Living
Water; in its simplest literalness, means such water as is pure, clear,
fresh, and wholesome. Not stagnant, or turbid, or salt.
"Living water" is a proper term for the water of a beautiful and fertilizing
river. Here the term "water of life" signifies water possessing life-giving

powers, water which restores, refreshes, supports life, and is therefore to

be compared with "living water" taken in its spiritual sense.,(see John )x.:14).
The source of the river is in the Divine Throne, the seat of the Triune God
and the Crucified Saviour. All eternal life is derived from God, our eternal
Father in heaven,by the Holy Spirit for the sake of the Redeemer.
Note the source of this mighty river of life and its living waters. There
is no rainfall to supply the river (Rev.21:1) with its flow. It proceeds.
"out of the throne of God and of the Lamb," high at the central pinnacle
of the holy city. The mighty Creator is continually creating the waters,
then sending them forth to give perpetual life and cleansing and beauty to
the city and its inhabitants, and then on out into the uttermost parts of the
earth. It is water of life, and there is no more death.
2. An image of the abundance of grace and life in store for the redeemed, Rev.22:2.
"En mesw tes plateias autos, kai tou notamou, enteuthen kai enteuthen, •
"In the midst of its street, and of the river, on this side and on that side,
eulon zwes, ooioun karpous dwdeka, kata mena ena ekaston apodidoun ton
the tree of life, producing fruits twelve, month each yielding the fruit
karptomautou; kai to phella tou eulou eis pherapeian twn ethnwn."
its; and the leaves of the tree for healing of the nations."
Only one street is mentioned here as in 21:21. "For the healing of the nations."
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medicines. This picture is heaven probably after the judgment. The river,
which is the all-pervading feature-0.s lined with the trees of life. The
retains the traditional singular of Gen. 2:9. To eat of the tree of life was,
in the popular religious phmaeeology of the age, to possess immortality.
In Enoch 24-25, where the prophet sees a wonderful, fragrant tree„ Michael
explains that it must stand untouched until the day of judgment. "Then the
righteous and the holy shall have it given them. It shall be as food for
the elect unto life."
In contemporary Judaism (Esd. 7:53 and 8:52). "For unto you is paradise set
open, the tree of life is planted, the time to come is prepared, a city is
builded and rest is established9" As already in Test. levi„18, the Messianic High-Priest is to "open the gates of paradise and remove the sword
drawn against Adam, and permit the saints to eat of the tree of life."
For the association of God's city and God's garden,(Apoc. Bar 4), for the
notion of healing,(Apoc. Mos.6; Jub.10:120, and the Iranian idea that the
tree of many seeds had curative properties.
John is therefore using the realistin and the archaic language of Jewish
piety to delineate the bliss of Christians in a future state where all
the original glories and privileges of God's life with man aee to be restored.
The Christian heaven is to possess everything which Judaism claimed and
craved for itself.
The singular "tree" seems intended to be understood generically of the whole
of that class oil trees. Vie may see in this beautiful supply of trees of
life an image of the abundance of grace and life in store for the redeemed.
Which bare twelve manner offruits, and yielded her fruit every month. Rather,
twelve crons of fruit, yielding its fruit every month. One crop in each
month. The number "twelve" signifies completeness.
The signification, therefore, is that there is an ever present supply. "The
leaves were used for medicine to heal the nations." The "nations" are the
multitude of the redeemed,gathered out of every nation (21:24). The tree
of life is put forward as the means by which the perpetual life and health
and general well-being of the inhabitants are sustained. There is abundant
and regular supply.
God's promises are true. The necessity to continually partake of the lifegiving fruit from the tree and water from the river will be a continual testimony to the people of the new earth that their Creator and Saviour is Himself the source of life and breath and all things. This knowledge will never
become a burden but will always remain a joy and a delight.
3.. God's servants shall serve Him, Revelation 22:3.
"Kai pan katanathema ouk estai eti; kai 0 thronos tou Theou kai tou arniou
"And any cvrse not shall be longer; and the throne of God and of the Lamb
en aute estai; kai of douloi autou latreusousin autw."
ifl it shall be; and His bondment shall serve Him."
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"There shall be no curse any more." "Shall keep on serving" is picturing
the worship of God in heaven. "Katanathema" is a cursed person. "Latreusousin autw" shall serve Him - unfettered and unspoiled devotion. The interruption of daily service and sacrifice in Jerusalem on July 17, 70 AD, had
sent a painful thrill to the heart of all who cherished the ideal of Acts 26:7.
There will be no fear of that in the New Jerusalem.
"There shall be no accursed thing any more." Nothing accursed exists in that
city, because there is no sin there. But the throne of God and of the Lamb
shall be in it. His servants shall serve Him. This is the consequence of there
being no accursed thing. God Dwells in the city because all is holy. The
throne of God and of the Lamb is one - God and the Lamb are one. The servants
of God and the Lamb "serve Him" as described in 19:1-7, and elsewhere.
The agelong curse is gone. There is no more death and no more sin. The earth
and its inhabitants are henceforth to thrive in fullest vigor forever. "His
servants shall serve Him." There can be no higher privilege than the service
of the King of creation.
Life in this future world will be a life of rest and singing, a life of
productivity and teaching. There will be occasion for fellowship and testimow, for singing and playing harns. There is also work to do. Perhaps each
will develop and use more fully the talents entrusted to him by the Lord in
this world..
).His Name shall be in their foreheads, Revelation 22:4.
"Kai onsiontai to proswpon autou, kai to onoma autou epi twn. netwpwn."
"And they shall see His face; and His name on their foreheads is."
This vision of God was withheld from Moses (Exodus 33:20,23), but promised
by Jesus to the pure in heart (Matt. 5:8) and mentioned in Hebrews 12:14
as possible only to the holy, and promised in Psalm 17:15. Even here on
earth we can see God in the face of Jesus Christ (2 Cor. 4:6). But now in
the New Jerusalem we can see Christ face to face (1 Cor. 13:12, even as He its
after we are made really like Him (2 Cor. 3:18); Rom. 8:29; I John 3:2).
It touches the reality of religion. "The supreme felicity is reached, immediate presence with God and the lamb,"(Beckwith)."His name on their foreheads."
This is another consequence of there being no accursed thing - no sin. (See v3).
All are pure in heart, and therefore they see God. The same promise is made
in I John 3:2. These who are here described are those who have overcome,(1101).
The ancient ideal of intimate confidence is also to be realized,(see Matt.5:8).
Esd 7 (7/8) '►The Saints shall rejoice with confidence, have boldness undismayed, and gladness unafraid, for they shall hasten to behold the face of Him
whom they served in life."
By oriental usage, no condemned or criminal person was allowed to look on the
king's face (Esther 7:8). The Apocalypse, however, shuns almost any apnroach
to the inner union of the individual Christian and Christ which distinguished
both Paul and the Fourth Gospel. It also eschews the identification of God and
man which was often crudely affected by Egyptian eschatology. In Chag 5:b the re
is a story of a blind rabbi who blessed some departing visitors with the words,
"Ye have visited a face that is seen and sees not: may ye be counted worthy to
to visit the Face which sees and is not seen." The Christian Prophet John has
a better hope and promise.
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It is the Lamb whom we shall serve, and it is the Lamb to whom we shall
report concerning that service. The Christ is King of the universe, He
will always be accesible to His servants, for He loved them and died to
be their Redeemer. Never will He hide His face from them, nor, will they
ever fear to enter His presence. As the Iamb, He has taken away their sin
and there is nothing between each soul and the Saviour.

5. The Lord God giveth them light, Revelation 22:5.
"Kai nuz ouk estai ekei,kai chreian ouk echouskm luchnou kai phwtos
"And night no shall be there, and need no they have of a lamp of light of
nliou, oti kurious o Thros photizei autous, kai Basileusousin eis
the sun, because the Lord God enlightens them, and they shall reign to
toum aiwnas twn aiwnwn."
the ages of the ages."
Theyhave no light of sun, because the Lord God enlightens them. This glorious eternal reign with Christ occurs repeatedly in the Book (1:6; 3:21;5(410).
Christ's Kingdom is sniritual (John 18:36ff)."The visions of the Apocalypse
are now ended. They have reached their climax in the New Jerusalem,"(Swete).
Now John gives the parting utterances of some of the speakers, and it is not
always clear who is speaking.
The Lord God shall shine upon them. In 21:23 we are told "The Lamb is the
light thereof." Here, "The Lord God shineth upon them." Again an assertion
of the Divinity of the Son,(see v3). They shall reign for ever and ever.
This prediction and promise ends the Revelation, as such. It is the reward
placed before those who strive, in order to induce them to "overcome".
In v5 the unceasing light is inside the city. Those who are inside the city
will enjoy perpetual sunlight. Never will there be any darkness. In our new
bodies we shall have no need for sleep. The very nature of life in that day
is called rest. There will be ample illumination. The glory of God's presence (Rev. 21:23) is the light of that new world. No other light is needed.
II.TBE ANGEL'S FINAL NESSAGE, REVEITION 22:6-7.
1. Christians should persevere in well-doing amid all persecutions, Rev. 22:6.
"Kai eipen moi, Outoi of logoi pistol kai alethinoi; kai Kurios 0 Theos
"And He said to me, These words are faithful and true; and the Lord God
twn agiwn prophetwn apesteilen ton aggelon autou deizai tois doulois
of the holy prophets sent the
angel his to show his bondmen
a
dei ge
nesthai en tachei."
the things which must come to pass soon..."
Apparently the same angel as in 22:1 (21:9, 15). The same words used in
21:5 by the angel there. Whatever tha application there, here the angel
seems to endorse as "faithful and true" not merely the preceding vision
(21:9-22:5), but the revelations of the entire book. The language added
proves this: "Sent His angel to show unto His servants the things which
must shortly come to pass." A direct reference to 1:1 concerning the purpose of Christ's revelation to John in this book. "The God of the spirits
of the pronhets"(19:10). Probably the prophets' own snirit enlightened by
the Holy Spirit (10:7; 11'8; 22:9).
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The concluding portion of the book is now entered upon. It contains a reference to the chief events which have been narrated, and enforces the lesson which is intended to be taught - that Christians should persevere in
in well-doing amid all persecutions, for the reward is certain, and that
the punishment due to the wicked will surely overtake them at last.
The angel asserts the veracity of what is contained in the book (v6);1:1-2;
3:14). The time in which to prepare is brief (vv6-7,12). The prophecy is
to be communicated to others (v10). God is eternal (v13; 1:8). The just
are rewarded (vv14, 17). The wicked are punished (v15;1:7). The prophecy
is to be faithfully handed on (vv18-19). These sayings are faithful and true.
"What God announces through the mouth of the prophets" relates to the future.
"Fheum" - "God of the spirits." (See I Cor. 14:32). God called and blessed
the ancient prophets, and wrote through them the great prophetic messages
of the Old Testamen, and He is the same Lord God who, through His angel
is conveying this grand climactic prophecy of the New Testament.
"To show unto His servants the things which must shortly be done," is
exactly the same in the Greek as in Revelation 1:10 "En tachos" - in haste,
shortly - The emphasis is that the entire sequence of events outlined in
Revelation, once begun, will be completed in a short period of time. It is
a reference to the brevity of human-time in contrast with eternity. The
events prophesied in Revelation began to be fulfilled immediately, in the
lives of the Seven Churches to whom the book was initially addressed.
The Church Age which they foreshadowed, followed by the tribulation and the
millennium, may seem like a long span of time to us but, when we look back
on them from eternity, will indeed seem to have "shortly been done."
2.. Jesus emphasizes the angel's urgent message, Rwvelation 22:71..
"Idou, erchomai tachu. Makarios o terwn tous logous tes propheteias
"Behold, I am coming quickly. Blessed is he who keeps the words of the protou BiBliou toutou."
phecy of this book."
Christ is the Speaker. Probably directly from Christ without introduction
as in verses 12 and 16. About Christ coming quickly see 2:5, 16; 3:11; 16:15.
Onee more we muct recall that "en tachei" --quickly - are according to
God's time, not ours. "Blessed" - makarios - This beatitude is like in
substance the first (1:3) and is Christ's awn words like the one in 16:150
This book is here called a "prophecy" - propheteias - as in vv10, 18, 190
It is Christ's revelation from God, a direct message from God. Fart of it
is prediction of doom on Christ's enemies, but most of it is a comforting
picture of final triumph and bliss for the faithful in a time of great
distress and persecution.
The belief that the Second Advent was near at hand, or imminent, was an important factor in strengthening Christians in times of trouble and persecution. The next sentence, the sixth beatitude in Revelation, is a reiteration of the first beatitude which promises that "he who reads aloud the
words of the prophecy," and those who hear them read,"and who keeps what is
written therein" are blessed (1:5). John wishes his reading and listening
public to believe that what he has written is Scriptural in its authority.
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The wonderful promise of Revelation 1:3 is repeated. There is blessing merely
in reading and hearing of the book. Now its reading and hearing are almost
complete, the emphasis shifts toward the vital importance of keeping its
sayings. The Lord hda commanded John to write all he would see (1:11) and
now his "book" was almost complete.
Each reader is urge d to "guard and hold: fast" the predictions, the foretellings of John's bOok. To him who reads it, believes it, and holds fast
its "sayings, that itt, the actual "words" of this final book from God,
divine blessing is promised by the Lord Jesus Himself.
III. THE FINAL WORD OF BLESSING, REVELATION 22:8-J

310

John's Authentication, Revelation 22:8.
"Kai egw Iwannes o Blepwn tauta kai akouwn- Kai ote ekousa eBlepsia
"And I John was he who was seeing these things and hearing. And when I Heard
eoesa nroskuesai emprosthen twn podwn toi aggelou tou deiknuonand saw I fell down to do homage before the feet of the angel who was shew tos moi tauta
ing me these things."
John repeats his name and the authority upon which he has written his prophecy (see 1:9ff)6, Angel worshin is forbidden. Here John the seer is the
speaker. He had already given his name,(1:1, 4, 9). Here John claims to be
theone who hears and sees these things".. It was a natural, though a wrong,
thing to do, especially after Christ's own voice followed that of the angel
"which shewed me all things".
There is no trace of any reluctance on the prophet's part to return to the
earth.. It is as a crucial revelation of the future and a testimony to the
authority and advent of the Messiah that this Apocalypse claims to be read,
and honoured in the churches.
"And I John am the one hearing and seeing these things." John is the person
to whom the revelation is made, without assigging any specific period as
the particular time when the revelation took place. The same statement
is made in 1:1. "These things" are all that have been related in the book.
"And when I heard and saw.." The tense here .becomes aorist - pointed action.
John once before has fallen into the same error, - that of paying undue
homage to the angel, (see ch. 19:10). This vision overwhelms John with awe,
and he is bowed down with his own humility. John felt that he must express.
his greatful submission to God's will, and the means imeediately at hand
was simply to bow down before the angel.. This was John's expression of
reverence and submission to God. The text does not say John worshipped the
angel, but only that John worshipped before the feet of the angel. He
worshipped God.

2. These hold the testimony of Jesus, Revelation 22:90
"Kai legei moi, Ora me: sundoulos sou gar eimi, kai twn adelphwn,shai
"And He says to me, See thou do it not: Fellowbondman of thee for I am,
twn terwuntwn tous logous tou BiBlou toutou: tw Theou proakunsorc."
and of thy brethen the prophets, and of those who keep the words of this Book:
Tw Thew proskuneson."
To God do homage."
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"Hora me" - Se thou do it not. The angel promptly interposes ."legei"- says.
See 19:10 for discussion of this same phrase "hora me" when John had once
before started to warship the angel in his excitement. Here we have added
to the words in 19:10 "the prophets" and also "them which keep the words
of this book." In both places we have "Worship God". And not an angel.
"Them which keep the sayings of this book." These are exhortations to a faLthful bearing of "the testimony of Jesus." "Those who keep the sayings" are
those who"hold "the testimony of Jesus." The direct inspiration of the
message which John has to deliver is here asserted. In unison with the
teaching of the Mosaic Covenant, the angel commands to worship God alone.
(See Exodus 34:14f).
Here also is a sharp rebuke to all those who feel they must have aids, in
order to worship God, such things as images, a solemn atmosphere, a
musical hand-clapping atmosphere, etc. Remember "God is Spd.rit..."Jn.4:240
All of us are sinners saved by grace.

3. The

time is at hand, Revelation 22:10.
" Kai legei moi, Ne Sphragises tous letpus tes propheteias tou Bibliou
"Mid he says to me, Seal not the words of the propheqy of this Book;
toutou; oti o k airos eggus estin."
because the time near is.P
The angel resumes- as in 19:9. "Seal not Up" - Charles takes this tp be the
command of Christ because in vv7 and 18 "The words of the prophecy of this
book" come from Christ. Charles rearranges these chanters to suit his own
notion. Once only (10:4) was John directed to seal and not to write. This
Book is to be left open for all to read (1:3; 13:18; 17:9; 22:7, 10).

"The time is at hand" - the visions being now complete, St. John is commanded to communicate them tp the world. (See 10:4 where a contrary direction is give7.). The last sentence is again a repetition of the assertion
of the shortness of this our time of preparation (see v7).
The revelation deals not with events far distant in the future, but with
those immediately present. For this reason the message is to be communicated.
John's Apocalypse is for an immediate crisis, and it is not to be reserved
for days to -come. It is not merely valid, but is intended for the '!'rophetts
contemporaries.
Some interval, however, is presupposed between the vision and its fulfillment, otherwise it would be futile to write the visions down, and to arrange
for their circulation throughout the churches. A certain career (22:7,9,18-19)
is anticipated for the Apocalypse. The nronhecy is anticipated for a remote
which is to come. John was commanded to make what he saw and heard known St
once, for the time is near - further evidence of the urgency of his message.
The sayings of this book are not to be guarded under lock and key where no
one would ever learn their message. They are to be opened and expounded and
proclaimed. These sayings were directed to the churches, and they are
urgently needed by the churches. This is the third time in this chapter
these sayings "of this book" are stressed. We are to guard the words of
the book. God is capable of speaking plain words to us, and we had better
let God say what He says.
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4. The evil-doers have made their choices which are irrevvocable, Rev. 22:11.
"0 adikwn adikesatw etiikai o rupmn rupwsatw eti;kai o dikaios dikaiw"1k that is unrighteous le't him br unrighteous still; and he that is filthgr
thetw eti; kai o agios agiasthetw etim
let him be filthy still; and he that is righteous let him be righteous still;
he that is righteous be righteous.
kai o pupwn rupwsatw eti.
and he that is filthy let him br filthy still; o dikaiwthetw dikaios eti;
kai o agios agiasthetw etio"
And he that is holy be holy still."
This v11 is the most deterministic sounding statement in Revelation. It is
difficult. Probably, John means that the evil doer„ the filtyh, the righteous, and the holy have made their choicea which are irrevocable. It is the
the hopelessness of the final state of the wicked which is here pictured.
It is the time when Christ has shut the door to those ouside who are nova
without hope,(Matt. 25:10; Lk. 13:25).
"The righteous" is to do righteousness still. "The holy" are to be made
holy still. The states of both the evil and the good are fixed now forever.
There is no word here about a "second chance" hereafter.
The intention seems to be to stir men up to a realization of the nature of
their conduct in continuing to reject th warnings of God. Note that the
words immediately succeeding, as well as those immediately preceding,. are
connected with the judgment°
This vll is apparently spoken by Christ Himself.. The transition apparently
occurs at end of v10 when the angel exhomted John to worship God onlym In
view of the certainty of the coming of the Lord and the uncertainty of the
time,. all men everywhere should evaluate their lives in light of the coming
judgments that have just been revealed, as well as all- the'blessings that
have been promised, and then behave accordingly.
The"filthy" ones of whom the Lord speaks are the morally filthy, the depraved.
The "holy" are those who are sanctified in both heart and life, consecrated
the the will of God by the Holy Spirit. This fixation and development of
character will anparently continue throughout eternity.
IV. PROMISE AND WARNING, REVELATION 22:12-15.
10-Christ will bring His recompense, Rev. 22:126
"Kai, idou, erchomai tachu, kai o misthos mou met emou, apodounai ekastw
"And, behold, I am coming quickly, and reward my with me, to render to each as
vas to ergon autou estaio"
the work his shall bet."
This is Christ speaking again and He repeats His promise of of coming quicly
as in v7. Jesus speaks now as the Rewarder of Hebrews 11;6.. "To render" apodounai - to gove back. Each will receive the reward according to his
awn work.(Rev. 2:23).
A certain career is anticipated for the Apocalypse.(see 22:7, 9,18-19).
Christ promises reward on the basis of what each has done. As one's work is..
This fundamental truth is enforced throughout Revelation.
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"come quickly". Twice it is a warning (Revelation 2:5, 16). Four times it
is a Tromise (Rev. 3:11; 22:7, 12, 20). Twice He indicates He will "come as
a thief"( Rev. 3:3; 16:15), first as a threat, then as a promise. Twice
He says that John is being shown "things that must shortly come to pass"
(Rev. 1:1; 22:6).
There is a real sense of urgency throughout the book, along with an air of
expectancy, looking for the imminent return of Christ. Setting an exact date
is not warranted. The believer should always be expecting Him, ordering his
life in the light of that blessed hope.
When the lord does come, He will bring with Him rewards to present to His
faithful servants, rewards to be ..apportioned in accordance with their
works. Rewards are according to works. Such rewards will be granted at
the judgment seat of Christ.
24....The "Alpha and the Omega," Revelation 22:13
"Egi eimi to "A kai to 0", the beginning and the end, the first and the last."
o prwtos kai eschatos."
"I am the Alpha and the Omega, Arche kai telos,
Applied to God in 1:8; 21:6, and here alone to Christ, crowning proof in this
book of Christ's deity. So in 21:6 God is termed, as Christ is here. "He arche
kai to telos (the beginning and the end), while "Ho protos kai ho eschatos"
(the first and the last) is applied only to Christ)(1:17; 2:8).
Solemn assurance is thus given that Christ is qualified to to be the Judge
of verse 12 (of Matt. 25:314=46). In Hebrews 12:2 Jesus is the "Archegos kai
teleiotes tes Pisteos" (the Author and Finisher of the faith). Christ was
the Creator of the universe with the Father. So now Christ is the consummation of redemption.
Christ now claims the title which tiod used with reference to Himself in 21:6,
with the addition of a designation, the first and the last, which He had used
in His first appearance, to John in 1;17, In the new age the distinction
between Christ and God will not be important or even clear.
For the fourth time (Revelation 1:8, 11; 21:6; 22:13) the Lord Jesus calls
Himself by the remarkable name "Alpha and Omega." Twice near the beginning
of the book, and twice near the ending of the book, the Lord reminds us that
He is the beginning and the ending, From everlasting to everlasting, He is
God (Psalm 90:2). He was the Creator, and He is the Consummator. In Genesis
He is the Alpha; In Revelation He is the Omega.
With sixty-four other wonderful "letters" in the books between, all conveying to man the glorious plan and purpose of his Creator. It is foundational
to know Him as Maker; it is salvational to know Him as Redeemer, Friend and
Lord; it is motivational to know Him as our coming King.

3. They

that do His commandments, Revelation 22:1)4.
"Makarioi of poiountes. tas entolas autou, ina estai e ezousia autwn
"Blessed are they that do His commandments, that shall be their authority
epi to eulon tes zwes, kai tois puIwsin eiselthwsin eis ten polity.."
to the tree of life, and by the gates they should go into the city."
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This is the last beatitude of the book and "deals with the issues of the
higher life,"(Swete). "That there may be their right to come to the tree
of life." The free-will of man is implied in the active form . "That they
may have right to the tree of life. In order that they may have authority
over the tree of life." They are given the right to partake of it. They do
the commandments in order that they may have right to partake of the tree
of life. "They are blessed because they have this right*" Both significate
ions may well be implied.
"The tree of life" is that described in v2, and promised "to him that overecometh," in ch.2:7. "And by the gates, they shall go into the city." They
may enter in through the gateminto the city. They may enter in the natural
way of people who have a right to enter.
In this last beatitude (see comment on. 1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 19:9 20;6; 22:7)0
This seventh beatitude pronounces blessing on those whose purity gains them
admission to eternal life and the means by which they have achieved it*
Their robes are white and pure because of the cleansing power of Christ (7:14).
This present verse stresses their active in this process. The purity of
Christ's redemption is to admission into the city by the gates and to the
tree of life,(see 22:2). Salvation is by God's grace. It is surely true that
those who are saved will love God's commandments snd sincerely try to keep
them.. (See John 14:15; I John 2:3-4).
4.. Expression for what is most degraded, Revelation 22:15.
" Ezw de of kunes, kai 6i pharmakoi, kai of pornoi, kai of phoneis,kai
"But without are the dogs, and the sorcerers, and the fornicators, and murderers,,
01 eidnlaterail kai pas o phuiwn kai poiwn psieudos.”
and the idolaters, and and every one that loves and practices a lie."
"Without" exo - outside the holy city. "Gut, ye dogs'! Not literal dogs, but
the morally impure (Deut. 23:18; 2 Kings 8:13; Mark 7:27). Dogs in the
Oriental cities are the scavengers and excite unspeakable contempt. ("Only
the dog has no citizenship in the nomad life. It is the only life mishandled
by the gentle Arab, who with spurns and blows cast out these profane creatures from the tent.")
Here in this v15 "kunes" dogd - are not merely impure pagans, but the
impudently impure, possibly in the special and darker sense of "sodomites",
(see I Tim. 1:10; Deut.23:19-20), collated with porne - fornicators
Such loathsome practices were not uncommon in the Oriental cults. "DogSare
described in v11 as"the filthy." The term "dog" is.proverbal amongst
Eastern nations as an expression for what is most degraded.
The sorcerers -(hoi pharmakoi) - As in 21:8, where are listed "the
ors, the murderers, and the idolaters," all"outsida"the holy city
there " in the lake that burns with fire and brimstone, the second
Both are pictures (symbolic language) of hell, the eternal absence
fellowship with God.

fornicathere as
death."
from

The epithets in this verse occur (with others) in chs 21:8. A contrast is
forcibly presented between the wicked ones here indicated, and those who
have (in v14) the right to enter the city, owing to their purity*
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Every one that loves and practices a lie." This is all liars, doing a lie,
(see 21:8, 27). Satan is the father of all lying (John 8:) ) and Satan's home
is a congenial place for those who love and practice lying (2 Thes.
These are prominent catagories of sinners who must suffer eternally in hell
The term applies to various types of men whose character betakes in one way
or another of certain doglike behaviors.(See Isaiah 56:10-11). In this: passage "dogs" ahe grouped withosorcererso l and also assiciated with pagan religious ceremonies and their use of drugs.
All show that John was writing in the context of the Last Days" as much as
he was of apostolic times.. "Murderers" are in the list as well, those who
destroy bodies as well as those who destroy souls. God adds "liars" to the
list as well,(see Rev. 21:8, M. Unless forgiven and cleansed by the blood
of Christ, those who practise lying will also be barred from the City and its
Tree of life.
V. JOHN'S FINAL AUTHENTICATION AND FINAL WARNING, REVELATION 22%16-21.
1. The message is from heaven to the Churches, Revelation 22:16.
"Egw Iesous enemnsia ton aggelon mou marturesai umin tauta epi tail ekkle"I Jesus sent my angel to testify to you these things: in the assemblies.
sias. egw eimi e riza kai to genos tou DaBid, o aster• o lampros kai orthrinos."
I am the root and the offspring of David, the star bright and morning."
"I Jesus have sent.'" The last and most solemn attestation to the book that
from Jesus (the historic Jesus known to the churches), in harmony with I:lff.
Jesus sent His personal messenger. It is the Jesus of history here speaking,
who is also the Christ of theology and the Lamb of God. It is not just for
the Seven Churches (1:)4, but for all the churches in the world then and now.
Jesus in person now speaks in colloquy (16, 13, 12) to ratify that has just
been said. This Apocalypse is not an individual fantasy (2 Peter 1;21).
"Umin tauta"-- these thing& - the plural here and in v6 might suggest that
John's Apocalypse incorporated some visions of other members belonging to
the prophets in the Asiatic school. But while apy Jewish Christian sources
may have been drawn from this quarter, the final authorship and authority
is claimed by John himself (v8).
"I am the root and offspring of David, the star bright and morning." For
"the roor of David" to which John now adds to "genos"- offspring - in the
sense of"offspring.". (See Acts 17:28f). The Davidic King is called a star
in Luke 1:78. This "Day Star" is interpreted as Christ (2 Peter 1:19).
In Revelation 2:28 the phrase"the morning star" occurs in Christ's own
words, which is here interpreted. Christ is the Light that was coming
into the world (John 1:9; 8:12).
Like most early Christians, John attached more weight to the Davidic descent
of Jesus as Messiah, than Jesus Himself allowed.. Here Christ's authority in
Revelation is bound up with His legitimate claim to be Messiah, and thus to
inaugurate the new and eternal day of God. Jesus has not only the historic
preparation of Israel behind Him but the infinite future before Him. In one
sense Jesus was the climax of Hebrew expectation; in another sense, Jesus is
of worldwide significance.
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The conviction of the early Church was that the present trial was only the
cold, dark hour before the dawn. Their faith in Jesus assured them that an
eternal prospect of bliss awaited them, and that this vista of hope was bound
upwith the person of Jesus risen and exalted (v13). The watchword was ,
Sunrise and morning-star.
Christianity was not some ephemeral Oriental cult, which had had its day;
the cosmic overthrow meant a. new era for its adherents. The Apocalypse
thus closes, as it began (1:5-6) with a note of ringing emphasis upon the
eternal significance of Christ in the eternal plan-divine and purpose.
The redeemed people of Christ have, through the ages, always loved and rejioiced in this glorious name of the Saviour,. "the bright and morning star."
2. The living water is not forced upon any, Revelation 22:17.
"Kai to Pneuma kai e humph° legousin, Elthe. Kai o akouwn eipatw, Elthe.
Come. And he that hears aet him sqr,
"And the Spirit and the Bride say,
Kai o dipsiwn elthetw; kai o thelwn, lamBanetw to udwr zwes dwrean."
Come. And he that thirsts let him come; and he that wills, let him take the
water of life gratuitously."
The Holy Spirit, speaking through the prophets or the Spirit of prophecy
(2:7; 16:4; 18:24), joins with the Bride (21:2), the people of God, in a
response to the voice of Jesus just heard. After the picture of heaven in
22:1-5 there is intense longing (19:7) of God's people for the consummation
of the marriage of the Iamb and the Bride.
So now the"proPhets and the saints"(Swete)make a common plea to the Lord
Jesus to "come", come on as He has just said twice that He would do (22:1,12).
The call for Christ is to be repeated by every hearer (ho akouon) as in 1'
"Iet him cone" - This is applied to the one who wishes to greet Christ. The
thirsty man is bidden to come before it is too late himself.
Spiritual thirst (5:6) is used for one thirsting for the water of life (see
John 6:35; 7:37). See also Rev. 21:6; 22:1). "He that will, even if not yet
eagerly thirsting." This one is welcome also. It is with free promise,(21:6).
Let him take "freely". This gracious and wide invitation is cheering after
the gloomy picture of the doomed and the damned.
The warnings against the Dragon and the two beasts with all their dreadful
consequences are meant to deter men from falling victims to all the devil's
devices then and now. The door of mercy dtill !stands wide open today, for
the end has not yet come.
In this v17 we hear the voice of the Spirit of God inviting all who hear and
see to heed and to come and drink of the water of life freely offered by
the Lamb of God.
The promise of v12 is caught up and answered by a deep "come" from the prophets in ecstasy and the Christian congregation. Hitherto (21:2ff) this tern
has been reserved for the Church triumphant in the world to come, Now, with
these oracles fresh in the memory of John's mind, the prophet applies it to
the Churdh on earth, as Paul had already done. "Kai o akouwn"--"And let hilm
who hears come." This is addressed to strangers who sometimes attended the
Christian worship,(I Cor. 14:23-24). If anyone is not holy, let him repent,
then let him come to the Lord's table. John is witnessing for Christ.
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The thirsty are those in need of eternal Ijfe. It is abundant and free. Camel
take the water of life free and without price. The Church in her corporate
capacity welcomes her Lord. let each member in his individual capacity, who
hears this "testimony"(v16), be desirous of the event of his Master.. Let him
who is athirst for the water of life come (21:6). Though the living water le
freely given without money and without price, it is not enforced upon any one.
3.The fulfillment of the duty laid upon John, Revelation 22:18.
"Eummarturou mai gar panti akouonti toss logous tea propheteias tou
"For I jointly testify to everyone hearing the words of the prophecy of this
BiBliou, ean tis enitithe nros tauta, epithlisei o Theos ep auton tas
Book, if anyone should add to these things, shall add God unto him the
plegas tas gegrammenas en BiBlinsi toutw."
plagues which are written in this Book."
Swete properly holds these words to be from Jesus Himself, still bearing sdlemn
witness to this book, with yarning against wilful perversion of its teachings.
This warning is directed against perversions of this book, not about the NON
Testament or the Bible as a whole, though it may be true there also. Surely
no warning was more needed when we consider the treatment accorded the Apocalypse, so that Dr. Robert South said that the Apocalypse either found one
crazy or left him so.
The Lordship of Jesus is defined as His right to come and to judge (22:12).
"I testify" is emphatic. Hem is the solemn appendix or seal of the veracity
of the book, somewhat similar to the nrefatory words in chapter 1:1-3.This
is the fulfillment of the duty laid upon John in ch. 1:1. "if any one shall
add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written
in this book."
"The plagues that are written in this book" are those of the seals, the
trumpets, the vials, the doom of Babylon, etc.; of the command of Paul to
Timothy (2 Tim. 1:13). John is speaking to all who hear his prophecy. His
warning is like a curse. John spoke only of the prophecies in his awn book.
God has told us everything He intends to tell us.• Lot no person presume ever
to come with additional revelation from God. We have the actual words of the
Lord.(see v7). God promises extremely severe judgment on those who ignore
this warning. Now all of Christ's revelation to the churches concerning all
the ages to come had finally been delivered to the ehurfhes through His
last living Apostle, the beloved John. The Scriptures had been completed.
4.Those who would take from this book are deprived of all blessings referred
to in Revelation, Revelation 22:19.
"Kai ean tis aphaire ano twn logwn BiBlou tes pronheteias tautes, aphaar"And if anyone should take from the words of the book of this prophecy, shaU
esei o Thus to moron autou apo BiBlou tes zwes, kai ek tes polewa tes
take away God his part from the book of life, and out of the city the holy,
kai twn gegramminwn en BiBliw toutw.'
and of those who are written in book this."
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"Ano turn logwn.." - should take from the words of this book - such a person
is unworthy of his inheritance. God shall take away his part out of the bock
of life. Even from the things written in this book seems to be the real meaning of the last clause. Just as the evils set forth in the Apocalypse are
declared in verse 18 to be the portion of those who add to the book, so
those who take from the book are deprived of those things or blessings which
have been constantly referred to in the book.
John spoke only of the prophecies in his awn book. Certainly, the entire
Bible deserves our utmost respect in understanding and in interpreting it, 'dm.t,
this present verse applies only to Revelation.
Now if it is a crime of deadly seriousness: to add to the words of gcriptum ,
it is even more nicked and dangerous to take away from them. Adding false
scripture to the true Scripture at least leaves the latter, with its: saving
gospel, intact. Trying to "cut off" certain unwanted words from the Bible,
on the other hand, will dilute or destroy its saving message and living
truth.
The so-called"liberals" have specialized in cutting out or explaining away
all those portions of the Holy Scriptures which offend their humanistic
prejudices and evolutionary presuppositions. All of the Scriptures have
been attacked by such people, but non. so much as the books of Genesis aId
Revelation. The cults add to the words of the book of this prophecy,. the
liberals take away from them. And both are regarded by the Lord as blasphemies deserving of the most serious punishment. "The Scripture cannot
be broken," Jesus said (John l0:35).
Moses had issued a like warning concerning his own divinely inspired writings
in the Pentateuch. "You shall not add to the word which I command you, nelther
shall ye diminish ought from it,"(Deuteronomy 4:2). That is, no later "editor"
or "redactor" should ever presune to change or rearrange the words of the
Pentateuch.
Moses' warning attplied strictly only to his own five books, and did not
preclude God's later use of other prophets to convey other Scriptures to
God's people. (Tead Deut. 18:18-19). This prophecy had been fulfilled in
Christ and was confirmed by the Apostle Peter, in his great sermon at the
temple gate (Acts 3:20-26).
The Lord Jesus, in turn, had called His own Apostles and prophets, had
given them the words His Fathef. commanded (John 17:8) and had promised these
words would all be brought to their remenberance through the Holy Spirit
(John 14:26), so that they in return could record them for others. Jesus
promised also that the Holy Spirit "will guide you into all truth" and
that "He will show you things to come"(John 16:13-114).
This New Testament revelation was to be given through His chosen Apostles
and Prophets, "Which in other ages was not made known unto the sons of men,
as it is now revealed unto His holy Apostles and Prophets by the Holy Spirit"
(Ephesians 3:5.). These Apostles and Prophets to whom were now being given
the New Testament Scriptures were said to constitute the foundation of the
great "building" of living believers which was to be erected by the Holy
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Spirit (Ephesians 2:19-22). Once the foundation is laid, of course, then
it does not continue to be laid at intervals during the erection of the
superstructure. Tha Apostles, all of whom, as one condition of their
apostleshin, had seen the Lord after His resurrection (I Cor. 9:1), lard
the foundation of the Church in the Scriptures they wrote, under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit.
John was the last of these Apostles, so his final book is the last block in
the foundation. Nothing more is to be added, Because it would be sunerfluous and distracting. Nothing can be removed because it would undermine
the structure and eventually cause the whole building to collapse. The
nenalty for removing anything from the "Book" is nothing less than the removal of one's name from the Lamb's Book of Life. So do not tamper with
the Holy Scriptures.
5. The Lord Jesus promises to come quickly, Revelation 22:20.
"Iegei o marturwn tauta, nai erchomai tachu. Amen; Nai, erchou, Kurie
"Says he who testifies these things, Yea, I am coming quickly. Amen, Yea,
Iesou."
come, Lord Jesus."
"He who testifieth" - That is Jesus who has just spoken (1:2; 22:18). He
affirms the promise in 22:7, 12. John expresses his absolute belief in
the Lord's promise. The Lordship of Jesus is defined as His right to come
and to judge (22:12).
"Surely I come quickly". As the book opens, so it closes with this promise.
This is the anchor and stay of the faithful, the sound of an alarm and
a warning cry to the wicked.
"Amen". Thus in calm and patient hone the Apostle John answere his Lord.
So the writer who delivers the message is the first to proclaim his belief
in what is herein contained. For the third time in this final chapter Christ
gives His solemn assurance that He is coming soon (vv 7?, 12).
This verse is His one last promise to return quickly, and the great prophetic
testimony of Jesus Christ (Rev. 1:2; 19:10) is ended. "These things" include
all the events and promises and warnings of the Book of Revelation., culminating in the grave injunction not to change even a word of the completed;
Scriptures.
From the standpoint of eternity,His coming will be very soon. His coming
is always imminent, and each passing year brings it nearer. His coming is
sure. And when He does come, all the events prophesied to accompany His
coming,_ as testified by Him in this book, will be fulfilled speedily and
certainly.
To this wonderful promise, John can only reply with a deep-felt "So be it."
John had seen, as no one before or since has ever seen, the glories of the
world to come. And Johd could only long earnestly for the day of its: reality
to hasten.. The final prayer of the Bible, beseeching the Lord to come quickly
as He had promised, was John's prayer. But it has also been echoed on the
lips of countless Christians through the centuries ever since. "I will come
again," the Lord promised, even before His death on Calvary (John 1)4:3), and
believers will continue to utter this prayer until the very moment He returns.
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6. John concludes with his personal greeting and prayer for his own friends,Rev.22:21•
charis tou Khuriou emwn Isou Christou meta nantwit umwn. Amen."
"The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with all you. Amen."
John's own benedictionlan, unusual ending for an apocalypse, but suitable
for one meant to be read in the churches (1:2ff). "Grace" is Paul's unvarying word in conclusion of his letters, as is true of Hebrews 13:25.
"The saints" or the consecrated -(hoi hagioi) - is John's constant word for
believers in Christ (8:3f1 11:18; 13:7; 14:12; 16:6; 17:6 18:20; 19:8; 20:9).
It is a good word for the close of this marvellous picture of God's gracious
provision for His people in earth and heaven.
The theme of the Book is the conflict between good and evil. We may conclude
our study of it by joining in the prayer of the author, that the help of the
Lord Jesus may be on the side of His saints to enable them to overcome, and
then receive their reward.
The Christian life begins by grace, is sustained by grace, and thus should
always manifest grace. When we fail, as we often do, there is still forgiveness through grace, For He is "the Uod of all grace",(I Peter 5:10). God's
"Grace is sufficient.'; (2 Cor. 12:9). The "Exceeding riches of His grace"
will be manifest towards us allImin all the ages to come." (Eph. 2:7).
CONCLUSION:
"The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ" will, indeed be with us, and upon us,
and in us, forever. What else could John say than this. This epistolary conclusion is a benediction of brace which word has not been used since the
beginning of the letter (I:4).
John has looked into heaven and written his long apocalyptic prophecy about
the things soon to come. John has seen the grandeur of heaven and the terror
of the Lake of Fire. He has seen the final victory of the Lamb. But, John
ends his letter on a very human plane as a man in exile with all the danger
before him and his churches. What else could John say other than "The Grace
of the Lord Jesus be with all the saints. Amen."
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